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1 Abstract 
The Multifamily (MF) Impact Evaluation (X1941) project conducted by TRC (the research team) contains 
two main elements related to updating the PSD with improved results from primary and secondary 
sources:   

• A review of the array of CT PSD values related to multifamily measures, involving extensive 
research of the evaluation literature nationwide and regionally, and a review of leading TRMs / 
PSDs in other states.  Previously, CT’s MF PSD values were based on single-family or commercial 
values.  This work, completed in summer 2020, included specific recommendations for updated 
MF PSD values, and was included in a separate report1 and is briefly summarized in Chapter 3. 

• An impact evaluation of Eversource and United Illuminating’s (UI) Multifamily Initiative for 
program years 2017-2019. Impact evaluations are the key source for CT-specific PSD updates, 
and an impact evaluation of multifamily retrofit programs had not been conducted for 
Eversource and UI for at least ten years.   This provides multifamily-specific values for measure 
level savings, and this work is the subject of this report. 

The research team proposed updates to the 2020 CT PSD focused on providing multifamily-specific 

values for measure-level savings. Based on the findings from the data-driven engineering review, the 

research team proposed revisions to the 2020 PSD to reflect the accepted engineering assumptions for 

multifamily building characteristics and operations. The following is an overview of recommendations: 

• Updates to hours of use specific to multifamily buildings. 

• Clarifications for how certain measures should be applied in multifamily projects.  

• Update to coincidence factors for some measures so they are specific to multifamily common 
areas. 

• Different assumptions for multifamily buildings for some measures, such as base case gas usage 
for heating savings and capacity assumptions for Wi-Fi thermostats due to the smaller size of 
multifamily dwelling units (compared with single-family), and default efficiency values for 
multifamily equipment, 

• Multifamily-specific equations for a few measures, including for central furnaces and air 
conditioners (due to different usage patterns compared to commercial buildings) and low-flow 
fixtures (due to typically lower numbers of bathrooms per unit than in single-family homes) 

Note that almost none of these recommendations are incorporated into this impact evaluation, because 

these recommendations would be incorporated into future versions of the PSD. The two exceptions 

were the recommendation to adjust the low-flow fixture equation, because the research team believed 

the equation in the 2020 PSD was not mathematically correct, and to adjust the residential lighting 

baseline so it aligns with a federal regulation (Energy and Security Independence Act – EISA) that has 

been effective since 2014.  

The Multifamily Initiative includes multiple energy efficiency retrofit programs that support multifamily 
buildings or complexes with five or more units. This impact evaluation is focused on projects tracked 

 

1 ERS. [X1931] PSD Review.  
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through the Home Energy Solutions (HES) and HES-Income Eligible (HES-IE) programs,2 which this study 
found to provide the vast majority (if not all) savings for the Multifamily Initiative3.  

The main objectives of this study were to: 

• Calculate program-level realization rates,  

• Calculate measure level realization rates (only possible for Eversource, since the UI program 
database does not track savings at the measure-level), and 

• Identify opportunities to improve realization rates in the future, and for additional savings 
opportunities. 

The research team calculated prospective (based on the 2020 PSD) and retrospective (based on the PSD 
for each program year that the measures were installed: 2017 through 2019 PSD) realization rates. This 
report only shows prospective results since retrospective results were very similar to prospective for 
almost all measures. 

In addition, the research team conducted a “deep dive” investigation of the air sealing measure, a 
commonly installed in-unit measure within the HES and HES-IE programs, to develop recommendations 
to improve the robustness of savings claims from air sealing, and the persistence of savings from this 
measure. 

The research team verified savings as well as calculated retrospective and prospective realization rates 
using data from a sample of facility managers4 on measures installed at a sample of project sites.  The 
research team verified the savings at the measure and site level, and extrapolated site-level savings to 
program-level results for annual energy (kWh, ccf, and BTU), demand, and lifetime savings; and project-
level savings for delivered fuels. For Eversource, which tracks savings in its database at the measure-
level, the research team also calculated measure-level realization rates for commonly installed 
measures. 

Results: 

Program level realization rates:  At the program level, the realization rates (RRs) were moderately high 

or high, and similar for HES and HES-IE for both utilities for most metrics (annual kWh, lifetime kWh and 

annual CCF), with the exception of summer kW for both utilities. These results are shown in Table 1 and 

Table 2, where * indicates the value met or exceeded 90% confidence, 10% precision.  Specifics follow:    

• Installation count issues and calculation errors: Most of the adjustments made to the realization 

rates were the result of either a misapplication of the correct values in the ex ante calculations, 

or adjustments made to the installation counts. This latter problem occurs often with instances 

of double-counting misspecification, or omission of measures in the records.   

 

2 HES and HES-IE provide incentives for energy efficiency measures for existing multifamily projects using a 
deemed savings approach. Multifamily customers can enroll in these programs, which provide tiered incentives 
for a variety of lighting; heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC); domestic hot water (DHW); and 
envelope measures. 

3 While two other commercial programs, Energy Opportunities and Small Business Energy Advantage (SBEA), can 
serve multifamily common areas, this study found that those savings are tracked through the HES and HES-IE 
databases.  

4 Since onsite data collection was not possible in many cases due to COVID-19, the research team used a 
combination of approaches to data collection, including facility manager photos, facility manager interviews, file 
reviews, and on-site data collection where possible. 
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• Coincidence factor issue: For demand savings, HES had a much higher realization rate for 

summer demand (summer kW), while HES-IE had a much higher realization rate for winter 

demand (winter kW). The study found the HES-IE program had more savings from common area 

and exterior lighting compared to HES.  The research team decreased summer demand and 

increased winter demand savings to correct the fact that the ex ante claims had used incorrect 

coincidence factors for the measure.  

• Gas Saving vs. kW savings issue: Eversource had a moderately lower realization rate for winter 

kW and had a much higher realization rate for annual CCF.  Eversource had a lower winter 

demand savings realization rate because there were 27 projects in which Eversource claimed 

winter demand but realized demand savings were zero (0), in part because Eversource had 

misapplied peak natural gas savings to peak demand (kW) savings in several cases. UI had a 

lower annual gas (CCF) savings realization rate because UI awarded gas savings to one lighting 

project and claimed two gas savings measures that could not be documented as installed.  

Table 1. Program level realization rates 

By Program 

Mean Realization 
Rate (90% 

Confidence 
Interval) 

Annual 
kWh 

HES-IE 87%* (81 - 94%) 

HES 84%* (79-89%) 

Lifetime 
kWh 

HES-IE 82% (72-92%) 

HES 86%* (80-92%) 

Summer 
kW 

HES-IE 56% (39-73%) 

HES 75% (68-81%) 

Winter 
kW 

HES-IE 89%* (81-97%) 

HES 61% (47-76%) 

Annual 
CCF5 

HES-IE 93% (79-108%) 

HES 91% (71-111%) 

 

 

 

5 The research team did not calculate Lifetime CCF, because UI does not track it (and the team calculated savings 
across programs at both utilities) and because the team’s understanding was that annual savings and demand 
savings are more critical than lifetime savings. The research team suggests it be incorporated into a future project 
if the EEB believes lifetime gas savings are valuable to calculate. 
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Table 2. Program level realization rates by utility 

Program level realization rate by Utility 

Mean Realization 
Rate (90% 

Confidence 
Interval) 

Annual kWh 
UI 85% (75-95%) 

Eversource 86%* (81-90%) 

Lifetime 
kWh 

UI 83% (70-96%) 

Eversource 86%* (81-91%) 

Summer kW 
UI 58% (40-77%) 

Eversource 58% (49-66%) 

Winter kW 
UI 87% (77-97%) 

Eversource 75% (64-86%) 

Annual CCF 
UI 80% (61-100%) 

Eversource 102% (89-116%) 

Measure-level ex post realization rates: The research team developed measure-level ex post RRs for 

Eversource only because UI does not currently collect savings data at the measure level.  Results are 

showing in Table 3. Realization rates for the top savings measures are summarized here: 

• Common area and exterior lighting:  The research team found a high realization rate for annual 

electricity savings (97%) and winter demand (118%), and a low realization rate for summer 

demand (47%).  

• Dwelling unit lighting:  This measure showed a moderately high rate for annual electricity (67%) 

and demand savings (70% summer, 81% winter).   

• Air sealing: Air sealing shows a very high realization rate for annual kWh (98%), annual CCF 

(172%), and summer demand (100%); the realization rate was lower but still high for winter 

demand (86%).  

• Refrigerators: This measure had a moderately high realization rate (80% for annual electricity, 

summer, and winter demand). 

• Other measures:  The insulation measure also had a high realization rate for annual electricity 

(100%), gas savings (100%), and demand (100%). Other measures, like ECM pumps, showed a 

low realization rate for annual electricity savings (59%) and winter demand (68%).  

The study found more diversity of gas saving by measure type than for electricity. Specifically, the 

combination of common area/ exterior and dwelling unit lighting comprises 80% of the program’s ex 

ante electricity savings. The PSD review phase of this project found that realization rates and 

attributable savings (relative to baselines) for lighting are declining significantly, and savings 

opportunities will sunset because the market is naturally adopting LEDs.  This threatens the future 

viability of the program at its current electricity and demand savings levels, since continued reliance on 
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lighting will lead to lower savings if the market baseline is accounted for in the PSD. However, the 

Conservation and Load Management (C&LM) Plan does assume lower savings from this program after 

2018, so this decline is anticipated6. 

Table 3. Measure Level Ex Post Savings Results (Eversource only) 

Measure Annual kWh Annual CCF Lifecycle kWh 
Summer 
Demand 

Winter Demand 

Common 
Area and 
Exterior 
Lighting 

97%* - 96% 47% 118%* 

Dwelling 
Unit Lighting 

67% - 45% 70% 81% 

Refrigerators 80% - 67% 80% 81% 

Air Sealing 98% 172% 104% 100% 86% 

ECM Pumps 59% - 67% - 68% 

Windows 83% - 83% - 79% 

HVAC Heat 
Pumps 

100% - 100% 100% 60%7 

Boilers - 80% - - - 

Insulation 100% 100% 80% - 100% 

Low Flow 
Fixtures 

88% 107% 130% - 14% 

The research team developed recommendations to improve realization rates in the future and for 

additional savings opportunities.  The recommendations are described in detail in the report. 

Recommendations for Eversource:  

• Develop a final review process for each project to verify the following:  

o All measure installations are documented, 

o The number of measure installations align with the correct PSD calculations, 

o The correct heating fuel is identified,  

o Winter demand is claimed only for electric measures, and  

 

6 2021 Plan Update to the 2019-2021 Conservation & Load Management Plan. D2 – Eversource CT Electric 
Historical and Projected Annual kWh (000s) (2012-2021) 

7 As described in section 6.7, winter demand savings were removed for one project that was a common area heat 
pump, since the PSD does not award winter demand savings for common area heat pumps. In addition, the 
adjustments to the annual savings affected the winter demand savings for three other projects. Two other heat 
pump projects correctly did not claim winter demand savings. So only one of the five projects that claimed winter 
demand savings was verified to have winter demand savings.  
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o All measure installations are documented, 

o The number of measure installations align with the correct PSD calculations, 

o The correct heating fuel is identified,  

o Winter demand is claimed only for electric measures, and  

o The presence of air conditioning is captured correctly.  

• Correct measure-level program calculators as noted in Section 6, including: 
o Correct coincidence factors for demand calculations 

o Ensure that ECM Pump projects follow calculation for that measure 

o Update the low-flow fixture calculation to align with the 2021 PSD. 

• Consider “rolling up” the savings for measures listed twice for the same site. Several projects 
had the same measure listed twice in the databased, and the second entry often had a zero or 
low realization rate. 

Recommendations for UI:  

• Track savings at the measure level in the database.  

• Add a comparison of measure-level roll-up savings to the project-level claimed savings for each 
project. 

• Update the data management system to include the service address in all tracking records. 

• Develop a process so the tracking systems maintain a consistent link between electric and gas 
work on the same projects.   

• Provide some sort of clarification in files to distinguish outdated files from files with updated 
(correct) information, such as archiving old files, adding dates to file names, or adding “final” to 
file name of final documentation.  

• Similar to the first recommendation for Eversource, develop a final review process for each 
project to verify the accuracy of information compared to the final documented information. 

Recommendations for Both Utilities: 

• Phase out savings from lighting. Consider removing the dwelling unit lighting incentive 
immediately, since LEDs are standard practice and incumbent technologies (incandescent) have 
short measure lives. Consider phasing out common area and exterior lighting in the next few 
years; these incumbent technologies (fluorescent and high intensity discharge fixtures) have 
longer measure lives, so are likely still serving as installed fixtures. However, these should also 
be sunset in a few years, given the market’s natural adoption of LEDs. 

• Continue to offer the comprehensive bonus and potentially increase it, or provide an additional 
kicker for non-lighting measures, like HVAC or domestic hot water (DHW) replacements, duct 
insulation, or for ≥ 15% savings. In addition, the utilities could consider that a maximum portion 
of a project’s savings (e.g., < 50% savings max) come from lighting.  

• Highlight case studies of HVAC or DHW measures at annual meeting and/ or provide annual 
awards for projects with diverse scopes of work or that installed a less commonly installed 
measure.  

• Investigate measures with future savings opportunities. This should include an investigation of 
electrification measures (e.g., estimates of energy and carbon impacts from moving from fossil-
fueled based HVAC and DHW measures to electric sources such as heat pumps) to inform policy 
discussions that could consider allowing fuel switching in the program. 
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2 Executive Summary 
The Multifamily Impact Evaluation (X1941) includes an impact evaluation of Eversource and United 
Illuminating’s (UI) Multifamily Initiative for program years 2017-2019. The Multifamily Initiative is a 
portfolio of energy efficiency retrofit programs that support multifamily buildings or complexes with five 
or more units. The Initiative aims to treat multifamily buildings holistically, providing incentives for in-
unit and common area measures through a combination of residential and commercial efficiency 
programs. This impact evaluation focused on projects tracked through the Home Energy Solutions (HES) 
and HES-Income Eligible (HES-IE) programs, which provide incentives for energy efficiency measures for 
existing multifamily projects using a deemed savings approach8. The HES-IE program serves customers 
who meet income-eligibility requirements and the HES program serves other customers, including 
market-rate buildings9. Multifamily customers can enroll in these programs, which provide tiered 
incentives for a variety of lighting; heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC); domestic hot water 
(DHW); and envelope measures. Connecticut Green Bank also provides financing solutions for the 
development and implementation of energy upgrades for multifamily housing, including loans and 
power purchase agreements. 

In addition to the impact evaluation that is the focus of this report, project x1941 also included a review 
of the Program Savings Document (PSD) for multifamily applications, to recommend changes to the PSD 
to make it more accurate for the multifamily sector. While the PSD review is not the focus of this report, 
this document summarizes that process, and the analysis in this impact evaluation leveraged the PSD 
review recommendations in two instances where the research team believed that the previous PSD was 
technically incorrect: for the low-flow fixture savings calculation, and for the dwelling unit lighting 
baseline. 

A primary impetus for the study was that an impact evaluation of multifamily retrofit programs had not 
been conducted for Eversource and UI for at least ten years. The HES and HES-IE Impact Evaluation of 
2015-2016 program years included only single-family projects10. This was in part because that study 
relied on billing analysis, and multifamily dwelling units could not reliably be identified in the billing data 
for enough projects11. Other recent studies that have included the Multifamily Initiative have either 

 

8 According to utility staff interviews and the research team’s review of a sample of projects, multifamily projects 
that enroll through commercial programs such as Energy Opportunities (EO) or Small Business Energy 
Advantage (SBEA) are tracked through the HES and HES-IE databases were not included in this evaluation. 
There were a few EO and SBEA projects flagged as multifamily in the databases provided to the research team, 
but they were assisted living facilities or other types of commercial facilities.  

9 The HES-IE program serves multifamily buildings where 75% of residents meet income qualifications. 

10 West Hill Energy and Computing. CT Home Energy Solutions Impact Evaluation Program Years 2015-2016, 
Final Report R1603, May 22, 2019. 

11 Ibid. 
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been process evaluations12 or have only studied net-to-gross assumptions13, so did not estimate gross 
energy savings from multifamily retrofit projects.  

The main objectives of this study were to: 

• Calculate program-level realization rates,  

• Calculate measure level realization rates where possible, and 

• Identify opportunities to improve realization rates in the future, and for additional savings 
opportunities. 

Additionally, the research team conducted a “deep dive” investigation of the air sealing measure, a 
commonly installed in-unit measure within the HES and HES-IE programs, to gain a better understanding 
of this measure. The research team developed recommendations to improve the robustness of savings 
claims from air sealing, as well as the persistence of savings from this measure.   

Methods Used 

To verify savings and calculate realization rates for HES and HES-IE, the research team recruited facility 
managers to collect data for the measures installed at a sample of 80 project sites out of 993 project 
sites in the tracking system for years 2017-19, verified the savings at the site level, and extrapolated site-
level savings to program-level results. Since onsite data collection was not possible in many cases due to 
COVID-19, the research team used a combination of approaches to data collection, including facility 
manager photos, facility manager interviews, file reviews, and on-site data collection where possible.  

The research team submitted data requests to both utilities for the program databases covering all 

multifamily projects and all measures for HES and HES-IE for program years 2017-2019. Both utilities 

track savings for each site (i.e., multifamily site) in their program databases. There is no overarching 

Multifamily Initiative database: the utilities track each program (e.g., HES, HES-IE) separately. The 

research team combined databases across the Multifamily Initiative programs for this analysis. Within 

each database, Eversource provides savings by measure, while UI does not organize savings by measure. 

UI instead reports savings at either the site level (for some projects) or dwelling unit level (for other 

projects). For analysis, the research team aggregated to the site level for sampling and reporting for 

each utility. Where sufficient confidence and precision allowed, the research team reported savings at 

the measure-level for Eversource. 

This study calculated both prospective (based on the 2020 PSD) and retrospective (based on the PSD for 

each program year that the measures were installed: 2017 through 2019 PSD) realization rates at the 

measure level. However, since this is a forward-looking evaluation and prospective realization rates 

were more important, and because retrospective realization rates were the same or similar to 

prospective realization rates for almost all measures, only prospective realization rates are reported 

here. The prospective and retrospective are provided in the project-level findings linked in the Appendix 

B. Adjustments to Projects.  All realization rates provided in the body of the report are prospective. 

To validate savings for all sampled projects, the research team confirmed the count of measures 

installed, reviewed all savings computations against the PSD calculation, checked all input values in the 

 

12 NMR Group, Inc. Multifamily Initiative Process Evaluation Program Years 2013-2015, Final Report R157, March 
8, 2016 

13 NMR Group, Inc. HES/HES-IE Process Evaluation and [R31] Real-Time Research Program Year 2015, Final 
Report R4, April 13, 2016 
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formulae, and adjusted savings where appropriate. The research team then compared claimed (ex ante) 

savings to the savings calculated by this study (ex post) to calculation realization rates at the measure 

level (for Eversource, which reports savings at the measure level) and at the program level for both 

utilities. The research team then applied sampling weights to extrapolate from the site-level and (for 

Eversource only) measure-level to the program level. 

Results   

Overall, the program-wide realization rates were moderately high for most metrics for both utilities, 

except for summer kW for both utilities and annual CCF for UI, as shown in Table 4. The realization rates 

were very similar between HES and HES-IE for annual kWh, lifetime kWh, and annual CCF. For demand 

savings, HES had a higher realization rate for summer demand (summer kW), while HES-IE had a higher 

realization rate for winter demand (winter kW). This is because the HES-IE program had more savings 

from common area and exterior lighting compared to HES; for the common area and exterior lighting 

measure, the research team decreased summer demand and increased winter demand savings because 

the ex ante claims had used incorrect coincidence factors for that measure. Most of the adjustments 

made to the realization rates were either a misapplication of the correct values in the ex ante 

calculations, or adjustments made to the installation counts. This latter problem occurs often with 

instances of double-counting misspecification, or omission of measures in the records.    

Table 4. Program-level realization rates  

By Program 

Mean 
Realization Rate 
(90% Confidence 

Interval) 

Annual 
kWh 

HES-IE 87%* (81 - 94%) 

HES 84%* (79-89%) 

Lifecycle 
kWh 

HES-IE 82% (72-92%) 

HES 86%* (80-92%) 

Summer 
kW 

HES-IE 56% (39-73%) 

HES 75% (68-81%) 

Winter 
kW 

HES-IE 89%* (81-97%) 

HES 61% (47-76%) 

Annual 
CCF14 

HES-IE 93% (79-108%) 

HES 91% (71-111%) 

 

14 The research team did not calculate Lifetime CCF, because UI does not track it (and the team calculated savings 
across programs at both utilities) and because the team’s understanding was that annual savings and demand 
savings are more critical than lifetime savings. The research team suggests it be incorporated into a future project 
if the EEB believes lifetime gas savings are valuable to calculate. 
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*Realization rate met or exceeded 90/10 confidence/precision  

Comparison of the utility-specific realization rates showed they were similar across the utilities for 

annual kWh, lifetime kWh, summer kW, as shown in Table 5. Eversource had a moderately lower 

realization rate for winter kW because there were 27 projects in which Eversource claimed winter 

demand but realized demand savings were zero (0). Eversource had a higher realization rate than UI for 

annual CCF, in part because UI awarded gas savings to one lighting project and claimed two gas savings 

measures that could not be documented as installed. 

Table 5. Program level realization rates by utility 

Program level realization rate by Utility 

Mean 
Realization Rate 
(90% Confidence 

Interval) 

Annual 
kWh 

UI 85% (75-95%) 

Eversource 86%* (81-90%) 

Lifecycle 
kWh 

UI 83% (70-96%) 

Eversource 86%* (81-91%) 

Summer 
kW 

UI 58% (40-77%) 

Eversource 58% (49-66%) 

Winter 
kW 

UI 87% (77-97%) 

Eversource 75% (64-86%) 

Annual 
CCF 

UI 80% (61-100%) 

Eversource 102% (89-116%) 

The research team calculated the measure level ex post realization rates for Eversource only, as shown 

in Table 6. For common area and exterior lighting, the research team found a high realization rate for 

annual electricity savings and winter demand, and a low realization rate for summer demand due to a 

correction to the coincidence factors. For dwelling unit lighting, the research team found a moderately 

high rate for annual electricity and demand savings; the research team’s main adjustment was reducing 

savings to account for a baseline that met federal regulations (Energy Savings and Independence Act – 

EISA), since all replaced bulbs should have been EISA-compliant15 and since a Connecticut study found 

that over half of bulbs available for sale from 2017 to 2019 were LEDs. For air sealing, we found a 

very high realization rate for annual kWh, annual CCF, lifetime kWh, and summer demand (kW); the 

realization rate was lower but still high for winter demand (kW). The insulation measure also had a high 

 

15 As described in the timeline in Section 6.2, EISA phased out manufacturing of traditional incandescent light bulbs 
in 2014, and bulb availability data shows they were no longer shipped by 2015. The last incandescent light bulbs 
installed in 2015 would have burned out by 2016 given the hours of use (HOU = 2.5) assumed in the PSD, or 
would have been installed in areas with very low HOU so should not be credited with the PSD savings. This 
evaluation covered program years 2017-2019, so all removed bulbs should have been EISA compliant. 
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realization rate for annual electricity and gas savings and demand. For other measures, like ECM pumps, 

we found a low realization rate for annual electricity savings and winter demand, due in part to 

calculation errors.  

Table 6. Measure Level Ex Post Savings Results (Eversource only) 

Measure Annual kWh Annual CCF Lifetime kWh 
Summer 
Demand 

Winter Demand 

Common 
Area and 
Exterior 
Lighting 

97%* - 96% 47% 118%* 

Dwelling 
Unit Lighting 

67% - 45% 70% 81% 

Refrigerators 80% - 67% 80% 81% 

Air Sealing 98% 172% 104% 100% 86% 

ECM Pumps 59% - 67% - 68% 

Windows 83% - 83% - 79% 

HVAC Heat 
Pumps 

100% - 100% 100% 60%16 

Boilers - 80% - - - 

Insulation 100% 100% 80% - 100% 

Low Flow 
Fixtures 

88% 107% 130% - 14% 

 

Table 7 and Table 8 show annual electricity and natural gas savings from the HES and HES-IE programs 

for multifamily projects only. Neither utility maintains a database specific to the Multifamily Initiative. 

The research team developed the ex ante savings shown in the tables by aggregating savings in the 

databases provided by the utilities that were identified as multifamily projects, and after removing 

several projects that the research team identified as not multifamily. For example, the research team 

removed “projects” that were savings from the upstream lighting  (which were flagged because the 

address was the utility’s address), and projects that were nursing homes (which the research team 

identified as such from web searches and the utilities confirmed). The research team investigated these 

projects (that were ultimately determined to be out of scope and removed) because they had high 

savings, or because they listed the utility’s address as the project address. There are almost one 

 

16 As described in section 6.7, winter demand savings were removed for one project that was a common area heat 
pump, since the PSD does not award winter demand savings for common area heat pumps. In addition, the 
adjustments to the annual savings affected the winter demand savings for three other projects. Two other heat 
pump projects correctly did not claim winter demand savings. So only one of the five projects that claimed winter 
demand savings was verified to have winter demand savings.  
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thousand projects that were identified as multifamily in the databases that the utilities provided. It was 

beyond the scope to check that all projects met the definition of multifamily, so there may be other 

projects included in these savings totals that are not multifamily. 

These tables show annual electricity and natural gas savings and combined MMBtu savings, which the 

research team used to develop a sample. The research team did not aggregate lifetime or demand 

savings since these were not used for sampling, and additional data cleaning would be necessary to 

determine these. Note that because these savings are from multifamily projects only, the savings 

represent a portion of projects across the HES and HES-IE programs, which serve single family as well as 

multifamily. It was outside the scope of this project to estimate percent of use that these savings 

represent, since that was not included in the project application and the research team did not do billing 

analysis. 

Table 7. Ex ante and ex post savings by utility 

Utility Annual kWh Annual CCF Annual MMBtu 

Ex Ante RR Ex Post Ex Ante RR Ex Post Ex 
Ante 

RR Ex Post 

UI 4,982,282 85% 4,251,902 1,208,345 80% 970,361 18,253  85% 15,514  

Eversource 32,398,486 86% 27,702,566 873,131 102% 894,593 111,449  86% 95,449  

Table 8. Ex ante and ex post savings by program 

Program Annual kWh Annual CCF Annual MMBtu 

Ex Ante RR Ex Post Ex Ante RR Ex Post Ex 
Ante 

RR Ex 
Post 

HES 13,269,965 84% 11,146,298 250,725 91% 228,905 45,537  84% 38,269  

HES-IE* 23,770,117 87% 20,770,952 1,612,574 93% 1,505,494 82,776  88% 72,432  

*The UI database refers to this as LIN for low income, we changed to be consistent with Eversource 

nomenclature 

Lighting (both common area/exterior and dwelling unit) comprises 80% of ex ante annual electricity 

savings17. The PSD review phase of this project found that realization rates and attributable savings 

(relative to baselines) for lighting are declining significantly, and savings opportunities will sunset 

because the market is naturally adopting LEDs.  This threatens the future viability of the program at its 

current electricity and demand savings levels, since continued reliance on lighting will lead to lower 

 

17 While the research team did not calculate the weighted contribution of lighting to lifetime savings or to total fuel 
savings, the unweighted results showed that lighting contributed 64% of lifetime kWh savings and 51% of the 
unweighted annual savings converting all fuels to BTU.  
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savings if the market baseline is accounted for in the PSD and the programs phase out lighting offerings 

over time. The Conservation and Load Management (C&LM) Plan does assume reduced savings from the 

core measures – which includes lighting – for 2019 and beyond.18 There is more diversity of gas savings 

by measure type than for electricity. 

The research team developed recommendations to improve realization rates in the future and for 

additional savings opportunities. Based on results, the research team provided separate 

recommendations for data improvement for each utility. 

Recommendations for Eversource: The research team adjusted the savings for approximately one-fifth 
of the Eversource projects in the sample, as well as all dwelling-unit lighting and low-flow fixture 
measures. Some projects had no documentation in the file. Others had multiple entries in the database 
for the same measure – in these cases, the second entry often had zero or low realization rate. To 
reduce or eliminate these issues, the research team recommends that the Eversource program staff 
make the following process changes: 

• Develop a final review process for each project to verify the following:  
o All measure installations are documented, 

o The number of measure installations align with the correct PSD calculations, 

o The correct heating fuel is identified,  

o Winter demand is claimed only for electric measures, and  

o The presence of air conditioning is captured correctly.  

• Correct measure-level program calculators as noted in Section 6, including: 
o Correct coincidence factors for demand calculations 

o Ensure that ECM Pump projects follow calculation for that measure 

o Update the low-flow fixture calculation to align with the 2021 PSD. 

• Consider “rolling up” the savings for measures listed twice for the same site. As noted above, 
several projects had the same measure listed twice in the databased, and the second entry 
often had a zero or low realization rate. 

Recommendations for UI: The research team adjusted approximately one-third of UI project savings, as 

well as all dwelling-unit lighting and low-flow fixture measures. For most UI projects in the sample, the 

“bottoms up” savings in the measure calculators did not sum to the project savings in the database. This 

made it very difficult for the research team to identify the source of the discrepancies between the ex 

post and ex ante project-level savings. In addition, many projects also had numerous files with 

conflicting information, including different values for the same installed measures. On a positive note, 

UI’s calculators typically followed the PSD. To reduce these issues, the research team recommends that 

the UI program staff make the following process changes: 

• Track savings at the measure level in the database.  

• Add a comparison of measure-level roll-up savings to the project-level claimed savings for each 
project. 

• Update the data management system to include the service address in all tracking records. 

• Develop a process so the tracking systems maintain a consistent link between electric and gas 
work on the same projects.   

 

18 2021 Plan Update to the 2019-2021 Conservation & Load Management Plan. D2 – Eversource CT Electric 
Historical and Projected Annual kWh (000s) (2012-2021)  
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• Provide some sort of clarification in files to distinguish outdated files from files with updated 
(correct) information, such as archiving old files, adding dates to file names, or adding “final” to 
file name of final documentation  

• Develop a final review process for each project to verify the accuracy of information compared 
to the final documented information (as shown in invoices and post-inspection reports). 

The research team provides the following recommendations for both utilities. These recommendations 

are aimed at reducing the reliance of program savings on lighting, for which opportunities are dwindling 

as the market naturally adopts LEDs. Note that the research team found that – for both UI and 

Eversource – most sites had several measures installed. However, lighting was typically the primary 

driver of savings. Other measures were frequently installed, such as air sealing and/or low-flow fixtures, 

but these were lower savings measures and so contributed less savings. 

With almost one thousand sites enrolled across the two utilities for program years 2016-2019 (872 from 

Eversource and 121 from UI19), the Multifamily Initiative appears to be successful in reaching many 

multifamily projects, which is a sector that typically requires proactive outreach. In addition, 

approximately two-thirds of participating sites participated in the HES-IE program, indicating that the 

Initiative is impacting many buildings with income eligible customers. However, note that the measure 

providing the most electricity savings is common area or exterior lighting, so residents would not enjoy 

energy bill reductions from this measure. Even though HES-IE is serving multifamily projects, it has a 

larger proportion of projects that are common area and exterior lighting compared to HES, which do not 

directly serve the residents. 

Table 9 provides recommendations for both utilities to diversity savings across measures beyond 

lighting. 

 

19 This does not include approximately 300 projects in the UI database that showed only gas savings. With those, 
there are approximately 1300 total projects.  
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Table 9. Findings and recommendations for both utilities to diversify future savings 

Finding(s) Recommendation 

Lighting contributes 80% of ex 
ante annual electric savings in the 
Eversource database, but these 
measures are sunsetting as most 
customers are choosing LEDs 
without the program. 

Sunset dwelling unit lighting measures as soon as possible, and 

sunset common area and exterior lighting in the next few years, 

although incentives could continue for controls and networked 

lighting. 

• Continue to incentivize common area and exterior lighting 
short term, since this serves retrofits and incumbent 
technologies (fluorescent indoors, and HID outdoors) which 
have long measure lives. But as natural market adoption 
replaces these incumbent technologies with LEDs, phase out 
this measure. The utilities could continue to incentive lighting 
controls that exceed code requirements, particularly 
networked lighting controls.  

• Consider removing the dwelling unit lighting incentive, since 
LEDs are standard practice and incumbent technologies 
(incandescent) have short measure lives. If the utilities 
continue to subsidize these measures, change the baseline 
wattage to an EISA-compliant lamp20, and require photo 
documentation for a sample (10%) of removed lamps to 
show they are incandescent/halogen. 

 

 

20 For the current programs, the baseline should reflect a baseline compliant with the EISA regulations currently in 
effect, or a market baseline – whichever is more stringent. If future programs continue to incentivize residential 
lighting measures, they should use new code requirements, including any updates to EISA requirements. 
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Finding(s) Recommendation 

Contractors reported the 
comprehensive bonus allows 
them to install deeper savings 
measures, such as boilers and 
extensive lighting. 

Other MF programs outside of 
Connecticut are struggling to 
move away from lighting. One 
requires ≤ 50% savings from 
lighting, one provides kicker for 
heat pumps, and two require ≥ 
15% whole building savings from 
electric, natural gas and other 
fuels on a BTU-basis which 
necessitates other end uses. Other 
frequently installed measures in 
these programs include some that 
are installed often in the 
Multifamily Initiative (HVAC and 
attic insulation) and others that 
are rarely installed in the 
Multifamily Initiative (DHW 
replacement, duct insulation). 

Encourage installation of non-lighting measures and discourage 

reliance on lighting. 

• Continue to offer the comprehensive bonus and potentially 
increase it, or provide an additional kicker for non-lighting 
measures, like HVAC or DHW replacements, duct insulation, 
or for ≥ 15% whole building savings on a BTU-basis. 

• Consider requiring < 50% annual savings max from lighting.  

• Highlight case studies of HVAC or DHW measures at annual 
meeting and/ or provide annual awards for projects with 
diverse scopes of work or that installed a less commonly 
installed measure. 

• Investigate measures with future savings opportunities. This 
should include an investigation of electrification measures 
(e.g., estimates of energy and carbon impacts from moving 
from fossil-fueled based HVAC and DHW measures to electric 
sources such as heat pumps) to inform policy discussions that 
could consider allowing fuel switching in the program. 

• Ensure that a diversity of in-unit measures are provided for 
HES-IE participants21, particularly HVAC and envelope 
measures which can reduce energy bills and provide better 
comfort, to improve equity and inclusion. 

 

 
 
 
 

 

21 It was beyond the scope of this project to determine why a more diverse measure mix is not provided to more 
projects in the HES-IE program. A process evaluation could potentially explore issues such as how often 
contractors recommend multiple in-unit measure types to HES-IE projects, conversion rates of HES-IE 
multifamily participants moving forward with these recommendations, and other potential obstacles.  
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3 PSD Update: Multifamily-specific values 
In addition to the Multifamily Impact Evaluation, the research team proposed updates to the 2020 

Connecticut Program Savings Document (PSD) focused on providing multifamily-specific values for 

measure-level savings. Until now, many of the CT PSD assumptions for multifamily buildings had been 

based on single-family residential and commercial building studies.  

The research team conducted a data-driven engineering review of the PSD to validate algorithms for 

multifamily measures. Through this review, we examined the basis of the PSD’s engineering 

assumptions and the applicability of the source documents, as well as the savings methodologies, 

inputs, values, references, and savings calculations for each fuel type, as appropriate. We compared the 

data sources and calculation methods with approaches employed in Technical Resource Manuals (TRMs) 

from other regions and states, including New York, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, MidAtlantic, and 

Wisconsin.  

Based on the findings from the engineering review, the research team proposed revisions to the 2020 

PSD to reflect the accepted engineering assumptions for multifamily building characteristics and 

operations. While the primary deliverable for the PSD update was a suggested list of redlines to the PSD 

(provided separate from this report), the research team provides the following overview of 

recommendations: 

• Updates to hours of use specific to multifamily buildings. 

• Clarifications for how certain measures should be applied in multifamily projects.  

• Update to coincidence factors for some measures so they are specific to multifamily common 
areas. 

• Different assumptions for multifamily buildings for some measures, such as base case gas usage 
for heating savings and heating and cooling capacity assumptions for Wi-Fi thermostats due to 
the smaller size of multifamily dwelling units (compared with single-family), and default 
efficiency values for multifamily equipment, 

• Multifamily-specific equations for a few measures, including for central furnaces and air 
conditioners (due to different usage patterns compared to commercial buildings) and low-flow 
fixtures (due to typically lower numbers of bathrooms per unit than in single-family homes) 

Note that almost none of these recommendations are incorporated into this impact evaluation, because 

these recommendations would be incorporated into future versions of the PSD. The one exception was 

the recommendation to adjusting the low-flow fixture equation, because the research team believed the 

equation in the 2020 PSD was not mathematically correct. In addition, the research team used an EISA-

compliant baseline for residential lighting to ensure results were rigorous and technical defensible. 

Updated PSD Recommendations:  The earlier (secondary data) work conducted for this project 

recommended several changes to the 2020 PSD for multifamily projects. Based on the results of CT-

specific multifamily data of this impact evaluation, the research team proposes a few revisions to those 

recommendations. Those revised recommendations are listed here, and the research team provides 

them to the utilities in a separate excel workbook.   

Dwelling unit lighting: As described in Section 6.2 on dwelling unit lighting, the research team found that 

projects were claiming a baseline light bulb that does not comply with the Energy Savings and 

Independence Act (EISA). In addition, a Connecticut study found that over half of screw-in  bulbs 
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available for sale from 2017 to 2019 were LEDs (NMR 2019, R1963A). As illustrated in Section 6.2, the 

research team does not believe that a non-EISA compliant baseline is accurate so adjusted the 

residential baselines to be EISA-compliant in our ex post calculations. The 2020 PSD directs users to use 

a baseline of the reported value where known, and for unknown direct install, to assume 24 W for light 

bulbs and 26.3 W for luminaires.  The finding of this impact evaluation is that some participants are 

claiming a non-EISA compliant baseline as their “known” value, which does not seem reasonable given 

the timeline of EISA implementation shown in Figure 5 in Section 6.2.  The research team recommends 

that the 2021 PSD specify a “backstop” for the baseline that is EISA-compliant. This backstop should 

apply even for “known” values of the replaced bulbs, given the difficulty discerning a halogen vs. 

incandescent bulb in the field, and since a bulb that is truly incandescent would have been installed 

more than five years ago, so would most likely have a much lower HOU than the PSD assumes. 

In addition, the 2020 PSD currently shows the heating interactive effects calculation for dwelling unit 

light bulbs under a Non-Energy Benefits section of this measure. Based on the results of this impact 

evaluation, no projects applied heating interactive effects. The research team recommends that the 

2021 PSD move the heating interactive effect calculation out of the Non-Energy Benefits section and 

into the main body of the measure calculation description, to clarify that heating interactive effects 

should be applied to all projects using fossil fuel heating.  

ECM Pumps: The 2020 PSD does not have a central ECM pump measure for an ECM pump serving 

multiple dwelling units. Projects should follow the VFD calculation, since a VFD also modulates the 

speed of a motor, and the VFD calculation includes custom inputs (such as motor horsepower) for an 

accurate calculation.  

Reduced Infiltration (Blower Door): To account for leakage from conditioned spaces, instead of using the 

building factor (BF) in the PSD, all multifamily projects should use the Steven Winter and Associates 

(SWA) excel-based calculator in the Eversource 2020 Multifamily Fill-out Form workbook. The SWA 

calculator determines the allowable cfm reduction that can be claimed based on a calculator that was 

calibrated based on guarded blower door test values22. The research team views the SWA calculation 

method based on the SWA prescriptive calculator (used by Eversource 2019 through March 2020) as 

preferred because it is based guarded blower door data, and it requires inputs that are easier to 

determine (e.g., ceiling height, square footage, number of stories) than the 2020 PSD BF calculation 

inputs (shared surface area and envelope perimeter). 

The PSD Multifamily Measure Review and Recommendations workbook is in Appendix A. 

 

 

22 A guarded blower door test neutralizes the pressure with adjacent spaces to measure only the leakage from the 
exterior. 
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4 Methodology 

4.1 Overall Approach 

The Multifamily Impact Evaluation (X1941) includes an impact evaluation of Eversource and United 

Illuminating’s (UI) Multifamily Initiative for program years 2017-2019. The Multifamily Initiative is a 

portfolio of energy efficiency retrofit programs that support multifamily buildings or complexes with five 

or more units. The Initiative aims to treat multifamily buildings holistically, providing incentives for in-

unit and common area measures through a combination of residential and commercial efficiency 

programs. This impact evaluation focused on projects tracked through the Home Energy Solutions (HES) 

and HES-Income Eligible (HES-IE) programs, which provide incentives for energy efficiency measures for 

existing multifamily projects using a deemed savings approach23. The HES-IE program serves customers 

who meet income-eligibility requirements and the HES program serves other customers, including 

market-rate buildings24. Multifamily customers can enroll in these programs, which provide tiered 

incentives for a variety of lighting; heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC); domestic hot water 

(DHW); and envelope measures. Connecticut Green Bank also provides financing solutions for the 

development and implementation of energy upgrades for multifamily housing, including loans and 

power purchase agreements. 

The research team took the following approach to verify savings and calculate realization rates:  

1. Requested program databases from utilities 

2. Identified a representative sample of sites 

3. Recruited sites for data collection  

4. Collected data for the sampled measures installed at each site and determined realized savings 

using a combination of facility manager photos, facility manager interviews, file reviews, and on-

sites 

5. Analyzed data to verify savings at the site level 

6. Applied sampling weights to extrapolate site-level results to program-level results  

Additionally, the research team conducted a “deep dive” review of the air sealing measure to gain a 

better understanding of how it is currently implemented, to inform recommendations to improve 

robustness of savings. This involved interviewing the representatives from the utilities and air sealing 

contractors, as well as reviewing the utilities’ calculators.  

It was not possible for the research team to conduct a billing analysis. Based on discussions with the 

authors of the HES and HES-IE single family impact evaluation of 2015-2016 program years, there is no 

 

23 According to utility staff interviews and the research team’s review of a sample of projects, multifamily projects 
that enroll through commercial programs such as Energy Opportunities (EO) or Small Business Energy 
Advantage (SBEA) are tracked through the HES and HES-IE databases were not included in this evaluation. 
There were a few EO and SBEA projects flagged as multifamily in the databases provided to the research team, 
but they were assisted living facilities or other types of commercial facilities.  

24 The HES-IE program serves multifamily buildings where 75% of residents meet income qualifications. 
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way to disaggregate between in unit and common area billing data.25 In addition, there would have been 

too small of a signal to reliably detect for most projects, since lighting was the primary source of savings.  

As described, the research team experimented with different approaches since onsite data collection 

was not possible in many cases due to COVID-19. This report describes both the successful and 

unsuccessful approaches, to inform future data collection activities that the CT utilities may undertake 

under other unusual circumstances. 

4.2 Program Database Request 

To inform the database request, including identifying the primary programs in the Multifamily Initiative, 

the research team reviewed HES and HES-IE program materials and interviewed the program managers 

at Eversource and UI. Then, the research team submitted data requests to both utilities for the program 

databases covering all multifamily projects and all measures for HES and HES-IE for program years 2017-

2019.  

4.3 Sampling  

Once the program databases were obtained, the research team developed a representative sample of 

projects for verification. The team identified a total of 872 Eversource sites and 121 UI sites26 in these 

three program years. The team sampled at the site level rather than measure level because – while the 

Eversource database tracks savings at the measure-level, the UI database tracks savings only at the site 

level. In addition, the main challenge for verification is connecting with the facility manager to allow for 

verification (either virtually or on-site), so sampling at the site level reduces the number of facility 

managers that must be recruited. However, as described in step 5, the team checked that the sample 

would include a mix of measure types. 

The team used the following steps to develop a representative sample: 

1. Stratified the sites into three (3) strata of roughly equal electricity savings for each utility.  

2. Additionally, stratified by “lighting-only” (defined as sites with at least 90% of annual electricity 

savings from lighting) vs. sites with multiple measures for Eversource. This enabled us to focus 

on sites with high savings from non-lighting measures but include enough lighting-only sites to 

meet the targeted confidence (90%) and precision level (10%). 

3. Additionally, stratified projects from UI that were “gas-savings-only” (defined as projects where 

the UI database only showed gas savings). The research team stratified these gas-only savings 

projects based on size (gas savings) and included projects from the highest savings strata in our 

sample. The research team did not include projects from the lower two strata of gas-only 

 

25 The utilities and single-family impact evaluators reported that billing data is often assigned to one unit in a 
building. This would have made billing analysis more challenging, since not all measures received the same 
measures. In addition, common area billing data and dwelling unit data were often aggregated. Many projects had 
the bulk of savings come from common area measures, so the inclusion of dwelling unit energy use in the billing 
analysis would have made it difficult to detect savings from only the common areas (low signal-to-noise ratio). 

26 Does not include the approximately 300 sites from UI that had only natural gas savings. Since UI provides 
electricity, the research team targeted projects with electricity savings, or with both electricity and gas savings. 
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savings projects in our sample27, to focus resources on UI projects with electricity only or 

electricity and gas savings. Of the fourteen (14) UI projects that were verified, ten (10) included 

both electricity and natural gas measures, three (3) included electricity measures only, and one 

(1) included natural gas measures only.  The research team did review a sample of the UI gas-

savings-only projects to confirm they were truly gas-savings only measures, and to look for an 

accompanying electricity-savings project at the same site. Section 5.1.1 provides results of that 

review. 

4. Identified projects in the initial sample. 

5. Checked expected confidence and precision for UI vs. Eversource sites in the sample. 

6. Used the Eversource sample to estimate electricity and gas savings by measure in the sample. 

7. Identified backup sites for each sampling strata. Note that the team pulled heavily from backup 

sites due to non-responsiveness of facility managers due to COVID-19. 

The number of sites sampled in each stratum varies, dependent on the number of sites in the stratum 

and the expected variation in realization rate results across sites within the stratum. 

The total number of sampled sites was 80. 

4.4 Recruitment  

The research team recruited sites for data collection to allow for onsite or virtual verification that 

claimed measures were installed and remained in operation. 

Due to COVID-19, the research team modified the originally proposed method of on-site data collection 

to primarily rely on remote data collection. Our approach was as follows: the research team members 

contacted the facility managers listed in the project application using multiple methods to request photo 

documentation of common area and exterior measures:  

1. Eversource or UI sent an advance email introducing the research team and the research study 

and offering the facility manager an incentive for their participation.  

2. A member of the research team emailed a request for photo documentation specifically for the 

site, including measures installed and instructions on how to take the requested photos. The  

research team member also offered the facility manager the option to participate in a video 

conference or complete a phone interview.  

3. The team member followed up with a phone call.  

4. If the facility manager listed on the application was not responsive after three attempts, the 

research team searched for other contacts at the project (i.e., by contacting the property’s 

leasing office or the management company’s main office) and made up to three attempts before 

dropping the project and moving on to the backup site.  

The incentives offered to facility managers varied depending on the verification method: 

 

27 Because of the sampling method, the realization rates and confidence intervals for UI gas savings are based on 
projects with savings from both electricity and gas, and for large gas-savings-only projects.  The realization rates  
results may not reflect small gas-savings-only projects. 
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• Facility manager photos of common area measures: $200 

• Facility manager video conference: $200 

• On-site visit: $100 

• Facility manager interview: $75  

• Facility manager photos of dwelling units (up to 10 units): $25 per unit 

The research team reached out to facility managers at a total of 178 sites (in some cases, one facility 

manager was responsible for multiple sites).   

Despite these efforts and the incentive offered, many facility managers were not responsive to these 

requests. This non-responsiveness was due to COVID-19 in many cases. Some facility managers cited 

that their workload increased for various reasons, while others cited that they were not allowed in the 

buildings except for emergency maintenance during the data collection period.  

The research team also collected data for exterior lighting measures without recruitment since 

verification of measures did not require building entry.  

The research team also attempted to gather information from residents for in-unit measure installation. 

To gather photo documentation of in-unit measures, the research team sent postcards to residents 

requesting they send photos or participate in a video conference in exchange for an incentive. The 

research team either mailed postcards directly to the apartments listed in the project files or mailed a 

packet of postcards to the facility manager if they agreed to distribute them to targeted residents. The 

goal of having the facility manager distribute the postcards was to increase resident participation based 

on the trusted relationship with the facility manager. After sending 500 postcards, only three residents 

responded and participated. Some facility managers provided photos of in-unit installations. The low 

response rate may have been due to postcards being lost in the shuffle of mail, occupants not wanting 

to take the time, or other reasons. Due to this low response rate, the research team abandoned this 

method and switched to file review for in-unit data collection.  

4.5 Data Collection for Sampled Sites 

The purpose of data collection was to verify that measures were installed, collect applicable equipment 

quantities and nameplate data, gather information regarding operating hours, and assess measure 

functionality. For each site in the sample, the research team reviewed the project files, including the ex 

ante energy savings analysis. Through the file review, the research team identified key aspects of the 

site, including measures installed to determine the appropriate data collection approach for the site.  

Depending on the mix of measures installed at a site, the research team collected data through either 

file review, facility manager photos or interviews, on-site visits, or a combination, as shown in Table 10.  
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Table 10. Data Collection Approaches 

Approach Measures Typically Verified Using This Approach 

File reviews, and facility manager 
photos or facility manager 
interviews 

Common area measures, including common area lighting, and 
central HVAC equipment 

File reviews, and on-site visits 
Exterior lighting, and a few central HVAC equipment where 
facility manager provided access 

Primarily file review* 
In-unit measures: dwelling unit lighting, air sealing, low flow 
fixtures, unitary HVAC equipment; and common area measures 
where facility manager could not be reached 

* As noted in the Recruitment section, the research team attempted to collect photos from residents, 

but the response rate was very low (3 residents submitted photos out of 500 contacted through post 

cards). A few facility managers also provided photos of in-unit installations.   

The 80 sampled sites had a total of 314 total measures. This is because most projects had multiple 

measures installed. Table 11 shows the number of measures verified using each approach, and the 

percent of savings those measures represented. While file review was the most common verification 

method, savings from those measures represented just over half of total savings, since most of those 

measures were smaller, in-unit savings projects. Note that the measures verified by facility manager 

photos, interviews, or on-sites also received a file review. 

Table 11. Measures Verified by Primary Data Collection Approach 

 
File 

Review 
Facility Manager 

Photos 
Facility Manager 

Interview 
Visits 

On-site 

Number of measures verified with 
this approach 

204 58 38 22 

Percent of savings from measures 
verified with this approach 

57% 9% 8% 25% 

Facility Manager Photos and Interviews 

The research team administered a brief phone survey to facility managers who responded to the 

recruitment efforts. The survey had three sections: 

• General questions to be asked of all facility managers, 

• Questions for projects that received common area lighting measures, and  

• Photo-documentation Instruction Guidance 

The research team gave the facility managers the option to submit photographs of common area 

measures, participate in a video conference using Zoom or Microsoft Teams, or complete a phone 

interview.  
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To improve the quality of the photos received and ensure that the necessary information was captured, 

the research team provided photo instructions for facility managers in an emailed pdf or link to a fillable 

online form (Jot Form).  

Figure 1. Example of a Jot Form  

 

The research team members also offered guidance over the phone. In most cases, facility managers 

emailed photos of the installed equipment. Another purpose of using the Jot form was to reduce the 

burden on facility managers. While this should have been an easy application, since the facility manager 

could follow and link and open it in a web browser, the low use of these forms indicates they were not 

appealing. This may have been because facility managers wanted to use a method they were familiar 

with (email), some facility managers passed the instructions on to a colleague but did not forward the 

Jot Form (even though the research team requested that they do), or for other reasons. One chose to 

join a video conference, where the research team member guided the facility manager on how to focus 

their phone on installed equipment and took screen shots of the equipment. 
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If the facility manager was not willing to provide photos, the research team conducted phone interviews 

with him or her to confirm that measures were installed and still operating. The interview questions 

included:  

• Do you know where the [installed measure] was installed in this property?  

• Was it installed through a utility incentive program? 

• Were there any issues that caused you to replace it?  

This method was only used for facility mangers who chose to participate but were unable to provide 

photo documentation due to either technical barriers or time constraints.  

Ultimately, the research team had the most success with collecting data from facility managers by asking 

them to email photos and collecting information verbally (through interviews). 

File Reviews 

For in-unit measures, the research team verified ex post savings using information from the project files 

through a file review. To document the baseline condition, the research team reviewed the application, 

Multifamily (MF) Fill Out Form, and the Letter of Agreement (LoA) Generator. The MF Fill Out Form and 

the LoA Generator are populated by the contractors with the existing conditions and proposed 

measures. To verify each measure was installed, the research team reviewed the invoices, post-

inspection reports, and cutsheets, as available. While the shift to an approach that used only file 

reviews, instead of onsite verification reduced the robustness of the results, the files typically provided 

enough documentation to document the key elements of each measure, including quantity and 

efficiency of equipment installed. Due to the reduction in scope for in-unit measure verification, the 

research team added the air sealing deep dive investigation, described later in this report. 

On-site visits 

Where possible, the research team conducted on-site verification, see Table 12. This was primarily done 

for exterior lighting measures, since this did not require coordination with the facility manager (although 

the research team notified him/her of our upcoming visit) where customers allowed us to enter the site 

(which was rare), and for measures that could be verified while adhering to COVID-19 safety protocols. 

The site visits collected the quantity of equipment installed and (for HVAC equipment) efficiency of the 

installed equipment.  

4.6 Analysis Processes for Savings Verification 

The Multifamily Initiative uses a deemed savings approach. The research team used spreadsheet-based 

engineering analysis to verify savings using the following process: 

• Review ex ante calculators: The research team looked for deviations from the 2020 PSD 

(“Prospective” savings) and the PSD for each program year that the measures were installed 

(2017 through 2019 PSD: “Retrospective” savings). Through this process, the research team 

investigated whether the calculators followed the PSD used at the time the savings were 

claimed, including baseline and installed efficiency levels, hours of use, and adjustments for 

system interactions (e.g., between lighting and heating, ventilation, and air conditioning 

equipment). Deviations from the PSD calculations are discussed in Section 6. 
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• Recalculate savings: Where sufficient data was available, the research team recreated the 

algorithms from the Prospective PSD to calculate the ex post savings for electricity (kWh), 

natural gas (CCF), summer demand (Summer kW) and winter demand (Winter kW). The research 

team adjusted project-specific inputs based on data collection findings to calculate ex post 

energy savings. This relied on complete data from the project files, including invoices 

documenting quantity and nameplates documenting equipment make and model. The research 

team also checked what the savings would have been under the Retrospective calculation. The 

goal of this check was to verify that the algorithms were properly documented in the utilities’ 

forms and to quantify the impact of changes in input assumptions. For most measures, 

prospective and retrospective savings were the same. Adjustments to calculations are discussed 

in Section 6. 

• Lighting calculator reviews and reasonableness check: The research team reviewed the lighting 

calculators for each year, for each utility, to investigate if they followed the PSD at the time of 

project implementation. The research team also did a reasonableness check of all lighting 

projects. If the savings value was similar to ex ante, the research team awarded ex ante. If the 

savings value deviated greatly from ex ante, the research team used the ex post estimate based 

on the quantity in the invoice, where available.  

• Calculate measure level realization rates: Using the results from these methods, the research 

team found the realization rate of each measure, where possible.  

• Extrapolate findings: The research team extrapolated the project-level findings28 from the 

sample to find the realization rate for the HES and HES-IE programs, and for each utility, based 

on sample weighting. 

Based on this analysis, the research team developed recommendations to improve realization rates in 

the future and for additional savings opportunities. 

4.7 Air Sealing Measure Investigation 

Air sealing is a commonly installed in-unit measure within the HES and HES-IE programs. However, 

several factors were unknown regarding this measure prior to this investigation, including:  

• What building elements contractors typically seal,  

• How contractors identify a sample of units to test to verify savings,  

• Whether the utilities consistently follow the Program Savings Document (PSD) savings 

calculation,  

• How the utilities adjust air leakage testing results to account for leakage from adjoining 

conditioned spaces, e.g., other units, hallways, etc., and 

 

28 The research team verified project-level savings for delivered fuels (propane and oil) but did not calculate 
weighted realization rates at the program or utility-level for delivered fuels, because there were too few projects 
that used these fuels. In general, the research team did not find systematic differences between results for 
delivered fuels and results for natural gas and electricity. 
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• Whether the calculation for the blower door factor is reasonable29 

The research team investigated this measure to gain a better understanding of these questions and to 

inform recommendations to improve the robustness of savings. This was an addition to the scope, that 

was added when the research team shifted to a file review approach for in-unit verification. 

To gather data for the air sealing investigation, the research team:  

1. Conducted interviews with air sealing contractors, and staff at each utility, 

2. Reviewed the air sealing calculators for each utility, and  

3. Reviewed air sealing measure calculations for the sampled projects. 

Of the 88 air sealing projects30 reviewed, there were 13 separate companies, approximately half (43 

projects) were done by one contractor, another 15% (13 projects) were done by another contractor, 

another 9% were done by a third contractor, and there were nine (9) contractors with four or fewer 

projects. The research team interviewed nine staff from six air sealing contractor companies. The 

research team interviewed all three of the contractors responsible for the largest number of projects 

(which represented approximately three-quarters of the sampled air sealing projects), and three of the 

contractors that provided four or fewer projects. Consequently, the research team estimates that the 

interviews represented roughly three-quarters or more of the air sealing projects. To check for 

consistency within each organization, the research team interviewed multiple staff at companies that 

implement the majority of air sealing. To encourage participation in the interviews, the research team 

provided a $200 gift card to the contractors for completing an interview. 

Table 12 shows the dispositions of interviews for air sealing contractors. As shown, the research team 

interviewed staff representing just over half of the companies that provide air sealing through the 

program. These interviews also included two staff from the company that provided the highest number 

of air sealing projects, based on the sample of projects reviewed by the research team.    

Table 12. Disposition table of air sealing contractor interviews 

Air Sealing Contractor 
Interview Dispositions 

Companies Individual Staff 

Number of participating 
contractor companies  

12 Unknown 

Number contacted 11 14 

Number interviewed 6 9 

The research team also interviewed staff from each utility to discuss air sealing calculations. 

 

 

29 It was beyond the scope of this project to investigate whether the blower door factor calculation is accurate, since 
that would require field testing. In particular, it would require testing a significant number of dwelling units using 
a “guarded blower door test”, in which a blower door test is set up for the test unit and pressure in adjacent units is 
neutralized with other blower door or duct blaster equipment, to isolate leakage from the exterior. 

30 In addition to the sampled projects, the research team reviewed 22 projects for the air sealing measure to identify 
contractors. 
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Contractor interviews covered the following topics: 

• How do contractors develop a scope of work for air sealing? 

• What processes do contractors follow for air sealing units?  

• How rigorous and consistent is their air sealing process? 

• What is the process that contractors follow for measuring the improvement of air sealing? 

• How rigorous and consistent in their air sealing measurement process? 

• What process do contractors follow for determining energy savings from air sealing units?  

• Does their energy savings calculation process align with the PSD? If not, why not?  

• What are drivers and barriers to air sealing? 

• For each research question above, how much variation exists among contractors?  

The Contractor Interview Guide is in Appendix C. 

Utility interviews covered the following topics: 

• What processes do the utilities follow for determining savings from air sealing units? 

• Does their energy savings calculation process align with the Program Savings Document (PSD)? If 

not, why? 

The Utility Interview Guide is in Appendix D. 
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5 Program-level Verification Findings 

5.1 Data Structure and Ex Ante Savings  

5.1.1 Database Structure for Each Utility 
Both utilities track savings by site (i.e., multifamily site) in their program databases. There is no 

overarching Multifamily Initiative database: the utilities track each program (e.g., HES, HES-IE) 

separately. The research team combined databases across the Multifamily Initiative programs for this 

analysis.  

During interviews, the program managers from each utility stated that they vary in how they track 

savings for HES and HES-IE. Eversource reports they track all savings for multifamily sites through the 

HES and HES-IE programs. This is consistent with the research team’s database review. 

UI reported that they track in-unit measures through the HES and HES-IE programs, and common area 

measures through commercial programs, including Energy Opportunities and Small Business Energy 

Advantage (SBEA). However, based on the sample of projects reviewed, the research team found that 

several UI projects in the HES and HES-IE programs had common-area only measures. When we 

requested project documentation for multifamily projects in the commercial program databases, we 

found that: 

• Multifamily sites are tracked in HES and HES-IE program databases 

• Commercial program databases did not include multifamily sites. Sites flagged as multifamily in 

these databases included large assisted living facilities that are on a large power time use rate, 

not residential rates, and other types of buildings on commercial rates. 

Because the HES and HES-IE programs served the multifamily market while the others did not, this 

evaluation only sampled sites from the HES and HES-IE databases. 

Within each database, Eversource provides savings by measure, while UI does not organize savings by 

measure. UI instead reports savings at either the site level (for some projects) or unit level (for other 

projects). For analysis, the research team aggregated to the site level for sampling and reporting for 

each utility. Where sufficient confidence and precision allowed, the research team reported savings at 

the measure-level for Eversource. 

As noted in Section 4.3, the UI database includes 300 projects that indicate gas-savings-only measures. 

The research team cannot tell if these 300 projects are really stand alone or they are in fact projects that 

have an electric savings component that is listed separately.  It is worth noting that the sample of 

Eversource projects verified by the research team did not indicate any projects that were gas-savings-

only.  This suggests that many if not all of these 300 gas-only are in fact gas and electric projects that are 

not linked properly in the UI tracking system.   

Unfortunately, another deficiency in the UI database is that UI does not track the project site address 

consistently in the program database. While the Eversource database includes a “Service Address” field, 

which reflects the postal address of the site, the., there was no field similar to a “Service Address” in the 

UI database provided to the research team. Sometimes the UI project name included the site address, 

but sometimes it reflected the owner’s address, and sometimes it did not reflect the address at all. This 
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made it impossible to match the UI gas-savings-only projects to a companion electric listing in either the 

Eversource or UI database of electric-only projects.   

The sampling plan research team requested six gas-savings-only project files (three in the sample, and 

three back-up sites); and UI provided three. These program records do have a service address, so the 

research team was able to try to match these three records to the Eversource electric-only records.  One 

of those was a match.  The research team could not confirm as to whether the other two match to a UI 

electric only record. All three files showed gas savings-only measures installed. 

Because this issue was only discovered after the sampling plan had been accepted and the verification 

completed, the sample treats UI gas-only projects as stand-alone projects even if they were not.  This 

means that the weighted results also treat these projects as stand-alone projects, and the results are 

applicable to the UI results as they were originally delivered. Had the 300 gas-only projects been 

properly connected to an electric project in cases that were not gas only, there would likely have been a 

slightly different distribution of project in the sample.  More importantly, many of the projects that were 

classified as electric only may have been in fact combine projects and the large number of electric-only 

projects may be overstated. Or, the UI program includes a large number of projects that are not 

comprehensive, i.e., that achieve only low or moderate gas savings. 

As described in Section 8.2, the research team recommends that UI update their data management 

system to include the service address in all tracking records.  Furthermore, the tracking system must 

maintain a consistent link between electric and gas work on the same projects.   

5.1.2 Ex ante Savings for Electricity by Measure 
The ex ante saving for electricity by measure for Eversource is shown in Figure 2.  

Lighting (common area/exterior and dwelling unit) comprises 80% of total kWh savings, followed by 

refrigerators and air sealing (4% each), ECM pumps and windows (3% each), heat pumps and low flow 

fixtures (2% each), and insulation and custom measures (1% each). For context for the measures that 

affected cooling savings, of the sampled projects, 43% had dwelling unit air conditioning based on the 

file review.  

Savings attributed simply to “lighting” comprises 49% of the ex ante electricity savings – this is shown in 

Figure 2.  as “Lighting: Unknown.” The savings from these lighting measures was not categorized as 

common/exterior or dwelling unit in the program databases for Eversource. (As a reminder, UI did not 

track savings at the measure-level.)  
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Figure 2. Ex Ante Savings for Electricity by Measure for Eversource 

 

5.1.3 Ex ante Savings for Natural Gas by Measure 
The ex ante saving for gas by measure for Eversource is shown in Figure 3.  There is more diversity of gas 

savings by measure type than for electricity. Air sealing (27%), boiler replacements (27%), and insulation 

(22%) provide the highest savings. Other measures, including ECM pumps31, windows, low flow fixtures, 

duct seal, and custom measures, each comprise less than 10% each. For context for measures affecting 

heating savings: of the projects sampled, 52% had gas heat, 29% had electric heat, 9% had fuel oil heat, 

1% had propane heat, and the heating fuel could not be determined for 9% of projects. 

Figure 3. Ex Ante Savings for Natural Gas by Measure for Eversource 

 

 

31 Electronically Commutated Motors (ECM) pumps adjust the speed of the motor based on demand, thereby 
savings electricity savings. 
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5.1.4 Project File Structure 
Eversource and UI typically had the same types of documentation in their project files. Documentation 

can be broken out into two types: planning files, which include the MF Fill Out Form and the Letter of 

Agreement (LoA) Generator32, and installed files, which include the invoices and cut sheets. Some 

project files also had post-inspection reports – this was typically for larger projects. While reviewing the 

measure level savings in calculators, the research team found that UI often did not sum to the site-level 

savings in its database, as discussed in more detail in Section 5.1.1. 

5.2 Overview of Verification Results 

5.2.1 Program Level Realization Rates  
A realization rate is the ratio (given as a percentage) of verified savings (from the evaluation) to program 

estimated (claimed) savings. A value greater than 100% indicates that the program under-estimated 

savings, while a value less than 100% indicates that savings were over-estimated. Realization rates 

different than 100% can result from any of the parameters used to estimate measure savings.  

The research team examined each calculation for the sampled buildings in detail, including all 

parameters, and updated the measure counts using data collected during the evaluation.   The 

consultants adjusted realization rates due to deviations in algorithms in the utilities’ calculators from the 

PSD, measure count deviations, incorrect inputs, or other parameters found during data collection 

compared to the claimed values.  

The research team calculated both prospective and retrospective realization rates for all sampled 

projects. “Prospective” savings were calculated according to the 2020 PSD. “Retrospective” savings were 

calculated based on the PSD that was in effect the year that a project was installed: so, the 2017, 2018, 

or 2019 PSD depending on the project. The prospective realization rate represents savings relative to 

the current PSD. It captures all adjustments made in this evaluation, including under and overcount of 

measures, under and overclaimed savings, corrections to fuel types, and corrections to the calculations. 

This last issue – corrections to the calculations – occurred under two scenarios: For some measures, 

projects used a calculation that deviated from the PSD (both the PSD in effect at the time the project 

was installed, and the 2020 PSD). For other measures, projects used a calculation that was correct based 

on the PSD in effect at the time the project was installed, but that calculation has since changed in the 

2020 PSD – categorized as “Adjustments for Prospective PSD”. The retrospective realization rates 

captured all adjustments except the Adjustments for Prospective PSD. As described in Section 6, most of 

the research team’s adjustments were for reasons other than Adjustments for Prospective PSD. In other 

words, the retrospective and prospective realization rates were the same or similar for almost all 

measures. Consequently, while both prospective and retrospective realization rates are presented at the 

project-level in the Appendix B. Adjustments to Projects, this study did not apply sampling weights to 

 

32 This file was a letter of agreement signed by the owner that showed the intended measures for installation through 
the program. Based on the research team’s review of the LoA Generator compared with the invoices, post-
inspection reports, and data collected from the facility manager or onsite. the measures shown in the LoA 
Generator were usually installed. For example, sometimes a measure in the LoA Generator was not installed, or 
occasionally a measure not in the LoA Generator was installed. Based on the research team’s experience as an 
evaluator an implementer, it is common for some projects to change plans during the project.  
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calculate program-level realization rates. All program-level realization rates presented in this report 

(including in the abstract, executive summary, and in this section) are prospective. Prospective 

realization rates capture all adjustments made in this evaluation, represent the utilities’ claimed savings 

relative to the current (2020) PSD. The prospective realization rates are the best predictor available of 

the percent of future claimed savings that would be realized for this program until the utilities address 

the issues identified here, including better application review and an improved accounting and tracking 

system.  

Adjustments to the annual energy savings and the summer and winter demand were made for both 

utilities based on specific deviations regarding: 

• Undercount of measures: The savings from the measure was not claimed in the database, but it 

was documented in invoices and, in some cases, the facility manager confirmed it was installed 

through the program. 

• Overcount of measures: The savings from the measure was claimed, but either the research 

team was not able to verify it was installed, the utilities claimed more savings than the research 

team verified was installed, or the utilities used incorrect calculations. 

• Underclaimed savings: The savings from the measure was claimed in the database, but the 

quantity in the invoices did not support the amount of savings claimed (i.e., more equipment 

was installed).  

• Overclaimed savings: The savings from the measure was claimed in the database, but the 

quantity in the invoices did not support the amount of savings claimed (i.e., less equipment was 

installed).  

• Corrected fuel type: The research team reduced savings for projects where savings was claimed 

under the incorrect fuel type (i.e., gas heated building with claimed oil savings) 

• Corrected calculation: The project used an incorrect calculation that did not align with the PSD 

in effect at the time the project was installed. 

• Adjustment for Prospective PSD: The 2020 PSD used a different calculation for the measure 

than the PSD in effect at the time of the project installation (the 2017, 2018, or 2019 PSD) 

• Lifecycle adjustments: The research team adjusted calculations where the utilities’ calculators 

used a different expected useful life than assumed in the PSD.  

• Demand adjustments: The research team adjusted calculations where the utilities’ calculators 

used the incorrect coincidence factor, peak savings was claimed under the incorrect fuel type, or 

savings was claimed in the database when the PSD assumes no demand savings. The research 

team also added demand savings for projects that did not claim it. 

All adjustments are described by measure type in Section 6. 

Realization Rates by Program 

The following table shows realization rates by program (i.e., for the HES-IE and HES programs). As a 

reminder, the HES-IE program serves customers who meet income-eligibility requirements and the HES 

program serves other customers, including market-rate buildings. As shown, the realization rates were 

very similar between the two programs for annual kWh, lifetime kWh, and annual CCF. For demand 

savings, HES had a much higher realization rate for summer demand (summer kW), while HES-IE had a 

much higher realization rate for winter demand (winter kW). This is because the HES-IE program had 

more savings from common area and exterior lighting compared to HES; for the common area and 
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exterior lighting measure, the research team decreased summer demand and increased winter demand 

savings because the ex ante claims had used incorrect coincidence factors for that measure.  

Table 13. Program level realization rates by program 

By Program 

Mean Realization 
Rate (90% 

Confidence 
Interval) 

Annual 
kWh 

HES-IE 87%* (81 - 94%) 

HES 84%* (79-89%) 

Lifecycle 
kWh 

HES-IE 82% (72-92%) 

HES 86%* (80-92%) 

Summer 
kW 

HES-IE 56% (39-73%) 

HES 75% (68-81%) 

Winter 
kW 

HES-IE 89%* (81-97%) 

HES 61% (47-76%) 

Annual 
CCF 

HES-IE 93% (79-108%) 

HES 91% (71-111%) 

*Realization rate met or exceeded 90/10 confidence/precision  

Realization Rates by Utility  

The following table shows the realization rates by utility. The realization rates were similar across the 

utilities for annual kWh, lifetime kWh, summer kW. Eversource had a moderately lower realization rate 

for winter kW and had a much higher realization rate for annual CCF. The main reason Eversource had a 

lower winter demand savings realization rate was because there were 27 projects in which Eversource 

claimed winter demand but realized demand savings were zero (0). A common reason was that 

Eversource erroneously listed the peak CCF savings as winter demand savings. The reasons why UI had a 

lower annual gas savings realization rate included: 

• UI awarded gas savings to one lighting project,  

• UI claimed two gas savings measures that could not be documented as installed, and  

• In the UI database the gas savings claimed at the site level for two sites were greater than the 

sum of measure-level savings shown in those projects’ calculators.  
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Table 14. Program level realization rates by utility 

Program level Realization Rate by Utility 

Mean 
Realization Rate 
(90% Confidence 

Interval) 

Annual 
kWh 

UI 85% (75-95%) 

Eversource 86%* (81-90%) 

Lifecycle 
kWh 

UI 83% (70-96%) 

Eversource 86%* (81-91%) 

Summer 
kW 

UI 58% (40-77%) 

Eversource 58% (49-66%) 

Winter 
kW 

UI 87% (77-97%) 

Eversource 75% (64-86%) 

Annual 
CCF 

UI 80% (61-100%) 

Eversource 102% (89-116%) 

Overall, the realization rates were high for most metrics, except for summer kW for both utilities and 

annual CCF for UI. 

5.2.2 Comparison to Similar Multifamily Programs 
The research team interviewed program managers of three other programs available to multifamily 

buildings:  

1. New York State Energy Research and Development Authority’s (NYSERDA) Multifamily 

Performance Program (MPP) for Existing Buildings,  

2. New Jersey’s Clean Energy Program - Pay for Performance (Existing Buildings), and  

3. Energy Savings Assistance: Common Area Measures (ESA CAM) program administered by Pacific 

Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) in California. 

The measure applications across the programs are similar to the Multifamily Initiative. In all programs, 
lighting is a prominent measure, and most projects include at least one additional measure. In the other 
programs investigated, however, a lower percentage of electric savings comes from lighting than in the 
Multifamily Initiative. The programs investigated promote scopes of work with more diverse measure 
mixes. 

NYSERDA’s MPP is a whole building program that requires projects achieve 15% whole building savings 

from electric, gas, and other fuels on a BTU-basis compared to existing conditions33. Lighting is the 

dominant measure, but heating and insulation measures are installed to achieve the required level of 

 

33 This report does not have the savings percent for electricity and gas use, because billing analysis was outside the 
scope of this project. 
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savings. NYSERDA encourages electrification through the Heat Pump Demonstration Study, which 

provides an incentive adder for MPP projects that install heat pumps. This funding is layered on top of 

MPP’s per unit incentive and the NYS Clean Heat incentive available through the statewide utilities to 

projects that install heat pumps. The scope of work for projects participating in the Heat Pump 

Demonstration Study must include an assessment of common area and in-unit measures that can 

improve thermal performance of the building, such as air sealing and insulation upgrades, appliance and 

lighting replacements, and low-flow fixture installations. (While these measures must be assessed, they 

are not required to be installed.) In addition, MPP has switched from reporting in source savings to site 

savings, because source savings penalized electrification. 

In New Jersey, multifamily projects find the program that is the best fit for the project type. Multifamily 

projects can mix and match commercial and residential programs to cover common area and exterior 

measures; they can also participate in the Pay for Performance (Existing Buildings) program. Like MPP, 

the Pay for Performance (Existing Building) program requires 15% savings compared to the existing 

conditions. While lighting is still prominent, it is one of many measures because program requirements 

do not allow it to dominate. The total savings from lighting and lighting controls cannot comprise more 

than half the project’s savings. For the program to consider >50% savings from lighting, the project must 

assess the cost effectiveness of installing other measures in each of the following: heating systems, 

cooling systems, ventilation systems, domestic hot water system, and building envelopes. Measures in 

these categories must be installed, or the project team must explain why implementation would not be 

practicable.  

The ESA CAM program covers 100% of common area measure costs (including additional services and 

ancillary costs). While most savings is from lighting, most projects also include HVAC measures, both 

heating and cooling measures. Unlike the Pay for Performance (Existing Buildings) program, there are no 

restrictions on the measure mix in a particular project currently. 

The CT Multifamily Initiative provides incentives on a per measure basis with a comprehensive bonus 

available for projects that install measures with high savings. Unlike NYSERDA’s MPP or New Jersey’s Pay 

for Performance (Existing Buildings) program, the Multifamily Initiative does not have a minimum whole 

building savings requirement. While the comprehensive bonus encourages projects to install more than 

one measure (i.e., air sealing in addition to lighting), it does not set a limit on the amount of savings 

from lighting, like the New Jersey’s Pay for Performance (Existing Buildings) program does. 

Recommendations based on best practices from these programs are included in Section 8.3. 

5.2.3 Comparison with Other Impact Evaluations 
The research team compared the results of this impact evaluation with other Connecticut evaluations 

and evaluations of other multifamily programs: Connecticut’s Energy Opportunities and HES and HES-IE, 

and NYSERDA’s MPP.  

• The Energy Opportunities Impact Evaluation (C1635), by DNV-GL published in 2020, found an 

electricity realization rate of 94% and a gas realization rate of 76% across all measures using 

onsite verification of measure installation and engineering calculations to verify savings. While 

Energy Opportunities is a commercial program, similar to the programs evaluated by the 
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research team, lighting was the primary electricity savings driver in the Energy Opportunities 

evaluation.34  

• The HES and HES-IE Single-family Impact Evaluation (R1603), by West Hill published in 2019, 

found lower realization rates than the research team found in this study: 50 to 79% for natural 

gas, and 36-56% for electricity. The main reason for the low realization rate is that the single-

family study used billing analysis to analyze savings, and for several measures, the billing 

analysis found the claimed savings were overestimated. This included lighting, which was the 

main contributor of ex ante savings in both the Single-family Impact evaluation study and the 

research team’s study.35 

• The NYSERDA Multifamily Performance Program (MPP) Impact Evaluation, by ERS published in 

2020, found a realization rate for all fuels of 81%. This study used a combination of desk 

reviews, interviews with facility managers, and (for a small sample) billing analysis.  

Table 15. Comparison with other impact evaluations 

Study 
Annual Energy 

Realization Rates 
Verification 

Methods 
Notes 

CT C1635 (2020)  

Energy Opportunities 
Impact Evaluation  

By DNV GL 

Electric: 94%  onsite 
verification, 
engineering 
calculations  

Lighting was main 
driver of electricity 
savings 

CT R1603 (2019)  

HES and HES-IE Single-family 
Impact Evaluation 

By Westhill 

Electric:  

HES-IE: 36%,   

HES: 56% 

Natural Gas:  

HES-IE: 50% 

HES: 79% 

billing analysis claimed savings 
overestimated for 
several measures 
including lighting, 
lighting was main 
driver of savings 

NYSERDA (2020) 

Multifamily Performance 
Program Impact Evaluation 

By ERS 

All Fuels: 81% desk reviews, 
interviews with 
facility managers, 
billing analysis 
(for small 
sample) 

 

While none of the impact evaluations reviewed is a perfect match in program type or verification 

methods, they illustrate the range of realization rates for this and comparable sectors.  The two studies 

that primarily relied on deemed calculations - the Energy Opportunities and NYSERDA MPP evaluations - 

found annual kWh realization rates that were similar to this evaluation (although slightly higher for 

Energy Opportunities). The realization rate for the Single family HES and HES-IE evaluation had a lower 

 

34 DNV-GL. Energy Opportunities Impact Evaluation, Final Report R1635, August 27, 2020. 

35 West Hill Energy and Computing. CT Home Energy Solutions Impact Evaluation Program Years 2015-2016, 
Final Report R1603, May 22, 2019. 
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realization rate, probably because it used billing analysis. If a similar analysis had been conducted here, 

the realization rate may also have been lower. This illustrates the importance of the utilities improving 

the data collection for multifamily billing, so that a future evaluation can use billing analysis for 

verification. 
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6 Detailed Verification Results by Measure 

6.1 Common Area and Exterior Lighting 

Overview: This measure describes lighting fixtures or bulbs installed in multifamily common areas, such 

as corridors, foyers, interior stairwells, laundry rooms, and other common areas; as well as the 

manager’s office, maintenance rooms, or other areas. It also describes exterior lighting, such as fixtures 

or bulbs installed in parking lots, landscaping, or walkways, on the exterior of buildings, or in other 

exterior areas. Among the sampled projects, almost all instances were LED fixtures, although a few were 

LED bulbs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Savings contribution in Eversource Database: This measure provides the largest fraction of electricity 

savings. The research team’s best estimate is it provided approximately half (52%) of annual electricity 

savings. That estimate is based on: 

• 20% of ex ante annual electricity savings was attributed to common area or exterior lighting, 

• 11% of ex ante annual electricity savings was attributed to dwelling unit lighting, and 

• 49% of ex ante annual electricity savings was attributed simply to “lighting”.  

Assuming that the “lighting” savings followed the same split as common area / exterior vs. dwelling unit 

(so 65% to common area / exterior and 35% to dwelling unit), 65% of 49% or 32% was common area / 

exterior lighting. Adding the savings attributed directly to common area or exterior (20%) with the 

portion of “lighting” that we estimate was common area or exterior (32%) provided 52%. 

Number of Occurrences in Sample: This was one of the most installed measures, with 53 total instances 

in the sampled 80 (yes?) projects (across both Eversource and UI). This represented 40% of the total ex 

Table 16. Example of common area 

lighting 

Table 17. Example of exterior 

lighting 
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ante electricity savings in the sample. Note that the research team intentionally under-sampled 

common area and exterior lighting, to oversample other measure types. This was at the client’s request 

since the program plans to de-emphasize lighting savings in the future. 

Table 18. Common Area and Exterior Lighting: Instances in Sample and Ex Ante Savings in Sample (Both 

Eversource and UI) 

Instances in Sample 
Sampled kWh Savings from 

Measure (%) 

53 40% 

Savings calculation overview (2020 PSD Section 3.1.1): 

The 2020 PSD calculates savings from this measure as follows: 

• Annual electricity savings is comprised of three components:  

1. Savings from the retrofit, which depends on delta Watts (Wattage of removed [baseline] 

fixture or lamp minus Wattage of the installed fixture or lamp) and Hours of Use [HOU]),  

2. Savings from occupancy sensors for common area lighting and daylight sensors for 

exterior lighting where applicable, and  

3. Interactive effects (cooling savings), for lighting measures installed in indoor, 

conditioned areas. 

• A natural gas savings penalty is applied for interactive effects in indoor, conditioned common 

area projects with natural gas heating. 

• Winter and summer demand savings depend on a coincidence factor (CF). For multifamily 

common areas, the CF is 17% (summer demand) and 90.4% (winter demand). For exterior 

lighting, the research team applied CF for parking lot lighting, since most exterior lighting was 

installed in these areas: 1.5% (summer demand) and 67% (winter demand). 

• Lifetime electricity savings are calculated by multiplying annual savings by the lifetime, which 

the PSD assumes as 13 years for fixtures, as well as lamp and ballast replacements (which 

applies to most common area and exterior lighting), and 4 years for lamps (which applied to a 

small number of common area installations).36  

Changes in savings calculation from PSDs in evaluated years (2016-2019) and 2020 PSD 

The energy savings calculation did not vary in the PSD calculations from 2016-2019 to 2020. For demand 

savings, the 2017 PSD did not have a CF specific to multifamily common areas. The 2018 and 2019 PSDs 

included a multifamily common area CF, which were the same values as those found in the 2020 PSD. 

Verification methodology: The research team: 

1. Confirmed the measure was installed through a file review; and (where available) an onsite visit 

(particularly for exterior lighting), a facility manager interview, or photos provided by the facility 

manager at the request of the research team; and 

2. Reviewed lighting calculators for each year to identify any deviations from the 2020 PSD; and 

 

36 There is no change in the baseline over time, and the PSD shows the remaining useful life as “N/A” for all lamps 
and fixtures. In other words, the PSD does not use a dual-baseline approach for lighting measures. 
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3. Conducted a reasonableness check of lighting savings based on the quantity of fixtures or lamps 

in invoices for all projects where available 

Verified Savings and Adjustments: The research team found a high realization rate for annual electricity 

savings and winter demand, and a low realization rate for summer demand. 

Table 19. Common Area and Exterior Lighting: Ex Post Savings Results (Eversource only) 

Annual kWh Annual CCF Lifetime kWh Summer Demand Winter Demand 

97%* 

(93-101%) 
    - 

   98% 

(94-103%) 

47% 

(37-57%) 

118%* 

(111-126%) 

* Met or exceeded 90% confidence, 10% precision. Range in parenthesis show 90% confidence interval.  

The research team’s adjustments to Eversource measure-level savings included the following: 

• Undercount of Measures: The research team added savings for two (2) projects not claimed in 

the database but documented in invoices and confirmed as installed through the program by 

the facility manager. 

• Overcount of Measures: Removed savings for one (1) project claimed in the database but not 

installed, and for one (1) project which claimed positive savings for “interactive effects”. Note 

that the calculator included interactive effects as part of the calculation, so this project 

essentially double-counted savings from these cooling interactive effects. 

• Adjustment for Prospective PSD: None 

• Demand Adjustments: Adjusted demand savings for 2018 and 2019 common area (interior) 

projects. The research team found that the ex ante calculators for all program years used the 

CFs for grocery stores: for summer, 90.4% (instead of 17% for multifamily common areas), and 

for winter, 77% (instead of 90.4% for multifamily common areas). Note that, for 2017 projects, 

this was not a utility error, since the 2017 PSD did not provide a CF specific to common areas. 

However, it was an error for the 2018 and 2019 projects to not switch to the multifamily 

common area CFs. The research team’s adjustments to the CFs decreased summer demand and 

slightly increased winter demand savings. 

For the UI calculator review, the research team found that:  

• The UI calculator generally followed the PSD for this measure. But one (1) project claimed 

positive gas savings from a lighting measure, one (1) project claimed cooling interactive effects 

and had no air conditioning, and one (1) project used the wrong coincidence factor. 

Measure-level Recommendations: Eversource should update the coincidence factors in its calculator. 

Eversource should also improve documentation to ensure that all claimed projects have invoices, and 

that all installed projects are claimed and allocate all lighting measures as either common area or in unit, 

rather than “Other Lighting”. 

6.2 Dwelling Unit Lighting 

Overview: This measure describes light bulbs and fixtures installed in multifamily dwelling units. Among 

the sampled projects, almost all instances were LED bulbs, although a few were LED fixtures. 
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Figure 4. Example of LED bulbs installed in dwelling units 

  

Savings contribution in Eversource Database: This measure provides the second largest fraction of 

electricity savings. The research team’s best estimate is it provided approximately 28% of annual 

electricity savings. That estimate is based on: 

• 11% of ex ante annual electricity savings was attributed to dwelling unit lighting, and 

• 20% of ex ante annual electricity savings was attributed to common area or exterior lighting, 

• 49% of ex ante annual electricity savings was attributed simply to “lighting”.  

Assuming that the “lighting” savings followed the same split as dwelling unit vs. common area / exterior  

(so 35% to dwelling unit and 65% to common area / exterior), 35% of 49% or 17% was dwelling unit 

lighting. Adding the savings attributed directly to dwelling unit (11%) with the portion of “lighting” that 

we estimate was dwelling unit (17%) provided 28%. 

Number of Occurrences in Sample: This was one of the most commonly installed measures, with 71 

total instances in the sampled projects (across both Eversource and UI). This represented 32% of the 

total ex ante electricity savings in the sample.  

Table 20. Common Area and Exterior Lighting: Instances in Sample and Ex Ante Savings in Sample (Both 

Eversource and UI) 

Instances in Sample 
Sampled kWh Savings from 

Measure (%) 

71 32% 

Savings calculation overview (2020 PSD Section 4.1.1): 

The 2020 PSD calculates savings from this measure as follows: 

• Energy savings = Delta Watt x HOU x 365/1000 x 1.04 

o The Delta Watt is the Wattage of removed fixture or lamp (baseline) minus Wattage of 

the installed fixture or lamp.  

o HOU varies by room. For example, kitchen HOU is 4.1 hours/ day while bathroom HOU is 

1.7 hours / day. Excluding exterior spaces (which follow the parking lot lighting HOU in 

multifamily buildings), the average HOU for interior spaces in multifamily units is 2.5 

hours per day. 

o The 1000 factor converts savings from Watts to KW. 
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o The 1.04 is the cooling interactive effect.  Note there is no natural gas penalty in the 

2020 PSD for this measure for increased heating usage. Consequently, the 2020 PSD is 

currently inconsistent in its treatment of interactive effects, since it directs projects to 

claim cooling savings, but not claim a heating penalty. 

• Summer Demand = 1.05 x 13% x Delta Watt / 1000, where 1.05 is an average capacity factor due 

to lighting interactive effect, and 13% is the residential lighting summer CF 

• Winter Demand = 20% x delta W/1000, where 20% is the residential lighting winter CF 

• Lifetime electricity savings are calculated by multiplying annual savings by the lifetime, which 

the PSD assumes as 4 years for lamps (applies to most in-unit measures) and 5 years for 

luminaires (i.e., fixtures - applies to a small subset of in-unit measures).37  

In terms of the delta Watt calculation, the 2020 PSD does not require the baseline wattage to be 

compliant with the Energy Independence and Security Act (EISA). This is not best practice, since  

• EISA phased out traditional incandescent bulbs between 2012 to 201438.  

• The CT PSD does require an EISA-compliance baseline for its commercial lighting measure (PSD 

4.1.1) for all A-lamps, but not for residential measures.  

• Finally, recent data indicates that most residential customers are purchasing LEDs39, even in the 

absence of a program, so even an EISA-compliant baseline may be too generous in terms of 

savings. Since this program focuses on early retirement of bulbs, and many bulbs purchased by 

residential customers are used to replace burned-out bulbs, the research team used the EISA-

compliant baseline (and not a baseline based on current sales). 

The following figure illustrates how, by 2017, a large majority of bulb replacements would have been 

EISA-compliant. Consequently, the research team adjusted the baseline of all dwelling unit light bulbs by 

multiplying the baseline wattage by 25%, as the research team requires in the commercial section.  

 

37 As with commercial lighting, there is no change in the baseline over time, and the PSD shows the remaining 
useful life as “N/A” for all lamps and fixtures. The PSD does not use a dual baseline for lighting measures. 

38 U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA 2011): 
https://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.php?id=4150#:~:text=By%202014%2C%20most%20general%20use,tra
nsformation%20for%20common%20light%20bulbs.  

39 From the National Electrical Manufacturers Association website showing lamp shipments, almost 75% were 
LEDs in the 3rd quarter of 2019: https://www.nema.org/analytics/lamp-indices 

  

https://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.php?id=4150#:~:text=By%202014%2C%20most%20general%20use,transformation%20for%20common%20light%20bulbs
https://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.php?id=4150#:~:text=By%202014%2C%20most%20general%20use,transformation%20for%20common%20light%20bulbs
https://www.nema.org/analytics/lamp-indices
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Figure 5. Timeline Showing Phase-out of Traditional Incandescent Bulbs Compared to Program Years 

Evaluated40, 41 

 

In conclusion, this timeline shows that, for the program years evaluated, all removed bulbs would either 

have been EISA-compliant baseline, or had a much lower HOU than what the PSD assumes (so would 

therefore generate less energy savings than what the PSD assumes). The research team notes that it is 

very difficult to distinguish between halogen and incandescent bulbs when they are installed (i.e., once 

removed from the package), since they are both filament-based bulbs. The removed bulbs were likely 

halogen but mistaken as incandescent, or incandescent but in low-HOU areas. In addition, while it is 

possible that facility managers stock-piled incandescent bulbs at the time of phase out, such as in a 

maintenance closet, the program replaced multiple bulbs per dwelling unit and claimed early retirement 

savings. Consequently, the maintenance closet would have needed to store multiple bulbs per dwelling 

units (typically hundreds or thousands of bulbs), which does not seem realistic.  

In addition to the timeline shown above, a residential lighting study done in Connecticut (NMR 2019 in 

R1963A) found, based on data collected 2017 to 2019, that over half of bulbs available in the market 

were LEDs.42  

The 2020 PSD directs users to use a baseline of the reported value where known, and for unknown 

direct install, to assume 24 W for light bulbs and 26.3 W for luminaires.  The finding of this impact 

evaluation is that some participants are claiming a non-EISA compliant baseline as their “known” value, 

which does not seem reasonable given the timeline in Figure 5. As discussed in Section 3, the research 

team recommends that the 2021 PSD specify a “backstop” for the baseline that is EISA-compliant. This 

backstop should apply even for “known” values of the replaced bulbs, given the difficulty discerning a 

 

40 EIA 2011: 
https://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.php?id=4150#:~:text=By%202014%2C%20most%20general%20use,tra
nsformation%20for%20common%20light%20bulbs 

41 TRC 2017: http://www.calmac.org/publications/TRC_PGE_-_LED_A-lamp_Baseline_Final_5-17_CALMAC.pdf 

42 NMR 2019. https://www.energizect.com/sites/default/files/R1963a%20Short-
Term%20Lighting%20Analysis_Results%20Presentation_7.1.20.pdf  

https://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.php?id=4150#:~:text=By%202014%2C%20most%20general%20use,transformation%20for%20common%20light%20bulbs
https://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.php?id=4150#:~:text=By%202014%2C%20most%20general%20use,transformation%20for%20common%20light%20bulbs
http://www.calmac.org/publications/TRC_PGE_-_LED_A-lamp_Baseline_Final_5-17_CALMAC.pdf
https://www.energizect.com/sites/default/files/R1963a%20Short-Term%20Lighting%20Analysis_Results%20Presentation_7.1.20.pdf
https://www.energizect.com/sites/default/files/R1963a%20Short-Term%20Lighting%20Analysis_Results%20Presentation_7.1.20.pdf
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halogen vs incandescent bulb in the field, and since a bulb that is truly incandescent would have been 

installed more than five years ago, and most likely has a much lower HOU than the PSD assumes. 

Changes in savings calculation from PSDs in evaluated years (2016-2019) and 2020 PSD 

The energy savings calculation for this measure varied as shown in the previous PSDs: 

• 2017 PSD: Used a wattage reduction ratio instead of delta W. Based on the research team’s 

calculation of a few example projects, the wattage reduction ratio reduced savings by 

approximately 25% (i.e., was equivalent to a 75% multiplier) compared to the delta Watt 

method. 

• 2018 PSD: Used the same calculation as the 2020 PSD 

• 2019 PSD: Used the same calculation as the 2020 PSD 

There were no changes in demand calculations in the 2016-2019 PSDs. 

Verification methodology: The research team: 

1. Confirmed the measure was installed through a file review. In five projects, the facility manager 

documented these were installed in the manager’s unit or empty units through photos provided 

by the facility manager at the request of the research team 

2. Reviewed lighting calculators for each year to identify any deviations from the 2020 PSD; and 

3. Conducted a reasonableness check of lighting savings based on the quantity of fixtures or lamps 

in invoices for all projects where available43 

Verified Savings and Adjustments: 

The research team found a moderately high realization rate for annual electricity savings and winter 

demand, and a low realization rate for summer demand. 

Table 21. Dwelling Unit Lighting: Ex Post Savings Results (Eversource only) 

Annual kWh Annual CCF Lifetime kWh Summer Demand Winter Demand 

67% 

(62-72%) 
- 

50% 

(46-55%) 

70% 

(65-75%) 

81% 

(62-101%) 

Note: Range in parenthesis show 90% confidence interval.  

The research team’s adjustments to Eversource measure-level savings included the following: 

• Overcount of Measures: Removed savings for one (1) project claimed in the database but not 

installed 

• Underclaimed Savings: Increased savings for all Eversource HES projects, because the ex ante 

calculation multiplied savings by a 90% factor, which does not align with the PSD 

 

43 Because each project file calculator has various inputs, since HOU varies by room and delta W varies 

depending on the baseline and installed bulb, the research team did not recreate the calculation for 

every project.   
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• Overclaimed Savings: Reduced savings for 2 projects that overclaimed savings, because plans (as 

shown in the Letter of Agreement [LOA]) differed from installed (as shown in invoices or post-

inspection reports) 

• Savings Adjustment: Reduced savings by 25% for all projects to reflect an EISA-compliant 

baseline. Projects had assumed non-EISA compliant baselines, and the research team followed 

the commercial lighting approach of multiplying savings by 75% to estimate savings compared 

to an EISA-compliant baseline. 

• Adjustment for Prospective PSD: None. The 2017 PSD did include a wattage reduction ratio 

method that reduced savings by approximately 25% compared to a non-EISA compliant 

baseline; while projects did not follow this, the research team accounted for this in the Savings 

Adjustment noted above. The 2018 and 2019 PSD used the same delta Watts method as the 

2020 PSD, described above in Savings calculation overview (2020 PSD Section 4.1.1). Again, the 

research team accounted for this in the Savings Adjustment noted above. 

• Lifetime Adjustments: Reduced lifetime savings, because the EUL for bulbs was 8, 6, and 5 years 

respectively in the 2017, 2018, and 2019 PSD, respectively, compared to the EUL of 4 years in 

the 2020 PSD. The EUL was slightly higher for fixtures than bulbs. 

• Demand Adjustments: No demand-specific adjustments44.  

For 2017 projects, the Eversource calculator did not use the wattage reduction ratio, which was the 

requirement in the 2017 PSD. Eversource used the delta watts method and did not adjust the baseline 

(i.e., assumed a non-EISA compliant baseline). As described above, the research team adjusted the 

baseline by reducing savings by 25%.  

For the UI calculator review, the research team found that 

• The UI calculator did not use the wattage reduction method for the one 2017 project. Instead, 

the calculator applied a 75% multiplier to the baseline wattage – i.e., reduced savings by 25%, 

which had approximately the same impact as the wattage reduction ratio. Consequently, the 

research team did not adjust savings for this project. The 2018 and 2019 UI calculators did not 

apply the 75% multiplier. Consequently, the research team did not make this adjustment for the 

2018 and 2019 projects. 

• The UI calculator generally followed the PSD for this measure for 2018 and 2019 projects. The 

research team reduced savings for one (1) project that overclaimed savings, because plans (LOA) 

showed more bulbs than installed (invoices). 

Measure-level Recommendations:  

• Consider phasing out this measure, given the high prevalence of LEDs in the residential market. 

In the meantime, require all projects to use an EISA-compliant baseline. Given the natural 

market adoption of LEDs, require documentation that the bulbs removed were not LEDs (i.e., 

halogens or CFLs), such as requiring photos for a sample of units or showing a box of removed 

bulbs. 

• Both utilities should true up claimed savings based on what was installed (invoices or post-

inspection report), instead of what was planned (LOA). Eversource should remove the 90% 

 

44 The realization rates for demand are slightly different than the realization rates for energy savings because 
demand savings depend only on delta W, whereas energy savings depends on delta W and HOU. 
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reduction factor for HES projects in its calculator, because it does not align with the PSD, unless 

there is data indicating that market-rate projects should have savings reduced by 10%. 

6.3 Refrigerators 

Overview: This measure describes refrigerator replacements installed in multifamily dwelling units. 

Among the sampled projects, almost all instances were ENERGY STAR-certified refrigerators replacing 

existing refrigerators with a higher wattage.  

Figure 6. Examples of installed refrigerators 

  

Savings contribution in Eversource Database: This measure provides 4% of annual electricity savings. It 

is tied for third in terms of electricity savings along with air sealing, behind common area / exterior 

lighting and dwelling unit lighting. 

Number of Occurrences in Sample: This was a fairly common measure, with 18 total instances in the 

sampled projects (across both Eversource and UI). This represented 5% of the total ex ante electricity 

savings in the sample.  

Figure 7. Refrigerator Replacements: Instances in Sample and Ex Ante Savings in Sample (Both Eversource 

and UI) 

Instances in Sample 
Sampled kWh Savings from 

Measure (%) 

18 5% 

Savings calculation overview (2020 PSD Section 4.3.1): 

The 2020 PSD calculates savings from this measure as follows: 

• Energy savings has two terms:  

o The “retrofit” term compares the wattage of an ENERGY STAR unit to the previously 

installed unit. While the calculation varies by refrigerator configuration (e.g., location of 

freezer, whether there is a thru-door ice dispenser, etc.), most units sampled were top-

mount freezer with no thru-door ice. These used the equation:  Annual savings (kWh) = 

Energy use of removed refrigerator (kWh) – 0.881 * 410.8 kWh, where the 410.8 kWh  
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o The “lost opportunities” term compares the installed unit to the ENERGY STAR 

requirement  

• Demand savings are found by applying a multiplier (0.1834 for summer and 0.1031 for winter) 

to the energy savings 

• Lifetime electricity savings are calculated by multiplying annual savings by the lifetime, which 

the PSD assumes as 5 years for market rate (HES) projects and 10 years for low-income (HES-IE) 

projects. There is no change in the baseline over time, and the PSD shows the remaining useful 

life as “N/A” for all lamps and fixtures. In other words, the PSD does not use a dual-baseline 

approach. 

Note that, of all projects reviewed, all met ENERGY STAR certification requirements, but none exceeded 

ENERGY STAR requirements by the 10% threshold needed to earn the lost opportunity savings. 

Changes in savings calculation from PSDs in evaluated years (2016-2019) and 2020 PSD 

The energy savings calculation for this measure varied as shown in the previous PSDs: 

• 2017 PSD:  The energy calculation used a higher assumed savings for some types of units. 

However, the units in the sample did not have a different value compared to the 2020 PSD 

assumptions. 

• 2018 and 2019 PSDs used the same calculations as 2020 for electricity and demand savings. 

Consequently, there were no changes in energy or demand savings for the measures in the sample 

between prospective and retrospective savings. 

Verification methodology: The research team: 

1. Confirmed the measure was installed through a file review.  

2. Recreated the 2020 calculations and checked that the calculations followed the PSD where the 

project files showed the number of refrigerators installed and invoices documented their make 

and model. 

Verified Savings and Adjustments: 

The research team found a fairly high realization rate for annual electricity savings and demand. 

Table 22. Refrigerator Replacements: Ex Post Savings Results (Eversource only) 

Annual kWh Annual CCF Lifetime kWh Summer Demand Winter Demand 

80% 

(65-95%) 
- 

80% 

(65-94%) 

80% 

(65-95%) 

81% 

(66-95%) 

Note: Ranges in parenthesis show 90% confidence interval.  

The research team’s adjustments to Eversource measure-level savings included the following: 

• Overcount of Measures: Removed savings for two (2) projects claimed in the database but not 

installed 

• Overclaimed Savings: Reduced savings for two (2) projects: one that claimed savings beyond 

ENERGY STAR when it should have just claimed retrofit savings, and one where the plans (from 

the LOA) showed a more efficient model than what was installed (from invoices) 

• Adjustment for Prospective PSD: None 
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• Lifetime Adjustments: No lifetime-specific adjustments. 

• Demand Adjustments: No demand-specific adjustments.  

For the UI calculator review, the research team found that 

• Only one (1) refrigerator project was installed at the 15 sampled UI sites. The research team 

reduced savings for this project because the ex ante calculator claimed more refrigerators than 

were installed (from invoices). 

Measure-level Recommendations: Improve documentation and set rules in calculator so that lost 

opportunity savings (savings above ENERGY STAR) are not overclaimed. 

6.4 Air Sealing 

Overview: This measure describes infiltration reduction in multifamily dwelling units and common 

areas. As described in Section 7.2, most program contractors reported sealing dwelling units using caulk, 

spray foam, door kits, backer rod and ROXUL for larger gaps, weatherstripping, fireproof products where 

required. The contractor verifies reduction in leakage by conducting a blower door test on a sample of 

units before and after air sealing. 

Figure 8. Example of spray foam air sealing around kitchen pipe penetrations (left) and screwed-on door 

sweep (right) 

  

 

Savings contribution in Eversource Database: This measure provides 4% of annual electric savings. It is 

tied for 3rd in terms of electric savings along with refrigerators. 

This measure provides 27% of annual gas savings. It has the highest gas savings of all the gas measures. 

Number of Occurrences in Sample: This was a very common measure, with 60 total instances in the 

sampled projects (across both Eversource and UI). This represented 4% of total ex ante electric savings 

in the sample and 27% of total ex ante gas savings in the sample.  

Figure 9. Air Sealing: Instances in Sample and Ex Ante Savings in Sample (Both Eversource and UI) 

Instances in Sample 
Sampled kWh Savings from 

Measure (%) 
Sampled CCF Savings from 

Measure (%) 

60 4% 27% 

Savings calculation overview (2020 PSD Section 4.4.2) 
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The 2020 PSD calculates savings from this measure as follows:  

• Energy savings = REMheating x blower door reduction x BF, where REMheating depends on 
the heating system type. BF is a “blower door factor” that reduces savings for multifamily 
units because some infiltration comes from conditioned spaces. In multifamily units, the BF 
is less than 1. The PSD provides a similar calculation for REMcooling in dwelling units with air 
conditioning. 

• The PSD awards summer demand savings if the dwelling units have air conditioning, and 
winter demand savings if the units have electric heat (e.g., electric resistance, heat pumps). 

• Lifetime savings are calculated by multiplying annual savings by the lifetime, which the PSD 

assumes as 20 years. There is no change in the baseline over time, and the PSD shows the 

remaining useful life as “N/A” for all lamps and fixtures. In other words, the PSD does not 

use a dual-baseline approach. 

Changes in savings calculation from PSDs in evaluated years (2016-2019) and 2020 PSD  

The energy savings calculation for this measure did not vary. The 2016-2019 PSDs used the same 

calculations as 2020. Consequently, there were no changes in energy or demand savings for the 

measures in the sample between prospective and retrospective savings. 

Verification methodology: The research team:  

1. Confirmed this measure was installed through file review. In a few cases, the facility manager 
confirmed measure installation by providing photos of a few example units. 

2. Where input values were available for a project, the research team recalculated savings. 

Verified Savings and Adjustments:  

The research team found a very high realization rate for annual kWh, annual CCF, lifetime kWh, and 
summer demand (kW); the realization rate was lower but still high for winter demand (kW).  

Table 23. Air Sealing. Ex Post Savings Results (Eversource only) 

Annual kWh  Annual CCF  Lifetime kWh  Summer Demand  Winter Demand  

98% 

(90-106%) 

172% 

(54-289%) 

108% 

(93-122%) 

100% 

(80-120%) 

86% 

(65-108%) 

Note: Range in parenthesis show 90% confidence interval.  

 

The research team’s adjustments to Eversource measure-level savings included the following:  

• Overcount of Measures:  

o Removed savings for 1 measure at a project which double-counted heating savings (i.e., 

awarded both CCF and kWh savings) 

• Underclaimed Savings: 

o Increased gas savings for 1 project where 9 times more units were air sealed (from invoice) 

than planned (from the LOA Generator) 

• Corrected fuel type: Added gas savings but removed oil saving for 2 projects that claimed the 

incorrect fuel for savings 

• Adjustment for Prospective PSD: None 
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• Lifetime Adjustments: No lifetime-specific adjustments. 

• Demand Adjustments:  

o Removed winter demand savings (kW) for 5 projects that incorrectly claimed the peak CCF 

savings as winter demand, and for 3 projects with gas heat.  

o Added winter demand savings for 2 projects with electric heat that had not claimed it. 

o Reduced demand savings for 8 projects by multiplying by the blower door factor (BF = 

0.925), because the ex ante had only adjusted energy (but not demand) savings. The ex ante 

demand savings for these projects had assumed a BF equal to 1, which is for single-family 

homes only. 

For the UI calculator review, the research team found that the calculator followed the PSD.  

The research team’s adjustment to UI measure-level savings included the following: 

• Overcount of Measures: Reduced electric savings for 2 projects where less units were sealed 

(QA sheet/ invoice) than planned (LOA). 

• Underclaimed Savings: Added electricity savings for 1 project with air conditioning where it was 

not claimed. 

Measure-level Recommendations:  

• Eversource should ensure that the CCF “peak demand” is not incorrectly applied to winter kW 

demand, and multiply demand by BF 

• UI should label final files as “final” and old files with “archive” in file name or put in “archive” 

folder. Or include date in file name to show the most recent files. 

• Other recommendations for this measure, related to verification, are included in Section 7 of 

this report. 

6.5 ECM Pumps 

Overview: This measure describes the retrofit installation of Electronically Commutated Motor 

circulation pumps (ECM pumps) to replace existing circulating pumps in multifamily projects. 

Figure 10. Example of installed ECM pumps 
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Savings contribution in Eversource Database: This measure provides a small amount of savings: 3% of 

annual electric savings, and 1% of annual winter demand savings.  

Number of Occurrences in Sample: This was a less common measure, with 10 total instances in the 

sampled projects (across both Eversource and UI). This represented 3% of total ex ante electric savings 

in the sample. 

Table 24. ECM replacements: Instances in Sample and Ex Ante Savings in Sample (Both Eversource and UI) 

Instances 
in Sample  

Sampled kWh Savings from Measure (%)  

10 3% 

Savings calculation overview (2020 PSD Section 4.2.13):  

The 2020 PSD calculates savings from this measure as follows:  

• Electricity savings: Number of ECM pumps installed x 68 kWh/year (Annual Electric Energy 

Savings) 

• Demand savings: Number of ECM pumps installed x 0.024 kW (Seasonal Winter Peak Savings) 

• Lifetime savings are calculated by multiplying annual savings by the lifetime, which the PSD 

assumes as 15 years.  

Changes in savings calculation from PSDs in evaluated years (2016-2019) and 2020 PSD  

The energy savings calculation for this measure varied as shown in the previous PSDs:  

• 2017: energy and demand multipliers were higher than the 2020 PSD:  

o Electricity Savings: Number of ECM pumps installed x 285 kWh/year 

o Demand Savings: Number of ECM pumps installed x 0.056 kW 

• 2018: energy was the same as 2020 PSD, but demand was lower 

o Demand savings: Number of ECM pumps installed x 0.015 kW 

• 2019: energy and demand were the same as 2020 PSD 

Verification methodology: The research team:  

1. Confirmed ECM pumps were installed in all projects 

2. Recreated the calculation using prospective (2020) and retrospective (2017-2019) calculations 

where the number of ECM pumps were identified in the project files.  

Verified Savings and Adjustments:  

The research team found a moderately low realization rate for annual electricity savings and winter 

demand. 

Table 25. ECM Pump: Ex Post Savings Results (Eversource only) 

Annual kWh  Annual CCF  Lifetime kWh  Summer Demand  Winter Demand  

59%  

(28-89%) 
 67% 

(31-103%) 
 68% 

(45-92%) 

Note: Range in parenthesis show 90% confidence interval.  
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The research team’s adjustments to Eversource’s measure-level savings included the following:  

• Undercount Measures: Added savings for 1 project (as documented in the file and from the post 

inspection report) that was not claimed in the database 

• Adjustment for Prospective PSD: Reduced prospective savings for 2 projects from 2017, since 

the 2020 PSD awarded ~1/4 of savings compared to the 2017 PSD. See additional adjustments 

under Demand Adjustments 

• Lifetime Adjustments: No lifetime-specific adjustments.  

• Demand Adjustments: Reduced prospective savings for projects in 2017 and 2018, since the 

2020 PSD awarded less savings. However, the adjustments were not as great for demand as for 

energy: the 2020 PSD awarded half the demand savings as the 2017 PSD, compared to one-

fourth the energy savings as the 2017 PSD. Consequently, the demand savings adjustment was 

lower than the energy savings adjustment.  

For the UI calculator review, the research team found that  

• The PSD was followed. There was only 1 ECM pump project. The research team reduced the 

savings for this project because it was a 2017 project (per the PSD change) 

Measure-level Recommendations for Eversource:  

• Update the PSD to allow for use of the VFD calculator for central ECM Pumps.  

6.6 Windows 

Overview:  This measure describes the installation of windows that are at least as efficient as ENERGY 

STAR standards in multifamily common areas and dwelling units. Most of the window replacements in 

the sample were in dwelling units. 

Figure 11. Example of installed window and window label 

  

Savings contribution in Eversource Database: This measure provides a small amount of savings: 3% of 

annual electric savings and 3% of annual gas savings. 
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Number of Occurrences in Sample: This was a less common measure, with 9 total instances in the 

sampled sites (across both Eversource and UI). This represented 2% of total ex ante electric savings and 

4% of total ex ante gas savings in the sample. 

Table 26. Windows: Instances in Sample and Ex Ante Savings in Sample (Both Eversource and UI) 

Instances in Sample Sampled kWh Savings from Measure (%) Sampled CCF Savings from Measure (%) 

10 2% 4% 

Savings calculation overview (2020 PSD Section 4.4.3):  

The 2020 PSD calculates savings from this measure as follows:  

1. Energy savings = Area x factor that depends on the removed window, the type of heating and 

cooling equipment, the type of window installed and its u-factor 

2. Example calculation for electric resistance heating (kWh) = (Annual electric heating usage of 

baseline windows - Annual electric heating usage of ENERGY STAR windows) x Area 

3. Demand = Area x a multiplier that depends on the type of heating and cooling equipment. 

Winter demand savings are available only for projects with electric heat, and summer demand 

savings are available only for projects with air conditioning.  

4. Lifetime savings are calculated by multiplying annual savings by the lifetime, which the PSD 

assumes as 25 years.  

Changes in savings calculation from PSDs in evaluated years (2016-2019) and 2020 PSD  

The energy savings calculation for this measure varied as shown in the previous PSD:  

1. 2017: The 2020 PSD allowed a triple pane window installation, whereas the 2017 PSD only 

allowed ENERGY STAR window installations (similar to savings from double pane with low-e 

windows). The triple pane window generates more savings. Consequently, the 2020 PSD 

allows higher savings than the 2017 PSD. 

2. 2018 and 2019: same calculations as 2020 

Verification methodology: The research team:  

1. Verified windows installed in all projects 

2. Recalculated savings under the 2020 and (for 2017 projects) 2017 PSD calculations where 

enough information was available 

Verified Savings and Adjustments:  

The research team found a fairly high realization rate for annual electricity savings and winter demand. 

Table 27. Windows: Ex Post Savings Results (Eversource only) 

Annual kWh  Annual CCF  Lifetime kWh  Summer Demand  Winter Demand  

83% 

(63-102%) 
 83% 

(63-102%) 
 79% 

(57-101%) 

Note: Range in parenthesis show 90% confidence interval.  
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The research team’s adjustments to Eversource measure-level savings included the following:  

• Overclaimed Savings:  

o Reduced savings for two (2) projects. For one, the invoice showed a lower quantity of 

windows than claimed. For the second, the project file did not have a calculator, so the 

research team could not determine why the savings were overclaimed.  

• Corrected Fuel Type: 

o Switched savings from oil to natural gas for one project. The facility manager 

interviewed reported the project has natural gas heat, but the project claimed oil 

savings.  

• Adjustment for Prospective PSD:  

o Increased savings for one 2017 project, because the 2020 calculation allows higher 

savings for triple-pane windows45.  

• Lifetime Adjustments: No lifetime-specific adjustments.  

• Demand Adjustments: Added summer demand (kW) for 1 project that had not claimed it even 

though it had air conditioning. For winter demand savings, the projects noted above with 

reductions in energy savings also had similar reductions to demand. 

For the UI calculator review, the research team found that  

• The PSD was followed. There was only 1 window project. 

Measure-level Recommendations for Eversource:  

• Improve the review of fuels to ensure the correct fuel type is claimed and review the prevalence 

of air conditioning in project applications to correctly claim summer demand.  

6.7 HVAC Heat Pumps 

Overview: This measure describes the installation of high-efficiency air-source heat pumps providing 

space heating and space cooling in dwelling units and common areas of multifamily projects. These heat 

pumps replace lower efficiency electric heating, such as electric resistance heating systems or older heat 

pumps. Note that the PSD does not currently allow fuel switching – i.e., incentives for heat pumps to 

replace fossil fuel-fired equipment. Of the verified heat pumps in the sample, two of the projects served 

dwelling units and two served common areas. Note there is another measure for DHW heat pumps, but 

the one DHW heat pump in the sample is discussed in the low-flow fixtures section, since the Eversource 

database categorizes low-flow fixtures and DHW heat pumps as “DHW.” 

 

 

 

 

 

45 Because savings are deemed and based on the existing window type (e.g., double pane or single pane), the 
installed window (e.g., ENERGY STAR double pane or ENERGY STAR triple pane), and the heating fuel 
system, rather than the u-factor, the savings increased moving from an installed window that is ENERGY STAR 
triple pane compared with ENERGY STAR double pane. 
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Figure 12. Example of installed heat pump outdoor unit and nameplate 

  

Savings contribution in Eversource Database: This measure provides 2% of annual electric savings, so is 

a low savings contributor. 

Number of Occurrences in Sample: This was a less common measure, with 7 instances in the sampled 

projects (across both Eversource and UI). This represented 3% total an ex ante electric savings in the 

sample.  

Table 28. Heat Pumps: Instances in Sample and Ex Ante Savings in Sample (Both Eversource and UI) 

Instances 
in Sample 

Sampled kWh Savings from Measure (%) 

7 3% 

Savings calculation overview (2020 PSD Section 4.2.2 ducted heat pumps serving dwelling units, 4.2.6 

ductless heat pumps serving dwelling units, 2.2.2 heat pumps in common areas) 

The 2020 PSD calculates savings from this measure as follows:  

• Energy Savings has three potential components:  
o Lost Opportunity for heating season performance factor (HSPF) of installed equipment 

compared to baseline, and  
o Retrofit for HSPF of baseline compared to existing equipment, and  
o air conditioning savings (if project has cooling) 

• Summer demand savings are only available if a project has air conditioning. Winter demand 
savings are awarded for ductless heat pumps in dwelling units. Ducted heat pumps and common 
area heat pumps do not have winter demand savings.  

• Lifetime savings are calculated using a dual baseline approach, with 5 years for the remaining 

useful life (the baseline is assumed to be the existing equipment) and 18 years for the lost 

opportunity (a code baseline is assumed for the remainder of the lifetime, in this case for 18 

minus 5 = 13 years)  
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Changes in savings calculation from PSDs in evaluated years (2016-2019) and 2020 PSD  

The energy savings calculation for this measure did not vary. The 2016-2019 PSDs used the same 

calculations as 2020. Consequently, there were no changes in energy or demand savings for the 

measures in the sample between prospective and retrospective savings. 

Verification methodology: The research team:  

1. Confirmed that the measure was installed based on file review, and (where available) 
photos from facility manager or an onsite visit 

2. Reviewed the calculator to verify that it followed the PSD 

Verified Savings and Adjustments:  

The research team found a high realization rate for annual electricity savings and demand, and a very 
low realization rate for winter demand savings.  

Table 29. Heat Pumps. Ex Post Savings Results (Eversource only) 

Annual kWh Annual CCF Lifetime kWh Summer Demand Winter Demand 

100% 

(100-100%) 
 

100% 

(100-100%) 

100% 

(100-100%) 

60% 

(20-100%) 

Note: Range in parenthesis show 90% confidence interval.  

The research team’s adjustments to Eversource measure-level savings included the following:  

• Overcount of Measures: None 

• Adjustment for Prospective PSD: None 

• Lifetime Adjustments: No lifetime-specific adjustments.  

• Demand Adjustments: Removed winter demand (kW) savings for one project that was a 

common area heat pump since the PSD does not award winter demand savings for this 

measure. In addition, the adjustments to the annual savings affected the winter demand savings 

for three other projects. Two other heat pump projects correctly did not claim winter demand 

savings. So only one of the five projects that claimed winter demand savings was verified to 

have winter demand savings. 

No UI sampled projects installed heat pumps.  

Measure-level Recommendations:  

• Improve documentation and add a check for agreement between the database entry and the 

project calculator. 

6.8 Boilers 

Overview: This measure describes the replacement of natural gas-fired, hydronic heating central boilers 

installed in multifamily projects.  
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Figure 13. Examples of installed condensing boilers 

  

Savings contribution in Eversource Database: This measure provides 26% of annual gas savings. It is one 

of the three measures providing the bulk of natural gas saving along with air sealing (27%) and insulation 

(22%).  

Number of Occurrences in Sample: This was a fairly common measure, with 12 total instances in the 

sampled projects (across both Eversource and UI). This represented 19% of total ex ante gas savings in 

the sample 

Table 30. Boilers: Instances in Sample and Ex Ante Savings in Sample (Both Eversource and UI) 

Instances in Sample Sampled CCF Savings from Measure (%) 

12 19% 

Savings calculation overview (2020 PSD Section 2.2.6):  

The 2020 PSD calculates savings from this measure as follows:  

• Heating savings is a function of input capacity, boiler efficiency, baseline boiler, efficiency 

oversize factor46, equivalent full load hours, and an adjustment factor (1.0 for noncondensing 

and 0.97 for condensing units).  

• Lifetime savings are calculated using a dual baseline approach, with 5 years for the remaining 

useful life (the baseline is assumed to be the existing equipment) and 20 years for the lost 

opportunity (a code baseline is assumed for the remainder of the lifetime, in this case for 20 

minus 5 = 15 years)  

 

 

46 From the PSD section 2.2.6: “The oversize factor (“OF”) is assumed to be 1.15 for single boiler/furnace 
installations; reflecting the industry standard of installing equipment that has an output greater than estimated 
peak load. The OF for multiple boiler and furnace installations is 1.3 reflecting the industry practice of oversizing 
multiple pieces of equipment to allow for one piece of equipment to provide a higher percentage of load in 
emergency situations.” 
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Changes in savings calculation from PSDs in evaluated years (2016-2019) and 2020 PSD  

The energy savings calculation for this measure did not vary. The 2016-2019 PSDs used the same 

calculations as 2020.  

Consequently, there were no changes in energy or demand savings for the measures in the sample 

between prospective and retrospective savings. 

Verification methodology: The research team:  

1. Verified that the boilers were installed in all cases, based on information collected from an 

onsite visit, facility manager photo, or files (invoice). 

2. Confirmed the equipment nameplate and calculation where possible. For a few, nameplate 

information was not available and ex ante savings were awarded. 

Verified Savings and Adjustments:  

The research team found a fairly high realization rate for annual gas savings. 

Table 31. Boilers: Ex Post Savings Results (Eversource only) 

Annual kWh  Annual CCF  Lifetime kWh  Summer Demand  Winter Demand  

- 
80% 

(63%-97%) 
- - - 

Note: Range in parenthesis show 90% confidence interval.  

The research team’s adjustments to Eversource measure-level savings included the following:  

• Corrected Calculation: Reduced savings for 3 projects that had an incorrect calculation. These 

adjustments included an incorrect oversize factor, used the input capacity  instead of the output 

capacity, and used an incorrect efficiency 

• Adjustment for Prospective PSD: None 

• Demand Adjustments: Removed winter demand (kW) savings for 3 projects, which misapplied 

peak CCF savings to winter demand savings. The savings are not shown in the figure above since 

boilers should have zero demand savings. While there are some electrical needs for boilers, 

which would affect demand, this is a relatively small electrical load, and the PSD does not 

recognize it. 

For the UI calculator review, the research team found that  

• There was only 1 boiler project. No name plate information was provided to recalculate savings, 

so the research team could not check that the calculation was done correctly. Since there was 

documentation, it was installed, and the research team awarded the ex ante savings. 

Measure-level Recommendations for Eversource:  

• Increase the review of the boiler savings tab, or add more automated checks 

• Ensure that CCF “peak demand” is not incorrectly applied to winter kW demand 
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6.9 Insulation 

Overview: This measure describes attic, attic hatch, and basement ceiling insulation (referred to as 

“floor insulation” in the PSD) installed in multifamily common areas and dwelling units. Among the 

sampled projects, the majority of insulation measures were basement ceiling insulation, followed by 

attic insulation and attic hatch insulation. 

Figure 14. Examples of installed attic insulation using cellulose (left) and fiberglass (right) 

  

Savings contribution in Eversource Database:  

This measure provides 22% of annual gas savings. It is third in terms of gas savings, behind air sealing 

and boiler replacement. It also provides a very small amount (1%) of electricity savings. 

Number of Occurrences in Sample: This was a fairly common measure, with 18 total instances in the 

sampled projects (across both Eversource and UI). This represented 1% of the total ex ante electricity 

savings in the sample and 24% of total ex ante gas savings in the sample. 

Table 32. Insulation: Instances in Sample and Ex Ante Savings in Sample (Both Eversource and UI) 

Instances 
in Sample 

Sampled kWh Savings from Measure (%) Sampled CCF Savings from Measure (%) 

18 1% 24% 

Savings calculation overview (2020 PSD Section 4.4.9 Ceiling Insulation, 4.4.10 Floor Insulation, and 

4.4.6 Insulate Attic Openings for attic hatch insulation):  

The 2020 PSD calculates savings from this measure as follows:  

• Energy savings = difference in effective R-value before and after upgrade (calculated) * heating 

degree days (HDD, assumed to be 5,885°F-day as the average value for Connecticut, which 

assumes a base temperature of 65°F) * 24 hr/d * ASHRAE adjustment factor (a multiplier 

adjustment to the HDD ) * total area of insulation 

• For ceiling insulation, the savings is adjusted for heating system type (i.e., electric resistance 

heat, heat pump) and cooling system type (i.e., central or room air conditioner). For floor 

insulation, the savings is only adjusted for the heating system type. 
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• Lifetime savings are calculated by multiplying annual savings by the lifetime, which the PSD 

assumes as 15 years.  

Changes in savings calculation from PSDs in evaluated years (2016-2019) and 2020 PSD  

The energy savings calculation for this measure did not vary. The 2016-2019 PSDs used the same 

calculations as 2020.  

Consequently, there were no changes in energy or demand savings for the measures in the sample 

between prospective and retrospective savings. 

Verification methodology: The research team:  

1. Confirmed insulation was installed, typically through photos or facility manager interviews, 

otherwise through documentation.  

2. Recalculated savings where enough information was available. 

3. In all cases, savings were similar (ex post generally calculated slightly higher savings), so the 

research team awarded the ex ante savings to be conservative, since it was not possible to 

verify the condition of the installation. 

Verified Savings and Adjustments:  

The research team found a high realization rate for annual electricity and gas savings and demand. 

Table 33. Insulation: Ex Post Savings Results (Eversource only) 

Annual kWh Annual CCF Lifetime kWh Summer Demand Winter Demand 

100% 

(100-100%) 

100% 

(100-100%) 

100% 

(100-100%) 
 100% 

(100-100%) 

Note: Range in parenthesis show 90% confidence interval.  

The research team’s adjustments to Eversource measure-level savings included the following:  

• Overcount of Measures: None. 

• Corrected Fuel Type: For 1 project, the LOA Generator had oil as the fuel type, but the facility 

manager reported the units use natural gas, so the research team changed the fuel for savings. 

• Adjustment for Prospective PSD: None 

• Lifetime Adjustments: No lifetime-specific adjustments.  

• Demand Adjustments: No demand-specific adjustments. The projects with an overcount of 

measures did not claim demand savings, so the realization rate for summer and winter demand 

was 100%. 

For the UI calculator review, the research team found that  

• The PSD was followed. For 1 of the 2 projects that included an insulation calculator, no 

documentation measure was installed, so the research team awarded no savings. 

Measure-level Recommendations:  

• Improve the review of fuels and measure count in project application compared to what is 

actually installed. 
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6.10 Low Flow Fixtures 

Overview: This measure describes the installation of low-flow faucet aerators and showerheads in 

multifamily dwelling units. In the sample of projects reviewed, most projects installed both showerheads 

and aerators in the dwelling units that received this measure. 

Figure 15. Example of installed low flow showerhead (left) and faucet aerator (right) 

  

Savings contribution in Eversource Database: This measure provides 2% of annual electric savings and 

 5% of annual gas savings, so is a fairly low contributor to savings. 

Number of Occurrences in Sample: This was a common measure, with 39 total instances in the sampled 

projects (across both Eversource and UI). This represented 3% of total ex ante electric savings and 5% of 

total ex ante gas savings in the sample. The savings per measure is low, as illustrated by the high number 

of occurrences but the low percent of savings that it contributes.  

Table 34. Low Flow Fixtures: Instances in Sample and Ex Ante Savings in Sample (Both Eversource and UI) 

Instances 
in Sample 

Sampled kWh Savings from Measure (%) Sampled CCF Savings from Measure (%) 

39 3% 5% 

Savings calculation overview (2020 PSD Section 4.5.1 and 4.5.2) 

The 2020 PSD calculates savings from this measure as follows:  

• Energy savings (kWh) = 151 x sqrt(number of showerheads) 

• Energy savings (therms) = 6.28 x sqrt(number of showerheads) 

• Energy savings (kWh) = 61.2 x sqrt(number of aerators) 

• Energy savings (therms) = 2.55 x sqrt(number of aerators) 

• No demand savings 

• Lifetime savings are calculated by multiplying annual savings by the lifetime, which the PSD 

assumes as 5 years for aerators and 10 years for showerheads.  
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Changes in savings calculation from PSDs in evaluated years (2016-2019) and 2020 PSD  

• The 2017, 2018, 2019 PSDs are all the same as the 2020 PSD 

While the research team used the 2020 PSD for all other measures in this impact evaluation, we made 
an exception for low-flow fixtures and used the proposed calculations for the 2021 PSD. This is because 
the 2021 PSD removes the square root function from the equation, which significantly increases the 
savings, and there is a strong rationale for removing the square root function. As part of the research 
team’s review the 2020 PSD, we found that the source cited for the square root function, KEMA (2010), 
assumes that one shower may be used more often the other. However, in the water savings equation, 
the average number of shower events in a unit is being divided by the number of fixtures. Since the 
water savings already reflect an average across showerheads, the square root function is redundant. 
Other TRMs, including the Midatlantic TRM, NY TRM, and Wisconsin TRM, do not use the square root 
value. For the 2021 PSD update, the research team proposed a multiplier that is multifamily specific, 
because it assumes a lower number of occupants per dwelling unit (compared to single-family). The 
Connecticut utilities reported they will adopt those values, so they are used for the ex post calculations, 
as shown below: 

• Energy savings (kWh) = 155.2 x Number of showerheads 

• Energy savings (therms) = 6.47 x Number of showerheads 

• Energy savings (kWh) = 55.93 x Number of aerators 

• Energy savings (therms) = 2.33 x Number of aerators 

• No demand savings 

Verification methodology: The research team:  

1. Verified the fixtures were installed in all projects using file review and facility manager 
photos in some instances 

2. Recalculated savings under the 2020 PSD (Retrospective) and 2021 PSD (Prospective) 
calculations where enough information was available 

Verified Savings and Adjustments:  

The ex ante calculators did not assume a square foot function. However, the upfront multipliers for 
showerheads and aerators were slightly different from the values proposed for the 2021 PSD. The ex 
ante calculators did not show a source for their calculation. Adjustments to the ex ante savings were 
relatively minor, since neither the ex ante nor ex post calculations used a square roof function. 

The research team found a high realization rate for annual electricity and CCF savings, but a low 
realization rate for winter demand.  

Note that the Eversource database categorizes low-flow fixtures as “DHW;” in addition to the low-flow 
fixtures, one DHW heat pump was also categorized as DHW, so is included in the realization rates in the 
figure below. 

Table 35. Low flow fixtures. Ex Post Savings Results (Eversource only) 

Annual kWh Annual CCF Lifetime kWh Summer Demand Winter Demand 

88% 

(78-98%) 

107% 

(73-142%) 

130% 

(110-150%) 
 

14% 

(-9-38%) 

Note: Range in parenthesis show 90% confidence interval. 

• Both Eversource and UI used a calculation that deviated from PSD 
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• 2017 thru 2020 PSDs used a square root factor, while ex ante calculation did not  

• 2021 PSD also removes square root factor. However, the 2021 PSD used different multipliers 

than the ex ante calculation, so the prospective realization rate is close to 100% 

The research team’s adjustments to Eversource measure-level savings included the following:  

• Overcount of Measures:  

o Reduced energy savings for 3 Eversource projects (electric) that claimed more fixtures 
than installed 

• Adjustment for Prospective PSD: Changed savings to align with the 2021 PSD, described in the 

Verified Savings and Adjustments section above. Note that, while the Adjustment for 

Prospective PSD typically uses the 2020 PSD, the research team used the 2021 PSD for this 

measure because we found that the 2020 PSD calculation was technically incorrect. 

• Lifetime Adjustments: Lifecycle savings increased for 11 projects that assumed 5 years for the 

EUL of both aerators and showerheads, whereas the 2020 PSD assumes 5  years for aerators and 

10 years for showerheads.  

• Demand Adjustments: Removed winter demand (kW) for 6 Eversource measures at 4 sites and 

summer kW for 1 site since the PSD assumes zero demand (kW) savings. The winter demand 

savings are greater than zero, because the winter demand savings includes the DHW heat pump, 

which had a 100% realization rate.  

Measure-level Recommendations:  

• Update calculator to reflect the 2021 PSD. 

• Eversource should ensure the calculators show zero kW savings for this measure. 

• Create a separate category for low-flow fixtures and for all other DHW measures (e.g., heat 

pump water heaters or natural gas-fired water heaters47), since they are very different 

measures. 

6.11 Other Measures 

In addition to the measures described above, the sampled projects included various other measures. 

These included: 

• Duct sealing 

• Central air conditioner 

• Variable Frequency Drives (VFD) 

• Wifi thermostats  

The instances of these measures were low, and the savings were low. While they were included in the 

evaluation and affected the overall program realization rates, the research team does not present 

measure-specific findings for these measures. (In other words, this report does not include a section on 

 

47 Based on the sample of projects reviewed, low-flow fixtures were labeled as “DHW” and were far more common 
than water heating appliance measures. The research team identified only one natural gas fired water heater in the 
sample of projects reviewed, which was an Eversource project. The sample also included one heat pump water 
heater. It is possible that some of the small gas-only projects from UI that were excluded from the sample 
included water heating appliances. If the UI database clearly differentiated between low-flow fixtures and water 
heating appliances, a future study could identify the prevalence of water heating appliance measures. 
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measures that were only occasionally installed and that generated small savings.) If these measures 

become more common or contribute a larger fraction of savings in the future, future evaluations should 

determine measure-level realization rates if possible. 

While the research team did not find systematic issues with the few instances of duct sealing, central air 

conditioning, or VFDs installed, the research team did make changes to the few instances of WiFi 

thermostats installed. This is because the 2020 PSD assumes half the savings in multifamily units from 

WiFi thermostats as for single-family homes, because of the reduction in heating and cooling in 

multifamily units. The 2017 and 2018 versions of the PSD did not reduce savings in half for this measure 

in multifamily units, so the research team reduced savings for the prospective savings48.  

 

48 The research team did not apply this adjustment to retrospective savings for these WiFi thermostat projects, but 
only the prospective savings were used to calculate realization rates at the program and utility-wide level. WiFi 
thermostats were one of the few measures where there was a significant difference in results between prospective 
and retrospective savings. 
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7 Air Sealing Measure Investigation  

7.1 Purpose and Background 

The purpose of the air sealing investigation was to gain a better understanding of how this measure is 

currently implemented, and how savings are calculated to inform recommendations to improve the 

robustness of savings.  

As background: Air sealing dwelling units involves identifying and sealing accessible leaks, such as 
around windows, doors, plumbing and HVAC equipment penetrations, electrical outlets on exterior 
walls, and other areas of the dwelling unit envelope area. Air sealing reduces air changes with the 
exterior, which provides heating and cooling savings. It can also improve comfort through reduced 
drafts. Table 36 shows the usual goals for an air sealing program, based on the research team’s 
experience, and challenges with achieving these goals in multifamily units.  

Table 36. Air Sealing Measure Objectives vs. Challenges with Achieving These Goals in Multifamily Units 

Goal for Air Sealing 
Program Offering 

Challenge with Achieving Goal in Multifamily Dwelling Units 

Maximize air sealing 
savings 

Some leaks are not accessible (e.g., blocked by large furniture, soffits, or 
other objects that are difficult to move), and any project must pass a cost-
effectiveness test, which focuses work on larger leaks. More extensive 
sealing is more invasive to building occupants.  

Accurately confirm that 
the claimed air sealing 
was accomplished 

Measuring changes in air sealing typically involves a blower door test and 
conducting a test pre- and post-retrofit on every unit within a multifamily 
building would be a large cost. As explained in the next subsection, the 
program allows sampling for this reason. 

Calculate the savings 
that occurred 

Some air leakage will come from the exterior (which would reduce heating 
and cooling needs), but some air leakage will come from adjacent units or 
common corridors. The leakage from adjacent spaces is typically 
conditioned, so reducing this leakage would not provide heating and 
cooling savings. A blower door test shows total air leakage but does not 
show where this leakage comes from (i.e., fraction from adjacent spaces 
vs. the exterior)49. As explained below and discussed in more detail in 
section 7.3, the PSD requires that the projects de-rate savings using a 
multiplier (called the “blower door factor”: BF) so that only a fraction of 
measured air leakage is claimed, to account for the leakage from adjacent 
(conditioned) spaces. 

 

 

49 A more complicated blower door test called a “guarded” test involves pressurizing adjacent spaces through 
multiple blower door fans, so they are neutral with the test unit and so that the leakage measured from the blower 
door fan in the test unit comes from the exterior. However, this uses much more equipment and time than a 
standard blower door test so is used for research purposes only. The research team is not aware of any program or 
building code that requires a guarded blower door test. 
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The PSD includes two paths for energy savings from air sealing:  

1. Infiltration Reduction Testing (Blower Door Test). This is a performance-based path, which 
awards savings based on the difference in air leakage pre and post air-sealing, based on blower 
door testing. As described in the Calculator Reviews section, the PSD includes a “blower door” 
(BF) – a multiplier between 0 and 1 – to reduce savings in multifamily units to account for 
leakage from adjacent (conditioned) spaces.  

2. Prescriptive Infiltration Reduction (Prescriptive). This awards savings based on number of air 
sealing materials installed, such as number of gaskets, door kits, or door sweeps; or per linear 
feet of weatherstripping or caulking.  

Both methods have pros and cons. The first (performance-based) method is based on an actual 
measurement, but results must be adjusted to account for leakage to adjacent spaces. It can be more 
disruptive since the testing adds to the time needed to access each unit. The second (prescriptive) 
method is easier to implement but could miss significant sealing opportunities because there is no 
testing component. As described in the next subsection, almost all projects pursue the first 
(performance-based) method. 

7.2 Contractor Interview Findings 

All contractors interviewed said they prefer the first (performance-based) method, for reasons that 
include: more savings are available, the results are more accurate, and the blower door testing helps 
identify where to seal. Due to COVID-19 restricting access to units, for the 2020 program year, the 
contractors have shifted to a semi-prescriptive approach, which includes visual inspections instead of 
the blower door test. The utilities are paying the air sealing incentives based on person-hours. One 
contractor expressed that they like the hourly pay system, in part because it allows them to seal attics 
and basements, which they reported would otherwise not be covered by the blower door test method. 
Another contractor reported this system does not the cover costs of materials and did not seem to be 
aware of the additional incentive for attic and basement air sealing.50 The research team did not 
investigate projects submitted under this alternative approach, because this evaluation covered 
program years 2017-2019. In addition, contractors reported they plan to return to the performance-
based method once COVID-19 restrictions have lifted. The research team infers that contractors will 
therefore no longer seal dwelling units from the attics or crawlspaces, because the current incentive 
payment does not incentivize or compensate contractors for this work. 

The remainder of this section only describes findings for the first (performance-based) method, since 
that was the method that contractors typically use. This aligns with the research team’s findings from 
our project review: All projects in the sample used the performance-based method; none used the 
second (prescriptive) approach. 

7.2.1 Contractors’ process for air sealing 
Contractors reported that they use the following process at each project for the air sealing measure: 

1. The contractor conducts blower door tests on a representative sample of units to estimate 

savings. Each sampled unit receives a pre-sealing test, air sealing (referred to as “production”), 

 

50 It was beyond the scope of this study to compare the cost of air sealing with incentive amounts, although Section 
7.4 provides a recommendation for utilities to gather data to conduct such a comparison. 
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and a post-sealing test. For most projects, 10% of units are sampled (per utility requirements), 

and includes a mix of units by orientation, size, and floor. In projects with more than 200 units, 

contractors can test a sample of 5% of units. Utility third party quality assurance (QA) inspectors 

are present for this testing. There is no testing or QA inspection after this step. Section 7.2.2 

provides more discussion of this process. 

2. The contractor submits airflow reduction results and dimensions of the building and typical units 

(needed to do the BF calculation) to the utility using the MF Fill Out Form. 

3. The utility enters the sample results into a separate air sealing calculator. If the measure is cost 

effective, the utility approves the measure and determines the incentive for the project. Note 

that this determination that the air sealing measure is approved (i.e., is cost-effective) occurs 

after a sample of units have been sealed and tested, but before the bulk of the units have been 

sealed and tested. While contractors would ideally determine that the measure is approved 

before any units have been sealed, the utilities and contractors need some assurance that air 

sealing will be cost-effective at the project to move forward.51 

4. Once approved, the contractor conducts sealing on the remaining units.  

o The contractors primarily seal exterior walls, but also seal common areas where 
appropriate (i.e., weather strip common area doors as needed when the hallway is 
heated).  

o Typically, contractors air seal all units in the project. Due to access issues, a few units 
may not be air sealed. But contractors reported they are typically able to seal 90-95% of 
units in a building.  

o Some contractors will typically air seal the same locations in all units. Others will change 
the work scope depending on the need as identified during the initial blower door 
testing based on unit type and, at times, the presence of health and safety concerns. 
One contractor conducts blower door tests of all units as part of an iterative approach 
to air sealing (i.e., test, seal, test again to identify improvements). The research team 
notes that, while the iterative approach would likely provide more energy savings, it also 
takes more time (labor costs); consequently, we do not recommend that the utilities 
require one approach over another.  

5. The contractor’s site supervisor conducts visual inspections after air sealing work is done. Some 
contractors will occasionally do a post-sealing test if they think something was missed.  

The research team’s file review confirmed that the above steps were followed in 2017-19. This includes 

the sampling rate identified above: Project documentation showed that 10% of units were sampled for 

blower door testing. 

Generally, all contractors reported using use the following materials: caulk, spray foam, door sweeps/ 
door kits, backer rod and ROXUL for larger gaps, weatherstripping, and fireproof products where 
required. Some mentioned that they use rigid insulation, as well. A CT Department of Energy and 
Environmental Protection (DEEP) staff member reported that contractors may apply V-seal or other 
glued-on weatherstripping to exterior doors to reduce drafts. This type of product is not durable and 

 

51 The research team did not investigate the percent of air sealing projects that do not move forward because they are 
not found to be cost effective. However, this study found that air sealing is a very common measure, and at least 
one contractor described it as a “core” measure, which indicates it is cost effective for many projects. 
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may last for only a few months after installation. Most contractors reported they only sealed around the 
door if it is connected to the exterior or to an unconditioned corridor. None called out V-seal specifically. 
Project invoices do not show the materials, so the research team could not investigate whether glued on 
materials were used. 

Several contractors stated that one motivation of conducting air sealing is to get the “comprehensive 
bonus”. The comprehensive bonus is a kicker that the utilities provide if the project achieves significant 
savings from in-unit measures, which can be used to incentivize other (more costly) in-unit measures. 
Air sealing is inexpensive, but disruptive to the tenants, so owners can install this measure to buy down 
another measure. Contractors provided the example that the owner is motivated to get new LED 
lighting, so they will agree to do air sealing to get free LEDs; the same process could work to buy down 
heating and cooling measures.  

7.2.2 Inspection Process  
As described by contractors and utility staff, the contractor conducts pre-retrofit blower door testing, 

then air sealing, then post-retrofit blower door testing on a sample of projects before the measure has 

been approved by the utility. A third party-inspector observes this testing. Once the measure is 

approved, no additional blower door testing is conducted. 

The research team identifies several potential problems with this approach: 

• Since the incentive payment calculation is based on results of the sampled units only, there is an 

inherent motivation for contractors to do a more careful job of sealing the sampled units. 

• There is a natural tendency for contractors to do a more careful job on the sampled units 

because they are being observed by the inspector (known as the “Hawthorne effect”). 

Consequently, results from the sampled units may not be representative of all units. 

• Inspectors observe the blower door testing, but results could alternatively be verified from the 

blower door software, which logs results. While slightly less rigorous than visual observations, it 

is significantly less expensive. 

• There is no inspection of blower door testing of non-sampled units. Consequently, contractors 

may not seal these units as carefully, and the inspector would not identify these oversights. 

In summary, the results for the sampled units may not represent results for all units. In addition, there is 

more oversight than necessary on the testing of the sample, but not enough oversight on the units 

outside of the sample. Section 7.4 provides recommendations related to these findings. 

7.3 Calculator Reviews 

The research team reviewed the air sealing calculators for each utility to see how they were used for 

each of the 60 sampled projects with air sealing. This review revealed the following findings. 

The utilities are reducing savings to account for infiltration from conditioned spaces but using different 

methods. It is not clear why the utilities use different methods, but as described in Section 7.4, the 

research team recommends that they both use the approach taken by Eversource, for reasons discussed 

below. 
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Table 37. Infiltration Reduction Calculation Methods by Utility  

Utility  Blower Door Factor (BF) 
Air leakage reduction claimed compared 

to measured 

UI 

Per the 2020 PSD methodology, based on 
project-specific data from the contractor, 
UI calculates a project-specific BF based 
on building dimensions, age, and other 
data. The BF in UI projects ranged from 
0.46 to 0.84, with an average value of 
0.61. Because of the multiple variables in 
the BF calculation, it is appropriate for the 
BF to vary as widely as it does in these UI 
projects. In two multifamily projects, UI 
erroneously claimed a BF of 1, which 
should only be used for single-family 
homes (since all infiltrating air comes 
from the exterior in single-family homes). 

Claimed all measured reductions 
multiplied by the BF 

Eversource 

Assumes 0.925 for all projects. The 
research team did not have enough 
information to recalculate an ex post 
adjustment, but 0.925 is higher than 
warranted given most building 
geometries. 

Many calculators claimed lower leakage 
reductions (“CFM Reduction - Remaining 
Units”) than measured through testing 
(“CFM Reduction - Test Units”). As 
explained below, Eversource calculates 
the “CFM Reduction - Remaining Units” 
using a calculation developed by Steven 
Winter and Associates 

The Eversource calculator showed the adjustment to measured leakage as illustrated in the example 

below. For this example, 429 cfm was measured, but the savings calculation assumed 118 cfm.  

Figure 16. Example reduction to measured air leakage (cfm) in Eversource air sealing calculator 

 

Some Eversource projects did claim all measured savings – i.e., the “CFM reduction for Remaining units” 

was the same as the “CFM reduction for Test units.” For others (as shown in the example in Figure 16), 

the “CFM reduction for Remaining units” was less than the “CFM reduction for Test units”, but the 

calculator included in the project files did not document how the value in “CFM reduction for Remaining 

units” calculated – it was a hard-coded number.  

The research team asked utility staff how the “CFM reduction for Remaining units” is calculated and 

requested a copy of the calculator. The Eversource staff reported in interviews and follow-up emails the 

following chronology of an adjustment factor to account for leakage from conditioned space:  

• Through 2018 (including Program Years 2017 and 2018): Eversource was conducting custom 

billing analysis on every project to determine the claimed CFM reduction for energy savings, 

using a billing analysis calculator developed by Steven Winter and Associates (SWA).  
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• 2019 thru March 2020 (when Covid-19 shelter-in-place policies started): Eversource switched 

from using billing analysis and instead used a SWA prescriptive calculation method, based on a 

tool provided by SWA that was calibrated based on guarded blower door test values. Similar to 

the PSD BF method, this Eversource calculator reduces the measured leakage based on unit and 

building geometry. The calculator output is “CFM reduction for Remaining units”.  

• March 2020 through present: Eversource returned to using a billing analysis method, because 

blower door measurements were prohibited due to concerns of transferring contaminated air 

from (or to) neighboring units. Eversource staff reported it is onerous to conduct billing analysis 

for every project. 

Based on the research team’s review of air sealing projects installed in the 2017 through 2019 program 

years, Eversource’s practice of reducing tested leakage through the SWA prescriptive calculation 

method appeared random. For some projects, “CFM Reduction for Remaining Units” was the same as 

measured (the “CFM Reduction for Test Units”), while for others it differed, and there were no trends by 

year. (In other words, there were 2017 and 2018 projects where the CFM Reduction for Remaining Units 

and CFM Reduction for Test Units were the same, and others where they differed; it was the same for 

2019 projects.) 

Eversource also provided an example calculator for the SWA prescriptive calculation method (used from 

2019 through March 2020). The research team reviewed this calculator and found it determines the  

“CFM reduction for Remaining units” based on: 

• Number of units in the building, 

• Number of floors in the building, 

• Dwelling unit ceiling height, 

• Square footage of the dwelling unit, and 

• Measured CFM reduction 

In contrast, the PSD calculation is based on: 

• Shared Surface Area (ft2) between conditioned spaces for each unit, and 

• Envelope Perimeter (ft) (the sum of all the lengths of the edges of the unit, common and 

exterior surfaces) for each unit, and 

• Measured CFM reduction 

The research team tested a few example scenarios (i.e., dwelling units with different sizes, in buildings 

with different numbers of stories,) with the SWA prescriptive calculator and found that the prescriptive 

calculator method resulted in a reduction to cfm leakage (compared to measured leakage) ranging from 

0.18 to 0.61, while the PSD method (as applied by UI) resulted in a reduction to cfm leakage (compared 

to measured) ranging from 0.46 to 0.84. 

The research team views the SWA calculation method based on the SWA prescriptive calculator (used 

2019 through March 2020) as preferred because it is based on a method that used guarded blower door 

data for calibration, and it requires inputs that are easier to determine (e.g., ceiling height, square 

footage, number of stories) than the PSD calculation inputs (shared surface area and envelope 

perimeter). In addition, it is simpler (less labor intensive) compared to billing analysis. However, because 

some Eversource projects claim the same “CFM reduction for Remaining units” as for “CFM reduction 

for Test units”, Eversource appears to be applying its method inconsistently. In addition, because 
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Eversource applies a multiplier of 0.925 for all projects and has a lower value for “CFM reduction for 

Remaining units” compared to “CFM reduction for Test units” for many projects, the utility is reducing 

savings twice (i.e., double-penalizing itself), which is not accurate. 

Note that other jurisdictions reviewed, including the New York and Massachusetts TRMs, do not reduce 

savings for infiltration from conditioned space in multifamily air sealing, so essentially assume a BF equal 

to one (1). Consequently, the CT PSD is more rigorous in this regard. 

7.4 Recommendations 

The following figure summarizes findings and recommendations for the air sealing measure. 

Table 38. Air sealing findings and recommendations 

Finding Recommendation 

Utilities are reducing savings to 
account for infiltration from 
conditioned spaces, using 
different methods. 

Utilities should continue to reduce savings to account for this. But 
(once shelter-in-place lifts) both utilities should move to the 

Eversource calculation method  (based on a SWA prescriptive 
calculator and used 2019 through March 2020) for calculating “CFM 

reduction for Remaining units”, instead of the PSD blower door factor 
for estimating the reduction in leakage due to infiltration from 

conditioned spaces. Eversource should apply its calculation method 
consistently across projects and drop the 0.925 multiplier, since this 

double-penalizing savings. 

The utility 3rd party inspectors 
shadow the contractor during 
blower door testing of a sample of 
units observing both before and 
after tests. They do no 
independent verification.  

3rd party inspectors should test (or do visual inspections of) a sample 

of units separate from contractor’s sample52 to check that the 

contractor’s sampled work represents remainder.  

• Inspectors should do some independent blower door testing 
instead of just shadowing contractor for blower door testing, 
and inspectors should spot check sample of “logged data” 
from blower door software. 

• The inspector’s “pre” testing could be done the same days as 
the contractor’s sample testing, and the “post” could be 
done while contractor is sealing the remaining units to 
reduce disruption to tenants. 

 

52 The research team did not gather field data, so cannot provide accurate information on whether a sample size of 
10% is adequate, particularly in the case of buildings with small numbers of units (e.g., a sample size of two for a 
20-unit building). Some sampling protocols require a minimum number for testing (e.g., at least seven), but this 
would incur additional costs for small projects, so they may not pass cost-effectiveness requirements.  
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Attics and basements can be 
leakage paths for dwelling units 
and be easier to seal than some 
dwelling unit areas. The current 
process gives no incentive nor 
measures any savings from these 
measures. One contractor 
reported the “person-hour” 
incentive mechanism (due to 
COVID-19) allowed for sealing 
attics and basements, but another 
was not aware that incentivized 
labor could be applied in these 
spaces and reported person-hour 
incentives did not cover costs. 

Utilities should consider providing an option in the performance path 
to incentivize air sealing of common areas adjacent to dwelling units 
(e.g., attics, basements) to reduce dwelling unit leakage53, and 
highlight offering in training. 

• Require invoices to show materials and their costs.  

• After one year, investigate costs of labor and materials (from 
invoices) compared to incentive, and readjust offering as 
needed. 

CT DEEP staff reported that 
contractors may use V-seal (glued-
on) around doorways, but that 
this product lasts for only a few 
months. Invoices reviewed for this 
study do not show sealing 
materials, so this could not be 
verified. 

Prohibit use of glued-on sealing materials (such as V-seal for 
doorways) and require door kits that are nailed or screwed to the 
door frame, preferably with a rubber gasket that butts up against the 
door when it is closed. Per above, require invoices to show materials, 
and check that prohibited materials are not used. 

 

53 Based on our interviews, under current practices, contractors typically conduct all air sealing work on one unit 
before moving onto the next unit. For example, contractors conduct pre-sealing blower door testing, seal the unit, 
and then conduct post-sealing blower door testing of the unit; and then move to the next unit. This reduces blower 
door set up time, and the pressurization from the blower door fan can help identify leaks for sealing. The 
downside of this approach is that if the contractor seals the crawlspace or attic later, the effects of that sealing 
would not be captured. The utilities should create a mechanism to encourage sealing of attics, basements, and 
crawlspaces adjacent to units (e.g., prescriptive savings based on per linear foot of attic or crawlspace sealed).  
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8 Program Level Findings and Recommendations 

8.1 Eversource Findings and Recommendations for Data 
Improvement 

For Eversource projects in the sample, the research team adjusted savings for approximately one-fifth of 

the projects. Some projects had no documentation in the file. Others had multiple entries in the 

database for the same measure – in these cases, the second entry often had zero or low realization rate. 

Table 39 and Table 40 summarize the adjustments that the research team made to Eversource projects 

in the verified sample for energy savings, and for summer and demand savings, respectively. 

Table 39. Summary of energy savings adjustments for Eversource projects 

Adjustments to Annual Energy Savings (% of total: n=283) 

Under-
claimed 
Savings 

Overclaimed Savings 
Mix of under and overclaimed 

savings 
No utility 

error 

Did not 
claim 

measure at 
all  

Claimed but 
not 

documented
  

Wrong 
Calculation  

Claimed 
more 
than 

installed 

Incorrectly 
claimed 

Interactive 
Effects 

Unclear 
why claim 

was 
incorrect 

Wrong 
fuel 

claimed 

Retrospective 
PSD used 
different 

calculation 

2 (1%) 13 (5%)* 47 (20%)** 9 (4%) 9 (4%) 7 (3%) 5 (2%) 2 (1%) 

* Of those 34 measures, 7 were the 2nd instance of the measure at same project  

** Includes the 29 Eversource low-flow fixtures that all had the incorrect calculation. Without that 

adjustment, 8% used an incorrect calculation.  Does not include the 70 dwelling unit lighting projects for 

which the research team applied an adjustment for an EISA-compliant baseline 

Table 40. Summary of demand savings adjustments for Eversource projects 

Additional Adjustments to Summer and Winter Demand (% of total: n=148 for summer, n=185 for 
winter) 

Under-claimed Savings Overclaimed Savings 
Mix of under and 

overclaimed savings 

Did not claim kW, but 
had electric heat or A/C  

Claimed winter kW when 
should be 0 

Wrong calculation 
Incorrect coincidence 

factor (CF) 

3 (2%) 9 (6%) 2 (1%) 20 (14%) 

To reduce or eliminate these issues, the research team recommends that the Eversource program staff 

make the following process changes:  

1. Develop a final review process for each project to verify the following:  

o All measure installations are documented, 

o The number of measure installations align with the correct PSD calculations, 

o The correct heating fuel is identified,  
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o Winter demand is claimed only for electric measures, and  

o The presence of air conditioning is captured correctly.  

2. Correct measure-level program calculators as noted in Section 6, including: 

o Correct coincidence factors for demand calculations 

o Ensure that ECM Pump projects follow calculation for that measure 

o Update the low-flow fixture calculation to align with the 2021 PSD 

3. Consider “rolling up” the savings for measures listed twice for the same site. As noted above, 

several projects had the same measure listed twice in the databased, and the second entry 

often had a zero or low realization rate. 

8.2 UI Findings and Recommendations for Data Improvement 

For UI projects, the research team adjusted approximately one-third of UI project savings.  

Table 41. Summary of energy savings adjustments for UI projects 

Adjustments to Annual Energy Savings (% of total: n=48) 

Under-
claimed 
Savings 

Overclaimed Savings 

Mix of under 
and 

overclaimed 
savings 

No utility 
error 

Did not 
claim 

kW, but 
had A/C  

Claimed 
more than 
installed 

Claimed but 
not 

documented 

Wrong 
Calculation* 

Incorrectly 
claimed 

interactive 
Effects 

Wrong fuel 
claimed 

Retroactive 
PSD used 
different 

calculation 

2 (4%) 3 (6%) 2 (4%) 2 (4%) 2 (4%) 2 (4%) 2 (4%) 

In terms of demand adjustments, of the 17 measured with summer kW and 18 measured with winter 

kW, the only additional adjustment made for demand (kW) was for 1 measure with an incorrect 

coincidence factor.  

For most UI projects in the sample, the “bottoms up” savings in the measure calculators did not sum to 

the project savings in the database. This made it very difficult for the research team to identify the 

source of the discrepancies between the ex post and ex ante project-level savings. In addition, many 

projects also had numerous files with conflicting information, including different values for the same 

installed measures. To find the ex post savings, the research team used the values in invoices or post-

inspection reports wherever possible, but they often differed from the LoA Generator.  

On a positive note, UI’s calculators typically followed the PSD. 

To reduce these issues, the research team recommends that the UI program staff make the following 

process changes: 

1. Most importantly, track savings in the database at the measure level  

2. Add a comparison of measure-level roll-up savings to the project-level claimed savings for each 

project 

3. Provide some sort of clarification in files to distinguish outdated files from files with updated 

(correct) information. For example, label final files as “final” and old files with “archive” in the 
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file name, put out-of-date files in an “archive” folder, or include dates in file names to show the 

most recent files. 

4. As described for Eversource, develop a final review process for each project to verify the 

following:  

o All measure installations are documented, 

o The number of measure installations align with the correct PSD calculations, 

o The correct heating fuel is identified,  

o Winter demand is claimed only for electric measures, and  

o The presence of air conditioning is captured correctly.  

In addition, the research team recommends that UI staff review a sample of projects for which the 

database indicates gas-savings-only measures. This strikes the research team as surprising, since the 

Multifamily Initiative strives to be comprehensive, and because there were no case of gas-savings only 

projects in the Eversource database (based on the sample reviewed). UI staff should review a sample of 

projects shown as gas-savings-only to determine if these are  

• Small, single-end-use projects – in which case UI should consider program design changes to 

encourage more comprehensive scopes, or 

• Projects that are partially tracked - i.e., have other electricity measures at the same site that are 

tracked separately, possibly by other utilities – in which case UI should improve data tracking, or 

• Other challenges and develop a solution accordingly. 

To support this investigation and others, the research team recommends that UI add a field in its 

program database for “Service Address” that reflects the postal code of the project. 

8.3 Recommendations for both Utilities to Diversify Savings 

Based on results, the research team provides the following recommendations. These recommendations 

are aimed at reducing the reliance of program savings on lighting, for which opportunities are dwindling 

as the market naturally adopts LEDs. Note that the research team found that – for both UI and 

Eversource – most sites had several measures installed. However, lighting was typically the primary 

driver of savings. Other measures were frequently installed, such as air sealing and/or low-flow fixtures, 

but these were lower savings measures so contributed less savings. 
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Table 42. Findings and recommendations for both utilities to diversify future savings 

Finding(s) Recommendation 

Lighting contributes 80% of ex 
ante electric savings in the 
Eversource database, but these 
measures are sunsetting as most 
customers are choosing LEDs 
without the program. In addition, 
the measure that contributed the 
most electricity savings to HES-IE, 
which serves buildings with low-
income households, was common 
area / exterior lighting, which 
does not directly impact the 
energy bills of low-income 
residents.  

Sunset dwelling unit lighting measures as soon as possible, and 

sunset common area and exterior lighting in the next few years. 

• Continue to incentivize common area and exterior lighting 
short term, since this serves retrofits and incumbent 
technologies (fluorescent indoors, and HID outdoors) which 
have long measure lives. But as natural market adoption 
replaces these incumbent technologies with LEDs, phase out 
this measure. 

• Consider removing the dwelling unit lighting measure 
offering, since LEDs are standard practice and incumbent 
technologies (incandescent) have short measure lives. 
Eversource reports they are discontinuing the dwelling unit 
lighting measure offering except for low-income customers. If 
the utilities continue to offer these measures for low-income 
customers, change the baseline wattage to an EISA-compliant 
lamp, and require photo documentation for a sample (10%) 
of removed lamps to show they are incandescent/halogen54 
or CFL. 

 

 

54 Per the discussion in Section 6.2, since EISA regulations phased out traditional incandescent light bulbs in 2014, 
incandescent light bulbs have a lifetime of 1000 hours, and the PSD assumes 2.5 hours of use per day, all bulbs 
removed (even through early retirement) should be compliant with the regulations OR in areas with such low 
hours of use that the PSD would overestimate their energy savings. Also as explained in that section, incandescent 
and halogen bulbs are both filament-based lamp and difficult to distinguish once removed from the package, so 
the program should assume any removed filament-based bulb is halogen. 
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Finding(s) Recommendation 

Contractors reported the 
comprehensive bonus allows 
them to install deeper savings 
measures, such as boilers and 
extensive lighting. 

Other MF programs are struggling 
to move away from lighting. One 
requires ≤ 50% savings from 
lighting, one provides kicker for 
heat pumps, and two require ≥ 
15% whole building savings from 
electric, gas, and other fuels on a 
BTU-basis which necessitates 
other end uses. Other frequently 
installed measures in these 
programs include some that are 
installed often in the Multifamily 
Initiative (HVAC and attic 
insulation) and others that are 
rarely installed in the Multifamily 
Initiative (DHW replacement, duct 
insulation). The in-unit measures 
would also reduce energy bills and 
improve comfort for occupants, 
which could help improve equity 
and inclusion for low-income 
households. 

Encourage installation of non-lighting measures and discourage 

reliance on lighting. 

• Continue to offer the comprehensive bonus and potentially 
increase it, or provide an additional kicker for non-lighting 
measures, like HVAC or DHW replacements, duct insulation, 
or for ≥ 15% whole building savings on a BTU-basis. 

• Consider requiring < 50% savings max from lighting.  

• Highlight case studies of HVAC or DHW measures at annual 
meeting and/ or provide annual awards for projects with 
diverse scopes of work or that installed a less commonly 
installed measure. 

• Investigate measures with future savings opportunities. This 
should include an investigation of electrification measures 
(e.g., estimates of energy and carbon impacts from moving 
from fossil-fueled based HVAC and DHW measures to electric 
sources such as heat pumps) to inform policy discussions that 
could consider allowing fuel switching in the program. Also 
investigate the impact of different measures on both energy 
and demand savings, since winter and summer demand are 
important for statewide goals. 

• Ensure that a diversity of in-unit measures are provided for 
HES-IE participants, particularly HVAC and envelope 
measures which can reduce energy bills and provide better 
comfort, to improve equity and inclusion55. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

55 It was beyond the scope of this project to determine why a more diverse measure mix is not provided to more 
projects in the HES-IE program. A process evaluation could potentially explore issues such as how often 
contractors recommend multiple in-unit measure types to HES-IE projects, conversion rates of HES-IE 
multifamily participants moving forward with these recommendations, and other potential obstacles. 
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9 Conclusions 
Overall, this evaluation found moderately high realization rates for annual energy (kWh and CCF) and 

lifetime savings. Summer demand savings were lower primarily due to the use of an incorrect 

coincidence factor. Winter demand savings were lower primarily because the program database 

incorrectly applied winter peak natural gas (CCF) savings to winter demand (kW) savings for several 

projects. The incorrect winter demand savings appeared to be a clerical error (e.g., someone copied the 

winter CCF savings to the peak winter demand savings), since the PSD clearly provides different 

calculations for the two metrics, and the erroneous winter demand (i.e., kW) savings were claimed for 

measures that affected natural gas (not electric) equipment. 

For the HES and HES-IE programs, the realization rates of all metrics evaluated were between 56% and 

93%, so were moderate to high for all metrics. Realization rates did not vary much between utilities for 

annual electricity, lifetime savings, and summer demand savings. UI had a higher realization rate than 

Eversource for winter demand, while Eversource had a higher realization rate than UI for annual natural 

gas (CCF) savings. For both utilities, the realization rates of all metrics evaluated were between 58% and 

102%, so were moderate to high for all metrics. 

The research team identified various opportunities for improving data tracking and correcting 

calculations. The Eversource database tracks savings at the measure level, and this utility’s files typically 

documented measure installation. However, the research team found that some measures were not 

documented, a few measures did not follow the PSD calculations, and claimed savings were sometimes 

based on the original plans (for number of measures or efficiency of equipment) instead of what was 

actually installed (based on invoices or post-inspection reports). The research team recommends that 

Eversource staff conduct a final review before project savings are entered in the database to catch these 

and other errors, and that Eversource corrects calculators for several measures as described in this 

report. The UI database does not track savings at the measure level, and the sum of measure-level 

savings that the research team found in project files often did not equal the database claim for that site. 

This made it more difficult to identify discrepancies between ex ante and ex post savings. The research 

team highly recommends that the UI database track savings at the measure level. UI calculators did 

almost always follow the PSD calculations. However, UI files had many of the same issues as Eversource 

(some undocumented measures, some savings claims that matched the initial plans but not invoices), so 

the research team recommends the same final review for each project for UI as we do for Eversource. 

With almost one thousand sites enrolled across the two utilities for program years 2016-2019 (872 from 

Eversource and 121 from UI56), the Multifamily Initiative appears to be successful in reaching many 

multifamily projects. In addition, approximately two-thirds of participating sites participated in the HES-

IE program, indicating that the Initiative is impacting many income eligible customers. However, note 

that the measure providing the most electricity savings is common area or exterior lighting, so residents 

would not enjoy energy bill reductions from this measure. Even though HES-IE is serving multifamily 

projects, it has a larger proportion of projects that are common area and exterior lighting compared to 

HES, which do not directly serve the residents. 

 

56 In addition, there were approximately 300 projects from UI that had gas-savings-only measures. 
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The Multifamily Initiative is achieving its goal of providing a variety of measures in both dwelling units 

and common areas. Lighting provides the most savings, but most sites had at least one other measure 

that was not lighting, including low-flow fixtures, air sealing, insulation, or refrigerators. HVAC measures 

(e.g., central boilers for heating or HVAC heat pumps) were less common but were installed in a handful 

of projects.  

However, 80% of ex ante electricity savings is from lighting. This is problematic since the market is 

naturally adopting LEDs. The initiative should phase out savings from lighting and actively work with 

contractors to increase the diversity of measure types installed. As discussed in more detail in Section 

8.3, this could be done through both a carrot and a stick approach of additional incentives and awards 

for non-lighting measures, and requirements that no greater than a certain fraction of savings come 

from lighting or that multiple measure types be installed.  

In general, the programs are successfully recruiting projects from this sector, which typically requires 

proactive engagement. But the programs should increase savings from non-lighting measures if they are 

to continue to provide similar savings in the future and so that they can best serve the needs of 

multifamily building occupants.  
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10 Appendix A. PSD Multifamily Measure Review 
and Recommendations 

iew_Recommendations.xlsx

Please view this attached file by clicking the paperclip icon on the left-hand side of your PDF browser, 
then open the file named "CT-X1941-AppendixA-PSD MF Measure Review_Recommendations.
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11 Appendix B. Adjustments to Projects 
The CT-X1941 Analysis Workbook Summary contains the adjustments the research team made to the 

annual energy savings and the summer and winter demand for both utilities. That workbook is available 

at the following link [we will add link to posting on Energize CT website] 

The following tables show the fields included this workbook. Note that: 

• The “Measure Name” column shows how the measure was listed by the utility. The “Measure

name if unclear” column shows how the measure was categorized by the research team. For

many measures, the entries are identical. For others, the research team measure name was

more specific. For example, if the “Measure Name” was lighting, the “Measure name if unclear”

entry clarifies if it is dwelling unit lighting or common area / exterior lighting.

• The “Prospective” savings columns show savings that the research team calculated using the

2020 PSD.57 These are the “forward looking” realization rates that the research team reported.

• The “Retrospective” savings columns show savings that the research team calculated using the

PSD under which the project participated (so the 2017, 2018, or 2019 PSD). The purpose of this

calculation was to illustrate the adjustments that were only caused due to updates in the PSD.

For most measures, the savings calculations were not significantly different.

Column Column Section Heading Column Heading 

A Project Number 

B Program 

C Program Year 

D Measure Name 

E Measure Name if unclear 

F Eversource database measure category 

G Heating Fuel (electricity, oil, gas, propane) 

H Cooling (Yes/ No/ Don't know) 

I Ex Ante (Claimed) kWh 

J Lifecycle kWh 

57 As described in Section 6, for two measures: low-flow fixtures, and dwelling unit lighting, the research team 
calculated savings using a recommended approach for the 2021 PSD. This was because the 2020 PSD calculation 
did not appear accurate for those measures. 
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Column Column Section Heading Column Heading 

K Summer Demand (kW) 

L Winter Demand (kW) 

M Gas (CCF) 

N Gas Lifetime Savings (CCF) 

O total_oil_annual_savings (gal) 

P total_oil_life_time_savings (gal) 

Q Measure verified as installed? 

R Prospective: Ex Post (Verified) kWh 

S Lifecycle kWh 

T Summer Demand (kW) 

U Winter Demand (kW) 

V Gas (CCF) 

W Gas Lifetime Savings (CCF) 

X total_oil_annual_savings (gal) 

Y total_oil_life_time_savings (gal) 

Z Retrospective: Ex Post 
(Verified) 

kWh 

AA Lifecycle kWh 

AB Summer Demand (kW) 

AC Winter Demand (kW) 

AD Gas (CCF) 

AE Gas Lifetime Savings (CCF) 

AF total_oil_annual_savings (gal) 

AG total_oil_life_time_savings (gal) 
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Column Column Section Heading Column Heading 

AH Verification Method 

AI Main finding from data collected from facility manager 
or onsite 

AJ Comments 

ustments_to_Projects_6.29.21.xlsx

Please view the attached file by clicking the paperclip icon on the left-hand side of your PDF browser, then 
open the file named "CT X1941-AppendixB-Adjustments_to_Projects_6.29.21".
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12 Appendix C. Air Sealing Contractor Interview 
Guide 

_Sealing_Contractor_Interview_Guide.pdf



  
1430 Broadway, 10th Floor 
New York, NY 10018 
 
917.983.3295 PHONE 
gmclaughlin@trccompanies.com  
 

Air Sealing Contractor Interview Guide  

BACKGROUND 

Project X1941 includes conducting an impact evaluation of Eversource and United Illuminating’s programs with 
high savings from multifamily retrofit projects. In-field verification of measures has been challenging due to Covid.  
A commonly installed in-unit measure within the Home Energy Solutions (HES) and HES-Income Eligible (HES-IE) 
programs is air sealing. However, several factors are unknown regarding this measure, including  what building 
elements are sealed, the fraction of units that contractors test to verify savings, and whether they consistently 
follow the Program Savings Document (PSD) savings calculation. Another commonly installed measure is in-unit 
lighting, which will likely be de-emphasized in future program years as the market naturally shifts to LEDs. 
Consequently, TRC has proposed that we conduct desktop verification of in-units measures, and divert funding to 
conducting interviews with air sealing contractors to gain a better understanding of how this measure is currently 
implemented, to inform recommendations to improve the robustness of savings.  

RESEARCH QUESTIONS  

The following research questions would be addressed through the interview questions: 

Research Question Interview question(s) 

How do contractors develop a scope of work for air 
sealing? 

4, 5 

What processes do contractors follow for air sealing 
units?  

9, 10, 11, 15 

How rigorous and consistent is their air sealing 
process? 

12, 13, 14 

What is the process that contractors follow for 
measuring the improvement of air sealing? 

16, 17, 18, 19, 21, 23, 24 

How rigorous and consistent is their air sealing 
measurement process? 

20, 22, 25, 26, 27 

What process do contractors follow for determining 
energy savings from air sealing units?  

28 

Does their energy savings calculation process align with 
the Program Savings Document (PSD)? If not, why not? 

29 
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For each research question above, how much variation 
exists among contractors? 

Compare results from each 
question across contractors 

What are drivers and barriers to air sealing? 6, 7, 8, 30, 31 

 

CONTRACTORS FOR INTERVIEW AND RECRUITMENT PROCESS 

TRC will review at least 24 project files (16 from Eversource, 8 from UI) to identify air sealing contractors for 
interview. To date,  TRC has reviewed six files and identified that the following contractors performed air sealing 
in the following number of projects: 

TRC will continue to build out this table based on additional file reviews. The goal is to interview staff from at least 
six air sealing contractors (assuming there are at least twelve active contractors). To recruit contractors for 
interviews, TRC will: 

• Request that the utilities send an advance notice to the contractor, notifying them that TRC will be 
conducting the interview 

• Email the contractor requesting an interview time. 
• Follow up with a phone request for an interview. 
• Contact the contractor at least four times requesting an interview. 

Based on TRC’s experience, contractors are reluctant to provide phone interviews so a high incentive will be 
required. TRC will offer the contractor $200 for the interview, which should last approximately 45 minutes.  

GUIDE 

Introduction  

This is [NAME] from TRC, on behalf of [Eversource, UI or both], as part of their periodic evaluation of their 
EnergizeCT’s energy programs. Thank you for taking time for this interview.  We are interviewing contractors 
about air sealing processes, testing, and savings calculations in multifamily units for the HES and HES-IE programs.  
We will be looking for improvements for air sealing savings estimates and recommendations for documentation. 
Your responses will be combined with those of other contractors so will be anonymous. You will receive a $200 
electronic gift card for completing this survey, which takes approximately 45 minutes. 

Do you have any questions before we get started? 

Role and background 

1. First off, what is your title and role please? 
2. Besides air sealing, what other types of services for existing multifamily buildings does your company 

provide?  
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Level of activity, drivers, and barriers 

3. For approximately how many multifamily buildings has your company conducted air sealing in the past 
year? Since current events may have impacted your business, about how many multifamily buildings does 
your company air seal in a typical year?   

4. How do you decide whether air sealing is needed in a building? 
5. Do you seal all units in a building? If not, ow do you decide which units to seal? 
6. What is an owner’s typical reasons to conduct air sealing? 
7. What are the owners’ challenges with conducting air sealing? 
8. What are your main challenges from an implementation perspective with conducting air sealing? 

Air Sealing Process 

Now let’s discuss your process for air sealing multifamily units.   

9. What elements of the unit do you seal? [if needed, probe: for example, around windows, around outlets, 
around plumbing penetrations, corner trim, etc.] 

a. Do you weather-strip doors? 
b. Do you improve windows with weather-stripping or new hardware?  
c. Do you always seal the same elements in a unit? If not, what does it depend on? 

10. Do you always air seal from the interior or do you ever air seal from the exterior? 
a. How do you decide whether interior or exterior air sealing will work best for a building? (i.e., Are 

you limited by the number of stories?) 
11. What materials do you use to seal those building elements? 
12. Do you also seal common areas, or only the units? 

Testing and savings documentation 

Thanks for that information. Let’s shift to discussing how you determine improvement. 

13. Do the utilities provide training on the procedures for recording information in the Fill Out Forms for HES 
and HES-IE (Energize CT, Multifamily Initiative)? 

a. Are there other forms that you submit to the program (aside from the Fill Out Form)? 
14. The Connecticut Program Savings Document (PSD) includes two paths for air sealing: Infiltration 

Reduction Testing (Blower Door Test), and a Prescriptive Infiltration Reduction (Prescriptive). Does your 
company follow either or both of those paths? 

15. [If both]: How do you decide which path a particular project should follow? 
16. [If they only follow one]: Why do you follow that path and not the other? 

[If they ever conduct the infiltration reduction testing] For the Infiltration Reduction Testing (Blower Door 
Test), 

17. Do you conduct blower door testing prior to sealing? 
18. If so, on how many units? [Probe on whether this is a percentage basis, minimum number of units, or 

some combination thereof] 
19. Do you conduct blower door testing after sealing? 
20. If so, on what percent of units?  
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21. Do you conduct the pre blower door test on your sample, seal, and post test results on the sample on the 
same day?  

22. If so, about how many units do you test and seal each day? 
23. Do you have any in-house quality assurance to make sure the unsampled units get same level of sealing?  
24. Do you ever use a whole building approach to testing where you test all units in the building?  
25. Do you ever conduct blower door testing on common areas? 
26. How do you document the results of this testing? 
27. Do you submit all test results to each utility? If not, what is the reason? 

 

[If they ever follow the prescriptive infiltration reduction path] 

28. Do you conduct any quality assurance or checks on air sealing, such as a visual verification or use a smoke 
pencil to check for leaks? 

Savings Claimed and Calculations 

We’re almost finished. I’d like to close with some questions about savings calculations. 

29. When calculating savings for the Infiltration Reduction Testing path, do you calculate savings yourself or 
submit inputs for the utility to calculate savings?  

30. [if needed, based on response to prior question]: The PSD has a “blower door factor (BF)” to account for 
infiltration from adjacent spaces. It is a multiplier to discount savings, and is approximately ~70-90% 
depending on the unit configuration.  

a. Are you aware of this factor?  
b. To calculate the factor, the utility needs inputs such as unit dimensions. Do you submit this 

information to the utilities? 
c. If you were aware of it but do not apply it, please explain your rationale. 

31. Do you have any recommendations to the program to streamline the air sealing documentation process? 
32. Those were all of my questions. Do you have any final comments?  

Thank you again for your time. I’m planning to send the gift card to the following email address: [read contractor’s 
email address]. Is that correct? 

Thank you. 
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 Interview Guide for Utilities Regarding Air Sealing Calculations  

BACKGROUND 

Project X1941 includes conducting an impact evaluation of Eversource and United Illuminating’s programs with 
high savings from multifamily retrofit projects. In-field verification of measures has been challenging due to Covid.  
A commonly installed in-unit measure within the Home Energy Solutions (HES) and HES-Income Eligible (HES-IE) 
programs is air sealing. However, several factors are unknown regarding this measure. Many of these factors are 
controlled by contractors, including what building elements are sealed, how they are sealed, and testing 
procedures; TRC is exploring these issues through contractor interviews. TRC’s interviews with air sealing 
contractors are finding that the utilities calculate air sealing savings based on information provided from the 
contractors.  

RESEARCH QUESTIONS  

The following research questions would be addressed through the interview questions: 

Research Question Interview question(s) 

What process do the utilities follow for determining 
energy savings from air sealing units?  

3 through 7 

Does their energy savings calculation process align with 
the Program Savings Document (PSD)? If not, why not? 

8 through 14 

 

UTILITY STAFF FOR INTERVIEW  

TRC proposes to interview at least one staff member from each utility, Eversource and UI, who calculates air 
sealing savings on behalf of the utility. 

DRAFT GUIDE 

Introduction  

This is [NAME] from TRC, as part of the periodic evaluation of their EnergizeCT’s energy programs. Thank you for 
taking time for this interview.  We are interviewing contractors about air sealing processes, testing, and 
documentation of results in multifamily units for the HES and HES-IE programs.  Because the utility staff (not 
contractors), are responsible for conducting the air sealing savings calculations, we are conducting this interview 
today to understand the utility’s processes for the air sealing savings calculations. We will be looking for 



To: Eversource and UI   
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improvements for air sealing savings estimates and recommendations for documentation. This interview should 
last 20 to 30 minutes. 

Do you have any questions before we get started? 

Role and background 

1. First off, what is your title and role please? 
2. What is your role specifically as it relates to supporting the Multifamily Initiative?  

Savings documentation 

The Connecticut Program Savings Document (PSD) includes two paths for air sealing: Infiltration Reduction Testing 
(Blower Door Test), and a Prescriptive Infiltration Reduction (Prescriptive). 

3. What information do you typically receive from contractors for calculating air sealing savings for the 
Infiltration Reduction (Blower door) path? [Interviewer: probe for components, such as  

a. Leakage (CFM) pre and post; number of units in building; number of units tested;  
b. Heating and cooling system information: heating system fuel: natural gas, electricity, fuel oil; 

heating system type – electric resistance, heat pump, geothermal, natural gas; cooling system (if 
present) 

c. For Blower Door Factor (BF): shared surface area between conditioned spaces, and envelope 
perimeter, for each unit tested 

4. Does this vary by contractor? If so, how? 
5. If some of the calculation components are not provided, what deemed values or assumptions do they use, 

and what are the sources for these values? 
6. What information do you typically receive from contractors for calculating air sealing savings for the 

Prescriptive Infiltration Reduction (Prescriptive) path? [Interviewer, probe for: 
a. Number of weatherization measures installed – length of caulking, number of gaskets, number of 

door kits, etc. 
b. Heating and cooling information: heating fuel, heating system type, if central air conditioning is 

present] 
7. Does this vary by contractor? If so, how? 
8. If some of the calculation components are not provided, what deemed values or assumptions do they use, 

and what are the sources for these values? 
9. Do the utilities provide training on the procedures for recording information in the Fill Out Forms for this 

measure? 
a. Are there other forms that you submit to the program (aside from the Fill Out Form)? 

Savings Claimed and Calculations 

Now I’d like to ask some questions about savings calculations. 

10. For the Infiltration Reduction Testing (Blower Door Test), please describe the process you take for 
calculating savings for a multifamily building. 
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11. The PSD has a “blower door factor (BF)” to account for infiltration from adjacent spaces. It is a multiplier 
to discount savings, and is approximately ~70-90% depending on the unit configuration. Are you aware of 
this factor?  

a. What process do you follow for calculating this factor?  
b. What inputs do you use?  
c. If the project does not provide those inputs, what deemed or assumed values do you use? What 

are your sources for those assumptions? 
12. For the Prescriptive Infiltration Reduction (Prescriptive), please describe the process you take for 

calculating savings for a multifamily building. 
a. What inputs do you use? 
b. If the project does not provide those inputs, what deemed or assumed values do you use? 

13. Do you think the processes for calculating air sealing savings for the Infiltration Reduction Testing (Blower 
Door Test) path is burdensome? Please explain. 

14. Do you think the processes for calculating air sealing savings for the Prescriptive Infiltration Reduction 
path is burdensome? Please explain. 

15. Do you have any recommendations to the program to streamline the air sealing documentation process? 

Inspections and Closing 

16. Based on interviews with the air sealing contractors, we understand that a 3rd party inspector is present 
for the air sealing testing. Is an inspector present for all projects with air sealing, or is there a  minimum 
threshold of units or savings to trigger the inspection? 

17. Based on interviews with the air sealing contractors, it sounds like most contractors do all of their work 
(pre-leakage test, air sealing, and post-leakage tests) for 10% of units before applying for the incentive; 
once the application is approved, they air seal remaining units without further testing.  

a. Does an inspector ever conduct quality assurance (QA) on the remaining 90% of units?  
b. If so, when is that triggered, and what QA do they perform  

18. Those were all of my questions. Do you have any final comments?  

Thank you again for your time.  

Appendix: Blower Door Infiltration Calculation from PSD 

The following are excerpts from the PSD showing the infiltration reduction calculations 

4.4.2 Infiltration Reduction Testing (Blower Door Test) 

Description of Measure Blower Door Test equipment is used to verify infiltration reduction. 
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For the blower door reduction factor (BF) for multifamily units:  
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4.4.7 Infiltration Reduction (Prescriptive) 

Description of Measure Prescriptive infiltration reduction measures not validated by Blower Door testing, 
including: electric outlet covers, door sweeps, door kits, caulking and sealing, polyethylene tape, weather-
strip doors/windows, and window repairs. 

Savings Methodology Savings from this measure shall only be claimed if a Blower Door Test (Measure 4.4.4) 
is not feasible. Savings estimates based on actual measured infiltration reduction (through blower door 
testing) are more precise.  

Note: Infiltration reduction measures must be located directly between conditioned space and unconditioned 
space to be eligible for energy savings. Savings may not be claimed for both a Door Sweep and a Door Kit for 
weatherization of a single door.  

Savings are calculated by multiplying the savings per unit by the number of units, and then adding all the 
different measure types together to get total savings. No summer demand savings may be claimed since 
cooling energy savings are not quantified. 
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DU Lighting - Rx LO (1)

		Measure ID (PSD Section)				4.1.1

		Measure Name				Lighting						Overall Assessment

		Primary Sector				Residential Retrofit & Lost Opportunity						Result of Fast Fill Assessment		Result of Research Assessment		Most Recent CT Evaluation		Evaluated Parameters from Most Recent CT Evaluation		Notes

		Description				Lighting savings are based on the replacement of low-efficiency light bulbs or luminaires with highefficiency ENERGY STAR-qualified LED bulbs or luminaires of equivalent lumen output						Algorithm update		Awaiting Evaluation Results		R1706 Residential Appliance Saturation Survey & R1616/R1708 Residential Lighting Impact Saturation Studies, 2018		None		[R1706 & R1616/R1708] Survey and Impact Saturation studies include multifamily units investigations. However, the hours data collected from MF and SF cites were averaged when the data was prevented. Additionally, the study does not provide sufficient detail to provide a Multifamily specific recommendation on default values for delta wattage.

ERS included specification that their evaluation may result in sufficient information to update default delta wattage. Their recommendation to wait for 

																		https://neep.org/sites/default/files/resources/Mid_Atlantic_TRM_V9_Final_clean_wUpdateSummary%20-%20CT%20FORMAT.pdf		http://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/96f0fec0b45a3c6485257688006a701a/72c23decff52920a85257f1100671bdd/$FILE/Q4%202019%20TRM%20Update-ROR%20-New%20Measures%20&%20Corrections.pdf		https://etrm.anbetrack.com/#/workarea/home?token=6d6c45766e692f527044		http://rieermc.ri.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/ngrid-ri-2020-trm.pdf

						CT's 2020 PSD - existing		TRC Date Stamp		TRC Recommend Action		TRC Proposed Values		TRC Primary Source Document		TRC Rationale/Justification		MidAtlantic TRM		NY TRM		MA TRM		RI TRM

						16th Edition, March 1, 2020												Version 9, October 2019		Version 7, Jan 2020		Version 2019-2021 Plan TRM		Version 2020

		Applies to MF, SF Res, or Commercial				MF In unit, SF Res		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		Appropriate for savings covered in measure.		MF		MF, SF Res		Commercial, Res		Residential

		PSD Section 				4.1.1		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

		Measure Name				Lighting		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		Residential Market Sector: Lighting End Use (MF) 		Q4 Update to Version 7 TRM effective immediately 		Lighting LED Bulb, Res-L-LEDB		Dwelling Int LED Bulbs/Int LED Fixture/Int Reflector

		Pages				133-137		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		 p. 20-41		N/A (Recent filing)		eTRM		p. 243-248

		Baseline (Retrofit, Lost Opportunities, or Retirement?) 				Retrofit and Lost Opportunity		6/5/20		Algorithm Update		Consider retiring Lost Opportunity path		NEMA: Lam Indices: Market Penetration (in %) of A-lamps in 2017, 2018, and 2019 reflects the market growth of LED A-line and decreased market share of CFLs.
https://www.nema.org/Intelligence/Pages/Lamp-Indices.aspx

CREED and APEX Analytics: "Overall US Sales: LED market share continued to grow in 2019, reaching 60% across all retail channels and lamp styles
https://shoutout.wix.com/so/b3N7CAYBA?cid=02808976-d655-40e1-bc16-fbd6ade807f3#/main		Market data demonstrates LED market share increases annually for residential buildings. Lost Opportunity paths for residential in-unit lighting are unlikely to realize savings based on market direction. 		Retrofit		Retrofit		Retrofit		Retrofit

		Baseline Reference				Retrofit = from application. 		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		Appropriate for savings covered in measure.		Deemed values dependent on type of lighting installed: 
Solid State Lighting (LED) Recessed Downlight Luminaire, 
ENERGY STAR Integrated Screw Based SSL (LED) Lamp		Wattage from application		NMR Group, Inc (2018): General Service Lamp LED Market Adoption Model, 2017 Annual Report, Reflector LED Market Adoption Model, 2017 Annual Report, Specialty LED Market Adoption Model, 2017 Annual Report, TLED Product Impact Factor Estimation Memo		Home energy audit or ESIA exempt baseline = 65W Incandescent
Int LED bulbs baseline = existing
Else, baseline = Blend of incandescent, compact fluorescent, and halogen lamps.

		Baseline  Assumptions				When known, change in wattage from application. Retail, unknown direct install, and lost opportunity, change in wattage fixed.		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		Appropriate for savings covered in measure.		References provided for each deemed value		Wattage from application		From the above NMR Group evaluation reports		None

		Savings				1. Retrofit Gross Energy Savings, Electric
2. Retrofit Gross Seasonal Peak Demand Savings, Electric (winter and summer)
3. Lost Opportunity Gross Energy Savings, Electric
4. Lost Opportunity Gross Seasonal Peak Demand Savings, winter and summer
5. Lighting Interactive Effect Penalty
		6/5/20		Algorithm Update		Consider removing Lost Opportunity savings equations from measure		NEMA: Lam Indices: Market Penetration (in %) of A-lamps in 2017, 2018, and 2019 reflects the market growth of LED A-line and decreased market share of CFLs.
https://www.nema.org/Intelligence/Pages/Lamp-Indices.aspx

CREED and APEX Analytics: "Overall US Sales: LED market share continued to grow in 2019, reaching 60% across all retail channels and lamp styles
https://shoutout.wix.com/so/b3N7CAYBA?cid=02808976-d655-40e1-bc16-fbd6ade807f3#/main		Consider retiring Lost Opportunity path and removing Lost Oppotrunity savings equations from measure. Market data demonstrates LED market share increases annually for residential buildings. Lost Opportunity paths for residential in-unit lighting are unlikely to realize savings based on market direction. 		Accounts for interactive effects (heating and cooling)

1) Annual Energy Savings
2) Summer Coincident Peak kW Savings
3) Annual Fossil Fuel Savings
		1) Gross Energy Savings, Electric
2) Gross Seasonal Peak Demand Savings, summer
3) Lighting Interactive Effect Penalty, Fossil Fuel		1) Annual Electric Energy Savings
2) Demand Savings		1) Annual Electric Energy Savings
2) Demand Savings

		Retrofit Gross Energy Savings, Electric

		Formula						6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		Equation is appropriate for this measure and interactive effects are in line with other TRMs		Annual Energy Savings:


		Nomenclature				Watt_pre = Rated Wattage of existing low-efficiency bulb
Watt_post = Rated Wattage of high-Efficiency Bulb
Watt_delta = Difference between wattage of the lower efficiency baseline bulb and the wattage of the new bulb
h_d = daily hours of use
		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		Appropriate for savings covered in measure.		WattsBase: Connected load of baseline lamp
WattsEE: Connected load of efficient lamp
ISR: In Service Rate
WHF: waste heat factors to account for cooling or electric heating savings		ΔkWh = Annual electric energy savings
units = Number of measures
ee = Energy efficient condition or measure
baseline = Baseline condition or measure
1,000 = Conversion factor, one kW equals 1000 watts
W = Watts
hrs = Lighting operating hours
HVACc = HVAC interaction factor for annual electric energy consumption		QTYPRE    = Quantity of pre-retrofit fixtures/bulbs 
QTYEE      = Quantity of efficient fixtures/bulbs installed 
WattsPRE  = Rated watts of pre-retrofit fixtures/bulbs 
WattsEE    = Rated watts of efficient fixtures/bulbs installed 
HoursPRE = Weekly hours of operation for pre-retrofit case lighting fixtures/bulbs 
HoursEE   = Weekly hours of operation for efficient lighting fixtures/bulbs
52             = Weeks per year 
kW/kWh   = Average kW reduction per kWh reduction: 0.00030 kW/kWh		QTY_pre = Quantity of pre-retrofit fixtures/bulbs
QTY_ee = Quantity of efficient fixtures/bulbs
Watts_pre = Rated watts of pre-retrofit fixtures/bulbs
Watts_ee = Rated watts of efficient fixtures/bulbs installed
Hours_pre = Weekly hours of operation for pre-retrofit case
Hours_ee = Weekly hours of operation for efficient lighting fixtures/bulbs
1000 = Watts per kW
52 = Weeks per year

		Assumed Values				1.04 = average energy factor due to lighting interactive effects
h_d = hours of use per day by location table
Watt_delta, light bulbs, unknown direct install = 24
Watt_delta, luminaires, unknown direct install = 26.3		6/29/20		Aligning with ERS: Awaiting evaluation Results		Aligning with ERS: Watt_delta: Awiwating Evaluation results		N/A		hours: PSD Lighting hours offer more granularity than other TRMs listing default hours based on room type. The sited study included multifamily, though it was a small percentage of the buildings observed. (https://www.energizect.com/sites/default/files/R154%20-%20CT%20LED%20Lighting%20Study_Final%20Report_1.28.16.pdf).

Aligning with ERS: watt_delta, unknown: Watt default may be updated after NMR retail lighting suppliers report is available
According to the CT NMR Lighting Report, "CFL saturation was statistically significantly higher among multifamily than single-family homes (34% vs 21%), while LED saturation was fairly similar (28% versus 22%)." 
(https://www.energizect.com/sites/default/files/R1706%20and%20R1616-R1708%20CT%20RASS%20Lighting_Final%20Report_10.1.19.pdf). However, default watt_delta when unknown is still an appropriate estimate and no recommendations for change are made at this time.		Hours = 679 (1.86 hours per day)
ISR (In Service Rate) = 1
WHF (waste heat factors)		Interior lamps = 1,168
Interior Fixture = 913
Wbaseline from application		Varies over 2019, 2020, 2021
HOU = 986 (low-rise) and  803 (high rise), 
LED Bulb, In-Unit: DeltaW = 37.6, DeltakWh = 37.1 (low rise)/30.2 (high rise), DeltakW = 0.04
LED Bulb, In-Unit Specialty: DeltaW = 40,  DeltakWh = 39.4(low rise)/32.1(high rise), DeltakW = 0.04
LED Bulb, In-Unit Reflector: DeltaW = 51.7, DeltakWh = 51 (low rise)/41.6 (high rise), DeltakW = 0.05
LED Fixture, In-Unit: DeltaW = 37.6, Hours = 803, # of bulbs = 1.49, DeltakWh = 45, DeltakW = 0.06, ISR = 0.88
LED Fixture, In-Unit: DeltaW = 37.6, Hours = 803, # of bulbs = 2, DeltakWh = 60.4, DeltakW = 0.08, ISR = 0.88		kWh = 33.30


		Reference (include year)				CT Residential Lighting Interactive Effects, NMR Group Inc., Dec 2014, Table 1, p. 2 		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		No change		Hours: Based on Navigant Consulting, “EmPOWER Residential Lighting Program: 2016 Residential Lighting Inventory and Hours of Use Study” August 31, 2017, page 13. This assumption is a product of metered CFLs and LEDs. To date there has not been sufficient data available to provide a separate LED hours assumption, and this should be reviewed in future years.		Lamps and Fixtures: Based on 2003 Nexus Market Research of metering study in MA, RI, and VT, published in 2003 "extended residential logging results"		NMR Group. Inc (2018). Excel links provided on website: https://etrm.anbetrack.com/#/workarea/trm/MADPU/COM-L-LEDB/2019-2021%20Plan%20TRM/version/1?measureName=Lighting%20-%20LED%20Bulb
Delta watts, annual hours are based on evaluation results		 MA PAs (2019). Lighting Worksheet PY2019-2021 - Updated for RI

		Retrofit Gross Seasonal Peak Demand Savings, Electric (winter and summer)

		Formula						6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		Interactive effect lies within ballpark of NY and Mid-Atlantic data. While NY distinguishes between building type and HVAC system, this is not recommended. 		Summer Coincident Peak kW Savings

		Nomenclature				1.05 = average capacity factor due to lighting interactive effect
SKW = summer kW
WKW = Winter kW		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		Interactive effect lies within ballpark of NY and Mid-Atlantic data. While NY distinguishes between building type and HVAC system, this is not recommended. 		WHFd: Waste heat factor for demand to account for cooling savings from efficient lighting 
CF: Coincidence Factor		Wbaseline = Rated wattage of baseline lamp and/or fixture
Wee = Rated wattage of energy efficient lamp and/or fixture
HVACd = HVAC interaction factor for peak demand at NYISO coincident summer peak hour
CF = Coincidence factor		kW/kWh   = Average kW reduction per kWh reduction		QTY_pre = Quantity of pre-retrofit fixtures/bulbs
QTY_ee = Quantity of efficient fixtures/bulbs
Watts_pre = Rated watts of pre-retrofit fixtures/bulbs
Watts_ee = Rated watts of efficient fixtures/bulbs installed
1000 = Watts per kW

		Assumed Values				CF summer = 0.13
CF winter = 0.20		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		CF: Based on source's recommendation, Coincident Factors are applied from overall peak factors (considering CT, MA, and RI)		WHFd = 1.19 (Building with cooling), 1.17 (Unknown)
CF = 0.86 for MF common area		CF = 0.082		kW/kWh =  0.00030 kW/kWh
CF summer peak = 0.55
CF winter peak = 0.85		kW = 0.01
CF summer peak = 0.55
CF winter peak = 0.85

		Reference (include year)				CFs: NMR Group Inc., Northeast Residential Lighting Hour-of Use Study, May 5, 2014, Table ES-7, p. VIII
https://neep.org/sites/default/files/resources/Northeast-Residential-Lighting-Hours-of-Use-Study-Final-Report1.pdf		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		CF: Multifamily homes were considered in the analysis. No change recommended.		WHFd: Calculated (p36)
CF: EmPOWER Maryland program (p37)		This factor was derived from an examination of studies throughout New England that calculated coincidence factors based on the definition of system peak period at the time, as specified by ISO-New England: Coincidence Factor Study Residential and Commercial & Industrial Lighting Measures, Spring 2007, Table i-1 		NMR Group		Navigant Consulting (2018) Baseline Loadshape Study

		Lost Opportunity Gross Energy Savings, Electric

		Formula						6/5/20		Algorithm Update		Consider retiring Lost Opportunity path		NEMA: Lam Indices: Market Penetration (in %) of A-lamps in 2017, 2018, and 2019 reflects the market growth of LED A-line and decreased market share of CFLs.
https://www.nema.org/Intelligence/Pages/Lamp-Indices.aspx

CREED and APEX Analytics: "Overall US Sales: LED market share continued to grow in 2019, reaching 60% across all retail channels and lamp styles
https://shoutout.wix.com/so/b3N7CAYBA?cid=02808976-d655-40e1-bc16-fbd6ade807f3#/main		Consider retiring Lost Opportunity path and removing Lost Oppotrunity savings equations from measure. Market data demonstrates LED market share increases annually for residential buildings. Lost Opportunity paths for residential in-unit lighting are unlikely to realize savings based on market direction. 		No Lost Opportunity Path		No Lost Opportunity Path		No Lost Opportunity Path

		Nomenclature				Watt_pre = Rated Wattage of existing low-efficiency bulb
Watt_post = Rated Wattage of high-Efficiency Bulb
Watt_delta = Difference between wattage of the lower efficiency baseline bulb and the wattage of the new bulb
h_d = daily hours of use
		6/5/20		Algorithm Update		Consider retiring Lost Opportunity path		See above sources		See above justification		No Lost Opportunity Path		No Lost Opportunity Path		No Lost Opportunity Path		QTY_pre = Quantity of pre-retrofit fixtures/bulbs
QTY_ee = Quantity of efficient fixtures/bulbs
Watts_pre = Rated watts of pre-retrofit fixtures/bulbs
Watts_ee = Rated watts of efficient fixtures/bulbs installed
Hours_pre = Weekly hours of operation for pre-retrofit case
Hours_ee = Weekly hours of operation for efficient lighting fixtures/bulbs
1000 = Watts per kW
52 = Weeks per year

		Assumed Values				1.04 = average energy factor due to lighting interactive effects
h_d = hours of use per day by location (room type) table
For retail or unknown Direct Install: Watt_delta = 24W bulb and 26.3 for luminaire		6/5/20		Algorithm Update		Consider retiring Lost Opportunity path		See above sources		See above justification		No Lost Opportunity Path		No Lost Opportunity Path		No Lost Opportunity Path		kWh = 33.30


		Reference (include year)				CT Residential Lighting Interactive Effects, NMR Group Inc., Dec 2014, Table 1, p. 2 		6/5/20		Algorithm Update		Consider retiring Lost Opportunity path		See above sources		See above justification		No Lost Opportunity Path		No Lost Opportunity Path		No Lost Opportunity Path		 MA PAs (2019). Lighting Worksheet PY2019-2021 - Updated for RI

		Lost Opportunity Gross Peak Demand Savings, Electric

		Formula						6/5/20		Algorithm Update		Consider retiring Lost Opportunity path		NEMA: Lam Indices: Market Penetration (in %) of A-lamps in 2017, 2018, and 2019 reflects the market growth of LED A-line and decreased market share of CFLs.
https://www.nema.org/Intelligence/Pages/Lamp-Indices.aspx

CREED and APEX Analytics: "Overall US Sales: LED market share continued to grow in 2019, reaching 60% across all retail channels and lamp styles
https://shoutout.wix.com/so/b3N7CAYBA?cid=02808976-d655-40e1-bc16-fbd6ade807f3#/main		Consider retiring Lost Opportunity path and removing Lost Oppotrunity savings equations from measure. Market data demonstrates LED market share increases annually for residential buildings. Lost Opportunity paths for residential in-unit lighting are unlikely to realize savings based on market direction. 		No Lost Opportunity Path		No Lost Opportunity Path		No Lost Opportunity Path

		Nomenclature				1.05 = average capacity factor due to lighting interactive effect
SKW = summer kW
WKW = Winter kW		6/5/20		Algorithm Update		Consider retiring Lost Opportunity path		See above sources		See above justification		No Lost Opportunity Path		No Lost Opportunity Path		No Lost Opportunity Path		QTY_pre = Quantity of pre-retrofit fixtures/bulbs
QTY_ee = Quantity of efficient fixtures/bulbs
Watts_pre = Rated watts of pre-retrofit fixtures/bulbs
Watts_ee = Rated watts of efficient fixtures/bulbs installed
1000 = Watts per kW

		Assumed Values				CF summer = 0.13
CF winter = 20		6/5/20		Algorithm Update		Consider retiring Lost Opportunity path		See above sources		See above justification		No Lost Opportunity Path		No Lost Opportunity Path		No Lost Opportunity Path		CF summer peak = 0.55
CF winter peak = 0.85

		Reference (include year)				NMR Group Inc., Northeast Residential Lighting Hour-of Use Study, May 5, 2014, Table ES-7, p. VIII		6/5/20		Algorithm Update		Consider retiring Lost Opportunity path		See above sources		See above justification		No Lost Opportunity Path		No Lost Opportunity Path		No Lost Opportunity Path		Navigant Consulting (2018) Baseline Loadshape Study

		Retrofit Energy Penalty, Natural Gas

		Formula				Lighting Interactive Effect Penalty = -1,902 Btu/kWh		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		Aligns with other TRMS		Annual Gas Penalty:				None		None

		Nomenclature				N/A		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		Aligns with other TRMS		WattsBase: Connected load of baseline lamp 
WattsEE: Connected load of efficient lamp 
ISR: In Service Rate 
Hours: Lighting operating hours
HF: Heating Factor or percentage of light savings that must be heated
nHeat: Efficiency of heating system
%FossilHeat: Percentage of home with non-electric heat		Δtherm = Annual gas energy savings (here it is negative savings)
units = Number of measures
ee = Energy efficient condition or measure
baseline = Baseline condition or measure
1,000 = Conversion factor, one kW equals 1000 watts
W = Watts
hrs = Lighting operating hours
HVACg = HVAC interaction factor for annual natural gas energy consumption (therms/kWh)		N/A		N/A

		Assumed Values				Lighting Interactive Effect Penalty = -1,902 Btu/kWh		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		Penalty lies within ballpark of NY and Mid-Atlantic TRM gas penalties. While NY distinguishes between building type and HVAC system, this is not recommended. 		HF =  47% for interior or unknown (heating loads increase by 47% of the lighting savings)
%FossilHeat: Electric = 0%, Fossil Fuel = 100%, Unknown = 62.5% (based on KEMA baseline study for Maryland		Interior lamps = 1,168
Interior Fixture = 913
Wbaseline from application		N/A		N/A

		Reference (include year)				NMR Group Inc. Connecticut LED lighting Study Report (R154), Jan 28, 2016, p. 30		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		Aligns with other TRMS		HF: Average result from REMRate modeling of several different building configurations in Wilmington, DE, Baltimore, MD, and Washington, DC
nHeat: Federal minimum for residential furnaces 
%FossilHeat, unknown: Based on KEMA baseline study for Maryland		Lamps and Fixtures: Based on 2003 Nexus Market Research of metering study in MA, RI, and VT, published in 2003 "extended residential logging results"		N/A		N/A



		Measure Life				LED Bulb = 4, LED luminaire = 5		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		Aligns with other TRMS		8.4 (Solid State Lighting (LED) Recessed Downlight Luminaire with inseparable components), 4.2 (downlights with replaceable parts), 2.52 ( ENERGY STAR Integrated Screw Based SSL (LED) Lamp		Depends on the bulb type/end use (CFL, LED Directional, LED Decorative & Omnidirectional), and fixture type/end use (LED Interior, Linear Fluorescent, CFL). Calculated (ex 25,000hrs/annual lighting operating hrs, or 20 years (whichever is less))		LED Bulb: EUL = 20, AML = 2		Dwelling Int LED Bulbs: 5 years

		Measure Life Resource				Adjusted measure life, estimated based on lighting market saturation trends, penetration, and hours of use from NMR, CT LED Lighting Study Report (R154), Jan 2016		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		Aligns with other TRMS		ENERGY STAR Spec for SSL Recessed Downlights requires luminaires to maintain >=70% initial light output for 25,000 hours for separable and 50,000 for inseparable. (p.26)
ENERGY STAR Spec v2.0 for Integrated Screw based SSL bulbs requires lamps to maintain >=70% initial light output for 15,000 hours		ENERGY STAR or DLC		Massachusetts Program Administrators (2018). 2019-2021 Massachusetts Lighting Worksheet		Unsourced







https://neep.org/sites/default/files/resources/Mid_Atlantic_TRM_V9_Final_clean_wUpdateSummary%20-%20CT%20FORMAT.pdfhttps://etrm.anbetrack.com/http://rieermc.ri.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/ngrid-ri-2020-trm.pdfhttp://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/96f0fec0b45a3c6485257688006a701a/72c23decff52920a85257f1100671bdd/$FILE/Q4%202019%20TRM%20Update-ROR%20-New%20Measures%20&%20Corrections.pdf

List

				List is written from least significant change to most significant change. You want to include the most significant change for the "fast fill" assessment

				Options		Possible entry for "Fast Fill Assessment" in Overview		Possible entry for "Result of Research Assessment" in Overview		Possible entry for "Recommended Action" (new column) for each row		Description

				No change		x				x		no change recommended

				Language change		x				x		change language, no parameter or reference change

				Updated reference		x				x		change reference for parameter value, but don't change the actual value

				Parameter update		x				x		change parameter value

				Code update		x				x		change reference for code, e.g., from IECC 2015 to 2018

				Algorithm update		x				x		change algorithm (formula)

				No algorithm update						x		no change to algorithm (formula)

				Reflects recent evaluation report						x		change to value because of new evaluation report

				New parameter recommended		x				x		recommed adding another parameter

				New methodology recommended		x				x		recommend using another methodology

				No longer offered		x				x		remove measure, for example if new code or standard means there aren't savings from this measure anymore

				New measure recommended		x				x		recommend adding a new measure 

				Awaiting Evaluation Results				x		x		waiting for a study (that's in progress) to finish to produce results. We will probably rarely use this option.

				Further Secondary Research				x		x		need additional secondary research - meaning more literature review. We'd rarely use this option, but could do so if we think (with a lot of work - beyond scope here) client could identify relevant finding to fill a major data gap for MF

				Proposed Primary Research				x		x		need primary research - such as new field data collection or new modeling work. We'd recommend this if there's a key field that's using data that doesn't represent MF

				"same as Fast Fill Assessment"				x				use this for "result of research assessment" if we're not recommending further research (so if none of the options in 3 rows above apply)

																Overall Assessment
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Comment:
    This section will roll up the highest level of recommendation for fast fill and research.

																Result of Fast Fill Assessment
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    what was result of TRM comparison		Result of Research Assessment		Most Recent CT Evaluation		Evaluated Parameters from Most Recent CT Evaluation		Notes

						Possible entry for "Fast Fill Assessment" in Overview		Possible entry for "Result of Research Assessment" in Overview		Possible entry for "Recommended Action" (new column) for each row						Code update
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Comment:
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				No change, Language change, Updated reference, Parameter update, Code update, Algorithm update, New parameter recommended, New methodology recommended, No longer offered, New measure recommended		No change		Awaiting Evaluation Results		No change

				Awaiting Evaluation Results, Further Secondary Research, Proposed Primary Research, "same as Fast Fill Assessment"		Language change		Further Secondary Research		Language change

				No change, Language change, Updated reference, Parameter update, Code update, Algorithm update, No algorithm update, Reflects recent evaluation report, New parameter recommended, New methodology recommended, No longer offered, New measure recommended, Awaiting Evaluation Results, Further Secondary Research, Proposed Primary Research		Updated reference		Proposed Primary Research		Updated reference

						Parameter update		"same as Fast Fill Assessment"		Parameter update

						Code update				Code update

						Algorithm update				Algorithm update

						New parameter recommended				No algorithm update

						New methodology recommended				Reflects recent evaluation report

						No longer offered				New parameter recommended

						New measure recommended				New methodology recommended

										No longer offered

										New measure recommended

										Awaiting Evaluation Results

										Further Secondary Research

										Proposed Primary Research





x1931 Batch Delivery Schedule

		Roll up of Results from Individual Review Tabs

		Section		Primary Sector		End Use		Measure ID		Measure name				Batch		Deliver Draft to Utilities		Comments Back from Utilities

		2		C&I Lost Opportunity		Lighting		PSD2.1.1		Standard Lighting		CA Lighting - LO		2		6/26/20		6/30/20

		2		C&I Lost Opportunity		Lighting		PSD2.1.2		Upstream Lighting				3		6/30/20		7/2/20

		2		C&I Lost Opportunity		HVAC & Water Heating		PSD2.2.1		Chillers				2		6/26/20		6/30/20

		2		C&I Lost Opportunity		HVAC & Water Heating		PSD2.2.2		Unitary A/C and Heat Pumps		CA Unitary AC and HP - LO		3		6/30/20		7/2/20

		2		C&I Lost Opportunity		HVAC & Water Heating		PSD2.2.3		Water and Ground Source Heat Pumps		CA WSHP and GSHP - LO		3		6/30/20		7/2/20

		2		C&I Lost Opportunity		HVAC & Water Heating		PSD2.2.4		Dual Enthalpy Controls		Dual Enthalpy controls		3		6/30/20		7/2/20

		2		C&I Lost Opportunity		HVAC & Water Heating		PSD2.2.5		Demand Control Ventilation		DCV		3		6/30/20		7/2/20

		2		C&I Lost Opportunity		HVAC & Water Heating		PSD2.2.6		Natural Gas Fired Boilers and Furnaces				2		6/26/20		6/30/20

		2		C&I Lost Opportunity		HVAC & Water Heating		PSD2.2.7		Natural Gas Radiant Heaters				1		6/18/20		6/26/20

		2		C&I Lost Opportunity		HVAC & Water Heating		PSD2.2.8		Natural Gas-Fired Domestic Hot Water Heaters				2		6/26/20		6/30/20

		2		C&I Lost Opportunity		HVAC & Water Heating		PSD2.2.9		Variable Refrigerant Flow (VRF) HVAC System		CA VRF - LO		3		6/30/20		7/2/20

		2		C&I Lost Opportunity		Motors and Transformers		PSD2.3.1		Low Voltage Dry Type Distribution Transformers				1		6/18/20		6/26/20

		2		C&I Lost Opportunity		Variable Frequency Drives		PSD2.4.1		HVAC Variable Frequency Drives				2		6/26/20		6/30/20

		2		C&I Lost Opportunity		Other		PSD2.6.1		Lean Manufacturing				1		6/18/20		6/26/20

		2		C&I Lost Opportunity		Other		PSD2.6.2		Commercial Kitchen Equipment				1		6/18/20		6/26/20

		2		C&I Lost Opportunity		Other		PSD2.6.3		Lost Opportunity Custom				1		6/18/20		6/26/20

		2		C&I Lost Opportunity		Other		PSD2.6.4		Commercial Clothes Washers		Commercial Clothes Washer		3		6/30/20		7/2/20

		2		C&I Lost Opportunity		Envelope		PSD2.7.1		Cool Roof				1		6/18/20		6/26/20

		3		C&I Retrofit		Lighting		PSD3.1.1		Standard Lighting		CA Lighting - Rx Values, CA Lighting - Rx, CA Occupancy Sensors		2		6/26/20		6/30/20

		3		C&I Retrofit		Lighting		PSD3.1.2		Refrigerator LED				1		6/18/20		6/26/20

		3		C&I Retrofit		HVAC & Water Heating		PSD3.2.1		Water-Saving Measures				1		6/18/20		6/26/20

		3		C&I Retrofit		HVAC & Water Heating		PSD3.2.2		Pipe Insulation				2		6/26/20		6/30/20

		3		C&I Retrofit		HVAC & Water Heating		PSD3.2.3		Duct Sealing				2		6/26/20		6/30/20

		3		C&I Retrofit		HVAC & Water Heating		PSD3.2.4		Duct Insulation		3.2.4 Duct Insulation		3		6/30/20		7/2/20

		3		C&I Retrofit		HVAC & Water Heating		PSD3.2.5		Setback Thermostats		CA Thermostat		3		6/30/20		7/2/20

		3		C&I Retrofit		HVAC & Water Heating		PSD3.2.6		Steam Trap Replacement				2		6/26/20		6/30/20

		3		C&I Retrofit		HVAC & Water Heating		PSD3.2.7		Blower Door Test (Small C&I)				2		6/26/20		6/30/20

		3		C&I Retrofit		HVAC & Water Heating		PSD3.2.8		Add Speed Control to Rooftop Unit Fan				1		6/18/20		6/26/20

		3		C&I Retrofit		HVAC & Water Heating		PSD3.2.9		Commercial Kitchen Hood Controls				1		6/18/20		6/26/20

		3		C&I Retrofit		Other		PSD3.3.1		Custom Measures				1		6/18/20		6/26/20

		3		C&I Retrofit		Refrigeration		PSD3.4.1		Cooler Night Covers				1		6/18/20		6/26/20

		3		C&I Retrofit		Refrigeration		PSD3.4.2		Evaporator Fan Controls				1		6/18/20		6/26/20

		3		C&I Retrofit		Refrigeration		PSD3.4.3		Evaporator Fans Motor Replacement				1		6/18/20		6/26/20

		3		C&I Retrofit		Refrigeration		PSD3.4.4		Door Heater Controls				1		6/18/20		6/26/20

		3		C&I Retrofit		Refrigeration		PSD3.4.5		Vending Machine Controls				1		6/18/20		6/26/20

		3		C&I Retrofit		Refrigeration		PSD3.4.6		Add Doors to Open Refrigerated Display Cases				1		6/18/20		6/26/20

		4		Residential		Lighting		PSD4.1.1		Lighting		DU Lighting - Rx LO		2		6/26/20		6/30/20

		4		Residential		HVAC 		PSD4.2.1		Energy-Efficient Central Air Conditioning				2		6/26/20		6/30/20

		4		Residential		HVAC 		PSD4.2.2		Heat Pump		DU Heat Pump		3		6/30/20		7/2/20

		4		Residential		HVAC 		PSD4.2.3		Geothermal Heat Pump				3		6/30/20		7/2/20

		4		Residential		HVAC 		PSD4.2.4		Electronically Commutated Motor HVAC Fan				2		6/26/20		6/30/20

		4		Residential		HVAC 		PSD4.2.5		Duct Sealing				2		6/26/20		6/30/20

		4		Residential		HVAC 		PSD4.2.6		Heat Pump – Ductless		DU Ductless HP		3		6/30/20		7/2/20

		4		Residential		HVAC 		PSD4.2.7		Package Terminal Heat Pump		DU PTHP		3		6/30/20		7/2/20

		4		Residential		HVAC 		PSD4.2.8		Quality Installation Verification				3		6/30/20		7/2/20

		4		Residential		HVAC 		PSD4.2.9		Duct Insulation		4.2.9 Duct Insulation		3		6/30/20		7/2/20

		4		Residential		HVAC 		PSD4.2.10		Boilers				1		6/18/20		6/26/20

		4		Residential		HVAC 		PSD4.2.11		Furnaces				2		6/26/20		6/30/20

		4		Residential		HVAC 		PSD4.2.12		Boiler Reset Controls				1		6/18/20		6/26/20

		4		Residential		HVAC 		PSD4.2.13		ECM Circulating Pump				2		6/26/20		6/30/20

		4		Residential		HVAC 		PSD4.2.14		WI-FI Thermostat		DU Wifi-Thermostat		3		6/30/20		7/2/20

		4		Residential		HVAC 		PSD4.2.15		Clean, Tune and Test		DU Clean, Tune, Test		3		6/30/20		7/2/20

		4		Residential		Appliances		PSD4.3.1		Residential Appliances		DU Appliances		3		6/30/20		7/2/20

		4		Residential		Appliances		PSD4.3.2		Electronics				3		6/30/20		7/2/20

		4		Residential		Envelope		PSD4.4.1		REM Savings				3		6/30/20		7/2/20

		4		Residential		Envelope		PSD4.4.2		Infiltration Reduction Testing (Blower Door Test)				2		6/26/20		6/30/20

		4		Residential		Envelope		PSD4.4.3		Window or Sliding Glass Door Replacement		Windows-Sliding Glass Door Rep.		3		6/30/20		7/2/20

		4		Residential		Envelope		PSD4.4.4		Thermal Enclosure		Thermal Enclosure		3		6/30/20		7/2/20

		4		Residential		Envelope		PSD4.4.5		Install Storm Window				3		6/30/20		7/2/20

		4		Residential		Envelope		PSD4.4.6		Insulate Attic Openings		Insulate Attic Openings 		3		6/30/20		7/2/20

		4		Residential		Envelope		PSD4.4.7		Infiltration Reduction (Prescriptive)				2		6/26/20		6/30/20

		4		Residential		Envelope		PSD4.4.8		Wall Insulation				2		6/26/20		6/30/20

		4		Residential		Envelope		PSD4.4.9		Ceiling Insulation				2		6/26/20		6/30/20

		4		Residential		Envelope		PSD4.4.10		Floor Insulation				2		6/26/20		6/30/20

		4		Residential		Water Heating		PSD4.5.1		Showerheads				2		6/26/20		6/30/20

		4		Residential		Water Heating		PSD4.5.2		Faucet Aerators				2		6/26/20		6/30/20

		4		Residential		Water Heating		PSD4.5.3		Fossil Fuel Water Heaters		DU FF Water Heater		1		6/18/20		6/26/20

		4		Residential		Water Heating		PSD4.5.4		Heat Pump Water Heaters		DU HPWH		1		6/18/20		6/26/20

		4		Residential		Water Heating		PSD4.5.5		Pipe Insulation				2		6/26/20		6/30/20

		4		Residential		Water Heating		PSD4.5.6		Solar Water Heater				2		6/26/20		6/30/20

		4		Residential		Other		PSD4.6.1		Residential Custom				1		6/18/20		6/26/20

		4		Residential		Other		PSD4.6.2		Behavioral Change				3		6/30/20		7/2/20

								 





For Reviewers

		Please note that any multifamily specific changes are also called out in the ERS workbook at the bottom of each tab. This workbook provides the rationales for those changes. 



		Measure ID (PSD)		Measure Name (ERS's workbook)		Tab Name (TRC's workbook)		Multifamily-specific changes

		PSD2.1.1		Standard Lighting		CA Lighting - LO		Not directly. Change MF hours of use in Appendix Five

		PSD2.2.1		Chillers		CA Chiller - LO		yes

		PSD2.2.2		Unitary A/C and Heat Pumps		CA Unitary AC and HP - LO		yes

		PSD2.2.3		Water and Ground Source Heat Pumps		CA WSHP and GSHP - LO		yes

		PSD2.2.4		Dual Enthalpy Controls		Dual Enthalpy controls		no

		PSD2.2.5		Demand Control Ventilation		DCV		no

		PSD2.2.6		NG Boilers and Furnace		CA Gas Boiler and Furnace - LO		no

		PSD2.2.8		NH DHW		CA Gas DHW Heater - LO		yes

		PSD2.2.9		Variable Refrigerant Flow (VRF) HVAC System		CA VRF - LO		yes

		PSD2.4.1 		VFD		CA HVAC VFD - LO		no

		PSD2.6.4		Commercial Clothes Washers		Commercial Clothes Washer, Clothes Washer Calcs		no

		PSD3.1.1		Standard Lighting		CA Lighting - Rx Values, CA Lighting - Rx, CA Occupancy Sensors		Not MF specific, but recommed splitting out lighting controls into separate measure

		PSD3.2.2		Pipe Insulation		CA Pipe Insulation - Rx		yes

		PSD3.2.4		Duct Insulation		3.2.4 Duct Insulation, 3.2.4 Duct Insulation Calcs		no

		PSD3.2.5		Setback Thermostats		CA Thermostat		no

		PSD3.2.6		Steam Trap		CA Steam Trap		yes

		PSD3.2.7		Blower Door C&I		Small C&I Blower Door Test & Blower Door - BF estimate		yes

		PSD4.1.1		Lighting		DU Lighting - Rx LO		no

		PSD4.2.1		EE Central AC		DU Air Conditioning		yes

		PSD4.2.2		Heat Pump		DU Heat Pump		no

		PSD4.2.4		ECM HVAC Fan		DU ECM		no, but some comments for possible secondary research for single fa and MF

		PSD4.2.5		Duct Seal		Duct Sealing		no

		PSD4.2.6		Heat Pump – Ductless		DU Ductless HP		yes

		PSD4.2.7		Package Terminal Heat Pump		DU PTHP		no

		PSD4.2.9		Duct Insulation		4.2.9 Duct Insulation		no

		PSD4.2.11		Furnaces		DU Furnace		yes

		PSD4.2.13		ECM Pumps		DU ECM Circ		yes

		PSD4.2.14		WI-FI Thermostat		DU Wifi-Thermostat		yes

		PSD4.2.15		Clean, Tune and Test		DU Clean, Tune, Test		yes

		PSD4.3.1		Residential Appliances		DU Appliances		yes

		PSD4.4.2		Infil Red Test		Infiltration Reduc-Blower Door		yes

		PSD4.4.3		Window or Sliding Glass Door Replacement		Windows-Sliding Glass Door Rep.		no

		PSD4.4.4		Thermal Enclosure		Thermal Enclosure		no changes made. Several recommendations given for future research in workbook

		PSD4.4.6		Insulate Attic Openings		Insulate Attic Openings 		yes

		PSD4.4.7		Infil Red Presc		Infiltration Reduc-Prescriptive		no

		PSD4.4.8		Wall Insulation		Wall Insulation & Wall Insulation Values		no

		PSD4.4.9		Ceiling Insulation		Ceiling Insulation & Ceiling Insulation Values		no

		PSD4.4.10		Floor Insulation		Floor Insulation & Floor Insulation Values		no

		PSD4.5.1		Showerheads		Showerheads		yes

		PSD4.5.2		Faucet Aerators		Faucet Aerators		yes

		PSD4.5.3		Fossil Fuel Water Heaters		DU FF Water Heater		yes

		PSD4.5.4		Heat Pump Water Heaters		DU HPWH		no

		PSD4.5.5		Pipe Insulation		NA		no

		PSD4.5.6		Solar WH		NA		no

		KEY:

		Black  text		recommended change, aligning with ERS for either single family (for in-unit MF measures) or commercial (for common area MF measures)

		Black text with yellow highlight 		recommended change specific to multifamily (MF)

		Grayed out text		no change





MF Comments 

		Number		Measure		Measure name		Parameter		Current PSD Value		Recommended Value		Recommended action		Justification		Stakeholder		Comment		ERS Response		TRC response

		Batch 1.1		PSD2.2.7		Natural Gas Radiant Heaters		EFLH		Varies by building type		Varies by building type		Proposed Further Secondary Research		Aligns with other TRMs		PJ		EFLH table in PSD says "Heat Pump FLH" which are likely to be different from a standard furnace or radiant heater EFLH due to variable capacity and efficiency with temperature.  Suggest making this a candidate for future primary research.  Consider creating heating and cooling FLH for several climate zones - coastal, central and mountains?.  CT values are consistently much higher than NYTRM.		Agree - EFLH should be researched

		Batch 1.2		PSD2.2.7		Natural Gas Radiant Heaters		EFLH		Varies by building type		Varies by building type		No change		Aligns with other TRMs		Skumatz		No measrue lifetimes?		Lifetimes reviewed in separate Appendix

		Batch 1.3		PSD2.2.7		Natural Gas Radiant Heaters		OF - oversize factor		1.0 single-heaters, 1.1 multiple-heaters		1.0 single-heaters, 1.1 multiple-heaters		Proposed Further Secondary Research		Most instances will use existing furnace size, so adjusting for oversizing is not relevant unless proper sizing is required by the program. Adjusting oversize by 1.1 for multiple systems is reasonable, but could be researched during evaluation to confirm its accurate.		Eversource (Jim Williamson)		I think the  1.1 is probably  just an arbitrary estimate. I'm not sure if we can assume that multi-unit systems will be more oversized than single unit systems.  I think we can probably leave at 1.1  for 2021 publication unless we find source that suggests better. - JW
		Eversource supports the additional secondary research

		Batch 1.4		PSD2.2.7		Natural Gas Radiant Heaters		PD - peak day savings		0.00544 X ACCF		0.00544 X ACCF		No change		Standard algoritms		PJ		Since a gas measure, peak may not be relevant		Remove peak savings

		Batch 1.5		PSD2.2.7		Natural Gas Radiant Heaters		SFR - savings fraction		0.25		0.25		Proposed Further Secondary Research		Savings are highly dependent on how the system is used, and the referenced source is 17 years old. The savings percentage is currently consistent with other TRMs, but could be updated with further evaluation.		Eversource (Jim Williamson)		This would probably be good to update/investiate further.  I think we should try to find some studies to update the 25% SFR value. - JW
		Research SFR

		Batch 1.6		PSD2.2.7		Natural Gas Radiant Heaters		nb - base efficiency		0.8 - Reference IECC 2015		0.8 - Reference IECC 2018		Updated reference		The value is the same, but the reference should be updated to 2018 IECC Table C403.3.2(4) Warm Air Furnace Minimum Efficiency Requirements. CT adopting IECC 2018.		Eversource (Jim Williamson)		We will update this refrence in the 2021 publication. -JW		Eversource has indicated willingness to accommodate the recommended changes.

		Batch 1.7		PSD2.2.7		Natural Gas Radiant Heaters		nb - base efficiency		0.8 - Reference IECC 2015		0.8 - Reference IECC 2018		Updated reference		The value is the same, but the reference should be updated to 2018 IECC Table C403.3.2(4) Warm Air Furnace Minimum Efficiency Requirements. CT adopting IECC 2018.		Skumatz		Why wouldn't this be fast fill recommendation?		Revise label as fast fill

		Batch 1.8		PSD2.3.1		Low Voltage Dry Type Distribution Transformers		Sector (C&I, LO)		C&I		C&I		Remove from PSD		Savings were based on CEE tier level efficiency reqquirements; CEE initiative has been suspended. Recommend remove from PSD.		Eversource (Jim Williamson)		I agree that we can remove this section from PSD. -JW		Agreement

		Batch 1.9		PSD2.3.1		Low Voltage Dry Type Distribution Transformers		Sector (C&I, Residential)		C&I		C&I		Parameter update		Savings were based on CEE tier level efficiency reqquirements; CEE initiative has been suspended. Recommend remove from PSD.		Skumatz		No comments on this		No comment

		Batch 1.10		PSD2.6.1		Lean Manufacturing		Algorithm based on usage and site specific inputs		Savings are based on two concepts: 
1.	Producing more products in the same time period saves on the non-manufacturing consumption (mostly lighting); and
2.	Producing more products over the same time period reduces losses in the manufacturing equipment consumption (e.g., such as less idle time and an increase in motor efficiency).
		Savings are based on two concepts: 
1.	Producing more products in the same time period saves on the non-manufacturing consumption (mostly lighting); and
2.	Producing more products over the same time period reduces losses in the manufacturing equipment consumption (e.g., such as less idle time and an increase in motor efficiency).

This measure is intended for faciliites who increase the production efficiency (i.e., more widgets per unit time). Facilities where the production efficiency remains constant, such that Na and Ne are equal, should not use this measure. Instead, these should be treated as custom projects.		Parameter update		This measure only works for situations where production efficiency (i.e., the ability of the customer to produce more units per hour) is increased. In some cases, it may be such that PRIME or LEAN practices increase the energy efficiency of the process while keeping the production efficiency the same. The SF algorithm will show zero savings in this scenario. Recommend specify that increased throughput is required for the algorithm to work.		PJ		Agreed.  Note CV-19 may increase the reliance of bottoms-up v. top-down (billing approaches) for SEM projects.  		PJ Agrees

		Batch 1.11		PSD2.6.1		Lean Manufacturing		Algorithm based on usage and site specific inputs		Savings are based on two concepts: 
1.	Producing more products in the same time period saves on the non-manufacturing consumption (mostly lighting); and
2.	Producing more products over the same time period reduces losses in the manufacturing equipment consumption (e.g., such as less idle time and an increase in motor efficiency).
		Savings are based on two concepts: 
1.	Producing more products in the same time period saves on the non-manufacturing consumption (mostly lighting); and
2.	Producing more products over the same time period reduces losses in the manufacturing equipment consumption (e.g., such as less idle time and an increase in motor efficiency).

This measure is intended for faciliites who increase the production efficiency (i.e., more widgets per unit time). Facilities where the production efficiency remains constant, such that Na and Ne are equal, should not use this measure. Instead, these should be treated as custom projects.		Parameter update		This measure only works for situations where production efficiency (i.e., the ability of the customer to produce more units per hour) is increased. In some cases, it may be such that PRIME or LEAN practices increase the energy efficiency of the process while keeping the production efficiency the same. The SF algorithm will show zero savings in this scenario. Recommend specify that increased throughput is required for the algorithm to work.		Eversource (Ghani Ramdani)		Accepted recommendation added to Measure document 
		GR Agrees

		Batch 1.12		PSD2.6.1		Lean Manufacturing		Algorithm based on usage and site specific inputs		Savings are based on two concepts: 
1.	Producing more products in the same time period saves on the non-manufacturing consumption (mostly lighting); and
2.	Producing more products over the same time period reduces losses in the manufacturing equipment consumption (e.g., such as less idle time and an increase in motor efficiency).
		Savings are based on two concepts: 
1.	Producing more products in the same time period saves on the non-manufacturing consumption (mostly lighting); and
2.	Producing more products over the same time period reduces losses in the manufacturing equipment consumption (e.g., such as less idle time and an increase in motor efficiency).

This measure is intended for faciliites who increase the production efficiency (i.e., more widgets per unit time). Facilities where the production efficiency remains constant, such that Na and Ne are equal, should not use this measure. Instead, these should be treated as custom projects.		Parameter update		This measure only works for situations where production efficiency (i.e., the ability of the customer to produce more units per hour) is increased. In some cases, it may be such that PRIME or LEAN practices increase the energy efficiency of the process while keeping the production efficiency the same. The SF algorithm will show zero savings in this scenario. Recommend specify that increased throughput is required for the algorithm to work.		Skumatz		Not clear if you're saying make up a new algorithm or …?  Not clear to me.  And I can't find measure life in these…  there should be a row for it?  And that factor should have a citation and age of that citation.		Must address Skumatz EUL concerns with EUL appendix update

		Batch 1.13		PSD2.6.2		Commercial Kitchen Equipment		Deemed savings values		Varies by equipment type		Varies by equipment type		No change		Savings values align with other TRMs		Skumatz		Where are the measure lifetimes for all these meausres?		Must address Skumatz EUL concerns with EUL appendix update

		Batch 1.14		PSD2.6.2		Commercial Kitchen Equipment		Savings		Varies by equipment type		Varies by equipment type		Parameter update		Savings sourced from ENERGY STAR calculator are  not consistent with the version accessed June 12, 2020. See linked table for new values.		Eversource (Ghani Ramdani)		The deemed values are based on calculator defaults that may not apply to the particular project.  Treat as custom measure and enter site specific data into the calculator.  Did they use the EnergyStar or FEMP foodservice calculator?  EnergyStar link is broken.		FEMP Calculator used - link broken but can include file with measure review

		Batch 1.15		PSD2.6.2		Commercial Kitchen Equipment		Varies by equipment		Varies by equipment type		Varies by equipment type		Parameter update		Savings sourced from ENERGY STAR calculator are  not consistent with the version accessed June 12, 2020. See linked table for new values.		Reviewer 2 (no name)		Agree with recommendation		No comment

		Batch 1.16		PSD2.6.2		Commercial Kitchen Equipment		Varies by equipment		Varies by equipment type		Varies by equipment type		Parameter update		Savings sourced from ENERGY STAR calculator are  not consistent with the version accessed June 12, 2020. See linked table for new values.		Reviewer 2 (no name)		Agree with recommendation		No comment

		Batch 1.17		PSD2.6.3		Lost Opportunity Custom		Baseline equipment		Baseline efficiencies for individual measures are based on code or federal standards (One common code used is IECC 2015)		Baseline efficiencies for individual measures are based on code or federal standards. Update the reference code to 2018 IECC.		Updated reference		The 2018 IECC Table C407.5.1 (1) has not changed from the 2015 IECC. However, update the reference to 2018 IECC Table 407.5.1 (1)		Eversource (Ghani Ramdani)		Agree, will update.		Eversource has indicated willingness to accommodate the recommended changes.

		Batch 1.18		PSD2.6.3		Lost Opportunity Custom		Custom savings algorithms 		Savings are calculated as the difference between baseline energy usage/peak demand and the energy use/peak demand after implementation of the custom measure		Savings are calculated as the difference between baseline energy usage/peak demand and the energy use/peak demand after implementation of the custom measure		No change		Aligns with other TRMs		PJ		Some custom measures may be dependent on some other variable rather than temperature.  Mention bin methods or regression models using other independent variables.		ERS will add clarifying text to the measure review

		Batch 1.19		PSD2.6.3		Lost Opportunity Custom		Demand savings from non temperature dependent measures (SKW + WKW)		0		0		No change		Standard savings methodologies that are based on custom engineering calculations.		PJ		Align peak demand savings calculations with ISO NE seasonal peak demand definition:  “Demand Resource Seasonal Peak Hours are those hours in which the actual, Real-Time hourly load for Monday through Friday on non-holidays, during the months of June, July, August, December, and January, as determined by the ISO, is equal to or greater than 90% of the most recent 50/50 system peal load forecast, as determined by the ISO, for the applicable summer or winter season."  Reference DNV-GL paper that defined the days and hours that conform to this definition.		ERS will add clarifying text to the measure review

		Batch 1.20		PSD2.6.3		Lost Opportunity Custom		Demand savings from temperature dependent measures		Summer and winter demand reductions are calculated using either a full load hourly analysis or a temperature bin analysis		Summer and winter demand reductions are calculated using either a full load hourly analysis or a temperature bin analysis		No change		Standard savings methodologies that are based on custom engineering calculations.		PJ		Will need to conduct an an hourly analysis to get the peak hour savings required for the ISO NE Seasonal Demand Resource calculation.		ERS will add clarifying text to the measure review

		Batch 1.21		PSD2.6.3		Lost Opportunity Custom		Demand savings from computer simulation models		Approved modeling software can be used to calculate summer and winter demand reductions		Approved modeling software can be used to calculate summer and winter demand reductions		No change		Standard savings methodologies that are based on custom modeling.		PJ		Same comment		ERS will add clarifying text to the measure review

		Batch 1.22		PSD2.6.3		Lost Opportunity Custom		Demand savings from computer simulation models		Approved modeling software can be used to calculate summer and winter demand reductions		Approved modeling software can be used to calculate summer and winter demand reductions		No change		Standard savings methodologies that are based on custom modeling.		Skumatz		Where is the savings calculation and the measure life?		Custom allows a wide range of measures, therefore defining algorithms or EULs is not possible in a single TRM chapter

		Batch 1.23		PSD2.7.1		Cool Roof		Sector (C&I, Residential)		C&I		C&I		Parameter update		This measure was discontinued in 2019 due to increase in code for baseline roof thermal emittance is now 0.75 since 2015 IECC. The savings calculations no longer are applicable.		Skumatz		No comment if discontinued		No comment

		Batch 1.24		PSD2.7.1		Cool Roof		Sector (C&I, Residential)		C&I		C&I		Remove from PSD		This measure was discontinued in 2019 due to increase in code for baseline roof thermal emittance is now 0.75 since 2015 IECC. The savings calculations no longer are applicable.		Eversource (Ghani Ramdani)		disountunued due increase efficieny of Cooling system but can be cosnidred under whole building modeling		Per Eversource: Consider measure under whole building modeling

		Batch 1.25		PSD2.7.1		Cool Roof		Measure application type (Lost opportunity, Retrofit, etc.)		Lost opportunity		Lost opportunity		Parameter update		This measure was discontinued in 2019 due to increase in code for baseline roof thermal emittance is now 0.75 since 2015 IECC. The savings calculations no longer are applicable.		Eversource (Ghani Ramdani)		disountunued due increase efficieny of Cooling system but can be cosnidred under whole building modeling		Per Eversource: Consider measure under whole building modeling

		Batch 1.26		PSD2.7.1		Cool Roof		Baseline equipment		N/A		N/A		Parameter update		This measure was discontinued in 2019 due to increase in code for baseline roof thermal emittance is now 0.75 since 2015 IECC. The savings calculations no longer are applicable.		Eversource (Ghani Ramdani)		disountunued due increase efficieny of Cooling system but can be cosnidred under whole building modeling		Per Eversource: Consider measure under whole building modeling

		Batch 1.27		PSD2.7.1		Cool Roof		Energy efficient equipment		N/A		N/A		Parameter update		This measure was discontinued in 2019 due to increase in code for baseline roof thermal emittance is now 0.75 since 2015 IECC. The savings calculations no longer are applicable.		Eversource (Ghani Ramdani)		disountunued due increase efficieny of Cooling system but can be cosnidred under whole building modeling		Per Eversource: Consider measure under whole building modeling

		Batch 1.28		PSD3.1.2		Refrigerator LED		ACOP - Average Coefficient of Performance		ACOP = 2.03 for freezers and 2.69 for coolers (used for interactive effects). 

If existing EERs are available, then ACOP = Average EER/3.413. Where Average EER = Full Load EER/0.85. If unknown, use default values: ACOP = 2.03 for freezers and 2.69 for coolers (used for interactive effects).		ACOP = 2.03 for freezers and 2.69 for coolers (used for interactive effects). 

If existing EERs are available, then ACOP = Average EER/3.413. Where Average EER = Full Load EER/0.85. If unknown, use default values: ACOP = 2.03 for freezers and 2.69 for coolers (used for interactive effects).		Proposed Further Secondary Research		CT PSD obtained ACOP values from 2009 ASHRAE handbook. NY TRM uses COP values from more recent evaluation report, however, the review team was unable to locate that study. CT values generally align with other TRMs but we recommend further research for this parameter.		PJ		Agree more research needed into ACOP values.  The freezer COP seems high to me.  ALso - what is the source of the 0.85 divisor to get annual average EER from the rated EER?  Should also be researched.		Agreement on further research

		Batch 1.29		PSD3.1.2		Refrigerator LED		ACOP - Average Coefficient of Performance		ACOP = 2.03 for freezers and 2.69 for coolers (used for interactive effects). 

If existing EERs are available, then ACOP = Average EER/3.413. Where Average EER = Full Load EER/0.85. If unknown, use default values: ACOP = 2.03 for freezers and 2.69 for coolers (used for interactive effects).		ACOP = 2.03 for freezers and 2.69 for coolers (used for interactive effects). 

If existing EERs are available, then ACOP = Average EER/3.413. Where Average EER = Full Load EER/0.85. If unknown, use default values: ACOP = 2.03 for freezers and 2.69 for coolers (used for interactive effects).		Proposed Further Secondary Research		CT PSD obtained ACOP values from 2009 ASHRAE handbook. NY TRM uses COP values from more recent evaluation report, however, the review team was unable to locate that study. CT values generally align with other TRMs but we recommend further research for this parameter.		Eversource (Ghani Ramdani)		look forward for secondary research and any studies documenting the new parameters		Agreement on further research

		Batch 1.30		PSD3.1.2		Refrigerator LED		COP - Coefficient of Performance		COP = 1.72 for freezers and 2.29 for coolers (used to calculate interactive affects)

If existing EERs are available, then COP = EER/3.413. For peak demand savings (kW), COP = 1.72 for freezers and 2.29 for coolers (used to calculate interactive affects). 		COP = 1.72 for freezers and 2.29 for coolers (used to calculate interactive affects)

If existing EERs are available, then COP = EER/3.413. For peak demand savings (kW), COP = 1.72 for freezers and 2.29 for coolers (used to calculate interactive affects). 		Proposed Further Secondary Research		CT PSD obtained ACOP values from 2009 ASHRAE handbook. NY TRM uses COP values from more recent evaluation report, however, the review team was unable to locate that study. CT values generally align with other TRMs but we recommend further research for this parameter.		Eversource (Ghani Ramdani)		look forward for secondary research and any studies documenting the new parameters		Agreement on further research

		Batch 1.31		PSD3.1.2		Refrigerator LED		COP - Coefficient of Performance		COP = 1.72 for freezers and 2.29 for coolers (used to calculate interactive affects)

If existing EERs are available, then COP = EER/3.413. For peak demand savings (kW), COP = 1.72 for freezers and 2.29 for coolers (used to calculate interactive affects). 		COP = 1.72 for freezers and 2.29 for coolers (used to calculate interactive affects)

If existing EERs are available, then COP = EER/3.413. For peak demand savings (kW), COP = 1.72 for freezers and 2.29 for coolers (used to calculate interactive affects). 		Proposed Further Secondary Research		CT PSD obtained ACOP values from 2009 ASHRAE handbook. NY TRM uses COP values from more recent evaluation report, however, the review team was unable to locate that study. CT values generally align with other TRMs but we recommend further research for this parameter.		Skumatz		Where are EUL parameters and citations?		Must address Skumatz EUL concerns with EUL appendix update

		Batch 1.32		PSD3.1.2		Refrigerator LED		h/H - Lighting Annual Run Hours		H - used in Inputs table 3-D & h - used in Nomenclature table 3-E		Use either h or H consistently throughout the entire measure		Editorial update		Consistency		Eversource (Ghani Ramdani)		will update		Agreement

		Batch 1.33		PSD3.1.2		Refrigerator LED		AKW - Average Demand Savings for both Summer and Winter		0		0		No change		Other TRMs use similar savings algorithms that are in-line with CT PSD savings approach		PJ		Check to see if the coincidence factors line up wit the ISO NE seasonal peak demand resource definition.		ERS will review coincidence factors

		Batch 1.34		PSD3.2.1		Water Saving Measures		Measure application type (Lost opportunity, Retrofit, etc.)		Retrofit		Retrofit		No change		Aligns with other TRMs		Skumatz		No changes  /no comments		No comment/Agreement

		Batch 1.35		PSD3.2.1		Water Saving Measures		Baseline equipment		Existing pre-rinse spray valves, shower heads, and faucet aerators. 

Existing conditions are based on the DOE's online savings calculator: https://www.energy.gov/eere/femp/energy-cost-calculator-faucets-and-showerheads-0#output. 		Existing pre-rinse spray valves, shower heads, and faucet aerators. 

Existing conditions are based on the DOE's online savings calculator: https://www.energy.gov/eere/femp/energy-cost-calculator-faucets-and-showerheads-0#output. 		No change		Aligns with other TRMs		Reviewer 1 (no name)		Use gpm of removed device, or baseline from DOE calculator if not available.  Suggest studying and updating the baseline gpm in a future evaluation study.		Agree with regular update of baseline gpm. ERS will mark for future evaluation study.

		Batch 1.36		PSD3.2.1		Water Saving Measures		Energy efficient equipment		Pre-rinse spray valves, shower heads, and faucet aerators that
have an average flow rate of 1.6 gpm (or less), 2.0 gpm, and 1.5 gpm respectively		Pre-rinse spray valves, shower heads, and faucet aerators that
have an average flow rate of 1.6 gpm (or less), 2.0 gpm, and 1.5 gpm respectively		No change		Aligns with other TRMs		Reviewer 1 (no name)		Base savings on actual installed unit gpm.  Use program maximum qualifying gpm if actual not available.		Agree with both statements, though we expect actual installed gpm to be tracked and used by programs. Will add text to measure review to clarify.

		Batch 1.37		PSD3.2.1		Water Saving Measures		Federal Energy Management Program: Energy Cost Calculator for Faucets and Showerheads		Federal Energy Management Program: Energy Cost Calculator for Faucets and Showerheads		Federal Energy Management Program: Energy Cost Calculator for Faucets and Showerheads		No change		Aligns with other TRMs		Reviewer 1 (no name)		Femp calculator based on min/day of use.  May need to supply other equations to calculate this value such as number of occupants, meals served, etc.  Equation is fairly straightforward and should be reproduced in the PSD.		Other parameters such as occupants and meals served are not likely to be tracked by programs, therefore the FEMP min/day is most accurate option.

		Batch 1.38		PSD3.2.1		Water Saving Measures		AKWHw 		Spray valves: 126 kWh for grocery and 957 kWh for non-grocery

Showerhead: 507 kWh and Aerator: 309 kWh		Spray valves: 126 kWh for grocery and 957 kWh for non-grocery

Showerhead: 507 kWh and Aerator: 309 kWh		No change		Savings verified on: https://www.energy.gov/eere/femp/energy-cost-calculator-faucets-and-showerheads-0#output.		Reviewer 1 (no name)		Deemed values based on FEMP tool defaults, which may not be applicable.  Use program or project specific data in the calculations.  WHat is the embedded assumption for water heater efficiency?		Site-specific kWh values are unlikely to be calculated per install, we therefore will rely on industry averages provided by FEMP.

		Batch 1.39		PSD3.2.1		Water Saving Measures		Peak Savings		0		0		No change		Aligns with other TRMs		Reviewer 1 (no name)		Could be peak savings depending on the hourly water use demand profile.  Compare hourly profile to hours of the day defined in the DNV-GL seasonal peak demand memo to see if the water use is non-zero.		Possible to investigate if existing commercial DHW profiles are available for comparison; however, relative impacts are likely minimal compared with other candidates for follow-up research

		Batch 1.40		PSD3.2.1		Water Saving Measures		PDw		0.00321 * ACCFw		0.00321 * ACCFw		No change		This is CT specific value. 		Reviewer 1 (no name)		What is the basis of the peak demand multiplier? 		Since the same peak factor value is used to estimate peak day savings for all gas savings measures, the value needs to be scrutinized. The peak day factor might need to be updated depending on how it is calculated. No clear reference to the Pdfactor in the PSD.

		Batch 1.41		PSD3.2.8		Add Speed Control to Rooftop Unit Fan		Baseline equipment		Existing Constant Speed Rooftop Fans		Existing Constant Speed Rooftop Fans		No change		The current measure description and savings approach does not clearly identify what type of controls are to be installed and what the savings are assuming. 		PJ		Identify which fan (supply fan, return fan, relief air fan, or condenser fan) and the baseline control strategy.  Is this measure bundled with other control measures?  Single zone applications only?		Parameters will vary by fan type (see below). Bundles with other control measures are likely to be handled custom

		Batch 1.42		PSD3.2.8		Add Speed Control to Rooftop Unit Fan		Derived via spreadsheet		Derived via spreadsheet		Derived via spreadsheet		Proposed Further Secondary Research		The current approach relies on a spreadsheet which is not available to review. This approach appears to yeld negative savings if the hours are low. The IL TRM addressed this by modeling systems and providing savings per tons. 		PJ		Will you provide the algorithms used in the spreadsheet?		As indicated in text, the spreadsheet is unavailable for review. 

		Batch 1.43		PSD3.2.8		Add Speed Control to Rooftop Unit Fan		Derived via spreadsheet		Derived via spreadsheet		Derived via spreadsheet		Proposed Further Secondary Research		The current approach relies on a spreadsheet which is not available to review. This approach appears to yeld negative savings if the hours are low. The IL TRM addressed this by modeling systems and providing savings per tons. 		Eversource (Jim Williamson)		The negative savings error should be corrected for 2021 version. - JW		VSDs can produce negative impacts at low run hours as they typically cause a 3% penalty as compared with constant speed

		Batch 1.44		PSD3.2.8		Add Speed Control to Rooftop Unit Fan		Derived via spreadsheet		Derived via spreadsheet		Derived via spreadsheet		Proposed Further Secondary Research		The current approach relies on a spreadsheet which is not available to review. This approach appears to yeld negative savings if the hours are low. The IL TRM addressed this by modeling systems and providing savings per tons. 		Skumatz		We asked for this spreadsheet? Where is measure life assumption / citation / year?  I would think zero savings if can't review the methodology…  have to see the spreadsheet.		Spreadsheet has not yet been acquired. Measure lives will be addressed in aggregate via appendix review upcoming

		Batch 1.45		PSD3.2.8		Add Speed Control to Rooftop Unit Fan		LF - Fan Motor Load Factor		0.8		Varies per equipment or 80% or *65%		Parameter update		Allow for custom input and default to current 80%, or update to LF of 65% recommended for HVAC Variable Frequency Drives.		Eversource (Jim Williamson)		If we change this, we should reference back to study that shows why 65% is better. -JW		Here is the study referenced in the other TRMs. Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, and Resource Dynamics Corporation. (2008). “Improving Motor and Drive System
Performance; A Sourcebook for Industry”. U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy.
Golden, CO: National Renewable Energy Laboratory, or https://www.energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2014/04/f15/amo_motors_sourcebook_web.pdf 

		Batch 1.46		PSD3.2.8		Add Speed Control to Rooftop Unit Fan		H - Fan Run Hours		Table - HVAC Fan Motor Hours - Appendix 5 		Table - HVAC Fan Motor Hours - Appendix 5 		Proposed Further Secondary Research		The current approach relies on a spreadsheet which is not available to review. This approach appears to yeld negative savings if the hours are low. The IL TRM addressed this by modeling systems and providing savings per tons. 		PJ		Make sure algorithm is capable of calculating peak demand savings according to ISO NE seasonal peak demand definition.		We will investigate spreadsheet further once acquired

		Batch 1.47		PSD3.2.8		Add Speed Control to Rooftop Unit Fan		H - Fan Run Hours		Table - HVAC Fan Motor Hours - Appendix 5 		Table - HVAC Fan Motor Hours - Appendix 5 		Proposed Further Secondary Research		The current approach relies on a spreadsheet which is not available to review. This approach appears to yeld negative savings if the hours are low. The IL TRM addressed this by modeling systems and providing savings per tons. 		Eversource (Jim Williamson)		The negative savings error should be corrected for 2021 version. - JW		VSDs can produce negative impacts at low run hours as they typically cause a 3% penalty as compared with constant speed

		Batch 1.48		PSD3.2.8		Add Speed Control to Rooftop Unit Fan		H1 - Fan Run Hours at Stage 1		H1 = 75% x EFLHc / 50% + 75% x EFLHh / 50%		H1 = 75% x EFLHc / 50% + 75% x EFLHh / 50%		No change		Aligns with IL TRM methodology		PJ		EFLH is not equivalent to fan run hours.  Research fan run hours rather than relying on heating and cooling EFLH		The IL TRM povides savings values for additional controler operation beyond what the CT PSD calcualtes. It however uses the same study as its source and the equations from the study that breaks down fan speed based on the stage of heating and cooling. The IL TRM does simplify the measure by modeling multiple situations and providing a kWh/ton savings variable however this value is based on this equation and operating hours specific to IL. 

		Batch 1.49		PSD3.2.8		Add Speed Control to Rooftop Unit Fan		EFLHc - Equivalent full Load Cooling Hours		table - Cooling FLHrs - Appendix 5		table - Cooling FLHrs - Appendix 5		No change		Aligns with IL TRM methodology		PJ		Cooling EFLH values vary from NY TRM for NYC and Poughkeepsie  Use separate coastal and inland values?  		There were concerns raised and additional research recommended around Fan run hours. This recommendation could also be added to the EFLHs for heating and cooling as well. These values all come from Appendix 5 which is not sourced and the assumptions behind these values are not documented making it difficult to understand how they would apply to this measure. 

		Batch 1.50		PSD3.2.8		Add Speed Control to Rooftop Unit Fan		EFLHh - Equivalent Full Load Heating Hours		table - Heat Pump FLHrs - Appendix 5		table - Heat Pump FLHrs - Appendix 5		No change		Aligns with IL TRM methodology		PJ		Heating EFLH data in Appendix 5 are labeled "heat pump." Not sure how these relate to other heating system types.  		There were concerns raised and additional research recommended around Fan run hours. This recommendation could also be added to the EFLHs for heating and cooling as well. These values all come from Appendix 5 which is not sourced and the assumptions behind these values are not documented making it difficult to understand how they would apply to this measure. 

		Batch 1.51		PSD3.2.8		Add Speed Control to Rooftop Unit Fan		EUL		15 - 2-Speed Motor Control in Rooftop Unit
10 - Most of the HVAC Control Measures		15		Parameter update		Current value is based on the controller, IL TRM bases their value on life of CO sensor. 		Eversource (Jim Williamson)		Value would also be dependent of remaning life of RTU. It may be best to keep at 10 years to be consistant with other HVAC measures		15-year for two-speed acknowledges that fewer sensors might fail than for variable-speed

		Batch 1.52		PSD3.2.8		Add Speed Control to Rooftop Unit Fan		AKWHe - Annual Gross Electric Energy Consumption - Existing System		AKWHe = Kwe x H		AKWHe = Kwe x H		Proposed Further Secondary Research		The current approach relies on a spreadsheet which is not available to review. This approach appears to yeld negative savings if the hours are low. The IL TRM addressed this by modeling systems and providing savings per tons. 		Eversource (Jim Williamson)		The negative savings error should be corrected for 2021 version. - JW		VSDs can produce negative impacts at low run hours as they typically cause a 3% penalty as compared with constant speed

		Batch 1.53		PSD3.2.8		Add Speed Control to Rooftop Unit Fan		AKWHr - Annual Gross Electric Energy Consumption - After Retrofit		0		0		Proposed Further Secondary Research		The current approach relies on a spreadsheet which is not available to review. This approach appears to yeld negative savings if the hours are low. The IL TRM addressed this by modeling systems and providing savings per tons. 		Eversource (Jim Williamson)		The negative savings error should be corrected for 2021 version. - JW		VSDs can produce negative impacts at low run hours as they typically cause a 3% penalty as compared with constant speed

		Batch 1.54		PSD3.2.8		Add Speed Control to Rooftop Unit Fan		AKWH - Annual Gross Electric Energy Savings		AKWH = AKWHe - AKWHr		AKWH = AKWHe - AKWHr		Proposed Further Secondary Research		The current approach relies on a spreadsheet which is not available to review. This approach appears to yeld negative savings if the hours are low. The IL TRM addressed this by modeling systems and providing savings per tons. 		Eversource (Jim Williamson)		The negative savings error should be corrected for 2021 version. - JW		VSDs can produce negative impacts at low run hours as they typically cause a 3% penalty as compared with constant speed

		Batch 1.55		PSD3.2.8		Add Speed Control to Rooftop Unit Fan		AKW - Annual Summer and Winter Seasonal Peak Demand Savings		0		0		Proposed Further Secondary Research		The current approach relies on a spreadsheet which is not available to review. This approach appears to yeld negative savings if the hours are low. The IL TRM addressed this by modeling systems and providing savings per tons. 		Eversource (Jim Williamson)		The negative savings error should be corrected for 2021 version. - JW		VSDs can produce negative impacts at low run hours as they typically cause a 3% penalty as compared with constant speed

		Batch 1.56		PSD3.2.8		Add Speed Control to Rooftop Unit Fan		AKW - Annual Summer and Winter Seasonal Peak Demand Savings		0		0		Proposed Further Secondary Research		The current approach relies on a spreadsheet which is not available to review. This approach appears to yeld negative savings if the hours are low. The IL TRM addressed this by modeling systems and providing savings per tons. 		PJ		Make sure algorithm is capable of calculating peak demand savings according to ISO NE seasonal peak demand definition.		We will investigate spreadsheet further once acquired

		Batch 1.57		PSD3.2.9		Commercial Kitchen Hood Controls		Engineering Algorithm		Custom Spreadsheet		Custom Spreadsheet		Proposed Further Secondary Research		Custom spreadsheet not available for review. Recommend further review of spreadsheet to validate calculations, or to develop a standardized algorithm if spreadsheet is not available for general use.		PJ		Make algorithm a function of MUA supply air setpoint and whether the MUA unit cools and/or heats the MUA.  MUA unit turndown may not follow exhaust fan turndown.		We will investigate spreadsheet further once acquired

		Batch 1.58		PSD3.2.9		Commercial Kitchen Hood Controls		Engineering Algorithm		Custom Spreadsheet		Custom Spreadsheet		Proposed Further Secondary Research		Custom spreadsheet not available for review. Recommend further review of spreadsheet to validate calculations, or to develop a standardized algorithm if spreadsheet is not available for general use.		Eversource (Jim Williamson)		I agree that we should have an updated equation in the TRM here based on airflow and proposed runtimes. The proposed method might consider using a derate factor to account for common occurance when MAU is not varied bu the kitchen hood is ( minimizing savings). -JW		We will investigate spreadsheet further once acquired

		Batch 1.59		PSD3.2.9		Commercial Kitchen Hood Controls		Engineering Algorithm		Custom Spreadsheet		Custom Spreadsheet		Proposed Further Secondary Research		Custom spreadsheet not available for review. Recommend further review of spreadsheet to validate calculations, or to develop a standardized algorithm if spreadsheet is not available for general use.		Skumatz		No spreadsheet - same coments - if can't review how can they claim savings.  And where is EUL?		We will investigate spreadsheet further once acquired

		Batch 1.60		PSD3.2.9		Commercial Kitchen Hood Controls		Flow Reduction - FR, %		Site Specific Input		Site Specific Input		No change		Standard input for calculatios		PJ		Flow reduction depends on whether cooking process is "batch" or "order."  Also, smoke plus temperature activated systems give different flow reduction response than temperature activated only systems.		We will investigate spreadsheet further once acquired

		Batch 1.61		PSD3.2.9		Commercial Kitchen Hood Controls		Modified Heating Degree Days - MHDD, Deg. F-Day		Site Specific Input		Site Specific Input		No change		Standard input for calculatios		PJ		DD base temperature is a function of MUA unit supply air temperature setpoint.		Agree, and we will recommend that this is explicitly stated in the parameter definition

		Batch 1.62		PSD3.2.9		Commercial Kitchen Hood Controls		Modified Cooling Degree Day - CDD, Deg. F-Day		Site Specific Input		Site Specific Input		No change		Standard input for calculatios		PJ		DD base temperature is a function of MUA unit supply air temperature setpoint.		Agree, and we will recommend that this is explicitly stated in the parameter definition

		Batch 1.63		PSD3.3.1		Custom Measures		Sector (C&I, Residential)		C&I		C&I		No change		Aligns with other TRMs		Skumatz		I don't see an EUL in here anywhere…?		Measure lives will be investigated in upcoming appendix review/fast fill

		Batch 1.64		PSD3.4.1		Cooler Night Covers		Measure application type (Lost opportunity, Retrofit, etc.)		Retrofit		Retrofit		No change		Aligns with other TRMs		Skumatz		EUL??		Measure lives will be investigated in upcoming appendix review/fast fill

		Batch 1.65		PSD3.4.1		Cooler Night Covers		Efficient Equipment		Multi-deck refrigerated coolers with covers		Multi-deck refrigerated coolers with covers		No change		Aligns with other TRMs		PJ		Is this measure still included in programs?  Can we eliminate?		While some utilities may no longer sponsor the measure, it is not in the PSD review team's scope to make that decision

		Batch 1.66		PSD3.4.1		Cooler Night Covers		SF - Savings Factor based on the temperature of the case		0		0		No change		Aligns with other TRMs		PJ		Verify SF if measure is not dropped from PSD.		SF of 0.03 kW/ft for Low Temp, 0.02 kW/ft for Med Temp and 0.01 kW/ft for High Temp is being used by the CT PSD.

		Batch 1.67		PSD3.4.2		Evaporator Fan Controls		Sector (C&I, Residential)		C&I		C&I		No change		Aligns with other TRMS		Skumatz		EULS not shown - lots of other assumptions and parameters…?		Measure lives will be investigated in upcoming appendix review/fast fill

		Batch 1.68		PSD3.4.2		Evaporator Fan Controls		Energy efficient equipment		Control system that either shuts off or reduces the speed of the evaporator fans when thermostat is not calling for cooling. 		Control system that either shuts off or reduces the speed of the evaporator fans when thermostat is not calling for cooling. 		No change		Aligns with other TRMS		PJ		On/off v. multispeed controls will give different savings values.  Provide an algorithm for each and indicate where each control strategy is applicable.		The difference in savings between on/off and multipseed fan control is accounted for with the existing r factor. 1 for on/off and 0.86 for multi-speed

		Batch 1.69		PSD3.4.2		Evaporator Fan Controls		Reduction in fan hours and power		Reduction in fan hours and power		Reduction in fan hours and power		No change		Aligns with other TRMS		PJ		Include interactive effects of fan heat with refrigeration system.		Interactive effects are included in the analysis and the Savings Methodology description in the PSD already. 

		Batch 1.70		PSD3.4.2		Evaporator Fan Controls		ACOP coolers		2.69		2.69		Proposed Further Secondary Research		CT PSD obtained ACOP values from 2009 ASHRAE handbook and consultant interviews which the review team was unable to verify. NY TRM uses COP values from a more recent evaluation report, however, the review team was unable to locate that study. CT values generally align with other TRMs but we recommend further research for this parameter.		Eversource (Jim Williamson) - Pete Jacobs - Skumatz		Common COP values may be slightly higher now, these can be researched and replaced based on referenced sources. - JW		Supported additional research.

		Batch 1.71		PSD3.4.2		Evaporator Fan Controls		CF - Summer Peak Coincidence Factor		Assumed 1 - not included in calculation		Assumed 1 - not included in calculation		Proposed Primary Research		Currently assumes average kW reduction. It is reasonable to expect that fans operate more during peak periods to handle peak cooling loads reducing the peak savings.		Eversource (Jim Williamson) - Pete Jacobs - Skumatz		I agree that it makes sense to look at new coincidence factor rather than using average peak kW - JW.		Supported additional research.

		Batch 1.72		PSD3.4.2		Evaporator Fan Controls		EUL		10 - Refrigeration Control		10 - Evaporator Fan Control		New parameter update		Appendix 4 does not currently list evaporator fan controls but only refrigeration controls. 		PJ		How does this relate to EUL?		Measure lives will be investigated in upcoming appendix review/fast fill

		Batch 1.73		PSD3.4.2		Evaporator Fan Controls		EUL		10 - Refrigeration Control		10 - Evaporator Fan Control		New parameter update		Appendix 4 does not currently list evaporator fan controls but only refrigeration controls. 		Eversource (Jim Williamson)		ok to add to app 4. -JW		Our review proposed additional research, and Eversource agrees

		Batch 1.74		PSD3.4.3		Evaporator Fans Motor Replacement		ACOP - Coolers		2.69		2.69		Proposed Further Secondary Research		CT PSD obtained ACOP values from 2009 ASHRAE handbook and consultant interviews which the review team was unable to verify. NY TRM uses COP values from a more recent evaluation report, however, the review team was unable to locate that study. CT values generally align with other TRMs but we recommend further research for this parameter.		PJ		Coordinate revised ACOP values across all refrigeration measues.		We will propose this secondary COP research with EA Team

		Batch 1.75		PSD3.4.3		Evaporator Fans Motor Replacement		ACOP - Coolers		2.69		2.69		Proposed Further Secondary Research		CT PSD obtained ACOP values from 2009 ASHRAE handbook and consultant interviews which the review team was unable to verify. NY TRM uses COP values from a more recent evaluation report, however, the review team was unable to locate that study. CT values generally align with other TRMs but we recommend further research for this parameter.		Eversource (Jim Williamson)		Common COP values may be slightly higher now, these can be researched and replaced based on referenced sources. - JW		We will propose this secondary COP research with EA Team

		Batch 1.76		PSD3.4.3		Evaporator Fans Motor Replacement		ACOP - Coolers		2.69		2.69		Proposed Further Secondary Research		CT PSD obtained ACOP values from 2009 ASHRAE handbook and consultant interviews which the review team was unable to verify. NY TRM uses COP values from a more recent evaluation report, however, the review team was unable to locate that study. CT values generally align with other TRMs but we recommend further research for this parameter.		Skumatz		Good backup research…  / tracking down better values.  EUL???		Measure lives will be investigated in upcoming appendix review/fast fill

		Batch 1.77		PSD3.4.3		Evaporator Fans Motor Replacement		ACOP - Freezers		2.03		2.03		Proposed Further Secondary Research		CT PSD obtained ACOP values from 2009 ASHRAE handbook and consultant interviews which the review team was unable to verify. NY TRM uses COP values from a more recent evaluation report, however, the review team was unable to locate that study. CT values generally align with other TRMs but we recommend further research for this parameter.		Eversource (Jim Williamson) - Pete Jacobs - Skumatz		Common COP values may be slightly higher now, these can be researched and replaced based on referenced sources. - JW		Supported additional research.

		Batch 1.78		PSD3.4.3		Evaporator Fans Motor Replacement		COP - Coolers		2.29		N/A		Parameter update		Remove as it is not used in the analysis		Eversource (Jim Williamson)		agree to remove non used variables - JW		Agreement

		Batch 1.79		PSD3.4.3		Evaporator Fans Motor Replacement		COP - Freezers		1.72		N/A		Parameter update		Remove as it is not used in the analysis		Eversource (Jim Williamson)		agree to remove non used variables - JW		Agreement

		Batch 1.80		PSD3.4.3		Evaporator Fans Motor Replacement		AKWH		0		0		No change		Aligns with other TRMS		PJ		Add note that fan power (W) can subsitute for V*A*PF 		Agree, and we will recommend that this is explicitly stated in the parameter definition

		Batch 1.81		PSD3.4.3		Evaporator Fans Motor Replacement		AKW 		AKW = AKWH / 8760		AKW = AKWH / 8760 x CF		Algorithm update		CF is currently not included in the peak savings calculation. Recommend updating algorithm.		PJ		kW = kWh/8760 works for uncontrolled fans.  Check control strategy against ISO NE seasonal peak hours for kW savings on controlled fans.		Will add recommendation for further research in the ISO-NE peak CF for this measure. 

		Batch 1.82		PSD3.4.3		Evaporator Fans Motor Replacement		AKW 		AKW = AKWH / 8760		AKW = AKWH / 8760 x CF		Algorithm update		CF is currently not included in the peak savings calculation. Recommend updating algorithm.		Eversource (Jim Williamson)		agree to update peak kW to include CF. Evap motors likely not running 8760 - JW		Agreement

		Batch 1.83		PSD3.4.3		Evaporator Fans Motor Replacement		DP Factor and Fan Run Hours		[1] DP Factor - Power reduction factors of existing fans are based on correspondence with a National Resource Management (NRM) representative on Mar. 3 and Jun. 6, 2011. 
[2] Fan Hours - Fan off hours after measure installation (h) is based on correspondence with Nick Gianakos, Nicholas Group, P.C., Jun. 27, 2010. If fan controls are being installed concurrently with this measure, then savings calculation for this measure should be coordinated with 3.4.2 to ensure the ending point of one measure (fan power/hours) is the starting point for the other. 		Add reference: Becker, B.R, and Fricke B.A., High Efficiency Evaporator Fan Motors for Commercial Refrigeration Applications, Purdue Labs, 2016.

https://docs.lib.purdue.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=2588&context=iracc		Updated reference		Additional reference.		Eversource (Jim Williamson)		I support additional Becker study reference here - JW		Agreement

		Batch 1.84		PSD3.4.4		Door Heater Controls		Sector		C&I		C&I		No change		Aligns with other TRMs		Eversource (Tushnik Goswami)		Overall comment: I’ve not put any comments in the sheet as the ERS note is specific and echoes our findings for 3.4.4 Door Heater Controls as per other TRM’s and studies. In our PSD currently the heater control considers only one control type i.e. measuring the store relative humidity and turning the heater on or off based on that, we can include another control type which operates on door conductivity and there are also studies which indicate an interactive refrigerator savings multiplier that can be used(see Pg. 78 (Footnote)/Pg. 91 (PDF Reader) of the NEEP report,  Commercial Refrigeration Loadshape Project 
October 2015, https://neep.org/commercial-refrigeration-loadshape-report-10-2015-0		Additional research into the difference between conductivity/dewpoint controls and humidity controls can be added to the currently suggested research for on/off versus micropulse controls. 

For the interactive effects the values are recongnized to be reasonable as the provided study suggests, however the current listed source isn't reproducable with publically available data. The current values are consistent within the region and an updated based on a survey of CT grocery refrigeration systems would be the prefered update to be specific to CT. 

		Batch 1.85		PSD3.4.4		Door Heater Controls		Energy efficient equipment		Door Heater Controls		Door Heater Controls:
On/Off
Micropulse		Parameter update		Recommend add On/Off and Micropulse to add flexibility to the measure as occurrs with other TRMs.		Skumatz		Was looking for source of micropulse approach? Cadmus?  Citation only at bottom?		https://cadmusgroup.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/NEEP-CRL_Report_FINAL_clean.pdf?submissionGuid=cb214243-bab8-479a-a4c4-c8e5c64ae7b2

		Batch 1.86		PSD3.4.4		Door Heater Controls		CF - Seasonal Peak demand Coincident Factor for Refrigeration		1		On/Off SSP 0.315 (41w/130w), WSP 0.3 (39w/130w)
Micropulse SSP 0.462 (60w/130w), WSP 0.431 (56w/130w)		Parameter update		MA, NY, MidAtlantic TRMs all reference lower CFs and point out that door heaters must run more in humid conditions which typically align with SSP periods.  The reference used in the MidAtlantic TRM provided ISO-NE seasonal peak factors from the study. Recommend update: https://cadmusgroup.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/NEEP-CRL_Report_FINAL_clean.pdf?submissionGuid=cb214243-bab8-479a-a4c4-c8e5c64ae7b2		PJ		Make sure CFs are consistent with ISO NE Seasonal Peak Demand Resource definition		Per note, the Mid-Atlantic values used consider ISO-NE Seasonal Peak definition

		Batch 1.87		PSD3.4.4		Door Heater Controls		CF - Seasonal Peak demand Coincident Factor for Refrigeration		1		On/Off SSP 0.315 (41w/130w), WSP 0.3 (39w/130w)
Micropulse SSP 0.462 (60w/130w), WSP 0.431 (56w/130w)		Parameter update		MA, NY, MidAtlantic TRMs all reference lower CFs and point out that door heaters must run more in humid conditions which typically align with SSP periods.  The reference used in the MidAtlantic TRM provided ISO-NE seasonal peak factors from the study. Recommend update: https://cadmusgroup.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/NEEP-CRL_Report_FINAL_clean.pdf?submissionGuid=cb214243-bab8-479a-a4c4-c8e5c64ae7b2		Skumatz		again EUL?		Measure lives will be investigated in upcoming appendix review/fast fill

		Batch 1.88		PSD3.4.4		Door Heater Controls		h - Heater Off Hours After Measure Installation - Coolers:		6500		On/Off 2786
Micropulse 4196		Proposed Further Secondary Research		MidAtlantic TRM provides different reduced hours for control types. The referenced source for the values was reviewed and inputs adjusted for CT specific conditions. This change removes the cooler/freezer reduced hours and switches to control type. Further research could be completed to provide adjustments for control type and cooler/freezer.		PJ		Control hours should vary by case type and temperature		Commenter agrees with further parameter update research

		Batch 1.89		PSD3.4.4		Door Heater Controls		h - Heater Off Hours After Measure Installation - Freezers:		4070		On/Off 2786
Micropulse 4196		Proposed Further Secondary Research		MidAtlantic TRM provides different reduced hours for control types. The referenced source for the values was reviewed and inputs adjusted for CT specific conditions. This change removes the cooler/freezer reduced hours and switches to control type. Further research could be completed to provide adjustments for control type and cooler/freezer.		PJ		Control hours should vary by case type and temperature		Commenter agrees with further parameter update research

		Batch 1.90		PSD3.4.5		Vending Machine Controls		Sector (C&I, Residential)		C&I		C&I		No change		Aligns with other TRMs		Eversource (Tushnik Goswami)		OVERALL comment: Agreed w updates, requires updated values for ESF, requires EUL study and can also include the Hours of operation based on location of the vending machine, existing table in NY TRM.		Agreement with parameter-level recommendations following

		Batch 1.91		PSD3.4.5		Vending Machine Controls		ESF Refrigerated Beverage Vending Machines		0.44		0.46		Parameter update		Savings based on 2017 study. Recommend update to align with current manufacturer literature. https://www.energymisers.com/#:~:text=VM2iQ,Learn%20More.		Eversource (Tushnik Goswami)		Unable to confirm values in manufacturer website		https://www.energymisers.com/

		Batch 1.92		PSD3.4.5		Vending Machine Controls		ESF Non-Refrigerated Snack Vending Machines		0.52		0.25		Parameter update		Savings based on 2017 study. Recommend update to align with current manufacturer literature. https://www.energymisers.com/#:~:text=VM2iQ,Learn%20More.		Eversource (Tushnik Goswami)		Study referenced is not accessible by the link		The original studies referenced in the CT PSD are no longer available from energymiser. The current values listed by energymiser are found here. https://www.energymisers.com/

		Batch 1.93		PSD3.4.5		Vending Machine Controls		ESF Non-Refrigerated Snack Vending Machines		0.52		0.25		Parameter update		Savings based on 2017 study. Recommend update to align with current manufacturer literature. https://www.energymisers.com/#:~:text=VM2iQ,Learn%20More.		Skumatz		and EULs?		Measure lives will be investigated in upcoming appendix review/fast fill

		Batch 1.94		PSD3.4.5		Vending Machine Controls		ESF Glass Front Refrigerated Coolers		0.44		0.35		Parameter update		Savings based on 2017 study. Recommend update to align with current manufacturer literature. https://www.energymisers.com/#:~:text=VM2iQ,Learn%20More.		Eversource (Tushnik Goswami)		Unable to confirm these values from NY TRM		The original studies referenced in the CT PSD are no longer available from energymiser. The current values listed by energymiser are found here. https://www.energymisers.com/

		Batch 1.95		PSD3.4.5		Vending Machine Controls		SkW - Summer Demand Savings		0		0		No change		Aligns with other TRMs		PJ		Will likely be some peak demand impacts.  Ignore for now?		We recommend ignoring as our limited research funds should be used on higher-impact measures

		Batch 1.96		PSD3.4.5		Vending Machine Controls		WkW - Winter Demand Savings		0		0		No change		Aligns with other TRMs		PJ		Will likely be some peak demand impacts.  Ignore for now?		We recommend ignoring as our limited research funds should be used on higher-impact measures

		Batch 1.97		PSD3.4.5		Vending Machine Controls		EUL		Not Listed in measure		5 - Appendix 4 - New entry would be needed		New parameter update		Savings based on 2017 study. Recommend update to align with current manufacturer literature. https://www.energymisers.com/#:~:text=VM2iQ,Learn%20More.		Eversource (Tushnik Goswami)		Study referenced is not accessible by the link		The original studies referenced in the CT PSD are no longer available from energymiser. The current values listed by energymiser are found here. https://www.energymisers.com/

		Batch 1.98		PSD3.4.5		Vending Machine Controls		Wattage of Vending Machines and Reduced hours		[1] USA Technologies, Energy Savings Calculator Vending Machine USA TECH [Microsoft Excel], Jul. 2017.  
[2] Cooling Miser has the same ESF and Watts as Vending Misers. Based on correspondence and email from Bunny Proof, USA Technologies, Aug. 2017. 		Energy Misers calculator: http://www.energymisers.com/calculator.php

Energy Misers Savings Factors: https://www.energymisers.com/#:~:text=VM2iQ,Learn%20More

		Updated reference		Updated references from Vending Misers. 		Eversource (Tushnik Goswami)		Study referenced is not accessible by the link		The original studies referenced in the CT PSD are no longer available from energymiser. The current values listed by energymiser are found here. https://www.energymisers.com/

		Batch 1.99		PSD3.4.6		Add Doors to Open Refrigerated Display Cases		Sector (C&I, Residential)		C&I		C&I		No change		Aligns with other TRMs		Eversource (Tushnik Goswami)		Overall comment: Agreed. that we should update algorithm required as per NY TRM		Agreement

		Batch 1.100		PSD3.4.6		Add Doors to Open Refrigerated Display Cases		SFakwh - Door Heater		202.7		Coolers - 182.5
Freezers - 375.3		Parameter update		Aligning with NY TRM methodology using same source and correcting an error. 202.7 should have been 182.5. 
Note: Standard doors have door heaters, high efficiency doors do not have door heaters.		Skumatz		Looking for age of the work  & sources from the other states, CT year, and source - sources not in last line?		The source data is from 2009 and is the same as the NY TRM. This is not a very common measure in TRMs and quality research is limited. California has some research on this in the DEER database but it provides savings by location making it difficult to adjust savings for CT climate. 

		Batch 1.101		PSD3.4.6		Add Doors to Open Refrigerated Display Cases		SFakwh - Gap		202.7		Coolers - 182.5
Freezers - 375.3		Parameter update		Aligning with NY TRM methodology using same source and correcting an error. 202.7 should have been 182.5. 
Note: Standard doors have door heaters, high efficiency doors do not have door heaters.		Skumatz		And EULs ?		Measure lives will be investigated in upcoming appendix review/fast fill

		Batch 1.102		PSD3.4.6		Add Doors to Open Refrigerated Display Cases		COPref - Cooler		N/A		ACOP 2.69		Proposed Further Secondary Research		CT PSD obtained ACOP values from 2009 ASHRAE handbook and consultant interviews which the review team was unable to verify. NY TRM uses COP values from a more recent evaluation report, however, the review team was unable to locate that study. CT values generally align with other TRMs but we recommend further research for this parameter.		PJ		Coordinate with other refrigeration measures		We will propose this secondary COP research with EA Team

		Batch 1.103		PSD3.4.6		Add Doors to Open Refrigerated Display Cases		AKWH - Annual Gross Elecric Savings (kWh/yr)		AKWH = L x SFakwh		AKWh = L x SFakwh x [ 1 - (EFLHcooling/8760) x (COPref / COPhvac)]		Algorithm update		Update existing PSD algorithm for new values		PJ		Review EFLH cooling values		Updating EFLHs is included in the Appendix 5 review. 

		Batch 1.104		PSD3.4.6		Add Doors to Open Refrigerated Display Cases		ACCFh - Annual Gross Natural Elenergy Savings (ccf/yr)		ACCFh = L x SFaccf 		ACCFh = L x [(SFakwh x 3412) / 100,000 ] x (EFLHheating / 8760) x (1 / EFF)] x 1.029 (CCF to thermss)		Algorithm update		Update existing PSD algorithm for new values		PJ		Review EFLH heating values.  Table in Appendix says "heat pump heating;" may not apply to constant capacity/constant efficiency equipment.		Updating EFLHs is included in the Appendix 5 review. 

		Batch 1.105		PSD3.4.6		Add Doors to Open Refrigerated Display Cases		SKW - Summer Seasonal Peak Demand Savings		SKW = L x SFskw		SkW = L x SFakwh/8760 x CF		Algorithm update		Update existing PSD algorithm for new values		PJ		Check CF for compliance with ISO NE seasonal peak definition		Further research is suggested for the CF. The measure calculates average kW however it would be expected that peak savings would be less than the average savings. 

		Batch 1.106		PSD4.2.10		Boilers		Baseline Equipment		Boilers and Furnaces with lower efficiency		Boilers and Furnaces with lower efficiency		No change		Aligns with other TRMs		PJ		Rename tab boilers and furnaces		Rename tab boilers and furnaces

		Batch 1.107		PSD4.2.10		Boilers		ACCFw - Annual Natural Gas Savings - Water Heating ccf/yr		0		0		No change		Aligns with other TRMs		Skumatz		Looking for source yearsa t the bottom of the OTHER TRM study columns?  And the CT one?		Added years for sources in TRMs

		Batch 1.108		PSD4.2.10		Boilers		ADHW - Annual Domestic Water Heating Load Btu/yr		11197132		9630521		Parameter update		Comments erroneously refer to measure 4.5.7. Change comments text to Measure 4.5.3. Measure 4.5.3 values changed to reflect the recent impact evaluation report.		PJ		Deemed HW load misses important differences based on number of people and building type.		Noted; however, we have prioritized a CT-specific value over others that might consider number people and building type

		Batch 1.109		PSD4.2.10		Boilers		ADHW - Annual Domestic Water Heating Load Btu/yr		11197132		9630521		Parameter update		Comments erroneously refer to measure 4.5.7. Change comments text to Measure 4.5.3. Measure 4.5.3 values changed to reflect the recent impact evaluation report.		Eversource (Ghani Ramdani)		Would like to know how the new paramter 9630521  was derived .
The R1614-1613 evaluation report recommends annual domestic hot water load of 11.2 MMBtu in table 4-14. This was basis for our current assumption.		Review CT PSD 4.5.3 for value

		Batch 1.110		PSD4.2.10		Boilers		ADHW - Annual Domestic Water Heating Load Btu/yr		11197132		9630521		Parameter update		Comments erroneously refer to measure 4.5.7. Change comments text to Measure 4.5.3. Measure 4.5.3 values changed to reflect the recent impact evaluation report.		Skumatz		Good catch; again, EUL		Measure lives will be investigated in upcoming appendix review/fast fill

		Batch 1.111		PSD4.2.10		Boilers		AFUEi - AFUE, Installed		Varies by equipment		Varies by equipment		No change		Aligns with other TRMs		PJ		Based on side arm or instantaneous water heating?  How are water heater tank standby losses computed?		Based on nameplate rating. Standby losses not explicitly mentioned in the PSD. Maybe lower already implemented adjustment factor of 98%. Will need further study.

		Batch 1.112		PSD4.2.10		Boilers		HF - Average Heating Factor Based on Home's Heat Load		85200000		85200000		No change		Reflects most recent CT evaluation		PJ		Base savings on boiler input capacity.  Deemed load misses important differences in load met by boiler.		Deemed annual heating load assumes typical boiler capacity for residential (2000 sq ft house). 85.2 MMBtu/yr value was derived from a normalized billing analysis of 1,686 sample res spaces.

		Batch 1.113		PSD4.2.10		Boilers		ACCF - Annual Natural Gas Savings ccf/yr		ACCF = ACCFh + ACCFw		ABTUH = 85,200,000 x ((1/AFUEb)-(1/AFUEix0.98))


ABTUw = 9,630,521 x ((1/AFUEe)-(1/AFUEb)) 

ACCF = ACCFh + ACCFw		Algorithm update		Update algorithm to reflect updated ADHW		PJ		What is the source of the 0.98 multiplier for condensing boilers.  How many buildings won't allow condensing operation based on hydronic system design?  Perhaps include a derating chart or table based on return water temperature.		Ref. 1 - R1614/R1613 Res HVAC states: "The program savings used the manufacturer specified AFUE as the installed efficiency. High efficiency boilers achieve their rated efficiencies when the flue gas temperature is lowered in the heat exchanger to the point where condensate forms. Depending on the setup or location, condensing may occur less often than expected. A recent study (by Cadmus in 2015) in Massachusetts indicated that the actual installed efficiency achieved tended to be lower on average than the rated efficiency.". A 2% downward adjustment was implemented to installed AFUE values. 

The Evaluation team found that 90% of the sites visited had boiler integrated HW system. The integrated hot water portion of the boiler savings were multiplied by a factor of 0.9 to account for the homes without integrated hot water. 

		Batch 1.114		PSD4.2.10		Boilers		ACCF - Annual Natural Gas Savings ccf/yr		ACCF = ACCFh + ACCFw		ABTUH = 85,200,000 x ((1/AFUEb)-(1/AFUEix0.98))


ABTUw = 9,630,521 x ((1/AFUEe)-(1/AFUEb)) 

ACCF = ACCFh + ACCFw		Algorithm update		Update algorithm to reflect updated ADHW		Eversource (Ghani Ramdani)		Would like to know how the new paramter 9630521  was drived .
		Review CT PSD 4.5.3 for value

		Batch 1.115		PSD4.2.10		Boilers		ACCF - Annual Natural Gas Savings ccf/yr		
ACCF = ACCFh + ACCFw (Early Retirement)		ABTUH = 85,200,000 x ((1/AFUEe)-(1/0.85))


ABTUw = 9,630,521 x ((1/AFUEe)-(1/AFUEb)) 

ACCF = ACCFh + ACCFw		Algorithm update		Update algorithm to reflect updated ADHW		PJ		Does house load vary based on retrofit v. new construction?		No, rather the baseline AFUE is the key difference

		Batch 1.116		PSD4.2.10		Boilers		ACCF - Annual Natural Gas Savings ccf/yr		
ACCF = ACCFh + ACCFw (Early Retirement)		ABTUH = 85,200,000 x ((1/AFUEe)-(1/0.85))


ABTUw = 9,630,521 x ((1/AFUEe)-(1/AFUEb)) 

ACCF = ACCFh + ACCFw		Algorithm update		Update algorithm to reflect updated ADHW		Eversource (Ghani Ramdani)		Would like to know how the new paramter 9630521  was drived .
		Review CT PSD 4.5.3 for value

		Batch 1.117		PSD4.2.10		Boilers		ACCF - Annual Natural Gas Savings ccf/yr		
ACCF = ACCFh + ACCFw		ABTUH = 85,200,000 x ((1/AFUEe)-(1/AFUEb))



ABTUw = 9,630,521 x ((1/AFUEe)-(1/AFUEb))

ACCF = ACCFh + ACCFw		Algorithm update		Update algorithm to reflect updated ADHW		Eversource (Ghani Ramdani)		Would like to know how the new paramter 9630521  was drived .
		Review CT PSD 4.5.3 for value

		Batch 1.118		PSD4.2.12		Boiler Reset Controls		Deemed Savings		Deemed Savings		Deemed Savings		No change		Aligns with MA TRM. The NY and Mid-Atlantic TRMs use algorithms to calculate savings. Sample calculated savings for a 5 ton unit  found that the results are similar to the deemed values. 		Skumatz		EUL?		0

		Batch 1.119		PSD4.2.12		Boiler Reset Controls		ACCFh - Annual Natural Gas Savings - Heating ccf/yr		45		45		No change		Aligns with MA TRM. Sample calculated savings for a 5 ton unit  and EFLH 1,418 found that the results are similar. 		Reviewer 1 (no name)		Value should be scaled to size of boiler.  Limit the reset to avoid condensing flue gas in non-condensing boiler.		Can scale savings linearly between boiler sizes of 30,000 Btu/hr and 225,000 Btu/hr (upper limit for eligibility in most Res TRMs).

		Batch 1.120		PSD4.5.3		Fossil Fuel Water Heaters		Baseline equipment		50 gallon storage or tankless heater with energy factor (EF) of 0.71 based on IECC 2015. 		50 gallon storage or tankless heater with EF of 0.67 based on R1706 evaluation report. 		Parameter update		The R1706 evaluation report (page 5) reports baseline EF of 0.67. Recommend update the reference as well as to convert the EF to UEF. 		PJ		Use separate EF values for tank type v. instantaneous water heater.		Yes, we had recommended to use different baseline efficiency values depending on the heater type (tank or tankless). 

If EF is changed to UEF, the baseline UEF can be calculated based on 10 CFR 430.32(d). Assuming 50 gallons as average tank size and medium draw pattern, baseline UEF would be 0.563 for storage water heaters. For tankless, use baseline UEF of 0.63 as used in the MA TRM. 

		Batch 1.121		PSD4.5.3		Fossil Fuel Water Heaters		Baseline equipment		50 gallon storage or tankless heater with energy factor (EF) of 0.71 based on IECC 2015. 		50 gallon storage or tankless heater with EF of 0.67 based on R1706 evaluation report. 		Parameter update		The R1706 evaluation report (page 5) reports baseline EF of 0.67. Recommend update the reference as well as to convert the EF to UEF. 		UI (Glen Eigo)		We can make the recommended update for 2021. This will require changes to tracking systems and spreadsheets.		UI has indicated willingness to accommodate the recommended changes.

		Batch 1.122		PSD4.5.3		Fossil Fuel Water Heaters		Baseline equipment		50 gallon storage or tankless heater with energy factor (EF) of 0.71 based on IECC 2015. 		50 gallon storage or tankless heater with EF of 0.67 based on R1706 evaluation report. 		Parameter update		The R1706 evaluation report (page 5) reports baseline EF of 0.67. Recommend update the reference as well as to convert the EF to UEF. 		Skumatz		In several of these I don't see the source feo rhe other TRM data listed / the study.  Also EUL		References added in the chapter review tab. 

		Batch 1.123		PSD4.5.3		Fossil Fuel Water Heaters		Energy efficient equipment		As installed		As installed		Parameter update		Update EF to UEF		PJ		Should we provide a default value for program planning?		MA TRM uses default UEF of ≥0.8 for condensing storage water heaters and ≥0.87 for tankless water heaters. The PSD can use this as the default UEF_installed value. 

		Batch 1.124		PSD4.5.3		Fossil Fuel Water Heaters		Energy efficient equipment		As installed		As installed		Parameter update		Update EF to UEF		UI (Glen Eigo)		This recommendation seems to not require any changes except to recorded as installed value. May require updates to calculations in Tracking systems and spreadsheets.		UI has indicated willingness to accommodate the recommended changes.

		Batch 1.125		PSD4.5.3		Fossil Fuel Water Heaters		Engineering Algorithm		Uses EF as the efficiency metric		Use UEF as the efficiency metric		Algorithm update		The new Federal standard requires water heaters to be rated in terms of UEF for commercial water heaters: https://www.energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2016/08/f33/Water%20Heaters%20Test%20Procedure%20SNOPR.pdf

Even though residential water heaters are not required to follow the new Federal regulation, other TRMs are using the UEF as the efficiency metric for residential water heaters. Recommend update savings algorithm to use UEF as the efficiency metric to be consistent. 		UI (Glen Eigo)		This seems to only be a efficiency metric change. This may require updates to tracking systems and spreadsheets.		UI has indicated willingness to accommodate the recommended changes.

		Batch 1.126		PSD4.5.3		Fossil Fuel Water Heaters		Efi- Energy factor installed		Varies with equipment		Update EF to UEF		Parameter update		The new Federal standard requires water heaters to be rated in terms of UEF for commercial water heaters: https://www.energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2016/08/f33/Water%20Heaters%20Test%20Procedure%20SNOPR.pdf

Even though residential water heaters are not required to follow the new Federal regulation, other TRMs are using the UEF as the efficiency metric for residential water heaters. Recommend update savings algorithm to use UEF as the efficiency metric to be consistent. 		UI (Glen Eigo)		We can make the recommended update for 2021. This will require changes to tracking systems and spreadsheets.		UI has indicated willingness to accommodate the recommended changes.

		Batch 1.127		PSD4.5.3		Fossil Fuel Water Heaters		ADHW Annual Domestic Hot Water Load, Btu		11197132		9630521		Parameter update		The R1614-1613 evaluation report recommends annual domestic water usage of 15,415 gallons and temperature differential of 75°F.		UI (Glen Eigo)		We can make the recommended update for 2021. This will require changes to tracking systems and spreadsheets.		UI has indicated willingness to accommodate the recommended changes.

		Batch 1.128		PSD4.5.3		Fossil Fuel Water Heaters		ADHW Annual Domestic Hot Water Load, Btu		11197132		9630521		Parameter update		The R1614-1613 evaluation report recommends annual domestic water usage of 15,415 gallons and temperature differential of 75°F.		Eversource (Miles Ingram)		The R1614-1613 evaluation report recommends annual domestic hot water load of 11.2 MMBtu in table 4-14. This was basis for our current assumption. Please reconcile and determine which is the better number ,since both from from the same report (11.2 MMBtu vs.  15,415 gal & 75 degree temp diff)		Table 4-14 in the R1614-1613 says that the 112.2 MMBtu annual domestic hot water load was verified based on the metering of heat pump water heaters. However, the metering study of heat pump water heaters (Table 4-29) found gallons per year of 15,415 and delta T of 75, which results in approximately 9.63 MMBtu. Also, the annual hot water consumption of 15,415 gallons is closer to the annual hot water consumption value used by Mid-Atlantic and NY TRM - both use ~16,500 GPY. 

		Batch 1.129		PSD4.5.3		Fossil Fuel Water Heaters		EFB Energy Factor - Baseline, 		0.71		Update EF to UEF and use UEF of 0.60 as baseline		Parameter update		Other TRMs use UEF as the efficiency metric. UEF od 0.60 seems to be the common baseline UEF
		UI (Glen Eigo)		Recommendation seems less conservative.		UI has indicated willingness to accommodate the recommended changes.

		Batch 1.130		PSD4.5.3		Fossil Fuel Water Heaters		EFI Energy Factor - Installed, 		As installed EF		As installed UEF		Parameter update		The new Federal standard requires water heaters to be rated in terms of UEF for commercial water heaters: https://www.energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2016/08/f33/Water%20Heaters%20Test%20Procedure%20SNOPR.pdf

Even though residential water heaters are not required to follow the new Federal regulation, other TRMs are using the UEF as the efficiency metric for residential water heaters. It is recommended to change savings  algorithm to use UEF as the efficiency metric to be consistent. 		UI (Glen Eigo)		This seems to only be a efficiency metric change. This may require updates to tracking systems and spreadsheets.		UI has indicated willingness to accommodate the recommended changes.

		Batch 1.131		PSD4.5.3		Fossil Fuel Water Heaters		GPY Annual Domestic Hot Water Usage in Gallons, Gal		19839		15415		Parameter update		Based on the recommendation made by R1614-1613 evaluation report, Table ES-7.		PJ		Service hot water usage varies across commercial building types.  Use of a single deemed value misses the variability across building types.		The measure is residential fossil fuel water heaters only, and the residential water heating load is fairly constant. There is a separate measure for commercial DHW (2.2.87 NG fired DHW heaters), which calculates annual gas usage based on EIA's table of base case gas usage rate for different facility types. 

		Batch 1.132		PSD4.5.3		Fossil Fuel Water Heaters		GPY Annual Domestic Hot Water Usage in Gallons, Gal		19839		15415		Parameter update		Based on the recommendation made by R1614-1613 evaluation report, Table ES-7.		UI (Glen Eigo)		Parameter update from evaluation is less than Mid atlantic and NY TRM. 		We have prioritized a CT-specific value rather than other states' secondary values

		Batch 1.133		PSD4.5.3		Fossil Fuel Water Heaters		Taiw Average Annual Incoming Water Temperature, ºF		57		55		Parameter update		The R1614-1613 evaluation report, Table ES-7 recommends temperature differential of 75°F. Value updated to reflect 75°F temperature differential. 		PJ		Incoming water temperature depends on cold water source - surface water v. groundwater.		While 55 might not correspond to the true CT-specific cold water value, it leads to a 75-degree delta-T as recommended by CT-specific research

		Batch 1.134		PSD4.5.3		Fossil Fuel Water Heaters		Taiw Average Annual Incoming Water Temperature, ºF		57		55		Parameter update		The R1614-1613 evaluation report, Table ES-7 recommends temperature differential of 75°F. Value updated to reflect 75°F temperature differential. 		UI (Glen Eigo)		This temperature recommendation seems to be less conservative and will require tracking system and spreadsheet updates.		UI has indicated willingness to accommodate the recommended changes.

		Batch 1.135		PSD4.5.3		Fossil Fuel Water Heaters		Tdhw Domestic Hot Water Heater Set Point, ºF		125		130		Parameter update		The R1614-1613 evaluation report, Table ES-7 recommends temperature differential of 75°F. Value updated to reflect 75°F temperature differential. 		UI (Glen Eigo)		This temperature recommendation seems to be less conservative and will require tracking system and spreadsheet updates. Current value is also midpoint of NY and Midatlantic TRMs.		UI has indicated willingness to accommodate the recommended changes.

		Batch 1.136		PSD4.5.3		Fossil Fuel Water Heaters		ABTUW Annual BTU Savings – Water Heating, Btu		0		9,630,521 x (1/0.6 -1/UEF_ee)		Algorithm update		Recommend savings algorithm update based on updated annual heating load. 		UI (Glen Eigo)		This temperature recommendation seems to be less conservative and will require tracking system and spreadsheet updates.		UI has indicated willingness to accommodate the recommended changes.

		Batch 1.137		PSD4.5.4		Heat Pump Water Heater		Sector (C&I, Residential)		Residential		Residential		No change		Aligns with other TRMs		Skumatz		I don't see citations in other TRMS so we know age, when updated, etc.		Citations added in the measure tab. 

		Batch 1.138		PSD4.5.4		Heat Pump Water Heater		Measure application type (Lost opportunity, Retrofit, etc.)		Both Retrofit and Lost Opportunity		Both Retrofit and Lost Opportunity		No change		Correct definition		Skumatz		EULs		Measure lives will be investigated in upcoming appendix review/fast fill

		Batch 1.139		PSD4.5.4		Heat Pump Water Heater		Baseline equipment		Electric ressistance water heater for Retrofit

Lost opportunity is when the baseline equipment is unknown. 
		Electric ressistance water heater for Retrofit

Lost opportunity is when the baseline equipment is unknown. 
		No change		Aligns with other TRMs		Glenn Reed		For tanks > than 55 gallons, the baseline should be minimally compliant HPWH.		Yes, we agree. It seems the evaluation study scaled up the evaluated savings for sizes < 55 gallons based on the tank size. We recommend to use MA TRM savings value for >55 gallon sizes. 

https://etrm.anbetrack.com/#/workarea/trm/MADPU/RES-WH-HPWH/2019-2021%20Plan%20TRM/version/1?measureName=Hot%20Water%20-%20Heat%20Pump%20Water%20Heater

		Batch 1.140		PSD4.5.4		Heat Pump Water Heater		AEDHWw- Annual electric energy savings		Retrofit: 1818 kWh for ≤ 55 gallons, 1258 kWh for >55 gallons		Retrofit: 1818 kWh for ≤ 55 gallons, 1258 kWh for >55 gallons		No change		Based on the most recent evaluation report		Glenn Reed		Are savings deemed? If so, do they refelct the availability of units with UEFs of 3.5 and higher? What is average UEF of participating units? Note also the very much smaller MA savings for tanks >55 gallons. Do the deemed savings include any interactive space conditioning impacts?		Yes, the savings are deemed. Please refer to R1614-1613 evaluation study, Table 4-29. The evaluation study found an average installed EF of 2.46. 

The deemed savings in the study were estimated directly from the metering of 41 homes. It is not explained what size HPWHs were installed, but we agree that savings for >55 gallons should be lower. 

Regarding the interactive effects, the report also found that out of 41 metered home, 33 homes installed HPWHs in unconditiones spaces, and over 75% of the surveys identified an unheated basement as the location of the heat pump water heater. The interactive effects are less likely to occur when the heat pump water heater is located in an unheated basement. 

		Batch 1.141		PSD4.5.4		Heat Pump Water Heater		AEDHWw- Annual electric energy savings		Retrofit: 1818 kWh for ≤ 55 gallons, 1258 kWh for >55 gallons		Retrofit: 1818 kWh for ≤ 55 gallons, 1258 kWh for >55 gallons		No change		Based on the most recent evaluation report		PJ		Deemed savings values miss important savings variations based on building type, conditioned v. unconditioned space with water heater, water heater environmental temperature, system efficiency and baseline water heater fuel/efficiency.		Yes, we agree - using actual parameters and engineering algorithms would capture all the variations. However, the evaluation results were estimated directly from metering, which means all the on site variations have been captured and the savings value are more accurate.  

		Batch 1.142		PSD4.5.4		Heat Pump Water Heater		AEDHWw- Annual electric energy savings		

Lost opportunity: 961 kWh for ≤ 55 gallons, 561 kWh for >55 gallons		

Lost opportunity: 961 kWh for ≤ 55 gallons, 561 kWh for >55 gallons		No change		Based on the most recent evaluation report		Glenn Reed		Are savings deemed? If so, do they refelct the availability of units with UEFs of 3.5 and higher? What is average UEF of participating units? Note also the very much smaller MA savings for tanks >55 gallons. Do the deemed savings include any interactive space conditioning impacts?		See response above. 

		Batch 1.143		PSD4.5.4		Heat Pump Water Heater		AOG - Annual Oil Savings, Lost Opportunity		15.5 gallons		15.5 gallons		No change		Based on the most recent evaluation report		Glenn Reed		The small fossil fuel savings reflect low levels of fuel switch applications (which, I believe, are actually not allowed by the program). Do we have any evidence that the rate of fuel switch has changed? Should we also characterize this measure as a full fuel switch measure?		The R1614-1613 evaluation study found that out that 26% of the surveyed customers had fossil fuel water heater as the baseline in 2018. So, it would make sense to offer the measure as a full fuel switch measure. 

SCE in California recently drafted a fuel switch work paper for HPWHs and SMUD (a public utility in Sacramento) has an electrification program for switching ffrom fossil fuel WHs to HPWHs. 

		Batch 1.144		PSD4.5.4		Heat Pump Water Heater		APG- Annual Propane Savings, Lost Opportunity		23.54 gallons		23.54 gallons		No change		Based on the most recent evaluation report		Glenn Reed		The small fossil fuel savings reflect low levels of fuel switch applications (which, I believe, are actually not allowed by the program). Do we have any evidence that the rate of fuel switch has changed? Should we also characterize this measure as a full fuel switch measure?		The R1614-1613 evaluation study found that out that 26% of the surveyed customers had fossil fuel water heater as the baseline in 2018. So, it would make sense to offer the measure as a full fuel switch measure. 

SCE in California recently drafted a fuel switch work paper for HPWHs and SMUD (a public utility in Sacramento) has an electrification program for switching ffrom fossil fuel WHs to HPWHs. 

		Batch 1.145		PSD4.6.1		Residential Custom		Measure application type (Lost opportunity, Retrofit, etc.)		Retrofit, Lost Opportunity		Retrofit, Lost Opportunity		No change		Project specific data typical for custom measures. Aligns with other TRMs. 		Skumatz		Good catch on the expired reference…		Thanks Lisa

		Batch 1.146		PSD4.6.1		Residential Custom		Applicable measures		Project whose scope may be considered custom or comprehensive.
Replacement of an inefficient HVAC system (or component) such as
a fossil fuel furnace, boiler, heat pump, air conditioner, Home Performance with ENERGY STAR project measures.
Project with interactive effects between two or more measures		Project whose scope may be considered custom or comprehensive.
Replacement of an inefficient HVAC system (or component) such as
a fossil fuel furnace, boiler, heat pump, air conditioner, Home Performance with ENERGY STAR project measures.
Project with interactive effects between two or more measures		No change		Project specific data typical for custom measures. Aligns with other TRMs. 		PJ		Comprehensive projects with multiple measure interactions.		Agree, this is a difficult measure to characterize in a TRM

		Batch 1.147		PSD4.6.1		Residential Custom		Notes [2]		http://www.princeton.edu/~marean/
		http://www.marean.mycpanel.princeton.edu/Details.html		Updated reference		PRISM tool link in the references expired. Added latest link available in Princeton University website		PJ		Consider other calculation techniques besides PRISM.  Will need to get hourly results to calculate ISO NE seasonal peak demand savings.  Provide a list of qualified modeling tools.		We will propose this secondary research, though we anticipate limited use of the residential custom measure from the PSD

		Batch 1.148		PSD4.6.1		Residential Custom		Notes [2]		http://www.princeton.edu/~marean/
		http://www.marean.mycpanel.princeton.edu/Details.html		Updated reference		PRISM tool link in the references expired. Added latest link available in Princeton University website		Eversource (Ghani Ramdani)		Ok, agree		Great, thanks

		Batch 2.1		PSD2.2.1		Chillers		Sector (C&I, Residential)		C&I		C&I		No change		Aligns with other TRMs		Utilities (Jim Williamson)		OVERALL Comment- We need to ensure changes here are consistent with recommendations from the ECB and EO and MF Impact evaluations. -MI		0

		Batch 2.2		PSD2.2.1		Chillers		Baseline equipment		Chillers with baseline efficiency per the 2015 IECC		Chillers with baseline efficiency per the 2018 IECC		Updated reference		CT adopted  2018 IECC		Utilities (Jim Williamson)		2021 PSD will reference 2018 IECC - JW		0

		Batch 2.3		PSD2.2.1		Chillers		BL100- Baseline efficiency @100% load		Developed using typical chiller part load curves and the baseline efficiencies based on 2015 IECC Table C403.2.3(7).		Developed using typical chiller part load curves and the baseline efficiencies based on 2018 IECC.		Updated reference		CT adopted  2018 IECC		Utilities (Jim Williamson)		2021 PSD will reference 2018 IECC - JW		0

		Batch 2.4		PSD2.2.1		Chillers		BL75- Baseline efficiency @75% load		Developed using typical chiller part load curves and the baseline efficiencies based on 2015 IECC Table C403.2.3(7).		Developed using typical chiller part load curves and the baseline efficiencies based on 2018 IECC.		Updated reference		CT adopted  2018 IECC		Utilities (Jim Williamson)		2021 PSD will reference 2018 IECC - JW		0

		Batch 2.5		PSD2.2.1		Chillers		BL50- Baseline efficiency @50% load		Developed using typical chiller part load curves and the baseline efficiencies based on 2015 IECC Table C403.2.3(7).		Developed using typical chiller part load curves and the baseline efficiencies based on 2018 IECC.		Updated reference		CT adopted  2018 IECC		Utilities (Jim Williamson)		2021 PSD will reference 2018 IECC - JW		0

		Batch 2.6		PSD2.2.1		Chillers		BL25- Baseline efficiency @25% load		Developed using typical chiller part load curves and the baseline efficiencies based on 2015 IECC Table C403.2.3(7).		Developed using typical chiller part load curves and the baseline efficiencies based on 2018 IECC.		Updated reference		CT adopted  2018 IECC		Utilities (Jim Williamson)		2021 PSD will reference 2018 IECC - JW		0

		Batch 2.7		PSD2.2.1		Chillers		Annual electric energy savings		Energy savings are custom calculated for each chiller installation based on the specific equipment,operational staging, operating profile, and load profile. A temperature BIN model is utilized to calculate the energy and demand savings for the chiller projects. Customer-specific information is used to estimatea load profile for the chilled water plant. Based on the loading, the chiller’s actual part load performance is used to calculate the chiller’s demand (kW) and consumption (kWh) for each temperature BIN (Note [1]).A chiller spreadsheet is used to calculate consumption for both the baseline and proposed units. It is also used to calculate the consumption of the auxiliaries (i.e., chilled water pumps, condenser water pumps,and cooling tower fans).		Energy savings are custom calculated for each chiller installation based on the specific equipment,operational staging, operating profile, and load profile. A temperature BIN model is utilized to calculate
the energy and demand savings for the chiller projects. Customer-specific information is used to estimatea load profile for the chilled water plant. Based on the loading, the chiller’s actual part load performance is
used to calculate the chiller’s demand (kW) and consumption (kWh) for each temperature BIN (Note [1]).A chiller spreadsheet is used to calculate consumption for both the baseline and proposed units. It is also used to calculate the consumption of the auxiliaries (i.e., chilled water pumps, condenser water pumps,and cooling tower fans).		Further Secondary Research		Site and project specific calculations calculations are done using the chiller analysis spreadsheet. It is recommended to further review the spreadsheet, and possibly standarize the calculations for the PSD. 		Utilities (Jim Williamson)		I agree that it is generally a good practice to have the internal spreadsheets follow equations published in the PSD. I believe that the current method uses IPLV part load values and calculates consumption under each loading based on Chiller size relative to building load - so the method is slightly different from what is proposed is columns G through I.  Dave Bebrin put together a thorough spreadsheet that we used for chiller calcs,  we may want to start off by talking with him on potential adapations of PSD or internal chiller calc sheets.-JW		0

		Batch 2.8		PSD2.2.1		Chillers		Description of Measure		NA		Specify Multifamily should apply Path B, and include language differentiating Path A and Path B		Parameter update		See Tab in TRC MF Review Table: CA Chiller - LO		Utilities (Jim Williamson)		I do not understand this comment - JW.		There are two methods (Path A and Path B) to estimate baseline IPLV. The comment here was to specify that multifamily use Path B method because Path B is intended for applications where significant operating time is expected at part load. 		Here is more detail: The savings of this measure are derived based on the Chiller calculator supplied by utilities. Within the calculator, there are options for “Path A” and for “Path B” baseline efficiency requires, as prescribed by IECC. Path A represents Full load and Part load (IPLV) values for constant flow chillers and Path B represents variable flow chillers. Multifamily buildings installations are variable flow chillers, so Path B savings should be applied. We do not plan to change our original recommendation

		Batch 2.9		PSD2.2.6		Natural Gas Fired Boilers and Furnaces		Sector (C&I, Residential)		C&I		C&I		No change		Aligns with other TRMs		Utilities (Jim Williamson)		OVERALL Comment- We need to ensure changes here are consistent with recommendations from the ECB and EO and MF Impact evaluations. -MI		ERROR:#N/A

		Batch 2.10		PSD2.2.6		Natural Gas Fired Boilers and Furnaces		Baseline equipment		Boilers and Furnaces with Federal code compliant minimum efficiency		Boilers and Furnaces with Federal code compliant minimum efficiency		Awaiting Evaluation Results		Aligns with other TRMs A Massachusetts baseline study is being performed currently, with results expected to come out end of this summer. Planned updates include: baseline efficiency and EUL.		Utilities (Jim Williamson)		we can update baselines when evaluation results come in - JW		ERROR:#N/A

		Batch 2.11		PSD2.2.6		Natural Gas Fired Boilers and Furnaces		AF -Adjustment factor		1 for non-condensing, 0.97 for condensing		1 for non-condensing, 0.97 for condensing		Updated reference		Other TRMs do not consider the AF in the savings calculation. The PSD does not provide a source and/or explanation on how the AF is calculated. Recommend provide source for AF.		Utilities (Jim Williamson)		I agree that we should provide source or remove from equation - JW.		ERROR:#N/A

		Batch 2.12		PSD2.2.6		Natural Gas Fired Boilers and Furnaces		EFLH - Equivalent full load hours		Varies based on building type. EFLH is calculated from a 2008 model, which is based on installed custom projects. 		Obtain EFLH information for major cities in CT, Hartford, Bridgeport, Oxford, and Willimantic		Proposed Further Secondary Research		EFLH is a weather dependent parameter. PSD referenced  2008 by Fuss and O'Neil report is not available to review. As such, it is not clear which weather location(s) the study is based on. 

ASHRAE reports seperate design conditions for Hartford, Bridgeport, Oxford, and Willimantic. Recommend seperate EFLH for these weather stations (at least for Hartford and Bridgeport). 

R91 recommends including additional weather and location assumptions.		Utilities (Jim Williamson)		To keep calculation simple, it may be best to just use one weather station. If there is a large enough difference in HDD ( >5%) it may make sense to use two stations - htfd and bpt - JW		ERROR:#N/A

		Batch 2.13		PSD2.2.6		Natural Gas Fired Boilers and Furnaces		OF - Oversize factor		1.15		1.15		Proposed Further Secondary Research		Other TRMs do not consider the oversize factor in the savings calculation because the factor is accounted for in the EFLH. Recommend remove if this factor if accounted for in EFLH based on recommended update.		Utilities (Jim Williamson)		I agree that OF should be removed if it is already counted for in EFLH. - JW		ERROR:#N/A

		Batch 2.14		PSD2.2.6		Natural Gas Fired Boilers and Furnaces		ηb - Basecase efficiency		Varies, based on IECC 2015		Based on IECC 2018		Updated reference		CT adopting IECC 2018		Utilities (Jim Williamson)		PSD will reflect IECC 2018 changes.		ERROR:#N/A

		Batch 2.15		PSD2.2.6		Natural Gas Fired Boilers and Furnaces		ACCF -Gross annual energy savings		0		0		Proposed Further Secondary Research		Other TRMs do not consider the oversize factor in the savings calculation because the factor is accounted for in the EFLH. Recommend remove if this factor if accounted for in EFLH based on recommended update.		Utilities (Jim Williamson)		I agree that OF should be removed if it is already counted for in EFLH. We will need to confirm how EFLHs were determined first - JW		ERROR:#N/A

		Batch 2.16		PSD2.2.6		Natural Gas Fired Boilers and Furnaces		PD - Gross peak day natural gas savings		0		Update based on average peak day savings for Hartford and Bridgeport. 		Further Secondary Research		The PD savings factor was calculated based on custom projects installed in 2008 report by Fuss and O'Neil report is not available to review. As such, it is not clear which weather location(s) the study is based on. 

ASHRAE reports seperate design conditions for Hartford, Bridgeport, Oxford, and Willimantic. R91 recommends including additional weather and location assumptions for Hartford and Bridgeport. Recommend separate EFLH and HDD for these weather stations. 		Utilities (Jim Williamson)		To keep calculation simple, it may be best to just use one weather station. If there is a large enough difference in HDD ( >5%) it may make sense to use two stations - htfd and bpt - JW		ERROR:#N/A

		Batch 2.17		PSD2.2.6		Natural Gas Fired Boilers and Furnaces		Note 2		2015 IECC		2018 IECC		Updated reference		CT adopting IECC 2018		Utilities (Jim Williamson)		PSD will reflect IECC 2018 changes.		ERROR:#N/A

		Batch 2.18		PSD2.2.8		Natural Gas-Fired Domestic Hot Water Heaters		Sector (C&I, Residential)		C&I		C&I		No change		Aligns with other TRMs		Utilities (Jim Williamson)		OVERALL Comment- We need to ensure changes here are consistent with recommendations from the ECB and EO and MF Impact evaluations. -MI		ERROR:#N/A

		Batch 2.19		PSD2.2.8		Natural Gas-Fired Domestic Hot Water Heaters		Baseline equipment		Code compliant natural gas-fired, storage-type >75,000 Btu/hr		Code compliant natural gas-fired, storage-type with 80% thermal efficiency		Awaiting Evaluation Results		Aligns with other TRMs  Massachusetts baseline study is being performed currently, with results expected to come out end of this summer. Planned updates include: baseline efficiency.		Utilities (Jim Williamson)		I think we will probably want to leave this as code compliant HWH efficiency unless evaluation suggests otherwise. -JW		ERROR:#N/A

		Batch 2.20		PSD2.2.8		Natural Gas-Fired Domestic Hot Water Heaters		ηb - Baseline efficiency		80%, from IECC 2015		80%  based on IECC 2018		Updated reference		CT adopting IECC 2018		Utilities (Jim Williamson)		2021 PSD will be update with IECC 2018 values.  - JW		ERROR:#N/A

		Batch 2.21		PSD2.2.8		Natural Gas-Fired Domestic Hot Water Heaters		Eb - Annual base case gas usage rage (per square foot)		Annual baseline gas usage is based on the gas usage rate for different building types. Source: US Energy Information Administration, Table E8. Natural gas consumption and conditional energy intensities (cubic feet) by end use, 2012, Rel. May 2016.		Annual baseline gas usage is based on the gas usage rate for different building types. Source: US Energy Information Administration, Table E8. Natural gas consumption and conditional energy intensities (cubic feet) by end use, 2012, Rel. May 2016.		Editorial update		Nomenclature table refers to Table 2-GG to look for annual base case energy usage rate. It should refer to Table 3-HH. 		Utilities (Jim Williamson)		2021 PSD will update table name. - JW		ERROR:#N/A

		Batch 2.22		PSD2.2.8		Natural Gas-Fired Domestic Hot Water Heaters		1		IECC 2015		IECC 2018		Updated reference		CT adopting IECC 2018		Utilities (Jim Williamson)		2021 PSD will be update with IECC 2018 values.  - JW		ERROR:#N/A

		Batch 2.23		PSD2.2.8		Natural Gas-Fired Domestic Hot Water Heaters		Eb
		Eb (ccf/ft^2) = 0.258 (lodging)
		Low-Rise = 0.193 ccf/ft2, High-Rise = 0.176 ccf/ft2		Parameter update		See Tab in TRC MF Review Table: CA Gas DHW Heater - LO		Utilities (Jim Williamson)		I don't have access to the TRC MF report, but I agree that we should update PSD if report provides justification.  - JW		ERROR:#N/A		Annual Base Case Gas Usage Rate (ccf/ft2): currently, “Lodging” is applied for MF at 0.258 ccf/ft2, from CBECS table EB. DHW units serving multiple Multifamily dwellings would be better represented by dividing RECS Annual household site end-use consumption by unit square footage for low and high-rise units. Annual household site end use consumption by fuel in the Northeast - averages 2015, Natural Gas, Water Heating (RECS Table CE4.7  https://www.eia.gov/consumption/residential/data/2015/c&e/pdf/ce4.7.pdf) : Low Rise = 213 ccf/unit, high rise = 147 ccf/unit. Average square footage of Northeast homes, 2015, Average square footage per housing unit (RECS  Table HC10.10 https://www.eia.gov/consumption/residential/data/2015/hc/php/hc10.10.php) : Low Rise = 1,105SF, high rise = 834 SF
We do not plan to change our original recommendation

		Batch 2.24		PSD2.2.8		Natural Gas-Fired Domestic Hot Water Heaters		Reference		US Energy Information Administration, Table E8. Natural gas consumption and conditional energy intensities (cubic feet) by end use, 2012, Rel. May 2016.
https://www.eia.gov/consumption/commercial/data/2012/c&e/pdf/e8.pdf		RECS Table CE4.7 Annual household site end-use consumption by fuel in the Northeast—averages, 2015
https://www.eia.gov/consumption/residential/data/2015/c&e/pdf/ce4.7.pdf 

RECS  Table HC10.10  Average square footage of Northeast homes, 2015
https://www.eia.gov/consumption/residential/data/2015/hc/php/hc10.10.php		Updated reference		See Tab in TRC MF Review Table: CA Gas DHW Heater - LO		Utilities (Jim Williamson)		I don't have access to the TRC MF report, but I agree that we should update PSD if report provides justification.  - JW		ERROR:#N/A

		Batch 2.25		PSD2.4.1		HVAC Variable Frequency Drives		Sector (C&I, Residential)		C&I		C&I		No change		Aligns with IL and MidAtlantic TRM		Utilities (Jim Williamson)		OVERALL Comment- We need to ensure changes here are consistent with recommendations from the ECB and EO and MF Impact evaluations. -MI		0

		Batch 2.26		PSD2.4.1		HVAC Variable Frequency Drives		ASHRAE performance curves and a BIN analysis		ASHRAE performance curves and a BIN analysis		ASHRAE Load Profiles x Flow Fractions x Hours		New methodology update		Update to align with IL and MidAtlantic TRM. Massachusetts baseline study is being performed currently, with results expected to come out end of this summer. Planned updates include: Energy Savings and Demand Savings.		Utilities (Jim Williamson)		need some more information to comment here. We will need buy in from ES and UI engineering group because this will require changing all internal spreadsheets. 
will should also waiti on results from MA study before making a decision on this. - JW		Kerri-Ann - I don't see how the baseline study would help in regards to the algorithm update. 

While this recommended approach is not different from the existing approach it will take significant work updating the workbooks. The proposed changes in this review could be adjusted to be incorporated within the existing method if desired, however the recommended approach separates out many of the variables within this analysis making future measure updates easier and more transparent and also allows this measure to assist in custom VFD analysis that may not have all of the variables needed to complete the analysis. 

		Batch 2.27		PSD2.4.1		HVAC Variable Frequency Drives		BHP - Brake Horsepower		Varies by equipment		Use equipment specific BHP if available, else BHP = Nominal HP x 65% LF		Parameter update		Update to align with IL and MidAtlantic TRM		Utilities (Jim Williamson)		can we trace the 65% back to a reference? -JW		See Load Factor below

		Batch 2.28		PSD2.4.1		HVAC Variable Frequency Drives		Baseline Fan Type & Control		Table 2-NN		Update table with additional fan control types. 		Parameter update		Include additional fan control types as shown in the IL and MidAtlantic TRM. 		Utilities (Jim Williamson)		need some more information to comment here. 
will wait on results from MA study before making a decision on this. - JW		0

		Batch 2.29		PSD2.4.1		HVAC Variable Frequency Drives		Proposed Fan Type & Control		VFD   		0		Parameter update		The IL and MidAtlantic TRM provides different values for VFDs depending upon their control strategy. 		Utilities (Jim Williamson)		need some more information to comment here. 
will wait on results from MA study before making a decision on this. - JW		0

		Batch 2.30		PSD2.4.1		HVAC Variable Frequency Drives		HP - Nominal Horsepower		N/A		Nominal HP		New parameter update		Aligns with IL and MidAtlantic TRM		Utilities (Jim Williamson)		need some more information to comment here. We will need buy in from ES and UI engineering group because this will require changing all internal spreadsheets. 
will should also waiti on results from MA study before making a decision on this. - JW		The current methodology is to use the BHP of the fan which is the preferred method. However, the BHP is not known until after the equipment is installed and running and the power is recorded at 100% speed. If this data is not available it would be beneficial to have a consistent approach to estimate the BHP based on the nominal HP of the motor controlled by the VFD. For this the 65% load factor was recommended. This could be incorporated into the worksheets or as just added text on how to estimate the BHP if the actual load factor is unknown. 

		Batch 2.31		PSD2.4.1		HVAC Variable Frequency Drives		LF - Load Factor		N/A		0.65		New parameter update		Aligns with IL and MidAtlantic TRM		Utilities (Jim Williamson)		need some more information to comment here. 
will wait on results from MA study before making a decision on this. - JW		The source is from the IL TRM [Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, and Resource Dynamics Corporation. (2008). “Improving Motor and Drive System
Performance; A Sourcebook for Industry”. U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy.
Golden, CO: National Renewable Energy Laboratory.] https://www.energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2014/04/f15/amo_motors_sourcebook_web.pdf
It is an estimate however. This is a value that could be updated with little effort with collected metered data from evaluations. 

		Batch 2.32		PSD2.4.1		HVAC Variable Frequency Drives		Default Fan Duty Cycle		References ASHRAE 90.1-1989 User's Manual - Note: not clear what section this is referring to. SWH = service water heating		Default Fan Duty Cycle Based on 2012 ASHRAE Handbook, HVAC Systems and Equipment, page 45.11, Figure 12. 
Note: this is for VAV systems		Proposed Primary Research		The ASHRAE 90.1-1989 Reference was not verified. The ASHRAE reference provided in the IL and MidAtlantic TRMs is newer but specific to VAV systems which is appropriate. Recommend additional research for this load profile to make it CT specific. 		Utilities (Jim Williamson)		need some more information to comment here. We will need buy in from ES and UI engineering group because this will require changing all internal spreadsheets. 
will should also waiti on results from MA study before making a decision on this. - JW		The fan duty cycle is the largest unknown in this analysis that has not been research extensively anywhere. TRMS all reference ASHRAE VAV fan load profiles. This is the component that determines what percent fo the time the VFD is operating at reduced speed and at what speed so it determines the energy savings. An important component of any additional research around the fan duty cycle will also be looking at the time of day for this duty cycle to assist in the determinization of the ISO-NE seasonal peak savings. HVAC VFD operation is highly variable and depends on cooling loads (outdoor air temperature) and occupancy/building schedules making it difficult to estimate the seasonal peaks accurately. The trend of the ISO-NE seasonal peak being pushed later to the later afternoon and into the early evening makes this estimation even more difficult. For example the IL TRM assumes peak demand savings occur around 90% flow conditions however if the peak period is shifted later in the day it would be expected that the flow conditions would be reduced and the potential peak demand savings would be larger at that time. 

		Batch 2.33		PSD2.4.1		HVAC Variable Frequency Drives		SFkwh - Annual Kilowatt-Hour Savings Factor Based on Typical Load Profile for Application		Table 2-NN		N/A		Proposed Primary Research		For Supply & Return Fans - Recommend change methodology from Savings Factors to a Part Load Ratio for the baseline and proposed system. This allows for different VFD control strategies while not making overly complex savings factor tables. Fundamentally it is the same approach but displayed differently. 

For Pumps - Consider creating a separate measure to reduce confusion with the supply and return fans. 

Cooling Tower - Recommend research the additon of cooling tower fans. These fans are fundamentally different from the supply and return fans in both type and operation.		Utilities (Jim Williamson)		need some more information to comment here. 
will wait on results from MA study before making a decision on this. - JW		0

		Batch 2.34		PSD2.4.1		HVAC Variable Frequency Drives		SFkw,s - Summer Seasonal Demand Savings Based on Typical Load Profile for Application		Table 2-NN		N/A		Proposed Primary Research		For Supply & Return Fans - Recommend change methodology from Savings Factors to a Part Load Ratio for the baseline and proposed system. This allows for different VFD control strategies while not making overly complex savings factor tables. Fundamentally it is the same approach but displayed differently. 

For Pumps - Consider creating a separate measure to reduce confusion with the supply and return fans. 

Cooling Tower - Recommend research the additon of cooling tower fans. These fans are fundamentally different from the supply and return fans in both type and operation.		Utilities (Jim Williamson)		need some more information to comment here. 
will wait on results from MA study before making a decision on this. - JW		0

		Batch 2.35		PSD2.4.1		HVAC Variable Frequency Drives		SFkw,w - Winter seasonal Demand Savings Based on Typical Load Profile for Application		Table 2-NN		N/A		Proposed Primary Research		For Supply & Return Fans - Recommend change methodology from Savings Factors to a Part Load Ratio for the baseline and proposed system. This allows for different VFD control strategies while not making overly complex savings factor tables. Fundamentally it is the same approach but displayed differently. 

For Pumps - Consider creating a separate measure to reduce confusion with the supply and return fans. 

Cooling Tower - Recommend research the additon of cooling tower fans. These fans are fundamentally different from the supply and return fans in both type and operation.		Utilities (Jim Williamson)		need some more information to comment here. 
will wait on results from MA study before making a decision on this. - JW		0

		Batch 2.36		PSD2.4.1		HVAC Variable Frequency Drives		Flow vs. Power Fraction per Control Type		N/A		0		New parameter recommended		For Supply & Return Fans - Recommend change methodology from Savings Factors to a Part Load Ratio for the baseline and proposed system. This allows for different VFD control strategies while not making overly complex savings factor tables. Fundamentally it is the same approach but displayed differently. 

For Pumps - Consider creating a separate measure to reduce confusion with the supply and return fans. 

Cooling Tower - Recommend research the additon of cooling tower fans. These fans are fundamentally different from the supply and return fans in both type and operation.		Utilities (Jim Williamson)		need some more information to comment here. 
will wait on results from MA study before making a decision on this. - JW		0

		Batch 2.37		PSD2.4.1		HVAC Variable Frequency Drives		PLR - Part Load Ratio		N/A		Dependent upon the Flow vs. Power Fraction and the Default Fan Duty Cycle		Proposed Further Secondary Research		For Supply & Return Fans - Recommend change methodology from Savings Factors to a Part Load Ratio for the baseline and proposed system. This allows for different VFD control strategies while not making overly complex savings factor tables. Fundamentally it is the same approach but displayed differently. 

For Pumps - Consider creating a separate measure to reduce confusion with the supply and return fans. 

Cooling Tower - Recommend research the additon of cooling tower fans. These fans are fundamentally different from the supply and return fans in both type and operation.		Utilities (Jim Williamson)		need some more information to comment here. 
will wait on results from MA study before making a decision on this. - JW		0

		Batch 2.38		PSD2.4.1		HVAC Variable Frequency Drives		PLR - summer peak		N/A		Unknown		Proposed Further Secondary Research		Recommend research on ISO-NE specific PLR factors  for the summer peak. 		Utilities (Jim Williamson)		need some more information to comment here. 
will wait on results from MA study before making a decision on this. - JW		0

		Batch 2.39		PSD2.4.1		HVAC Variable Frequency Drives		AKWH		AKWH = [BHP/EFFi] x H x SFkwh		Pumps/Cooling Tower
		Algorithm update		Aligns with IL and MidAtlantic TRM
Recommend additional research to bring the Pumps/Cooling Towers to the same approach as HVAC fans.
Interactive effects have been modified to match CT PSD methodology if chosen to be used. If it is not used remove the [1 =+ (1/ACOP)] equation		Utilities (Jim Williamson)		need some more information to comment here. We will need buy in from ES and UI engineering group because this will require changing all internal spreadsheets. 
will should also waiti on results from MA study before making a decision on this. - JW		The pumps/cooling tower energy equation doesn't change at this time. The change occurred with the HVAC VFD fans to allow for two different VFD post conditions. That being said there is a benefit to separate out the pumps and if cooling tower fans are added from HVAC VFDs to avoid confusion

		Batch 2.40		PSD2.4.1		HVAC Variable Frequency Drives		SKW
WKW		SKW = [BHP/EFFi] x SFkw,s
WKW = [BHP/EFFi] x SFkw,w		Pumps/Cooling Tower
		Algorithm update		Aligns with IL and MidAtlantic TRM
Recommend additional research to bring the Pumps/Cooling Towers to the same approach as HVAC fans.
Interactive effects have been modified to match CT PSD methodology if chosen to be used. If it is not used remove the [1 =+ (1/ACOP)] equation		Utilities (Jim Williamson)		need some more information to comment here. We will need buy in from ES and UI engineering group because this will require changing all internal spreadsheets. 
will should also waiti on results from MA study before making a decision on this. - JW		Same comment as the energy equation

		Batch 2.41		PSD3.2.2		Pipe Insulation		Baseline equipment		Bare hydronic supply heating pipes located in unconditioned spaces		Bare hydronic supply heating and DHW pipes located in unconditioned spaces		New methodology update		Recommend adding DHW pipe insulation to measure to align with NY TRM and residential measures. 		Utilities (Ghani Ramdani)		we can add also DHW Would ERS be able to provid DHW values 		Based on Ghani's comments on row 48, it seems that savings are custom calculated using 3E for cases not mentioned in the PSD. If that's the case then, do we need to provide the savings calculations?

		Batch 2.42		PSD3.2.2		Pipe Insulation		Nominal Pipe Size Diameter, Inches		Varies with project. The following pipe sizes are listed: 0.5, 0.75, 1.0, 1.25, 1.5, 2.0. 		Include pipe sizes from 0.5 to 3.0 inches. 		Parameter update		MA TRM lists 3 inch as the maximum applicable pipe size and NY TRM lists 8 inch as the maximum pipe size. The PSD is limited to 2 inch pipe diameter. Consider expanding pipe sizes to at least to 3 inches. 		Utilities (Ghani Ramdani)		will ERS be providing savinsg for sized 2+ to 3 in		Based on Ghani's comments on row 48, it seems that savings are custom calculated using 3E for cases not mentioned in the PSD. If that's the case then, do we need to provide the savings calculations?

		Batch 2.43		PSD3.2.2		Pipe Insulation		EFLH- Equivalent Heating Full-Load Hours for the Facility Type		Deemed EFLH values for different facility types. 		Update EFLH based on additional weather stations.		Parameter update		EFLH is a weather dependent parameter.
R91 recommends including additional weather and location assumptions, minimally Hartford and Bridgeport.		Utilities (Ghani Ramdani)		EFLH were developed as state wide Values to be used by ALL PAs in state  , consistent with the approach we use for  impact factors that are state wide values trying to use have gerographic specific  EFLH makes it very complex from implementation and lead to customer confusion  , R91 was specific to HES and HES IE and was more about HDD 		Are EFLHs representive of different weather groups in CT? If not, there could be inaccuracy in estimated savings for all the measures that use EFLH as an input parameter. 

		Batch 2.44		PSD3.2.2		Pipe Insulation		HL- Heat Loss Savings per Linear Foot of Pipe, Btu/ft/hr		Calculated for different pipe size and insulation thickness combination using 3E Plus.		Expand HL calculations to include up to 3 inches pipe diameter. 		Parameter update		The HL calculation in the PSD is limited to 2 inch pipe diameter. Consider expanding pipe sizes to at least to 3 inches. 		Utilities (Ghani Ramdani)		the table was just a to reflect most common cases , all other cases wether if it is bigger diameter , or diffrent temp cases the savinsg would be run through using 3E  software , we can add language in PSD fo rbigger diameter or diffent temp to use the 3E software		0

		Batch 2.45		PSD3.2.2		Pipe Insulation		AFUE - Annual Fuel Utilization Efficiency		0.8		Use site specific AFUE if available. If unknown, use default 0.8. 		Parameter update		Using site specific AFUE gives a more accurate estimation of savings. 		Utilities (Ghani Ramdani)		No comment		0

		Batch 2.46		PSD3.2.2		Pipe Insulation		Temperature differential		Savings are calculated assuming a temperature differential of 130 °F (180  °F- 50 °F). If the difference between the actual average ambient temperature and fluid temperature varies significantly from this difference (130°F), the savings should be scaled using linear interpolation. The hourly heat loss (“HL”) savings per linear foot for various pipe and insulation sizes/material are provided in Table 3-L.		Add HL data in table 3-L for temperature differential of 110 and 120 °F. 

Update methodology to include steam pipes. 		Parameter update		The table 3-L has HL values for one temperature differential (130°F) only. As such, linear interpolation cannot be applied. It is recommended to include HL data for temperature differential of 110 and 120 °F so that linear interpolation can be applied for temperatures in between 110 and 130 °F. 

The measure does not include steam pipes. It is recommended to update the methodology to include steam pipes. 		Utilities (Ghani Ramdani)		the table was just a representation of  most common cases , all other cases wether if it is bigger diameter , or diffrent temp cases the savinsg would be run through using 3E  software , we can add language in PSD fo rbigger diamter or diffent temp to use the 3E software		We recommend to change the language in the PSD to say something like" savings are custom calculated using 3E Plus for bigger pipe diameters and for different delta T values". 

		Batch 2.47		PSD3.2.2		Pipe Insulation		Add DHW and Chiller pipe insulation
		N/A
		Include DHW and chiller pipe insulation		New parameter update		See Tab in TRC MF Review Table: CA Pipe Insulation - Rx		Utilities (Ghani Ramdani)		the table was just a representation of  most common cases , all other cases wether if it is bigger diameter , or diffrent temp cases the savinsg would be run through using 3E  software , we can add language in PSD for bigger diamter or diffent temp to use the 3E software		We recommend to change the measure description to include DHW and chiller pipes and may be provide a sample calculation for common cases. 		Agree this would be a good addition. 3E Plus is a free, publicly available software with an online download and a relatively simple interface. We recommend that secondary research look into providing a path for a custom calculation using the 3E software

		Batch 2.48		PSD3.2.2		Pipe Insulation		MF heating and cooling efficiencies
		N/A
		Efficiencies: 
DHW: 92%
HVAC, cooling: Chiller = 11.4 EER		New parameter update		See Tab in TRC MF Review Table: CA Pipe Insulation - Rx		Utilities (Ghani Ramdani)		the R 1705 /1609 uses basline eff for gas Table 4-35 Eletric uses .92 		0		Our recommendation may have been misinterpreted. We had included these recommendations as default efficiencies along with our recommendation to expand this measure to include electric savings. The MF Review comments indicate DHW and Chiller pipe insulation should be added, but do not specify that these baseline were intended for the Electric side.  
We do not plan to change our original recommendation

		Batch 2.49		PSD3.2.2		Pipe Insulation		MF and cooling hours
		N/A
		Hours: 
DHW = 8760
Chiller = CHWP & Cooling Towers (Appendix Five)		New parameter update		See Tab in TRC MF Review Table: CA Pipe Insulation - Rx		Utilities (Ghani Ramdani)		No comment		0

		Batch 2.50		PSD3.2.3		Duct Sealing		0		Refers to the duct sealing measure in the Residential Section of the 2020 PSD manual (Measure 4.2.9)		IPSD measure ID of the duct sealing measure in the Residential Section is 4.2.5		Editorial update		N/A		Utilities		will update		In agreement

		Batch 2.51		PSD3.2.6		Steam Trap Replacement		C&I		C&I		C&I		C&I		See comment in cell G5--there was a recent CT evaluation (C1641) w steam trap recommendaitons. Please ensure consistency with those results, including realization rate applied in appendxi 3 of PSD (see p.300, note 7 of 2020 PSD).  -MI		Utilities (Jim Williamson)		See comment in cell G5--there was a recent CT evaluation (C1641) w steam trap recommendaitons. Please ensure consistency with those results, including realization rate applied in appendxi 3 of PSD (see p.300, note 7 of 2020 PSD).  -MI		We confirmed that the steam trap related recommendations (both algorithm & RR) in C1648 were incorporated in this measure in the 2020 CT PSD.

		Batch 2.52		PSD3.2.6		Steam Trap Replacement		Repaired or replaced steam trap		Replaced or repaired traps		All steam traps functioning properly		Repaired, rebuilt, or replaced steam trap		I think it is ok to add " replace" into the terminology. - JW		Utilities (Jim Williamson)		I think it is ok to add " replace" into the terminology. - JW		In agreement

		Batch 2.53		PSD3.2.6		Steam Trap Replacement		N/A (Deemed Savings)		Thermal efficiency of boiler (Et). No default value provided		N/A		N/A		I agree that we should use site boiler efficiency if backup is available, otherwise use code required or 80%. - JW		Utilities (Jim Williamson)		I agree that we should use site boiler efficiency if backup is available, otherwise use code required or 80%. - JW		In agreement

		Batch 2.54		PSD3.2.6		Steam Trap Replacement		N/A (Deemed Savings)		Thermodynamic Properties of Steam Including Data for the Liquid and Solid Phases (1936)		The Engineering Toolbox, Properties of Saturated Steam - Imperial Units, https://www.engineeringtoolbox.com/saturated-steam-properties-d_273.html		Heat of vaporization values from Steam Tables, Power Plant Service, Inc.		2021 PSD should include update reference link. - JW		Utilities (Jim Williamson)		2021 PSD should include update reference link. - JW		In agreement

				PSD3.2.6		Steam Trap Replacement		N/A (Deemed Savings)		EFLH: 7,752 (process steam), 3,763 (heating steam coil applications), 5,376 (heating steam distribution applications)		Clarify that EFLH: 5,376 should be used for multifamily common area		Parameter update		See Tab in TRC MF Review Table: CA Steam Trap		Utilities (Jim Williamson)		MF EFLH should be revised if justified by TRC study				The current PSD has the EFLH as a parameter with site specific hours if available and deemed values if the site hours are unknown (to be used for any building type): 7,752 for process steam, 3,763 for heating steam coil applications and 5,376 for heating steam distribution applications. For a multifamily common area, we estimated the hours for a steam trap by looking at the heating system enabled hours (days with a minimum temp < 40F) in NOAA data for  Hartford Bradley International Airport, CT as 4,392 hours. This is similar to the heating pump hours of 5,376 (which we have interpreted as heating system enabled hours) in Appendix A5.1 in the PSD for multifamily common areas. We proposed clarifying that multifamily common areas should use EFLH of 5,376 hours. We do not plan to change our original recommendation

		Batch 2.55		PSD3.2.7		Blower Door Test (Small C&I)		Sector (C&I, Residential)		C&I		C&I		No change		Aligns with other TRMs		Reviewer 1 Comments -  Utilities (Tushnik)		Parameter updates with newer values if any current study is available. EUL can be done and included in Appendix, similar to NY TRM. 		In agreement

		Batch 2.56		PSD3.2.7		Blower Door Test (Small C&I)		ACCFH, AOGH, APGH		Not defined in the nomenclature Table 3-Y. 		ACCFH - Annual Gross Fossil Fuel Savings (Natural Gas Heating) - CCF
AOGH - Annual Gross Fossil Fuel Energy Savings (Oil) - CCF
APGH - Annual Gross Fossil Fuel Energy Savings (Propane) - CCF 		Parameter update		Add to nomenclature table		Reviewer 1 Comments -  Utilities (Tushnik)		Parameter update, values refered to in Appendix are based on 2012 study by Eversource on 7 old residential types of construction, updated values if newer studies are avaiable. 		These parameters were not defined in the nomenclature table. This is an editorial update to add these parameters to this measure nomenclature table.

		Batch 2.57		PSD3.2.7		Blower Door Test (Small C&I)		BD savings per measure		The demand savings are from the Residential Measure 4.4.4—Infiltration Reduction Testing (Blower Door Test)		The demand savings are from the Residential Measure 4.4.4—Infiltration Reduction Testing (Blower Door Test)		Parameter update		In accordance with Measure 4.4.2, the demand savings are based on a REM/Rate model that was run in 2008. Changes to the model or to the input variables would change the deemed values. Recommend update values with new REM/rate model every three years, analogous to typical codes and standards updates, to ensure that the values reflect changes to the model and input variables.		Reviewer 1 Comments -  Utilities (Tushnik)		Values based on older REM simulations, updated values to be used if more recent Simulation performed 		In agreement

		Batch 2.58		PSD3.2.7		Blower Door Test (Small C&I)		Measure reference 		2020 PSD’s Residential Blower Door Measure (Measure 4.4.4)		The correct Measure ID for Residential Blower Door Measure is 4.4.2. Update this PSD ID in the savings methodology section and 'note' below the Table 3-BB		Updated reference		Update reference for accuracy.		Reviewer 1 Comments -  Utilities (Tushnik)		OK		In agreement

		Batch 2.59		PSD3.2.7		Blower Door Test (Small C&I)		Description of Measure		NA		Clarify in introductory text: For multifamily buildings, this should only be used for projects that conduct a whole building leakage test. Projects that test individually dwelling units should use the Infiltration Reduction Blower Door measure		Parameter update		See Tab in TRC MF Review Table: Small C&I Blower Door Test & Blower Door - BF estimate		Reviewer 1 Comments -  Utilities (Tushnik)		OK		In agreement

		Batch 2.60		PSD4.2.1		Energy-Efficient Central Air Conditioning		EERe - Existing EER of old unit. 		AC unit with EER rating of 11 for lost opportunity. Retrofit application uses existing nameplate EER of EER of 8 if unknown.		EER to 11.2 (SEER 13) for lost opportunity		Parameter update		Considering updating EER to 11.2 (SEER 13) to be consistent with other TRMs. This measure would result in summer season savings only, thus using SEER would make more sense instead of EER. A Massachusetts baseline study is being performed currently, with results expected to come out end of this summer. Planned updates include: baseline efficiency.		Utilities (Glen Eigo)		Agreed to make recommended changes This will require edits to Tracking systems and spread sheets.		ERROR:#N/A

		Batch 2.61		PSD4.2.1		Energy-Efficient Central Air Conditioning		ASF - Annual savings factor, kWh/ton		362		362 - Annual Usage Factor		Parameter update		Based on the latest evaluation report. Consider updating the term to "annual usage factor"  as recommended by R8 evaluation report (page VI). 		Utilities (Glen Eigo)		Agreed to make recommended changes This will require edits to Tracking systems and spread sheets.		ERROR:#N/A

		Batch 2.62		PSD4.2.1		Energy-Efficient Central Air Conditioning		EERb - Baseline EER, representing baseline new model, Btu/Watt-hr		11		EER to 11.2 (SEER 13) for lost opportunity		Parameter update		Considering updating EER to 11.2 (SEER 13) to be consistent with other TRMs. This measure would result in summer season savings only, thus using SEER would make more sense instead of EER. 		Utilities (Glen Eigo)		Agreed to make recommended changes This will require edits to Tracking systems and spread sheets.		ERROR:#N/A

		Batch 2.63		PSD4.2.1		Energy-Efficient Central Air Conditioning		EUL - Effective useful life, years		18		11		Parameter update		Update based on R1706 RASS		Utilities (Glen Eigo)		Agreed to make recommended changes This will require edits to Tracking systems and spread sheets.		ERROR:#N/A

		Batch 2.64		PSD4.2.1		Energy-Efficient Central Air Conditioning		RUL - Remaining useful life, years		5		3.67		Parameter update		RUL is assumed 1/3 of the EUL when equipment specific information is not available.		Utilities (Glen Eigo)		Agreed to make changes.		ERROR:#N/A

		Batch 2.65		PSD4.2.1		Energy-Efficient Central Air Conditioning		AKWHc,lost opp - Annual savings, lost opportunity		0		362 kWh/ton x CAPc,I x (EERi/11.2-1) 		Parameter update		Recommend updating EER to 11.2 (SEER 13) to be consistent with other TRMs. This measure would result in summer season savings only, thus using SEER would make more sense instead of EER. 		Utilities (Glen Eigo)		Agreed to make recommended changes This will require edits to Tracking systems and spread sheets.		ERROR:#N/A

		Batch 2.66		PSD4.2.1		Energy-Efficient Central Air Conditioning		SKWc, Lost Opp- Summer seasonal demand savings, Lost Opportunity		0		0.45 kWh/ton x CAPc,I x (EERi/11.2 -1) 		Parameter update		Recommend updating EER to 11.2 (SEER 13) to be consistent with other TRMs. This measure would result in summer season savings only, thus using SEER would make more sense instead of EER. 		Utilities (Glen Eigo)		Agreed to make recommended changes This will require edits to Tracking systems and spread sheets.		ERROR:#N/A

		Batch 2.67		PSD4.2.1		Energy-Efficient Central Air Conditioning		Multifamily Adjustment Factor (MAF)		No MAF		MAF = 0.4		New parameter update		See Tab in TRC MF Review Table: DU Air Conditioning		Reviewer 1 (no name)		Hmm...But if the algorithm has capacity, does the MAF potentially overcorrect for diffferences in conditioned sq. footage		ERROR:#N/A		The current algorithm in the CT PSD has electricity savings (e.g., for lost opportunity) of AKWH = 362 (kWh/ton) x CAP_cooling,installed x (EER_installed/11 – 1) where 362 (kWh/ton) is an annual savings factor from the R8 evaluation report. Upon another review, we agree that the multiplier may be overcorrecting, and it seems that the annual savings factor is reflecting usage hours which is expected to be similar for single and multifamily. However, it’s not entirely clear from R8 how this annual savings factor is being calculated. Recommend follow-up research on what the R8 researchers assumed to develop the annual savings factor, so we can confirm that the multiplier is not needed. 

		Batch 2.68		PSD4.2.4		Electronically Commutated Motor HVAC Fan		Measure application type (Lost opportunity, Retrofit, etc.)		Lost Opportunity		Savings applicable to a replacement of furnace with permanent split capacitor (PSC) motor with furnace with ECM motor for the remaining useful life of the furnace given by the furnace measure (4.2.11)		New methodology update		Increased federal standards make savings unclaimable for lost opportunity but may be claimed for the remaining useful life of old equipment. 		Utilities (Glen Eigo)		More research is needed. Suggest Mid-Atlantic TRM as basis for new savings.		0

		Batch 2.69		PSD4.2.4		Electronically Commutated Motor HVAC Fan		Baseline equipment		Standard motor in a new furnace or an existing furnace		Standard motor in an existing furnace		Proposed Further Secondary Research		Furnaces have an EUL of 20 years resulting in many legacy furnaces remaining in service with standard motors well past code changes requiring ECM fan motors. This study provides support for retrofitting ECM motors into existing furnaces, usually when fan motors fail. https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy14osti/60760.pdf		Utilities (Glen Eigo)		Can update to just retrofit savings.		0

		Batch 2.70		PSD4.2.4		Electronically Commutated Motor HVAC Fan		Discontinued		Discontinued		Continue as Retrofit		Proposed Further Secondary Research		Furnaces have an EUL of 20 years resulting in many legacy furnaces remaining in service with standard motors well past code changes requiring ECM fan motors. This study provides support for retrofitting ECM motors into existing furnaces, usually when fan motors fail. https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy14osti/60760.pdf		Utilities (Glen Eigo)		More research is needed. Suggest Mid Atlantic TRM savings algorithm with CT EFLH.		The MidAtlantic approach produces similar values to the current CT PSD values. The CT PSD values are based on the most recent evaluation in 2018. This evaluation also calculated ISO-NE seasonal peaks and would be seen as more accurate than the MidAtlantic TRM approach with CT specific EFLHs. 

		Batch 2.71		PSD4.2.4		Electronically Commutated Motor HVAC Fan		EUL		18		18		No change		Aligns with other TRMs		Glen Reed		Will need to develop an RUL estimate if this measure is to be continued as a retrofit measure.		Until further research is collected I would recommend 1/3 the EUL so 6 years. 
Note, costs also need an update

		Batch 2.72		PSD4.2.5		Duct Sealing		Duct blaster test 		CFM (pre & post) measured using duct blaster test. Deemed savings values obtained from the duct blaster energy savings analysis using REM conducted in 2010. 		Update the deemed values by re-running the REM/Rate simulation model every three years.		Parameter update		The deemed values are based on a REM/Rate model that was run in 2010. Changes to the model or to the input variables would change the deemed values. Recommend update values with new REM/rate model every three years, analogous to typical codes and standards updates, to ensure that the deemed values reflect changes to the model and input variables.		Glen Reed		Does there need to be any discussion/consideration as to leakage to conditioned vs. unconditioned spaces, i.e., duct location?		Great point! The savings from this measure are realized from sealing a leaky duct in unconditioned spaces. This measure did not explicitly define duct leaks in conditioned/unconditioned spaces. The measure description should define the fact that the measure is based on sealing ducts in unconditioned spaces.

		Batch 2.73		PSD4.2.5		Duct Sealing		Sector (C&I, Residential)		Residential		Residential		No change		Aligns with other TRMs		Utilities (Ghani Ramdani)		Overall comment: these changes should be consistent with impact results (realization rates) from HES/HES-IE study		In agreement

		Batch 2.74		PSD4.2.5		Duct Sealing		Energy efficient equipment		Air sealed ductwork		Air sealed ductwork		Parameter update		R151 - CT HES Air Sealing, Duct Sealing, and Insulation Practices [2015] - recommendation 3 suggested to use mastic rather than foil tape to seal the leaky duct. The CT PSD does not include this recommendation.		Utilities (Ghani Ramdani)		Can include recommendation for mastic. The PSD may not be the place to outline implementation practices.		In agreement

		Batch 2.75		PSD4.2.5		Duct Sealing		Duct blaster test 		CFM (pre & post) measured using duct blaster test. Deemed savings values obtained from the duct blaster energy savings analysis using REM conducted in 2010. 		Update the deemed values by re-running the REM/Rate simulation model every three years.		Parameter update		The deemed values are based on a REM/Rate model that was run in 2010. Changes to the model or to the input variables would change the deemed values. Recommend update values with new REM/rate model every three years, analogous to typical codes and standards updates, to ensure that the deemed values reflect changes to the model and input variables.		Utilities (Ghani Ramdani)		Original REMRate model may not be available since responsible engineer has left the industry. May need to re-create work. May require outside consultant.		Agreed that an alternative savings approach can be employed if updated REM/Rate models cannot be run. 

		Batch 2.76		PSD4.2.5		Duct Sealing		Home with central air conditioning		In the savings algorithm for a home with central air conditioning, the electric savings is listed as AKWHh		Update to AKWHC . 		Parameter update		Update to match correct nomenclature.		Utilities (Ghani Ramdani)		WIll correct typo.		In agreement

		Batch 2.77		PSD4.2.5		Duct Sealing		AKWH - Annual electric energy savings		REM/rate values obtained from duct blaster test analysis study performed in 2010.		Update the deemed values by re-running the REM/Rate simulation model every three years.		Parameter update		The deemed values are based on a REM/Rate model that was run in 2010. Changes to the model or to the input variables would change the deemed values. Recommend update values with new REM/rate model every three years, analogous to typical codes and standards updates, to ensure that the deemed values reflect changes to the model and input variables.		Utilities (Ghani Ramdani)		Suggest using other state TRM for savings if original REMRate model cannot be recreated.		Agreed that an alternative savings approach can be employed if updated REM/Rate models cannot be run. The Mid Atlantic TRM Version 9, October 2019  has a reasonable methodology that can be used to estimate savings for this measure. Specifically, metholdogy 3 in the Mid Atlantic TRM would be most appropriate since it follows the same concept as the CT PSD. It is transparent and uses inputs that are typically easily available. 

		Batch 2.78		PSD4.2.5		Duct Sealing		Annual Natural Gas/Oil/Propane savings		REM/rate values obtained from duct blaster test analysis study performed in 2010.		Update the deemed values by re-running the REM/Rate simulation model every three years.		Parameter update		The deemed values are based on a REM/Rate model that was run in 2008. Changes to the model or to the input variables would change the deemed values. Recommend update values with new REM/rate model every three years, analogous to typical codes and standards updates, to ensure that the deemed values reflect changes to the model and input variables.		Utilities (Ghani Ramdani)		Suggest using other state TRM for savings if original REMRate model cannot be recreated.		Agreed that an alternative savings approach can be employed if updated REM/Rate models cannot be run. The Mid Atlantic TRM Version 9, October 2019  has a reasonable methodology that can be used to estimate savings for this measure. Specifically, metholdogy 3 in the Mid Atlantic TRM would be most appropriate since it follows the same concept as the CT PSD. It is transparent and uses inputs that are typically easily available. 

		Batch 2.79		PSD4.2.5		Duct Sealing		Summer and winter demand savings		REM/rate values obtained from duct blaster test analysis study performed in 2010.		Update the demand values by re-running the REM/Rate simulation model every three years.		Parameter update		The demand values are based on a REM/Rate model that was run in 2010. Changes to the model or to the input variables would change the deemed values. Recommend update values with new REM/rate model every three years, analogous to typical codes and standards updates, to ensure that the deemed values reflect changes to the model and input variables.		Utilities (Ghani Ramdani)		Suggest using other state TRM for savings if original REMRate model cannot be recreated.		Agreed that an alternative savings approach can be employed if updated REM/Rate models cannot be run. The Mid Atlantic TRM Version 9, October 2019  has a reasonable methodology that can be used to estimate savings for this measure. Specifically, metholdogy 3 in the Mid Atlantic TRM would be most appropriate since it follows the same concept as the CT PSD. It is transparent and uses inputs that are typically easily available. 

		Batch 2.80		PSD4.2.5		Duct Sealing		Interactivity between concurrently installed measures		Description of measure does not include a discussion of interactivity between measures.		Account for interactivity between the envelope and other HVAC-related measures.		Algorithm update		Recommend in clude interactvity per R91 - Review of Impact Evaluation Best Practices [2016] - recommendation "Account for interactivity between HVAC and envelope measures" pg 73. 
Per R1603 HES Impact Evaluation [2018] - duct sealing savings overlaps with the air sealing savings. According to this evaluation study, all participants who installed duct sealing also installed air sealing. 		Utilities (Ghani Ramdani)		May need to review other TRM information to include interactivity effects.		NEED HELP

		Batch 2.81		PSD4.2.5		Duct Sealing		Reference [1]		Duct blaster energy savings analysis using REM was performed by C&LM Planning team, Eversource & United Illuminating, Aug. 2010. REM/Rate™ version 12.99 was used for this analysis.		Update the deemed values by re-running the REM/Rate simulation model every three years.		Parameter update		The referenced analysis was performed in 2010. The deemed energy savings in this measure are taken from this reference. Recommend re-run the REM/Rate simulation to ensure that the savings are reflective of changes to the model and input variables. 		Utilities (Ghani Ramdani)		Original REMRate model may not be available since responsible engineer has left the industry. May need to re-create work. May require outside consultant.		Agreed that an alternative savings approach can be employed if updated REM/Rate models cannot be run. 

		Batch 2.82		PSD4.2.8		Quality Installation Verification		Energy efficient equipment		Installation consistent with Air Conditioning Contractors of America/ ENERGY STAR specifications		Installation consistent with Air Conditioning Contractors of America/ ENERGY STAR specifications		No change		Aligns with other TRMs		Glen Reed		Do ACCA QIV specs address charge and equipment sizing? How captured below? Savings appear to be expressed on a per CFLM basis and supporting info is only about duct blasters. What about for gas boilers? Not currently offered?		ERROR:#N/A

		Batch 2.83		PSD4.2.8		Quality Installation Verification		Energy efficient equipment		Installation consistent with Air Conditioning Contractors of America/ ENERGY STAR specifications		Installation consistent with Air Conditioning Contractors of America/ ENERGY STAR specifications		No change		Aligns with other TRMs		Utilities (Ghani Ramdani)		Do ACCA QIV specs address charge and equipment sizing? How captured below? Savings appear to be expressed on a per CFLM basis and supporting info is only about duct blasters. What about for gas boilers? Not currently offered?		ERROR:#N/A

		Batch 2.84		PSD4.2.11		Furnaces		Lost Opportunity Gross Energy Savings, Electric		0		ABTU_H = 995*CAP_H * (1/.85 - 1/AFUE_I)		Algorithm update		See Tab in TRC MF Review Table: DU Furnace		Glen Reed		Is this the right algorithm and units for electric savings?		TRC MF Review. TRC follow-up needed		I think this is a labeling error on our end in the workbook. There are only fossil fuel savings provided in this measure. Column B should read, “Fossil Fuel” instead of “Electric” in the types of savings. We will make this correction in the workbook

		Batch 2.85		PSD4.2.11		Furnaces		Retrofit (Early Retirement portion) Gross Energy Savings, Electric		0		ABTU_H = 995*CAP_H * (1/AFUE_E- 1/AFUE_B)		Algorithm update		See Tab in TRC MF Review Table: DU Furnace		Glen Reed		Is this the right algorithm and units for electric savings?		TRC MF Review. TRC follow-up needed		Same comment as above: I think this is a labeling error on our end in the workbook. There are only fossil fuel savings provided in this measure. Column B should read, “Fossil Fuel” instead of “Electric” in the types of savings. We will make this correction in the workbook

		Batch 2.86		PSD4.2.11		Furnaces		EUL - Effective Useful Life		20 (CA DEER2008 Reference)		22		Updated reference		Recommended value from NY TRM. NY TRM Source is US DOE document dated 2016 while CT PSD refers CA DEER 2008 values.		Utilities (Glen Eigo)		Agreed to make recommended changes This will require edits to Tracking systems and spread sheets.		Agreement

		Batch 2.87		PSD4.2.11		Furnaces		RUL - Remaining Useful Life		6.67		6.67		Parameter update		Current value does not have a reference. Update to 1/3 EUL.		Utilities (Glen Eigo)		Agreed to make recommended changes This will require edits to Tracking systems and spread sheets.		Agreement

		Batch 2.88		PSD4.2.13		ECM Circulating Pump		Baseline equipment		Existing Circulating Pump		Existing Circulating Pump		No change		Aligns with other TRMs		Glen Reed		Is it the existing pump, or what would have gone in absent the program?  This is an ROF measure.  Maybe the two baselines are effectively the same.		0

		Batch 2.89		PSD4.4.1		REM Savings		REM simulation file		REM Simulation file submitted by HERS rater		REM Simulation file submitted by HERS rater		No change		Matches other TRM		Glen Reed		If and when Passive House gains traction in CT,  will that need a different modeling approach and PSD characterization?		ERROR:#N/A

		Batch 2.90		PSD4.4.2		Infiltration Reduction Testing (Blower Door Test)		Blower Door Test		Blower Door Test (change in CFM @50 Pascals pressure difference before and after air leakage sealing)		Blower Door Test (change in CFM @50 Pascals pressure difference before and after air leakage sealing )		No change		Aligns with other TRMs		Glen Reed		For MF buildings, blower door test results need to account for inter-unit leakage. A guarded blower door test can be used in some cases. The Companies also worked with SWA to develop an approach that had a back end savings (billing?) analysis component. The vendors were not happy with this methodology, though I haven't heard concerns raised recently.		Blower door testing in MF buildings is extremely complicated due to the inter-unit dynamics. The study by SWA in the link below details alternative methods for MF facilities. 

https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy13osti/58669.pdf		As discussed at July 10 meeting: The PSD equation does include a "blowerdoor CFM reduction factor" (BF) for MF units because some infiltration comes from adjacent (conditioned) spaces. The PSD uses a simplified BF equation from a Consortium for Advanced Res Buildings ("CARB" - mostly SWA staff) study: https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy13osti/58669.pdf. The original BF equation is slightly more complicated but produces more accurate results, based on the CARB study and some unpublished data we received through a contact. We recommended revising the PSD's BF equation to better align with CARB's (adding a few more terms which project team's can easily identify). Caveat: the CARB study mostly used garden-style units, and exterior infiltration (hence savings) may be overestimated for MF units on enclosed corridors. Also, note SWA provided a follow-up study for CT, that developed a calculator, but it requires montly billing data to calculate savings. TRC recommended that the SWA calculator be used in a future project to explore: 1. interactivity between HVAC and air sealing measures, and b. savings from air sealing for MF units on enclosed corridors.

		Batch 2.91		PSD4.4.2		Infiltration Reduction Testing (Blower Door Test)		Gross Energy Savings (Electric and Fossil Fuel)		Add assumptions for multifamily		BF = 0.67 + DuctLocationTerm - 0.088xDoors - 0.002xD + 0.0012xF

DuctLocationTerm = 0.27 for ducts in unconditioned space, and 0.05 for ducts in conditioned space or if no ducts

Doors = number of exterior doors

D = same as before: Shared Surface Area (ft2) between conditioned spaces.

F = same as before: Envelope Perimeter (ft) is used to describe the sum of all the lengths of the edges of the unit,
common and exterior surfaces.
		New parameter update		See Tab in TRC MF Review Table: Infiltration Reduc-Blower Door		Glen Reed		See above re: challenges to accurately measure air leakage in MF buildings.		Blower door testing in MF buildings is extremely complicated due to the inter-unit dynamics. The study by SWA in the link below details alternative methods for MF facilities. 

https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy13osti/58669.pdf

		Batch 2.92		PSD4.4.2		Infiltration Reduction Testing (Blower Door Test)		SKW - Summer Demand Savings		SKW , SKWC		Use either SKW /SKWC consistently throughout the entire measure		Parameter update		This would provide consistency across the measure.		Utilities (Glen Eigo)		will update		In agreement

		Batch 2.93		PSD4.4.2		Infiltration Reduction Testing (Blower Door Test)		WKW - Winter Demand Savings		WKW, WKWH		Use either WKW, WKWH consistently throughout the entire measure		Parameter update		This would provide consistency across the measure.		Utilities (Glen Eigo)		will update		In agreement

		Batch 2.94		PSD4.4.2		Infiltration Reduction Testing (Blower Door Test)		AKWHH - Annual Electric Energy Savings, Heating		Energy savings deemed values obtained from REM/rate simulation performed in 2008.		Update the deemed values by re-running the REM/Rate simulation model every three years.		Parameter update		The deemed values are based on a REM/Rate model that was run in 2008. Changes to the model or to the input variables would change the deemed values. Recommend update values with new REM/rate model every three years, analogous to typical codes and standards updates, to ensure that the deemed values reflect changes to the model and input variables.		Utilities (Glen Eigo)		this measure was addresed extensively in  HES /HES IE Impact study  study and any changes to parmeters will through the study results off		Great point! Agreed that changes to the model/savings algorithms would result in the RRs being less applicable. This should be added as a note in Appendix 3. 

		Batch 2.95		PSD4.4.2		Infiltration Reduction Testing (Blower Door Test)		Annual Natural Gas/Oil/Propane savings		Energy savings deemed values obtained from REM/rate simulation performed in 2008.		Update the deemed values by re-running the REM/Rate simulation model every three years.		Parameter update		The deemed values are based on a REM/Rate model that was run in 2008. Changes to the model or to the input variables would change the deemed values. Recommend update values with new REM/rate model every three years, analogous to typical codes and standards updates, to ensure that the deemed values reflect changes to the model and input variables.		Utilities (Glen Eigo)		this measure was addresed extensively in  HES /HES IE Impact study  study and any changes to parmeters will through the study results off		Great point! Agreed that changes to the model/savings algorithms would result in the RRs being less applicable. This should be added as a note in Appendix 3. 

		Batch 2.96		PSD4.4.2		Infiltration Reduction Testing (Blower Door Test)		SkW - Summer Demand Savings (kW),                                                                 WkW - Winter Demand Savings (kW)		REM/rate simulation values used to estimate demand savings		Update the demand savings factors by re-running the REM/Rate simulation model every three years.		Parameter update		The demand savings factors are based on a REM/Rate model that was run in 2008. Changes to the model or to the input variables would change the deemed values. Recommend update values with new REM/rate model every three years, analogous to typical codes and standards updates, to ensure that the values reflect changes to the model and input variables.		Utilities (Glen Eigo)		this measure was addresed extensively in  HES /HES IE Impact study  study and any changes to parmeters will through the study results off		Great point! Agreed that changes to the model/savings algorithms would result in the RRs being less applicable. This should be added as a note in Appendix 3. 

		Batch 2.97		PSD4.4.2		Infiltration Reduction Testing (Blower Door Test)		PDH - Natural Gas Peak Day Savings, Heating		0		ACCF value depends on REM/rate value in Table 4-HHH		No change		Other TRMs do not consider NG peak day savings		Utilities (Glen Eigo)		this measure was addresed extensively in  HES /HES IE Impact study  study and any changes to parmeters will through the study results off		Great point! Agreed that changes to the model/savings algorithms would result in the RRs being less applicable. This should be added as a note in Appendix 3. 

		Batch 2.98		PSD4.4.2		Infiltration Reduction Testing (Blower Door Test)		Interactivity between concurrently installed measures		Interactivity not considered 		Account for interactivity between the envelope and other HVAC-related measures.		Algorithm update		Recommend in clude interactvity per R91 - Review of Impact Evaluation Best Practices [2016] - recommendation "Account for interactivity between HVAC and envelope measures" pg 73. 
Per R1603 HES Impact Evaluation [2018] - duct sealing savings overlaps with the air sealing savings. According to this evaluation study, all participants who installed duct sealing also installed air sealing. 		Utilities (Glen Eigo)		this measure was addresed extensively in  HES /HES IE Impact study  study and any changes to parmeters will through the study results off		Great point! Agreed that changes to the model/savings algorithms would result in the RRs being less applicable. This should be added as a note in Appendix 3. 

		Batch 2.99		PSD4.4.2		Infiltration Reduction Testing (Blower Door Test)		Reference [1]		Blower Door energy savings analysis using REM/Rate™ was performed by C&LM Planning team,
Eversource, Aug. 2008		Update the deemed values and demand savings by re-running the REM/Rate simulation model every three years.		Updated reference		The referenced analysis was performed in 2008. The deemed energy savings in this measure are taken from this reference. Recommend re-run the REM/Rate simulation to ensure that the savings are reflective of changes to the model and input variables. 		Utilities (Glen Eigo)		this measure was addresed extensively in  HES /HES IE Impact study  study and any changes to parmeters will through the study results off		Great point! Agreed that changes to the model/savings algorithms would result in the RRs being less applicable. This should be added as a note in Appendix 3. 

		Batch 2.100		PSD4.4.2		Infiltration Reduction Testing (Blower Door Test)		Gross Energy Savings (Electric and Fossil Fuel)		Blower door CFM reduction Factor (BF) for multifamily units:
BF = 0.7818  - 0.002xD + 0.0012xF
D = Shared Surface Area (ft2) between conditioned spaces.
F = Envelope Perimeter (ft) is used to describe the sum of all the lengths of the edges of the unit,
common and exterior surfaces.		BF = 0.67 + DuctLocationTerm - 0.088xDoors - 0.002xD + 0.0012xF
DuctLocationTerm = 0.27 for ducts in unconditioned space, and 0.05 for ducts in conditioned space or if no ducts
Doors = number of exterior doors
D = same as before: Shared Surface Area (ft2) between conditioned spaces.
F = same as before: Envelope Perimeter (ft) is used to describe the sum of all the lengths of the edges of the unit,
common and exterior surfaces.
		Algorithm update		See Tab in TRC MF Review Table: Infiltration Reduc-Blower Door		Utilities (Glen Eigo)		this Measure is being revied under the MF Impact study which will shade more light about the paramter or Impact factors ( using billing data,engineering algorithm .. Etc)		In agreement		As discussed at July 10 meeting. We are not conducting billing analysis for the MF impact evaluation. We did dig into the equation from CARB, and compared it to field data, and results agree fairly well for garden-style units

		Batch 2.101		PSD4.4.7		Infiltration Reduction (Prescriptive)		EF - Fossil Fuel System Efficiency, Including Distribution Loss		0.75		Use site-specific heating system efficiency if available. If unknown, use default of 80% for boilers, 78% for natural gas and propane furnaces, and 76% for oil furnaces.		Parameter update		No references were provided for the estimated efficiency. The proposed efficiency values are based on an evaluation study conducted by Cadmus in 2015 in MA titled 'High Efficiency Heating Equipment Impact Evaluation Final Report', which are also used for measures 4.2.10 and 4.2.11 in the CT PSD (boilers and furnaces). In addition to being based on evaluations, these values will also help align the existing heating system efficiency values with other TRMs. 		Glen Reed		Make certain that proposed efficiencues reflect system and not equipment efficiencies		ERROR:#N/A

		Batch 2.102		PSD4.4.7		Infiltration Reduction (Prescriptive)		EF - Fossil Fuel System Efficiency, Including Distribution Loss		0.75		Use site-specific heating system efficiency if available. If unknown, use default of 80% for boilers, 78% for natural gas and propane furnaces, and 76% for oil furnaces.		Parameter update		No references were provided for the estimated efficiency. The proposed efficiency values are based on an evaluation study conducted by Cadmus in 2015 in MA titled 'High Efficiency Heating Equipment Impact Evaluation Final Report', which are also used for measures 4.2.10 and 4.2.11 in the CT PSD (boilers and furnaces). In addition to being based on evaluations, these values will also help align the existing heating system efficiency values with other TRMs. 		Utilities (Glen Eigo)		May need to update references to show evaluation study conducted by Cadmus in 2015 in MA		ERROR:#N/A

		Batch 2.103		PSD4.4.7		Infiltration Reduction (Prescriptive)		AKWH		Missing		AKWH - Annual electric energy savings		Parameter update		N/A		Utilities (Glen Eigo)		Will add to parameter table.		ERROR:#N/A

		Batch 2.104		PSD4.4.7		Infiltration Reduction (Prescriptive)		Interactivity between concurrently installed measures		Interactivity not considered 		Account for interactivity between the envelope and other HVAC-related measures.		Algorithm update		Recommend in clude interactvity per R91 - Review of Impact Evaluation Best Practices [2016] - recommendation "Account for interactivity between HVAC and envelope measures" pg 73. 
Per R1603 HES Impact Evaluation [2018] - duct sealing savings overlaps with the air sealing savings. According to this evaluation study, all participants who installed duct sealing also installed air sealing. 		Utilities (Glen Eigo)		May need research on how to update savings based on interactivity.		ERROR:#N/A

		Batch 2.105		PSD4.4.7		Infiltration Reduction (Prescriptive)		Blower Door Test Measure reference 		Blower door test is referenced in Savings Methodology section as Measure 4.4.4		Update the Blower Door Test PSD ID in this measure to 4.4.2. The 4.4.4 is the PSD ID for Thermal Enclosure measure.		Updated reference		Incorrect reference measure number		Utilities (Glen Eigo)		Will update measure references.		ERROR:#N/A

		Batch 2		PSD4.4.7		Infiltration Reduction (Prescriptive)								no change		The REM deemed savings values were obtained from a study conducted in 2008. Recommend  re-run the REM/rate model to ensure that the deemed values reflect changes to the model. Recommend include interactivity of air sealing with concurrent installation of other measures. 								The PSD uses a "per widget" approach: i.e., savings per gasket, or per linear foot of caulkings or weatherstripping.  We compared savings using this approach for a prototype MF unit, to what MA and NY TRMs assume, and results were similar. Consequently, we are not recommending any changes to MF. 

		Batch 2.106		PSD4.4.8		Wall Insulation		General		Three individual measures with similar savings algorithm for wall, ceiling and floor insulation		Consider combining these three measures 		Algorithm update		Combining measures would help align with other TRMs and would likely improve user experience because these three meaures are often implemented together.		Glen Reed		See comments in Ceiling and Floor Insulation measure tabs. If measures merged, might need a different HDD adjustment factor for floor insulation.		We checked the adjustment factor using this link and confirmed that the value is appropriate. As for a different factor being used for floors versus ceiling/wall insulation, we didn't find that distinction in the source. Further secondary resreach could be conducted to determine that change. 

https://books.google.com/books?id=guzOLFhjPygC&pg=PA20&lpg=PA20&dq=ASHRAE+degree-day+correction.+1989+ASHRAE+Handbook+%E2%80%93+Fundamentals&source=bl&ots=onTU52PtEd&sig=ACfU3U1iQd89_agoKFpf3AcaWvglSD39fQ&hl=en&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwimzaGSv7vqAhWzkHIEHaiZBAMQ6AEwAXoECA0QAQ#v=onepage&q=ASHRAE%20degree-day%20correction.%201989%20ASHRAE%20Handbook%20%E2%80%93%20Fundamentals&f=false

		Batch 2.107		PSD4.4.8		Wall Insulation		GF - Ground Factor; Percent of Unconditioned Space Walls Above-Grade
(rounded to nearest %)		


1 for 100% above grade;
0.75 for 31-99% above grade;
0.6 for 0-30% above grade 
Values were developed using REM/Rate software		


1 for 100% above grade;
0.75 for 31-99% above grade;
0.6 for 0-30% above grade 
Values were developed using REM/Rate software		No change		Other TRMs do not use this factor, although the presence of GF increases the accuracy of the CT PSD algorithms. The savings factor values from the REM/Rate software could not be verified. Consider re-running the REM/Rate models to verify/update GF values.		Glen Reed		Make certain that these REM dervied factors are separate and distinct from the ASHRAE adjustment factors		Confirmed that the ASHRAE adjustments are not accounted for in the REM/Rate factors.

		Batch 2.108		PSD4.4.8		Wall Insulation		General		Three individual measures with similar savings algorithm for wall, ceiling and floor insulation		Consider combining these three measures 		Algorithm update		Combining measures would help align with other TRMs and would likely improve user experience because these three meaures are often implemented together.		Utilities (Glen Eigo)		WIll consider single measure savings based on recommendation from study.		In agreement

		Batch 2.109		PSD4.4.8		Wall Insulation		Rpre		Existing Insulation R-value		Existing Insulation. Where unknown use code IECC 2003 IECC 2012.		Parameter update		Existing insulation R-value is not always know. Recommend use code where existing is not available.		Utilities (Glen Eigo)		Consider using earlier code based on average home age in CT. IECC 2012 is relatively new.		We agree that IECC 2003 should be used as the reference code for this measure. The median age of the home in Connecticut was built in 1964 according to Connecticut Housing finance authority (https://www.chfa.org/assets/1/6/Connecticut_Housing_Market_Snapshot.pdf). 

		Batch 2.110		PSD4.4.8		Wall Insulation		ABTUH		Not described in nomenclature		ABTUH = Annual heating savings in BTU/yr 		Parameter update		Add to nomenclature for consistency.		Utilities (Glen Eigo)		Will add to nomenclature		In agreement

		Batch 2.111		PSD4.4.8		Wall Insulation		Rexisting		 

		 

		Proposed Further Secondary Research		The (7/12 x R + 4) factor is accounting for uninsulated wall assembly R -value.
R Effective Whole Wall Assembly of 4 is explained in Note [2] but 7/12 factor is not justified/ no reference is provided.
The reference added for R-values is not valid
This factor involves an assumption that 25% of the wall area is framing, without any reference. Also assumes 2x4 column framing with 4" insulation depth, whereas  2x6 column framing with 6" insulation depth is relatively common in newer construction; 
A valid reference for R existing equation should be provided.
Consider using a table of factors for framing type instead of assuming relative area of framing. We found an ASHRAE reference for framing factors in the Mid Atlantic TRM.
No basis was provided for estimating effective R-Value. Further secondary research would be beneficial to identify a defensible method to calculate effective R value. 		Utilities (Glen Eigo)		Will review Mid-atlantic TRM and ASHRAE reference for applicability. May need an update to current reference.		In agreement

		Batch 2.112		PSD4.4.8		Wall Insulation		Rnew		 		 		Proposed Further Secondary Research		The (7/12 x R + 4) factor is accounting for uninsulated wall assembly R -value.
R Effective Whole Wall Assembly of 4 is explained in Note [2] but 7/12 factor is not justified/ no reference is provided.
The reference added for R-values is not valid
This factor involves an assumption that 25% of the wall area is framing, without any reference. Also assumes 2x4 column framing with 4" insulation depth, whereas  2x6 column framing with 6" insulation depth is relatively common in newer construction; 
A valid reference for R new equation should be provided.
Consider using a table of factors for framing type instead of assuming relative area of framing. We found an ASHRAE reference for framing factors in the Mid Atlantic TRM
No basis was provided for estimating effective R-Value. Further secondary research would be beneficial to identify a defensible method to calculate effective R value. 		Utilities (Glen Eigo)		Will review Mid-atlantic TRM and ASHRAE reference for applicability. May need an update to current reference.		In agreement

		Batch 2.113		PSD4.4.8		Wall Insulation		Note [2]		http://www.allwallsystem.com/design/RValueTable.html		This reference link needs to be updated. 		Updated reference		The link listed is expired. Resources for common construction material R values are provided in supporting info.		Utilities (Glen Eigo)		Will update reference or remove link as necessary.		In agreement

		Batch 2.114		PSD4.4.8		Wall Insulation		EF - Heating System Efficiency 		An estimated 75% efficiency is used		Use site-specific heating system efficiency if available. If unknown, use default of 80% for boilers, 78% for natural gas and propane furnaces, and 76% for oil furnaces.		Parameter update		No references were provided for the estimated efficiency. The proposed efficiency values are based on an evaluation study conducted by Cadmus in 2015 in MA titled '“High Efficiency Heating Equipment Impact Evaluation Final Report', which is also used for measures 4.2.10 and 4.2.11 in the CT PSD. In addition to being based on evaluations, these values will also help align the existing heating system efficiency values with other TRMs. 		Utilities (Glen Eigo)		Will update references as necessary to include Cadmus study		In agreement 

KAR, this is the factor that I noticed was not consistent across our reviews. All of our CT reviews used this language, but we need to make sure other team members use this language and recommendation as well. 

		Batch 2.115		PSD4.4.8		Wall Insulation		HDD - Heating Degree Days		 CT State Average of 5885 0F-days is used		Update HDD based on additional weather stations.		Parameter update		Region specific HDD will be more  accurate than state average.
Additionally, there is an Upcoming MA Baseline Study Evaluation that is slated to wrap up at the end of the 2020 summer season. The results of this study should be incorporated into the PSD if possible.
Also, R91 - Review of Impact Evaluation Best Practices (pg 73) included  that some areas in the state have notably lower HDDs than reflected by the statewide average or Hartford weather profiles and recommended to consider whether additional weather and location assumptions can improve savings estimates. 
		Utilities (Glen Eigo)		May update HDDs with new Bridgeport and Hartford values. Other custom projects have used separate HDDs and CDDs referencing BDL and BDR weather stations.		Agreed that if feasible, using atleast one coastal (Bridgeport) and one non-coastal (Hartford) reference point for HDD values would be appropriate. 

		Batch 2.116		PSD4.4.8		Wall Insulation		ΔTBIN		The Sum of the Temperature BIN Hours (based on Hartford) times Delta between Outside Air for each BIN, and Average Indoor Temperature (Ti = 76.5 ºF) = 3888
Residential Central A/C Regional Evaluation, ADM Associates, Inc., Nov. 2009, a) Table B-4 (Hartford) and p. B-9 		Consider using Bridgeport (coastal) and Hartford (non-coastal) bin data, as reference weather information rather than just using Hartford region bin data for the entire state.		Parameter update		Bin data can vary for costal and non-coastal cities in the state. Using bin data from Hartford alone may not be accurate. Recommend update using NOAA 		Utilities (Glen Eigo)		May separate into Bridgeport and Hartford as necessary. Other option is to use similar algorithm as other TRMs		Agreed that if feasible, using atleast one coastal (Bridgeport) and one non-coastal (Hartford) reference point for HDD values would be appropriate. 

		Batch 2.117		PSD4.4.8		Wall Insulation		ΔTsummer		20.5°F Temperature Difference
(peak Toutside = 97 °F, Tinside = 76.5 °F)

Residential Central A/C Regional Evaluation, ADM Associates, Inc., Nov. 2009, a) Table B-4 (Hartford)
and p. B-9 and b) Figures 4-1&2 (Hartford) and pp. 4-15.		Consider using Bridgeport (coastal) and Hartford (non-coastal) peak outside temperature data, as reference weather information rather than just using Hartford region bin data for the entire state.		Parameter update		Peak temperature data can vary across cities in the state. Using bin data from Hartford alone may not be accurate.		Utilities (Glen Eigo)		May separate into Bridgeport and Hartford as necessary. Other option is to use similar algorithm as other TRMs		Agreed that if feasible, using atleast one coastal (Bridgeport) and one non-coastal (Hartford) reference point for HDD values would be appropriate. 

		Batch 2.118		PSD4.4.8		Wall Insulation		COP - Heat pump		


COP of 2 shown above is not included in the nomenclature		Include COP of heat pump in nomenclature		Parameter update		Add to nomenclature for consistency.		Utilities (Glen Eigo)		Will update nomenclature.		In agreement

		Batch 2.119		PSD4.4.8		Wall Insulation		COP - Heat pump		2		2.4		Parameter update		No reference provided for the assumed COP value of 2 for a heat pump. The federal minimum efficiency standard for heat pumps is HSPF 8.2, as of Jan. 1, 2015, which converts to a COP value of 2.4. The current PSD value of 2 COP is lower than the federal minimum. Consider updating the COP value to federal minimum efficiency standard		Utilities (Glen Eigo)		Will consider update to COP value. May require updating calculation material and tracking systems.		In agreement

		Batch 2.120		PSD4.4.8		Wall Insulation		Interactivity between concurrently installed measures		Description of measure does not include a discussion of interactivity between measures.		Account for interactivity between the envelope and other HVAC-related measures.		Algorithm update		Recommend include interactvity per R91 - Review of Impact Evaluation Best Practices [2016] - recommendation "Account for interactivity between HVAC and envelope measures" pg 73. 		Utilities (Glen Eigo)		Further research may be needed on how to account for interactivity effects. Any additional reference or guidance is appreciated.		NEED HELP

		Batch 2.121		PSD4.4.9		Ceiling Insulation		General		Three individual measures with similar savings algorithm for wall, ceiling and floor insulation		Consider combining these three measures 		Algorithm update		Combining measures would help align with other TRMs and would likely improve user experience because these three meaures are often implemented together.		Glen Reed		See also Floor Insulation measure comments not repeated here		We checked the adjustment factor using this link and confirmed that the value is appropriate. As for a different factor being used for floors versus ceiling/wall insulation, we didn't find that distinction in the source. Further secondary resreach could be conducted to determine that change. 

https://books.google.com/books?id=guzOLFhjPygC&pg=PA20&lpg=PA20&dq=ASHRAE+degree-day+correction.+1989+ASHRAE+Handbook+%E2%80%93+Fundamentals&source=bl&ots=onTU52PtEd&sig=ACfU3U1iQd89_agoKFpf3AcaWvglSD39fQ&hl=en&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwimzaGSv7vqAhWzkHIEHaiZBAMQ6AEwAXoECA0QAQ#v=onepage&q=ASHRAE%20degree-day%20correction.%201989%20ASHRAE%20Handbook%20%E2%80%93%20Fundamentals&f=false

		Batch 2.122		PSD4.4.10		Ceiling Insulation		EER / SEER - Baseline		11.0 EER/ 13.0 SEER		11.0 EER/ 13.0 SEER
		No change		Central Air Conditioning Impact and Process Evaluation, NMR Group, Inc., May 30, 2017.		Glen Reed		Do these efficiencies consider duct losses to derive a system, not equipment, efficiency.  And DHP values would likely be higher		These values are based on the referenced 2017 NMR evaluation study. Since the ceiling insulation measure would impact the cooling system, but not the duct losses, using these values seems appropriate. Agreed that DHP baseline should be looked into and included if different. 

		Batch 2.123		PSD4.4.10		Ceiling Insulation		General		Three individual measures with similar savings algorithm for wall, ceiling and floor insulation		Consider combining these three measures 		Algorithm update		Combining measures would help align with other TRMs and would likely improve user experience because these three meaures are often implemented together.		Utilities (Glen Eigo)		Will consider combining into single measure to match best practices of other states.		In agreement

		Batch 2.124		PSD4.4.10		Ceiling Insulation		Baseline equipment		Existing Insulation 		Existing Insulation. Where unknown use code IECC 2003 IECC 2012.		Parameter update		Existing insulation R-value is not always know. Recommend use code where existing is not available.		Utilities (Glen Eigo)		Is the IECC 2003 an option or a recommendation or are you suggesting differnt code baselines depending upon building age?		We agree that IECC 2003 should be used as the reference code for this measure. The median age of the home in Connecticut was built in 1964 according to Connecticut Housing finance authority (https://www.chfa.org/assets/1/6/Connecticut_Housing_Market_Snapshot.pdf). 

		Batch 2.125		PSD4.4.10		Ceiling Insulation		AKWH		Listed twice in the nomenclature		Consider removing one		Editorial update		Remove, if not significant or add differentiating text		Utilities (Glen Eigo)		Will remove as necessary		In agreement

		Batch 2.126		PSD4.4.10		Ceiling Insulation		ABTUH		Not described in nomenclature		ABTUH = Annual heating savings in BTU/yr to Nomenclature table		Parameter update		Add to nomenclature for consistency.		Utilities (Glen Eigo)		Will add as necessary.		In agreement

		Batch 2.127		PSD4.4.10		Ceiling Insulation		Rexisting		
		
		Proposed Further Secondary Research		No basis was provided for estimating effective R-Value and could not verify algorithm. Further secondary research would be beneficial to identify a defensible method to calculate effective R value. 		Utilities (Glen Eigo)		Suggest using a fixed baseline established by using code as mentioned above.		We recommend using the existing R value if known, and using IECC 2003 code value if unknown. 

		Batch 2.128		PSD4.4.10		Ceiling Insulation		Rnew		0		0		Proposed Further Secondary Research		No basis was provided for estimating effective R-Value and could not verify algorithm.Further secondary research would be beneficial to identify a defensible method to calculate effective R value. 		Utilities (Glen Eigo)		Any suggested sources for a new or adjusted algorithm.		We are proposing to dig deeper here, once approved by Evaluation Administrators

		Batch 2.129		PSD4.4.10		Ceiling Insulation		EF - Heating System Efficiency 		An estimated value of 75% heating system efficiency is used		Use site-specific heating system efficiency if available. If unknown, use default of 80% for boilers, 78% for natural gas and propane furnaces, and 76% for oil furnaces.		Parameter update		No references were provided for the estimated efficiency. The proposed efficiency values are based on an evaluation study conducted by Cadmus in 2015 in MA titled '“High Efficiency Heating Equipment Impact Evaluation Final Report', which is also used for measures 4.2.10 and 4.2.11 in the CT PSD. In addition to being based on evaluations, these values will also help align the existing heating system efficiency values with other TRMs. 		Utilities (Glen Eigo)		Please provide suggested values based on Cadmus study. We can update and use this as a reference.		We have provided the values in the recommended value column. 

		Batch 2.130		PSD4.4.10		Ceiling Insulation		HDD - Heating Degree Days		 CT State Average of 5,885 0F-days is used		Update HDD based on additional weather stations.		Parameter update		Region specific HDD will be more  accurate than state average.
Additionally, there is an Upcoming MA Baseline Study Evaluation that is slated to wrap up at the end of the 2020 summer season. The results of this study should be incorporated into the PSD if possible.
Also, R91 - Review of Impact Evaluation Best Practices (pg 73) included  that some areas in the state have notably lower HDDs than reflected by the statewide average or Hartford weather profiles and recommended to consider whether additional weather and location assumptions can improve savings estimates. 
		Utilities (Glen Eigo)		We are having internal discussion about updating HDDs and CDDs with a split based on Hartford and Bridgeport based on Company.		Agreed that if feasible, using atleast one coastal (Bridgeport) and one non-coastal (Hartford) reference point for HDD values would be appropriate. 

		Batch 2.131		PSD4.4.10		Ceiling Insulation		ΔTBIN		The Sum of the Temperature BIN Hours (based on Hartford) times Delta between Outside Air for each BIN, and Average Indoor Temperature (Ti = 76.5 ºF) = 3888
Residential Central A/C Regional Evaluation, ADM Associates, Inc., Nov. 2009, a) Table B-4 (Hartford) and p. B-9 		Consider using Bridgeport (coastal) and Hartford (non-coastal) bin data, as reference weather information rather than just using Hartford region bin data for the entire state.		Algorithm update		Bin data can vary for costal and non-coastal cities in the state. Using bin data from Hartford alone may not be accurate.
Additionally, there is an upcoming MA Baseline Study Evaluation that is slated to wrap up at the end of the 2020 summer season. The results of this study should be incorproated into the PSD if possible.		Utilities (Glen Eigo)		Similar to HDDs and CDDs we are investigating updating BIN tables and temeratures with newer data and including a Hartford/Bridgeport split based on company or town.		Agreed that if feasible, using atleast one coastal (Bridgeport) and one non-coastal (Hartford) reference point for HDD values would be appropriate. 

		Batch 2.132		PSD4.4.10		Ceiling Insulation		ΔTsummer		20.5°F Temperature Difference
(peak Toutside = 97 °F, Tinside = 76.5 °F)

Residential Central A/C Regional Evaluation, ADM Associates, Inc., Nov. 2009, a) Table B-4 (Hartford)
and p. B-9 and b) Figures 4-1&2 (Hartford) and pp. 4-15.		Consider using Bridgeport (coastal) and Hartford (non-coastal) peak outside temperature data, as reference weather information rather than just using Hartford region bin data for the entire state.		Algorithm update		Peak temperature data can vary across cities in the state. Using bin data from Hartford alone may not be accurate.		Utilities (Glen Eigo)		Similar to HDDs and CDDs we are investigating updating BIN tables and temeratures with newer data and including a Hartford/Bridgeport split based on company or town.		Agreed that if feasible, using atleast one coastal (Bridgeport) and one non-coastal (Hartford) reference point for HDD values would be appropriate. 

		Batch 2.133		PSD4.4.10		Ceiling Insulation		COP - Heat pump		


COP of 2 shown above is not included in the nomenclature		Include COP of heat pump in nomenclature		Algorithm update		Add to nomenclature for consistency.		Utilities (Glen Eigo)		Will update nomencalture.		In agreement

		Batch 2.134		PSD4.4.10		Ceiling Insulation		COP - Heat pump		2		2.4		Algorithm update		No reference provided for the assumed COP value of 2 for a heat pump. The federal minimum efficiency standard for heat pumps is HSPF 8.2, as of Jan. 1, 2015, which converts to a COP value of 2.4. The current PSD value of 2 COP is lower than the federal minimum. Consider updating the COP value to federal minimum efficiency standard		Utilities (Glen Eigo)		Need to review current federal standards an will consider updating values as appropriate.		In agreement

		Batch 2.135		PSD4.4.10		Ceiling Insulation		Annual heating savings in BTU/yr		0		0		Algorithm update		Region specific HDD are recommended above. 		Utilities (Glen Eigo)		We are having internal discussion about updating HDDs and CDDs with a split based on Hartford and Bridgeport based on Company.		Agreed that if feasible, using atleast one coastal (Bridgeport) and one non-coastal (Hartford) reference point for HDD values would be appropriate. 

		Batch 2.136		PSD4.4.10		Ceiling Insulation		Annual Electric Energy Savings for Central Air Conditioners (Cooling Only)		0		0		Algorithm update		Region specific CDH can result accurate estimates than using bin data for Hartford region		Utilities (Glen Eigo)		We are having internal discussion about updating HDDs and CDDs with a split based on Hartford and Bridgeport based on Company.		Agreed that if feasible, using atleast one coastal (Bridgeport) and one non-coastal (Hartford) reference point for HDD values would be appropriate. 

		Batch 2.137		PSD4.4.10		Ceiling Insulation		Interactivity between concurrently installed measures		Description of measure does not include a discussion of interactivity between measures.		Account for interactivity between the envelope and other HVAC-related measures.		Algorithm update		Recommend include interactvity per R91 - Review of Impact Evaluation Best Practices [2016] - recommendation "Account for interactivity between HVAC and envelope measures" pg 73. 		Utilities (Glen Eigo)		Please provide recommendation no how to apply interactivity effects.		NEED HELP

		Batch 2.138		PSD4.4.10		Floor Insulation		Rpre		Existing Insulation R-value		Existing Insulation. Where unknown use code IECC 2003 IECC 2012.		Parameter update		Existing insulation R-value is not always know. Recommend use code where existing is not available.		Reviewer 1 (no name)		Though for wall and basement, if there is an insulation opportunity, there is often nothing there to begin with. But maybe that's typically known		We recommend using the existing R value if known, and using IECC 2003 code value if unknown. Agreed that the existing insulation is either poor or non-existent. 

		Batch 2.139		PSD4.4.10		Floor Insulation		EF - Heating System Efficiency 		An estimated 75% efficiency is used		Use site-specific heating system efficiency if available. If unknown, use default of 80% for boilers, 78% for natural gas and propane furnaces, and 76% for oil furnaces.		Parameter update		No references were provided for the estimated efficiency. The proposed efficiency values are based on an evaluation study conducted by Cadmus in 2015 in MA titled '“High Efficiency Heating Equipment Impact Evaluation Final Report', which is also used for measures 4.2.10 and 4.2.11 in the CT PSD. 		Reviewer 1 (no name)		On one hand, the number of above federal minimum heating systems, particularly for gas and propane, has likely continued to grow, Conversely, duct leakage and pipe losses need to be considered in developing a system, equipment, efficiency values. These may need some further consideration.		The referenced MA study from 2015 was determined to be the most appropriate source for these baseline efficiency values, and found that the study did consider system efficiencies and not just unit efficiencies. However, we agree that updated CT-specific values would be most appropriate to use if available.  

		Batch 2.140		PSD4.4.10		Floor Insulation		HDD - Heating Degree Days		 CT State Average of 5885 0F-days is used		Update HDD based on additional weather stations.		Parameter update		Region specific HDD will be more  accurate than state average. R91 - Review of Impact Evaluation Best Practices (pg 73) included  that some areas in the state have notably lower HDDs than reflected by the statewide average or Hartford weather profiles and recommended to consider whether additional weather and location assumptions can improve savings estimates. Massachusetts baseline study is being performed currently, with results expected to come out end of this summer. Planned updates include: HDD and CDD.
		Reviewer 1 (no name)		But what HHD base? Is the typical default to Base 65 the correct one?		Based on other TRMs, prior experience, and our engineering judgement, a base of 65F for residential applications is appropriate. 

		Batch 2.141		PSD4.4.10		Floor Insulation		Fadj - ASHRAE Adjustment Factor		0.64 ; ASHRAE degree-day correction.		0.64 ; ASHRAE degree-day correction.		No change		Other TRMs do not account for this factor, although the presence of Fadj improves the accuracy of the PSD algorithms. To account for the effects of solar and internal gains, number of degree days must be adjusted downward by a degree-day correction factor.		Reviewer 1 (no name)		Though to the point above, this correction factor probably suffices, though please review/confirm this value. It has a large impact on all of the insulation savings. Finally, is this adjustment as appropriate for floor insulation vs. wall/ceiling where solar and internal gains will have a greater impact		We checked this value based on the link below and found that the adjustment factor is appropriate. 

https://books.google.com/books?id=guzOLFhjPygC&pg=PA20&lpg=PA20&dq=ASHRAE+degree-day+correction.+1989+ASHRAE+Handbook+%E2%80%93+Fundamentals&source=bl&ots=onTU52PtEd&sig=ACfU3U1iQd89_agoKFpf3AcaWvglSD39fQ&hl=en&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwimzaGSv7vqAhWzkHIEHaiZBAMQ6AEwAXoECA0QAQ#v=onepage&q=ASHRAE%20degree-day%20correction.%201989%20ASHRAE%20Handbook%20%E2%80%93%20Fundamentals&f=false

		Batch 2.142		PSD4.4.10		Floor Insulation		COP - Heat pump		2		2.4		Parameter update		No reference provided for the assumed COP value of 2 for a heat pump. The federal minimum efficiency standard for heat pumps is HSPF 8.2, as of Jan. 1, 2015, which converts to a COP value of 2.4. The current PSD value of 2 COP is lower than the federal minimum. Consider updating the COP value to federal minimum efficiency standard		Reviewer 1 (no name)		On one hand the federal HP std has only been in place for a few years. Conversely, DHP HSPFs track way above the federal std. While there are not a lot of existing HPs in CT, this might need some further consideration. For ducted systems, need to consider duct loss impact on system (not equipment) efficiency.		Agreed that further research would be beneficial for the heat pump baseline efficiency value. 

		Batch 2.143		PSD4.4.10		Floor Insulation		General		Three individual measures with similar savings algorithm for wall, ceiling and floor insulation		Consider combining these three measures 		Algorithm update		Combining measures would help align with other TRMs and would likely improve user experience because these three meaures are often implemented together.		Utilities (Glen Eigo)		See comments on ceiling insulatoin. Also, note comment on evaluatoin source for realization rates in appendix 3, (2018 CT HES impact evaluatoin) in all insulatoin chapters .-MI		Could not find comment thread. 

		Batch 2.144		PSD4.5.1		Showerheads		Baseline equipment		Federal standard, 2.5 GPM or higher. 		Federal Standard, 2.5 GPM		No change		Aligns with other TRMs		Glenn Reed		Has Fed std been in place long enough that we should consider it the baseline? 		0

		Batch 2.145		PSD4.5.1		Showerheads		Energy efficient equipment		EPA WaterSense Specified showerhead with flowrate of 2.0 GPM		Make this an input with 2.0 as the default maximum flow rate		Parameter update		Other TRMs use < 2.0 GPM, with 1.5 GPM as the average flow rate for energy efficient showerheads. NY TRM uses 2.0 GPM for the baseline case. 		Glenn Reed		So, will the acutal gpm reflect what is being installed?		0

		Batch 2.146		PSD4.5.1		Showerheads		REF - Recovery Efficiency of Fossil Fuel Water Heater		0.78 for SF, 0.67 for MF		0.78 for SF, 0.67 for MF		No change		Aligns with other TRMs		Glenn Reed		Note there is no SF vs. MF difference for pipe insulation measure. And we probably need a different (lower?) oil value		The R16 HES and HES-IE evaluation report recommends to use recovery efficiency for faucet aerator and showerhead measure instead of energy factor (because these measures should not consider water heater standby losses). The PSD borrows recovery efficiency values from Illinois TRM. 
https://www.ilsag.info/technical-reference-manual/il-trm-version-9/
Here's what the Illinois TRM says:

DOE's Final Rule discusses recovery rfficiency with an average around 0.76 for gas fired storage water Heaters, 0.78 for standard efficiency gas fired tankless water heaters, and up to 0.95 for the highest efficiency gas fired condensing tankless water heaters. Review of AHRI Directory suggests range of recovery efficiency ratings for new Gas DHW units of 70-87%. Average of existing units is estimated at 78%. 

Water heating in Multifamily buildings is often provided by a larger central boiler. This suggests that the average recovery efficiency is somewhere between a typical central boiler efficiency of 0.59 and the 0.75 for single family homes. An average efficiency of 0.67 is used for this analysis as a default for Multifamily buildings.	

Because the efficiency is an average value, a single value can be assumed for all fossil fuel types. 

		Batch 2.147		PSD4.5.1		Showerheads		na - Average Total No. Showerheads per Household		2.3		1.63		Parameter update		PSD currently refers to a single family water use study for California [3] that was done in 2011. The study found 1.4 (not 2.3) showerheads per household for residential homes. Provide reference/explanation on how 2.3 showerheads per household was calculated. 

The 2014 evaluation report [4] uses the same assumptions (7.8 mins per use and 0.6 showers per person per household based on a 2013 evaluation study [2]) as the mid-Atlantic TRM. CT PSD can update the number of showerheads per household to 2.63. 		Glenn Reed		Why aren't we doing this measure per showerhead, and not per HH?		0

		Batch 2.148		PSD4.5.1		Showerheads		Energy efficient equipment		EPA WaterSense Specified showerhead with flowrate of 2.0 GPM		Make this an input with 2.0 as the default maximum flow rate		Parameter update		Other TRMs use < 2.0 GPM, with 1.5 GPM as the average flow rate for energy efficient showerheads. NY TRM uses 2.0 GPM for the baseline case. 		Utilities (Ghani Ramdani)		the 2.0 was used for calc as conservative value		0

		Batch 2.149		PSD4.5.1		Showerheads		de - Median Duration per Event, mins		8.3		7.8		Parameter update		The 2016 residential end water usage report (reference [1] in the supporting document) found the average duration per shower to be 7.8 minutes. The mid-atlantic TRM also uses 7.8, which is based on a 2013 evaluation study [2]. 		Utilities (Ghani Ramdani)		please provide the study and section with shower duartion per day		We provided reference in the supporting info tab. There was a note in the measure tab that says to refer to the references in the PSD 4.5.1 supporting Info tab. 

		Batch 2.150		PSD4.5.1		Showerheads		na - Average Total No. Showerheads per Household		2.3		1.63		Parameter update		PSD currently refers to a single family water use study for California [3] that was done in 2011. The study found 1.4 (not 2.3) showerheads per household for residential homes. Provide reference/explanation on how 2.3 showerheads per household was calculated. 

The 2014 evaluation report [4] uses the same assumptions (7.8 mins per use and 0.6 showers per person per household based on a 2013 evaluation study [2]) as the mid-Atlantic TRM. CT PSD can update the number of showerheads per household to 2.63. 		Utilities (Ghani Ramdani)		will provide the basis for using 2.3		0

		Batch 2.151		PSD4.5.1		Showerheads		ne - Average No. of Shower Events per Day per Household		1.97		1.518		Parameter update		Mid-atlantic TRM uses 1.518 events per day, which comes from an assumption of 0.6 showers per day per person and 2.53 persons per househol. The number of persons per household can be updated based on CT specific studies. 		Utilities (Ghani Ramdani)		mid atlantic TRM uses set values of 1.3 shower per homes and number of people in house 2.53  and  does not tie to the number of shower head being replaced during the visit as in CT TRM		The parameter values in the PSD come from a 2011 study in California. Were similar values observed during site visits in CT? We recommended Mid-Atlantic values because the mid-atlantic's values are based on a more (2014) recent evaluation study. 

		Batch 2.152		PSD4.5.1		Showerheads		rg - Ratio to Adjust Usage for Cooler Climate		0.9344		Recommend remove		Parameter update		Remove to align with nearby juristictions with similar climate where this value is not used.		Utilities (Ghani Ramdani)		no comment		0

		Batch 2.153		PSD4.5.1		Showerheads		Sw - Annual water savings per showerhead		0		1239		Parameter update		Savings updated based on parameter update. Refer to PSD4.5.1 Supporting Info for calculations. 		Utilities (Ghani Ramdani)		mid atlantic TRM uses set values of 1.3 shower per homes and number of people in house 2.53  and  does not tie to the number of shower head being replaced during the visit as in CT TRM  wich uses the square root of Nbr of shower head being replaced		The parameter values and algorithms in the PSD are old (from around 2010/2011), and no recent evaluations have been done. Are similar values observed during recent site visits?If not, newer studies and algorithms are available and we recommend to consider updating the parameter values and the algorithms. 

		Batch 2.154		PSD4.5.1		Showerheads		Fossil fuel Savings		0		0.51 x sqrt(ni)		Algorithm update		Algorithm will change with change in annual water savings value. Refer to PSD4.5.1 Supporting Info for calculations. Recommend removing the square root on the number of installed aerators to align with MidAtl TRM methodology. 		Utilities (Ghani Ramdani)		mid atlantic TRM uses set values of 1.3 shower per homes and number of people in house 2.53  and  does not tie to the number of shower head being replaced during the visit as in CT TRM  wich uses the square root of Nbr of shower head being replaced		The parameter values and algorithms in the PSD are old (from around 2010/2011), and no recent evaluations have been done. Are similar values observed during recent site visits?If not, newer studies and algorithms are available and we recommend to consider updating the parameter values and the algorithms. 

		Batch 2.155		PSD4.5.1		Showerheads		AKWH - Annual electric savings for homes with electric heater		0		154.29 x sqrt(ni)		Algorithm update		Algorithm will change with change in annual water savings value. Refer to PSD4.5.1 Supporting Info for calculations. Recommend  removing the square root on the number of installed aerators to align with MidAtl TRM methodology. 		Utilities (Ghani Ramdani)		mid atlantic TRM uses set values of 1.3 shower per homes and number of people in house 2.53  and  does not tie to the number of shower head being replaced during the visit as in CT TRM  wich uses the square root of Nbr of shower head being replaced		The parameter values and algorithms in the PSD are old (from around 2010/2011), and no recent evaluations have been done. Are similar values observed during recent site visits?If not, newer studies and algorithms are available and we recommend to consider updating the parameter values and the algorithms. 

		Batch 2.156		PSD4.5.1		Showerheads		ACCF - Annual gas savings		0		6.42 x sqrt(ni)		Algorithm update		Algorithm will change with change in annual water savings value. Refer to PSD4.5.1 Supporting Info for calculations. Recommend  removing the square root on the number of installed aerators to align with MidAtl TRM methodology. 		Utilities (Ghani Ramdani)		mid atlantic TRM uses set values of 1.3 shower per homes and number of people in house 2.53  and  does not tie to the number of shower head being replaced during the visit as in CT TRM  wich uses the square root of Nbr of shower head being replaced		The parameter values and algorithms in the PSD are old (from around 2010/2011), and no recent evaluations have been done. Are similar values observed during recent site visits?If not, newer studies and algorithms are available and we recommend to consider updating the parameter values and the algorithms. 

		Batch 2.157		PSD4.5.1		Showerheads		AOP - Annual propane savings		0		7.22 x sqrt(ni)		Algorithm update		Algorithm will change with change in annual water savings value. Refer to PSD4.5.1 Supporting Info for calculations. Recommend  removing the square root on the number of installed aerators to align with MidAtl TRM methodology. 		Utilities (Ghani Ramdani)		mid atlantic TRM uses set values of 1.3 shower per homes and number of people in house 2.53  and  does not tie to the number of shower head being replaced during the visit as in CT TRM  wich uses the square root of Nbr of shower head being replaced		The parameter values and algorithms in the PSD are old (from around 2010/2011), and no recent evaluations have been done. Are similar values observed during recent site visits?If not, newer studies and algorithms are available and we recommend to consider updating the parameter values and the algorithms. 

		Batch 2.158		PSD4.5.1		Showerheads		AOG- Annual oil savings		0		4.75 x sqrt(ni)		Algorithm update		Algorithm will change with change in annual water savings value. Refer to PSD4.5.1 Supporting Info for calculations. Recommend  removing the square root on the number of installed aerators to align with MidAtl TRM methodology. 		Utilities (Ghani Ramdani)		mid atlantic TRM uses set values of 1.3 shower per homes and number of people in house 2.53  and  does not tie to the number of shower head being replaced during the visit as in CT TRM  wich uses the square root of Nbr of shower head being replaced		The parameter values and algorithms in the PSD are old (from around 2010/2011), and no recent evaluations have been done. Are similar values observed during recent site visits?If not, newer studies and algorithms are available and we recommend to consider updating the parameter values and the algorithms. 

		Batch 2.159		PSD4.5.2		Faucet Aerators		Baseline equipment		Federal standard lavatory faucet aerators with 2.2 GPM flowrate or higher		Federal standard lavatory faucet aerators with 2.2 GPM flowrate or higher		No change		Aligns with other TRMs		Glenn Reed		Though this is direct install measure. Might not baseline be less efficient then Fed standard? Though maybe Fed std has been in place long enough to be considered baseline		Federal standards have been around since 1998, much longer than the EUL of faucet aerators. As such, GPMs > Fed standards are not expected. Baseline for some other TRMs (NY) are more stringent than the Fed Standards. 

		Batch 2.160		PSD4.5.2		Faucet Aerators		Energy efficient equipment		EPA specified lavatory faucets with flow rate of 1.5 GPM		EPA specified faucets with flow rate of 1.5 GPM		No change		Aligns with other TRMs		Glenn Reed		Check with HES/HES-IE program managers to confirm 1.5 gpm measure assumption		1.5 GPM is the minimum EPA specified flow rate. Actual installed flow rates might be lower. We recommend to use actual installed flow rate or 1.5 GPM as default. 

		Batch 2.161		PSD4.5.2		Faucet Aerators		REF - Recovery Efficiency of Fossil Fuel Water Heater		0.78 for SF and 0.67 for MF		REF: 0.78 for SF and 0.67 for MF		Editorial update		Update to REF to align with showerhead  nomenclature		Glenn Reed		Different MF and SF values. But this is not the case for pipe insulation. And oil value should be lower than gas.		The R16 HES and HES-IE evaluation report recommends to use recovery efficiency for faucet aerator and showerhead measure instead of energy factor (because these measures should not consider water heater standby losses). The PSD borrows recovery efficiency values from Illinois TRM. 
https://www.ilsag.info/technical-reference-manual/il-trm-version-9/
Here's what the Illinois TRM says:

DOE's Final Rule discusses recovery rfficiency with an average around 0.76 for gas fired storage water Heaters, 0.78 for standard efficiency gas fired tankless water heaters, and up to 0.95 for the highest efficiency gas fired condensing tankless water heaters. Review of AHRI Directory suggests range of recovery efficiency ratings for new Gas DHW units of 70-87%. Average of existing units is estimated at 78%. 

Water heating in Multifamily buildings is often provided by a larger central boiler. This suggests that the average recovery efficiency is somewhere between a typical central boiler efficiency of 0.59 and the 0.75 for single family homes. An average efficiency of 0.67 is used for this analysis as a default for Multifamily buildings.	

Because the efficiency is an average value, a single value can be assumed for all fossil fuel types. Or recovery efficiency of oil can be assumed 75%. 

		Batch 2.162		PSD4.5.2		Faucet Aerators		na - Estimated Average Total No. of Faucets (all types) per
Household		5.1		2.01		Parameter update		The PSD counts all faucets in a household. Since the measure is for lavatory faucets only, the PSD should count the lavatory faucets only. The CASE report, table 5.2 (see PSD4.5.2 Supporting Info) suggest 2.01 lavatory faucets per household. 		Glenn Reed		Why aren't we doing this measure per aerator and not per HH?		0

		Batch 2.163		PSD4.5.5		Pipe Insulation		ACCFH - Annual natural gas savings per linear foot, heating, ccf/ft 		0		Recalculate savings with heater efficiency of 75%. Include savings estimation for 2" diameter pipes. 		Parameter update		Other TRMs use efficiency of 98% for electric and 75% for gas. This is based on the 10CFR 430 - Federal energy conservation code. The PSD should recalculated the savings based on these new efficiency values. 

The PSD lists 2" diameter pipe in the measure description. However, the savings estimation table does not include the 2" pipe. It is recommended to include savings estimation for 2" diameter pipes.		Glenn Reed		Why a one-size-fits all assumption? Maybe better to have an algorithm that accounts for the considerable variation in boiler efficiency: from 78-95%. 		0

		Batch 2.164		PSD4.5.5		Pipe Insulation		ACCFH - Annual natural gas savings per linear foot, DHW, ccf/ft 		0.75 for 0.5" pipe and 1.10 for 0.75" pipe		Recalculate savings with heater efficiency of 75%. 		Parameter update		The heater efficiency should be 75% per the Federal energy conservation code. 		Glenn Reed		I believe that minimum UEF for a gas water heater is below 75%, or does this only consider the conversion efficiency and not stand by losses? And probably still need a separate, and lower, value for oil.		0

				PSD4.5.5		Pipe Insulation		ACCFH - Annual kWh energy savings coefficient, DHW, kWh/ft 		14.1 for 0.5" pipe and 20.5 for 0.75" pipe		Recalculate savings with heater recovery efficiency of 98%. 		Parameter update		The heater efficiency should be 75% per the Federal energy conservation code. 		Glenn Reed		See comments above re: these values. Are these UEFs or recovery efficiencies? If the former, they are too high. And probably still need a separate, and lower, value for oil.		ERROR:#N/A

		Batch 2.166		PSD4.5.5		Pipe Insulation		Water heater efficiency 		90% for electric, 49.5% for oil and 57.5% for gas and propane.		Update to 98% electric and 75% for fossil fuel		Parameter update		Other TRMs use 98% for electric and 75% for gas. This is based on the 10CFR 430 - Federal energy conservation code. 		Glenn Reed		See comments above re: these values. Are these UEFs or recovery efficiencies? If the former, they are too high. And probably still need a separate, and lower, value for oil.		0

		Batch 2.167		PSD4.5.6		Solar Water Heater		no comments		no comments		no comments		no comments		no comments		no comments		no comments		ERROR:#N/A

		Batch 2.168		PSD4.6.2		Behavioral Change		Sector (C&I, Residential)		Residential		Residential		No change		Aligns with other TRMs		Glen Eigo		UI may be near the end of the HER five year cycle. We will need to verify if the program can continue past five years. 		ERROR:#N/A



















		Batch 3		PSD2.1.1		Standard Lighting		N - Number of different fixture types with occupancy sensors		Varies by site		Create separate measure for Occupancy Sensor		New measure update		Align with TRC recommendation		Utilities (Jim WIlliamson)		need to understand why we are recommending separate occ sensor measure before comment here. In general, I think that it is better to keep occ inlcuded in lighting section. - JW
Comments and questions from 7/15 meeting: 
-Is there a deemed value for Photo sensor?
-Comment: MA TRM uses different savings for different types of controls. Occ sensor, daylighting harvesting sensor, framework for multiple types of controls
-Does creating a new measure encourage more replacements?				As discussed at 7/15 meeting: Lighting controls such as occupancy sensors may be installed independently of other lighting upgrades. 
Other TRMs list Occupancy Sensors or Lighting Controls as an independent measure (e.g., MA and RI TRMs). Recommend calling the new measure "Lighting controls" as opposed to "occupancy sensors" to allow for future addition of other types of controls, like advanced lighting controls (ALCS) - which could provide deeper savings. Could add photo sensors to this new measure, and include approaches from MA TRM in the new measure. Creating a new measure for lighting controls would not encourage more replacements, although more savings could be achieved if a clear path for ALCS is developed. There are 3 options: 
1. No change, and keep occupancy sensors in Standard Lighting. 
2. Create new "Lighting Controls" measure and move existing language from Standard Lighting to this new measure. 
3. Option 2, and enhance this  measure by adding photo sensors, approaches from MA TRM, and/or ALCS path. 
TRC recommends option 2 for now, and that a separate study conduct secondary research to implement Option 3


		Batch 3		PSD2.1.1		Standard Lighting		Coincidence factor occupancy sensor table		RLW, Coincidence Factor Study Residential and Commercial Industrial Lighting Measures, Spring 2007. (NH)		The Cadmus Group (2012). Final Report, Small Business Direct Install Program: Pre/Post Occupancy Sensor Study. CADMUS_2012_SBDI_PrePostLightingControl_Final. http://ma-eeac.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/Massachusetts-Small-Business-Direct-Install_2010-2012-Impact-Evaluations-1.29.13.pdf		Updated reference		Recommend updating to MA TRM methodology based on more recent impact report.		Utilities (Jim WIlliamson)		We may want to keep different CFs based on buildling type rather than simplifying to a single value. -JW				Our recommendation of creating a separate measure for occupancy sensors (for both commercial and multifamily common areas) could be done in conjunction with separate CF values by building type.  The PSD already provides a Multifamily-specific CF value.

		Batch 3		PSD2.1.1		Standard Lighting		Create separate occupancy sensor measure		NA		Create separate occupancy measure		New measure update		See Tab in TRC MF Review Table: CA Lighting - LO		Utilities (Jim WIlliamson)		see previous occ sensor comment				see response above

		Batch 3		PSD2.1.1		Standard Lighting		Hours of Use		7,665 for Multifamily		6,388 for Multifamily		Parameter update		See Tab in TRC MF Review Table: CA Lighting - LO		Utilities (Jim WIlliamson)		hours update will be in appendix				Agree that hours of use should be updated in Appendix 5. Specifically, this recommendation is to update the multifamily common area hours 

		Batch 3		PSD2.2.2		Unitary AC and HP		CF for Multifamily application		0.82		0.59		Parameter update		See Tab in TRC MF Review Table: CA Unitary AC and HP - LO		Utilities (Jim Williamson)		same comment as above CF suggestion - JW				Unitary A/C HPs in Multifamily in-unit applications more appropriately align with residential coincident peak factors for cooling

		Batch 3		PSD2.2.2		Unitary AC and HP		Reference		Appendix One		CFc ; ADM Associates, Inc., Residential Central A/C Regional Evaluation: Final Report, Nov. 2009, Table 4-17, CT weighted average. Winter seasonal peak CF is assumed to be zero.		Updated reference		See Tab in TRC MF Review Table: CA Unitary AC and HP - LO		Utilities (Jim Williamson)		need to review this refrence first, do not have access to reference of MF study				Unitary A/C HPs in Multifamily in-unit applications more appropriately align with residential coincident peak factors for cooling

		Batch 3		PSD2.2.3		Water and GSHP		CF for Multifamily application		CF_c =  0.82
CF_h = 0.82		CFc (MF) = 0.59
CFh (MF)= 1.00		Parameter update		See Tab in TRC MF Review Table: CA WSHP and GSHP - LO		Utilities (Jim Williamson)		do not have access to this study, but ok to change parameters if study supports that proposed values are more accurate - JW				WSHP/GSHP that serve the whole building more appropriately align with residential coincident peak factors for heating and cooling, since they will be dominated by in-unit loads

		Batch 3		PSD2.2.3		Water and GSHP		Reference		CF_c:  RLW, Final Report, 2005 Coincidence Factor Study, Jan. 4, 2007, Table 5.
CF_h: "The seasonal coincidence factor is assumed to be the same as the summer factor = 0.82"		Appendix One		Updated reference		See Tab in TRC MF Review Table: CA WSHP and GSHP - LO		Utilities (Jim Williamson)		do not have access to this study, but ok with updating this reference if appropriate. - JW				WSHP/GSHP that serve the whole building more appropriately align with residential coincident peak factors for heating and cooling, since they will be dominated by in-unit loads

		Batch 3		PSD2.2.3		Water and GSHP		Recommendation if offered as Retrofit		Not offered		Installation of WSHP or GSHP will rarely replace existing, less efficient WSHP or GSHP. Consider expanding savings estimations to accommodate for replacement scenario of alternate HVAC system to more accurately quantify savings and to not leave savings on the table		New methodology update		See Tab in TRC MF Review Table: CA WSHP and GSHP - LO		Utilities (Jim Williamson)		such a rare situation here that we can probably plan for custom calcs when these come in - JW				We do not plan to change our recommendation. We expect the more common scenario would be replacement of other types of HVAC equipment to GSHP/ WSHP, rather than replacement of existing GSHP/WSHP

		Batch 3		PSD2.2.9		VRF HVAC		Measure Description		Excludes multifamily		Remove exclusion of MF applications		Editorial update		See Tab in TRC MF Review Table: CA VRF - LO		Utilities (Jim WIlliamson)		Does this exclusion exist to keep residential and C&I projects separate? -JW				The measure and calculator provided to TRC for our MF review is a custom calculation based on all variables from application, including occupied/unoccupied hours and load. The CT calculator provided to TRC in a data request indicates it is applicable to residential areas from the following: "Note: Residential (apartments, hotel/motel, dorms etc..)". Language could be adapted to include specification that applications for this measure must include CT's Residential version of the VRF calculator. Note that the 'Residential' VRF calculator has impacts in commercial spaces (hotel/motel, dorms, common area, etc...).

		Batch 3		PSD3.1.1 		Standard Lighting		Hours of Use		7,665 for Multifamily		6,388 for Multifamily		Parameter update		See Tab in TRC MF Review Table: CA Lighting - Rx		Dakers Gowans		Specify interior common areas, or other assumption. 
Comments from 7/15 meeting: Please include the underlying study as the reference for the change, not just the reference to the MA TRM				As discussed at 7/15 meeting: CT's current MF CA HOU value (7,665) is unsourced, and is significantly higher than other TRMs' values. Therefore we recommend updating to 6,388 from the MA TRM. MA uses a calculator to average HOU for lights in different common area spaces, and applies 17.5 hrs/day for all Multifamily common area types. The calculator used values from a multifamily study done by Navigant (2018). Therefore, we recommend updating HOU to 6,388 hours per year.
WI has a value of 5,950 for multifamily common areas; but this value reflects CFLs only. According to the Multifamily Baseline and Weatherization Opportunity Study , only 43% of lights in multifamily common areas in CT are CFLs. Therefore, this number does not accurately reflect the HOU for all common area multifamily lights, since most replacements are now LEDs. But it does provide further support that CT's current assumption of 7,665 is too high.
TRC will include the reference for the underlying study (Navigant 2018) when citing the new MF hours of use

		Batch 3		PSD4.2.15		Clean, Tune and Test		A		2000 SF		MF area = 876 ft2		Parameter update		See Tab in TRC MF Review Table: DU Clean, Tune, Test		Utilities		Could not find the TAB for TRC MF review table to add comments on parameter update.				The calculation includes a defaul value for conditioned area of the unit. The current default area of 2,000 ft2 is not representative of multifamily homes. Our recommendation uses a default of 876 ft2 per apartment unit, which is the average square footage per Multifamily housing units from CT's MF Baseline Study

		Batch 3		PSD4.2.15		Clean, Tune and Test		AFUE		 From application, default 0.8		AFUE: Boiler AFUE = 0.92, Furnace AFUE = 0.88		Parameter update		See Tab in TRC MF Review Table: DU Clean, Tune, Test		Utilities		Could not find the TAB for TRC MF review table to add comments on parameter update.				For the AFUE: Retain language requesting AFUE from application. Update the Multifamily AFUE defaults to 0.92 AFUE for boilers and 0.88 AFUE for furnaces, as outlined in CT Evaluation R1705/F1609 Multifamily Baseline and Weatherization Study, Table 4-27 Space-Heating Efficiencies by System Type and Service (Source: Field Inventories among 78 tenant units, weighted)

		Batch 3		PSD4.2.15		Clean, Tune and Test		HF		HF = 46,4000 BTU/ft2		MF Heating Factor =  20,300 MMBtu/ft2		Parameter update		See Tab in TRC MF Review Table: DU Clean, Tune, Test		Utilities		Could not find the TAB for TRC MF review table to add comments on parameter update.				The current Heating Factor (HF) includes an embedded assumption that the household size is 2,000 ft2, which is not representative of multifamily homes. Additionally, the source referenced only investigated single family homes. We recommend using a deemed heating factor of 22,500MMBtu/ft2. This factor was scaled based on the current Cadmus group source for heating factor and area and the CT Evaluation R1705/R1609 Multifamily Baseline and Weatherization Opportunity Study, capturing multifamily unit square footage: 876 {ft2 for MF} * 46,400 {MMBtu} / 2,000 {ft2 for SF} = 20,323 MMBtu.

		Batch 3		PSD4.3.1		Res Appliances		Savings Potentials		N/A		Select in-unit multifamily appliances savings potentials are included in Table 5-7 of R1705/R1709. Detailed Per-Unit and Statewide Technical Savings Potential by Measure.		Parameter update		See Tab in TRC MF Review Table: DU Appliances		Utilites		Reviewing files for updated references. If values change based on MA Baseline study then references will be updated as appropriate.				Select in-unit multifamily appliances savings potentials are included in Table 5-7 Detailed Per-Unit and Statewide Technical Savings Potential by Measure of CT evaluation R1705/R1609 Multifamily Baseline Weatherization Study. Appliances include Clothes Washer, Clothes Dryer, Dishwasher, Power Strip - entertainment, Power Strip - IT, Refrigerator, and Room AC.

		Batch 3		PSD4.4.4		Thermal Enclosure		Update modeling software to reflect multifamily building baseline insulation standards.		New homes that meet or exceed the RESNET Grade 1 High Performance insulation standard. In addition, homes must have at least R-40 ceiling insulation and R-21 above grade wall insulation and must have a mechanical ventilation system.		Revise to include Multifamily		New parameter update		See Tab in TRC MF Review Table: Thermal Enclosure		Utilities		this measure is not being used but will review				The assumptions in this measure are based on single-family homes. This is because the baseline insulation standards used in the modeling software reflect single-family buildings (NMR Group Inc., Connecticut 2011 Baseline Study of Single- Family Residential New Construction, Oct. 1, 2012). If this measure applies to multifamily buildings, the models should be updated with multifamily values reflecting the most recent insulation standards. These standards are given in the primary source document.

		Batch 3		PSD4.4.6		Insulate Attic Openings		Not allowed for multifamily		Applicable for resdential		Not allowed for multifamily buildings		No longer offered		See Tab in TRC MF Review Table: Insulate Attic Openings		Utilites		Not included in MF measures.				It sounds like we're in agreement this measure shouldn't be used for multifamily. We recommend this be more explicit in the PSD, by stating this measure is not applicable to MF.





CA Lighting - LO

		Measure ID		PSD2.1.1

		Measure Name		Standard Lighting

		Primary Sector		C&I Lost Opportunity				Result of Fast Fill Assessment		Result of Research Assessment		Most Recent CT Evaluation		Evaluated Parameters from Most Recent CT Evaluation		Notes

		Description		Installation of interior and/or exterior lighting which exceeds current energy code baseline				Algorithm update		Awaiting Evaluation Results		None		N/A		[C1630] Largest Savers Evaluation - 2018 - PSD does not reflect updated RR
Awaiting results of upcoming C1635 EO Impact Evaluation
Upcoming NMR Retail Lighting Study
Recommend update based on latest DLC and IECC. Hours results forthcoming with C1635 EO Impact Evaluation. 



		Resource				CT 2020 PSD 		TRC Date Stamp		TRC Recommended Action		TRC Proposed Values		TRC Primary Source Document		TRC Rationale/Justification		MidAtlantic TRM		NY TRM		WI TRM		MA TRM		RI TRM

		Version				16th Edition, March 2020												Version 9, October 2019		Version 7, Jan 2020		Version 2019		Version 2019-2021 Plan TRM		Version 2020

		Measure Name				C&I Lost Opportunity: Standard Lighting		6/29/20		Algorithm Update		Remover occupancy sensor equations and values from this measure. Create a separate occupancy sensor measure.				Occupancy sensors would be better as it's own measure. This would be more consistent with other TRMs, and give more versatility to both measures.		Residential Market Sector: Lighting End Use (MF) 		C&I Measures: Interior and Exterior Lighting 		Business (Nonresidential) Measures: Lighting Section		Lighting - LED Fixture/Bulb		Common Int EISA Exempt/ LED Bulbs/Fixtures/Reflector

		Section (i.e., MF, Res, Commercial), pages				C&I Lost Opportunity pg 17		6/19/20		No Change		No change.				N/A		Residential, p. 20-41		Commercial, p. 434-439		Commercial, p. 346-636		Residential (online TRM)		Residential (Energywise MF Program) p. M-228

		MF Initiative Measures 				Installation of interior and/or exterior lighting which exceeds current energy code baseline		6/19/20		No Change		No change.				Consistent with other TRMs.

		Baseline (Retrofit or Lost Opportunity)				Lost Opportunity		6/19/20		No Change		No change.				N/A		Retrofit		Retrofit		Retrofit		Retrofit		Retrofit

		Baseline Assumptions				Interior Lighting: The difference between installed lighting and code lighting power density (“LPD,”
watts per square foot) for the facility is used to estimate energy and seasonal peak demand
savings. In addition to the savings from reduction in power density, savings are also calculated for
the installation of occupancy sensors and residential fixtures as applicable (Note [1]). Reduction of
lighting power reduces the cooling load and provides additional savings, which are also calculated
in this measure. This measure includes baseline LPDs based on 2015 IECC standards and additional
efficiency code requirements; choose the appropriate table. If projects are initiated after the new
code adoption, then 2015 IECC is the default used to evaluate the energy savings. Current 2015
IECC Code requires lighting controls for buildings over 5,000 square feet. Therefore, occupancy
sensor savings are only calculated if buildings > 5,000 square feet have occupancy sensors in
addition to the code-required scheduled lighting control.
• Exterior Lighting: The default baseline for exterior lighting is ASHRAE 90.1-2013. According to the
ASHRAE code, the total lighting power allowance for exterior building applications is the sum of
the base site allowance plus the individual allowances for areas listed in Table 2-F for the
applicable lighting zone. Trade-offs are allowed only among exterior lighting applications listed in
Table 2-F. The lighting zone for the building exterior is determined from Table 2-G.		6/19/20		No Change		No change.				CT uses an LPD approach to derive their  lost opportunity savings. While an LPD approach is rare in other TRMs, it is perfectly fine to use and CT uses it appropriately in this measure.		Deemed values dependent on type of lighting installed: 
Solid State Lighting (LED) Recessed Downlight Luminaire, 
ENERGY STAR Integrated Screw Based SSL (LED) Lamp		The baseline condition is assumed to be the existing and operational lighting fixture in all applications 

Note: this measure also includes algorithms for lost opportunity baseline. New construction or extensive renovations baseline is NYS/NYC Energy Conservation Code (based off of 2015 IECC) - can use space-by-space or area		Wattages dependent on installed lighting - deemed savings - common area not specified. Some measures ask for existing lighting (i.e., LED Track/Mono/Accent Fixtures, Four Pin-Base LED Lamp, LED Fixture Downlights).

Note: Lighting section includes multiple measures, baseline and proposed fixtures/lamps are specified for each measure for both retrofits and new construction (i.e., LED Linear Ambient Fixture Replacing T5 Lamps in Cross Section)		For common area MF lighting, rated wattages are not deemed. TRM describes, "vendor calculation".		"The baseline efficiency case is a blend of incandescent, halogens, CFLs and other bulbs types, as provided by market research or for EISA exempt bulbs and bulbs installed through an home energy audit, the baseline is a 65W incandescent." Baseline may be existing or savings may be deemed.

		Baseline References				D. Maniccia, B. Von Neida, and A. Tweed. An analysis of the energy and cost savings potential of
occupancy sensors for commercial lighting systems, Illuminating Engineering Society of North America
2000 Annual Conference: Proceedings. IESNA: New York, NY, pp. 433-459.
[2] The source of the equation for Sc and the derivation of the values for F is from “Calculating Lighting
and HVAC Interactions,” ASHRAE Journal, pp. 11-93 as used by KCPL.
[3] Massachusetts Technical Reference Manual, 2015 Program Year, p. 215.
[4] 2015 IECC, Table C405.5.2 (1) Exterior Lighting Zones.
[5] 2015 IECC, Table C405.4.2 (1) Interior Lighting Power Allowances: Building Area Method.
[6] 2015 IECC, Section C406.3 Reduced Interior Lighting Power.
[7] 2015 IECC, Table C405.5.2 (2) Individual Lighting Power Allowances for Building Exteriors.		6/129/2020		Update Reference		Aligning with ERS:
DNV GL (2017). Impact Evaluation of PY2015 Massachusetts Commercial and Industrial Upstream Lighting Initiative. DNVGL_2017_Upstream_Lighting_Impact_Evaluation				Aligning with ERS:
MA TRM recently updated. PSD reference should cite direct study used in the MA TRM.		References provided for each deemed value		NA		References provided for each deemed wattage value or multiplier		Annual hours: Forthcoming navigant study. (See MA Pas (2018).2019-2021 Lighting Worksheet in endnotes.).		CF: Navigant Consulting (2018). Baseline Loadshape Study.

		Algorithms in Measure				1) Lost Opportunity Gross Energy Savings, Electric
2) Lost Opportunity Gross Energy Savings, Fossil Fuel
3) Lost Opportunity Gross Seasonal Peak Demand Savings, Electric (winter and summer)		6/19/20		No Change		No change.				Consistent with other TRMs .		Accounts for interactive effects (heating and cooling)

1) Annual Energy Savings
2) Summer Coincident Peak kW Savings
3) Annual Fossil Fuel Savings
		Accounts for interactive effects (heating and cooling)

Annual Energy and Summer Peak Coincident Demand Savings
1) Annual Electric Energy Savings 
2) Summer Peak Coincident Demand Savings 
3) Annual Gas Energy Savings 		1) Annual Energy Savings
2) Summer Coincident Peak Savings
3) Lifecycle Energy Savings		1) Annual Electric Energy Savings
2) Annual Demand Savings
		1) Annual Electric Energy Savings
2) Demand Savings

		Lost Opportunity Gross Energy Savings, Electric

		Formula						6/19/20		No Change		No chage.				Accuratley represents and LPD approach to calculate savings and includes all potential savings opportunities.		Annual Energy Savings:
		Annual Electric Energy Savings:		Annual Energy Savings (algorithms differ based on lighting type):

		Nomenclature						6/19/20		Awaiting Evaluation Results		Aligning with ERS:
Update table A5-1 based on forthcoming  evaluation				See ERS workbook for justificaiton.		WattsBase: Connected load of baseline lamp
WattsEE: Connected load of efficient lamp
ISR: In Service Rate
WHF: waste heat factors to account for cooling or electric heating savings		ΔkWh = Annual electric energy savings
units = Number of measures
ee = Energy efficient condition or measure
baseline = Baseline condition or measure
1,000 = Conversion factor, one kW equals 1000 watts
W = Watts
hrs = Lighting operating hours
HVACc = HVAC interaction factor for annual electric energy consumption		ISR: In-service-rate (relevant for ie., ENERGY STAR LED Replacing Interior Directional Incandescent)
SF: Savings Fraction (relevant for ie., LED Troffer, 1x4, Replacing 4' 1- and 2-Lamp T8 Troffer)
HOU: Hours of use
1,000 = Kilowatt conversion factor 
Base: Baseline condition or measure
EE: Energy efficienct condition or measure		QTYPRE: quantity of pre-retofit fixtures/bulbs
QTYEE: quantity of efficient fixtures/bulbs installed
WattsPRE: Rated watts of pre-retofit fixtures/bulbs
WattsEE: Rated watts of efficient fixtures/bulbs installed
HoursPRE: Weekly hours of operation for pre-retrofit case lighting fixtures/bulbs
HoursEE: Weekly hours of operation for efficient lighting fixtures/bulbs
52: weeks per year		QTY_pre = Quantity of pre-retrofit fixtures/bulbs
QTY_ee = Quantity of efficienct fixtures/bulbs
Watts_pre = Rated watts of pre-retrofit fixtures/bulbs
Watts_ee = Rated watts of efficient fixtures/bulbs installed
Hours_pre = Weekly hours of operation for pre-retrofit case
Hours_ee = Weekly hours of operation for efficient lighting fixtures/bulbs
1000 = Watts per kW
52 = Weeks per year
deltakWh = deemed average annual kWh reduction per unit

								6/29/20		Parameter update		When the CT Codes and Standards Committee adopts the 2018 IECC, we recommend the following change.
Aligning with ERS:
Varies by site; baselines by building area method in table 2-D per IECC 2018. 
Specify that the space-by-space method may also be used (IECC 2018 C405.3.2(2))				See ERS workbook for justificaiton.

								6/29/20		Parameter update		Aligning with ERS:
Nos - Number of different fixture types with occupancy sensors				See ERS workbook for justificaiton.

								6/29/20		Parameter update		Aligning with ERS:
Include "W_allowance - baseline W for exterior fixture lighting power" in nomenclature.				See ERS workbook for justificaiton.

		Assumed Values				Hours = site specific or default hours from Appendix 5: 7,665 
F = 0.35 if the HVAC system includes an economizer. Otherwise, use Table 2-C.
0.3: generally accepted average hour reduction due to the use of occupancy sensors 
COP = 4.5 		6/19/20		Parameter update		Change MF Lighting Hours in Appendix Five = 6,388		HOU: For MF Common Area HOU, the MA calculator cites, "Navigant Consulting (2018). Multi-Family Program Impact and Net-to-Gross Evaluation". Recommend citing this Navigant study. 
If needed, the MA Calculator is here: https://etrm.anbetrack.com/etrm/api/v1/etrm/documents/5bd06d1d6c50367b3deba017/view?authToken=cb7bad8752c59070399f23c4e3dca2ebde7ce38a768436e1444c79bce3d10ce712415a70ad62c8b3c689de

                                                                                 		H: CT's HOU value is currently unsourced, and is higher than other TRMs' values. Therefore TRC recommends updating 6,388 from the MA TRM. MA uses a calculator to average HOU for lights in different common area spaces, which is based on logging data. The "Lighting Worksheet" tab lists 17.5 hrs/day from an average of common area bulbs in Circulation Spaces (23 hrs) and Other in the "MF Common Area -- All" 11 hrs).  This applies to all common area lights and covers all common area spaces. Therefore, we recommend updating HOU to 6,388 hours per year.

The WI TRM claims a value of 5,950 based on a Focus on Energy Evaluation conducted by Tetra Tech, however, this value reflects CFLs only. According to the Multifamily Baseline and Weatherization Opportunity Study, only 43% of lights in multifamily common areas in CT are CFLs. Therefore, this number may not accurately reflect the HOU for all common area multifamily lights, which are typically replaced with LEDs.		Hours = 5,950 (16.3 hours per day)
ISR (In Service Rate) = 1
WHF (waste heat factors)		Hours = 7,665
HVACc = Vintage and HVAC type weighted average by city. See Appendix D 		Hours = 5,950
SF and ISR given by measure in corresponding section
       		Annual hours: 6,388, which is specific to Multifamily common areas.		Hours: N/A (Note: MF common area hours are site specific). 

						LPD- lighting power density, Watt/ft2		6/29/20		Parameter update		Aligning with ERS:
Varies by site; baselines by building area method in table 2-D per IECC 2018. 
Specify that the space-by-space method may also be used (IECC 2018 C405.3.2(2))				For discussion: We purposely did not recommend updating the LPD values from IECC 2015 to IECC 2018. This is because CT is still using IECC 2015 as code. We agree with the recommendation once CT updates to IECC 2018.

		Reference (include year)				D. Maniccia, B. Von Neida, and A. Tweed. An analysis of the energy and cost savings potential of
occupancy sensors for commercial lighting systems, Illuminating Engineering Society of North America
2000 Annual Conference: Proceedings. IESNA: New York, NY, pp. 433-459.

The source of the equation for Sc and the derivation of the values for F is from “Calculating Lighting
and HVAC Interactions,” ASHRAE Journal, pp. 11-93 as used by KCPL.

2015 IECC, Table C405.5.2 (1) Exterior Lighting Zones.
[5] 2015 IECC, Table C405.4.2 (1) Interior Lighting Power Allowances: Building Area Method.
[6] 2015 IECC, Section C406.3 Reduced Interior Lighting Power.
[7] 2015 IECC, Table C405.5.2 (2) Individual Lighting Power Allowances for Building Exteriors.		6/19/20		No Change		No change.				Consistent with other TRMs and CT's current standards. CT's current standard  is the IECC 2015. This is referenced and used properly to calculate savings		Hours: Focus on Energy Evaluation, ACES Deemed Savings Desk Review, November 2010, consistent with the Common Area “Non-Area Specific” assumption (16.2 hours per day or 5913 annually) from the Cadmus Group Inc., “Massachusetts Multifamily Program Impact Analysis”, July 2012, p 2-4.		Hours: CT PSD (2008)
HVACc: Modeling		Hours: 2010 - Focus on Energy Evaluation, 2010 ACES Deemed Savings Desk Review		Annual hours: Forthcoming navigant study. (See MA Pas (2018).2019-2021 Lighting Worksheet in endnotes.).		N/A

		Lost Opportunity Gross Seasonal Peak Demand Savings, Electric (winter and summer)

		Formula						6/19/20		No Change		No chage.				Accuratley represents and LPD approach to calculate savings and includes all potential savings opportunities.

LPD approach is not applicable for exterior lighting which is reflecte here.		Summer Coincident Peak kW Savings		Summer Coincident Peak kW Savings		Summer Coincident Peak kW Savings

		Nomenclature				• CFL and CFos are the lighting (CFL) and occupancy sensor (CFOS) coincidence factors
(summer/winter) taken from Appendix One.
• Allowable LPD, in kW/ft2 = the value of Watts per ft2 from the 2015 IECC for the facility type
divided by 1,000.
• Actual LPD, in kW/ft2 = Total Fixture Wattage (kW) divided by the Lighted Area, ft2.
• A = is calculated for each project, either from architectural drawings or by physical measurement.
• CFhw is the residential lighting coincidence factor (summer/winter) from Appendix One.
• DeltaWhw = Delta watts of hardwired fluorescent fixtures in residential areas as calculated per
Section 4.1.2 of the 2020 PSD.
• G = 0.73.
• COP = 4.5		6/19/20		No Change		No change.				Consistent with other TRMs and CT's current standards.		WHFd: Waste heat factor for deamnd to account for cooling savings from efficient lighting 
CF: Coincidence Factor		HVACd: HVAC interaction factor for peak demand at NYISO coincident summer peak hour
CF: Coincidence factor		CF: Coincidence Factor (Both wattage and controls used for ie., LED Troffer, 1x4, Replacing 4' 1- and 2-Lamp T8 Troffer, DLC Listed 2x2 LED Fixtures)
ISR: In-service-rate
Baseline: Baseline condition or measure
EE: Energy efficiency condition or measure		kW/kWh: Average kW reduction per kWh reduction		deltakW: deemed average kW reduction per unit.
CF_sp/wp: Peak coincidence factor (summer peak/winter peak)
SPF: Savings Persistence Factor
ISR: In-Service Rate
RR_sp: Realization rate (summer peak/winter peak)

		Assumed Values				CF(L) = .17 (summer); 1.0 (winter)
CF(OS) = .18 (summer); .12 (winter) 
G = 0.73
COP = 3.5		6/19/20		No Change		No change.		No Change.		This value does not align with other TRMs. It seems too low based on comparisons with other TRMs and the logic that common area lights are on most of the day, therfore, one would assume they would be on more than 17% of the time at peak hours. However, CT is the only TRM with a reliable source that we can use. Perhaps a future study could run the Cadmus 2012  Demand Impact Model.model again and update.		WHFd = 1.19 (Building with cooling), 1.17 (Unknown)
CF = 0.86 for MF common area		HVACd = See Appendix D (broken out by low-rise or high-rise and HVAC type)
CF = 1.0 for interior lighting		CF and ISR provided by on-measure basis		kW/kWh: 0.00030
CF_sp: 0.83
CF_wp: 0.65		CF_sp: 0.55
CP_wp: 0.85
ISR: 1
SPF: 1
RR: 1

		Reference (include year)				D. Maniccia, B. Von Neida, and A. Tweed. An analysis of the energy and cost savings potential of
occupancy sensors for commercial lighting systems, Illuminating Engineering Society of North America
2000 Annual Conference: Proceedings. IESNA: New York, NY, pp. 433-459.

The source of the equation for Sc and the derivation of the values for F is from “Calculating Lighting
and HVAC Interactions,” ASHRAE Journal, pp. 11-93 as used by KCPL.

2015 IECC, Table C405.5.2 (1) Exterior Lighting Zones.
[5] 2015 IECC, Table C405.4.2 (1) Interior Lighting Power Allowances: Building Area Method.
[6] 2015 IECC, Section C406.3 Reduced Interior Lighting Power.
[7] 2015 IECC, Table C405.5.2 (2) Individual Lighting Power Allowances for Building Exteriors.		6/19/20		No Change		No change.				Consistent with other TRMs and CT's current standards. CT's current standard  is the IECC 2015. This is referenced and used properly to calculate savings		WHFd: Calculated (p36)
CF: EmPOWER Maryland program (p37)		HVACd: N/A
CF: N/A (says no source specified - p448)		References provided by on-measure basis		kW/kWh: Navigant Consulting (2018). Demand Impact Model Update. 
CF: can't find references		CF: Navigant Consulting (2018). Baseline Loadshape Study.

		Lost Opportunity Gross Energy Savings, Fossil Fuel

		Formula				Annual Oil Savings = -0.0007129 MMBtu per annual kWh saved; and
Annual Natural Gas Savings = -0.000175 MMBTU per kWh.

Note: No heating penalties are claimed in exterior lighting installation.		6/20/20		Update Reference		Aligning with ERS:
Annual Gas and Oil Savings:'-0.000162279 MMBtu/kWh saved		MA TRM was referenced previously; recommend update based on the latest MA TRM with updated study		See ERS workbook for justification.		Annual Gas Penalty:		Annual Gas Penalty:		None		None		None

		Nomenclature				N/A		6/19/20		No Change		No change.				N/A		N/A		Δtherm = Annual gas energy savings (here it is negative savings)
units = Number of measures
ee = Energy efficient condition or measure
baseline = Baseline condition or measure
1,000 = Conversion factor, one kW equals 1000 watts
W = Watts
hrs = Lighting operating hours
HVACg = HVAC interaction factor for annual natural gas energy consumption (therms/kWh)		N/A		N/A		N/A

		Assumed Values				N/A		6/19/20		No Change		No change.				N/A		N/A		Hours = 7,665
HVACg = Vintage and HVAC type weighted average by city. See Appendix D.		N/A		N/A		N/A

		Reference (include year)				2015 IECC, Table C405.5.2 (1) Exterior Lighting Zones.		6/19/20		Update Reference		table C405.5.1 (1)				Referencing the incorrect table. 

In addition tot his, this is the incorrect reference. The gas penalty could not have been derived from this table or using this seciton of the IECC.

In the retrofit standard lighting measure, the value for gas penalty is given as -0.00007129 and this is from the 2012 MA TRM. 		N/A		HVACg = modeling
Hrs = CT PSD (2008)		N/A		N/A		N/A



		Measure Life				Dependent on lighting type. Ie. 15 for Fixture LED, N/A for screw-in LED bulb		6/19/20		Paramter Update		20 years		MA PAs (2018). 2019-2021 Lighting Worksheet. MA_PAs_Lighting_Worksheet_PY2019-2021

50,000 hours per L70 requirements prescribed by the DLC’s Product Qualification Criteria, Technical Requirement Table version 4.2
  Placed on the Qualified Fixture List by ENERGY STAR®, according to the appropriate luminaire classification as specified in the ENERGY STAR® Program requirements for Luminaires, version 2.0.  Divided by estimated annual use, but capped at 20 years regardless (consistent with C&I redecoration and business type change patterns		The source given for the value is referring the fluorescent fixtures, not LED fixtures.		8.4 (Solid State Lighting (LED) Recessed Downlight Luminaire with inseparable components), 4.2 (downlights with replaceable parts), 2.52 ( ENERGY STAR Integrated Screw Based SSL (LED) Lamp		N/A		N/A		LED Fixture, Common Area: 6
LED Fixture, Linear, Common Area: 8
LED Bulb, Common Area: 4		Common Int LED Bulbs: 3
Common Int EISA Exempt: 5
Common Int LED Fixture: 6
Common Int Reflector: 5

		Measure Life Resource				GDS Associates Inc., Measure Life Report, Residential and Commercial Industrial Lighting and
HVAC Measures, Jun. 2007, Table 2		6/19/20		Update Reference		MA PAs (2018). 2019-2021 Lighting Worksheet. MA_PAs_Lighting_Worksheet_PY2019-2021

50,000 hours per L70 requirements prescribed by the DLC’s Product Qualification Criteria, Technical Requirement Table version 4.2
  Placed on the Qualified Fixture List by ENERGY STAR®, according to the appropriate luminaire classification as specified in the ENERGY STAR® Program requirements for Luminaires, version 2.0.  Divided by estimated annual use, but capped at 20 years regardless (consistent with C&I redecoration and business type change patterns				Sources used by NY and MA TRMs. These can be used in the PSD, and accurately reflect the EUL of LED fixtures.		Given above.		N/A		N/A		MA PAs(2019). Lighting Worksheet - "MF Calculated" 		MA Pas (2019). Lighting Worksheet PY2019-2021 - Updated for RI









CA Chiller - LO

		Measure ID (PSD Section)				2.2.1

		Measure Name				Chillers				Overall Assessment

		Primary Sector				C&I Lost Opportunity				Result of Fast Fill Assessment		Result of Research Assessment		Most Recent CT Evaluation		Evaluated Parameters from Most Recent CT Evaluation		Notes

		Description				Installation of efficient water-cooled and air-cooled water chilling packages (chillers). Chillers must use an environmentally-friendly refrigerant in order to qualify for the program. 				Updated reference		"same as Fast Fill Assessment"		None		None - see notes.		[R1705-R1609] Multi-Family Baseline and Weatherization Opportunity Study (2019) was reviewed, however no values from this evaluation were applied. As this measure captures savings from Lost Opportunity, the majority of the inputs are required to come from application and the baseline efficiency is directly prescribed by state code (IECC). 

[C19]  C&I New Construction Baseline & Code Compliance Study investigated chillers, however this analysis was not applicable to MF applications

																		http://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/96f0fec0b45a3c6485257688006a701a/72c23decff52920a85257f1100671bdd/$FILE/TRM%20Version%207%20-%20April%202019.pdf		https://www.focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/2019_TRM_Final_Update_0.pdf		https://etrm.anbetrack.com/#/workarea/trm/MADPU/RES-HVAC-FG/2019-2021%20Plan%20TRM/version/1?measureName=HVAC%20-%20Furnace,%20Gas		http://rieermc.ri.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/ngrid-ri-2020-trm.pdf

						CT's 2020 PSD - existing		TRC Date Stamp		TRC Primary Source Document		TRC Proposed Values		TRC Primary Source Document		TRC Rationale/Justification		NY TRM		WI TRM		MA TRM		RI TRM

						16th Edition, March 1, 2020												Version 7, Jan 2020		Version 2019		Version 2019-2021 Plan TRM		Version 2020

		Applies to MF, SF Res, or Commercial				Commercial, MF		6/19/20		No change		No change		N/A		Consistent with Other TRMs		Commercial		Business (nonresidential)		Commercial		Commercial

		PSD Section 				2.2.1		6/19/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

		Measure Name				Chillers		6/19/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		Chiller - Air and Water Cooled		HVAC Chiller		Chiller (COM-HVAC-HEC)		Chiller

		Pages				pg 30-34		6/19/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		pg 361		pg 251		eTRM		M-506

		Baseline (Retrofit, Lost Opportunities, or Retirement?) 				Lost Opportunity		6/19/20		No change		No change		N/A		Consistent with Other TRMs		Lost Opportunity		Lost Opportunity		Lost Opportunity		Lost Opportunity captured here (measure covers both)

		Baseline Reference				IECC Table C4.3.2.3(7)		6/19/20		No change		No change		N/A		Consistent with Other TRMs		ECCCNYS 2016, Table C403.2.3(7)		Code		Code		Application

		Baseline  Assumptions				Code. Applicable to water-cooled centrifugal, water-cooled positive displacement, air-cooled		6/19/20		No change		No change		N/A		Consistent with Other TRMs		Baseline as code. Energy efficient per programs.		Minimally code compliant Air Cooled, water cooled Positive displacement, and water cooled centrifugal. It is assumed that new chillers are installed when the existing unit has failed or is at the end of its useful life.
An efficiency reduction of 0.03 kW/ton was selected as the "better than code" amount based on a review of 2018 chiller projects to date."		Eligible chillers include air-cooled, water cooled rotary screw and scroll, and water cooled centrifugal chillers for single chiller systems or for the lead chiller only in multi-chiller systems		From application

		Savings				Custom calculation		6/19/20		No change		No change		N/A		The custom calculator was reviewed for this measure. The custom calculator requires most properties to come from application. This enables accurate distinction between facility types. No defaults for Multifamily are included, therefore no default updates are required. A thorough review of savings calculation within the calculator was not conducted.		1. Gross Energy Savings, Electric
2. Gross Summer Peak Demand Savings		1. Gross Energy Savings, Electric
2. Gross Summer Peak Demand Savings		1. Gross Energy Savings, Electric
2. Gross Summer Peak Demand Savings		Custom

		Lost Opportunity Gross Energy Savings, Electric

		Formula				Calculated via custom calculator with BIN model		6/19/20		No change		No change		N/A		The custom calculator was reviewed for this measure. The custom calculator requires most properties to come from application. This enables accurate distinction between facility types. No defaults for Multifamily are included, therefore no default updates are required. A thorough review of savings calculation within the calculator was not conducted.						




Custom Calculation also acceptable		Custom

		Nomenclature				IPLV = Integrated Part Load Value		6/19/20		Language Change		Specify Multifamily should apply Path B, and include language differentiating Path A and Path B		IECC 2015		Path A represents Full load and Part load (IPLV) values for constant flow chillers and Path B represents variable flow chillers. Multifamily buildings installations are variable flow chillers, and Path B savings should be applied.		units = Number of measures installed under the program
tons/unit = Tons of air conditioning per unit, based on nameplate data
baseline = Baseline condition or measure
ee = Energy efficient condition or measure
IPLV = Integrated part-load value (in kW/Ton)
EFLHcooling = Cooling equivalent full-load hours 		IPLVBASE = Integrated part-load value of baseline chiller in kW per ton (see Baseline Chiller Efficiency table above)
IPLVEE = Integrated part-load value of efficient chiller at AHRI conditions in kW per ton (= user input)
LF = Load factor
Ton-hours = Annual chiller load (= hours * efficient chiller capacity at AHRI conditions; see Assumptions)		Tons = Rated capacity of the cooling equipment
EERBASE = Energy Efficiency Ratio of the baseline equipment. See table below for values.
EEREE = Energy Efficiency Ratio of the efficient equipment. Site-specific.
kW/tonBASE = Energy efficiency rating of the baseline equipment. See table below for values.
kW/tonEE = Energy efficiency rating of the efficient equipment. Site-specific.
Hours = Equivalent full load hours for chiller operation		N/A

		Assumed Values				Custom calculated with BIN analysis.		6/24/20		Aligning with ERS: Update reference		Aligning with ERS: 2018 IECC		ERS		See ERS Workbook for details		IPLV_baseline = code
IPLV_ee = from application		IPLVBASE = Table provided based on IECC 2015
IPLVEE = Table provided; "An efficiency reduction of 0.03 kW/ton was selected as the "better than code" amount based on a review of 2018 chiller projects to date."
LF = 0.85
hours = weighted average temperature pin hours based on population in each city and temperatures ranges		Baseline: 
The high efficiency scenario assumes water chilling packages that exceed the efficiency levels required by Massachusetts State Building Code and meet the minimum efficiency requirements as stated in the New Construction HVAC energy efficiency rebate forms.  		Baseline Efficiency case assumes compliance with efficiency requirements as mandated by Rhode Island State Building Code or industry accepted standard practice

		Reference (include year)				IECC Table C4.3.2.3(7), baseline
Temperature BIN model created by Bitterli & Associates, modified by Eversource		6/19/20		No change		No change		N/A		Baseline efficiencies source is consistent with other measures.		ECCCNYS 2016, Table C403.2.3(7)		IPLVBASE = code
IPLVEE = project review (unsourced) informs consumption reduction for efficiency		Baseline: Massachusetts State Building Code per the IECC 2015		From application

		Retrofit Gross Seasonal Peak Demand Savings, Electric (winter and summer)

		Formula				Calculated via custom calculator with BIN model		6/19/20		No change		No change		N/A		The custom calculator was reviewed for this measure. The custom calculator requires most properties to come from application. This enables accurate distinction between facility types. No defaults for Multifamily are included, therefore no default updates are required. A thorough review of savings calculation within the calculator was not conducted.						Air Cooled:

Water Cooled:		None

		Nomenclature				Custom calculator: No terms included in Chiller measure. The PSD clarifies the difference between Path A and B. But it does not have language specific to MF		6/19/20		Language Change		Add language to savings calculation in PSD, “Multifamily building chiller installations are variable flow chillers and shall apply the savings prescribed in Path B”		IECC 2015		Path A represents Full load and Part load (IPLV) values for constant flow chillers and Path B represents variable flow chillers. Multifamily buildings installations are variable flow chillers, and Path B savings should be applied.		units = Number of measures installed under the program
tons/unit = Tons of air conditioning per unit, based on nameplate data
baseline = Baseline condition or measure
ee = Energy efficient condition or measure
FL = Full-load chiller efficiency under peak conditions
CF = Coincidence factor		Full Load kW/tonBASE = kW/ton full-load value of baseline chiller (see Baseline Chiller Efficiency table above)
Full Load kW/tonEE = kW/ton full-load value of efficient chiller at AHRI conditions (= user input)
Tons = Capacity in tons of the efficient chiller at AHRI conditions (= user input)
CF = Coincidence factor		Tons = Rated capacity of the cooling equipment
EERBASE = Energy Efficiency Ratio of the baseline equipment. 
EEREE = Energy Efficiency Ratio of the efficient equipment. Site-specific.
kW/tonBASE = Energy efficiency rating of the baseline equipment. 
kW/tonEE = Energy efficiency rating of the efficient equipment. Site-specific.
LF = Load Factor		N/A

		Assumed Values				Custom calculated with BIN analysis; Peak demand savings from spreadsheet are assumed to be 100% coincident to the ISO-NE summer peak demand		6/19/20		No change		No change		N/A		Baseline efficiencies are consistent with other measures.		CF = 0.8 (unsourced)		Full LoadBASE = Table provided based on IECC 2015
Full LoadEE = Table provided; "An efficiency reduction of 0.03 kW/ton was selected as the "better than code" amount based on a review of 2018 chiller projects to date."
LF = 0.85
CF = 0.8		CF summer = 0.49 (IPLV used), 0.86 (FL used)		None

		Reference (include year)				IECC Table C4.3.2.3(7), baseline
Temperature BIN model created by Bitterli & Associates, modified by Eversource		6/19/20		No change		No change		N/A		Baseline efficiencies source is consistent with other measures.		CF = unsourced (Default CF in NY TRM in unknown conditions)		CF: Focus on Energy Business Programs Deemed Savings Manual V1.0. March 22, 2010. https://focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/bpdeemedsavingsmanuav10_evaluationreport.pdf		CFs based on perspective statewide results from 2015 prescriptive chiller study; DNV GL (2015). Impact Evaluation of Prescriptive Chiller and Compressed Air Installations. Prepared for the MA PAs and EEAC		N/A



		Measure Life				23 years		6/19/20		No change		No change		N/A		Aligns with other TRMs and is appropriate for this measure		20 years		20 years		23 years		"multi". Provided source final recommendation = 20. Cites chillers ranging from 10-25 EUL

		Measure Life Resource				GDS Associates Inc., Measure Life Report, Residential and Commercial Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures, Jun. 2007, Table 2.		6/19/20		No change		No change		N/A		Aligns with other TRMs and is appropriate for this measure		DEER 2014		DEER 2014		GDS Associates, Inc. (2007). Measure Life Report: Residential and Commercial/Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures.		 Energy & Resource Solutions (2005). Measure Life Study. Prepared for The Massachusetts Joint Utilities.







https://www.focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/2019_TRM_Final_Update_0.pdfhttp://rieermc.ri.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/ngrid-ri-2020-trm.pdfhttp://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/96f0fec0b45a3c6485257688006a701a/72c23decff52920a85257f1100671bdd/$FILE/TRM%20Version%207%20-%20April%202019.pdfhttps://etrm.anbetrack.com/

CA Unitary AC and HP - LO

		Measure ID (PSD Section)		PSD2.2.2		2.2.2

		Measure Name		Unitary A/C and Heat Pumps		Unitary A/C and Heat Pumps						Overall Assessment

		Primary Sector		C&I Lost Opportunity		C&I Lost Opportunity						Result of Fast Fill Assessment		Result of Research Assessment		Most Recent CT Evaluation		Evaluated Parameters from Most Recent CT Evaluation		Notes

		Description		Installation of a high-efficiency Direct-Expansion (“DX”) unitary or split cooling system or air-source heat pump.		Installation of a high-efficiency Direct-Expansion (“DX”) unitary or split cooling system or air-source heat
pump.						Code update		"same as Fast Fill Assessment"		[R1705-R1609] Multi-Family Baseline and Weatherization Opportunity Study, 2019		None - see notes		[R1705-R1609] Multi-Family Baseline and Weatherization Opportunity Study (2019) was reviewed, however no values from this evaluation were applied. As this measure captures savings from Lost Opportunity, the majority of the inputs are required to come directly prescribed by state code (IECC) or from application, as included in the recommendations below. 

																		http://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/96f0fec0b45a3c6485257688006a701a/72c23decff52920a85257f1100671bdd/$FILE/TRM%20Version%207%20-%20April%202019.pdf		https://www.focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/2019_TRM_Final_Update_0.pdf		https://etrm.anbetrack.com/#/workarea/trm/MADPU/RES-HVAC-FG/2019-2021%20Plan%20TRM/version/1?measureName=HVAC%20-%20Furnace,%20Gas		http://rieermc.ri.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/ngrid-ri-2020-trm.pdf

						CT's 2020 PSD		TRC Date Stamp		TRC Recommended Action		TRC Proposed Values		TRC Primary Source Document		TRC Rationale/Justification		NY TRM		WI TRM		MA TRM		RI TRM

						16th Edition, March 1, 2020												Version 7, Jan 2020		Version 2019		Version 2019-2021 Plan TRM		Version 2020

		Applies to MF, SF Res, or Commercial				MF, Commercial		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		Commercial and high rise MF buildings or 4 or more stories		Commercial - Applicable to MF		Commercial		C&I (No MF defaults)

		PSD Section 				2.2.2		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

		Measure Name				Unitary A/C and Heat Pumps		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		Appropriate for savings covered in measure.		Air Conditioner and Heat Pump - Unitary & Applied		A/C Split or Packaged System, High Efficiency (>65MBH)
A/C Split System, < 65 MBH, SEER 15/16/17/18+
A/C Split System, Condensing Unit Only, High Efficiency
Air Source Heat Pump, < 65MBH		Unitary Air Conditioner (COM-HVAC-UAC)
Air Source Central Heat Pump (RES-HVAC-ASHP)		Split Systems AC to 5.4 tons
Air Cooled AC 5.4 to 11.25
Air Cooled AC 11.25 to 20 tons
Air Cooled AC 20 to 63 tons
Air Cooled AC over 63 tons
Packaged AC to 5.4 tons
Packaged AC 5.4 to 11.25 tons
Packaged AC 11.25 to 30 tons
Unitary AC to 5.4 tons

		Pages				pg 35-38		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		Appropriate for savings covered in measure.		pg 341-348		pg 271-294		eTRM		 M-550

		Baseline (Retrofit, Lost Opportunities, or Retirement?) 				Lost Opportunity		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		Appropriate for savings covered in measure.		Lost Opportunity		New Construction (eqv to Lost Opportunity) and retrofit		AC: Lost Opportunity, HP: Lost Opportunity and Retrofit		New construction

		Baseline Reference				IECC 2015		6/30/20		Updated reference		When the CT Codes and Standards Committee adopts the 2018 IECC, we recommend the following change.
IECC 2018 (aligning with ERS) or CFR, when more stringent.		When the CT Codes and Standards Committee adopts the 2018 IECC, we recommend the following change.
IECC 2018 (aligning with ERS) and CFR 431.97 Table 3		Consider baseline update to CFR where more stringent than IECC 2018 (new code reference, as outlined in ERS workbook)		ECCCNYS 2016 (adapted from IECC 2015), NYCECC , 10 CFR		IECC		MA State Building Code		IECC 2012

		Baseline  Assumptions				Electric Resistance		6/12/20		No change		No change; Aligning with IECC 2018 code does not impact the baseline assumption values		N/A		Appropriate for savings covered in measure.		Code compliant baseline equipment		New Construction baseline is 2015 code, Retrofit is 2012 code. Minimum qualifying equipment must exceed CEE Tier 1 Energy Efficiency requirements 		This measure applies to air, water, and evaporatively-cooled unitary AC systems, both single-package and split systems.  
Baseline = code
Efficient = CEE specification
Heat pump: For early retirement, over the remaining life of the existing heat pump unit, the baseline is an existing inefficient 2.8-ton, SEER 10, HSPF 7 heat pump unit.  For early retirement, over the life of the new heat pump, the baseline is a code-compliant 2.8-ton, SEER 14, HSPF 8.2 heat pump unit		Code compliance

		Savings				1. Lost Opportunity Goss Energy Savings
2. Lost Opportunity Gross Peak Demand Savings		6/30/20		New methodology recommended		Aligning with ERS: Expand measure to incorperate savings for cold-climate ASHP		N/A		Aligning with ERS: Expand measure to incorperate savings for cold-climate ASHP		1. Annual Energy Savings
2. Summer Peak Coincident Demand Savings		1. Annual Energy Savings for AC, Condensing AC, and Heat Pump
2. Summer Peak Coincident Demand Savings		1. Annual Energy Savings for AC and HP
2. Summer Peak Coincident Demand Savings		1. Electric Cooling kWh
2. Electric Cooling kW

		Lost Opportunity Gross Energy Savings, Electric

		Formula				Cooling (A/C units and air-source heat pumps)


Heating (air source heat pumps)		6/30/20		Algorithm update		Distinction is required to specify application of EER efficency ratio placeholder depending on application.

Aligning with ERS: Update algorithm per ERS recommendations:  distinct equations based on capacity (applying SEER if < 65,000 kBTUh and IEER if > 65,000 kBTUh), and including a factor for capacity for non cold-climate and cold-climate ASHP		N/A		Development of general statewide savings is valid. Other TRMs develop distinct equations to better clarify application of efficiency variables. This can be applied to the PSD, however this is not necessary as long as EER variable is well laid out. EER is used as a placeholder for efficiency ratings. Cooling side of equipment is rated in SEER (units < 65MBH) and IEER (units > 65MBH). Additional language to explain the application of SEER/IEER in the savings equation would clarify the intention of the efficiency variable as applied here. This will help distinguish between EER in the Gross Energy Savings equation and EER in the Gross Peak Day Savings equation.

As recommended by ERS, this edit can also be accomplished by modifying the nomenclature within the algorithm to specify when each variable should be applied, as is implemented by other TRMs		Units with cooling capacity <65 MBH




Units with cooling capacity > 65 MBH		A/C Split or Packaged System, > 65 MBH


A/C Split or Packaged System, < 65 MBH

Condensing A/C

Heat Pump		Air Conditioner









Heat Pump: 		Cooling:



Measures only quantify cooling savings

		Nomenclature				CAP = capacity
EER/HSPF = efficiency		6/30/20		Language change		Additional language around the application of the variable EER; aligning with ERS to rewrite equations with appropriate variable terms to accomplish efficiency specification		2015 IECC C403.2		EER is used as a placeholder for efficiency ratings. Cooling side of equipment is rated in SEER (units < 65MBH) and IEER (units > 65MBH). 

Per ERS's recommendation to update the algorithm directly, add nomenclautre to variable table as necessary.		tons/unit = Output cooling capacity in tons (at AHRI standard rating conditions)
kBTU/h = Output heating capacity in kBTU/h (at AHRI standard high-temperature rating conditions)		CAP = Rated cooling capacity of the energy-efficient unit (tons)
12 = Conversion factor from tons to MBh
IEERBASE = Integrated energy efficiency ratio of standard efficiency code baseline unit in Btu/watt-hour
IEEREE = Integrated energy efficiency ratio of efficient unit in Btu/watt-hour
SEERBASE = Seasonal energy efficiency rating of baseline unit 
SEEREE = Seasonal energy efficiency rating of efficient unit (= 15, 16, 17, or 18)
HSPFBASE = Heating seasonal performance factor of baseline unit 
HSPFEE = Heating seasonal performance factor of efficient unit
EFLHCOOL = Equivalent full-load cooling hours 
RLF = Rated load factor		kBtu/h  = Capacity of the cooling equipment in kBtu per hour (1 ton of cooling capacity equals 12 kBtu/h)
SEERBASE = Seasonal Energy Efficiency Ratio of the baseline equipment.
SEEREE = Seasonal Energy Efficiency Ratio of the energy efficient equipment. 
EFLHCool = Cooling equivalent full load hours.  
IEERBASE = Integrated Energy Efficiency Ratio of the baseline equipment. 
IEEREE = Integrated Energy Efficiency Ratio of the energy efficient equipment.  
HoursCool = Annual Cooling Hours
Capadj = Capacity Adjustment Factor		Tons = Rated cooling capacity of the installed equipment: site-specific.
12 kBtu/hr per ton = Conversion factor
SEER_base = Seasonal Energy Efficiency Ratio of the baseline equipment: code
SEER_ee = Seasonal energy efficiency ratio of the high-efficiency unit: site-specific.
Hours_C = Equivalent full load cooling hours


		Assumed Values				Baseline SEER, EER, IEER from 2015 IECC
EFLH cool = 1,306
EFLH heating = 273		6/12/20		Updated reference		A/C > 65,000 and < 135,000 efficiency = 12.9 IEER		10 CFR 431.97 Table 3
https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=eecf873e16b6e692edd0819fb9ab3fe2&mc=true&node=pt10.3.431&rgn=div5#se10.3.431_197		Federal code requires A/C > 65,000 and < 135,000 efficiency to be slightly higher than the requirement laid out by IECC 2015. Recommendation to apply more stringent code in applications of this measure.  		Baseline SEER, HSPF, IEER, and COP from ECCCNYS 2016 (2015 IECC) and NYCECC 2016, with exceptions where CFR codes are more stringent than NYS and NYC codes		EFLHCool:  410 for MF
EFLHheat: 1158 for MF
RLF: 0.9
Condensing: EERbase = 10.1, EERee = 11.1 or actual
Heat Pump:  HSPFbase = 8.2 MBH/kW, HSPFee = 9.0 MBh/kW		Capadj = varies from 0.927 to 1.104 based on program administration (territory)		EFLH cooling = 855 (C&I)
EFLH heating = 1137 (C&I)

		Reference (include year)				Baseline Efficiency: 2015 IECC		6/12/20		Updated reference		IECC 2015 and 10 CFR 431.97		10 CFR 431.97 Table 3
https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=eecf873e16b6e692edd0819fb9ab3fe2&mc=true&node=pt10.3.431&rgn=div5#se10.3.431_197		Federal code requires A/C > 65,000 and < 135,000 efficiency to be slightly higher than the requirement laid out by IECC 2015. Recommendation to apply more stringent code in applications of this measure.  		ECCCNYS 2016 (adapted from IECC 2015), NYCECC , 10 CFR		Baseline: 2015 IECC
Energy Efficient: CEE Tier 1, or from application
EFLH: Cadmus. Focus on Energy Evaluated Deemed Savings Changes. November 14, 2014. https://focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/FoE_Deemed_WriteUp%20CY14%20Final.pdf		The capacity adjustment factor is used only when IEER is used to determine energy savings. Since IEER takes into account performance at different loading points, the capacity adjustment factor helps to account for the fact that more load occurs at lower temperatures and capacities. The adjustment factor is greater than 1 for climate zones with lower full load hours and runtime, and the factor is less than 1 for zones with more full load hours and runtime.

		Lost Opportunity Gross Peak Day Savings, Electric

		Formula						6/30/20		New measure recommended		Aligning with ERS: Expand KWK to accommodate inclusion of ASHP installed in cold climate. See ERS's workbook for details		Aligning with ERS		Aligning with ERS: See ERS's workbook for Justification				A/C Split or Packaged System, > 65 MBH and < 65 MBH		Air Conditioner

Heat Pump

		Nomenclature				SKW = Summer kW
WKW = winter kW
Cap = capacity (btu/hr)
EER = efficiency		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		Nomenclature is clear and supports algorithm		tons/unit = Output cooling capacity in tons (at AHRI standard rating conditions)		EER = -0.02 * SEER + 1.12 * SEER in MBh per kilowatt (base to base, or ee to ee)		EERBASE = Energy Efficiency Ratio of the baseline equipment.  
EEREE = Energy Efficiency Ratio of the energy efficient equipment. 		EER_ee = Energy Efficiency Ratio of the new efficient equipment: site-specific. 
EER_base = Energy Efficiency Ratio of baseline equipment: code. 

		Assumed Values				CF = 0.82		6/12/20		Parameter update		For Multifamily, change to CFc (MF) = 0.59		Appendix One		CF = 0.82 is the assumption in Appendix One for unitary A/C in C&I. HPs in Multifamily applications more appropriately align with residential coincident peak factors for cooling, which has CF = 0.59		CF = 0.8 (unsourced)		CF = 0.8		AC: CFs vary from 0.33 - 0.45 depending on territory 
HP: CF summer = 0.35, CF winter = 0.60		EER_ee = For equipment < 5.4 tons, assume the following conversion: EER≈SEER/1.1
EER_base = Since IECC 2012 does not provide EER requirements for equipment < 5.4 tons, assume the following conversion: EER ≈ SEER/1.1
CF summer = 0.4

		Reference (include year)				Baseline EER: 2015 IECC
CF: RLW, Final Report, 2005 Coincidence Factor Study, Jan. 4, 2007, Table 5.		6/12/20		No change		Continue to reference Appendix One. The change to use the value for Residential (CF = 0.59) from Appendix One instead of for C&I (CF = 0.82) is noted in row above		CFc ; ADM Associates, Inc., Residential Central A/C Regional Evaluation: Final Report, Nov. 2009, Table 4-17, CT weighted average. Winter seasonal peak CF is assumed to be zero.		Unitary A/C HPs in Multifamily applications more appropriately align with residential coincident peak factors for cooling. Appendix One captures both Commercial CF and Residential CF. No further change.		CF: Unsourced
Efficiencies: ECCCNYS 2016 (adapted from IECC 2015), NYCECC, 10 CFR		Cadmus. Focus on Energy Evaluated Deemed Savings Changes. November 14, 2014.
https://focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/FoE_Deemed_WriteUp%20CY14%20Final.pdf		AC: CFs based 2011 NEEP C&I Unitary HVAC Loadshape Project
HP: CFs: MA PAs (2018). 2019-2021 Electric HVAC Calculations Workbook. Values reflect a blend of replace on failure and early replacement. Coincidence factors obtained from Navigant Consulting (2018), Demand Impact Model Update



		Measure Life				15 years		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		EUL is consistent with WI and RI TRMs and similar to MA TRM		15 years		All: 15		AC 12 years
Heat Pump: 18 years		20 years

		Measure Life Resource				GDS Associates Inc., Measure Life Report, Residential and Commercial Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures, Jun. 2007, Table 2.		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		Other TRMs apply a different source document, however no source update is required.		DEER		PA Consulting Group Inc State of WI Public Service Commission of WI Focus on Energy Evaluation Business Programs: Measure Life Study. Final Report. August 25, 2009. https://focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/bpmeasurelifestudyfinal_evaluationreport.pdf		DNV GL (2018). Expected Useful Life (EUL) Estimation for Air-Conditioning Equipment from Current Age Distribution Memo.
https://etrm.anbetrack.com/etrm/api/v1/etrm/documents/5bb605496c50367b3deb9fe3/view?authToken=0c4fe7d261f38e2f2d27589956056e1ac6e7e3353e9a8a7e825a5b3d019e91f52ff1844c081cde70bd80e9		Energy & Resource Solutions (2005). Measure Life Study. Prepared for The Massachusetts Joint Utilities.







https://www.focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/2019_TRM_Final_Update_0.pdfhttp://rieermc.ri.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/ngrid-ri-2020-trm.pdfhttp://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/96f0fec0b45a3c6485257688006a701a/72c23decff52920a85257f1100671bdd/$FILE/TRM%20Version%207%20-%20April%202019.pdfhttps://etrm.anbetrack.com/

CA WSHP and GSHP - LO

		Measure ID (PSD Section)				2.2.3 

		Measure Name				Water and Ground Source Heat Pumps						Overall Assessment

		Primary Sector				Commercial, Lost Opportunity						Result of Fast Fill Assessment		Result of Research Assessment		Most Recent CT Evaluation		Evaluated Parameters from Most Recent CT Evaluation		Notes

		Description				High-efficiency water-source, ground water source, and ground-coupled heat pump units.						New methodology recommended		"same as Fast Fill Assessment"		None		N/A - see notes		[R7] Ground Source Heat Pump Impact Study and Market Assessment (2013) investigated Ground Souce Heat Pumps, however no values from this evaluation were incorporated here since [R7] only investigated single family homes. Additionally, this measure captures savings from Lost Opportunity; the majority of the inputs are required to come directly prescribed by state code (IECC) or from application, as included in the recommendations below. 

																		http://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/96f0fec0b45a3c6485257688006a701a/72c23decff52920a85257f1100671bdd/$FILE/TRM%20Version%207%20-%20April%202019.pdf		https://www.focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/2019_TRM_Final_Update_0.pdf		https://etrm.anbetrack.com/#/workarea/trm/MADPU/COM-HVAC-HPS/2019-2021%20Plan%20TRM/version/1?measureName=HVAC%20-%20Heat%20Pump%20System		http://rieermc.ri.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/ngrid-ri-2020-trm.pdf

						CT's 2020 PSD		TRC Date Stamp		TRC Recommended Action		TRC Proposed Values		TRC Primary Source Document		TRC Rationale/Justification		NY TRM		WI TRM		MA TRM		RI TRM

						16th Edition, March 1, 2020												Version 7, Jan 2020		Version 2019		Version 2019-2021 Plan TRM		Version 2020

		Applies to MF, SF Res, or Commercial				Commercial, MF		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		Appropriate for savings covered in measure.		GSHP = Residential/MF, WSHP = Commercial		MF, Commercial		Commercial		Commercial

		PSD Section 				2.2.3 		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

		Measure Name				Water and Ground Source Heat Pumps		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		Heat Pump - Water-to-Air Ground Source (GSHP), Heat Pump - Water Source (HPWS)
		Ground Source Heat Pump, Natural Gas and Electric Backup		HVAC - Heat Pump System (COM-HVAC-HPS)		Ground Source (closed loop) heat pump, water source heat pump, Ground source (open loop) heat pump

		Pages				pg 39-42		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		New Measure		pg 751		eTRM		GSHP (closed loop) pg 560, WSHP pg 563, GSHP (open loop) pg 565

		Baseline (Retrofit, Lost Opportunities, or Retirement?) 				Lost opportunity		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		Appropriate for savings covered in measure. If this measure is expanded to include technology type from application, baseline efficiencies may come from code.		Lost opportunity, with the consideration of fuel switching		Lost Opportunity		Replace on Burnout/New Construction		Lost Opportunity

		Baseline Reference				2015 IECC Table C403.2.3 (CT Code)		7/2/20		No change		Aligning with ERS: No change		N/A		As a Lost Opportunity measure, code shall continue to be cited as baseline. However, installation of WSHP or GSHP will rarely replace existing, less efficient WSHP or GSHP. Including a retrofit application of this measure in the PSD should eventually be investigated. A retrofit measure would expand savings estimations to accommodate for replacement scenario of alternate HVAC system to more accurately quantify savings and to not leave savings on the table. 		Existing		International Energy Conservation Code. Table 503.2.3(1). 2009.		MA State Building Code		Rhode Island Building Code

		Baseline  Assumptions				Code compliant WSHP or GSHP		7/2/20		No change		Aligning with ERS: No change		N/A		As a Lost Opportunity measure, code shall continue to be cited as baseline. However, installation of WSHP or GSHP will rarely replace existing, less efficient WSHP or GSHP. Including a retrofit application of this measure in the PSD should eventually be investigated. A retrofit measure would expand savings estimations to accommodate for replacement scenario of alternate HVAC system to more accurately quantify savings and to not leave savings on the table. 		From application; gas or electric heating		Air Source HP of 13 SEER and 7.7 HSPF		Code compliant versions of replacement equipment		Code Compliance

		Savings				1. Lost Opportunity Gross Energy Savings, Electric
2. Lost Opportunity Gross Seasonal Peak Demand Savings		6/30/20		No change		No change		NY TRM		Lost Opportunity savings are captured accurately and consistently with other TRMs. Eventual expansion of this measure to permit baseline heating system to come from application would enable savings claims from removing fossil fuel heating systems. Presently, no recommendations are included on incorperating fuel switching in this measure since it cannot be incentivized.		1. Annual Electric Energy Savings
2. Summer Peak Coincident Demand Savings
3. Annual Fossil Fuel Energy Savings		1. Annual Electric Energy Savings
2. Summer Peak Coincident Demand Savings		1. kWh (water source, groundwater source, and ground source units)
2. kW (water source, groundwater source, and ground source units)		1. Gross kWh
2. Gross kW

		Lost Opportunity Gross Energy Savings, Electric

		Formula				
Heating:


Cooling:		7/2/20		No change		Aligning with ERS: No change		N/A		Lost Opportunity savings are captured accurately and consistently with other TRMs.
If measure is eventually expanded to capture full savings from upgrading technology from actual existing heating (ie electric resistance or fuel-fired heating), additional pumping requirements and distribution efficiency factors should be considered.				kWhSAVED = (EFLHCOOL * Btu/hCOOL * (1 / SEERBASE – 1 / (EEREE * 1.02))) / 1,000 + (EFLHHEAT * Btu/hHEAT * (1 /HSPFBASE – 1 / (COPEE * 3.412))) / 1,000				Gross kWh = Tons × (kBtu/hr per ton) × [(1/SEER_base - 1/SEER_ee) × Hours_C + CR × (1/HSPF_base - 1/HSPF_ee) × Hours_H]

		Nomenclature				b = baseline
I = installed		6/12/20		Language change		Additional language around the application of the variable EER		2015 IECC C403.2		EER is used as a placeholder for efficiency ratings. Cooling side of equipment is rated in SEER (units < 65MBH) and IEER (units > 65MBH). Additional language to explain the application of SEER/IEER in the savings equation would clarify the intention of the efficiency variable as applied here.		BCL = Building Cooling Load at design conditions (BTU/h)
BEFLHcooling = Cooling equivalent full-load hours based on building design load
BEFLHheating = Heating equivalent full-load hours based on building design load
BHL = Building Heating Load at design conditions (BTU/h)
FCEC = Central electric cooling factor flag; used to account for the presence or absence of a central electric cooling system
FEH = Electric heating factor flag; used to account for the presence or absence of an electric heating system
COP_GLHP,full = Rated COP of the unit at GLHP full load heating conditions
COP_GLHP,part = Rated COP of the unit at GLHP part load heating conditions
EER_season,ee = Energy efficiency ratio from the manufacturer’s catalog data AHRI ratings adjusted to account for applied fan and pump power. See Compliance Efficiency section below for details.
EER_GLHP,full = Rated EER of the unit at GLHP full load cooling conditions
EER_GLHP,part = Rated EER of the unit at GLHP part load cooling conditions
Fdist,c = Factor to adjust the cooling efficiency to account for additional fan power
Fdist,h = Factor to adjust the heating efficiency to account for additional fan power
Ffull = Seasonal weighting factor for full load efficiency
Fpart = Seasonal weighting factor for part load efficiency
Fpump, part = Factor to adjust part load efficiency to account for additional pumping power
Fpump,full = Factor to adjust full load efficiency to account for additional pumping power
1.09 = Correction for change in EER
1.08 = Correction for change in COP
FHSPF = HSPF Climate Adjustment Factor		1.02= factor to determine SEER based on EER
		ΔkWhCOOL = Gross annual cooling mode kWh savings from the measure.
ΔkWhHEAT  = Gross annual heating mode kWh savings from the measure.
ΔkWCOOL  = Gross annual kW savings from the measure. Heating kW savings are negligible.
kBtu/h  = Capacity of the cooling equipment in kBtu per hour (1 ton of cooling capacity equals  12 kBtu/h).
EFLHCOOL  = Cooling mode equivalent full load hours.
EFLHHEAT   = Heating mode equivalent full load hours.
EERBASE  = Energy Efficiency Ratio of the baseline equipment.  
EEREE  = Energy Efficiency Ratio of the energy efficient equipment.
COPBASE     = Coefficient of performance of the baseline equipment. 
COPEE         = Coefficient of performance of the energy efficient equipment		Tons = Rated cooling capacity of the installed equipment: site-specific.
12 kBtu/hr per ton = Conversion factor
SEER_base = Seasonal Energy Efficiency Ratio of the baseline equipment
SEER_ee = Seasonal energy efficiency ratio of the high-efficiency unit
Hours_C = Equivalent full load cooling hours
HSPF_base = Heating Seasonal Performance Factor for baseline equipment
HSPF_ee = Heating Seasonal Performance Factor for new efficient equipment
Hours_H = Equivalent full load heating hours
CR = Capacity Ratio converts rated coolingcapacity to heating capacity.

		Assumed Values				EERb: Water Source HP < 17 MBTUh = 11.2, Water Source HP > 17 & 135 MBTUh = 13.0, Ground Water HP < 135 MBTUh = 16.3, Ground Loop HP < 135 MBTUh = 13.4
COPb: Water Source HP < 17 MBTUh = 4.3, Water Source HP > 17 & 135 MBTUh = 4.3, Ground Water HP < 135 MBTUh = 3.6, Ground Loop HP < 135 MBTUh = 3.1
"Heat Pump FLHrs = 273 (MF - common area)"
"High-Temperature COP, Heat Pumps 65,000 btu/h - baseline" for COPb
		6/12/20		Parameter update		Ground Water Heat Pump COPb = 3.7		2015 IECC C403.2.3 (2)
https://codes.iccsafe.org/content/IECC2015/chapter-4-[ce]-commercial-energy-efficiency#IECC2015_Pt01_Ch04_SecC403.2.3		Bring baseline EER and COP into alignment for Ground Water Heat Pump		BCL = from application
Fcec = If a central electric cooling system is present, set equal to 1. Otherwise, set equal to 0.
FEH = If a central electric heating system is present, set equal to 1. Otherwise, set equal to 0.
Ffull = 0.25
Fpart = 0.75
FHSPF = based on HSPF and climate zone		EFLHCool = 599
Btu/hCool = 40,089 BTUh
SEERBASE = 13
EEREE = 22.43 kBtu/kWh
HSPFbase = 7.7 kBtu/kWh
COPEE = 4.18		Measure includes lookup table from code: 
EER: water source <17 MBH = 12.2, water source >17MBH 13, Ground Source Open Loop (all sizes) = 18, Ground Source Closed Loop (all sizes) = 14.1 
COP: water source (all sizes) = 4.3, ground source open loop (all) = 3.7, ground source closed loop = 3.2
High efficiency assumes HVAC equipment meets or exceeds CEE specs.		For equipment with cooling capacity ≤ 5.4 tons, assume CR=1. For equipment > 5.4 tons, assume CR=1.15; 
If site-specific data is unavailable, Hours_C = 855, Hours_H = 1,137

		Reference (include year)				2015 IECC Table C403.2.3 (CT Code)		6/30/20		Code update		When the CT Codes and Standards Committee adopts the 2018 IECC, we recommend the following change.
Aligning with ERS: 2018 IECC		Aligning with ERS: 2018 IECC		Aligning with ERS: 2018 IECC when the CT Codes and Standards Committee adopts the 2018 IECC 		Ffull/Fpart = New York State Energy Research and Development Authority (NYSERDA) 2017 “Analysis of Water Furnace Geothermal Heat Pump Sites in New York State with Symphony Monitoring System,” NYSERDA Report Number 18-03. Prepared by CDH Energy Corp., Cazenovia, NY. nyserda.ny.gov/publications.		EFLHheating = average of ENERGY STAR WI City Air Source HP Calc hrs and derated based on relationship between PA TRM GSHP/WSHP hrs and ESTAR's PA City ASHP Calc hrs (42% reduction)
EFLHcooling = See similar measures A/C Split System, ≤ 65 MBh: SEER 14, 2194; SEER 15, 2192; and SEER 16+, 2193.
SEERbase, HSPFbase: International Energy Conservation Code. Table 503.2.3(1). 2009.
EERee, COPee = California Energy Commission and California Public Utilities Commission. “Database for Energy Efficient Resources.” June 2, 2008.		Average cooling EFLHs are from the 2010 NEEP HVAC Loadshape study.  PA derived from the NEEP results, weighted based on ISO-NE load zones for each PA.  Average cooling hours and Capacity Adjustment Factors derived from the NEEP study to align with use of IEER		CR: Optimal Energy, Inc. (2008). Memo:Non-Electric benefits Analysis Update. Prepared for Dave Weber, NSTAR
Hrs:  Hours Source: KEMA (2011). C&I Unitary HVAC Load Shape Project Final Report. Prepared for the Regional Evaluation, Measurement and Verification Forum.
Efficiency: Rhode Island State Building Code, for baseline. Exceeds IECC 2015 for compliance.

		Lost Opportunity Gross Peak Day Savings, Natural Gas

		Formula				
Heating:


Cooling:		6/30/20		New methodology recommended		Aligning with ERS: If supplemental Heating system is present or if boiler-fed hot water loop supplies heating side of WSHP, WKWH = 0		N/A		Aligning with ERS: See ERS workbook for Justification				kWSAVED = (Btu/hCOOL * (1 / EERBASE – 1 / EEREE)) / 1,000 * CF				Gross kW = Tons × (kBtu/hr per ton) × (1/EER_base - 1/EER_ee)


		Nomenclature				b = baseline
I = installed		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		Nomenclature is clear and supports algorithm		BCL = Building Cooling Load at design conditions (BTU/h)
FCEC = Central electric cooling factor flag; used to account for the presence or absence of a central electric cooling system		EER = efficiency ratio
btu/hcool = cooling capacityc
cf = coincidence factor		kBtu/hCOOL = cooling capacity
EERBASE  = Energy Efficiency Ratio of the baseline equipment.  
EEREE  = Energy Efficiency Ratio of the energy efficient equipment.		Tons = Rated cooling capacity of the installed equipment: site-specific.
12 kBtu/hr per ton = Conversion factor
EER_base = EnergyEfficiency Ratio of baseline equipment.
EER_ee = Energy Efficiency Ratio of the new efficient equipment: site-specific. For equipment < 5.4 tons, assume the following conversion: EER≈SEER/1.1


		Assumed Values				CF_c =  0.82
CF_h = 0.82		6/12/20		Parameter update		Add 
CFc (MF) = 0.59
CFh (MF)= 1.00		Appendix One		WSHP/GSHP that serve the whole building more appropriately align with residential coincident peak factors for heating and cooling		Efficiency = from code
CF = 0.69		EERbase = 12.75
CF = 0.50		Measure includes lookup table from code: 
EER: water source <17 MBH = 12.2, water source >17MBH 13, Ground Source Open Loop (all sizes) = 18, Ground Source Closed Loop (all sizes) = 14.1 
CFs: National Grid = 0.4, Eversource CLC = 0.45, Unitil = 0.33
		CF: 0.4

		Reference (include year)				CF_c:  RLW, Final Report, 2005 Coincidence Factor Study, Jan. 4, 2007, Table 5.
CF_h: "The seasonal coincidence factor is assumed to be the same as the summer factor = 0.82"		6/12/20		No change		Continue to reference Appendix One. The change to use the values for Residential  from Appendix One instead of for C&I  is noted in row above		CFc ; ADM Associates, Inc., Residential Central A/C Regional Evaluation: Final Report, Nov. 2009, Table 4-17, CT weighted average. Winter seasonal peak CF is assumed to be zero.
CFh: Estimated using the demand allocation methodology described in Cadmus Demand Impact Model (2012). Prepared for the Massachusetts Program Administrators. Summer heating coincidence is assumed to be 0%.		WSHP/GSHP that serve the whole building more appropriately align with residential coincident peak factors for heating and cooling. Appendix One captures both Commercial CF and Residential CF. No further change.		CF: Based on BG&E ‘Development of Residential Load Profile for Central Air Conditioners and Heat Pumps’ research, the Maryland Peak Definition coincidence factor is 0.69. This study is not publicly available, however is referenced by the Mid-Atlantic TRM Version 7.0 published May 2017 and by M. M. Straub, using available information from Efficient Evaluation of Demand-Side Management Programs, Electricity Journal, September 2011 and supported by research conducted by Cadmus		CF: California Energy Commission and California Public Utilities Commission. “Database for Energy Efficient Resources.” June 2, 2008.		Code		Efficiency: Rhode Island State Building Code, for baseline. Exceeds IECC 2015 for compliance.
CFsp Source: KEMA (2011). C&I Unitary HVAC Load Shape Project Final Report. Prepared for the Regional Evaluation, Measurement and Verification Forum



		Measure Life				15 years		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		EUL is consistent with WI and RI TRMs and similar to MA TRM		25 years
		15 years		12 years		15 years

		Measure Life Resource				GDS Associates Inc., Measure Life Report, Residential and Commercial Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures, Jun. 2007, Table 2.		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		WI TRM applies the same source		ASHRAE: Owning and Operating Cost Database, Equipment Life/Maintenance Cost Survey:
https://xp20.ashrae.org/publicdatabase/system_service_life.asp?selected_system_type=1 		GDS Associates, Inc. Measure Life Report, Residential and Commercial/Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures. June 2007. https://library.cee1.org/system/files/library/8842/CEE_Eval_MeasureLifeStudyLights%2526HVACGDS_1Jun2007.pdf		 KEMA (2011). C&I Unitary HVAC LoadShape Project – Final Report. Prepared for the Regional Evaluation, Measurement & Verification Forum		Measure life Source: Energy & Resource Solutions (2005). Measure Life Study. Prepared for The Massachusetts Joint Utilities.








https://www.focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/2019_TRM_Final_Update_0.pdfhttp://rieermc.ri.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/ngrid-ri-2020-trm.pdfhttp://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/96f0fec0b45a3c6485257688006a701a/72c23decff52920a85257f1100671bdd/$FILE/TRM%20Version%207%20-%20April%202019.pdfhttps://etrm.anbetrack.com/

Dual Enthalpy Controls

		Measure ID		PSD2.2.4

		Measure Name		Dual Enthalpy Controls

		Primary Sector		C&I Lost Opportunity				Result of Fast Fill Assessment		Result of Research Assessment		Most Recent CT Evaluation		Evaluated Parameters from Most Recent CT Evaluation		Notes

		Description		Upgrade to a dual enthalpy economizer instead of an outside air dry bulb economizer. The system will continuously monitor the enthalpy of both the outside air and return air while controlling system dampers to adjust the outside quantity based on the two readings. When the measured enthalpy of the outdoor air is greater than the enthalpy of the return air, the enthalpy economizer will disengage. 				No change		Further Secondary Research		None		N/A		1) PSD savings calculated using DOE-2 Model from 2001. Similar methodology used in other states, however NY uses DOE 2-2 so PSD may want to update analysis. 2) Measure is weather dependent and PSD may want to include other locations if available in the model.

		TRM Comparison						TRC Date Stamp		TRC Recommended Action		TRC Proposed Values		TRC Primary Source Document		TRC Rationale/Justification

		Resource				CT 2020 PSD 												NY TRM		MA TRM

		Version				16th Edition, March 2020												Version 7, Jan 2020		Version 2019-2021 Plan TRM

		Measure Name				Dual Enthalpy Controls		6/19/20		No Change		No change.				Consistent with other TRMs. Makes sense for the purposes of this measures.		Economizer - Dual Enthalpy Air Side		Dual Enthalpy Economizer Controls (DEEC)

		Section (i.e., MF, Res, Commercial), pages				C&I		6/19/20		No Change		No change.				This is an exclusively C&I measure. This measure is not applicable to multifamily.		C&I		Commercial

		MF Initiative Measures 						6/19/20		No Change		There are minimal multifamily applications for this measure. 				Both MA and NY exclude multifamily applications and explicitly restrict this measure to C&I.

Economizers are installed on rooftop HVAC units found in commercial buildings. 

		Baseline (Retrofit or Lost Opportunity)				Lost Opportunity		6/19/20		No Change		No change.						Retrofit		Retrofit

		Baseline Assumptions				Upgrade to a dual enthalpy economizer instead of an outside air dry bulb economizer. The system will
continuously monitor the enthalpy of both the outside air and return air while controlling system dampers
to adjust the outside quantity based on the two readings. When the measured enthalpy of the outdoor air
is greater than the enthalpy of the return air, the enthalpy economizer will disengage.		6/19/20		No Change		No change.				Consistent with other TRMs.		This measure covers the installation of dual enthalpy control air-side economizers integrated into a central air handling system on packaged rooftop units. Air-side economizers reduce mechanical cooling requirements by supplying outside air to the space when the outside air meets conditions deemed suitable for cooling. Dual enthalpy control, often called differential enthalpy control, augments this functionality by measuring sensible and latent heat of both the outside air and return air, using dampers to supply the conditioning section of the air handler with the lowest enthalpy air supply. This measure applies to retrofit scenarios for small commercial applications only. This measure also only applies in cases where economizers are not required by federal, state, local or municipal codes or standards.		The measure is to upgrade the outside-air dry-bulb economizer to a dual enthalpy economizer. The system will continuously monitor the enthalpy of both the outside air and return air. The system will control the system dampers adjust the outside quantity based on the two readings.

		Baseline References				1] Wood, Byk, & Associates, Consulting Engineers, 829 Meadowview Road, Kennett Square, PA
19348.
[2] Results are from the modeling performed by Wood, Byk, and Associates in 2001. The model
provided savings for several locations throughout the Northeast. Savings for this measure is
based on Hartford, Conn.
[3] Since economizers save when outdoor air temperature is relatively low (< 70°F) and the
seasonal peak is expected to occur at high outside air temperature, the seasonal peak
savings for this measure are assumed to be 0.		6/19/20		No Change		No change.				All TRMs use the same approach to calculating savings. All states use different modeling softwares to derive their deemed savings. For the purposes of this measure, these deemed values work.

Like many other measures in the PSD, this model is old (2001). Standards have changed, and the deemed savings values have probably changed as well. 		N/A		1: Patel, Dinesh (2001). Energy Analysis: Dual Enthalpy Control. Prepared for Eversource (NSTAR). Patel_2001_Energy_Analysis_Dual_Enthalpy_Controls
2: Patel, Dinesh (2001). Energy Analysis: Dual Enthalpy Control. Prepared for Eversource (NSTAR). Patel_2001_Energy_Analysis_Dual_Enthalpy_Controls
3: Energy & Resource Solutions (2005). Measure Life Study. Prepared for The Massachusetts Joint Utilities; Table 1-1 ERS_2005_Measure_Life_Study
4: KEMA (2011). C&I Unitary HVAC Loadshape Project - Final Report. Prepared for the Regional Evaluation, Measurement & Verification Forum. KEMA_2011_CIUnitaryHVACLoadShapeProject
5: KEMA (2011). C&I Unitary HVAC Loadshape Project - Final Report. Prepared for the Regional Evaluation, Measurement & Verification Forum. KEMA_2011_CIUnitaryHVACLoadShapeProject
6: DNV GL Inc., NMR Group Inc., and Tetra Tech, Inc. (2018). Massachusetts Commercial and Industrial Upstream HVAC/Heat Pump and Hot Water NTG and Market Effects Indicator Study. 2018_DNVGL_Upstream_HVAC_NTG

								6/29/20		Parameter Update		Aligning with ERS:
Consider updating the deemed values to NY TRM values for Poughkeepsie which are based on DOE2-2 model				See ERS workbook for justificaiton.

		Algorithms in Measure				Lost Opportunity Electric		6/19/20		No Change		No change.				Consistent with other TRMs.		Annual Electric Savings		Annual Electric Savings

		Lost Opportunity Gross Energy Savings, Electric

		Formula						6/19/20		No Change		No change.				Consistent with other TRMs.		
∆kWh=units×tons/unit×(∆kWh/ton)		ΔkWh = (kBtu/h)(1 Ton/12 kBtu / h)(SAVEkWh)

		Nomenclature						6/19/20		No Change		No change.				Consistent with other TRMs.		Variable	Value	Notes
tons/unit: 		From application
(ΔkWh/ton): 		Lookup based on building type and location in the Air Side Economizer table in Appendix J.		Where:
kBtu/h  = Capacity of the cooling equipment in kBtu per hour (1 ton of cooling capacity equals 12kBtu/h).
SAVEkWh = Average annual kWh reduction per ton of cooling capacity: 289 kWh/ton1   
SAVEkW = Average kW reduction per ton of cooling capacity: 0.289 kW/ton2

								6/29/20		Parameter Update		Aligning with ERS:
Consider updating the deemed values to NY TRM values for Poughkeepsie which are based on DOE2-2 model				See ERS workbook for justificaiton.

		Assumed Values				Given in Nomenclature		6/19/20		No Change		No change.				Consistent with other TRMs.		Given in Nomenclature		Given in Nomenclature

								6/29/20		Parameter Update		Aligning with ERS:
Consider using outside temperature data for one coastal (Bridgeport) and one non-coastal (Hartford) city. 				See ERS workbook for justificaiton.

		Reference (include year)				Wood, Byk, & Associates, Consulting Engineers, 829 Meadowview Road, Kennett Square, PA
19348.
[2] Results are from the modeling performed by Wood, Byk, and Associates in 2001. The model
provided savings for several locations throughout the Northeast. Savings for this measure is
based on Hartford, Conn.		6/19/20		No Change		No change.				All TRMs use the same approach to calculating savings. All states use different modeling softwares to derive their deemed savings. For the purposes of this measure, these deemed values work.

Like many other measures in the PSD, this model is old (2001). Standards have changed, and the deemed savings values have probably changed as well. 		N/A		1: Patel, Dinesh (2001). Energy Analysis: Dual Enthalpy Control. Prepared for Eversource (NSTAR). Patel_2001_Energy_Analysis_Dual_Enthalpy_Controls
2: Patel, Dinesh (2001). Energy Analysis: Dual Enthalpy Control. Prepared for Eversource (NSTAR). Patel_2001_Energy_Analysis_Dual_Enthalpy_Controls
3: Energy & Resource Solutions (2005). Measure Life Study. Prepared for The Massachusetts Joint Utilities; Table 1-1 ERS_2005_Measure_Life_Study
4: KEMA (2011). C&I Unitary HVAC Loadshape Project - Final Report. Prepared for the Regional Evaluation, Measurement & Verification Forum. KEMA_2011_CIUnitaryHVACLoadShapeProject
5: KEMA (2011). C&I Unitary HVAC Loadshape Project - Final Report. Prepared for the Regional Evaluation, Measurement & Verification Forum. KEMA_2011_CIUnitaryHVACLoadShapeProject
6: DNV GL Inc., NMR Group Inc., and Tetra Tech, Inc. (2018). Massachusetts Commercial and Industrial Upstream HVAC/Heat Pump and Hot Water NTG and Market Effects Indicator Study. 2018_DNVGL_Upstream_HVAC_NTG



		Measure Life				10 years		6/19/20		No Change		No change.				Consistent with other TRMs.		10 years		10 years

		Measure Life Resource				GDS Associates Inc., Measure Life Report, Residential and Commercial Industrial Lighting and
HVAC Measures, Jun. 2007, Table 2.		6/19/20		No Change		No change.				This source is widely used throughout the PSD and provides the same value as other TRMs.		DEER 2014
EUL ID: HVAC-addEcono		Energy & Resource Solutions (2005). Measure Life Study. Prepared for The Massachusetts Joint Utilities; Table 1-1 ERS_2005_Measure_Life_Study















DCV

		Measure ID		PSD2.2.5

		Measure Name		Demand Control Ventilation

		Primary Sector		C&I Lost Opportunity				Result of Fast Fill Assessment		Result of Research Assessment		Most Recent CT Evaluation		Evaluated Parameters from Most Recent CT Evaluation		Notes

		Description		Upgrade to HVAC system to control outside air flow based on CO2 levels. The proposed system monitors the CO2 in the spaces or return air and reduces the outside air when possible to save energy while meeting indoor air quality standards. 				Parameter update		Same as Fast Fill Assessment		None		N/A		Recommend updating measure to allow for retrofit (not just Lost Opportunities) application.



		Resource				CT's 2020 PSD - existing		TRC Date Stamp				TRC Proposed Values		TRC Primary Source Document		TRC Rationale/Justification		NY TRM		WI TRM		MA TRM

		Version				16th Edition, March 1, 2020												Version 7, Jan 2020		Version 2019		Version 2019-2021 Plan TRM

		Applies to MF, SF Res, or Commercial				C&I Lost Opportunity pg. 45		6/19/20		No Change		No change		N/A				C&I 		Business (non-residential) 		Commercial

		PSD Section 				2.2.5		6/19/20		No Change		No change		N/A

		Measure Name				Demand Control Ventilation 		6/19/20		No Change		No change		N/A				Demand Control Ventilation (DCV)		Demand Control Ventilation for Air Handling Units		HVAC - Demand Control Ventilation

		Pages				45		6/19/20		No Change		No change		N/A				411		pg. 183		N/A

		Baseline (Retrofit, Lost Opportunities, or Retirement?) 				Lost Opportunity		6/30/20		Parameter Update		Aligning with ERS:
Lost opportunity & Retrofit		N/A		Aligning with ERS:
Other TRMs offer this measure both as lost opportunity and retrofit options. The CT PSD should also allow for this measure to be retrofit in addition to lost opportunity. 

In addition to this, retrofit and lost opportunity EULs are provided, but not savings.		Retrofit		Retrofit		Retrofit

		Baseline Reference				N/A		6/19/20		No Change		No change		N/A				Deemed savings calculated based on IL TRM values for Chicago, adjusted by the ratio of Cooling Degree Days (CDD) for each listed NY city relative to CDD for Chicago.		California Energy Commission and California Public Utilities Commission. “Database for Energy
Efficient Resources.” EUL Table. 2014. http://www.deeresources.com/files/
DEER2013codeUpdate/download/DEER2014-EUL-table-update_2014-02-05.xlsx
2. Minnesota Department of Commerce Division of Energy Resources. “State of Minnesota
Technical Reference Manual for Energy Conservation Improvement Programs.” Version 1.3.
http://mn.gov/commerce-stat/pdfs/trm-version-1.3.pdf
Illinois Energy Efficiency Stakeholder Advisory Group. “Illinois Statewide Technical Reference
Manual.” http://www.ilsag.info/technical-reference-manual.html
Federal Energy Management Program. Demand-Controlled Ventilation Using CO2 Sensors.
March 2004. http://infohouse.p2ric.org/ref/43/42844.pdf		Keena, Kevin (2008). Analysis of CO2 Control Energy Savings on Unitary HVAC Units. Prepared for National Grid. Kenna_2008_Analysis_of_CO2_Ctrl_Energy_Savings_on_Unitary_HVAC

		Baseline  Assumptions				Upgrade to HVAC system to control outside air flow based on CO2 levels. The proposed system monitors the CO2 in the spaces or return air and reduces the outside air when possible to save energy while meeting indoor air quality standards.		6/19/20		No Change		No change		N/A				The baseline system is an existing natural gas heated return air system with no demand control ventilation or ventilation heat recovery equipment installed. 
		The baseline equipment is a packaged, split, or built-up air handler with an economizer that does not
provide ventilation during unoccupied operation. Heating is assumed to be provided by natural gas
equipment with an operating efficiency of 80%.		The baseline efficiency case assumes the relevant HVAC equipment has no ventilation control.

		Savings				N/A. There are no savings calculations in this measure.		6/19/20		No Change		No change		N/A				Annual Electric Energy Savings and Annual Gas Energy Savings		Annual Electric Energy Savings and Annual Gas Energy Savings		Annual Electric Energy Savings

		Lost Opportunity Gross Energy Savings, Electric

		Formula				The energy savings are calculated based on site-specific input for all projects. Savings are based on hours of operation, return air dry bulb temperature, return air enthalpy, system total air flow, percent outside air, estimated average outside air reduction, and cooling and heating efficiencies. Savings are estimated using a temperature BIN spreadsheet that uses the reduction of outside air to calculate the energy saved by not having to condition that air. The savings are calculated for each temperature BIN with the exception of BINs that would include economizer cooling.
Summer seasonal peak demand savings are calculated based on the top two temperature BINs used in the spreadsheet. Natural gas peak day savings are calculated using the peak day factor for furnace/boiler of 0.0152 from Measure 2.2.6 since the savings for this measure are consistent with the furnace/boiler savings profile. The baseline for this measure is a system with no CO2 ventilation control.		6/19/20		No Change		No change		Consistent with other TRMs.  Other TRMs use TMY3 data, but the approach is similar. Therefore,  CT's approach is  appropriate.						kWhSAVED = (4.5 * CFM * Δh) * (EFLHCOOL * 12 / EER) * SFCOOL / 3,412 * (HOU/HOUCOOL)		kWh = kBtuh * (1 Ton/12 kBtu/h) * SAVEkWh

		Nomenclature						6/19/20		No Change		No change		N/A				ESFcooling		Where:
4.5 = Conversion factor for flow rate and specific volume of air for enthalpy
based cooling calculation
CFM = Outside airflow in cubic feet per minute, provided by customer
Δh = Difference in enthalpy (Btu/lbm) between the design day outside air
conditions and the return air conditions; lbm is pounds per mass.
EFLHCOOL = Equivalent full-load cooling hours (= varies by building type; see table
below)6
12 = Conversion factor from EER to kW/ton
EER = Energy efficiency ratio of the existing equipment, assumed to be code
(= varies by unit size; see table above)
SFCOOL = Deemed cooling savings factor (= varies by building type; see table
below)6
3,412 = Conversion factor from Btu to kWh
HOU = Hours of operation per day, provided by customer
HOUCOOL = Default hours of operation per day used in EFLHCOOL (= varies by building
type; see table below)6
1.08 = Conversion factor for flow rate and specific volume of air for dry bulb
heating calculation
HDD = Heating degree days (using base 65; = see table below)
ɳ = Heating efficiency (= assumed to be 0.83)
SFHEAT = Deemed heating savings factor (= varies by building type; see table
below)		kBtu/h = Capacity of the cooling equipment in kBtu per hour
SAVEkWh = Average annual kWh reduction per ton of cooling capacity: 170 kWh/ton

		Assumed Values				N/A		6/19/20		No Change		No change		N/A				Given in Nomenclature		Given in Nomenclature		Given in Nomenclature

		Reference (include year)				N/A		6/19/20		No Change		No change		N/A				Deemed savings calculated based on IL TRM values for Chicago, adjusted by the ratio of Cooling Degree Days for each listed NY city and Chicago.		California Energy Commission and California Public Utilities Commission. “Database for Energy
Efficient Resources.” EUL Table. 2014. http://www.deeresources.com/files/
DEER2013codeUpdate/download/DEER2014-EUL-table-update_2014-02-05.xlsx
2. Minnesota Department of Commerce Division of Energy Resources. “State of Minnesota
Technical Reference Manual for Energy Conservation Improvement Programs.” Version 1.3.
http://mn.gov/commerce-stat/pdfs/trm-version-1.3.pdf
Illinois Energy Efficiency Stakeholder Advisory Group. “Illinois Statewide Technical Reference
Manual.” http://www.ilsag.info/technical-reference-manual.html
Federal Energy Management Program. Demand-Controlled Ventilation Using CO2 Sensors.
March 2004. http://infohouse.p2ric.org/ref/43/42844.pdf		Keena, Kevin (2008). Analysis of CO2 Control Energy Savings on Unitary HVAC Units. Prepared for National Grid. Kenna_2008_Analysis_of_CO2_Ctrl_Energy_Savings_on_Unitary_HVAC

		Lost Opportunity Gross Seasonal Peak Demand Savings, Electric (winter and summer)

		Formula				N/A		6/19/20		No Change		No change		N/A						ThermSAVED = (1.08 * CFM) * HOU * HDD / ɳ / 100,000 * SFHEAT		N/A

		Nomenclature				N/A		6/19/20		No Change		No change		N/A						Where:
4.5 = Conversion factor for flow rate and specific volume of air for enthalpy
based cooling calculation
CFM = Outside airflow in cubic feet per minute, provided by customer
Δh = Difference in enthalpy (Btu/lbm) between the design day outside air
conditions and the return air conditions; lbm is pounds per mass.
EFLHCOOL = Equivalent full-load cooling hours (= varies by building type; see table
below)6
12 = Conversion factor from EER to kW/ton
EER = Energy efficiency ratio of the existing equipment, assumed to be code
(= varies by unit size; see table above)
SFCOOL = Deemed cooling savings factor (= varies by building type; see table
below)6
3,412 = Conversion factor from Btu to kWh
HOU = Hours of operation per day, provided by customer
HOUCOOL = Default hours of operation per day used in EFLHCOOL (= varies by building
type; see table below)6
1.08 = Conversion factor for flow rate and specific volume of air for dry bulb
heating calculation
HDD = Heating degree days (using base 65; = see table below)
ɳ = Heating efficiency (= assumed to be 0.83)
SFHEAT = Deemed heating savings factor (= varies by building type; see table
below)		N/A

		Assumed Values				N/A		6/19/20		No Change		No change		N/A				Given in Nomenclature		Given in Nomenclature		N/A

		Reference (include year)				N/A		6/19/20		No Change		No change		N/A				Deemed savings calculated based on IL TRM values for Chicago, adjusted by the ratio of Cooling Degree Days for each listed NY city and Chicago.		California Energy Commission and California Public Utilities Commission. “Database for Energy
Efficient Resources.” EUL Table. 2014. http://www.deeresources.com/files/
DEER2013codeUpdate/download/DEER2014-EUL-table-update_2014-02-05.xlsx
2. Minnesota Department of Commerce Division of Energy Resources. “State of Minnesota
Technical Reference Manual for Energy Conservation Improvement Programs.” Version 1.3.
http://mn.gov/commerce-stat/pdfs/trm-version-1.3.pdf
Illinois Energy Efficiency Stakeholder Advisory Group. “Illinois Statewide Technical Reference
Manual.” http://www.ilsag.info/technical-reference-manual.html
Federal Energy Management Program. Demand-Controlled Ventilation Using CO2 Sensors.
March 2004. http://infohouse.p2ric.org/ref/43/42844.pdf		N/A



		Measure Life				10 Retrofit; 10 Lost Opportunity		6/19/20		No Change		No change		Consistent with other TRMs				15		15		10 years

		Measure Life Resource				GDS Associates Inc., Measure Life Report, Residential and Commercial Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures, Jun. 2007, Table 2.		6/19/20		No Change		No change		Source used widely throughout the PSD.				DEER 2014
EUL ID: HVAC-VSD-DCV		2013 Connecticut TRM. http://www.energizect.com/sites/default/files/
2013%20PSD_ProgramSavingsDocumentation-Final110112.pdf		 Keena, Kevin (2008). Analysis of CO2 Control Energy Savings on Unitary HVAC Units. Prepared for National Grid. Kenna_2008_Analysis_of_CO2_Ctrl_Energy_Savings_on_Unitary_HVAC





CA Gas Boiler and Furnace - LO

		Measure ID (PSD Section)				2.2.6

		Measure Name				Natural Gas Fired Boilers and Furnaces				Overall Assessment

		Primary Sector				C&I Lost Opportunity				Result of Fast Fill Assessment		Result of Research Assessment		Most Recent CT Evaluation		Evaluated Parameters from Most Recent CT Evaluation		Notes

		Description				Encourages the installation of high-efficiency, natural gas-fired, hydronic heating boilers and
furnaces				Code update		Further Secondary Research		[R1705-R1609] Multi-Family Baseline and Weatherization Opportunity Study, October 10, 2019.		None - see notes.

Awaiting evaluation results for city specific EFLH updates as recommended in [R16] HES Impact Evaluation		[R1705-R1609] Multi-Family Baseline and Weatherization Opportunity Study was reviewed, however no values from this evaluation were applied. As this measure captures savings from Lost Opportunity, the majority of the inputs are required to come from application and the baseline efficiency is directly prescribed by state code (IECC). Neither oversize factor nor adjustment factor were investigated in this study.
[R16] HES Impact Evaluation is referenced in this measure as it recommends including additional weather and location assumptions.

																		http://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/96f0fec0b45a3c6485257688006a701a/72c23decff52920a85257f1100671bdd/$FILE/TRM%20Version%207%20-%20April%202019.pdf		https://www.focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/2019_TRM_Final_Update_0.pdf		https://etrm.anbetrack.com/#/workarea/trm/MADPU/RES-HVAC-FG/2019-2021%20Plan%20TRM/version/1?measureName=HVAC%20-%20Furnace,%20Gas		http://rieermc.ri.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/ngrid-ri-2020-trm.pdf

						CT's 2020 PSD - existing		TRC Date Stamp		TRC Recommended Action		TRC Proposed Values		TRC Primary Source Document		TRC Rationale/Justification		NY TRM		WI TRM		MA TRM		RI TRM

						16th Edition, March 1, 2020												Version 7, Jan 2020		Version 2019		Version 2019-2021 Plan TRM		Version 2020

		Applies to MF, SF Res, or Commercial				MF, Commercial		6/5/20		Parameter update		Include language specifying application of MF (common area and in unit) furnaces and boilers and when appropriate to apply which		N/A		Intention to clarify application of measure		Commercial		Commercial, MF		Commercial, SF Res, MF, measure dependent		Condensing Boiler for sizes < 300 through 1701+. Boiler95

		PSD section				2.2.6		6/19/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

		Measure Name				Natural Gas Fired Boilers and Furnaces		6/19/20		No change		No change		N/A		Appropriate for savings covered in measure.		Boiler and Furnace 		Boiler, Condensing, > 90% AFUE (pg 41) and Boiler, Near Condensing, > 85% AFUE (pg 46)
Boiler, > AFUE, Natural Gas
(No furnace measure applicable to multi-family homes)		HVAC - Furnace, Gas (RES-HVAC-FG)
HVAC - Furnace, Gas (COM-HVAC-F)
HVAC - Condensing Boiler (COM-HVAC-B)
HVAC - Forced Hot Water Boiler, Gas (RES-HVAC-BGFHW)		Condensing Boilers: Residential (M-1043)
Boiler95: Large Commercial New Construction (M-1045)

		Pages				46-48		6/19/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		Pg 350		Included in measure names, above		eTRM		Included in measure names, above

		Baseline (Retrofit, Lost Opportunities, or Retirement?) 				Lost Opportunity		6/19/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		Lost Opportunity		Retrofit (No Lost Opportunity measure)		Retrofit and Lost Opportunity		New Construction (Lost Opportunity)

		Baseline Reference				2015 IECC's Tables 403.2.3 (4) and 403.2.3 (5)		6/19/20		Code update		Update to 2018 IECC Tables 403.3.2 (4) and 403.3.2 (5)		IECC 2018
https://codes.iccsafe.org/content/IECC2018P4/chapter-4-[ce]-commercial-energy-efficiency#IECC2018P4_CE_Ch04_SecC404		The planned adoption of 2018 IECC code, as outlined in Section 2.2 of the CT 2020 Plan Update to 2019-2021 Conservation & Load Management Plan, will require baseline efficiency reference update for this measure. The reference should be updated to 2018 IECC Tables 403.3.2 (4) and 403.3.2 (5). The baseline efficiency value is not affected.		ECCCNYS and NYCECC		2008-07-28 Energy Conservation Program for Consumer Products: Energy Conservation Standards for Residential Furnaces and Boilers; Final rule; technical amendment." Federal standard for residential Boilers, effective August 27, 2008		 2019-2021 Gas HVAC and Water Heating Calculations Workbook		IECC 2012

		Baseline  Assumptions				Code		6/5/20		Language change		add clarifying language: Require return temperature to be at or below 130F for condensing boiler applications		N/A		Ideal condensing boiler efficiencies typically rated at or below 130F. As return temperature increases, efficiency decreases		Baseline assumed efficiency is code compliance with the same equipment type, size, fuel source, and system configuration as the energy efficient equipment being installed		The baseline measure is an 82% AFUE boiler.		For the replace on failure portion the baseline efficiency case is an 85% AFUE furnace.
For the early retirement portion the baseline efficiency is a 78% AFUE furnace (Actual 78.9% AFUE)		Furnace measures are all retrofit. Assumed defaults, where exist, not consistent with code.

		Savings				1. Natural Gas Energy Savings
2. Peak Gas Energy Savings		6/19/20		No change		No change		N/A		Appropriate for savings covered in measure.		Natural Gas Energy Savings		Natural Gas Energy Savings		Deemed		Deemed savings for varying boiler sizes

		Lost Opportunity Gross Energy Savings, Natural Gas

		Formula						6/5/20		No algorithm update		no change		N/A		Development of savings is valid and consistent with other TRMs				Condensing Boiler:


Near Condensing Boiler:





Res - MF boiler:		Deemed savings:
Res: MMBTU, Furnace, Gas 95% = 9.8
Res: MMBTU, Furnace, Gas 97% = 10.3
Com: MMBTU, Furnace, Gas 95% = 5.7
Com: MMBTU, Furnace, Gas 97% = 6.7

MMBTU, Boiler <  300 mbh (0.95 TE) = 17.7 (C&I)
MMBTU, Boiler < 300 mbh (0.90 TE) = 14.7 (C&I)
MMBTU, Boiler  301-499 mbh (0.90 TE) = 28 (C&I)
MMBTU, Boiler 500-999 mbh (0.90 TE) = 51.4 (C&I)
MMBTU, Boiler 1000-1700 mbh (0.90 TE) = 94.5 (C&I)
MMBTU, Boiler 1701+ mbh (0.90 TE) = 165.3 (C&I)

MMBTU, Forced Hot Water Boiler (90%) = 12.1 (attached low rise)
MMBTU, Forced Hot Water Boiler (95%) = 14.8 (attached low rise)		Deemed savings:
MMBTU Boiler 95 = 27.8
MMBTU Condensing boiler < 300 mbh = 14.7
MMBTU Condensing boiler 300-499 mbh = 28.0
MMBTU Condensing boiler 500-999 mbh = 51.40
MMBTU Condensing Boiler 1000-1700 mbh = 94.5
MMBTU Condensing Boiler 1701+ mbh = 165.3

		Nomenclature				Cap = capacity (btu/hr)
nb = Base Case Efficiency (%)
np = proposed case efficiency (%)
AF = Adjustment factor		6/29/20		Language change		AF: Specify intention		N/A		AF: The efficiency of condensing units is heavily dependent upon the return water temperature; a lower return water temperature leads to a higher condensing boiler efficiency. The published efficiency of condensing units are tested in well controlled laboratory settings. An adjustment factor captures the lowered efficiency of the unit if the return water in actual application environments is higher than laboratory testing. Although unsourced, it is recommended that this factor is retained in addition to including the recommended language requiring return water temperature for condensing units to be at or below 130F. Aligning with ERS, it is recommend to include additional language outlining the justification for this factor, specified above.		kBTU/hin = Fuel Input Rating per unit
Effee = Efficiency of energy efficient condition or measure
Effbaseline = Efficiency of baseline condition or measure
EFLHheating = Heating equivalent full-load hours
100 = Conversion factor (100 kBTU/therm) 		BC = Boiler rated input capacity (MBtu/hr)
OF = Oversizing factor (= varies by measure)		N/A		None

		Nomenclature				OF = oversize factor		6/29/20		Language change		OF: Retain if ELFH does not consider Oversize Factor. If EFLH considers oversize factor, include language indicating this and remove variable (aligning with ERS)		N/A		OF: Aligning with ERS: Add language clarfiying if this factor is included in EFLH. If so, remove this factor. If not, retain this factor.		Duplicate row, see above		Duplicate row, see above		Duplicate row, see above		Duplicate row, see above

		Assumed Values				OF, single boiler/furnace install = 1.15 
OF, multiple boiler and furnace installations = 1.3
AF, non-condensing unit = 1.0
AF, condensing unit = 0.97
nb = 2015 IECC
EFLH = 1,519 (Residential)		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		Applications do not make a distinction between boilers/furnaces serving common area space only or multiple dwelling units. EFLH of 1,519 is applied for all Multifamily applications. This EFLH falls between other state TRMs. No update is recommended at this time.		ECCCNYS and NYCECC (NY State and NY City adaptation of international code)
EFLH specific to building size and year built

nb - Update reference to 2018 IECC		OF, Modulating, > 90%, < 300 MBh = 1.72
OF, Modulating, > 90%, < 300 MBh (might be error in WI TRM) = 2.15
OF, Condensing, > 90% AFUE, > 300 MBh = 1.19
AFUE,base, condensing = 0.82
AFUE,eff, condensing = 0.95
EFLH, condensing = 1,890

OF, near condensing = 0.77
AFUE, base, near condensing = 0.82
AFUE,eff , near condensing = 0.91
EFLH, near condensing = 1,890		Condensing Boiler Baseline Efficiency = 85% AFUE boiler
Forced Hot Water Boiler Baseline Efficiency = 82% AFUE rated boiler (79.3% AFUE actual)
Forced Hot Water Boiler Baseline Efficiency = 80% AFUE rated boiler (77.4 AFUE actual)		Deemed savings from condensing boilers assume compliance with IECC 2012

		Reference (include year)				OF = industry standard practice to install equipment that has an output greater than estimated peak load. In case of multiple boiler/furnaces, allows for one piece of equipment to provide a higher percentage of load in emergency situations
EFLH = "Peak day factors and full load hours were developed by third-party engineers (Fuss & O’Neill, Manchester, Conn.) in 2008 using a temperature BIN analysis. The engineering analysis was provided to Eversource (natural gas), CNG, and SCG to help support natural gas conservation efforts."		6/19/20		Parameter update		Aligning with ERS: Obtain EFLH information for major cities in CT, Hartford, Bridgeport, Oxford, and Willimantic		Aligning with ERS: EFLH - Obtain EFLH information for major cities in CT, Hartford, Bridgeport, Oxford, and Willimantic. Further Secondary Research		See ERS workbook for Justification		ECCCNYS 2016 table C403.2.3 (4) and Table C403.2.3(5), NYCECC 2016; Table C403.2.3(4) and Table C403.2.3(5)		Condensing OF: Cadmus. “Focus on Energy Boiler Measure Study.” 2016. 
Near-condensing OF: PA Consulting "State of Wisconsin Public Service Commission of Wisconsin Focus on Energy Evaluation Business Programs: Deemed Savings Manual V1.0" Table 3-2 Lighting Hours of Use in Commercial Applications		Com, Furnace: DNV-GL (2015). Recalculation of Prescriptive Program Gas Furnace Savings Using New Baseline
Com, condensing Boiler: DNV GL, NMR Group, Inc. (2017). Gas Boiler Market Characterization Study Phase II		Deemed: Condensing Boiler: DNV GL 2017 Gas Boiler Market Characterization Study Phase II Final Report (MA EEAC) 

		Lost Opportunity Gross Peak Day Savings, Natural Gas

		Formula				Conventional (non-condensing) boiler:
PD = 0.0152 x ACCF
Condensing Boiler:
PD = 0.0133 x ACCF
Furnace:
PD = 0.0152 x ACCF		6/24/20		Aligning with ERS		Aligning with ERS: Updated based on  average peak day savings for major cities in CT		N/A		See ERS workbook for Justification		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

		Nomenclature				N/A		6/19/20		No change		No change		N/A		Nomenclature is clear and support algorithm		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

		Assumed Values				Assumed factors embedded in the algorithm		6/19/20		No change		No change		N/A		Natural Gas Peak Factors not addressed by other TRMs		N/A		N/A		Furnace: CF winter peak, furnace, residential (low-rise) = 0.45
Boiler: N/A		N/A

		Reference (include year)				Peak day factors were developed by third-party engineers (Fuss & O'Neill Manchester, Conn.) in 2008 using a temperature BIN analysis. The engineering analysis was provided to Eversource (NG), CNG, and SCG to help support natural gas conservation efforts		6/19/20		No change		No change		N/A		Natural Gas Peak Factors not addressed by other TRMs		N/A		N/A		Navigant Consulting (2018). Demand Impact Model Update		N/A



		Measure Life				Boiler, condensing: 15
Boiler, noncondensing: 20
Furnace: 20		6/19/20		Parameter update		Boiler EUL: 25 years
Furnace EUL: 18 years		Boiler: NREL Condensing Boilers Evaluation: Retrofit and New Construction Applications, June 2014 (https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy14osti/56402.pdf
Furnace: 2019 ASHRAE Handbook 		EUL for boilers and furnaces currently cited as "estimated". Recommendation to update measure lives with substantiating source. Recommended values are in range of current EUL and other TRM EULs.		Boiler, Hot Water - Steel water tube: 24
Boiler, Hot Water - Steel Fire Tube: 25
Boiler, Hot Water - Cast Iron: 35
Boiler, Steam - Steel Water Tube: 30
Boiler, Steam - Steel Fire Tube: 25
Boiler, Steam - Cast Iron: 30
Furnace, gas Fired: 23		Boiler, Condensing, > 90 AFUE: 20
Boiler, Near Condensing, > 85% AFUE: 20		Condensing Boiler: 25
Forced Hot Water Boiler: 19		Boiler (forced hot water) > 95% AFUE: 19
Boiler (forced hot water) 90% AFUE: 18
EnergywiseMF Boiler (custom calc): 20 years
EnergywiseMF furnace (custom calc): 18 years
Condensing Boiler: 25 years

		Measure Life Resource				Boiler, condensing: estimated		6/19/20		Updated reference		Boiler EUL Source: NREL
Furnace EUL Source: ASHRAE		Boiler: NREL Condensing Boilers Evaluation: Retrofit and New Construction Applications, June 2014 (https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy14osti/56402.pdf
Furnace: 2019 ASHRAE Handbook 		EUL for boilers and furnaces currently cited as "estimated". Recommendation to update measure lives with substantiating source. Recommended sources are in line with other TRM Boiler and Furnace EUL sources.		Boilers: ASHRAE Handbook, 2015
Furnace, gas Fired: DOE		PA Consulting Group Inc. "State of Wisconsin Public Service Commission of Wisconsin Focus on Energy Evaluation Business Programs: Measure Life Study Final Report." August 25, 2009. https://focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/bpmeasurelifestudyfinal_evaluationreport.pdf		Condensing Boiler: ASHRAE
Forced Hot Water Boiler: Environmental Protection Agency (2009). Life Cycle Cost Estimate for ENERGY STAR Qualified Boiler. Lifetime has been adjusted to reflect the mix of replace on failure and early replacement based on: The Cadmus Group (2013). 2012 Residential Heating, Water Heating, and Cooling Equipment Evaluation: Net-to-Gross, Market Effects, and Equipment Replacement Timing. Prepared for the Electric and Gas Program Administrators of Massachusetts. The calculation of the adjustment can be found in MA PAs (2018). 2019-2021 Gas HVAC and Water Heating Calculations Workbook.		Environmental Protection Agency (2009). Life Cycle Cost Estimate for ENERGY STAR Qualified Boilers.
Environmental Protection Agency (2009). Life Cycle Cost Estimate for ENERGY STAR Furnace.
Condensing Boilers:  GDS Associates, Inc. and Summit Blue Consulting (2009). Natural Gas Energy Efficiency Potential in Massachusetts. Prepared for GasNetworks.









https://etrm.anbetrack.com/http://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/96f0fec0b45a3c6485257688006a701a/72c23decff52920a85257f1100671bdd/$FILE/TRM%20Version%207%20-%20April%202019.pdfhttp://rieermc.ri.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/ngrid-ri-2020-trm.pdfhttps://www.focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/2019_TRM_Final_Update_0.pdf

CA Gas DHW Heater - LO

		Measure ID (PSD Section)				2.2.8

		Measure Name				Natural Gas-Fired Domestic Hot Water Heaters				Overall Assessment

		Primary Sector				C&I Lost Opportunity				Result of Fast Fill Assessment		Result of Research Assessment		Most Recent CT Evaluation		Evaluated Parameters from Most Recent CT Evaluation		Notes

		Description				Installation of high-efficiency, natural gas-fired, storage-type, domestic hot water heaters > 75,000 Btu/hr				Code update		"same as Fast Fill Assessment"		[R1705-R1609] Multi-Family Baseline and Weatherization Opportunity Study, October 10, 2019.		None - See Notes		[R1705-R1609] Multi-Family Baseline and Weatherization Opportunity Study was reviewed, however no values from this evaluation were applied. As this measure captures savings from Lost Opportunity, the majority of the inputs are required to come from application and the baseline efficiency is directly prescribed by state code (IECC). 
[R1705-R1609] did not investigate Annual Base Case Gas Energy Usage Rate; this measure currently includes defaults CBECS. Instead, the study developed MMBtu/year based on assumptions made by the NY TRM adjusted based on the number of people per apartment unit observed from this study. The NY TRM's original source is a Residential End Use of Water evaluation conducted by the Water Research Foundation in April 2016.  That study exclusively investigated single family homes throughout North America. The recommendation reflected here is to update Annual Base Case Gas Energy Usage Rates for Multifamily based on RECS database, which parallels the CBECS database, and includes values specific to Multifamily and to the North East. 
Default water main temperatures are included in this measure, and they were not investigated as part of this study. Rather, the listed defaults are sourced from the existing 2019 CT PSD.

																		http://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/96f0fec0b45a3c6485257688006a701a/72c23decff52920a85257f1100671bdd/$FILE/TRM%20Version%207%20-%20April%202019.pdf		https://www.focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/2019_TRM_Final_Update_0.pdf		https://etrm.anbetrack.com/#/workarea/trm/MADPU/RES-HVAC-FG/2019-2021%20Plan%20TRM/version/1?measureName=HVAC%20-%20Furnace,%20Gas		http://rieermc.ri.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/ngrid-ri-2020-trm.pdf

						CT's 2020 PSD - existing		TRC Date Stamp		TRC Recommended Action		TRC Proposed Values		TRC Primary Source Document		TRC Rationale/Justification		NY TRM		WI TRM		MA TRM		RI TRM

						16th Edition, March 1, 2020												Version 7, Jan 2020		Version 2019		Version 2019-2021 Plan TRM		Version 2020

		Applies to MF, SF Res, or Commercial				MF, Commercial		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		Appropriate for savings covered in measure.		SF Res, MF		SF Res, MF		Hot Water - Stand Alone Water Heater (RES-WH-SASWH)		Large Commercial New Construction Only 

		PSD Section				2.2.8		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

		Measure Name				Natural Gas-Fired Domestic Hot Water Heaters		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		Appropriate for savings covered in measure.		Storage Tank and Instantaneous Domestic Water heater		Natural Gas Storage Water Heater, 0.67 EF		Hot Water - Stand Alone Water Heater (RES-WH-SASWH)		Water Heating Boiler - 85% TE
Water Heating Boiler - 92% TE

		Pages				51-56		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		pg 85-93		pg 822-824		eTRM		M-1065 and M-1067

		Baseline (Retrofit, Lost Opportunities, or Retirement?) 				Lost Opportunity		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		Appropriate for savings covered in measure.		Lost Opportunity		Lost Opportunity		Replace on failure/early replacement		New Construction (Lost Opportunity)

		Baseline Reference				Efficiency Baseline: 2015 IECC Table C404.2		6/19/20		Code update		Align with ERS: Update code baseline to 2018 IECC Table C404.2		Aligning with ERS: IECC 2018
https://codes.iccsafe.org/content/IECC2018P4/chapter-4-[ce]-commercial-energy-efficiency#IECC2018P4_CE_Ch04_SecC404		See ERS workbook for justification
The planned adoption of 2018 IECC code, as outlined in Section 2.2 of the CT 2020 Plan Update to 2019-2021 Conservation & Load Management Plan, will require baseline efficiency reference update for this measure. The reference should be updated to 2018 IECC Table C404.2.		ECCCNYS and NYCECCC code		10 CFR		Weighted average baseline UEF of the medium and high draw units based in 2016-2017 rebated units.		baseline = IECC 2012, compliance = gas-boiler that meets or exceeds specified efficiencies 

		Baseline Reference				Temperatures: Tool for Generating Realistic Residential Hot Water Event Schedules, Reprint, NREL, Aug 2010		6/19/20		Updated reference		 The R1614-1613 evaluation report		 R1614-1613 evaluation report		Table ES-7 recommends temperature differential of 75°F. Current source should be updated to reflect evaluation report.

		Baseline  Assumptions				Base case heater is a code-compliant, storage natural gas heater
Base case and proposed case heaters have the same output capacity and address the same DHW load
Multiple heaters are treated as a single unit
		6/5/20		Updated reference		Include specification for the case of multiple heaters that every unit must be > 75 MBH to apply for savings through this measure		10 CFR 431 Subpart G: 431.110		The measure Assumptions section provides the direction that if multiple heaters are used, they should be treated as one unit. Units < 75 MBH are rated in UEF while units > 75 MBH are rated in thermal efficiency. Language requiring all units applied through this measure must be > 75 MBH should be added to prevent misuse of efficiency ratings and the application of this measure if the total input capacity of multiple smaller units exceeds 75 MBH.		Covers both storage tank and instantaneous DHW heaters		Res, Natural gas-fueled storage water heater with an energy factor of 0.6, 50 gallons		Standalone tank water heater with an UEF of 0.60		IECC 2012

		Baseline  Assumptions				Lowest code water temp is 44F, Annual average cold water temp is 54F, Hot water set point is 130F		6/5/20		Parameter update		Aligning with ERS: Annual average cold water temp = 55		 Aligning with ERS: R1614-1613 evaluation report		Aligning with ERS: Table ES-7 recommends temperature differential of 75°F. This is consistent with the current temperature differential, but requires a change in the annual average cold water temp from 54F to 55F.		Duplicate row - see above		Duplicate row - see above		Duplicate row - see above		Large Commercial New Construction Only 

		Savings Equations				1. Gross Energy Savings, Fossil Fuel
2. Gross Peak Day Savings, Natural Gas		6/19/20		No change		No change		N/A		Appropriate for savings covered in measure.		1. Annual Electric Energy Savings
2. Summer Peak Coincident Demand Savings 
3. Annual Gas Energy Savings		1. Annual Gas Energy Savings		1. Deemed kWh Penalty (= -43kWh)
2. Deemed kW Penalty ( = -0.02)
3. Deemed MMBTU Savings		Deemed Gas DHW MMBtu



		Formula				Total calc:


where:		6/5/20		No change		no MF change		N/A		No multifamily recommendations. The inclusion of standby loss may want to be revisited. 				ThermSAVED = ((GPD * 365 * 8.33 * CP,WATER * ΔTw) / 100,000) * ((1 / EFBASE) - (1 / EFEE))		Deemed MMBTU = 3.0		Water Heating Boiler - 85% TE, MMBTU: 0.19
Water Heating Boiler - 92% TE, MMBTU: 0.47

		Nomenclature				A = Building floor area in Square Feet
CAPh,b = input capacity of base WH
CAPh,i = input capacity of proposed WH
CAPw,b = water storage capacity of base WH
CAPw,i = water storage capacity of proposed WH
CCFw,b = Annual Base Case DHW Gas Usage (ccf/yr)
Eb = Annual Base Case Gas Energy Usage Rate (ccf/ft2/yr)
Ei = Annual Proposed Gas Energy Usage Rate (ccf/ft2/yr)
GPYw = Annual Building Hot Water Usage (Gal/yr)
H = Number of Annual Standby hours
PD = Peak Day Natural Gas Savings (ccf)
nb = thermal efficiency of base case
np = thermal efficiency of proposed case
SLRb = Standby Loss Rate of base WH
SLRi = Standby Loss Rate of proposed WH
delta-T: Temperature differential 		6/19/20		Language change		Eb should reference Table 2-HH		N/A		Currently, the language for looking up Eb in the measure direct to Table 2-GG. The reference should direct to Table 2-HH.		GPD = gallons per day
DELTA_Tmain = avg temp diff btwn water heater set point temp and supply water temp in water main (F)
DELTA_Tamb = avg temp diff btwn water heater set point temp and surrounding ambient air temp
UEF = uniform energy factor
UA = overall heat loss coefficient		GPD = Gallons of hot water used by the home per day (= 34.14 for multifamily)
8.33 = Density of water (lb/gal)
cP = Specific heat of water (= 1 Btu/lb-°F)
ΔTw = Average difference between the cold water inlet temperatures (52.3°F) and the hot water delivery temperature (125°F) (= 72.7°F)
100,000 = Conversion factor from Btu to therm
EFBASE = Energy factor of the baseline water heater (= 0.60)
EFEE = Energy factor of the efficient water heater (= 0.67)		N/A		N/A

		Assumed Values				Eb (ccf/ft^2) = 0.258 (lodging): No other specification for Multifamily
		6/5/20		Parameter update		Low-Rise MF = 0.193 ccf/ft2, High-Rise MF = 0.176 ccf/ft2		RECS Table CE4.7 Annual household site end-use consumption by fuel in the Northeast—averages, 2015
https://www.eia.gov/consumption/residential/data/2015/c&e/pdf/ce4.7.pdf 

RECS  Table HC10.10  Average square footage of Northeast homes, 2015
https://www.eia.gov/consumption/residential/data/2015/hc/php/hc10.10.php		Annual Base Case Gas Usage Rate (ccf/ft2): currently, “Lodging” is applied for MF at 0.258 ccf/ft2, from CBECS table EB. Lodging is defined as Motel or inn, hotel, dormitory, fraternity or sorority, retirement home, nursing home, assisted living center, or other residential care building, convent or monastery, shelter, orphanage, or children's home, halfway house, jail, reformatory, or penitentiary, vacant, other type of lodging (https://www.eia.gov/consumption/commercial/data/2012/pdf/show_cards.pdf)
DHW units serving multiple Multifamily dwellings would be better represented by dividing RECS Annual household site end-use consumption by unit square footage for low and high-rise units. Annual household site end use consumption by fuel in the Northeast - averages 2015, Natural Gas, Water Heating: Low Rise = 213 ccf/unit, high rise = 147 ccf/unit. Average square footage of Northeast homes, 2015, Average square footage per housing unit: Low Rise = 1,105 SF, high rise = 834 SF		Tmain and Tamb are listed for multiple cities (representative of NY state weather climates). Temp Tmains are assumed to be 6F higher than annual avg outdoor temp		Included in nomenclature above		Baseline efficiency case is a standalone tank water heater with a UEF of 0.6
High Efficiency case is stand-alone storage water heater with an energy factor > 0.66		Not included, deemed values only

		Assumed Values				∆T = 75		6/19/20		No change		∆T = 75F		Aligning with ERS: The R1614-1613 evaluation report		Aligning with ERS: The temperature differential does not change, despite the change in reference, as captured in Baseline References above.		Duplicate row - see above		Duplicate row - see above		Duplicate row - see above		Duplicate row - see above

		Reference (include year)				US Energy Information Administration, Table E8. Natural gas consumption and conditional energy intensities (cubic feet) by end use, 2012, Rel. May 2016.
https://www.eia.gov/consumption/commercial/data/2012/c&e/pdf/e8.pdf		6/5/20		Updated reference		RECS Tables for MF (see column G)		RECS Table CE4.7 Annual household site end-use consumption by fuel in the Northeast—averages, 2015
https://www.eia.gov/consumption/residential/data/2015/c&e/pdf/ce4.7.pdf 

RECS  Table HC10.10  Average square footage of Northeast homes, 2015
https://www.eia.gov/consumption/residential/data/2015/hc/php/hc10.10.php		Annual Base Case Gas Usage Rate (ccf/ft2): currently, “Lodging” is applied for MF from CBECS database. Recommend updating the source to EPA's RECS (Residential Energy Consumption Survey) database. Tables listed used in derivation of Annual Base Case Gas Usage, as outlined in Assumed Values Rational, above. 		Ambient Temps: NCEI 1981-2010 climate normals
6F temp diff source: Burch, Jay and Christensen, Craig, “Towards Development of an Algorithm for Mains Water Temperature.” National Renewable Energy Laboratory		GPD: Gallons per day were calculated by fitting a polynomial equation to data from Table 3 of the Florida Solar Energy Center study. For multifamily sites, an average value of 1.9 people per home was used for Wisconsin multifamily and 2.36 people per home was used for Wisconsin single family, based on RECS 2009 data. The fitted equation is GPD = -0.0089 * x2 + 16.277 * x + 3.25, where x is the average number of occupants per home.
Temp: Public Service Commission of Wisconsin. Request for Proposals. Issued for Mass Markets Portfolio Residential Energy Efficiency Program Implementation. July 26, 2011.
		Navigant Consulting (2018). Water Heating, Boiler, and Furnace Cost Study (RES 19)		No source specified

		Retrofit Gross Peak Day Savings, Natural Gas

		Formula				

where:		6/19/20		No algorithm update		No change		N/A		Formula is clear; not addressed by other TRMs		N/A		N/A		None		None

		Nomenclature				SF = Peak Day Gas Demand Savings Factor		6/19/20		No change		No change		N/A		Nomenclature is clear and support algorithm		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

		Assumed Values				SF = 0.0032 as calculated		6/19/20		No change		No change		N/A		Natural Gas Peak Factors not addressed by other TRMs		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

		Reference (include year)				Tool for Generating Realistic Residential Hot Water Event Schedules, Reprint, NREL, Aug. 2010.		6/19/20		No change		No change		N/A		Natural Gas Peak Factors not addressed by other TRMs		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A



		Measure Life				15 years		6/19/20		No change		No change		N/A		EUL is consistent with RI, NY, and WI TRMs and similar to MA TRM		15 years		13 years		10/13 years		15 years

		Measure Life Resource				California Public Utilities Commission, 2008 Database for Energy-Efficient Resources, Version 2008.2.05, Dec. 16, 2008, EUL/RUL (Effective/Remaining Useful Life) Values, MS Excel Spreadsheet.		6/5/20		Updated reference		Update source to DEER 2014		DEER 2014		Update source of DHW Heaters to more recent DEER. EUL remains 15 years.		PA Consulting Group Inc., Focus on Energy Evaluation Business Programs: Measure Life Study, final report dated August 25, 2009. https://focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/bpmeasurelifestudyfinal_evaluationreport.pdf		PA Consulting Group Inc. “State of Wisconsin Public Service Commission of Wisconsin Focus on Energy Evaluation Business Programs: Measure Life Study.” Final Report. August 25, 2009. https://focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/bpmeasurelifestudyfinal_evaluationreport.pdf		DOE (2008). Energy Star Residential Water Heaters: Final Criteria Analysis and The Cadmus Group (2013). 2012 Residential Heating, Water Heating, and Cooling Equipment Evaluation: Net-to-Gross, Market Effects, and Equipment Replacement Timing. The calculation of the adjustment can be found in MA PAs (2018). 2019-2021 Gas HVAC and Water Heating Calculations Workbook.		No source specified







https://www.focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/2019_TRM_Final_Update_0.pdfhttp://rieermc.ri.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/ngrid-ri-2020-trm.pdfhttp://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/96f0fec0b45a3c6485257688006a701a/72c23decff52920a85257f1100671bdd/$FILE/TRM%20Version%207%20-%20April%202019.pdfhttps://etrm.anbetrack.com/

CA VRF - LO

		Measure ID (PSD Section)				2.2.9

		Measure Name				Variable Refrigerant Flow (VRF) HVAC System						Overall Assessment

		Primary Sector				C&I Lost Opportunity						Result of Fast Fill Assessment		Result of Research Assessment		Most Recent CT Evaluation		Evaluated Parameters from Most Recent CT Evaluation		Notes

		Description				Installation of a large high-efficiency Air-Sourced Variable Refrigerant Flow ("VRF") HVAC System for commercial applications only (not to be used for apartments, motels, hotels, or another residential-type occupancy).						Algorithm update		"same as Fast Fill Assessment"		None		N/A - See notes		[C1630] Largest Savers (2018) investigated VRF systems, however the study did not include Multifamily impacts

[R1705 R1609] CT's Multifamily Baseline and Weatherization Opportunity Study provides multifamily unit square footage and space heating equipment efficiencies. These are incorporated as recommended parameter updates to more accurately capture the savings for Multifamily buildings

																		http://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/96f0fec0b45a3c6485257688006a701a/72c23decff52920a85257f1100671bdd/$FILE/TRM%20Version%207%20-%20April%202019.pdf		https://etrm.anbetrack.com/#/workarea/trm/MADPU/COM-HVAC-HPS/2019-2021%20Plan%20TRM/version/1?measureName=HVAC%20-%20Heat%20Pump%20System				http://rieermc.ri.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/ngrid-ri-2020-trm.pdf

						CT's 2020 PSD - existing		TRC Date Stamp		TRC Recommended Action		TRC Proposed Values		TRC Primary Source Document		TRC Rationale/Justification		NY TRM		MA TRM		WI TRM		RI TRM

						16th Edition, March 1, 2020												Version 7, Jan 2020		Version 2019-2021 Plan TRM				Version 2020

		Applies to MF, SF Res, or Commercial				Commercial. VRF measure description specifically excludes Residential type applications of the measure.		6/19/20		Language change		Remove exclusion of MF applications		N/A		The language in this measure specifies Multifamily applications are not applicable. However, the review of the associated custom calculator found that the calculator explicitly includes 'apartments' and other residential type spaces (hotel/motel, dorms). Also, this measure can be applicable to multifamily. The exclusion of Multifamily should be removed from the language of this measure.		Commercial "Including MF buildings of 4 or more stories", pg 400		Commercial		No measure		No measures

		PSD Section 				2.2.9		6/19/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

		Measure Name				Variable Refrigerant Flow (VRF) HVAC System		6/19/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		Variable Refrigerant Flow (VRF) Systems		HVAC - Heat Pump System (COM-HVAC-HPS)		N/A		N/A

		Pages				pg 57-59		6/19/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		pg 400		eTRM		N/A		N/A

		Baseline (Retrofit, Lost Opportunities, or Retirement?) 				Lost Opportunity		6/19/20		No change		No change		N/A		Consistent with Other TRMs		Lost Opportunity		Lost Opportunity		N/A		N/A

		Baseline Reference				2016 ASHRAE Code, Table 6.8.1-10.		6/30/20		Updated reference		Align with ERS: Update code to ASHRAE 2019		ASHRAE 2019 Table 6.8.1-10		Aligning with ERS: See ERS workbook for Justification		ASHRAE 90.1-2013, NYCECC 2016; compliance: ECCCNYS 2016; SECTION C406.2		ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-2013. Table 6.8.1-10		N/A		N/A

		Baseline  Assumptions				2016 ASHRAE Code		6/19/20		Language change		No change		N/A		Consistent with Other TRMs		VRF system defined by ASHRAE standard 90.1 or applicable code if higher (including NYCECC 2016)		Heat pump Systems, including		N/A		N/A

		Savings				Custom calculation		6/30/20		Algorithm update		Align with ERS: Modify the tool to enable use for water-cooled systems, and ensure both utilities are using the same tool.		ERS Research		Aligning with ers: See ERS's workbook for Justification

TRC reviewed the custom calculator for this measure. The custom calculator requires most properties to come from application. This enables accurate distinction between facility types. No defaults for Multifamily are included, therefore no default updates are required. A thorough review of savings calculation within the calculator was not conducted.		1. Annual Electric Energy Savings for Air-Cooled Units with Capacity <65,000
2. Annual Electric Energy Savings for Air-Cooled Units with capacity > 65,000
3. Annual Electric Energy Savings for Water-Cooled Units
4. Summer Peak Coincident Demand Savings		1. kWh savings, air cooled units with capacities < 65 kBTU/h
2. kWh savings, water source, ground water source, and ground source units
3. kWh savings,  air cooled capacities > 65 kBTU/h		N/A		N/A

		Lost Opportunity Gross Energy Savings, Electric

		Formula				Custom calculation/VRF Spreadsheet calcs
Necessary considerations include:
- Indoor unit Type (Ducted, non-ducted, mixed)
- VRF Classification (No VRF Heat Recovery, VRF Heat Recovery, Cooling)
- Heat and Cooling Capacity
- Cooling Efficiency (EER, IEER)
- Heating Efficiency (High Temp COP and Low Temp COP)
- Operating profile,  (Occupied hours the VRF operates each week, un-occupied hours the VRF for each temperature BIN operates each week)		6/30/20		Language change		Aligning with ERS: Include algorithm in PSD		N/A		Aligning with ERS: Include algorithms in PSD

The custom calculator was reviewed for this measure. The custom calculator requires most properties to come from application. This enables accurate distinction between facility types. No defaults for Multifamily are included, therefore no default updates are required. A thorough review of savings calculation within the calculator was not conducted.						No measure		No measures

		Nomenclature				EER = energy efficiency ratio
COP = coefficient of performance		6/30/20		Language change		Aligning with ERS: Note IEER rather than EER, and correct Table name reference to Table 2-KK		N/A		Aligning with ERS: Note IEER rather than EER, and correct Table name reference to Table 2-KK		tons = Output cooling capacity in tons (at AHRI standard rating conditions)
kBTU/h = Output heating capacity in kBTU/h (at AHRI standard high-temperature rating conditions)
SEER = Seasonal energy efficiency ratio in BTU/watt-hour. Total cooling output of an air conditioner during its normal annual usage period for cooling in BTU, divided by the total electric energy input during the same period in watt-hours (used only for units with cooling capacity <65,000 BTU/h).
IEER = Integrated energy efficiency ratio in BTU/watt-hour. A weighted calculation of mechanical cooling efficiencies at full load and part load AHRI standard rating conditions (used only for units with cooling capacity ≥65,000 BTU/h)
HSPF = Heating seasonal performance factor, total heating output (supply heat) in BTU (including electric strip heat) during the heating season divided by the total electric energy heat pump consumed in watt-hours (used only for units with cooling capacity <65,000 BTU/h)
COP = Coefficient of performance, ratio of output energy/input energy (at AHRI standard high-temperature rating conditions) (used only for units with cooling capacity ≥65,000 BTU/h)		ΔkWhCOOL = Gross annual cooling mode kWh savings from the measure
ΔkWhHEAT  = Gross annual heating mode kWh savings from the measure
ΔkWCOOL  = Gross annual kW savings from the measure. Heating kW savings are negligible
kBtu/h  = Capacity of the cooling equipment in kBtu per hour (1 ton of cooling capacity equals  12 kBtu/h)
SEERBASE   = Seasonal Energy Efficiency Ratio of the baseline equipment
SEEREE      = Seasonal Energy Efficiency Ratio of the energy efficient equipment
EFLHCOOL  = Cooling mode equivalent full load hours
HSPFBASE  = Heating Seasonal Performance Factor of the baseline equipment
HSPFEE      = Heating Seasonal Performance Factor of the energy efficient equipment
EFLHHEAT   = Heating mode equivalent full load hours
kBtu/hCOOL = Capacity of the cooling equipment in kBtu per hour (1 ton of cooling capacity equal 12 kBtu/h)
kBtu/hHEAT = Capacity of the heating equipment in kBtu per hour. If the heating capacity is unknown, it can be calculated from the cooling capacity
COPBASE     = Coefficient of performance of the baseline equipment
COPEE         = Coefficient of performance of the energy efficient equipment
IEERBASE     = Integrated Energy Efficiency Ratio of the baseline equipment
IEEREE         = Integrated Energy Efficiency Ratio of the energy efficient equipment
HoursCool     = Annual Cooling Hours
Capadj = Capacity Adjustment Factor		N/A		N/A

		Assumed Values				Baseline efficiencies from 2016 ASHRAE Code		6/30/20		Language change		Aligning with ERS: List Minimum efficiency values in the PSD		N/A		Aligning with ERS: See ERS's workbook for Justification		All baseline efficiencies are assumed from ASHRAE 90.1-2013 or NYCECC 2016, based on equipment type and size
All compliance efficiencies must be at least 10% more than that required by ASHRAE 9.1 - 2013, an election outlined in ECCCNYS Additional Efficiency Package Options		Variable Refrigerant Flow system baseline efficiency requirements are from ASHRAE 2013
EFLHcool, Hourscool, Capadj, and EFLHheat have default values based on utility (territory)		N/A		N/A

		Reference (include year)				2016 ASHRAE Code, Table 6.8.1-10.		6/30/20		Updated reference		Aligning with ERS: Update to 2019 ASHRAE Code		N/A		Aligning with ERS: Update to 2019 ASHRAE Code		baseline: ASHRAE 90.1-2013, NYCECC 2016; compliance: ECCCNYS 2016; SECTION C406.2		ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-2013. Table 6.8.1-10.
Average cooling EFLHs are from the 2010 NEEP HVAC Loadshape study. KEMA (2011). C&I Unitary AC Loadshape Project - Final Report.
PA derived from the NEEP results, weighted based on ISO-NE load zones for each PA.  Average cooling hours and Capacity Adjustment Factors derived from the NEEP study to align with use of IEER: DNV GL (2014). Memo – Develop Modified Runtime from NEEP HVAC Loadshape Study. Capacity Factors are weighted using information about PA specific load zones		N/A		N/A

		Lost Opportunity Gross Seasonal Peak Demand Savings, Electric (winter and summer)

		Formula				Custom calculation/VRF Spreadsheet calcs		6/30/20		Language change		Aligning with ERS: Include algorithm in PSD		N/A		Aligning with ERS: Include algorithms in PSD

TRC reviewed the custom calculator for this measure. The custom calculator requires most properties to come from application. This enables accurate distinction between facility types. No defaults for Multifamily are included, therefore no default updates are required. A thorough review of savings calculation within the calculator was not conducted.				Air cooled units with cooling capacities < 65 kBTUh

Water Cooled

Air Cooled > 65,000 kBTUh

		No measure		No measures

		Nomenclature				N/A		6/19/20		No change		No change		N/A		Nomenclature is only applicable to abbreviations in Baseline Efficiencies table. Nomenclature is clear and supports algorithm		tons = Output cooling capacity in tons 
EER = Energy efficiency ratio under peak conditions in BTU/watt-hour. Measurement of the cooling capacity for a unit in BTU/h divided by the connected electric power of the unit in watts (at AHRI standard rating conditions)		EERBASE        = Energy Efficiency Ratio of the baseline equipment
EEREE          = Energy Efficiency Ratio of the energy efficient equipment		N/A		N/A

		Assumed Values				Baseline efficiencies from 2016 ASHRAE Code		6/30/20		Language change		Aligning with ERS: List Minimum efficiency values in the PSD		N/A		Aligning with ERS: See ERS's workbook for Justification		All baseline efficiencies are assumed from ASHRAE 90.1-2013 or NYCECC 2016, based on equipment type and size
All compliance efficiencies must be at least 10% more than that required by ASHRAE 9.1 - 2013, an election outlined in ECCCNYS Additional Efficiency Package Options		CFs based on 2011 NEEP C&I Unitary HVAC Loadshape Project		N/A		N/A

		Reference (include year)				2016 ASHRAE Code, Table 6.8.1-10.		6/30/20		Updated reference		Aligning with ERS: Update to 2019 ASHRAE Code		N/A		Aligning with ERS: Update to 2019 ASHRAE Code		baseline: ASHRAE 90.1-2013, NYCECC 2016; compliance: ECCCNYS 2016; SECTION C406.2		CFs:  KEMA (2011). C&I Unitary HVAC LoadShape Project – Final Report. Prepared for the Regional Evaluation, Measurement & Verification Forum		N/A		N/A



		Measure Life				15 years		6/19/20		Parameter update		Update Description to Variable Refrigerant Flow		N/A		There is no "Variable Refrigerant Flow" line item in Appendix Four. While the VRF custom calculator defaults to an EUL of 15 years, a line item should be added to Appendix Four to avoid confusion.		15 years		12 years		No measure		No measures

		Measure Life Resource				Possibly DEER or Estimated		6/19/20		Updated reference		DEER 2014		DEER 2014		DEER 2014 should be used as the source for this measure, supporting the currently applied 15 years.		DEER 2014		DNV GL (2018). Expected Useful Life (EUL) Estimation for Air-Conditioning Equipment from Current Age Distribution Memo.		N/A		N/A







http://rieermc.ri.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/ngrid-ri-2020-trm.pdfhttp://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/96f0fec0b45a3c6485257688006a701a/72c23decff52920a85257f1100671bdd/$FILE/TRM%20Version%207%20-%20April%202019.pdfhttps://etrm.anbetrack.com/

CA HVAC VFD - LO

		Measure ID (PSD Section)				2.4.1

		Measure Name				Variable Frequency Drives				Overall Assessment

		Primary Sector				C&I Lost Opportunity				Result of Fast Fill Assessment		Result of Research Assessment		Most Recent CT Evaluation		Evaluated Parameters from Most Recent CT Evaluation		Notes

		Description				Addition of variable frequency drives (“VFDs”) to control a fan or pump system in an HVAC application. The fan (pump) speed will be controlled to maintain the desired system pressure. The application must have a load that varies and proper controls (i.e., two-way valves, Variable Air Volume boxes) must be installed				Align with ERS: Algorithm Update		"same as Fast Fill Assessment"		No CT Evaluations have been conducted on VFDs applicable to Multifamily.		N/A		[C1630] Largest Savers Evaluation Final Report, August 25, 2018, reviewed VFDs, however the evaluation is not applicable to multifamily applications

																		http://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/96f0fec0b45a3c6485257688006a701a/72c23decff52920a85257f1100671bdd/$FILE/TRM%20Version%207%20-%20April%202019.pdf		https://www.focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/2019_TRM_Final_Update_0.pdf		https://etrm.anbetrack.com/#/workarea/trm/MADPU/COM-HVAC-HPS/2019-2021%20Plan%20TRM/version/1?measureName=HVAC%20-%20Heat%20Pump%20System		http://rieermc.ri.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/ngrid-ri-2020-trm.pdf

						CT's 2020 PSD - existing		TRC Date Stamp		TRC Recommended Action		TRC Proposed Values		TRC Primary Source Document		TRC Rationale/Justification		NY TRM		WI TRM		MA TRM		RI TRM

						16th Edition, March 1, 2020												Version 7, Jan 2020		Version 2019		Version 2019-2021 Plan TRM		Version 2020

		Applies to MF, SF Res, or Commercial				MF CA, Commercial		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		Appropriate for savings covered in measure.		Commercial		Commercial		C&I Multi-family (COM-MAD-VFDREU)		Commercial

		PSD Section 				2.4.1		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A

		Measure Name				Variable Frequency Drives		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		Appropriate for savings covered in measure.		Variable Frequency Drive (VFD) - Fan and Pump		VFD Fan Motor Control Restoration
VFD Pump Control Restoration		Motor - Variable Frequency Drive		VSD-HVAC, multiple

		Pages				61-63		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		pg 457		VFD Fan pg 332, VFD Pump pg 336

		Baseline (Retrofit, Lost Opportunities, or Retirement?) 				Lost Opportunity		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		Appropriate for savings covered in measure.		Retrofit		Retrofit		Retrofit		Lost Opportunity or Retrofit 

		Baseline Reference				Baseline is a constant speed fan (Air Foil (AF), Backward Inclined (BI), and Forward Curve (FC)) with or without inlet guide vanes or a constant speed. Flow centrifugal pump. ASHRAE default performance curves		6/24/20		Align with ERS		Align with ERS		ERS		See ERS workbook for justification		Applications covered: AHU supply and return fans, CHW pumps, cooling tower fans, condenser water pumps and heating hot water pumps		 Assumes HVAC system-related fan or pump motor is stuck in 'hand' mode or is in bypass mode. Baseline measure is a fan/pump motor in a facility using a VFD motor control, but not using the 'automatic' VFD control features.
		In the high efficiency case, pump flow or fan air volume is directly controlled using downstream information. The pump or fan will automatically adjust its speed based on inputted set points and the downstream feedback it receives.		Lost Opportunity = Code

		Baseline  Assumptions				ASHRAE 90.1 - 1989 User's manual 		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		Appropriate for savings covered in measure.		DOE 2.2 simulator models were used to develop these savings						Chan, Tumin (2010). Formulation of a Prescriptive Incentive for the VFD and Motors & VFD impact tables at
NSTAR. Prepared for NSTAR. 

		Savings Equations				1. Lost Opportunity Gross Energy Savings, Electric
2. Lost Opportunity Peak Seasonal Demand Savings, Electric (winter and summer)		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		Appropriate for savings covered in measure.		1. Annual Electric Energy Savings
2. Summer Peak Coincident Demand Savings		1. Annual Energy Savings
2. Summer Coincident Peak Savings		1. Annual Energy Savings
2. Summer Coincident Peak Savings		Multiple measures exist, but all are through a custom approach and require custom calculations. However, in the Appendix , there are savings factors for C&I VSDs (kWh/HP and kW/HP)

		Retrofit Gross Energy Savings, Electric

		Formula						6/24/20		Algorithm Update		BHP: Incorporate alternative method of Rate Horsepower x Motor Load, if unknown		CT Program Calculators		See ERS Workbook. ERS recommends a Load Factor of 0.65, which may be more appropriate.
BHP: Submitted project files for Multifamily projects indicate that Break Horsepower is rarely (if ever) applied from application. Alternatively, program calculators direct customers to apply 80% of rated horsepower (80% load factor on rated HP). Recommendation to outline this fall back or modify full formula 						ΔkWh = (HP)(kWh/HP)		Custom

		Nomenclature				BHP = Brake Horsepower
Effi = Efficiency of installed motor
H = Operating hours
SF_kWh = kWh savings factor		6/24/20		Align with ERS		Align with ERS: See ERS workbook for proposed Nomenclature changes		ERS		See ERS workbook for justification		hp = horsepower of motor controlled by VFD 
(delta kWh/hp) = annual electric energy savings (in kWh) per controlled motor horsepower		Motor hp = VFD controlled motor nameplate horsepower rating
0.7465 = Horsepower to kW conversion factor
Motor eff = Specific VFD controlled motor nameplate efficiency; otherwise use default of 90%
Motor Loading %BASE = Percent capacity (Load Factor) of motor at baseline 
Adjusted Run Hours = Bin hours * (annual VFD operational hours / 8,760 annual hours)
Motor Loading %PROP = Percent capacity (Load Factor) of motor proposed; assumes the VFD is set back to ‘automatic’ control based on user-defined loading minimum and maximum percentages and on area load 		HP              = Rated horsepower for the impacted motor.
kWh / HP     = Annual electric energy reduction based on building and equipment type. See table below.		N/A

		Assumed Values				SFkWh assumed values based on type; AF/BI (Air foil fan/Backward Incline fan) Riding the Curve, AF/BI  with IGV (inlet guide vanes), FC Riding the Curve, FC (forward curved) with IGV , CV (constant volume), CHWP (Chilled water pump) (constant flow), and HWP (hot water pump) (constant flow)		6/24/20		Align with ERS		Align with ERS: See ERS workbook for proposed Assumed Values changes		ERS		See ERS workbook for justification		MF assumes Dormitory: Appendix K  (add'l Measure Unit savings for Exh fan, boiler fw pump, MAF, and WLHP circ pump in appendix K)		(area load is a percentage based on a linear interpolation of a 60°F dry bulb OAT balance point, bin data dry bulb OAT, and 2.5% dry bulb design summer/winter conditions for different Wisconsin cities;5 see Assumptions for more explanation about the 2.5% dry bulb design conditions)				N/A

		Reference (include year)				SF_kWh: were derived using a temperature BIN spreadsheet and typical heating, cooling, and fan load profiles. For each pump application and fan type savings factors were developed. These were based on the difference in power based on the estimated load at each temperature BIN using equations from ASHRAE 90.1-1989 User's Manual		6/24/20		Align with ERS		Align with ERS: See ERS workbook for proposed References changes		ERS		See ERS workbook for justification		DOE 2.2 simulator models		Wisconsin Focus on Energy. EBTU Measures Workbook Calculator
Natural Renewable Energy Laboratory. Bin temperature data comes from respective Wisconsin cities TMY3 weather data. http://rredc.nrel.gov/solar/old_data/nsrdb/1991-2005/tmy3/by_state_and_city.html#W
ASHRAE. Handbook, Fundamentals Volume for Wisconsin Cities. 1985. http://publicecodes.cyberregs.com/icod/ipc/2012/icod_ipc_2012_appd.htm		 Chan, Tumin (2010). Formulation of a Prescriptive Incentive for the VFD and Motors & VFD impact tables at NSTAR. Prepared for NSTAR https://etrm.anbetrack.com/etrm/api/v1/etrm/documents/5d84d88daec6f01babd9f42f/view?authToken=0e02649b15e9b9a286727d22cb6c5d2d04a17ce6f2915cbfb3749e15affcefcd799b7d1aecadeaeae3be96		N/A

		Retrofit Gross Seasonal Peak Demand Savings, Electric (winter and summer)

		Formula						6/24/20		Align with ERS		Align with ERS		ERS		See ERS workbook for justification						ΔkW = (HP)(kW/HPSP)		Custom

		Nomenclature				BHP = Brake Horsepower
Effi = Efficiency of installed motor
H = Operating hours
SF_skW = summer kW savings factor
SF_wkw = winter kW savings factor		6/24/20		Align with ERS		Align with ERS: See ERS workbook for proposed Nomenclature changes		ERS		See ERS workbook for justification		hp = horsepower of motor controlled by VFD 
(delta kW/hp) = electric demand savings (in kW) per controlled motor horsepower		HoursFAN = Annual hours of operation for the fan controlled by the VFD		kW / HPSP  = Summer demand reduction based on building and equipment type		N/A

		Assumed Values				SFkWh assumed values based on type; AF/BI (Air foil fan/Backward Incline fan) Riding the Curve, AF/BI  with IGV (inlet guide vanes), FC Riding the Curve, FC with IGV , CV (constant volume), CHWP (Chilled water pump) (constant flow), and HWP (hot water pump) (constant flow)
See above		6/24/20		Align with ERS		Align with ERS: See ERS workbook for proposed Assumed Values changes		ERS		See ERS workbook for justification		MF assumes Dormitory: Appendix K		CF cooling Tower Far = 0.9		CF = 1		N/A

		Reference (include year)				SF_kWh: were derived using a temperature BIN spreadsheet and typical heating, cooling, and fan load profiles. For each pump application and fan type savings factors were developed. These were based on the difference in power based on the estimated load at each temperature BIN using equations from ASHRAE 90.1-1989 User's Manual		6/24/20		Align with ERS		Align with ERS: See ERS workbook for proposed References changes		ERS		See ERS workbook for justification		DOE 2.2 simulator models		CF cooling Tower Fan: DEER model runs were weather-normalized for statewide use by population density
CF boiler draft/heating fan: assumed that heating fan not operating at peak summer period		For Chilled Water Pump, Hot Water Circ. Pump, Return Fan, Supply Fan, and WSHP Circ. Loop: kW/HP estimates derived from Cadmus (2012). Variable Speed Drive Loadshape Project. Prepared for the NEEP Regional Evaluation, Measurement & Verification Forum. Other drive type kW/HP savings estimates based on Chan, Tumin (2010). Formulation of a Prescriptive Incentive for the VFD and Motors & VFD impact tables at NSTAR. Prepared for NSTAR.		N/A



		Measure Life				Retrofit = 13, Lost Opportunity = 15		6/5/20		No Change		no change		N/A		In alignment with most other TRMs		15 years		5 years		13 years		multi

		Measure Life Resource				Energy & Resource Solutions. ERS Measure Life Study.: Prepared for the Massachusetts Joint Utilities, Oct. 10, 2005. Table 1-1
https://www.ers-inc.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/Measure-Life-Study_MA-Joint-Utilities_ERS.pdf		6/5/20		No Change		no change		N/A		No change		DEER 2014		Cadmus EUL Response Memo. April 26, 2013. Used the retro commissioning program EUL standard and direction from CB&I to keep 5 year EUL standard		Energy & Resource Solutions (2005). Measure Life Study		Energy & Resource Solutions (2005). Measure Life Study. Prepared for The Massachusetts Joint Utilities







http://rieermc.ri.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/ngrid-ri-2020-trm.pdfhttp://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/96f0fec0b45a3c6485257688006a701a/72c23decff52920a85257f1100671bdd/$FILE/TRM%20Version%207%20-%20April%202019.pdfhttps://etrm.anbetrack.com/https://www.focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/2019_TRM_Final_Update_0.pdf

Commercial Clothes Washer

		Measure ID		PSD2.6.4

		Measure Name		Commercial Clothes Washers

		Primary Sector		C&I Lost Opportunity				Result of Fast Fill Assessment		Result of Research Assessment		Most Recent CT Evaluation		Evaluated Parameters from Most Recent CT Evaluation		Notes

		Description		The installation of an ENERGY STAR-certified commercial clothes washer.				Parameter update		Same as Fast Fill Assessment		None		N/A		Update the parameters in nomenclature table and the savings calculation reference. 

		TRM Comparison						TRC Date Stamp		TRC Recommended Action		TRC Proposed Values		TRC Primary Source Document		TRC Rationale/Justification

		Resource				CT 2020 PSD 												WI TRM		MA TRM

		Version				16th Edition, March 2020												Version 2019		Version 2019-2021 Plan TRM

		Measure Name				Commercial Clothes Washer												ENERGY STAR Multifamily Common Area Clothes Washers		EARLY RETIREMENT CLOTHES WASHER

		Section (i.e., MF, Res, Commercial), pages				Commercial pg 75												Residential - Multifamily		Residential

		MF Initiative Measures 						6/19/20		Update Reference		No change. The values are already provided in the measure.		https://www.energystar.gov/products/appliances/clothes_washers/key_product_criteria

and Energy STAR calculator given in "Clothes Washer Calcs" tab.		There are already specific values given for multifamily applications.		N/A		N/A

		Baseline (Retrofit or Lost Opportunity)				Lost Opportunity		6/19/20		No Change		No change.				This is a lost opportunity measure.		Prescriptive		Early Retirement

		Baseline Assumptions				The installation of an ENERGY STAR-certified commercial clothes washer.		6/19/20		No Change		No change.				Consistent with other TRMs.		ENERGY STAR is a standard for energy-efficient consumer appliances. This standard increases savings for
clothes washers in multifamily buildings, which are derived from factors such as hot water fuel, dryer
type, and location (in-unit or common area).
This measure describes clothes washers in common areas. For washers installed in individual units of a
multifamily building, see the residential single-family clothes washer measure.		The replacement and recycling of a working top-loading clothes washer with an agitator with an Energy Star rated washing machine.

		Baseline References				Available at: https://energy.gov/eere/femp/energy-and-cost-savings-calculators-energy-efficientproducts.
Modified based on 2013 Federal Standard and ENERGY STAR requirements.		6/19/20		Update Reference		https://www.energystar.gov/products/appliances/clothes_washers/key_product_criteria

and Energy STAR calculator given in "Clothes Washer Calcs" tab.		https://www.energystar.gov/products/appliances/clothes_washers/key_product_criteria

and Energy STAR calculator given in "Clothes Washer Calcs" tab.		The current link leads to a 404 error. It is out of date, and this new link is the most recent version. Also, the calculator is provided in the "Clothes Washer Calc" tab.		Energy Savings Potential and RD&D Opportunities for Commercial Building Appliances: U.S.
Department of Energy, Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Building Technologies Program,
Navigant Consulting, Inc. 2009. http://apps1.eere.energy.gov/buildings/publications/pdfs/
corporate/commercial_appliances_report_12-09.pdf
California Public Utilities District. Res Retro HIM Evaluation Report. Weighted by quantity of
each efficiency level from MESP SPECTRUM.
RECs Database - Wisconsin Multifamily unit counts.
Illinois Technical Reference Manual. p. 141. 2013.
http://ilsagfiles.org/SAG_files/Technical_Reference_Manual/Version_3/Final_Draft/Illinois_Stat
ewide_TRM_Effective_060114_Version_3%200_021414_Final_Clean.pdf		1: DOE (2013). 10 CFR Parts 429 and 430 Energy Conservation Program: Test Procedures for Residential Clothes Dryers; Final Rule. DOE_2013_Test_Procedures_for_Residential_Clothes_Dryers
2: DOE (2012). Residential Clothes Washers Direct Final Rule Technical Support Document; Chapter 7. DOE_2012_Technical_Support_Document_Clothes_Washers
3: Navigant Consulting (2018). Demand Impact Model Update. 2018_Navigant_Baseline_Loadshape_Comprehensive_Report
4: New Energy Star standard as of 2/5/18
5: Environmental Protection Agency (2016). Savings Calculator for ENERGY STAR Qualified Appliances. https://www.energystar.gov/sites/default/files/asset/document/appliance_calculator.xlsx ENERGY_STAR_2015_Appliance_Calculator
6: Navigant Consulting (2018). Demand Impact Model Update. 2018_Navigant_Baseline_Loadshape_Comprehensive_Report

		Algorithms in Measure				
Lost Opportunity Gross Energy Savings, Electric; Lost Opportunity Gross Energy Savings, Fossil Fuel; Lost Opportunity Gross Peak Day Savings, Natural Gas; Water savings		6/19/20		No Change		No change.				Consistent with other TRMs and reflects potential energy savings.		Annual Electric Savings; Annual Gas Savings; Peak Demand Savings		Annual Electric Savings; Annual Gas Savings

		Lost Opportunity Gross Energy Savings, Electric

		Formula						6/19/20		No Change		No change.		N/A		Algorithm captures potential energy savings and aligns with the Energy STAR caclulator. 		kWhSAVED = [∆kWh(GE) * %GE + ∆kWh(GG) * %GG + ∆kWh(GnD) * %GnD] * Cycles/year		
ΔkWh = [(Capacity x 1/IMEFbase x Ncycles) * (%CWkwhbase + %DHWkwhbase + %Dryerkwhbase)] - [(Capacity x 1/IMEFeff x Ncycles) x (%CWkwheff + %DHWkwheff + %Dryerkwheff)]

		Nomenclature						6/19/20		Update Reference		A top load vs front load distinction should be made for the variables for which there are two values. For example, Gallons of Water - Baseline has a value of 26.35/17.1. These represent two values: one for top load and one for front load. This should be specified.

In addition, WKWHes is not given in the nomenclature section. Default values are given in the example calculations, but they should be added to the nomenclature section.		N/A		Provide more clarity, and clearly provide default values.		Where:
Mix of dryers for clothes washers with electric DHW2
EG = Electric DHW and natural gas dryer (= 8.0%)
EE = Electric DHW and electric dryer (= 92.0%)
EnD = Electric DHW with no dryer (= 0.0%)
Cycles/year = Wash cycles per year (= 1,241)
2
Mix of dryers for clothes washers with natural gas DHW2
GG = Natural gas DHW and natural gas dryer (= 26.5%)
GE = Natural gas DHW and electric dryer (= 74.5%)
Gnd = Natural gas DHW with no dryer (=0.0%)
Cycles/year = Wash cycles per year (= 1,241)
2
Electric and natural gas savings for mixes of dryer and DHW types2
ΔkWh(GE) = Electric savings per cycle in kWh (= 1.45)
ΔkWh(EG) = Electric savings per cycle in kWh (= 0.25)
ΔkWh(EE) = Electric savings per cycle in kWh (= 1.70)
ΔkWh(EnD) = Electric savings per cycle in kWh (=1.70)		Where: 
Capacity = washer volume in ft3.  Existing top loading washer is 3.09 ft3, new standard efficiency top loading washer is 3.38 ft3, ENERGY STAR front loading is 3.90 ft
IMEF = Integrated Modified Energy Factor and is measured in ft3 /kWh/cycle 
Ncycles = 283 loads per year1 
 
%CWkwh = % of total kWh energy consumption for clothes washer operation (different for baseline and efficient unit).  See table below 
%DHWkwh = % of total kWh energy consumption used for water heating (different for baseline and efficient unit).  See table below.  If water is heated by gas or propane this is 0% 
%DHWff  = % of total kWh energy consumption for dryer operation (different for baseline
and efficient unit).  See table below.  If the dryer is gas this is 0%
%Dryerkwh  = % of total fossil fuel energy consumption used for water heating (different for baseline and efficient unit).  See table below.  If water is heated by electric this is 0%.
%Dryerff  = % of total fossil fuel energy consumption for dryer operation (different for baseline and efficient unit).  See table below.  If the dryer is electric this is 0%.
r_eff  = recovery energy factor used to account for the difference in recovery efficiencies of electric and gas/oil/propane hot water heaters.  Electric water heaters are 100% efficient while other water heaters are 75% efficient.  The ratio is 1.33 (100%/75%)
MMBTU_convert = Conversion factor from kWh to MMBTU is 0.003412

								6/30/20		Parameter Update		Aligning with ERS:
Add water heater baseline kWh in the nomenclature table.				Missing in nomenclature.

								6/30/20		Parameter Update		Aligning with ERS:
Add water heater baseline BTU in the nomenclature table.				Missing in nomenclature.

		Assumed Values				Given in Nomenclature.		6/19/20		No Change		No change.		N/A		Assumed values are verified in the sources.

		Reference (include year)				Available at: https://energy.gov/eere/femp/energy-and-cost-savings-calculators-energy-efficientproducts.
Modified based on 2013 Federal Standard and ENERGY STAR requirements.		6/19/20		Update Reference		https://www.energystar.gov/products/appliances/clothes_washers/key_product_criteria

and Energy STAR calculator given in "Clothes Washer Calcs" tab.		https://www.energystar.gov/products/appliances/clothes_washers/key_product_criteria

and Energy STAR calculator given in "Clothes Washer Calcs" tab.		The current link leads to a 404 error. It is out of date, and this new link is the most recent version. Also, the calculator is provided in the "Clothes Washer Calc" tab.		Energy Savings Potential and RD&D Opportunities for Commercial Building Appliances: U.S.
Department of Energy, Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Building Technologies Program,
Navigant Consulting, Inc. 2009. http://apps1.eere.energy.gov/buildings/publications/pdfs/
corporate/commercial_appliances_report_12-09.pdf
California Public Utilities District. Res Retro HIM Evaluation Report. Weighted by quantity of
each efficiency level from MESP SPECTRUM.
RECs Database - Wisconsin Multifamily unit counts.
Illinois Technical Reference Manual. p. 141. 2013.
http://ilsagfiles.org/SAG_files/Technical_Reference_Manual/Version_3/Final_Draft/Illinois_Stat
ewide_TRM_Effective_060114_Version_3%200_021414_Final_Clean.pdf		1: DOE (2013). 10 CFR Parts 429 and 430 Energy Conservation Program: Test Procedures for Residential Clothes Dryers; Final Rule. DOE_2013_Test_Procedures_for_Residential_Clothes_Dryers
2: DOE (2012). Residential Clothes Washers Direct Final Rule Technical Support Document; Chapter 7. DOE_2012_Technical_Support_Document_Clothes_Washers
3: Navigant Consulting (2018). Demand Impact Model Update. 2018_Navigant_Baseline_Loadshape_Comprehensive_Report
4: New Energy Star standard as of 2/5/18
5: Environmental Protection Agency (2016). Savings Calculator for ENERGY STAR Qualified Appliances. https://www.energystar.gov/sites/default/files/asset/document/appliance_calculator.xlsx ENERGY_STAR_2015_Appliance_Calculator
6: Navigant Consulting (2018). Demand Impact Model Update. 2018_Navigant_Baseline_Loadshape_Comprehensive_Report

		Lost Opportunity Gross Energy Savings, Fossil Fuel

		Formula						6/19/20				No change.		N/A		Algorithm captures potential energy savings and aligns with the Energy STAR caclulator. 		ThermSAVED = [∆Therm(GG) * %GG + ∆Therm(GE) * %GE + ∆Therm(GnD) * %GnD] * Cycles/year		ΔMMBTUs = [(Capacity x 1/MEFbase x Ncycles) x ( (%DHWffbase x r_eff) + %Dryerffbase] - [(Capacity x 1/MEFeff x Ncycles) x (%DHWffeff x r_eff) + %Dryergaseff]xMMBTU_convert

		Nomenclature				Same as above.		6/19/20		Parameter Update		A top load vs front load distinction should be made for the variables for which there are two values. For example, Gallons of Water - Baseline has a value of 26.35/17.1. These represent two values: one for top load and one for front load. This should be specified.

In addition, WKWHes is not given in the nomenclature section. Default values are given in the example calculations, but they should be added to the nomenclature section.		N/A		Provide more clarity, and clearly provide default values.		Where:
Mix of dryers for clothes washers with electric DHW2
EG = Electric DHW and natural gas dryer (= 8.0%)
EE = Electric DHW and electric dryer (= 92.0%)
EnD = Electric DHW with no dryer (= 0.0%)
Cycles/year = Wash cycles per year (= 1,241)
2
Mix of dryers for clothes washers with natural gas DHW2
GG = Natural gas DHW and natural gas dryer (= 26.5%)
GE = Natural gas DHW and electric dryer (= 74.5%)
Gnd = Natural gas DHW with no dryer (=0.0%)
Cycles/year = Wash cycles per year (= 1,241)
ΔTherm(GG) = Natural gas savings per cycle in therms (= 0.066)
ΔTherm(GE) = Natural gas savings per cycle in therms (= 0.011)
ΔTherm(EG) = Natural gas savings per cycle in therms (= 0.055)
ΔTherm(GnD) = Natural gas Savings per cycle in therms (= 0.011)		Where: 
Capacity = washer volume in ft3.  Existing top loading washer is 3.09 ft3, new standard efficiency top loading washer is 3.38 ft3, ENERGY STAR front loading is 3.90 ft
IMEF = Integrated Modified Energy Factor and is measured in ft3 /kWh/cycle 
Ncycles = 283 loads per year1 
 
%CWkwh = % of total kWh energy consumption for clothes washer operation (different for baseline and efficient unit).  See table below 
%DHWkwh = % of total kWh energy consumption used for water heating (different for baseline and efficient unit).  See table below.  If water is heated by gas or propane this is 0% 
%DHWff  = % of total kWh energy consumption for dryer operation (different for baseline
and efficient unit).  See table below.  If the dryer is gas this is 0%
%Dryerkwh  = % of total fossil fuel energy consumption used for water heating (different for baseline and efficient unit).  See table below.  If water is heated by electric this is 0%.
%Dryerff  = % of total fossil fuel energy consumption for dryer operation (different for baseline and efficient unit).  See table below.  If the dryer is electric this is 0%.
r_eff  = recovery energy factor used to account for the difference in recovery efficiencies of electric and gas/oil/propane hot water heaters.  Electric water heaters are 100% efficient while other water heaters are 75% efficient.  The ratio is 1.33 (100%/75%)
MMBTU_convert = Conversion factor from kWh to MMBTU is 0.003412

								6/30/20		Parameter Update		Aligning with ERS:
Add water heater baseline kWh in the nomenclature table.				Missing in nomenclature.

								6/30/20		Parameter Update		Aligning with ERS:
Add water heater baseline BTU in the nomenclature table.				Missing in nomenclature.

		Assumed Values				Given in Nomenclature.		6/19/20		No Change		No change.		N/A		Assumed values are verified in the sources.

		Reference (include year)				Available at: https://energy.gov/eere/femp/energy-and-cost-savings-calculators-energy-efficientproducts.
Modified based on 2013 Federal Standard and ENERGY STAR requirements.		6/19/20		Update Reference		https://www.energystar.gov/products/appliances/clothes_washers/key_product_criteria

and Energy STAR calculator given in "Clothes Washer Calcs" tab.		https://www.energystar.gov/products/appliances/clothes_washers/key_product_criteria

and Energy STAR calculator given in "Clothes Washer Calcs" tab.		The current link leads to a 404 error. It is out of date, and this new link is the most recent version. Also, the calculator is provided in the "Clothes Washer Calc" tab.		Energy Savings Potential and RD&D Opportunities for Commercial Building Appliances: U.S.
Department of Energy, Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Building Technologies Program,
Navigant Consulting, Inc. 2009. http://apps1.eere.energy.gov/buildings/publications/pdfs/
corporate/commercial_appliances_report_12-09.pdf
California Public Utilities District. Res Retro HIM Evaluation Report. Weighted by quantity of
each efficiency level from MESP SPECTRUM.
RECs Database - Wisconsin Multifamily unit counts.
Illinois Technical Reference Manual. p. 141. 2013.
http://ilsagfiles.org/SAG_files/Technical_Reference_Manual/Version_3/Final_Draft/Illinois_Stat
ewide_TRM_Effective_060114_Version_3%200_021414_Final_Clean.pdf		1: DOE (2013). 10 CFR Parts 429 and 430 Energy Conservation Program: Test Procedures for Residential Clothes Dryers; Final Rule. DOE_2013_Test_Procedures_for_Residential_Clothes_Dryers
2: DOE (2012). Residential Clothes Washers Direct Final Rule Technical Support Document; Chapter 7. DOE_2012_Technical_Support_Document_Clothes_Washers
3: Navigant Consulting (2018). Demand Impact Model Update. 2018_Navigant_Baseline_Loadshape_Comprehensive_Report
4: New Energy Star standard as of 2/5/18
5: Environmental Protection Agency (2016). Savings Calculator for ENERGY STAR Qualified Appliances. https://www.energystar.gov/sites/default/files/asset/document/appliance_calculator.xlsx ENERGY_STAR_2015_Appliance_Calculator
6: Navigant Consulting (2018). Demand Impact Model Update. 2018_Navigant_Baseline_Loadshape_Comprehensive_Report

		Lost Opportunity Gross Seasonal Peak Demand Savings, Electric (winter and summer)

						No electric peak demand savings in measure		6/30/20		Further Secondary Research		Aligning with ERS:
Recommend updating the demand savings algorithms based on Mid-Atlantic TRM.				See ERS workbook for justification

		Lost Opportunity Gross Peak Day Savings, Natural Gas

		Formula						6/19/20		No Change		No change.				This algorithm is consistent across the PSD.		kWSAVED = kWhSAVED / (Cycles/year * Hours/cycle) * CF		N/A

		Nomenclature				Same as above.		6/19/20		No Change		No change.				Consistent across the measure and all values are provided.		Where:
Hours/cycle = 1 (estimated)
CF = Coincidence factor (= 0.045)		N/A

		Assumed Values				Given in Nomenclature.		6/19/20		No Change		No change.				Assumed values are confirmed in the new sources		Given in nomenclature.		N/A

		Reference (include year)				Residential Space Heating Efficiency Upgrades: Since energy savings correlate directly to outside air temperatures, the demand savings for residential space heating measures is estimated based on as a percentage (0.977%) of annual savings. The 0.977% factor is based on Bradley Airport peak degree day 30-year average (58.5°F) divided by the 30-year average heating degree days (5,990).		6/19/20		No Change		No change.				This is the source for natural gas peak demand across the PSD.		Energy Savings Potential and RD&D Opportunities for Commercial Building Appliances: U.S.
Department of Energy, Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Building Technologies Program,
Navigant Consulting, Inc. 2009. http://apps1.eere.energy.gov/buildings/publications/pdfs/
corporate/commercial_appliances_report_12-09.pdf
California Public Utilities District. Res Retro HIM Evaluation Report. Weighted by quantity of
each efficiency level from MESP SPECTRUM.
RECs Database - Wisconsin Multifamily unit counts.
Illinois Technical Reference Manual. p. 141. 2013.
http://ilsagfiles.org/SAG_files/Technical_Reference_Manual/Version_3/Final_Draft/Illinois_Stat
ewide_TRM_Effective_060114_Version_3%200_021414_Final_Clean.pdf		N/A

		Water Savings

		Formula						6/19/20		No Change		No change.		https://www.energystar.gov/products/appliances/clothes_washers/key_product_criteria

and Energy STAR calculator given in "Clothes Washer Calcs" tab.		While no other TRMs have water savings, the values and logic behind the algorithm make sense. Energy STAR does account for water savings and these values are coming directly from the website/calculator. Therefore, it makes sense to include water savings		N/A		N/A

		Nomenclature				Same as above.		6/19/20		No Change		No change.				Consistent across the measure and all values are provided.		N/A		N/A

		Assumed Values				Given in Nomenclature.		6/19/20		No Change		No change.				Assumed values are confirmed in the new sources		N/A		N/A

		Reference (include year)				Available at: https://energy.gov/eere/femp/energy-and-cost-savings-calculators-energy-efficientproducts.
Modified based on 2013 Federal Standard and ENERGY STAR requirements.		6/19/20		Update Reference		https://www.energystar.gov/products/appliances/clothes_washers/key_product_criteria

and Energy STAR calculator given in "Clothes Washer Calcs" tab.		https://www.energystar.gov/products/appliances/clothes_washers/key_product_criteria

and Energy STAR calculator given in "Clothes Washer Calcs" tab.		The current link leads to a 404 error. It is out of date, and this new link is the most recent version. Also, the calculator is provided in the "Clothes Washer Calc" tab.		N/A		N/A



		Measure Life				Lost Opportunity: 11 years		6/19/20		No Change		No change.				Consistent across TRMs.		11 years		12 years

		Measure Life Resource				Appliance Magazine. U.S. Appliance Industry: Market Share, Life Expectancy & Replacement
Market, and Saturation Levels. Jan. 2010. p. 10.		6/19/20		Update Reference		Energy Savings Potential and RD&D Opportunities for Commercial Building Appliances: U.S.
Department of Energy, Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Building Technologies Program,
Navigant Consulting, Inc. 2009. http://apps1.eere.energy.gov/buildings/publications/pdfs/
corporate/commercial_appliances_report_12-09.pdf				The US DOE is a more reliable source than the source currently being used in the PSD.

MA TRMs source leads to an Energy STAR calculator that has deleted the clothes washer section. 		Energy Savings Potential and RD&D Opportunities for Commercial Building Appliances: U.S.
Department of Energy, Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Building Technologies Program,
Navigant Consulting, Inc. 2009. http://apps1.eere.energy.gov/buildings/publications/pdfs/
corporate/commercial_appliances_report_12-09.pdf		Environmental Protection Agency (2016). Savings Calculator for ENERGY STAR Qualified Appliances. https://www.energystar.gov/sites/default/files/asset/document/appliance_calculator.xlsx ENERGY_STAR_2015_Appliance_Calculator



https://www.energystar.gov/products/appliances/clothes_washers/key_product_criteriaand%20Energy%20STAR%20calculator%20given%20in%20%22Clothes%20Washer%20Calcs%22%20tab.https://www.energystar.gov/products/appliances/clothes_washers/key_product_criteriaand%20Energy%20STAR%20calculator%20given%20in%20%22Clothes%20Washer%20Calcs%22%20tab.https://www.energystar.gov/products/appliances/clothes_washers/key_product_criteriaand%20Energy%20STAR%20calculator%20given%20in%20%22Clothes%20Washer%20Calcs%22%20tab.https://www.energystar.gov/products/appliances/clothes_washers/key_product_criteriaand%20Energy%20STAR%20calculator%20given%20in%20%22Clothes%20Washer%20Calcs%22%20tab.https://www.energystar.gov/products/appliances/clothes_washers/key_product_criteriaand%20Energy%20STAR%20calculator%20given%20in%20%22Clothes%20Washer%20Calcs%22%20tab.https://www.energystar.gov/products/appliances/clothes_washers/key_product_criteriaand%20Enegry%20STAR%20calculator%20given%20in%20%22Clothes%20Washer%20Calcs%22%20tab.https://www.energystar.gov/products/appliances/clothes_washers/key_product_criteriaand%20Enegry%20STAR%20calculator%20given%20in%20%22Clothes%20Washer%20Calcs%22%20tab.https://www.energystar.gov/products/appliances/clothes_washers/key_product_criteriaand%20Enegry%20STAR%20calculator%20given%20in%20%22Clothes%20Washer%20Calcs%22%20tab.https://www.energystar.gov/products/appliances/clothes_washers/key_product_criteriaand%20Energy%20STAR%20calculator%20given%20in%20%22Clothes%20Washer%20Calcs%22%20tab.https://www.energystar.gov/products/appliances/clothes_washers/key_product_criteriaand%20Energy%20STAR%20calculator%20given%20in%20%22Clothes%20Washer%20Calcs%22%20tab.

Clothes Washer Calcs

		Clothes Washer Calculations for the ENERGY STAR Appliance Calculator

		 Inputs - to edit these values go to the INPUTS tab

										DEFAULT		USER ENTRY

				Average number of loads per week						5.7		5.7

				Load configuration						-		Top-loading

				Building hot water fuel type						-		Electric

				Fuel type of dryer						-		Electric

				Capacity						4.50		4.50

				Integrated modified energy factor 
(IMEF)						2.06		2.06

				Integrated water factor 
(IWF)						4.30		4.30

				Incremental cost						$190		$190

		 Assumptions - users can edit the highlighted values to modify the assumptions														Residential - Clothes Washer				Clothes Washer ≤ 2.5 ft3		Front Load Washer > 2.5 ft3		Top Load Washer > 2.5 ft3				Commercial - Clothes Washer

				ENERGY STAR model rated unit electricity consumption						230		kWh/year				ENERGY STAR IMEF requirement				2.07		2.38		2.06				ENERGY STAR MEF requirement				2.2

				Conventional model		Rated unit electricity consumption				381		kWh/year				ENERGY STAR IWF requirement				4.2		3.7		4.3				ENERGY STAR WF requirement				4.5

						Capacity				4.50		cubic feet				ENERGY STAR rated unit electricity consumption				108		127		230				ENERGY STAR rated unit electricity consumption				97

						Loads per week				5.7						Federal standard IMEF				1.29		1.84		1.29				Federal standard MEF		Front-loading		2.0

						Integrated modified energy factor 
(IMEF)				1.29						Federal standard IWF				8.40		4.70		8.40						Top-loading		1.6

						Integrated water factor 
(IWF)				8.40						Conventional rated unit electricity consumption				163		169		381				Federal standard WF		Front-loading		5.5

																Average capacity (in ft3)				2.1		4.0		4.5						Top-loading		8.5

				Percentage of washer loads dried in machine						100%						Default loads per year				295		295		295				Conventional rated unit electricity consumption				241

				Gas water heater efficiency						75%						Reference loads per year				392		392		392				Average capacity (in ft3)				2.8

				Annual weeks of use						52		weeks				Combined low-power mode wattage				1.44		1.60		1.15				Default loads per year		Multifamily		1,241

				Equipment lifetime						11		years				Dryer usage factor (Appendix J2)				0.91		0.91		0.91						Laundromat		2,190

				Portion of rated unit electricity consumption				Machine		20%						Dryer Usage in households w/ Dryer+Washer				0.95		0.95		0.95				Reference loads per year				392

								Water heating		80%						Gas Dryer Correction Factor				1.12		1.12		1.12				Dryer usage factor (Appendix J1)				0.84

				Energy conversion (constant)						0.0341		therm/kWh																Dryer Usage in buildings w/ Dryer+Washer				0.95

		 Clothes Washer Calculations																										Gas Dryer Correction Factor				1.12

										Conventional				ENERGY STAR

				Loads per year						295				295

				Rated unit electricity consumption						287				173

				Total electricity (based on electric dryer)						1,029				644

										Electricity		Gas		Electricity		Gas

				Machine energy						57		-		35		-

				Water heating energy						229		0.0		138		0.0

				Dryer energy						765		0.0		482		0.0

				Combined low-power mode energy						10		-		10		-

										kWh		therms		kWh		therms

		 Annual energy & water consumption per clothes washer system

										Conventional		ENERGY STAR		Savings

				Electricity consumption						1,061		665		397		kWh

				Gas consumption						0		0		0		therms

				Water consumption						11,151		5,708		5,443		gallons



		 References

				Loads per year:						- Res. Default -		Federal Register, 77 FR 45 (Mar. 7, 2012)

										- Res. Reference -		Federal Register, 77 FR 45 (Mar. 7, 2012)

										- Commercial -		DOE Technical Support Document Chapter 6, 2010

				Residential energy & water efficiency & consumption:						- ENERGY STAR -		ENERGY STAR specification

										- Conventional -		Federal Standard, Code of Federal Regulations, 10 CFR 430.32(g)(3)

				Commercial energy & water efficiency & consumption:						- ENERGY STAR -		ENERGY STAR specification

										- Conventional -		Federal Standard, Code of Federal Regulations, 10 CFR 431.156

				Dryer Usage in households w/ Dryer+Washer:						- EPA research based on RECS 2005

				Dryer Usage Factor:						- Residential -		Federal Standard, Code of Federal Regulations, 10 CFR 430.2(B) App. J2

										- Commercial -		Federal Standard, Code of Federal Regulations, 10 CFR 430.2(B) App. J1

				Low-power Mode Wattage:						- Residential -		Residential Clothes Washer Technical Support Document Ch.5 - Table 5.4.6

				Unit capacity:						- Available products on the ENERGY STAR qualified product list, September 2015

				Gas water heater efficiency:						- Federal Standard, Code of Federal Regulations, 10 CFR 430.2(B) App. J1

				Equipment lifetime:						- Appliance Magazine, Market Research Report, January 2011

				Incremental cost:						- Cadmus research on available models, July 2016

				Electric

				Natural gas

				None



				Vented

				Ventless



http://www.regulations.gov/contentStreamer?documentId=EERE-2006-STD-0127-0118&attachmentNumber=8&disposition=attachment&contentType=pdfhttp://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/CFR-2013-title10-vol3/pdf/CFR-2013-title10-vol3-part430-subpartB-appJ2.pdfhttp://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/CFR-2011-title10-vol3/pdf/CFR-2011-title10-vol3-part430-subpartB-appJ1.pdfhttp://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/CFR-2011-title10-vol3/pdf/CFR-2011-title10-vol3-part430-subpartB-appJ1.pdfhttp://www.regulations.gov/contentStreamer?documentId=EERE-2008-BT-STD-0019-0047&attachmentNumber=6&disposition=attachment&contentType=pdfhttp://www.regulations.gov/contentStreamer?documentId=EERE-2010-BT-TP-0021-0037&disposition=attachment&contentType=pdfhttp://www.energystar.gov/index.cfm?c=clotheswash.pr_crit_clothes_washershttp://www.energystar.gov/sites/default/files/ENERGY%20STAR%20Version%207.1%20Clothes%20Washers%20Program%20Requirements_0.pdfhttp://www1.eere.energy.gov/buildings/appliance_standards/product.aspx/productid/46http://www.energystar.gov/index.cfm?c=clotheswash.pr_crit_clothes_washershttp://www.energystar.gov/sites/default/files/ENERGY%20STAR%20Version%207.1%20Clothes%20Washers%20Program%20Requirements.pdfhttp://www1.eere.energy.gov/buildings/appliance_standards/product.aspx/productid/39http://www.regulations.gov/contentStreamer?documentId=EERE-2010-BT-TP-0021-0037&disposition=attachment&contentType=pdf

CA Lighting - Rx

		Measure ID		PSD3.1.1

		Measure Name		Standard Lighting

		Primary Sector		C&I Retrofit				Result of Fast Fill Assessment		Result of Research Assessment		Most Recent CT Evaluation		Evaluated Parameters from Most Recent CT Evaluation		Notes

		Description		Replacement of inefficient lighting with efficient lighting				No change		No change		None		N/A		no multifamily specific lighting evaluation underway to our knowledge



		Resource				CT 2020 PSD 		TRC Date Stamp		TRC Recommended Action		TRC Proposed Values		TRC Primary Source Document		TRC Rationale/Justification		MidAtlantic TRM				NY TRM		IL TRM		ME TRM		VT TRM		WI TRM		MN TRM		MA TRM		RI TRM

		Version				16th Edition, March 1, 2020												Version 9, October 2019				Version 7, Jan 2020								Version 2019				Version 2019-2021 Plan TRM		Version 2020

		Measure Name				C&I Retrofit: Standard Lighting		6/29/20		Algorithm Update		Recommendation is to move occupancy sensor equations and values from this measure, and language for savings from other types of lighting controls, into a separate measure. Create a separate measure for Lighting Controls				[Note, this not a Multifamily specific recommendation - it would apply to all C&I buildings. But since TRC recommended it, it's in TRC's workbook.] Lighting controls such as occupancy sensors may be installed independently of other lighting upgrades. 
Other TRMs list Occupancy Sensors or Lighting Controls as an independent measure (e.g., MA and RI TRMs). Recommend calling the new measure "Lighting controls" as opposed to "occupancy sensors" to allow for future addition of other types of controls, like advanced lighting controls (ALCS) - which could provide deeper savings. Could add photo sensors to this new measure, and include approaches from MA TRM in the new measure. Creating a new measure for lighting controls would not encourage more replacements, although more savings could be achieved if a clear path for ALCS is developed. There are 3 options: 
1. No change, and keep occupancy sensors in Standard Lighting. 
2. Create new "Lighting Controls" measure and move existing language from Standard Lighting to this new measure. 
3. Option 2, and enhance this  measure by adding photo sensors, approaches from MA TRM, and/or ALCS path. 
TRC recommends option 2 for now, and that a separate study conduct secondary research to implement Option 3		Residential Market Sector: Lighting End Use (MF) 		Advanced Lighting Design - Commercial 		C&I Measures: Interior and Exterior Lighting 		Lighting End Use 						Business (Nonresidential) Measures: Lighting Section		Lighting - dependent on lighting type installed		Lighting - LED Fixture/Bulb		Common Int EISA Exempt/ LED Bulbs/Fixtures/Reflector

		Section (i.e., MF, Res, Commercial), pages				Commercial, p. 81-84												Residential, p. 20-41		Commercial 		Commercial, p. 434-439		Commercial 		MF - can't find? 		MF - only new construction? (p 308 refers to 2015 Vermont RBES for NC and MF NC programs)		Commercial, p. 346-636		Residential		Residential (online TRM)		Residential (Energywise MF Program) p. M-228

		MF Initiative Measures 				Common area interior lighting for retrofits

Covers common area lighting like foyer, hallway, community room, laundry room, mechancial rooms

Does not cover in unit or exterior lighting (site or parking garage)		6/5/20		No Change		No Change				Consistent With other TRMs

		Baseline (Retrofit or Lost Opportunity)				Retrofit		6/5/20		No Change		No Change				Consistent With other TRMs		Retrofit				Retrofit		Includes Retrofit						Retrofit		Includes Retrofit		Retrofit		Retrofit

		Baseline Assumptions				Wattage and existing operating hours of lighting fixtures being replaced		6/5/20		No Change		baseline assumption: no change		baseline assumptions: no updates recommended		Consistent With other TRMs		Deemed values dependent on type of lighting installed: 
Solid State Lighting (LED) Recessed Downlight Luminaire, 
ENERGY STAR Integrated Screw Based SSL (LED) Lamp		0.51 W/sf (Maryland), 0.70 for D.C. and Delaware		The baseline condition is assumed to be the existing and operational lighting fixture in all applications 

Note: this measure also includes algorithms for lost opportunity baseline. New construction or extensive renovations baseline is NYS/NYC Energy Conservation Code (based off of 2015 IECC) - can use space-by-space or area		Wattages dependent on lamp/fixture type existing that was removed (may be deemed or existing conditions)						Wattages dependent on installed lighting - deemed savings - common area not specified. Some measures ask for existing lighting (i.e., LED Track/Mono/Accent Fixtures, Four Pin-Base LED Lamp, LED Fixture Downlights).

Note: Lighting section includes multiple measures, baseline and proposed fixtures/lamps are specificed for each measure for both retrofits and new construction (i.e., LED Linear Ambient Fixture Replacing T5 Lamps in Cross Section)		Existing or Deemed dependent on installed light		For common area MF lighting, rated wattages are not deemed. TRM describes, "vendor calculation".		"The baseline efficiency case is a blend of incandescents, halogens, CFLs and other bulbs types, as provided by market research or for EISA exempt bulbs and bulbs installed through an home energy audit, the baseline is a 65W incandescent." Baseline may be existing or savings may be deemed.

		Baseline References				KWb: To account for the EISA of 2007, the baseline for existing (installed) General Service bulbs shall be based on high-efficiency incandescent bulbs (such as halogens). Therefore, if the existing incandescent bulb is not a halogen, 75% of actual installed wattage is used for the baseline calculation. General Service bulbs are defined as medium base bulbs that are intended for general service applications as specified in the EISA of 2007.		6/5/20		Parameter Update		See CA Lighting - Rx Values tab.		See CA Lighting - Rx Values tab.		Better reflects EISA 2007.		References provided for each deemed value		IECC 2015 for Maryland; IECC 2012 for D.C. and Delaware - can use space-by-space or area 		NA		Dependent on lighting type i.e.. Design Lights Consortium						References provided for each deemed wattage value or multiplier		Dependent on lighting type		NA

		Algorithms in Measure				Accounts for interactive effects (heating and cooling)

1) Retrofit Gross Energy Savings, Electric
Savings from Retrofit 
Savings from Occupancy Sensors
Savings from Reduced Cooling Load
2) Retrofit Gross Energy Savings, Fossil Fuel
3) Retrofit Gross Seasonal Peak Demand Savings, Electric (winter and summer)		6/5/20		No Change		algorithm: no change				aligns with most TRMs		Accounts for interactive effects (heating and cooling)

1) Annual Energy Savings
2) Summer Coincident Peak kW Savings
3) Annual Fossil Fuel Savings
		Accounts for interactive effects (heating and cooling)		Accounts for interactive effects (heating and cooling)

Annual Energy and Summer Peak Coincident Demand Savings
1) Annual Electric Energy Savings 
2) Summer Peak Coincident Demand Savings 
3) Annual Gas Energy Savings 								1) Annual Energy Savings
2) Summer Coincident Peak Savings
3) Lifecycle Energy Savings		Takes into account In Service Rate, kWh/kW Savings, Heating penalty		1) Annual Electric Energy Savings
2) Annual Demand Savings
		1) Annual Electric Energy Savings
2) Demand Savings

		Retrofit Gross Energy Savings, Electric

		Formula				Retrofit Gross Energy Savings, Electric:		6/5/20		No Change				algorithm: no change		aligns with most TRMs		Annual Energy Savings:
				Annual Electric Energy Savings:								Annual Energy Savings (algorithms differ based on lighting type):

		Nomenclature				Sr: savings due to fixture retrofit
Sos: savings due to occupancy sensors
Sc: savings to remove excess heat produced by the new lighting fixtures
Additional savings maybe claimed if lighting fixtures have multiple controls (e.g. daylighting, personal tuning or institutional tuning) and/or integrated controls.

kWB: The total power usage of the lighting fixtures that are being replaced, kW. 
kWA: The total power usage of the new lighting fixtures that are being installed, kW. 
H: Facility lighting hours of use (site specific or Appendix Five). 
On: Quantity of Fixtures of Type n that have Occupancy Sensors
Wn: Input Watts for Fixture Type n
F: Fraction of annual kWh energy savings that must be removed by the cooling system. 		6/5/20		No Change		No change, but add clarification after the lighting control equation: If a lighting control is installed with a lighting retrofit, the new fixture wattage is used for W_n to calculate savings from the lighting control		Nomenclature: no change		aligns with most TRMs and is consistent across measure and PSD		WattsBase: Connected load of baseline lamp
WattsEE: Connected load of efficient lamp
ISR: In Service Rate
WHF: waste heat factors to account for cooling or electric heating savings				ΔkWh = Annual electric energy savings
units = Number of measures
ee = Energy efficient condition or measure
baseline = Baseline condition or measure
1,000 = Conversion factor, one kW equals 1000 watts
W = Watts
hrs = Lighting operating hours
HVACc = HVAC interaction factor for annual electric energy consumption								ISR: In-service-rate (relevant for ie., ENERGY STAR LED Replacing Interior Directional Incandescent)
SF: Savings Fraction (relevant for ie., LED Troffer, 1x4, Replacing 4' 1- and 2-Lamp T8 Troffer)
HOU: Hours of use
1,000 = Kilowatt conversion factor 
Base: Baseline condition or measure
EE: Energy efficienct condition or measure				QTYPRE: quantity of pre-retofit fixtures/bulbs
QTYEE: quantity of efficient fixtures/bulbs installed
WattsPRE: Rated watts of pre-retofit fixtures/bulbs
WattsEE: Rated watts of efficient fixtures/bulbs installed
HoursPRE: Weekly hours of operation for pre-retrofit case lighting fixtures/bulbs
HoursEE: Weekly hours of operation for efficient lighting fixtures/bulbs
52: weeks per year		QTY_pre = Quantity of pre-retrofit fixtures/bulbs
QTY_ee = Quantity of efficienct fixtures/bulbs
Watts_pre = Rated watts of pre-retrofit fixtures/bulbs
Watts_ee = Rated watts of efficient fixtures/bulbs installed
Hours_pre = Weekly hours of operation for pre-retrofit case
Hours_ee = Weekly hours of operation for efficient lighting fixtures/bulbs
1000 = Watts per kW
52 = Weeks per year
deltakWh = deemed average annual kWh reduction per unit

		Assumed Values				Hours =  7,665; site specific or default hours from Appendix 5 
F = 0.35 if the HVAC system includes an economizer. Otherwise, use Table 3-C.
0.3: generally accepted average hour reduction due to the use of occupancy sensors 
COP = 3.5 		6/5/20		Algorithm Update		For Multifamily: Hours = 6388; site specific or default hours from Appendix 5 		 For MF Common Area HOU, the MA calculator cites, "Navigant Consulting (2018). Multi-Family Program Impact and Net-to-Gross Evaluation". Recommend citing this Navigant study.                                                                    		CT's HOU value is currently unsourced, and is significantly higher than other TRMs' values. Therefore we recommend updating 6,388 from the MA TRM. MA uses a calculator to average HOU for lights in different common area spaces. In the "Lighting Worksheet" tab, an average of common are bulbs in circulation spaces and other in "MF Common Area -- All" tab. While averaged hours specify bulb, MA applies 17.5 hrs/day for all Multifamily common area types. This applies to all common area lights and covers all common area spaces. Therefore, we reccomend updating HOU to 6,388 hours per year.

WI has a value of 5,950 , however, this value reflects CFLs only. According to the Multifamily
Baseline and Weatherization
Opportunity Study , only 43% of lights in multifamily common areas in CT are CFLs. Therefore, this number does not accurately reflect the HOU for all common area multifamily lights. 		Hours = 5,950 (16.3 hours per day)
ISR (In Service Rate) = 1
WHF (waste heat factors)				Hours = 7,665
HVACc = Vintage and HVAC type weighted average by city. See Appendix D 		Hours = 6,138 for High-rise, 5,216 for Mid-rise				Hours = 4,380 (assumes 12 hours a day)		Hours = 5,950
SF and ISR given by measure in corresponding section		Hours = 5,950		Annual hours: 6,388		Hours: N/A (Note: MF common area hours are site specific). 

		Assumed Values				Hours: "developed over the years and are taken into accound during program evaluations"

Hour reduction due to the use of occupancy sensors: D. Maniccia B. Von Neida, and A. Tweed. An analysis of the energy and cost savings potential of occupancy sensors for commercial lighting systems. Illuminating Engineering Society of North America 2000 Annual Conference: Proceedings. IESNA: New York, NY, pp. 433-459: http://www.lrc.rpi.edu/resources/pdf/dorene1.pdf.

COP: Estimated based on Connecticut Code.		6/5/20		No Change		Hours =  7,665; site specific or default hours from Appendix 5 		Assumed Values: no change		aligns with most TRMs		Hours: Focus on Energy Evaluation, ACES Deemed Savings Desk Review, November 2010, consistent with the Common Area “Non-Area Specific” assumption (16.2 hours per day or 5913 annually) from the Cadmus Group Inc., “Massachusetts Multifamily Program Impact Analysis”, July 2012, p 2-4.				Hours: CT PSD (2008)
HVACc: Modeling		Hours: OpenStudio				N/A		Hours: 2010 - Focus on Energy Evaluation, 2010 ACES Deemed Savings Desk Review		Hours: 2011 Lighting Logger Study		Annual hours: Forthcoming navigant study. (See MA Pas (2018).2019-2021 Lighting Worksheet in endnotes.).		N/A

		Reference (include year)						6/5/20		Add Reference		MA Calculator: https://etrm.anbetrack.com/etrm/api/v1/etrm/documents/5bd06d1d6c50367b3deba017/view?authToken=cb7bad8752c59070399f23c4e3dca2ebde7ce38a768436e1444c79bce3d10ce712415a70ad62c8b3c689de
MA calculator cites a "Forthcoming Navigant Study"		algorithm: no change		Source for recommendation in nomenclature section.

		Retrofit Gross Seasonal Peak Demand Savings, Electric (winter and summer)

		Formula				Peak Demand Savings, Electric (winter and summer)		6/5/20		No Change				algorithm: no change		aligns with most TRMs		Summer Coincident Peak kW Savings				Summer Coincident Peak kW Savings								Summer Coincident Peak kW Savings

		Nomenclature				CF: Coincidence factor for lighting (L) and occupancy sensor (OS) 
G: Estimated Lighting Energy Heat to Space Based on Modeling
COP: Coefficient of Performance
O: Quantity of fixtures with occupancy sensors		6/5/20		No Change				Nomenclature: no change		aligns with most TRMs and is consistent across measure and PSD		WHFd: Waste heat factor for deamnd to account for cooling savings from efficient lighting 
CF: Coincidence Factor				HVACd: HVAC interaction factor for peak demand at NYISO coincident summer peak hour
CF: Coincidence factor								CF: Coincidence Factor (Both wattage and controls used for ie., LED Troffer, 1x4, Replacing 4' 1- and 2-Lamp T8 Troffer, DLC Listed 2x2 LED Fixtures)
ISR: In-service-rate
Baseline: Baseline condition or measure
EE: Energy efficiency condition or measure				kW/kWh: Average kW reduction per kWh reduction		deltakW: deemed average kW reduction per unit.
CF_sp/wp: Peak coincidence factor (summer peak/winter peak)
SPF: Savings Persistence Factor
ISR: In-Service Rate
RR_sp: Realization rate (summer peak/winter peak)

		Assumed Values				CF(L) = .17 (summer); 1.0 (winter)
CF(OS) = .18 (summer); .12 (winter) 
G = 0.73
COP = 3.5		6/5/20		No Change		No Change.		Cadmus 2012  Demand Impact Model.		This value does not align with other TRMs. It seems too low based on comparisons with other TRMs and the logic that common area lights are on most of the day, therfore, one would assume they would be on more than 17% of the time at peak hours. However, CT is the only TRM with a reliable source that we can use. Perhaps run the Cadmus model again and update.		WHFd = 1.19 (Building with cooling), 1.17 (Unknown)
CF = 0.86 for MF common area				HVACd = See Appendix D (broken out by low-rise or high-rise and HVAC type)
CF = 1.0 for interior lighting								CF and ISR provided by on-measure basis				kW/kWh: 0.00030
CF_sp: 0.83
CF_wp: 0.65		CF_sp: 0.55
CP_wp: 0.85
ISR: 1
SPF: 1
RR: 1

		Reference (include year)				CF (L): Appendix 1 - Cadmus 2012  Demand Impact Model
CF (OS): Appendix 1 - 2012 Cadmus Group, Final Report, Small Business Direct Install Program: Pre/Post Occupancy Sensor Study
COP: estimated based on Connecticut Code
G: Wood, Byk and Associates DOE-2 default analysis 2007		6/5/20		No Change				algorithm: no change		See Assumed Values justification		WHFd: Calculated (p36)
CF: EmPOWER Maryland program (p37)				HVACd: N/A
CF: N/A (says no source specified - p448)								References provided by on-measure basis				kW/kWh: Navigant Consulting (2018). Demand Impact Model Update. 
CF: can't find references		CF: Navigant Consulting (2018). Baseline Loadshape Study.

		Retrofit Gross Energy Savings, Fossil Fuel

		Formula				-0.0007129 MMBtu/kWh annually		6/30/20		Update Reference		Aligning with ERS:
Annual Gas and Oil Savings:'-0.000162279 MMBtu/kWh saved		MA TRM was referenced previously; recommend update based on the latest MA TRM with updated study		See ERS workbook for justification.		Annual Gas Penalty:				Annual Gas Penalty:								None				None		None

		Nomenclature				N/A		6/5/20		No Change				algorithm: no change		aligns with most TRMs						Δtherm = Annual gas energy savings (here it is negative savings)
units = Number of measures
ee = Energy efficient condition or measure
baseline = Baseline condition or measure
1,000 = Conversion factor, one kW equals 1000 watts
W = Watts
hrs = Lighting operating hours
HVACg = HVAC interaction factor for annual natural gas energy consumption (therms/kWh)								N/A				N/A		N/A

		Assumed Values				N/A		6/5/20		No Change				Assumed Values: no change		aligns with most TRMs						Hours = 7,665
HVACg = Vintage and HVAC type weighted average by city. See Appendix D.								N/A				N/A		N/A

		Reference (include year)				N/A		6/5/20		Update Reference		Update Reference if you wish to include a fossil fuel penalty		MA TRM		This value is sourced from the 2012 MA TRM; this value is outdated. MA no longer includes a gas penalty, and neither do most TRMs. 						HVACg = modeling
Hrs = CT PSD (2008)								N/A				N/A		N/A



		Measure Life				Dependent on lighting type. Ie. 13 for Fixture LED, 4 for screw-in LED bulb		6/5/20		No Change				lifetime source: no change		Reliable source		8.4 (Solid State Lighting (LED) Recessed Downlight Luminaire with inseparable components), 4.2 (downlights with replaceable parts), 2.52 ( ENERGY STAR Integrated Screw Based SSL (LED) Lamp				p.780												LED Fixture, Common Area: 6
LED Fixture, Linear, Common Area: 8
LED Bulb, Common Area: 4		Common Int LED Bulbs: 3
Common Int EISA Exempt: 5
Common Int LED Fixture: 6
Common Int Reflector: 5

		Measure Life Resource				Two sources: GDS Associates Inc. (2007) Measure Life Report, Residential and Commercial Industrial and Lighting Measures. 
Estimated from NMR (2016), Connecticut LED Lighting Study Report (R154) 		6/5/20		No Change				lifetime source: no change		Reliable source																		MA PAs(2019). Lighting Worksheet - "MF Calculated" 		MA Pas (2019). Lighting Worksheet PY2019-2021 - Updated for RI









CA Lighting - Rx Values

		Linear lamps 

		In 2012, the DOE standards effectively eliminated most T12 fluorescent lamps and 700 series, low color rendering (CRI below 80) T8 lamps. 

		In 2015, DOE added modest improvements to earlier regulations. Lamps affected include fluorescent 4 foot T8, T5, T5HO and 2 foot U-bent lamps. The efficiency increases for T8 are 1% to 4%, for T5 from 7% to 10%. 

		All of these increases are within the current technology capability of the industry and many lamps already comply. 

		The most common category of T8 lamps, the 4-foot medium bipin, must now achieve an efficacy of 92.5 lm/W – a 3.8% increase over the previous efficiency standard. 

		https://www.topbulb.com/blog/new-t8-fluorescent-lamp-regulations-take-effect-january-2018/ 

		Also, market data from NEMA supports eliminating T12 as existing lamp. 





		General Service Lamps  

		Per EISA 2007 guidelines, a general service lamp is defined as a standard incandescent or halogen type lamp that:  

		(1) Is intended for general service applications;  

		(2) Has a medium screw base;  

		(3) Has a lumen range of not less than 310 lumens and not more than 2,600 lumens  

		(4) Is capable of being operated at voltage range at least partially within 110 and 130 volts. 

		Minimum Lumens		Maximum Lumens		Incandescent Equivalent WattsBase  (Exempt Bulbs)[1]		WattsBase (Post-EISA 2007)[2]		Wattsbase post 2020[3]

		310 		449 		25 		25 		9 

		450 		799 		40 		29 		9 

		800 		1099 		60 		43 		15 

		1100 		1599 		75 		53 		18 

		1600 		1999 		100 		72 		23 

		2000 		2600 		150 		72 		23 





		Specialty Lamps[4]

		Specialty lamps are defined as medium screw-base lamps that are globe, bullet, candle or decorative shaped. For specialty lamps that fall outside of the prescribed lumen ranges below, the manufacturer recommended baseline wattage should be used. 

		Lumen Bins (decorative) 		Lumen Bins (globe) 		Incandescent Equivalent WattsBase (Exempt Bulbs) 		WattsBase (Post-EISA 2007) 

		  		1100-1300 		150 		72 

		  		650-1099 		100 		72 

		  		575-649 		75 		53 

		500-699 		500-574 		60 		43 

		300-499 		350-499 		40 		29 

		150-299 		250-349 		25 		25 

		90-149 		  		15 		15 

		70-89 		  		10 		10 









		Reflector/Flood Lamps[5]

		Baseline wattage for reflector and flood type lamps are found in the table below. For reflector and flood lamps that fall outside of the prescribed lumen ranges below, the manufacturer recommended baseline wattage should be used. 

		Bulb Type 		Lumen Range 				WattsBase 		Notes 

				Minimum 		Maximum 

		ER30, BR30, BR40, or ER40 		200 		299 		30 		Exempt Bulb 

				300 		449 		40 		Exempt Bulb 

				450 		499 		45 		Exempt Bulb 

				500 		1419 		65 		  

		R20 		200 		299 		30 		Exempt Bulb 

				300 		449 		40 		Exempt Bulb 

				400 		449 		40 		Exempt Bulb 

				450 		719 		45 		Exempt Bulb 

		All other R, PAR, ER, BR, BPAR, or similar bulb shapes, with diameter >2.5", other than those listed above 		200 		299 		30 		  

				300 		599 		40 		  

				600 		849 		50 		  

				850 		999 		55 		  

				1000 		1300 		65 		  





		[1] 1https://www.energystar.gov/sites/default/files/ENERGY%20STAR%20Lamps%20V1%201_Specification.pdf 

		[2] https://www.energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2015/02/f19/UMPChapter21-residential-lighting-evaluation-protocol.pdf

		[3] https://www.energystar.gov/ia/products/downloads/cfl_prg.pdf 

		[4] https://www.energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2015/02/f19/UMPChapter21-residential-lighting-evaluation-protocol.pdf 

		[5] From PA TRM. Based EISA legislative requirements and web search of available reflector/flood lamps. Effective date of legislation is July 14, 2012



https://www.topbulb.com/light-bulbs/linear-fluorescent-tube/t12https://www.topbulb.com/light-bulbs/linear-fluorescent-tube/t8https://www.topbulb.com/blog/new-t8-fluorescent-lamp-regulations-take-effect-january-2018/

CA Occupany Sensors

		Measure ID (PSD Section)				New Measure recommended

		Measure Name				C&I Retrofit: Standard Lighting						Overall Assessment

		Primary Sector				Residential Retrofit & Lost Opportunity						Result of Fast Fill Assessment		Result of Research Assessment		Most Recent CT Evaluation		Evaluated Parameters from Most Recent CT Evaluation		Notes

		Description				Installation of interior and/or exterior lighting which exceeds current energy code baseline						New measure recommended		"same as Fast Fill Assessment"		None		N/A - see notes		[C1635] EO Impact Study (forthcoming) found an average occupancy sensor factor of 0.57, instead of the currently assumed 0.7. However, the study focuses on data from educational buildings; TRC is not proposing to change the savings value for lighting occupancy sensors in MF buildings based on this analysis. 

																		https://neep.org/sites/default/files/resources/Mid_Atlantic_TRM_V9_Final_clean_wUpdateSummary%20-%20CT%20FORMAT.pdf		http://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/96f0fec0b45a3c6485257688006a701a/72c23decff52920a85257f1100671bdd/$FILE/TRM%20Version%207%20-%20April%202019.pdf		https://etrm.anbetrack.com/#/workarea/home?token=6d6c45766e692f527044		http://rieermc.ri.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/ngrid-ri-2020-trm.pdf

						CT's 2020 PSD - existing		TRC Date Stamp		TRC Recommend Action		TRC Proposed Values		TRC Primary Source Document		TRC Rationale/Justification		MidAtlantic TRM		NY TRM		MA TRM		RI TRM

						16th Edition, March 1, 2020												Version 9, October 2019		Version 7, Jan 2020		Version 2019-2021 Plan TRM		Version 2020

		Applies to MF, SF Res, or Commercial				Commercial, MF		5/22/20		New Measure Recommended		New Measure Recommended		N/A		Recommendation that a standalone occupancy measure be created. Occupancy sensors may be installed independently of other lighting upgrades. Other TRMs list Occupancy Sensors as an independent measure.		Residential		Commercial (No residential/MF equivalent)		Lighting - Controls (RES-L-OS)		Occupancy sensor

		PSD Section 				New Measure recommended		5/22/20		New Measure Recommended		Occupancy sensors move to 3.1.2, and current 3.1.2 (Refrigeration) becomes 3.1.3		N/A		The recommendation of a new measure to capture Occupancy Sensor savings requires reorganization of the measures		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

		Measure Name				C&I Retrofit: Standard Lighting		5/22/20		No Change		No Change		N/A		N/A		Residential Market Sector - Lighting End Use (MF) 		C&I Measures - Interior Lighting Control		Residential, Common Area, Multifamily		Commercial, hotel

		Pages				New Measure recommended		5/22/20		No Change		No Change		N/A		N/A				p. 448-451		eTRM		M-706 - M-707

		Baseline (Retrofit, Lost Opportunities, or Retirement?) 				Retrofit		5/22/20		Language Change Recommended		Language Change Recommended		N/A		Recommendation that this measure include clarifying language that Retrofit would be appropriate for Occupancy Sensors. The PSD defines retrofit as "The replacement of a piece of equipment or device before the end of its useful or planned life, for the purpose of achieving energy savings." Occupancy sensors are typically are not installed in retrofit application as defined here. Additionally, the savings factor (recommended to updated from 0.3 to 0.28, outlined below) represents savings over adding occupancy sensors to lights that did not previously have occupancy sensor controls.		Not sure if Retrofit		Retrofit		"proposes the installation of lighting controls in both lost-opportunity and retrofit applications"		Retrofit and lost opportunity

		Baseline Reference				wattage and existing operating hours of the fixtures being replaced		5/22/20		No Change		baseline reference: no change		N/A		baseline reference: no updates recommended		MA impact analysis, which uses the Mid-Atlantic TRM for savings development. 2012 Cadmus Group "Massachusetts Multifamily Program Impact Analysis"		Lights with manual or time-switch controls, in locations were occupancy or daylight-responsive controls are not required by federal, state, local or municipal codes or standards.		Lighting fixture not controlled by occupancy sensor		From application

		Baseline  Assumptions				Wattage of lighting fixtures being replaced		5/22/20		No Change		baseline assumption: no change		N/A		baseline assumptions: no updates recommended		Deemed wattages dependent on type of lighting installed - Solid State Lighting (LED) Recessed Downlight Luminaire, ENERGY STAR Integrated Screw Based SSL (LED) Lamp, Occupancy Sensor, or Connected Lighting		30% Savings		30% Savings		No control (retrofit) or code-compliant control (NC), from application: no default hours ratio

		Savings				Total Savings = Savings from retrofit + Savings from Occupancy Sensors + Savings from reduced cooling load

0.3 average hour reductions due to occupancy sensors		5/22/20		New Measure Recommended		Total savings = savings from occupancy sensor		N/A		Since we are proposing this be a standalone measure, savings would only reflect savings from occupancy sensor		Dependent on type of lighting installed		Dependent on type of control type installed (Occupancy sensor, daylight dimming control, daylight stepped control, networked lighting control)		kWh		kWh and deemed MMBtu

		Average hour reductions due to occupancy sensors, Electric Savings

		Formula						5/29/20		Parameter Update		Aligning with ERS: Parameter Update: 0.3 to 0.28		Retrofit Lighting Controls Measures Summary of Findings: Final Report, October 27, 2014. Page 5-26
http://ma-eeac.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/Lighting-Retrofit-Control-Measures-Final-Report.pdf		Occupancy Sensor equation aligns with most TRMs

		Nomenclature				O = qty of occupancy sensors
W = watts
H = hours		5/22/20		Language Change		W: Specify Watts post lighting upgrades		N/A		W: Recommendation to specify W should reflect wattage post any lighting upgrades, as applicable, to avoid overcounting savings for lighting occupancy sensor upgrades		kWconnect = Actual kW lighting load connected to control for direct install measures or other situations where the connected load is known
Hours = Average hours of use per day
ISR = in service rate or % of units rebated that get installed 
WHFe_heat = Waste Heat Factor for Energy to account for electric heating savings from reducing waste heat from efficient lighting 
HF = Heating factor or % of light saving that must be heated
nHeat = efficiency in COP of heating equipment		ESF = Energy Savings Factor		WattsControlled = connected load wattage controlled by Occupancy Sensor
Hours = Assumed run time of fixture, before installation of sensor
svg = percentage of annual lighting energy saved by occupancy sensor		QTY_i = quantity in controlled fixtures in location I
Watts_i = Connected wattage of controlled fixtures in location I
Hours_base_i = Total annual hrs that the connected lighting in location I operated without controls (for retrofit) or would have operated with code compliance controls (for new construction)
Hours_ee_i = Total annual hours that the connected lighting in location i operates with the lighting controls implemented 

		Nomenclature				N		6/29/20		Language Change		Aligning with ERS: Specify N for occupancy sensor; if Occupancy Sensors are adopted as a separate measure, distinction is not necessary		N/A		Aligning with ERS: Specify N for occupancy sensor; if Occupancy Sensors are adopted as a separate measure, distinction is not necessary		Duplicate row, see above
		Duplicate row, see above
		Duplicate row, see above
		Duplicate row, see above


		Assumed Values				Savings from occupancy sensors = 0.3		5/22/20		Parameter Update		Aligning with ERS: Parameter Update: 0.3 to 0.28		Retrofit Lighting Controls Measures Summary of Findings: Final Report, October 27, 2014. Page 5-26
http://ma-eeac.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/Lighting-Retrofit-Control-Measures-Final-Report.pdf		Align with ERS:  0.28 is mid range of multiple TRMs: MA’s MF measure from an MF Program Impact Analysis (2012) uses 0.3, NY’s C&I from NERL’s C&I Lighting Controls Evaluation uses 0.3, MA’s C&I measure uses 0.24 from a Retrofit Lighting Controls Summary, and WI’s C&I measure uses 0.41 as recommended in their Deemed Savings Manual based on the same EPA analysis used by CT		SVGe = Determined on site specific bases or 0.3
kWconnected = 0.23 = Number of lamps in space (6.8) x Average lamp wattage (0.23)
Hours = Multifamily common area daily hours = 16.3, Annual hours = 5,950
HP = 0.47 (heating loads increase by 47% of the lighting savings)
		ESF, Occupancy Sensors: 0.3		SVG = 30%		MMBtu_Gas = 0.00031/kWh
CF_summer = 0.33
CF_winter = 0.33

		Assumed Values				H = 7,665 for MF CA		6/5/20		Parameter Update		H = 6,388

If adequate information for multifamily buildings is available post ERS evaluation, update to ERS determined hours		HOU: For MF Common Area HOU, the MA calculator cites, "Navigant Consulting (2018). Multi-Family Program Impact and Net-to-Gross Evaluation". Recommend citing this Navigant study. 
If needed, the MA Calculator is here: https://etrm.anbetrack.com/etrm/api/v1/etrm/documents/5bd06d1d6c50367b3deba017/view?authToken=cb7bad8752c59070399f23c4e3dca2ebde7ce38a768436e1444c79bce3d10ce712415a70ad62c8b3c689de                
                                     		H: CT's HOU value is currently unsourced, and is higher than other TRMs' values. Therefore TRC recommends updating 6,388 from the MA TRM. MA uses a calculator to average HOU for lights in different common area spaces, which is based on logging data. The "Lighting Worksheet" tab lists 17.5 hrs/day from an average of common area bulbs in Circulation Spaces (23 hrs) and Other in the "MF Common Area -- All" 11 hrs).  This applies to all common area lights and covers all common area spaces. Therefore, we recommend updating HOU to 6,388 hours per year.

The WI TRM claims a value of 5,950 based on a Focus on Energy Evaluation conducted by Tetra Tech, however, this value reflects CFLs only. According to the Multifamily Baseline and Weatherization Opportunity Study, only 43% of lights in multifamily common areas in CT are CFLs. Therefore, this number may not accurately reflect the HOU for all common area multifamily lights, which are typically replaced with LEDs.
If adequate information for Multifamily buildings is available post ERS evaluation, update to ERS determined hours		Duplicate row, see above
		Duplicate row, see above
		Duplicate row, see above
		Duplicate row, see above


		Reference (include year)				0.3: 2000 - An analysis of the energy and cost savings potential of occupancy sensors for commercial lighting systems
Available from: https://www.lrc.rpi.edu/resources/pdf/dorene1.pdf		5/22/20		Update Reference		Aligning with ERS: Update 0.3 to 0.28, and source		Retrofit Lighting Controls Measures Summary of Findings: Final Report, October 27, 2014. Page 5-26
http://ma-eeac.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/Lighting-Retrofit-Control-Measures-Final-Report.pdf		See ERS workbook for Justification		kWconnected (number of lamps, average lamp wattage) = Connecticut LED Lighting Study Report (R154). NMR Group, Inc. January 28, 2016. Average of
number of sockets in dining room, living space, bedroom, bathroom, and kitchen spaces
Hours = Focus on Energy Evaluation, ACES Deemed Savings Desk Review, November 2010, and corroborated by Cadmus Group Inc., “Massachusetts Multifamily Program Impact
Analysis”, July 2012, p 2-4. http://ma-eeac.org/wordpress/wpcontent/uploads/Massachusetts-Multifamily-Program-Impact-Analysis-Report-Appendix.pdf
SVGe = MA impact analysis, which uses the Mid-Atlantic TRM for savings development. 2012 Cadmus Group "Massachusetts Multifamily Program Impact Analysis" https://etrm.anbetrack.com/etrm/api/v1/etrm/documents/5bb6092bc1c0ab7b64b2db55/view?authToken=e367b0edbe164dd30c055a5a48ee8b13f3d57673b0daf9c8a91e221f85f5daa7b79da95e7a156103786f7f		The Uniform Methods Project: Methods for Determining Energy Efficiency Savings for Specific Measures; Chapter 3: Commercial and Industrial Lighting Controls Evaluation Protocol, National Renewable Energy Laboratory, September 2017.  https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy17osti/68559.pdf
Update effective 2021 will change source to: 2016 Title 24, part 6, Table 140.6-A: Lighting Power Adjustment Factors (PAF). TRC internal		SVG: Based on impact analysis, citing other TRMs such as the Mid-Atlantic TRM and Arkansas. 2012 Cadmus Group "Massachusetts Multifamily Program Impact Analysis": https://etrm.anbetrack.com/etrm/api/v1/etrm/documents/5bb6092bc1c0ab7b64b2db55/view?authToken=e367b0edbe164dd30c055a5a48ee8b13f3d57673b0daf9c8a91e221f85f5daa7b79da95e7a156103786f7f		MMBTU_gas = Impact Evaluation of PY2016 RI C&I Small Business Initiative: Phase I (sources unclear)
CF summer, winter = Impact Evaluation of 2011 Rhode Island Prescriptive Lighting Installations 

		Reference (include year)				H: Unsourced		5/22/20		Update Reference		H Source: See above, or if available, align with ERS and update to hours from evaluation		H Source:
MA Calculator: https://etrm.anbetrack.com/etrm/api/v1/etrm/documents/5bd06d1d6c50367b3deba017/view?authToken=cb7bad8752c59070399f23c4e3dca2ebde7ce38a768436e1444c79bce3d10ce712415a70ad62c8b3c689de
or if available, align with ERS and update to hours from evaluation		H Source: See above. Currently the PSD proposes 7,665 hours, unsourced. Update to MA Calculator hours MA Calculator, validated by the sources listed above

If adequate information is available post ERS evaluation, update to ERS determined hours		Duplicate row, see above
		Duplicate row, see above
		Duplicate row, see above
		Duplicate row, see above


		Average hour reductions due to occupancy sensors, Peak Demand Savings

		Formula						6/29/20		No Change		No Change		N/A		Aligns with other TRMs methods for calculating Occupancy Sensor coincidence factors						See above

		Nomenclature				CF_OS = Coincidence Factor Occupancy Sensor
O_n = Quantity of Fixtures of Type n that have Occupancy Sensors
W_n = Input Watts for fixture type n		6/29/20		No Change		No Change		N/A		Aligns with other TRMs methods for calculating Occupancy Sensor coincidence factors		See above		HVACd = demand interactive effects		See above		QTY_i = quantity in controlled fixtures in location I
Watts_i = Connected wattage of controlled fixtures in location I

		Assumed Values				CF_OS summer = 18%, CF_os winter = 12%		6/29/20		Parameter Update		Aligning with ERS: CF_os summer = 0.17, CF_os winter = 0.13		The Cadmus Group (2012). Final Report, Small Business Direct Install Program: Pre/Post Occupancy Sensor Study. CADMUS_2012_SBDI_PrePostLightingControl_Final. http://ma-eeac.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/Massachusetts-Small-Business-Direct-Install_2010-2012-Impact-Evaluations-1.29.13.pdf		The occupancy sensor measure currently instructed looking up Coincidence Factors from Appendix One. In Appendix One, the Occupancy Sensor values for multifamily currently cites this source. However, the values reflected in Appendix One are slightly different than what the CADMUS Pre/Post Lighting Occupancy Sensor Lighting study lists in Table ES-2. The CF values recommended by ERS are additionally slightly contrary to either the values currently reflected in Appendix One or the values in Table ES-2 of the study. The CFs recommended here (summer = 0.17, winter = 0.13) are in alignment with Table ES-2 of the study.		CF values direct to "Appendix D" which is not available		CF = 1		"Occupancy Sensor, common area" CF summer = 0.83, CF sinter = 0.65
"Sensor, Common Area (high rise)": CF summer = 0.55, CF winter = 0.85		CF summer = 0.35
CF winter = 0.28

		Reference (include year)				CF_os		6/29/20		No Change		No Change; This is in alignment with ERS's recommendations. The Multifamily Common Area PSD CF defaults cite the same source ERS is proposing		The Cadmus Group (2012). Final Report, Small Business Direct Install Program: Pre/Post Occupancy Sensor Study. CADMUS_2012_SBDI_PrePostLightingControl_Final. http://ma-eeac.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/Massachusetts-Small-Business-Direct-Install_2010-2012-Impact-Evaluations-1.29.13.pdf		No Change; This is in alignment with ERS's recommendations. The Multifamily Common Area PSD CF defaults cite the same source ERS is proposing		N/A		CF: "“Interior” designation extends to any covered area not
adequately lit during daylight hours by sunlight, thus
requiring daytime operation of lighting"		Coincidence factors for the Residential Coordinated Delivery initiative and the Low-Income Coordinated Delivery initiative come from the DNV GL C&I Loadshapes Tool (DNV GL (2018). C&I Loadshapes of Savings Tool, available from: https://api-plus.anbetrack.com/etrm-gateway/etrm/api/v1/etrm/documents/5ee4886d6996f288e87df78d/view?authToken=4da661f65e80b11a0a855f22ff4aec00e653b76184d23d640a0c74532db2756db2122ef5e15517b3d1b6ef1a2b0c7f61d6be4bb0a4fb2cc238aa141a6f90f3d9ca4d3fb1d75af8) and the Navigant Demand Impact Model (Navigant Consulting (2018). Demand Impact Model Update, https://api-plus.anbetrack.com/etrm-gateway/etrm/api/v1/etrm/documents/5ee4885e6996f2535f7df752/view?authToken=83726a6d7fccd309538e414caed94237ace13efbb8241fbdef6676805593d02ea53a300afbeb52d0c16dce2e328978e99be3eaaa572d499145e395f69a16cbadca2f4ae2dcc122), respectively.		CF sources: KEMA (2013). Impact Evaluation of 2011 Rhode Island Prescriptive Lighting Installations



		Measure Life				Retrofit: 9, Lost opportunities: 10		5/22/20		Parameter Update		Retrofit: 9 years		N/A		Only retain the 9 years for retrofit (which aligns with other TRMs), since the lost opportunities path is not available for occupancy sensors 		10 years		8 years		10 years		9 years

		Measure Life Resource				GDS Associates Inc., Measure Life Report, Residential and Commercial Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures, Jun. 2007, Table 2.		5/22/20		No Change		lifetime source: no change		N/A		Lifetime Source: aligns with other TRMs		Measure Life Report, Residential and Commercial/Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures, GDS Associates, June 2007:
https://library.cee1.org/system/files/library/8842/CEE_Eval_MeasureLifeStudyLights%2526HVACGDS_1Jun2007.pdf		DEER		GDS Associates, Inc. (2007). Measure Life Report: Residential and Commercial/Industrial and HVAC Measure
https://etrm.anbetrack.com/etrm/api/v1/etrm/documents/5d4d76c1863b1c1b6f829431/view?authToken=459cefb49144efecc65528b877b693c5670fdc5181a04a4dad2283289d66562aff918a67a343d6b7d00429		Energy & Resource Solutions (2005). Measure Life Study. Prepared for The Massachusetts Joint Utilities
https://www.ers-inc.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/Measure-Life-Study_MA-Joint-Utilities_ERS.pdf















https://neep.org/sites/default/files/resources/Mid_Atlantic_TRM_V9_Final_clean_wUpdateSummary%20-%20CT%20FORMAT.pdfhttp://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/96f0fec0b45a3c6485257688006a701a/72c23decff52920a85257f1100671bdd/$FILE/TRM%20Version%207%20-%20April%202019.pdfhttps://etrm.anbetrack.com/http://rieermc.ri.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/ngrid-ri-2020-trm.pdf

CA Pipe Insulation - Rx

		Measure ID (PSD Section)				3.2.2

		Measure Name				Pipe Insulation				Overall Assessment

		Primary Sector				Retrofit				Result of Fast Fill Assessment		Result of Research Assessment		Most Recent CT Evaluation		Evaluated Parameters from Most Recent CT Evaluation		Notes

		Description				Installation of insulation on bare hydronic supply heating pipes located in unconditioned spaces				New methodology recommended		"same as fast fill"		No CT Evaluations investigating Pipe Insulation in Multifamily applications		N/A		[R1705/R1609] Multifamily Baseline and Weatherization Study applied to recommend default chiller and DHW efficiencies 

																		http://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/96f0fec0b45a3c6485257688006a701a/72c23decff52920a85257f1100671bdd/$FILE/TRM%20Version%207%20-%20April%202019.pdf		https://www.focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/2019_TRM_Final_Update_0.pdf		https://etrm.anbetrack.com/#/workarea/home?token=6d6c45766e692f527044		http://rieermc.ri.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/ngrid-ri-2020-trm.pdf

						CT's 2020 PSD - existing		TRC Date Stamp		TRC Recommended Action		TRC Proposed Values		TRC Primary Source Document		TRC Rationale/Justification		NY TRM		WI TRM		MA TRM		RI TRM

						16th Edition, March 1, 2020												Version 7, Jan 2020		Version 2019		Version 2019-2021 Plan TRM		Version 2020

		Applies to MF, SF Res, or Commercial				MF, Commercial		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		Residential		MF		 Res, IE, and C&I, and C&I Common area		MF, Low-income

		PSD Section 				3.2.2		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

		Measure Name				Pipe Insulation		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		Insulation - Hot Water and Steam Pipe		Pipe Insulation, Multifamily		HVAC - Pipe Wrap (Heating) (RES-HVAC-PW)
HVAC - Pipe Wrap (Heating) - (COM-HVAC-PWS)
		Pipe Wrap (Heating)

		Pages				pg 90-92		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		Pg 270-276		pg 812		eTRM		Residential/Energywise Multifamily, M-880 (Also Low Income MF M-925, C&I Multifamily M-1233)

		Baseline (Retrofit, Lost Opportunities, or Retirement?) 				Retrofit		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		Retrofit		Retrofit		Retrofit		Retrofit

		Baseline Reference				3E Plus v4.1		7/22/20		Secondary Research 		Deemed savings are provided using the 3E plus baseline. We recommend that secondary research look into providing a path for a custom calculation using the 3E software, for all types of applications (residential, commercial, and multifamily)		Yes		 3E Plus is a free, publicly available software with an online download and a relatively simple interface. We recommend that secondary research look into providing a path for a custom calculation using the 3E software		3EPlus		3EPlus		https://etrm.anbetrack.com/etrm/api/v1/etrm/documents/5bb60956c1c0ab7b64b2db58/view?authToken=03a0d9e0d6917d0c1083309afa1eae6e21cb723f9fec7a38b045beee7c84fd97fded42d08bdb4812af6455		Gas Heat MMBtu Source: Calculated by RISE Engineering according to algorithms found in The Cadmus Group (2012).
Massachusetts 2011 Residential Retrofit Multifamily Program Impact Analysis.

		Baseline  Assumptions				Bare hydronic pipe		6/12/20		New methodology recommended		Include DHW and chiller pipe insulation		N/A		Expand measure to include application to DHW and Chiller applications. The Residential version of this measure, in addition to the NY and WI TRMs, includes DHW pipe insulation.		Bare Uninsulated Pipe		Bare Uninsulated Pipe		Ambient temp = 55, Boiler Eff = 70%, pipe temperature hot water = 140F, pipe is copper with 0.6 emittance, 		Ambient temp = 55, Boiler Eff = 70%, pipe temperature hot water = 140F, pipe is copper with 0.6 emittance, 

		Baseline  Assumptions				Bare hydronic pipe		6/24/20		Aligning with RS		Aligning with ERS: Expand measure to include Steam pipes		N/A		See ERS Workbook for Justification		Duplicate row, see above		Duplicate row, see above		Duplicate row, see above		Duplicate row, see above

		Savings				1. Retrofit Gross Energy Savings, Fossil Fuel
2. Retrofit Gross Peak Day Savings, Natural Gas		6/12/20		Algorithm update		Include Electric Energy Savings		4.5.5 Pipe Insulation residential measure, NY/WI TRMs		Consider expanding measure to include Electric Energy savings. Other TRMs, including NY and WI, include savings associated with electric HVAC and DHW equipment.		1. Annual Electric Energy Savings
2. Summer Peak Demand Electric Savings
3. Annual Gas Energy Savings		1. kWh savings equation
2. Therms savings equation		1. Deemed MMBTU savings		1. Deemed MMBTU

		Retrofit Gross Energy Savings, Electric

		Formula				Not Included		6/12/20		New methodology recommended		Include Electric Energy Savings		4.5.5 Pipe Insulation residential measure, NY/WI TRMs		Consider expanding measure to include Electric Energy savings. The Residential version of this measure, in addition to the NY and WI TRMs, includes savings associated with electric HVAC and DHW equipment.						Not Addressed		Not Addressed

		Nomenclature				N/A		6/12/20		New parameter recommended		Include Electric Energy Savings		4.5.5 Pipe Insulation residential measure, NY/WI TRMs		Consider expanding measure to include Electric Energy savings.  The Residential version of this measure, in addition to the NY and WI TRMs, includes savings associated with electric HVAC and DHW equipment.		(UA/L) = Overall heat transfer coefficient per unit length (BTU/h-○F-ft)
Et = Thermal efficiency of hot water source
l = Length of installed insulation (ft)
ΔT = Temperature difference between hot water in pipe and surrounding ambient air temperature (○F)
hrs = Annual operating hours
ElecSF = Electric Savings Factor: Adjustment to electric energy savings based on fuel type		Insul_savings =Energy savings through insulating nominal pipe sizes
Length = length of insulated pipe
HOU = Hours of use
TE = Thermal Efficiency 		N/A		N/A

		Assumed Values				N/A, because electric savings aren't provided currently		6/12/20		New parameter recommended		Add the following efficiencies specific to multifamily: 
DHW: 92%
HVAC, cooling: Chiller = 11.4 EER		R1705/R1609 Multifamily Baseline and Weatherization Study
https://www.energizect.com/sites/default/files/R1705-1609%20MF%20Baseline%20Weatherization%20Study_Final%20Report_10.10.19.pdf		Chiller: Table 4-22 Cooling System Efficiencies (Normalized to SEER) by Type
DHW: Table 4-35 Per-Unit Annual DHW Savings Potential By System Type		hrs DHW = 8760
hrs space heat = EFLH for Multifamily, Vintage, City, and building type dependent
Et,elec: DHW = 0.98
T_pipe: DHW = 140, HW Boiler = 160, Steam Boiler = 212
T_amb: DHW = 70, Space heat = 50
ElectricSF: Electric Wh = 1, Gas WH = 0, Unknown Wh = 0.31, Space Heat = 0		TE, electric = 0.92		N/A		N/A

		Assumed Values				N/A		6/12/20		New parameter recommended		Add Hours: 
DHW = 8760
Add Note in Comments: “Multifamily chillers should use CHWP & Cooling Towers EFLH in Appendix Five”		N/A		Hours: 
DHW = Available year-round in multifamily applications
Chiller = Aligns with CHWP in Appendix Five of current CT PSD

		Reference (include year)				N/A		6/12/20		New methodology recommended		Include Electric Energy Savings		4.5.5 Pipe Insulation residential measure		Apply references listed above		(UA/L) values are developed through NAIMA's 3E plus software for multiple diameters of Copper and Steel piping in Domestic Hot Water, Hot Water Heat, and Steam Heat applications as appropriate. Multiple insulation thicknesses for fiberglass and Rigid Foam/Cellular Glass. 
Et_elec = Per 10 CFR 430 Subpart B Appendix E 6.3.2 Recovery Efficiency
ElecSF = Based on EIA Residential Energy Consumption Survey (RECS) 2015 for middle Atlantic states. Unknown is applied when the collection of info on water heating fuel is not feasible		TE default = Cadmus. 2016 Potential Study for Focus on Energy. Data maintained by Cadmus and Wisconsin PSC. Natural gas thermal efficiency based on 11 units at multifamily sites; electric thermal efficiency based on 16 units at multifamily sites.
Insul_Savings = Developed using 3E plus software		N/A		N/A

		Retrofit Gross Peak Day Savings, Electric

		Formula				Not Included		6/12/20		New methodology recommended		Include Electric Energy Savings		4.5.5 Pipe Insulation residential measure, NY/WI TRMs		Expand measure to include Electric Energy savings. Other TRMs, including NY and WI, include savings associated with electric HVAC and DHW equipment.				Not Addressed		Not Addressed		Not Addressed

		Nomenclature				N/A		6/12/20		New parameter recommended		Include Electric Energy Savings		4.5.5 Pipe Insulation residential measure, NY/WI TRMs		Consider expanding measure to include Electric Energy savings. Other TRMs, including NY and WI, include savings associated with electric HVAC and DHW equipment.		Coincidence factor		N/A		N/A		N/A

		Assumed Values				N/A, because electric savings aren't provided currently		6/12/20		New parameter recommended		Add the following efficiencies specific to multifamily: 
DHW: 92%
HVAC, cooling: Chiller = 11.4 EER		R1705/R1609 Multifamily Baseline and Weatherization Study
https://www.energizect.com/sites/default/files/R1705-1609%20MF%20Baseline%20Weatherization%20Study_Final%20Report_10.10.19.pdf		Chiller: Table 4-22 Cooling System Efficiencies (Normalized to SEER) by Type
DHW: Table 4-35 Per-Unit Annual DHW Savings Potential By System Type		CF for DHW systems = 1		N/A		N/A		N/A

		Reference (include year)				N/A		6/12/20		New methodology recommended		Include Electric Energy Savings		4.5.5 Pipe Insulation residential measure		Apply references listed above		no source		N/A		N/A		N/A

		Retrofit Gross Energy Savings, Natural Gas

		Formula				Natural Gas: 



Oil:		6/12/20		Algorithm update		Include DHW pipe insulation		4.5.5 Pipe Insulation residential measure		Consider expanding to include application to DHW and Chiller applications. The Residential version of this measure, in addition to the NY and WI TRMs, include DHW insulation.						Residential/MF: deemed delta_MMBtu

Commercial: delta_MMBTU = MMBtu * PipeLength

		Nomenclature				ACCF: Annual Natural Gas Savings
HL: Heat Loss Savings per Linear Foot of Pipe
L: Length of Pipe Being Insulated
AFUE: Boiler Efficiency		6/12/20		Parameter update		Change EFLH to 'hrs'		N/A		Pipe Insulation will lead to savings even when heating system is not running at full capacity. Recommendation to change EFLH variable to 'hours'. Additionally, if this measure is expanded to include DHW/CWHP, as recommended, an 'hours' variable would more accurately represent the various applications.		(UA/L) = Overall heat transfer coefficient per unit length (BTU/h-○F-ft)
Et = Thermal efficiency of hot water source
l = Length of installed insulation (ft)
ΔT = Temperature difference between hot water in pipe and surrounding ambient air temperature (○F)
hrs = Annual operating hours
GasSF = Gas Savings Factor: Adjustment to gas energy savings based on fuel type		Insul_savings =Energy savings through insulating nominal pipe sizes
Length = length of insulated pipe
HOU = Hours of use
TE = Thermal Efficiency 		PipeLength = pipe length		Qty = total number of units

		Assumed Values				HL: values are developed with the program 3E Plus v4.1 software with 50F ambient temperature and 180F fluid temperature. A linear interpolation if the actual temperature difference is significantly different is available. 		6/24/20		Parameter update		Aligning with ERS: Include additional HL lookup table from 3E Plus		3E Plus		While the measure includes language approving interpolation if the temperature differential varies significantly from the defaults (change in temperature of 130F), the measure only includes one Heating Load lookup table so interpolation is not possible.  Including a second HL table to enable interpolation. 
		hrs DHW = 8760
hrs space heat = EFLH for Multifamily, Vintage, City, and building type dependent
Et_gas: DHW = 0.75, HW Boiler = 0.83 AFUE, Steam Boiler = 0.80 AFUE
T_pipe: DHW = 140, HW Boiler = 160, Steam Boiler = 212
T_amb: DHW = 70, Space heat = 50
GasSF: Electric Wh = 0, Gas WH = 1, Unknown Wh = 0.56, Space Heat = 1.0		TE, gas = 0.75
Insul_savings = developed for fiberglass insulation on an averaged (50/50) copper and steel pipes for various pipe diameters and corresponding insulation thicknesses for Space Heating Hot Water Pipe, Space Heating Steam Pipe, and Domestic Hot Water Pipe		delta_MMBTU = 0.16 (Gas, Oiler, and other for low and high rise)

Multifamily: delta_MMBTU = 0.16, hours assumes operating 6 months per year (4,320) and not based on EFLH. Boiler efficiency assumption is 70%

Commercial: MMBtu: Insulation <= 1.5" = 0.21, Insulation 3" = 0.37
		Gas Heat MMBTU = 0.16
Oil Heat MMBTU = 0.16

		Assumed Values				AFUE = 0.8		6/24/20		Align with ERS		Aligning with ERS: Use site specific AFUE if available. If unknown, use default 0.8.		N/A		See ERS workbook for justification		Duplicate Row, see above		Duplicate Row, see above		Duplicate Row, see above		Duplicate Row, see above

		Assumed Values				HL is developed for multiple insulation materials (Polyethylene foam tube and mineral fibers), multiple pipe materials (copper and steel) and multiple insulation thicknesses (0.5'', 1.0'', 1.5'', 2.0'')		6/12/20		Parameter update		Increase HL table beyond 2'' nominal pipe 		N/A		Multifamily and C&I space heating pipe size generally > 2". Consider expanding HL lookup table to 4'' or 8''.		Duplicate Row, see above		Duplicate Row, see above		Duplicate Row, see above		Duplicate Row, see above

		Assumed Values				EFLH: From Appendix 5, example in measure		6/12/20		Parameter update		ELFH = Heating Pump Hours		PSD Appendix Five		The example of this measure directs to Heat Pumps HLF. However, pipe insulation will lead to savings at all hours of operation of heating system. Spacing heating hours should instead be reflected by Heating Pumps (Appendix Five)		Duplicate Row, see above		Duplicate Row, see above		Duplicate Row, see above		Duplicate Row, see above

		Reference (include year)				3E Plus v4.1 Software		6/12/20		N/A		No change		N/A		3E Plus is an industry accepted program to develop pipe insulation savings. The same software is used to develop savings in other TRMs.		(UA/L) values are developed through NAIMA's 3E plus software for multiple diameters of Copper and Steel piping in Domestic Hot Water, Hot Water Heat, and Steam Heat applications as appropriate. Multiple insulation thicknesses for fiberglass and Rigid Foam/Cellular Glass. 
Et_gas= Per 10 CFR 430 Subpart B Appendix C1, 5.6.1.1 and 10 CFR 430.32(e)
GasSF = Based on EIA Residential Energy Consumption Survey (RECS) 2015 for middle Atlantic states. Unknown is applied when the collection of info on water heating fuel is not feasible		TE default = Cadmus. 2016 Potential Study for Focus on Energy. Data maintained by Cadmus and Wisconsin PSC. Natural gas thermal efficiency based on 11 units at multifamily sites; electric thermal efficiency based on 16 units at multifamily sites.
Insul_Savings = Developed using 3E plus software		Home Energy Services Impact Evaluation, August 2018, by Navigant and cadeo for MA. : https://etrm.anbetrack.com/etrm/api/v1/etrm/documents/5d4d76c1863b1c1b6f829431/view?authToken=4684bada39254ff8a110f71762f8f3f5a81c4c8b46da414ce9c1f0e6f4a9a02ed4942c402f3329e4e6ed7b

Multifamily- high rise buildings, approximates to NYSERDA : https://etrm.anbetrack.com/etrm/api/v1/etrm/documents/5bb60956c1c0ab7b64b2db58/view?authToken=47a5483a53bd2fcad9d4532fb4fe881b93bd3dac9a7d0d92ebffa0fce317105f75f55617319a82943f6c56		Gas Heat MMBtu Source: Calculated by RISE Engineering according to algorithms found in The Cadmus Group (2012). Massachusetts 2011 Residential Retrofit Multifamily Program Impact Analysis. Prepared for Massachusetts Program Administrators.

		Retrofit Gross Peak Day Savings, Natural Gas

		Formula						6/12/20		N/A		No change		N/A		Assumes coincidence with peak, expected for space heating natural gas savings, and DHW savings		Not Addressed		Not Addressed		Not Addressed		Not Addressed

		Nomenclature				PD: Peak Day Savings Natural Gas
EFLH: Effective full load hours		6/12/20		N/A		No change		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

		Assumed Values				EFLH from Appendix 5		6/12/20		N/A		No change		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

		Reference (include year)				N/A		6/12/20		N/A		No change		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A



		Measure Life				10 Years		6/12/20		Updated reference		15 Years		GDS Associates. Measure Life Report, Residential and Commercial/Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures (https://library.cee1.org/system/files/library/8842/ CEE_Eval_MeasureLifeStudyLights%2526HVACGDS_1Jun2007.pdf)		Increase EUL to bring into alignment with other TRMs		15 years		15 years		15 years		15 years

		Measure Life Resource				"Estimated"		6/12/20		Updated reference		See above		GDS Associates. Measure Life Report, Residential and Commercial/Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures (https://library.cee1.org/system/files/library/8842/ CEE_Eval_MeasureLifeStudyLights%2526HVACGDS_1Jun2007.pdf)		See above		GDS Associates, Inc., Measure Life Report: Residential and Commercial/Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures, June 2007, Table 1 – Residential Measures		GDS Associates. Measure Life Report, Residential and Commercial/Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures. Table 1, Pipe Wrap. 2007. https://library.cee1.org/system/files/library/8842/ CEE_Eval_MeasureLifeStudyLights%2526HVACGDS_1Jun2007.pdf		Measure Life Report: https://etrm.anbetrack.com/etrm/api/v1/etrm/documents/5d4d76c1863b1c1b6f829431/view?authToken=4684bada39254ff8a110f71762f8f3f5a81c4c8b46da414ce9c1f0e6f4a9a02ed4942c402f3329e4e6ed7b		GDS Associates, Inc. (2007). Measure Life Report: Residential and Commercial/Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures. Prepared for The New England State Program Working Group







http://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/96f0fec0b45a3c6485257688006a701a/72c23decff52920a85257f1100671bdd/$FILE/TRM%20Version%207%20-%20April%202019.pdfhttps://www.focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/2019_TRM_Final_Update_0.pdfhttps://etrm.anbetrack.com/http://rieermc.ri.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/ngrid-ri-2020-trm.pdfhttps://etrm.anbetrack.com/etrm/api/v1/etrm/documents/5bb60956c1c0ab7b64b2db58/view?authToken=03a0d9e0d6917d0c1083309afa1eae6e21cb723f9fec7a38b045beee7c84fd97fded42d08bdb4812af6455

3.2.4 Duct Insulation

		Measure ID		PSD3.2.4

		Measure Name		Duct Insulation

		Primary Sector		C&I Retrofit				Result of Fast Fill Assessment		Result of Research Assessment		Most Recent CT Evaluation		Evaluated Parameters from Most Recent CT Evaluation		Notes

		Description		Installation of insulation on ducting located in unconditioned spaces in commercial buildings.				Potential algorithm updates		Parameter update		None		N/A



		Resource				CT's 2020 PSD - existing		TRC Date Stamp		TRC Recommended Action		TRC Proposed Values		TRC Primary Source Document		TRC Rationale/Justification		NY TRM		WI TRM		MA TRM		RI TRM

		Version				16th Edition, March 1, 2020		6/19/20		Editorial Update		Consider combining with duct sealing measure.		N/A		CT breaks this measure into separate "Duct Sealing" and "Duct Insulation" measures. Other TRMs have one Duct Sealing/Insulation measure.		Version 7, Jan 2020		Version 2019		Version 2019-2021 Plan TRM		Version 2020

		Applies to MF, SF Res, or Commercial				Residential 		6/19/20		No Change		No change		N/A		N/A		Residential 		Residential		Residential		Residential

		PSD Section 				3.2.4		6/19/20		No Change		No change		N/A		N/A

		Measure Name				Duct Insulation		6/19/20		No Change		No change		N/A		See comment above.		 DUCT SEALING AND INSULATION		Air Sealing		HVAC - Duct Insulation		Duct Sealing

		Pages				94-97		6/19/20		No Change		No change		N/A		N/A		p 135-139

		Baseline (Retrofit, Lost Opportunities, or Retirement?) 				Retrofit		6/19/20		No Change		No change		N/A		Consistent with other TRMs .		Retrofit		Retrofit		Retrofit		Retrofit

		Baseline Reference				[1] NAIMA, 3E Plus software tool, Version 4.1, Rel. 2012.
[2] Minimum Duct Insulation R-Value, Table 6.8.2-2, ASHRAE Standard 90.1 – 2013.		6/19/20		No Change		No Change.		N/A		This source is 10 years old and likely out of date.

However, there are no other available sources. Given the available information, these are the best sources we have to derive savings.

Recommend new studies, however, realize that may not be feasible.		1.	BG&E: Development of Residential Load Profile for Central Air Conditioners and Heat Pumps 
2.	Home Energy Saver & Score: Engineering Documentation, Thermal Distribution Efficiency
Available from: http://hes-documentation.lbl.gov/calculation-methodology/calculation-of-energy-consumption/heating-and-cooling-calculation/thermal-distribution-efficiency/thermal-distribution-efficiency 
3.	ECCCNYS 2016, per IECC 2015; R403.3.1: Insulation (Prescriptive) & R403.3.4: Duct Leakage (Prescriptive)
Available from: https://codes.iccsafe.org/public/document/IECC2015NY-1/chapter-4-re-residential-energy-efficiency 
4.	NYCECC 2016; R403.3.1: Insulation (Prescriptive) & R403.3.4: Duct Leakage (Prescriptive)
Available from: https://www1.nyc.gov/assets/buildings/apps/pdf_viewer/viewer.html?file=2016ECC_CHR4.pdf&section=energy_code_2016				1: Navigant Consulting (2018). Home Energy Services (HES) Impact Evaluation. 2018_Navigant_HES_Impact_Evaluation
2: Navigant Consulting (2018). Demand Impact Model Update. 2018_Navigant_Baseline_Loadshape_Comprehensive_Report
3: National Grid Staff Estimate (2010) MA SBS-DI Duct Sealing and Insulation Scenario and Deemed Savings. NGrid_MA_SBS-DI_Duct_Sealing_and_Insulation_Scenario_and_Deemed_Savings_6-22-10
4: GDS Associates, Inc. (2007). Measure Life Report: Residential and Commercial/Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures. GDS_2007_Measure_Life_Report_Residential_and_CI_Lighting_and_HVAC_Measures
5: Navigant Consulting (2018). Multi-Family Program Impact and Net-to-Gross Evaluation. 2018_Navigant_Multifamily_Program_Impact_Evaluation
6: Navigant Consulting (2018). Demand Impact Model Update. 2018_Navigant_Baseline_Loadshape_Comprehensive_Report
7: Navigant Consulting (2018). Multi-Family Program Impact and Net-to-Gross Evaluation. 2018_Navigant_Multifamily_Program_Impact_Evaluation

		Baseline  Assumptions				un-insulated heating or cooling ducts in unconditioned space (i.e., attic or unconditioned basement)		6/30/20		Parameter Update		Aligning with ERS:
Energy Efficient case: Ducting with R-6 insulation		N/A		See ERS workbook for justification.		The baseline condition is a ducted HVAC system with insufficient sealing and insulation that has undergone duct-blaster testing. Look up baseline uninsulated distribution system efficiency from Appendix H based on building type, location and duct total leakage.		The baseline condition is no air sealing.		The baseline efficiency case is existing, un-insulated ductwork in unconditioned spaces (e.g. attic or basement) . 		The baseline efficiency case is assumes a 15% leakage.

		Savings				Retrofit Electric Savings; Retrofit Fossil Fuel savings		6/19/20		No Change		No change		N/A		Consistent with other TRMs .		Electric Savings and Peak Electric Savings		Electric Savings and Peak Electric Savings		Deemed Electric Savings and Fuel Savings		Electric Savings and Peak Electric Savings

		Retrofit Gross Energy Savings, Electric

		Formula						6/19/20		No Change		No change		N/A		CT decides to use a deemed savings approach here. Other TRMs use an algorithm with "from application" values and calculate savings based on other variables like the size and efficiency of the equipment.

CT seems to prefer deemed savings using modeling software. We compared the savings from the CT PSD to the savings from other TRMs. The savings came out to similar levels, so the CT algorithm is reasonable. See "3.2.4 Duct Insulation Calcs" tab for calculations comparisons. 				kWhSAVED = kWhSAVED COOL + kWhSAVED HEAT                                                                                    For systems with cooling installed:
kWhSAVED COOL = [{((CFM50PRE – CFM50POST)) / NCOOL) * 60 * 24 * CDD * 0.018} / (1,000 * CoolEFF)] * LM
For systems with electric heat:
kWhSAVED HEAT = [((CFM50PRE – CFM50POST) / NHEAT) * 60 * 24 * HDD * 0.018] / (3,412 * HeatEFF)		Duct Insulation, Elec (Attached Low Rise) delta kWh = 726		Gross kWh = Qty × deltakWh

		Nomenclature						6/30/20		Parameter update		Aligning with ERS:
Use site-specific heating system COP if available. If unknown, use default of 1.0 for electric furnace, 2.4 for heat pump, and 3.0 for ground-source heat pump.				See ERS workbook for justification.		where:
ΔkWh	= Annual electric energy savings
ΔkW	= Peak coincident demand electric savings
Δtherms	= Annual gas energy savings
tons	= Output cooling capacity in tons (at AHRI standard rating conditions)
kBTU/hout	= Output heating capacity in kBTU/h (at AHRI standard high-temperature rating conditions)
kWin	= Input heating capacity in kW
kBTU/hin	= Input heating capacity in kBTU/h (at AHRI standard high-temperature rating conditions)
lduct,uncond	= Length of ductwork in each unconditioned space
l¬duct	= Total length of ductwork
TRF	= Thermal Regain Factor
SEER	= Seasonal energy efficiency ratio in BTU/watt-hour. Total cooling output of an air conditioner during its normal annual usage period for cooling in BTU, divided by the total electric energy input during the same period in watt-hours 
IEER	= Integrated energy efficiency ratio in BTU/watt-hour. A weighted calculation of mechanical cooling efficiencies at full load and part load AHRI standard rating conditions
EER	= Energy efficiency ratio under peak conditions in BTU/watt-hour. Measurement of the cooling capacity for a unit in BTU/h divided by the connected electric power of the unit in watts (at AHRI standard rating conditions)
HSPF	= Heating seasonal performance factor, total heating output (supply heat) in BTU (including electric strip heat) during the heating season divided by the total electric energy heat pump consumed in watt-hours 
COP	= Coefficient of performance, ratio of output energy/input energy (at AHRI standard high-temperature rating conditions)
EFLH	= Equivalent full-load hours
baseline	= Baseline condition or measure
ee	= Energy efficient condition or measure
Effdist	= Distribution system efficiency
CF	= Coincidence factor
12	= (kBTU/h)/ton of air conditioning capacity
3.412	= Conversion factor, one watt-hour equals 3.412 BTU 
100	= Conversion factor, one therm equals 100 kBTU		Where:
CFM50PRE = Blower door test result before air sealing is performed
CFM50POST = Blower door test result after air sealing is performed
NCOOL = Conversion factor for CFM from 50 Pascal to natural conditions (= 18.5
assuming normal shielding)
60 = Constant to convert minutes to hours
24 = Hours per day
CDD = Cooling degree days (= 565; see table below)
0.018 = Specific heat capacity of air in Btu/cubic feet – °F
1,000 = Kilowatt conversion factor
CoolEFF = Cooling system efficiency, Btu/W - hr (= 10 SEER if manufactured before
2006; = 13 SEER if manufactured in 2006 or later)
LM = Latent multiplier to convert the calculated sensible cooling savings to a
value representing sensible and latent cooling loads (= 6.6 as an average
in Chicago and Minneapolis)2
NHEAT = Conversion factor for CFM from 50 Pascal to natural conditions,
assuming normal shielding (= 18.5 if one story; = 16.5 if 1.5 stories;
= 15.0 if two stories; = 14.1 if 2.5 stories; = 13.3 if three stories)3
HDD = Heating degree days (= 7,616; see table below)                                                        3,412 = Conversion factor from kWh to Btu
HeatEFF = Heating system efficiency (fraction of heat output per unit of energy
input expressed as a decimal)
100,000 = Conversion factor from Btu to therms
For systems with electric heat, HeatEFF = HSPF/3.412
• Heat pumps manufactured before 2006, HeatEFF = 6.8/3.412 = 1.99
• Heat pumps manufactured in 2006 or later, HeatEFF = 7.7/3.412 = 2.26
• Electric resistance, HeatEFF = 1.0
Installed AFUE for systems with natural gas heat:
• HeatEFF = 0.92 for condensing systems; see Assumptions
• HeatEFF = 0.80 for non-condensing systems; see Assumptions		N/A		Where:
Qty = Total number of units.
Delta kWh = Deemed average annual kWh reduction per unit:    212
Delta kW = Deemed average kW reduction per unit:       0.30                                                  

								6/30/20		Parameter update		Aligning with ERS:
Use site-specific heating system efficiency if available. If unknown, use default of 80% for boilers, 78% for natural gas and propane furnaces, and 76% for oil furnaces.				See ERS workbook for justification.

								6/30/20		Parameter update		Aligning with ERS:
Use site-specific cooling system COP if available. If unknown, use default of 3.5 for central A/C or heat pump.				See ERS workbook for justification.

								6/30/20		Parameter update		Aligning with ERS:
Annual natural gas savings in CCF missing in nomenclature				See ERS workbook for justification.

		Assumed Values						6/19/20		No Change		No change				Recommend updating values. Models are 10 years old at this point and standards have changed.

However, we calculated the savings using these deemed values and compared the savings from the PSD to the savings from other TRMs. The savings were on the same order of magnitude. Therefore, these deemed values 				Given in Nomenclature.  HDD and CDD values: 		delta kWh = 726		Given in Nomenclature.

		Reference (include year)				[1] NAIMA, 3E Plus software tool, Version 4.1, Rel. 2012.
[2] Minimum Duct Insulation R-Value, Table 6.8.2-2, ASHRAE Standard 90.1 – 2013.		6/19/20		No Change		No Change.				Like amny measures in the PSD, the source is outdated. This source is 10 years old and likely out of date.

However, there are no other available sources. Given the available information, these are the best sources we have to derive savings.

Recommend new studies, however, realize that may not be feasible.						Navigant Consulting (2018). Home Energy Services (HES) Impact Evaluation. 2018_Navigant_HES_Impact_Evaluation		Electric kWh Source: RLW Analytics (2002). Market Research for the Rhode Island, Massachusetts, and Connecticut Residential HVAC Market. Prepared for National Grid, Northeast Utilities, NSTAR, Fitchburg Gas and Electric Light Company and United Illuminating;

		Retrofit Gross Energy Savings, Fossil Fuel

		Formula						6/19/20		No Change		No change		N/A		CT decides to use a deemed savings approach here. Other TRMs use an algorithm with "from application" values and calculate savings based on other variables like the size and efficiency of the equipment.

CT seems to prefer deemed savings using modeling software. We compared the savings from the CT PSD to the savings from other TRMs. The savings came out to similar levels, so the CT algorithm is reasonable. See "3.2.4 Duct Insulation Calcs" tab for calculations comparisons. 				ThermSAVED = [((CFM50PRE – CFM50POST) / NHEAT) * 60 * 24 * HDD * 0.018] / (100,000 * HeatEFF)		MMBtu =0.13*units		Gross kW = Qty × deltakW

								6/30/20		Parameter update		Aligning with ERS:
Include options for MMBtu conversion factors for Oil and Propane in addition to the natural gas conversion of 102,900 Btu/ccf.
Oil - 138,690 Btu/gallon
Propane - 91,330 Btu/gallon				See ERS workbook for justification.						Units = Number of square feet of ductwork treated 

		Nomenclature				Same as above.		6/30/20		Parameter update		See notes in nomenclature section above.				See ERS workbook for justification.		Same as Above		Same as above.				Where:
Qty = Total number of units.
Delta kWh = Deemed average annual kWh reduction per unit:    212
Delta kW = Deemed average kW reduction per unit:       0.30                                                  

		Assumed Values				Same as above.		6/19/20		No Change		No change				Recommend updating values. Models are 10 years old at this point and standards have changed.

However, we calculated the savings using these deemed values and compared the savings from the PSD to the savings from other TRMs. The savings came out to similar levels, so the CT algorithm is reasonable. 		Same as Above		Same as Above		Same as Above		Same as Above

		Reference (include year)				[1] NAIMA, 3E Plus software tool, Version 4.1, Rel. 2012.
[2] Minimum Duct Insulation R-Value, Table 6.8.2-2, ASHRAE Standard 90.1 – 2013.		6/19/20		No Change		No Change.				Like amny measures in the PSD, the source is outdated. This source is 10 years old and likely out of date.

However, there are no other available sources. Given the available information, these are the best sources we have to derive savings.

Recommend new studies, however, realize that may not be feasible.		1.	BG&E: Development of Residential Load Profile for Central Air Conditioners and Heat Pumps 
2.	Home Energy Saver & Score: Engineering Documentation, Thermal Distribution Efficiency
Available from: http://hes-documentation.lbl.gov/calculation-methodology/calculation-of-energy-consumption/heating-and-cooling-calculation/thermal-distribution-efficiency/thermal-distribution-efficiency 
3.	ECCCNYS 2016, per IECC 2015; R403.3.1: Insulation (Prescriptive) & R403.3.4: Duct Leakage (Prescriptive)
Available from: https://codes.iccsafe.org/public/document/IECC2015NY-1/chapter-4-re-residential-energy-efficiency 
4.	NYCECC 2016; R403.3.1: Insulation (Prescriptive) & R403.3.4: Duct Leakage (Prescriptive)
Available from: https://www1.nyc.gov/assets/buildings/apps/pdf_viewer/viewer.html?file=2016ECC_CHR4.pdf&section=energy_code_2016				1: Navigant Consulting (2018). Demand Impact Model Update. 2018_Navigant_Baseline_Loadshape_Comprehensive_Report
2: GDS Associates, Inc. (2007). Measure Life Report: Residential and Commercial/Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures. GDS_2007_Measure_Life_Report_Residential_and_CI_Lighting_and_HVAC_Measures
3: Navigant Consulting (2018). Multi-Family Program Impact and Net-to-Gross Evaluation. 2018_Navigant_Multifamily_Program_Impact_Evaluation
4: Navigant Consulting (2018). Demand Impact Model Update. 2018_Navigant_Baseline_Loadshape_Comprehensive_Report
5: Navigant Consulting (2018). Multi-Family Program Impact and Net-to-Gross Evaluation. 2018_Navigant_Multifamily_Program_Impact_Evaluation
6: NMR Group, Inc., Tetra Tech (2011). Massachusetts Special and Cross-Sector Studies Area, Residential and Low-Income Non-Energy Impacts (NEI) Evaluation Tetra_Tech_and_NMR_2011_MA_Res_and_LI_NEI_Evaluation		Electric kW Source: RLW Analytics (2002). Market Research for the Rhode Island, Massachusetts, and Connecticut Residential
HVAC Market. Prepared for National Grid, Northeast Utilities, NSTAR, Fitchburg Gas and Electric Light Company and United
Illuminating;

		Peak Demand Savings

		Formula				N/A		6/19/20		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				For systems with central air conditioning:                                                                                        kWSAVED = (kWhSAVED COOL / EFLHCOOL) * CF		kW = 0.55

		Nomenclature				N/A		6/19/20		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		Same as above		Where:
EFLHCOOL = Equivalent full-load cooling hours (= 410; see table below)
CF = Coincidence factor (= 0.66)		N/A

		Assumed Values				N/A		6/19/20		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		same as above		same as above		Deemed value given in formula		same as above

		Reference (include year)				N/A		6/19/20		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		same as above		same as above		Navigant Consulting (2018). Demand Impact Model Update. 2018_Navigant_Baseline_Loadshape_Comprehensive_Report		same as above



		Measure Life				20 years		6/19/20		No Change		No change.				This is the value for duct sealing. 

Other TRMs provide other values, but they're looking at air sealing, weatherization, or other categories.		18 years		20 years		20 years		20 years

		Measure Life Resource				GDS Associates Inc., Measure Life Report, Residential and Commercial Industrial Lighting and
HVAC Measures, Jun. 2007,		6/19/20		No Change		No change.				Reliable source used by other TRMs and throughout the PSD.		DEER 2014
EUL ID: HV-DuctSeal		GDS Associates, Inc. (2007). Measure Life Report: Residential and Commercial/Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures. GDS_2007_Measure_Life_Report_Residential_and_CI_Lighting_and_HVAC_Measures		GDS Associates, Inc. (2007). Measure Life Report: Residential and Commercial/Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures. GDS_2007_Measure_Life_Report_Residential_and_CI_Lighting_and_HVAC_Measures		Measure life Source: GDS Associates, Inc. (2007). Measure Life Report: Residential and Commercial/Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures. Prepared for The New England State Program Working Group.

















https://api-plus.anbetrack.com/etrm-gateway/etrm/api/v1/etrm/documents/5ee4884a6996f2db1d7df6ec/view?authToken=960d2edab044963eb047776fe27b73b4844cadc4596732c08941c2d14557390469eb70a69d1ec366ce4aeb9c8e6ae88e9d42b484f83ffc4e2725f1bdc4d625933872bbf2cb1bca

3.2.4 Duct Insulation Calcs

		  

		CT PSD 3.2.4 Duct Insulation Calculation: Using CT PSD Example Calculation Assumptions (A=100, COPheating=2.0, and COPcooling=3.5)



		Annual gross electric heating savings		AKWHH = (BTUHhb - BTUHha) x EFLH x A/ (3412 x COP)		481.3

		Annual gross electric cooling savings		AKWHc = (BTUHcb - BTUHca) x EFLH x A/ (3412 x COP)		246.0

		Annual gross electric savings		heating savings + cooling savings		727.2

		Annual gross fossil fuel savings		ACCF = (BTUHhb - BTUHha) x EFLH x A/ (102,900 x Eff)		39.9

		Annual gross fossil fuel savings converted to MMBtu		= (CCF x100,027)/1,000,000		3.99



		NY TRM Duct Sealing and Insulation Calculation: (Using CT PSD EFLH values, Assuming a multifamily low rise in Syracuse for Eff values)



		For AC and HP Units with Capacity <65,000 BTU/h:















		Annual electric energy savings (kWh):		494.8



		Annual Gas Savings:







		Annual Gas Savings (therms):		37.3

		Annual Gas Savings (MMBtu):		3.7



		MA TRM Duct Insulation Calculation:

		Deemed Electric Savings: 726 kWh for attached low rise building

		Deemed Fuel Savings: 0.13 MMBtu per unit --> 30 units to get 4 MMBtu savings





CA Thermostat

		Measure ID		PSD3.2.5

		Measure Name		Setback Thermostats

		Primary Sector		C&I Retrofit								Result of Fast Fill Assessment		Result of Research Assessment		Most Recent CT Evaluation		Evaluated Parameters from Most Recent CT Evaluation		Notes

		Description		Installation of programmable thermostats in place of non-programmable thermostats in small business applications.								No longer offered		"same as Fast Fill Assessment"		R1705 R1609 Multifamily Baseline and Weatherization Opportunity Study		Proportion of multifamily units with programmable thermostats		N/A





																		http://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/96f0fec0b45a3c6485257688006a701a/72c23decff52920a85257f1100671bdd/$FILE/TRM%20Version%207%20-%20April%202019.pdf		https://www.focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/2019_TRM_Final_Update_0.pdf 		https://etrm.anbetrack.com/#/workarea/home?token=6d6c45766e692f527044		http://rieermc.ri.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/ngrid-ri-2020-trm.pdf

						CT's 2020 PSD - existing		TRC Date Stamp		TRC Recommended Action		TRC Proposed Values		TRC Primary Source Document		TRC Rationale/Justification		NY TRM		WI TRM		MA TRM		RI TRM

						16th Edition, March 2020												Version 7, Jan 2020		Version 2019		Version 2019-2021 Plan TRM		Version 2020

		Applies to MF, SF Res, or Commercial				MF, Commercial		6/29/20		No longer offered		N/A		N/A		N/A		MF, SF Res		Commercial		SF Res		SF Res

		PSD Section 				3.2.5		6/29/20		No longer offered		N/A		N/A		N/A		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a

		Measure Name				Setback Thermostats		6/29/20		No longer offered		Remove measure from PSD		NREL Field Evaluation of Programmable Thermostats 2012
R1705 R1609 Multifamily Baseline and Weatherization and Opportunity Study		See ERS workbook for justification. 
TRC addition: TRC considered keeping this measure for multifamily dwelling units only since in the R1705 R1609 Multifamily Baseline and Weatherization and Opportunity Study, 68% of dwelling units still have a non-programmable thermostat showing opportunities for savings. 
However, the referenced NREL study found that only 3% of participants in the study used the setback options of the programmable thermostat since comfort was their main priority so TRC is in agreement that this measure may not contribute to significant savings. If this measure is to be continued for multifamily/residential, there would probably have to be a training or education component included to encourage using the setback options. 		Thermostat - Programmable Setback (p.195)		Schedule Optimization (p. 331)		HVAC - Programmable Thermostat 		WiFi programmable thermostat with cooling (gas) (p.112)

		Pages				p.106		6/29/20		No longer offered		N/A		N/A		N/A		p.195		p.331		n/a		p.112

		Retrofit/Lost Opportunity				Retrofit		6/29/20		No longer offered		N/A		N/A		N/A		Retrofit		Retrofit		Retrofit		Retrofit

		Baseline Reference				None		6/29/20		No longer offered		N/A		N/A		N/A		n/a		Baseline schedule is user-defined		n/a		n/a

		Baseline  Assumptions				Model with small business with 10 degree setback		6/29/20		No longer offered		N/A		N/A		N/A		The baseline system is a standard, non-programmable thermostat for a central heating and cooling system when a programmable thermostat is not otherwise required by applicable energy conservation code. If programmable thermostats are required by code, no deemed savings exist. The baseline efficiency for air conditioners and heat pumps should be set according to the sections on air conditioner and heat pump efficiency above. Electric resistance heating systems should use an HSPF = 3.412, which is equivalent to a coefficient of performance of 1.0.

Studies of residential heating thermostat set point behavior indicate some amount of manual setback adjustment in homes without programmable thermostats. This behavior is accounted for in the prototypical building simulation model used to calculate heating equivalent full-load hours, as described in Appendix A. An assumption of 3°F of night time setback behavior is embedded in the models.		The baseline measure is a building that already has an HVAC system not using its hourly setback scheduling or a building that can increase its scheduled setback hours. An eligible building must have a consistent weekly operation schedule throughout the year. The average setback hours will be used when schedules vary day-to-day during the week or over the weekend. A buildings standard heating and
cooling schedule are both eligible for adjustment. 		Spaces with either no or erratic heating and/or cooling control		The baseline efficiency case is an HVAC system providing space heating without a programmable thermostat.

		Savings				1) Retrofit Electric Savings
2) Retrofit Fossil Fuel Savings
3) Retrofit Gross Peak Day Savings, Natural Gas		6/29/20		No longer offered		N/A		N/A		N/A		1) Electric Energy Savings
2) Summer Peak Coincident Demand Savings		n/a		n/a		1) kWh Savings
2) kW Savings

		 Retrofit Electric Savings

		Formula						6/29/20		No longer offered		N/A		N/A		N/A

		Nomenclature						6/29/20		No longer offered		N/A		N/A		N/A		units: Number of residences in which the measure is installed under the program
tons/unit: tons of air conditioning per residence, based on nameplate data. for multifamily
buildings with centralized HVAC, this term shall be set equal to the total
cooling capacity of the system divided by the total number of dwelling units it
serves
EFF_cooling: Seasonal average energy efficiency over the cooling season, BTU/watt-hour,
(used for average U.S. location/region), using either SEER (<5.4 tons) or IEER
(≥5.4 tons)
EFLH_cooling: = Cooling Equivalent full-load hours
ESF_cooling: energy savings factor
HSPF: Seasonal average energy efficiency over the heating season, Heating seasonal
performance factor, BTU/watt-hour, total heating output (supply heat) in BTU
(including resistance heat) during the heating season / total electric energy heat
pump consumed (in watt-hour); if equipment efficiency is reported in COP,
convert to HSPF using the equivalency HSPF = COP x 3.412		Hourly CFM: Total building airflow in CFM multiplied by hourly area load (where the area load is a percentage value based on a linear interpolation of a 60°F dry bulb OAT balance point, bin data dry bulb OAT, and 2% dry bulb design summer (see Assumptions), 1% dry bulb design winter conditions for different Wisconsin cities) 
SAT: Supply temperature for occupied hours;  for scheduled unoccupied temperature setback
hours, SAT is the standard occupied hour temperature setting, plus or
minus the user-defined setback temperature for cooling and heating
periods, respectively

		Assumed Values				SF_kWh,H and SF_kWh_C have assumed equations
Nr: If nampleplate kW is not available, use 200 W (<3 feet) or 250 W/f for all other baseboards		6/29/20		No longer offered		N/A		N/A		N/A		ESF_cooling: 0.09
ESF_heating: 0.02		SAT: 60F for OAT > 60F, 75 for OAT <= 60F
chiller_eff: defined by cooling system type 
boiler_eff: 80%

		Reference (include year)				SF_kWh,H and SF_kWh_C: Modeling using Trane System Analyzer, Version 6.1 assuming a 10 degree setback
Nr: "Values are based on research of typical existing equipment" 		6/29/20		No longer offered		N/A		N/A		N/A		ESF_heating: New York Statewide Residential Gas High-Efficiency Heating
Equipment Programs Evaluation of 2009-2011 Programs - The heating energy savings factor assumption is derived from the results of a New York State specific residential gas program evaluation conducted by Opinion Dynamics. This evaluation indicated a 2-4% reduction in total annual gas consumption resulting from installation of programmable thermostats. A conservative value of 2% of the annual heating energy consumption is assumed as deemed savings for programmable setback thermostats in residential applications
ESF_cooling:  ratio of the energy savings resulting from installation of a programmable setback thermostat to the annual cooling energy. The cooling energy savings factor assumption is taken from the ENERGY STAR® website. The ENERGY STAR® calculator estimates an energy savings of 6% of the annual cooling energy consumption per degree of setback for programmable setback thermostats in residential applications. This measure assumes an average of 1.5 degrees of setback over the cooling season for an estimated annual cooling energy savings of 9%.		SAT: NA
chiller_eff: IECC/ASHRAE
boiler_eff: NA
Outside Air CFM: Wisconsin Focus on Energy. EBTU Measures Workbook Calculator. U.S. Energy Information Administration. “2003 CBECS Survey Data.”
http://www.eia.gov/consumption/commercial/data/2003/		All deemed savings values based on Massachusetts common assumptions.		Wi-Fi-Thermostat-Impact-Evaluation-Secondary-Literature-Study_FINAL

		Retrofit Fossil Fuel Savings

		Formula						6/29/20		No longer offered		N/A		N/A		N/A

		Nomenclature						6/29/20		No longer offered		N/A		N/A		N/A		See above.		See above.

		Assumed Values				SF_CCF: assumed equation above		6/29/20		No longer offered		N/A		N/A		N/A

		Reference (include year)				SF_CCF: Modeling using Trane System Analyzer, Version 6.1 assuming a 10 degree setback		6/29/20		No longer offered		N/A		N/A		N/A

		Retrofit Gross Peak Day Savings, Natural Gas

		Formula						6/29/20		No longer offered		N/A		N/A		N/A				n/a		n/a

		Nomenclature				PDF: Peak day factor		6/29/20		No longer offered		N/A		N/A		N/A		delta kW: Peak coincident demand electric savings
CF: Coincidence Factor		n/a		n/a

		Assumed Values				PDF: 0.0477		6/29/20		No longer offered		N/A		N/A		N/A		delta kW: 0.117 (Central AC), 0 (No Central AC)
CF: 0.68		n/a		n/a

		Reference (include year)				PDF: "Peak day factor calculated for setback thermostats. A Temperature BIN analysis was used to calculate the reduction for the temperature BINs during set back period. The sum load reductions from the coldest 24 hours were divided by the total sum of load reduction for the entire year."		6/29/20		No longer offered		N/A		N/A		N/A		Cadmus Group, Focus on Energy Evaluated Deemed Savings Changes, November 2014		n/a		n/a		Energy & Resource Solutions (2011). BFM Impact Evaluation Report



		Measure Life				8		6/29/20		No longer offered		N/A		N/A		N/A		11		5		8		15

		Measure Life Resource				GDS Associates Inc., Measure Life Report, Residential and Commercial Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures, Jun. 2007, Table 2		6/29/20		No longer offered		N/A		N/A		N/A		DEER 2014 EUL ID: HVAC-ProgTStats		PA Consulting Group Inc. “State of Wisconsin Public Service Commission of Wisconsin Focus on Energy Evaluation Business Programs: Measure Life Study Final Report.” August 25, 2009. https://focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/bpmeasurelifestudyfinal_evaluationreport.pdf		Energy & Resource Solutions (2005). Measure Life Study. ERS_2005_Measure_Life_Study		Environmental Protection Agency (2010). Life Cycle Cost Estimate for Programmable Thermostats. Accessed on 10/12/2011.















http://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/96f0fec0b45a3c6485257688006a701a/72c23decff52920a85257f1100671bdd/$FILE/TRM%20Version%207%20-%20April%202019.pdfhttps://www.focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/2019_TRM_Final_Update_0.pdfhttps://etrm.anbetrack.com/http://rieermc.ri.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/ngrid-ri-2020-trm.pdfhttps://etrm.anbetrack.com/etrm/api/v1/etrm/documents/5d555a51863b1c1b6f829435/view?authToken=c1c2d7ed993afd3b5065c3db1cea511702db5453e07992b6c8dd1dacddd781379210733a27c36c586d89ec

CA Steam Trap

		Measure ID (PSD Section)				3.2.6

		Measure Name				Steam Trap Replacement				Overall Assessment

		Primary Sector				C&I Retrofit				Result of Fast Fill Assessment		Result of Research Assessment		Most Recent CT Evaluation		Evaluated Parameters from Most Recent CT Evaluation		Notes

		Description				This measure replaces steam traps that are leaking or have failed open in commercial and industrial applications. It is applicable to thermostatic, mechanical, or thermodynamic traps; and is not applicable to venturi/orifice traps (Ref [1]). 				Parameter update		"same as Fast Fill Assessment"		None		N/A		N/A





																		http://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/96f0fec0b45a3c6485257688006a701a/72c23decff52920a85257f1100671bdd/$FILE/TRM%20Version%207%20-%20April%202019.pdf		https://www.focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/2019_TRM_Final_Update_0.pdf 		https://etrm.anbetrack.com/#/workarea/home?token=6d6c45766e692f527044		http://rieermc.ri.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/ngrid-ri-2020-trm.pdf

						CT's 2020 PSD - existing		TRC Date Stamp		TRC Recommended Action		TRC Proposed Values		TRC Primary Source Document		TRC Rationale/Justification		NY TRM		WI TRM		MA TRM		RI TRM

						16th Edition, March 2020												Version 7, Jan 2020		Version 2019		Version 2019-2021 Plan TRM		Version 2020

		Applies to MF, SF Res, or Commercial				MF, Commercial		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		Commercial		Commercial		Commercial 		Commercial/Industrial and Multifamily (Version 2018.2)

		PSD Section 				3.2.6		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a

		Measure Name				Steam Trap Replacement		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		Steam Trap - Low Pressure Space Heating		Steam Trap Repair		Hot Water - Steam Trap		Low-Pressures Steam Trap HVAC

		Pages				p.109		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		p.437		p.283		n/a		p.1188

		Retrofit/Lost Opportunity				Retrofit		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		Consistent with other TRMs		Retrofit		Retrofit		Retrofit		Retrofit

		Baseline Reference				n/a		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		Assumes a percentage of lost steam rather than a baseline value		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a

		Baseline  Assumptions				n/a		6/23/20		Parameter update		Align with ERS: Replacing or repairing steam traps		N/A		See ERS workbook for justification		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a

		Savings				1) Fossil Fuel Savings
2) Natural Gas Peak Day Savings		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		Consistent with other TRMs and natural gas peak day savings specific to CT		1) Annual Gas Energy Savings		1) Annual Therm Savings < 10 psig (General Heating & Radiator)
2) Annual Therm Savings > 10 psig		1) Deemed BTU savings per unit		1) Deemed BTU savings

		Retrofit Fossil Fuel Savings

		Formula						6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		Note to ERS: Consider changing 32.99 factor to 24.24 like the NY and WI TRMs. Also consider coming up with typical orifice sizes based on pipe diameter for easier input into equation.

		Nomenclature						6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		Nomenclature is clear		Loss_steam: hourly steam loss per failed trap (lb/hr)
delta_H: Heat of vaporization (latent heat), in Btu/lb
E_t: Thermal efficiency of boiler
EFLH_heating: equivalent full-load heating hours
100,000: Conversion from BTU to therms (100,000 BTU/therm)
Dia: Internal Diameter (I.D) of steam trap orifice
P_a: Absolute steam pressure (psi)
psig: Steam gage pressure (psi)
psia: Atmospheric pressure (psi)
				n/a		n/a

		Assumed Values				EFLH: site specific or 7,752 (process steam), 3,763 (heating steam coil applications), 5,376 (heating steam distribution applications) if unknown
L_f: 55% (failed traps), 26% (leaking traps)
CR: 100% (no condensate return line), 36.3% (condensate return line system)

		6/12/20		Parameter Update		EFLH: Add language: "Multifamily common area EFLH: site specific, or 5,376 for multifamily common area if unknown"
No changes to the other parameters.		CT PSD A5.1 Heating Pumps Hours for Multi-family Common Area		Use heating system enabled hours specific to multifamily common area. Estimated the heating system enabled hours by looking at Heating Season for CT (days with min temp < 40F) and found similar hours of 4,392. Use the value calculated by CT.		psia: 14.7
deltaH_vap: Lookup from table based on system operating pressure 
EFLH_heating: lookup based on building type and location		see above 		n/a		n/a

		Assumed Values				Eff: 80%		6/23/20		Parameter Update		Eff: Align with ERS - Use site-specific boiler efficiency if available; if boiler efficiency is unknown, use default of 80%.		See ERS workbook.		See ERS workbook for rationale.

		Reference (include year)				EFLH: says estimated
L_f: Steam Trap Evaluation Phase 2, Massachusetts Program Administrators and Energy Efficiency Advisory Council, Mar 8 2017
CR:  Steam Trap Evaluation Phase 2, Massachusetts Program Administrators and Energy Efficiency Advisory Council, Mar 8 2017
Eff: Not specified		6/12/20		Parameter Update		EFLH: Appendix 5.1 Heating Pumps Hours for Multi-family Common Area		N/A		Add reference to appendix for EFLH for multifamily common area		deltaH_vap: 6 Thermodynamic Properties of Steam Including Data for the Liquid and Solid Phases (1936)		1.9:Hornaday, William T. “Steam: Its Generation and Use.” Equation 50. Merchant Books, 2007.
http://www.gutenberg.org/files/22657/22657-h/chapters/flow.html#page_321
This formula applies for subsonic flow, which occurs when steam flows through an orifice where
P2 ≥ 58% of P1.  
K: Manczyk Energy Consulting. “Estimating the Cost of Steam Loss Through the Orifice of a Steam
Trap.” http://invenoinc.com/file/Estimating-the-Steam-Loss-through-a-Orifice-of-a-SteamTrap.pdf (SEE explanation in Wisconsin TRM - has explanation)

P_abs: Cadmus. “Focus on Energy Steam Trap Study.” 2016. Unpublished.
The study determined realized savings from billing data for 35 sites that had applied for steam
trap incentives during the 2012 to 2014 program years. This study revealed 6 psig as the
weighted average pressure of < 10 psig steam traps surveyed.
These sites had an overall realization rate of billing data results to calculated savings (using
algorithms in this workpaper with site-specific values and the previous derating factor of 50%) of
11.8%, suggesting that a derating factor of 5.9% would be more appropriate. Note: the 50%
derating factor came from: Enbridge Steam Saver Program. 2005.
P1: Same as P_abs
h_FG:The Engineering Toolbox. “Properties of Saturated Steam - Imperial Units.”
http://www.engineeringtoolbox.com/saturated-steam-properties-d_273.html
HOU: Appendix B. Outside Air Temperature Bin Analysis table.
PA Consulting Group Inc. “State of Wisconsin Public Service Commission of Wisconsin Focus on
Energy Evaluation Business Programs: Deemed Savings Manual V1.0.” Updated March 22, 2010.
https://focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/
bpdeemedsavingsmanuav10_evaluationreport.pdf [SEE explanation]
DF: Same as P_abs		Energy & Resource Solutions (2018). Two-Tier Steam Trap Savings Study. As a note, the 8.4 mmBTU savings value pertains to low pressure traps, <15 psig, whereas high pressure traps received a different deemed value. However, stakeholders determined that the vast majority of traps running through prescriptive applications are low pressure. Consequently, the low pressure deemed value will be the only value assumed for prescriptive savings. ERS_2018_Two_Tier_Steam_Traps		Gas Heat MMBtu Source: ERS Two‐Tier Steam Trap Savings Study; April 26, 2018

		Natural gas peak day savings

		Formula						6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		Equation is specific to CT TRM		Not Addressed		Not Addressed		Not addressed		Not addressed 

		Nomenclature				See Fossil Fuel Savings		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		n/a		n/a
		n/a		n/a

		Assumed Values				See Fossil Fuel Savings		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a

		Reference (include year)				See Fossil Fuel Savings		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a



		Measure Life				6 (Maintenance)		6/12/20		No change		No change		No change		Consistent with other TRMs		6		6		6		6

		Measure Life Resource				Energy and Environmental Analysis, Inc. Steam Traps Workpaper for PY2006-2008. Prepared for Southern California Gas Company, Dec. 2006, p.14, Section 9.1		6/12/20		No change		No change		No change		Note to ERSS: Consider updating to DEER 2014 for consistency across measures.		DEER 2014, EUL ID: HVAC-StmTrp		PA Consulting Group Inc. “State of Wisconsin Public Service Commission of Wisconsin Focus on Energy Evaluation Business Programs: Measure Life Study Final Report.” August 25, 2009. https://focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/bpmeasurelifestudyfinal_evaluationreport.pdf		DNV GL (2015) Massachusetts 2013 Prescriptive Gas Impact Evaluation – Steam Trap Evaluation Phase I. DNV GL_2015_Prescriptive_Gas_Steam_Trap_Phase_1		DNV GL MA 2013,2017 Prescriptive Gas Impact Evaluation: Steam Trap Evaluation Phase 1 & 2















http://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/96f0fec0b45a3c6485257688006a701a/72c23decff52920a85257f1100671bdd/$FILE/TRM%20Version%207%20-%20April%202019.pdfhttps://www.focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/2019_TRM_Final_Update_0.pdfhttps://etrm.anbetrack.com/etrm/api/v1/etrm/documents/5d838f82aec6f01babd9f42d/view?authToken=9f57cc06a23a19957d943acd764e8c413c86120e580e8abc29023af4d58b9863b3ef6404101b975b160fefhttps://etrm.anbetrack.com/etrm/api/v1/etrm/documents/5bb6080d6c50367b3deb9ffb/view?authToken=e6d863295ffdf6bc69f45a33f3f389972abc2a66e3d4497142fe0ec9f10074384904d514c75427e8770497https://etrm.anbetrack.com/http://rieermc.ri.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/ngrid-ri-2020-trm.pdf

Small C&I Blower Door Test

		Measure ID (PSD Section)						Result of Fast Fill Assessment		Result of Research Assessment		Most Recent CT Evaluation		Notes

		Measure Name						No change		Parameter update		N/A		Minor parameter and editorial updates.

		Primary Sector

		Description																								https://neep.org/sites/default/files/resources/Mid_Atlantic_TRM_V9_Final_clean_wUpdateSummary%20-%20CT%20FORMAT.pdf		http://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/96f0fec0b45a3c6485257688006a701a/72c23decff52920a85257f1100671bdd/$FILE/TRM%20Version%207%20-%20April%202019.pdf		https://www.focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/2019_TRM_Final_Update_0.pdf



		Resource				CT 2020 PSD 		TRC Date Stamp		Recommended TRC Action		TRC Proposed Values		TRC Primary Source Document		TRC Rationale/Justification		ERS Date Stamp		ERS Proposed Values		ERS Primary Source Document		ERS Rationale/Justification		MidAtlantic TRM		NY TRM		WI TRM

		Version				16th Edition, March, 1 2020																				Version 9, October 2019		Version 7, Jan 2020		Version 2019

		Applies to MF, SF Res, or Commercial				C&I Retrofit		6/12/20		Language change		Add to introductory text: "For multifamily buildings, this measure should only be used for projects that conduct a whole building leakage test. Projects that test individually dwelling units should use the Infiltration Reduction Blower Door measure"		CT PSD section 4.4.7: Infiltration Reduction - Prescriptive and section 4.4.2:  Infiltration Reduction Blower Door.		The infiltration reduction blower door measure calculates savings for multifamily units, not whole building infiltration reduction.

The infiltration reduction - prescriptive measure also calculates savings per dwelling unit rather than whole building savings.

Adding language specifying how to use this measure in a multifamily context will allow for whole building savings to be calculated for multifamily buildings.										Residential		Residential		Residential 

		PSD Section 				3.2.7

		Measure Name				Blower Door Test (Small C&I)																				Air Sealing		Air Sealing		Air Sealing

		Pages				104-107																				Retrofit		Retrofit		Retrofit

		Baseline (Retrofit, Lost Opportunities, or Retirement?) 				Retrofit Gross Energy Savings, Electric; Retrofit Gross Energy Savings, Fossil Fuel; Retrofit Gross Seasonal Peak Demand Savings, Electric (winter and summer); 2020 Program Savings Document Page | 107
Retrofit Gross Peak Day Savings, Natural Gas		6/12/20		No Change		No Change.				In line with other TRMs and other blower door measures.										This measure characterization provides a method of claiming both heating and
cooling (where appropriate) savings from the improvement of a residential building’s
air-barrier, which together with its insulation defines the thermal boundary of the
conditioned space.
The measure assumes that a trained auditor, contractor or utility staff member is
on location, and will measure and record the existing and post air-leakage rate using a
blower door in accordance with industry best practices565. Where possible, the
efficiency of the heating and cooling system used in the home should be recorded, but
default estimates are provided if this is not available. 		This measure covers methods of sealing air leakage paths to reduce the natural air infiltration rate of a building through the installation of products and repairs to the building envelope, including, but not limited to, caulking, gasketing, and weather stripping. Sealing the thermal envelope reduces passive convective heat transfer between conditioned and unconditioned spaces or outside air, thereby reducing heating and cooling loads and improving occupant comfort. This measure is only applicable as a retrofit in existing buildings, excluding gut rehab/major renovation projects. These projects entail whole-building envelope alterations that trigger more stringent code provisions, limiting potential incremental savings.

The exterior envelope, as well as interior walls/partitions between conditioned and unconditioned spaces should be inspected and all gaps sealed. At a minimum, the following items shall be inspected, and sealing measures may be implemented based upon inspection results and/or program eligibility requirements:

•	Caulk and weather strip doors and windows that leak air
•	Repair or replace doors leading from conditioned to unconditioned space
•	Seal air leaks between unconditioned (including unconditioned basement and attics) and conditioned spaces, to include, but not limited to, plumbing, ducting, electrical wiring, wall top plates, chimneys, flues, and dropped soffits.
•	Use foam sealant on larger gaps around windows, baseboards, and other places where air leakage, either infiltration or exfiltration may occur. 

An alternative method is provided below for estimation of savings for projects that conduct blower door testing before and after implementation of air sealing treatments. A blower door test is performed to measure the leakage rate by depressurizing the building to a standard pressure difference of 50 Pascals or 0.2 inches of water. The flowrate differential indicates the leakage rate, or infiltration and exfiltration rate, of the building shell.		Air sealing is the sealing of cracks, gaps, or other penetrations that allow unwanted outside air to enter
or exit conditioned spaces. Air sealing reduces the load on heating and cooling equipment and can
increase comfort. Typical areas to seal are attics, basements, crawlspaces, and around doors and
windows. Blower door tests may be required to estimate the CFM of leaks before and after air sealing is
performed. Savings are determined either by pre- and post-blower door testing or pre- and post-billing
analysis.

		Baseline Reference				As part of Eversource’s Small Business Energy Advantage (“SBEA”) Air Sealing pilot in 2012, EcoSmart
Energy Services conducted air sealing, blower door tests, DOE-2 modeling, and billing analysis on
seven older residential types of construction, both balloon and platform framing, that were used for
commercial occupancy in Connecticut. The above energy savings per CFM are based on these SBEA
pilot projects.		6/12/20		No Change		No Change.				In line with other TRMs and other blower door measures.										566 N-factor is used to convert 50-pascal blower door air flows to natural air flows and is
dependent on geographic location and exposure of the home to wind, based on methodology
developed by Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (LBL). Since there is minimal stack effect due to
low delta T, the height of the building is not included in determining n-factor for cooling
savings.
http://www.homeenergy.org/archive/hem.dis.anl.gov/eehem/94/940111.html#94011122
567 N-factor is used to convert 50-pascal blower door air flows to natural air flows and is
dependent on geographic location and # of stories. These were developed by applying the LBNL
infiltration model (see LBNL paper 21040, Exegisis of Proposed ASHRAE Standard 119: Air
Leakage Performance for Detached Single-Family Residential Buildings; Sherman, 1986; page vvi, Appendix page 7-9) to the reported wind speeds and outdoor temperatures provided by the
NRDC 30 year climate normals. For more information see Bruce Harley, CLEAResult “Infiltration
Factor Calculations Methodology.doc”.
568 Derived by summing the delta between the average outdoor temperature and the base set
point of 75 degrees (above which cooling is assumed to be used), each hour of the year. Hourly
temperature data obtained from TMY3 data (http://rredc.nrel.gov/solar/old_data/nsrdb/1991-
2005/tmy3/by_state_and_city.html)		1.	Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Estimation of Infiltration from Leakage and Climate Indicators, Sherman, M. December 1986
Available from: http://eta-publications.lbl.gov/sites/default/files/estimation_of_inflitration_from_leakage_and_climate_indicators.pdf 

		Baseline  Assumptions				This methodology is used to estimate infiltration savings only when savings are a result of sealing surfaces that provide direct separation between conditioned and non-conditioned spaces. For multifamily units (defined as more than 4 units) that share common boundaries or connecting hallways, either a guarded blower door test should be performed by pressurizing all adjacent units to isolate the leakage to the outside, or the leakage of the entire structure should be measured using a single test. If an unguarded test of a unit is performed (i.e., individual units or sections of a building are tested) that result should be corrected using the adjustment equation below. This equation adjusts for inter-unit leakage through shared surfaces. For all blower door testing, savings may be subject to a final analysis which may include a billing analysis, calibration, engineering models, or other applicable methods.		6/12/20		No Change		No Change.				In line with other blower door measures.										The existing air leakage prior to any air sealing work should be determined using
a blower door. 		Baseline natural infiltration air changes per hour of 1.0 NACH for old vintage buildings and 0.5 NACH for average vintage buildings are assumed to estimate energy and demand savings tabulated in Appendix E. 

A baseline SEER value of 13 and EER value of 11.1 are used in the simulations, as detailed in Appendix A, to estimate energy and demand savings tabulated in Appendix E.		The baseline condition is no air sealing.

		Savings				Retrofit Gross Energy Savings, Electric; Retrofit Gross Energy Savings, Natural Gas; Retrofit Gross Peak Day Savings, Electric; Retrofit Gross Peak Day Savings, Natural Gas		6/12/20		No Change		No Change.				In line with other TRMs and other blower door measures.										Annual Electric Savings, Annual Gas Savings, Summer Peak Coincident Demand Savings		Annual Electric Savings, Annual Gas Savings, Summer Peak Coincident Demand Savings		Annual Electric Savings, Summer Peak Coincident Demand Savings

		Retrofit Gross Energy Savings, Electric

		Formula						6/12/20		No Change		No Change.				Methodology is in line with other TRMs and accurately reflects savings opportunities. 										ΔkWh = ΔkWhcool + ΔkWhheat				kWhSAVED = kWhSAVED COOL + kWhSAVED HEAT

		Nomenclature						6/24/20		Parameter Update		Aligning with ERS:
ACCFH - Annual Gross Fossil Fuel Savings (Natural Gas Heating) - CCF
AOGH - Annual Gross Fossil Fuel Energy Savings (Oil) - CCF
APGH - Annual Gross Fossil Fuel Energy Savings (Propane) - CCF 				See ERS Workbook for justification										ΔkWhcool = [(((CFM50Exist – CFM50New) / N-cool) *60 * CDH *
DUA * 0.018) / 1,000 / ηCool] * LM                                                                                                                                                                    ΔkWhheat = ((((CFM50Exist – CFM50New) / N-heat) * 60 * 24 * HDD
* 0.018) / 1,000,000 / ηHeat) * 293.1		ΔCFM50		= Change in infiltration rate (cubic foot per minute) before and after air leakage sealing as determined by blower door testing at a negative pressure differential of 50 Pa
Fn	= Zone correction for blower door infiltration rate to natural air changes
Fh	= Height correction for blower door infiltration rate to natural air changes
ΔkWh/CFM	= Annual electric energy savings per cubic foot per minute of reduced air leakage at 50 Pa		For systems with cooling installed:
kWhSAVED COOL = [{((CFM50PRE – CFM50POST)) / NCOOL) * 60 * 24 * CDD * 0.018} / (1,000 * CoolEFF)] * LM
For systems with electric heat:
kWhSAVED HEAT = [((CFM50PRE – CFM50POST) / NHEAT) * 60 * 24 * HDD * 0.018] / (3,412 * HeatEFF)
For systems with natural gas heat:
ThermSAVED = [((CFM50PRE – CFM50POST) / NHEAT) * 60 * 24 * HDD * 0.018] / (100,000 * HeatEFF

		Assumed Values						6/12/20		No Change		No Change.				Methodology is in line with other TRMs and accurately reflects savings opportunities. 										Same as nomenclature				Where:
CFM50PRE = Blower door test result before air sealing is performed
CFM50POST = Blower door test result after air sealing is performed
NCOOL = Conversion factor for CFM from 50 Pascal to natural conditions (= 18.5
assuming normal shielding)
60 = Constant to convert minutes to hours
24 = Hours per day
CDD = Cooling degree days (= 565; see table below)
0.018 = Specific heat capacity of air in Btu/cubic feet – °F
1,000 = Kilowatt conversion factor
CoolEFF = Cooling system efficiency, Btu/W - hr (= 10 SEER if manufactured before
2006; = 13 SEER if manufactured in 2006 or later)
LM = Latent multiplier to convert the calculated sensible cooling savings to a
value representing sensible and latent cooling loads (= 6.6 as an average
in Chicago and Minneapolis)2
NHEAT = Conversion factor for CFM from 50 Pascal to natural conditions,
assuming normal shielding (= 18.5 if one story; = 16.5 if 1.5 stories;
= 15.0 if two stories; = 14.1 if 2.5 stories; = 13.3 if three stories)3
HDD = Heating degree days (= 7,616; see table below)                                                                           3,412 = Conversion factor from kWh to Btu
HeatEFF = Heating system efficiency (fraction of heat output per unit of energy
input expressed as a decimal)
100,000 = Conversion factor from Btu to therms
For systems with electric heat, HeatEFF = HSPF/3.412
• Heat pumps manufactured before 2006, HeatEFF = 6.8/3.412 = 1.99
• Heat pumps manufactured in 2006 or later, HeatEFF = 7.7/3.412 = 2.26
• Electric resistance, HeatEFF = 1.0
Installed AFUE for systems with natural gas heat:
• HeatEFF = 0.92 for condensing systems; see Assumptions
• HeatEFF = 0.80 for non-condensing systems; see Assumptions

		Reference (include year)				As part of Eversource’s Small Business Energy Advantage (“SBEA”) Air Sealing pilot in 2012, EcoSmart
Energy Services conducted air sealing, blower door tests, DOE-2 modeling, and billing analysis on
seven older residential types of construction, both balloon and platform framing, that were used for
commercial occupancy in Connecticut. The above energy savings per CFM are based on these SBEA
pilot projects.		6/12/20		No Change		No Change.				Specific modeling software for small business applications. This makes sense for this measure.										566 N-factor is used to convert 50-pascal blower door air flows to natural air flows and is
dependent on geographic location and exposure of the home to wind, based on methodology
developed by Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (LBL). Since there is minimal stack effect due to
low delta T, the height of the building is not included in determining n-factor for cooling
savings.
http://www.homeenergy.org/archive/hem.dis.anl.gov/eehem/94/940111.html#94011122
567 N-factor is used to convert 50-pascal blower door air flows to natural air flows and is
dependent on geographic location and # of stories. These were developed by applying the LBNL
infiltration model (see LBNL paper 21040, Exegisis of Proposed ASHRAE Standard 119: Air
Leakage Performance for Detached Single-Family Residential Buildings; Sherman, 1986; page vvi, Appendix page 7-9) to the reported wind speeds and outdoor temperatures provided by the
NRDC 30 year climate normals. For more information see Bruce Harley, CLEAResult “Infiltration
Factor Calculations Methodology.doc”.
568 Derived by summing the delta between the average outdoor temperature and the base set
point of 75 degrees (above which cooling is assumed to be used), each hour of the year. Hourly
temperature data obtained from TMY3 data (http://rredc.nrel.gov/solar/old_data/nsrdb/1991-
2005/tmy3/by_state_and_city.html)		1.	Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Estimation of Infiltration from Leakage and Climate Indicators, Sherman, M. December 1986
Available from: http://eta-publications.lbl.gov/sites/default/files/estimation_of_inflitration_from_leakage_and_climate_indicators.pdf 

		Retrofit Gross Energy Savings, Natural Gas

		Formula						6/12/20		No Change		No Change.				Methodology is in line with other TRMs and accurately reflects savings opportunities. 										ΔMMBTU = (((CFM50Exist – CFM50New) / N-heat) *60 * 24 * HDD *
0.018) / 1,000,000 / ηHeat				N/A

		Nomenclature				Same as above		6/24/20		Parameter Update		Aligning with ERS:
ACCFH - Annual Gross Fossil Fuel Savings (Natural Gas Heating) - CCF
AOGH - Annual Gross Fossil Fuel Energy Savings (Oil) - CCF
APGH - Annual Gross Fossil Fuel Energy Savings (Propane) - CCF 				See ERS Workbook for justification										Same as above		ΔCFM50		= Change in infiltration rate (cubic foot per minute) before and after air leakage sealing as determined by blower door testing at a negative pressure differential of 50 Pa
Fn	= Zone correction for blower door infiltration rate to natural air changes
Fh	= Height correction for blower door infiltration rate to natural air changes                             Δtherms/CFM	= Annual gas energy savings per cubic foot per minute of reduced air leakage at 50 P		N/A

		Assumed Values						6/12/20		No Change		No Change.				Methodology is in line with other TRMs and accurately reflects savings opportunities. 										Same as above		Same as above		N/A

		Reference (include year)				As part of Eversource’s Small Business Energy Advantage (“SBEA”) Air Sealing pilot in 2012, EcoSmart
Energy Services conducted air sealing, blower door tests, DOE-2 modeling, and billing analysis on
seven older residential types of construction, both balloon and platform framing, that were used for
commercial occupancy in Connecticut. The above energy savings per CFM are based on these SBEA
pilot projects.		6/12/20		No Change		No Change.				Specific modeling software for small business applications. This makes sense for this measure.										566 N-factor is used to convert 50-pascal blower door air flows to natural air flows and is
dependent on geographic location and exposure of the home to wind, based on methodology
developed by Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (LBL). Since there is minimal stack effect due to
low delta T, the height of the building is not included in determining n-factor for cooling
savings.
http://www.homeenergy.org/archive/hem.dis.anl.gov/eehem/94/940111.html#94011122
567 N-factor is used to convert 50-pascal blower door air flows to natural air flows and is
dependent on geographic location and # of stories. These were developed by applying the LBNL
infiltration model (see LBNL paper 21040, Exegisis of Proposed ASHRAE Standard 119: Air
Leakage Performance for Detached Single-Family Residential Buildings; Sherman, 1986; page vvi, Appendix page 7-9) to the reported wind speeds and outdoor temperatures provided by the
NRDC 30 year climate normals. For more information see Bruce Harley, CLEAResult “Infiltration
Factor Calculations Methodology.doc”.
568 Derived by summing the delta between the average outdoor temperature and the base set
point of 75 degrees (above which cooling is assumed to be used), each hour of the year. Hourly
temperature data obtained from TMY3 data (http://rredc.nrel.gov/solar/old_data/nsrdb/1991-
2005/tmy3/by_state_and_city.html)		1.	Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Estimation of Infiltration from Leakage and Climate Indicators, Sherman, M. December 1986
Available from: http://eta-publications.lbl.gov/sites/default/files/estimation_of_inflitration_from_leakage_and_climate_indicators.pdf 		N/A

		Retrofit Gross Peak Day Savings, Electric

		Formula						6/12/20		No Change		No Change.				Methodology is in line with other TRMs and accurately reflects savings opportunities. 										ΔkWcool = ΔkWh / FLHcool * CF				kWSAVED = (kWhSAVED COOL / EFLHCOOL) * CF

		Nomenclature				Same as above		6/24/20		Parameter Update		Aligning with ERS:
ACCFH - Annual Gross Fossil Fuel Savings (Natural Gas Heating) - CCF
AOGH - Annual Gross Fossil Fuel Energy Savings (Oil) - CCF
APGH - Annual Gross Fossil Fuel Energy Savings (Propane) - CCF 				See ERS Workbook for justification										FLHcool = Full Load Cooling Hours
= Dependent on location as below:
Location FLHcool
Wilmington, DE 524 
Baltimore, MD 542 
Washington, DC 681                                                                                                                                                   CFSSP = Summer System Peak Coincidence Factor for Central A/C (hour
ending 5pm on hottest summer weekday)
= 0.69 578
CFPJM = PJM Summer Peak Coincidence Factor for Central A/C (June to
August weekdays between 2 pm and 6 pm) valued at peak
weather
= 0.66 579		ΔCFM50		= Change in infiltration rate (cubic foot per minute) before and after air leakage sealing as determined by blower door testing at a negative pressure differential of 50 Pa
Fn	= Zone correction for blower door infiltration rate to natural air changes
Fh	= Height correction for blower door infiltration rate to natural air changes                             ΔkW/CFM	= Annual kW savings per cubic foot per minute of reduced air leakage at 50 P		Where:
EFLHCOOL = Equivalent full-load cooling hours (= 410; see table below)
CF = Coincidence factor (= 0.66)

		Assumed Values						6/12/20		No Change		No Change.				Methodology is in line with other TRMs and accurately reflects savings opportunities. 										Same as in nomenclature section.		Same as in nomenclature section.		Same as in nomenclature section.

		Reference (include year)				As part of Eversource’s Small Business Energy Advantage (“SBEA”) Air Sealing pilot in 2012, EcoSmart
Energy Services conducted air sealing, blower door tests, DOE-2 modeling, and billing analysis on
seven older residential types of construction, both balloon and platform framing, that were used for
commercial occupancy in Connecticut. The above energy savings per CFM are based on these SBEA
pilot projects.		6/24/20		Update Reference		Aligning with ERS:





The correct Measure ID for Residential Blower Door Measure is 4.4.2. Update this PSD ID in the savings methodology section and 'note' below the Table 3-BB				See ERS workbook for Justification.										566 N-factor is used to convert 50-pascal blower door air flows to natural air flows and is
dependent on geographic location and exposure of the home to wind, based on methodology
developed by Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (LBL). Since there is minimal stack effect due to
low delta T, the height of the building is not included in determining n-factor for cooling
savings.
http://www.homeenergy.org/archive/hem.dis.anl.gov/eehem/94/940111.html#94011122
567 N-factor is used to convert 50-pascal blower door air flows to natural air flows and is
dependent on geographic location and # of stories. These were developed by applying the LBNL
infiltration model (see LBNL paper 21040, Exegisis of Proposed ASHRAE Standard 119: Air
Leakage Performance for Detached Single-Family Residential Buildings; Sherman, 1986; page vvi, Appendix page 7-9) to the reported wind speeds and outdoor temperatures provided by the
NRDC 30 year climate normals. For more information see Bruce Harley, CLEAResult “Infiltration
Factor Calculations Methodology.doc”.
568 Derived by summing the delta between the average outdoor temperature and the base set
point of 75 degrees (above which cooling is assumed to be used), each hour of the year. Hourly
temperature data obtained from TMY3 data (http://rredc.nrel.gov/solar/old_data/nsrdb/1991-
2005/tmy3/by_state_and_city.html)		1.	Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Estimation of Infiltration from Leakage and Climate Indicators, Sherman, M. December 1986
Available from: http://eta-publications.lbl.gov/sites/default/files/estimation_of_inflitration_from_leakage_and_climate_indicators.pdf 		http://www.bpi.org/tools_downloads.aspx?selectedTypeID=1&selectedID=2

		Retrofit Gross Peak Day Savings, Natural Gas

		Formula						6/12/20		No Change		No Change.		CT PSD		Peak natural gas demand is very rare. CT includes it, but there is little information or analysis to go off of.										N/A		N/A		N/A

		Nomenclature				Same as above		6/12/20		No Change		No Change.		CT PSD												N/A		N/A		N/A

		Assumed Values				Same as above		6/12/20		No Change		No Change.		CT PSD		The current justification for all Residential Space Heating Efficiency Upgrades is: "Since energy savings correlate directly to outside air
temperatures, the demand savings for residential space heating measures is estimated based on
as a percentage (0.977%) of annual savings. The 0.977% factor is based on Bradley Airport peak
degree day 30-year average (58.5°F) divided by the 30-year average heating degree days (5,990). Peak Day Savings (residential heating) = 0.00977 Annual Heating Savings"

This is used throughout the PSD, so no change is recommended. 										N/A		N/A		N/A

		Reference (include year)				Since energy savings correlate directly to outside air
temperatures, the demand savings for residential space heating measures is estimated based on
as a percentage (0.977%) of annual savings. The 0.977% factor is based on Bradley Airport peak
degree day 30-year average (58.5°F) divided by the 30-year average heating degree days (5,990)		6/13/20		No Change		No Change.		CT PSD		Justification used for entire PSD.										N/A		N/A		N/A



		Measure Life				Blower Door: 20 years		6/5/20		No Change		No Change.		GDS Associates Inc. Measure Life Report, Residential and Commercial Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures, Jun. 2007. Table 1		Other TRMs use 15, however, this applies only to Air Sealing. 20 reflects a weatherization project (includes combination of duct
sealing, air sealing, and
insulation) which more accurately represents the measure in the CT PSD.										15 years		15 years		20 years

		Measure Life Resource				GDS Associates Inc. Measure Life Report, Residential and Commercial Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures, Jun. 2007. Table 1		6/6/20		No Change		No Change.		GDS Associates Inc. Measure Life Report, Residential and Commercial Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures, Jun. 2007. Table 2		Same rationale as above.										Measure Life Report, Residential and Commercial/Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures,
GDS Associates, June 2007.
http://www.energizect.com/sites/default/files/Measure%20Life%20Report%202007.		Measure Life Report, Residential and Commercial/Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures,
GDS Associates, June 2007.
http://www.energizect.com/sites/default/files/Measure%20Life%20Report%202007.		Measure Life Report, Residential and Commercial/Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures,
GDS Associates, June 2007.
http://www.energizect.com/sites/default/files/Measure%20Life%20Report%202007.









https://neep.org/sites/default/files/resources/Mid_Atlantic_TRM_V9_Final_clean_wUpdateSummary%20-%20CT%20FORMAT.pdfhttps://www.focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/2019_TRM_Final_Update_0.pdfhttp://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/96f0fec0b45a3c6485257688006a701a/72c23decff52920a85257f1100671bdd/$FILE/TRM%20Version%207%20-%20April%202019.pdfhttp://www.bpi.org/tools_downloads.aspx?selectedTypeID=1&selectedID=2

062821 DU Lighting - Rx LO

		Measure ID (PSD Section)				4.1.1

		Measure Name				Lighting						Overall Assessment

		Primary Sector				Residential Retrofit & Lost Opportunity						Result of Fast Fill Assessment		Result of Research Assessment		Most Recent CT Evaluation		Evaluated Parameters from Most Recent CT Evaluation		Notes

		Description				Lighting savings are based on the replacement of low-efficiency light bulbs or luminaires with high efficiency ENERGY STAR-qualified LED bulbs or luminaires of equivalent lumen output						Algorithm update		Awaiting Evaluation Results		R1706 Residential Appliance Saturation Survey & R1616/R1708 Residential Lighting Impact Saturation Studies, 2018		None		[R1706 & R1616/R1708] Survey and Impact Saturation studies include multifamily units investigations. However, the hours data collected from MF and SF cites were averaged when the data was prevented. Additionally, the study does not provide sufficient detail to provide a Multifamily specific recommendation on default values for delta wattage.

ERS noted that their evaluation may result in sufficient information to update default delta wattage. Their recommendation to wait for the NMR retail lighting suppliers report for baseline watt information

																		https://neep.org/sites/default/files/resources/Mid_Atlantic_TRM_V9_Final_clean_wUpdateSummary%20-%20CT%20FORMAT.pdf		http://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/96f0fec0b45a3c6485257688006a701a/72c23decff52920a85257f1100671bdd/$FILE/Q4%202019%20TRM%20Update-ROR%20-New%20Measures%20&%20Corrections.pdf		https://etrm.anbetrack.com/#/workarea/home?token=6d6c45766e692f527044		http://rieermc.ri.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/ngrid-ri-2020-trm.pdf

						CT's 2020 PSD - existing		TRC Date Stamp		TRC Recommend Action		TRC Proposed Values		TRC Primary Source Document		TRC Rationale/Justification		MidAtlantic TRM		NY TRM		MA TRM		RI TRM

						16th Edition, March 1, 2020												Version 9, October 2019		Version 7, Jan 2020		Version 2019-2021 Plan TRM		Version 2020

		Applies to MF, SF Res, or Commercial				MF In unit, SF Res		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		Appropriate for savings covered in measure.		MF		MF, SF Res		Commercial, Res		Residential

		PSD Section 				4.1.1		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

		Measure Name				Lighting		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		Residential Market Sector: Lighting End Use (MF) 		Q4 Update to Version 7 TRM effective immediately 		Lighting LED Bulb, Res-L-LEDB		Dwelling Int LED Bulbs/Int LED Fixture/Int Reflector

		Pages				133-137		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		 p. 20-41		N/A (Recent filing)		eTRM		p. 243-248

		Baseline (Retrofit, Lost Opportunities, or Retirement?) 				Retrofit and Lost Opportunity		7/2/20		Algorithm Update		NMR market study results dependent: Consider retiring Lost Opportunity path		NEMA: Lamp Indices: Market Penetration (in %) of A-lamps in 2017, 2018, and 2019 reflects the market growth of LED A-line and decreased market share of CFLs.
https://www.nema.org/Intelligence/Pages/Lamp-Indices.aspx

CREED and APEX Analytics: "Overall US Sales: LED market share continued to grow in 2019, reaching 60% across all retail channels and lamp styles
https://shoutout.wix.com/so/b3N7CAYBA?cid=02808976-d655-40e1-bc16-fbd6ade807f3#/main		Currently available market data (NEMA and CREED & APEX Analytics market studies) demonstrates LED market share increases annually for residential buildings. Lost Opportunity paths for residential in-unit lighting are unlikely to realize savings based on market direction. Other TRMs only provide a Retrofit path.
However, ERS indicates that retirement of  Lost Opportunity path may not be recommended, pending publication of NMR market study. If the NMR market study suggests significant savings are still available for Lost Opportunity path, retain Lost Opportunity.		Retrofit		Retrofit		Retrofit		Retrofit

		Baseline Reference				Retrofit = from application. 		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		Appropriate for savings covered in measure.		Deemed values dependent on type of lighting installed: 
Solid State Lighting (LED) Recessed Downlight Luminaire, 
ENERGY STAR Integrated Screw Based SSL (LED) Lamp		Wattage from application		NMR Group, Inc (2018): General Service Lamp LED Market Adoption Model, 2017 Annual Report, Reflector LED Market Adoption Model, 2017 Annual Report, Specialty LED Market Adoption Model, 2017 Annual Report, TLED Product Impact Factor Estimation Memo		Home energy audit or ESIA exempt baseline = 65W Incandescent
Int LED bulbs baseline = existing
Else, baseline = Blend of incandescent, compact fluorescent, and halogen lamps.

		Baseline  Assumptions				When known, change in wattage from application. Retail, unknown direct install, and lost opportunity, change in wattage fixed.		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		Appropriate for savings covered in measure.		References provided for each deemed value		Wattage from application		From the above NMR Group evaluation reports		None

		Savings				1. Retrofit Gross Energy Savings, Electric
2. Retrofit Gross Seasonal Peak Demand Savings, Electric (winter and summer)
3. Lost Opportunity Gross Energy Savings, Electric
4. Lost Opportunity Gross Seasonal Peak Demand Savings, winter and summer
5. Lighting Interactive Effect Penalty
		7/2/20		Algorithm Update		NMR market study results dependent: Consider removing Lost Opportunity savings equations from measure		NEMA: Lamp Indices: Market Penetration (in %) of A-lamps in 2017, 2018, and 2019 reflects the market growth of LED A-line and decreased market share of CFLs.
https://www.nema.org/Intelligence/Pages/Lamp-Indices.aspx

CREED and APEX Analytics: "Overall US Sales: LED market share continued to grow in 2019, reaching 60% across all retail channels and lamp styles
https://shoutout.wix.com/so/b3N7CAYBA?cid=02808976-d655-40e1-bc16-fbd6ade807f3#/main		Consider retiring Lost Opportunity path and removing Lost Opportunity savings equations from measure. Market data demonstrates LED market share increases annually for residential buildings. Lost Opportunity paths for residential in-unit lighting are unlikely to realize savings based on market direction. 
However, ERS indicates that retirement of  Lost Opportunity path may not be recommended, pending publication of NMR market study. If the NMR market study suggests significant savings are still available for Lost Opportunity path, retain Lost Opportunity.		Accounts for interactive effects (heating and cooling)

1) Annual Energy Savings
2) Summer Coincident Peak kW Savings
3) Annual Fossil Fuel Savings
		1) Gross Energy Savings, Electric
2) Gross Seasonal Peak Demand Savings, summer
3) Lighting Interactive Effect Penalty, Fossil Fuel		1) Annual Electric Energy Savings
2) Demand Savings		1) Annual Electric Energy Savings
2) Demand Savings

		Retrofit Gross Energy Savings, Electric

		Formula						6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		Equation is appropriate for this measure and interactive effects are in line with other TRMs		Annual Energy Savings:


		Nomenclature				Watt_pre = Rated Wattage of existing low-efficiency bulb
Watt_post = Rated Wattage of high-Efficiency Bulb
Watt_delta = Difference between wattage of the lower efficiency baseline bulb and the wattage of the new bulb
h_d = daily hours of use
		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		Appropriate for savings covered in measure.		WattsBase: Connected load of baseline lamp
WattsEE: Connected load of efficient lamp
ISR: In Service Rate
WHF: waste heat factors to account for cooling or electric heating savings		ΔkWh = Annual electric energy savings
units = Number of measures
ee = Energy efficient condition or measure
baseline = Baseline condition or measure
1,000 = Conversion factor, one kW equals 1000 watts
W = Watts
hrs = Lighting operating hours
HVACc = HVAC interaction factor for annual electric energy consumption		QTYPRE    = Quantity of pre-retrofit fixtures/bulbs 
QTYEE      = Quantity of efficient fixtures/bulbs installed 
WattsPRE  = Rated watts of pre-retrofit fixtures/bulbs 
WattsEE    = Rated watts of efficient fixtures/bulbs installed 
HoursPRE = Weekly hours of operation for pre-retrofit case lighting fixtures/bulbs 
HoursEE   = Weekly hours of operation for efficient lighting fixtures/bulbs
52             = Weeks per year 
kW/kWh   = Average kW reduction per kWh reduction: 0.00030 kW/kWh		QTY_pre = Quantity of pre-retrofit fixtures/bulbs
QTY_ee = Quantity of efficient fixtures/bulbs
Watts_pre = Rated watts of pre-retrofit fixtures/bulbs
Watts_ee = Rated watts of efficient fixtures/bulbs installed
Hours_pre = Weekly hours of operation for pre-retrofit case
Hours_ee = Weekly hours of operation for efficient lighting fixtures/bulbs
1000 = Watts per kW
52 = Weeks per year

		Assumed Values				1.04 = average energy factor due to lighting interactive effects
h_d = hours of use per day by location table
Watt_delta, light bulbs, unknown direct install = 24
Watt_delta, luminaires, unknown direct install = 26.3		6/29/20		Aligning with ERS: Awaiting evaluation Results		Aligning with ERS: Watt_delta: Awaiting Evaluation results		N/A		hours: PSD Lighting hours offer more granularity than other TRMs listing default hours based on room type. The sited study included multifamily, though it was a small percentage of the buildings observed. (https://www.energizect.com/sites/default/files/R154%20-%20CT%20LED%20Lighting%20Study_Final%20Report_1.28.16.pdf).

Added 6/28: For the "known" baseline:  The finding of th x1941 impact evaluation is that some participants are claiming a non-EISA compliant baseline as their “known” value. The 2021 PSD should specify a “backstop” for the baseline that is EISA-compliant. This backstop should apply even for “known” values of the replaced bulbs, given the difficulty discerning a halogen vs incandescent bulb in the field, and since a bulb that is truly incandescent would have been installed more than five years ago, so has a much lower HOU than the PSD assumes.

Aligning with ERS: watt_delta, unknown: Watt default may be updated after NMR retail lighting suppliers report is available
According to the CT NMR Lighting Report, "CFL saturation was statistically significantly higher among multifamily than single-family homes (34% vs 21%), while LED saturation was fairly similar (28% versus 22%)." 
(https://www.energizect.com/sites/default/files/R1706%20and%20R1616-R1708%20CT%20RASS%20Lighting_Final%20Report_10.1.19.pdf). However, default watt_delta when unknown is still an appropriate estimate and no recommendations for change are made at this time.
		Hours = 679 (1.86 hours per day)
ISR (In Service Rate) = 1
WHF (waste heat factors)		Interior lamps = 1,168
Interior Fixture = 913
Wbaseline from application		Varies over 2019, 2020, 2021
HOU = 986 (low-rise) and  803 (high rise), 
LED Bulb, In-Unit: DeltaW = 37.6, DeltakWh = 37.1 (low rise)/30.2 (high rise), DeltakW = 0.04
LED Bulb, In-Unit Specialty: DeltaW = 40,  DeltakWh = 39.4(low rise)/32.1(high rise), DeltakW = 0.04
LED Bulb, In-Unit Reflector: DeltaW = 51.7, DeltakWh = 51 (low rise)/41.6 (high rise), DeltakW = 0.05
LED Fixture, In-Unit: DeltaW = 37.6, Hours = 803, # of bulbs = 1.49, DeltakWh = 45, DeltakW = 0.06, ISR = 0.88
LED Fixture, In-Unit: DeltaW = 37.6, Hours = 803, # of bulbs = 2, DeltakWh = 60.4, DeltakW = 0.08, ISR = 0.88		kWh = 33.30


		Reference (include year)				CT Residential Lighting Interactive Effects, NMR Group Inc., Dec 2014, Table 1, p. 2 		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		No change		Hours: Based on Navigant Consulting, “EmPOWER Residential Lighting Program: 2016 Residential Lighting Inventory and Hours of Use Study” August 31, 2017, page 13. This assumption is a product of metered CFLs and LEDs. To date there has not been sufficient data available to provide a separate LED hours assumption, and this should be reviewed in future years.		Lamps and Fixtures: Based on 2003 Nexus Market Research of metering study in MA, RI, and VT, published in 2003 "extended residential logging results"		NMR Group. Inc (2018). Excel links provided on website: https://etrm.anbetrack.com/#/workarea/trm/MADPU/COM-L-LEDB/2019-2021%20Plan%20TRM/version/1?measureName=Lighting%20-%20LED%20Bulb
Delta watts, annual hours are based on evaluation results		 MA PAs (2019). Lighting Worksheet PY2019-2021 - Updated for RI

		Retrofit Gross Seasonal Peak Demand Savings, Electric (winter and summer)

		Formula						6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		Interactive effect lies within ballpark of NY and Mid-Atlantic data. While NY distinguishes between building type and HVAC system, this is not recommended. 		Summer Coincident Peak kW Savings

		Nomenclature				1.05 = average capacity factor due to lighting interactive effect
SKW = summer kW
WKW = Winter kW		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		Interactive effect lies within ballpark of NY and Mid-Atlantic data. While NY distinguishes between building type and HVAC system, this is not recommended. 		WHFd: Waste heat factor for demand to account for cooling savings from efficient lighting 
CF: Coincidence Factor		Wbaseline = Rated wattage of baseline lamp and/or fixture
Wee = Rated wattage of energy efficient lamp and/or fixture
HVACd = HVAC interaction factor for peak demand at NYISO coincident summer peak hour
CF = Coincidence factor		kW/kWh   = Average kW reduction per kWh reduction		QTY_pre = Quantity of pre-retrofit fixtures/bulbs
QTY_ee = Quantity of efficient fixtures/bulbs
Watts_pre = Rated watts of pre-retrofit fixtures/bulbs
Watts_ee = Rated watts of efficient fixtures/bulbs installed
1000 = Watts per kW

		Assumed Values				CF summer = 0.13
CF winter = 0.20		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		CF: Based on source's recommendation, Coincident Factors are applied from overall peak factors (considering CT, MA, and RI)		WHFd = 1.19 (Building with cooling), 1.17 (Unknown)
CF = 0.86 for MF common area		CF = 0.082		kW/kWh =  0.00030 kW/kWh
CF summer peak = 0.55
CF winter peak = 0.85		kW = 0.01
CF summer peak = 0.55
CF winter peak = 0.85

		Reference (include year)				CFs: NMR Group Inc., Northeast Residential Lighting Hour-of Use Study, May 5, 2014, Table ES-7, p. VIII
https://neep.org/sites/default/files/resources/Northeast-Residential-Lighting-Hours-of-Use-Study-Final-Report1.pdf		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		CF: Multifamily homes were considered in the analysis. No change recommended.		WHFd: Calculated (p36)
CF: EmPOWER Maryland program (p37)		This factor was derived from an examination of studies throughout New England that calculated coincidence factors based on the definition of system peak period at the time, as specified by ISO-New England: Coincidence Factor Study Residential and Commercial & Industrial Lighting Measures, Spring 2007, Table i-1 		NMR Group		Navigant Consulting (2018) Baseline Loadshape Study

		Lost Opportunity Gross Energy Savings, Electric

		Formula						7/2/20		Algorithm Update		NMR market study results dependent: Consider retiring Lost Opportunity path		NEMA: Lamp Indices: Market Penetration (in %) of A-lamps in 2017, 2018, and 2019 reflects the market growth of LED A-line and decreased market share of CFLs.
https://www.nema.org/Intelligence/Pages/Lamp-Indices.aspx

CREED and APEX Analytics: "Overall US Sales: LED market share continued to grow in 2019, reaching 60% across all retail channels and lamp styles
https://shoutout.wix.com/so/b3N7CAYBA?cid=02808976-d655-40e1-bc16-fbd6ade807f3#/main		Consider retiring Lost Opportunity path and removing Lost Opportunity savings equations from measure. Market data demonstrates LED market share increases annually for residential buildings. Lost Opportunity paths for residential in-unit lighting are unlikely to realize savings based on market direction. Other TRMs reviewed do not provide a Lost Opportunity path.
However, ERS indicates that retirement of  Lost Opportunity path may not be recommended, pending publication of NMR market study. If the NMR market study suggests significant savings are still available for Lost Opportunity path, retain Lost Opportunity.		No Lost Opportunity Path		No Lost Opportunity Path		No Lost Opportunity Path

		Nomenclature				Watt_pre = Rated Wattage of existing low-efficiency bulb
Watt_post = Rated Wattage of high-Efficiency Bulb
Watt_delta = Difference between wattage of the lower efficiency baseline bulb and the wattage of the new bulb
h_d = daily hours of use
		6/5/20		Algorithm Update		NMR market study results dependent: Consider retiring Lost Opportunity path		See above sources		See above justification		No Lost Opportunity Path		No Lost Opportunity Path		No Lost Opportunity Path		QTY_pre = Quantity of pre-retrofit fixtures/bulbs
QTY_ee = Quantity of efficient fixtures/bulbs
Watts_pre = Rated watts of pre-retrofit fixtures/bulbs
Watts_ee = Rated watts of efficient fixtures/bulbs installed
Hours_pre = Weekly hours of operation for pre-retrofit case
Hours_ee = Weekly hours of operation for efficient lighting fixtures/bulbs
1000 = Watts per kW
52 = Weeks per year

		Assumed Values				1.04 = average energy factor due to lighting interactive effects
h_d = hours of use per day by location (room type) table
For retail or unknown Direct Install: Watt_delta = 24W bulb and 26.3 for luminaire		6/5/20		Algorithm Update		NMR market study results dependent: Consider retiring Lost Opportunity path		See above sources		See above justification		No Lost Opportunity Path		No Lost Opportunity Path		No Lost Opportunity Path		kWh = 33.30


		Reference (include year)				CT Residential Lighting Interactive Effects, NMR Group Inc., Dec 2014, Table 1, p. 2 		6/5/20		Algorithm Update		NMR market study results dependent: Consider retiring Lost Opportunity path		See above sources		See above justification		No Lost Opportunity Path		No Lost Opportunity Path		No Lost Opportunity Path		 MA PAs (2019). Lighting Worksheet PY2019-2021 - Updated for RI

		Lost Opportunity Gross Peak Demand Savings, Electric

		Formula						7/2/20		Algorithm Update		NMR market study results dependent: Consider retiring Lost Opportunity path		NEMA: Lamp Indices: Market Penetration (in %) of A-lamps in 2017, 2018, and 2019 reflects the market growth of LED A-line and decreased market share of CFLs.
https://www.nema.org/Intelligence/Pages/Lamp-Indices.aspx

CREED and APEX Analytics: "Overall US Sales: LED market share continued to grow in 2019, reaching 60% across all retail channels and lamp styles
https://shoutout.wix.com/so/b3N7CAYBA?cid=02808976-d655-40e1-bc16-fbd6ade807f3#/main		Consider retiring Lost Opportunity path and removing Lost Opportunity savings equations from measure. Market data demonstrates LED market share increases annually for residential buildings. Lost Opportunity paths for residential in-unit lighting are unlikely to realize savings based on market direction. Other TRMs reviewed do not provide a Lost Opportunity path.
However, ERS indicates that retirement of  Lost Opportunity path may not be recommended, pending publication of NMR market study. If the NMR market study suggests significant savings are still available for Lost Opportunity path, retain Lost Opportunity.		No Lost Opportunity Path		No Lost Opportunity Path		No Lost Opportunity Path

		Nomenclature				1.05 = average capacity factor due to lighting interactive effect
SKW = summer kW
WKW = Winter kW		6/5/20		Algorithm Update		NMR market study results dependent: Consider retiring Lost Opportunity path		See above sources		See above justification		No Lost Opportunity Path		No Lost Opportunity Path		No Lost Opportunity Path		QTY_pre = Quantity of pre-retrofit fixtures/bulbs
QTY_ee = Quantity of efficient fixtures/bulbs
Watts_pre = Rated watts of pre-retrofit fixtures/bulbs
Watts_ee = Rated watts of efficient fixtures/bulbs installed
1000 = Watts per kW

		Assumed Values				CF summer = 0.13
CF winter = 20		6/5/20		Algorithm Update		NMR market study results dependent: Consider retiring Lost Opportunity path		See above sources		See above justification		No Lost Opportunity Path		No Lost Opportunity Path		No Lost Opportunity Path		CF summer peak = 0.55
CF winter peak = 0.85

		Reference (include year)				NMR Group Inc., Northeast Residential Lighting Hour-of Use Study, May 5, 2014, Table ES-7, p. VIII		6/5/20		Algorithm Update		NMR market study results dependent: Consider retiring Lost Opportunity path		See above sources		See above justification		No Lost Opportunity Path		No Lost Opportunity Path		No Lost Opportunity Path		Navigant Consulting (2018) Baseline Loadshape Study

		Retrofit Energy Penalty, Natural Gas

		Formula				Added 6/28/21: The 2020 PSD only shows the heating penalty portion of interactive effects under "Non-Energy Benefits". It's not clear they should be applied to all projects with fossil fuel heat.
Lighting Interactive Effect Penalty = -1,902 Btu/kWh		6/5/20		No change		Added 06/28/21: Move the heating interactive effect calculation out of the Non-Energy Benefits section and into the main body of the measure calculation description, to clarify that heating interactive effects should be applied to all projects using fossil fuel heating. Based on the x1941 impact evaluation, no multifamily projects were applying heating interactive effects		N/A		Aligns with other TRMS		Annual Gas Penalty:				None		None

		Nomenclature				N/A		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		Aligns with other TRMS		WattsBase: Connected load of baseline lamp 
WattsEE: Connected load of efficient lamp 
ISR: In Service Rate 
Hours: Lighting operating hours
HF: Heating Factor or percentage of light savings that must be heated
nHeat: Efficiency of heating system
%FossilHeat: Percentage of home with non-electric heat		Δtherm = Annual gas energy savings (here it is negative savings)
units = Number of measures
ee = Energy efficient condition or measure
baseline = Baseline condition or measure
1,000 = Conversion factor, one kW equals 1000 watts
W = Watts
hrs = Lighting operating hours
HVACg = HVAC interaction factor for annual natural gas energy consumption (therms/kWh)		N/A		N/A

		Assumed Values				Lighting Interactive Effect Penalty = -1,902 Btu/kWh		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		Penalty lies within ballpark of NY and Mid-Atlantic TRM gas penalties. While NY distinguishes between building type and HVAC system, this is not recommended. 		HF =  47% for interior or unknown (heating loads increase by 47% of the lighting savings)
%FossilHeat: Electric = 0%, Fossil Fuel = 100%, Unknown = 62.5% (based on KEMA baseline study for Maryland		Interior lamps = 1,168
Interior Fixture = 913
Wbaseline from application		N/A		N/A

		Reference (include year)				NMR Group Inc. Connecticut LED lighting Study Report (R154), Jan 28, 2016, p. 30		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		Aligns with other TRMS		HF: Average result from REMRate modeling of several different building configurations in Wilmington, DE, Baltimore, MD, and Washington, DC
nHeat: Federal minimum for residential furnaces 
%FossilHeat, unknown: Based on KEMA baseline study for Maryland		Lamps and Fixtures: Based on 2003 Nexus Market Research of metering study in MA, RI, and VT, published in 2003 "extended residential logging results"		N/A		N/A



		Measure Life				LED Bulb = 4, LED luminaire = 5		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		Aligns with other TRMS		8.4 (Solid State Lighting (LED) Recessed Downlight Luminaire with inseparable components), 4.2 (downlights with replaceable parts), 2.52 ( ENERGY STAR Integrated Screw Based SSL (LED) Lamp		Depends on the bulb type/end use (CFL, LED Directional, LED Decorative & Omnidirectional), and fixture type/end use (LED Interior, Linear Fluorescent, CFL). Calculated (ex 25,000hrs/annual lighting operating hrs, or 20 years (whichever is less))		LED Bulb: EUL = 20, AML = 2		Dwelling Int LED Bulbs: 5 years

		Measure Life Resource				Adjusted measure life, estimated based on lighting market saturation trends, penetration, and hours of use from NMR, CT LED Lighting Study Report (R154), Jan 2016		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		Aligns with other TRMS		ENERGY STAR Spec for SSL Recessed Downlights requires luminaires to maintain >=70% initial light output for 25,000 hours for separable and 50,000 for inseparable. (p.26)
ENERGY STAR Spec v2.0 for Integrated Screw based SSL bulbs requires lamps to maintain >=70% initial light output for 15,000 hours		ENERGY STAR or DLC		Massachusetts Program Administrators (2018). 2019-2021 Massachusetts Lighting Worksheet		Unsourced







https://neep.org/sites/default/files/resources/Mid_Atlantic_TRM_V9_Final_clean_wUpdateSummary%20-%20CT%20FORMAT.pdfhttps://etrm.anbetrack.com/http://rieermc.ri.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/ngrid-ri-2020-trm.pdfhttp://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/96f0fec0b45a3c6485257688006a701a/72c23decff52920a85257f1100671bdd/$FILE/Q4%202019%20TRM%20Update-ROR%20-New%20Measures%20&%20Corrections.pdf

DU Air Conditioning

		Measure ID (PSD Section)				4.2.1

		Measure Name				Energy-Efficient Central Air Conditioning				Overall Assessment

		Primary Sector				Residential 				Result of Fast Fill Assessment		Result of Research Assessment		Most Recent CT Evaluation		Evaluated Parameters from Most Recent CT Evaluation		Notes

		Description				Installation of an energy-efficient Central Air Conditioning (“CAC”) system and replacement of a working inefficient A/C system. 				Parameter update		"same as Fast Fill Assessment"		[R8] Central Air Conditioning Impact and Process Evaluation - 2014

R1705 R1609 Multifamily Baseline and Weatherization Opportunity StudyR1705 R1609 Multifamily Baseline and Weatherization Opportunity Study		Annual Savings Factor, Demand Savings Factor, RUL, Multifamily considerations		Suggest updating algorithms for consistency within measure, as well as multifamily multiplier to adjust for less load in multifamily units due to smaller area compared to single family.





																		http://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/96f0fec0b45a3c6485257688006a701a/72c23decff52920a85257f1100671bdd/$FILE/TRM%20Version%207%20-%20April%202019.pdf		https://www.focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/2019_TRM_Final_Update_0.pdf 		https://etrm.anbetrack.com/#/workarea/home?token=6d6c45766e692f527044		http://rieermc.ri.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/ngrid-ri-2020-trm.pdf

						CT's 2020 PSD - existing		TRC Date Stamp		Recommended TRC Action		TRC Proposed Values		TRC Primary Source Document		TRC Rationale/Justification		NY TRM		WI TRM		MA TRM		RI TRM

						16th Edition, March 2020												Version 7, Jan 2020		Version 2019		Version 2019-2021 Plan TRM		Version 2020

		Applies to MF, SF Res, or Commercial				SF Res, MF		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		MF, SF Res		SF Res		SF Res		None

		PSD Section 				4.2.1		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a

		Measure Name				Energy-Efficient Central Air Conditioning		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		Air Conditioner - Central (CAC)		Joint Furnace & Central AC with ECM		Central Air Conditioning		ACS16SEER13EER

		Pages				p.146		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		p.128		p.895		n/a		p.94

		Retrofit/Lost Opportunity				Retrofit and Lost Opportunity		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		Rationale is clear for both pathways		Lost Opportunity		Lost Opportunity		Retrofit		Retrofit

		Baseline Reference				NMR (2017) Central Air Conditioning Impact and Process Evaluation		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		Reference is up to date.		10 CFR 430.32 (c)(1)		Federal minimum efficiency		Not provided		Not provided

		Baseline  Assumptions				Existing Unit (retrofit), Representing Baseline New Model (Lost Opportunity)		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		Consistent with other TRMs		Minimally code compliant equipment of the same type and capacity as in the efficient case		13 SEER central air conditioner		2.7 ton SEER 10 central air conditioner for early retirement; 2.7 ton SEER 13 central air conditioner for lost opportunity		Blend of code-compliant central air-conditioning system (SEER 13, EER 11) and early replacement installation (10-12 year old HVAC unit with SEER 10, EER 8.5)

		Savings				1) Retrofit Gross Energy Savings, Electric
2) Retrofit Gross Seasonal Peak Demand Savings, Electric (winter and summer)
3) Lost Opportunity Gross Energy Savings, Electric
4) Lost Opportunity Gross Seasonal Peak Demand Savings, Electric (winter and summer)		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		Consistent with other TRMs		1) Annual electric Energy Savings
2) Summer Peak Coincident Demand Savings		1) Annual kWh Savings
2) Summer Coincident Peak Savings
3) Lifecycle Energy-Savings		1) Deemed kWh Savings
2) Deemed kW Savings		1) Deemed KWh Savings
2) Deemed kW Savings

		Retrofit Gross Energy Savings, Electric

		Formula						6/12/20		Algorithm Update		Add equations for multifamily-specific savings:
AKWH_C,Retire = MAF x ASF x CAP_c,I x (1- EER_e/EER_b)
AKWH_C,Lost Opp = 0.4*362 kWh/Ton x Cap_c,I x (1- 11/EER_i)
		Wi-Fi Programmable Thermostat Pilot Program Evaluation (2012/2013)
R1705 R1609 Multifamily Baseline and Weatherization Opportunity Study		Make the retrofit and lost opportunity equations consistent. 
Add a 0.40 multiplier for multifamily buildings to the ASF to take into account lower kWh usage due to reduced square footage of units. The NMR study does not specify whether the study included both single and multifamily buildings. However looking at Appendix D "Demographic Characteristics of Survey Respondents" the Home Ownership and Home square footage seems to indicate mostly single family buildings. Divide the average square foots of a multifamily unit from R1705 R1609 (876) by the average single family square footage (2,191) in the Wi-Fi Programmable Thermostat Pilot Program Evaluation (all single family buildings) referenced in the Wi-Fi Thermostat measure to get a 0.40 multiplier.  		Not addressed		Not addressed

		Nomenclature				LKWH_C: Lifetime Electric Energy Savings - Cooling
AKWH: Annual Electric Energy Savings
RUL: Remaining Useful Life
EUL: effective useful life
ASF: Annual savings factor
CAP_C,i: Installed Cooling Capacity
EER_e: Existing EER of Removed Unit
EER_b: Baseline EER, Representing Baseline New Model
EER_i: Installed EER of New Efficient Unit		6/12/20		Parameter Update		Change ASF to AUF (Annual Usage Factor) (In agreement with ERS)		NMR (2017) Central Air Conditioning Impact and Process Evaluation		This is suggested in the NMR study to clarify the definition of the "Annual Savings Factor" 		n/a		n/a
		Tons: Cooling capacity of AC equipment
SEER_Base: Seasonal Energy Efficiency Ratio of baseline AC equipment
SEER_EE: Seasonal Energy Efficiency Ratio of new efficient AC equipment
Hours: Equivalent Full Load Hours (EFLH)		Tons: deemed average equipment capacity
SEER_base: Seasonal Energy efficiency ratio of baseline equipment
SEER_ee: Seasonal Energy efficiency ratio of new equipment
Hours_C: Deemed average equivalent full load cooling hours

								6/12/20		Algorithm Update		Add Multifamily Adjustment Factor (MAF)		N/A		See above in algorithm rationale

		Assumed Values				ASF: 362 kWh/ton
RUL: 5
EUL: 18
EER_e: Use 8 if unknown
EER_b: 11		6/12/20		Algorithm Update		MAF: 0.40		N/A		Multifamily adjustment factor as described in algorithm rationale.		n/a		n/a
		delta kWh: 345.3
Hours: 419
Tons: 2.7 tons
SEER_EE: 16.5 (efficiency), 13 (early retirement)
SEER_Base: 13 (efficiency), 10 (early retirement)		kWh Savings: 345.3
Tons: 2.7 tons
SEER_base: 10 (early replacement0, 13 (code-compliant)
SEER_ee: 16 (efficient),  13 (early replacement)x
Hours_c: 360

		Reference (include year)				ASF: NMR (2017) Central Air Conditioning Impact and Process Evaluation
EER_b:  NMR (2017) Central Air Conditioning Impact and Process Evaluation
EER_e: Approximated for 15-year old units, Used ASHRAE/IESNA Standard 90.1-1999, Table 6.2.1A, and approximated EER is 80% of SEER		6/12/20		Algorithm Update		MAF: The Cadmus Group, Inc. "Wi-Fi Programmable Thermostat Pilot Program Evaluation - Part of the Massachusetts 2011 Residential Retrofit and Low-Income Program Area Evaluation," Sep. 2012. 
Energy & Resource Solutions. "R1705 R1609 Multifamily Baseline and Weatherization Opportunity Study," October 10, 2019. 

tc={1AB4BF29-F35D-49F6-95DD-B3A273EF621B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    This looks good. I just added "Add" at start to remind them they're adding MAF, not replacing (removing) the other acronyms		Given		Add References for multifamily adjustment factor		n/a		n/a
		Hours: Navigant Consulting (2018). RES 1 Baseline Load Shape Study.
Tons: Average capacity (tons) of central air conditioning units rebated in the full calendar year preceding the year in which this eTRM is published.
SEER_EE: Average SEER of central air conditioning units rebated in the full calendar year preceding the year in which this eTRM is published.
delta kWh:  Percentages of replace on failure and early retirement are from NMR Group (2018), Massachusetts Residential HVAC NTG and Market Effects Study (TXC34); and subsequently adjusted by 10% per agreement with EEAC consultants. 		kWh Savings: RI_PAs_2020PLAN Electric H&C Savings Workbook 08-20-2019
Hours: ADM Associated, Inc. (2009). Residential Central AC Regional Evaluation. 

		Retrofit Gross Seasonal Peak Demand Savings, Electric (winter and summer)

		Formula						6/12/20		Algorithm Update		Add equation for multifamily-specific savings:
SKW =MAF x DSF x CAP_C,I x (1- EER_e/EER_b)		Wi-Fi Programmable Thermostat Pilot Program Evaluation (2012/2013)
R1705 R1609 Multifamily Baseline and Weatherization Opportunity Study		See rationale for multifamily adjustment factor above. Adjustment factor should also apply to demand. 		Not Addressed		Not Addressed		Not addressed		Not addressed 

		Nomenclature				SKW_C: Summer Seasonal Demand Savings - Cooling
DSF: Seasonal Demand Savings Factor 
		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		Nomenclature is clear and support algorithm		n/a		n/a
		n/a		n/a

		Assumed Values				DSF: 0.45 kW/ton		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		Value is specific to CT TRM		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a

		Reference (include year)				DSF: NMR (2017) Central Air Conditioning Impact and Process Evaluation		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		Reference up to date		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a

		Lost Opportunity Gross Energy Savings, Electric

		Formula						6/12/20		Algorithm Update		Add equation for multifamily-specific savings:
AKWH_C,Lost Opp = MAF*ASF x Cap_c,I X (1- 11.2/EER_i)		N/A		Formula consistency; see above for 0.40 multifamily adjustment factor

		Nomenclature				See Retrofit Savings
		6/12/20		No change		N/A		N/A		N/A		units: number of measures installed under the program
tons/unit: Tons of air conditioning per unit, based on AHRI certification of nameplate data of condenser or matched pair (condenser and coil)
SEER: Seasonal average energy efficiency ratio over the cooling season
EFLH_cooling: cooling equivalent full-load hours		tons:cooling capacity in tons
EFLH_cooling: Effective full-load cooling hours
SEER_Base: Efficient meausre seasonal energy efficiency ratio
SEER_ECM: Federal minimum seasonal energy efficiency ratio

		Assumed Values				See Retrofit Savings
		6/23/20		Parameter update		Align with ERS: EER_b: 11.2 (SEER 13)		N/A		See ERS workbook for justification.		SEER_baseline:  look up in table provided based on 10 CFR 430.32 (c)(1)
EFLH_cooling: lookup in Appendix G based on building type, vintage and location		tons: 2.425
EFLH_cooling: 410 (average), varies by location; see provided table
SEER_Base: 13
SEER_ECM: 16		Annual Maximum Demand Factor: 0.001594
delta kW:0.55		Gross kW: 0.55 

		Reference (include year)				See Retrofit Savings
		6/12/20		No change		N/A		N/A		N/A		SEER_baseline: 10 CFR 430.32 (c)(1)
EFLH_cooling: DOE 2.2 Simulation		tons: PA Consulting Group. Focus on Energy Evaluation, Residential Programs: CY09 Deemed Savings
Review. March 26, 2010
EFLH_cooling: Cadmus. Focus on Energy Evaluated Deemed Savings Changes. November 14, 2014. 		Annual Maximum Demand Factor: Navigant Consulting (2018). Demand Impact Model Update. Value for Central Air Conditioner/Heat Pump (Cooling).		RI_PAs_2020PLAN Electric H&C Savings Workbook 08-20-2019

		Lost Opportunity Gross Seasonal Peak Demand Savings, Electric (winter and summer)

		Formula						6/12/20		Algorithm udpate		Add equation for multifamily-specific savings:
SKW = MAF x DSF x CAP_C,I x (1- EER_b/EER_e)

tc={0D4A71F1-82BC-4DA6-827E-47B190A56112}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    I'm confused, why are there two SKW equations in current PSD? Are you only changing the first? Can they delete the second?
Reply:
    The second equation is just the first equation with some of the parameters plugged in. I can delete this screen shot to get rid of confusion		

tc={1AB4BF29-F35D-49F6-95DD-B3A273EF621B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    This looks good. I just added "Add" at start to remind them they're adding MAF, not replacing (removing) the other acronyms		N/A		Formula consistency; see above for 0.40 multifamily adjustment factor.						Not addressed		Not addressed

		Nomenclature				See Retrofit Demand
		6/12/20		No change		N/A		N/A		N/A		EER: Energy efficiency ratio under peak conditions
CF: coincidence factors
		EER_Base: baseline energy efficiency ratio
EER_ECM: Efficient measure energy efficiency ratio
CF: Coincidence factor		n/a		n/a

		Assumed Values				See Retrofit Demand
		6/12/20		No change		N/A		N/A		N/A		CF: 0.69
EER: calculated by SEER values using formula		EER_Base: 11
EER_ECM: 13
CF: 68%		n/a		n/a

								6/23/20		Parmeter update		Align with ERS: EER_b: 11.2 (SEER 13)		N/A		See ERS workbook for justification.

		Reference (include year)				See Retrofit Demand
		6/12/20		No change		N/A		N/A		N/A		CF: BG&E "Development of Residential Load Profile for Central Air Conditioners and Heat Pumps"
EER: formula from DOE, Building America House Simulation Protocols, October 2010		EER: Cadmus. Focus on Energy Evaluated Deemed Savings Changes. November 14, 2014. 
CF: Cadmus. Focus on Energy Evaluated Deemed Savings Changes. November 14, 2014. 		n/a		n/a



		Measure Life				5 (RUL), 18 (EUL)		6/23/20		Parameter update		EUL: Align with ERS: 11		R1706 RASS		See ERS Workbook for justification		15		24 (EUL)		18 (EUL), 6 (RUL), 14 Average Measure Life		16

								6/23/20		Parameter update		RUL: Align with ERS - 3.67		N/A		See ERS Workbook for justification

		Measure Life Resource				DEER 2008 (RUL), GDS Associates Inc. (2007) Measure Life Report, Residential and Commercial Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures (EUL)		6/23/20		Parameter update		R1706 RASS		R1706 RASS		See ERS Workbook for justification		DEER 2014		U.S. Department of Energy. “Technical Support Document: Energy Efficiency Program for Consumer Products and Commercial and Industrial Equipment: Residential Central Air Conditioners and Heat Pumps.” Table 9.5.2. 2016.		Measure life reflects a blend of replace on failure and early replacement. Measure life obtained from GDS Associates, Inc. (2007), Measure Life Report: Residential and Commercial/Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures, Prepared for The New England State Program Working		RI_PAs_2020PLAN Electric H&C Savings Workbook 08-20-2019

















http://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/96f0fec0b45a3c6485257688006a701a/72c23decff52920a85257f1100671bdd/$FILE/TRM%20Version%207%20-%20April%202019.pdfhttps://www.focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/2019_TRM_Final_Update_0.pdfhttps://etrm.anbetrack.com/http://rieermc.ri.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/ngrid-ri-2020-trm.pdf

DU Heat Pump

		Measure ID		PSD4.2.2

		Measure Name		Heat Pump

		Primary Sector		Residential				Result of Fast Fill Assessment		Result of Research Assessment		Most Recent CT Evaluation		Evaluated Parameters from Most Recent CT Evaluation		Notes

		Description		Installation of an energy-efficient air source heat pump and replacement of a working, less-efficient electric heating system, including heat pumps and electric resistance heating. 				Parameter update		"same as Fast Fill Assessment"		None 		N/A		CT does not currently permit fuel switching, but natural gas savings are provided in case policy changes for this measure; recommend EUL update





																		http://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/96f0fec0b45a3c6485257688006a701a/72c23decff52920a85257f1100671bdd/$FILE/TRM%20Version%207%20-%20April%202019.pdf		https://www.focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/2019_TRM_Final_Update_0.pdf		https://etrm.anbetrack.com/#/workarea/home?token=6d6c45766e692f527044		http://rieermc.ri.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/ngrid-ri-2020-trm.pdf

						CT's 2020 PSD - existing		TRC Date Stamp		TRC Recommended Action		TRC Proposed Values		TRC Primary Source Document		TRC Rationale/Justification		NY TRM		WI TRM		MA TRM		RI TRM

						16th Edition, March 2020												Version 7, Jan 2020		Version 2019		Version 2019-2021 Plan TRM		Version 2020

		Applies to MF, SF Res, or Commercial				MF, SF Res		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		Heat Pump - Air Source (ASHP)		Air Source Heat Pump, <=65 Mbh		Air Source Central Heat pump		Electric Resistance to MSHP, Central Heat Pump, Minisplit HP

		PSD Section 				4.2.2
		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		Single and Multi-Family Residential Measures		Business (Non-residential Measures) (p.263-267)		Residential 		Residential, p. 122-127 

		Measure Name				Heat Pump		6/30/20		Code update		When the CT Codes and Standards Committee adopts the 2018 IECC, we recommend the following change.
Align with ERS: 
Update measure description to include cold-climate ASHPs and IECC 2018 code compliant heat pumps		N/A		See ERS workbook for justification						Additional measures  -  "HVAC - Central Ducted Heat Pump Fully or Partially Displacing Existing Furnace, Oil/Propane" 		Additional measures - Heat pump fully/partially replacing oil and propane furnaces or boiler

		Pages				p.152		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		Lost Opportunity		Retrofit		Retrofit 		Retrofit

		Baseline (Retrofit, Lost Opportunities, or Retirement?) 				Lost Opportunity/Retrofit		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		Having both pathways is clear

		Baseline Reference				Existing or deemed value if HSPF is unknown. 
HSPF = 6.8 (heat pump); 3.41 (electric resistance heating)		6/30/20		Parameter update		Align with ERS (see existing HSPF default values below) 		N/A		See ERS workbook for justification		Minimally code compliant equipment of same type and capacity as in efficient case 		Air cooled heat pump with cooling capacity 5.42 tons or less, 14 SEER, 8.2 HSPF (split), 8.0 HSPF (packaged)		Deemed savings. Early retirement - baseline is an existing 2.8-ton, SEER 10, HSPF 7		Deemed savings. 
Electric Resistance to Minisplit Heat Pump (MSHP): Baseline efficiency case for heating is electric resistance heating. Baseline efficiency case for cooling is a residential window AC unit with EER 9.8
Central Heat Pump: Baseline is central heat pump with SEER 14, HSPF 8.7
Minisplit Heat Pump: Baseline is ductless minisplit heat pump with SEER 15, HSPF 8.2

		Baseline  Assumptions				Federal minimum efficiency		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		Aligns with other TRMs		Federal minimum efficiency (10 CFR 430.32 (c)(1))		2015 IECC Table 503.2.3(3). 2009.				N/A

		Savings				1) Lifetime kWh Savings
2) Annual Gross Energy Savings, Electric
3) Gross Seasonal Peak Demand Savings, Electric (winter and summer)		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		Aligns with other TRMs		1) Annual Electric Energy Savings
2) Peak Coincident Demand Electricity Savings		1) Annual Energy Savings (kWh)
2) Summer Coincident Peak Savings Algorithm (kW)
3) Lifecycle Energy Savings (kWh)				1) Gross kWh Savings
2) Gross kW Savings

		Gross Annual Energy Savings (Heating), Electric

		Retrofit Gross Annual Energy Savings (Heating), Electric		Algorithm				6/30/20		Algorithm update		Align with ERS: 
AKWHH,Retire = EFLHH * CAPH,i * (1/HSPFe - 1/HSPFi) * (1/1000)
AKWHH,LostOpp = EFLHH * CAPH,i * (1/HSPFb - 1/HSPFi) * (1/1000)

CAPH,i = 0.9 * CAPC,i for non cold-climate ASHP units AND supplemental heating source is present
CAPH,i = 1.0 * CAPC,i for cold-climate ASHP units
where,
CAPC,i  = Cooling Capacity of efficient ASHP unit (kBtu/h)

If replacing fossil fuel equiment:
(1/HSPFe) = 0		N/A		See ERS workbook for justification; CT currently doesn't allow fuel switching, but ERS provided natural gas savings in their workbook in anticipation of potential policy change. The same savings calculation be used for multifamily.
								Electric Resistance to MSHP: 5891.2 kWh, 2.58 kW
Central HP: 1047.3 kWh, 0.37 kW
Minisplit HP: 390 kWh, 0.17 kW

		Nomenclature				AKWH,H: Annual Electric Energy Savings (Heating)
EFLH,H: Heating Equivalent Full-Load Hours (Heating)
CAP_H,i: Installed Heating Capacity
HSPF_e: Heating Season Performance Factor Existing (AHRI-Verified)
HSPF_b: Heating Season Performance Factor Baseline, Representing Baseline New Model
HSPF_i: Heating Season Performance Factor Installed (AHRI-Verified)		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		Nomenclature is clear		kBTU/h_out/unit = Nominal rating of the heating output capacity of the heat pump in kBTU/h (including supplemental heaters) per unit, based on AHRI certification or nameplate data of condenser or matched pair (condenser and coil) 
HSPF: Heating seasonal performance factor
EFLH_Heating: Heating equivalent full-load hours		CAP: Rated cooling capacity of energy-efficient unit (tons)
12: Conversion factor from tons to MBh
HSPF: Heating seasonal performance factor
EFLH_HEAT: Equivalent full-load hours in heating mode		HSPF_BASE: Heating Seasonal Performance Factor of baseline HP equipment
HSPF_EE: Heating Seasonal Performance Factor of new efficient HP equipment
Hours_H: EFLH for heating 		N/A

		Assumed Values				EFLH,H: 1349
HSPF_b: 8.2
HSPF_e: 6.8 (unknown heat pump), 3.41 (electric resistance) 		6/30/20		Updated reference		Align with ERS
EFLH,H: 862		N/A		See ERS workbook for justification
		EFLH,H: dependent on vintage, city, low-rise or high-rise		EFLH_HEAT = 1,158
HSPF_BASE =  8.2 
HSPF_EE = 9.0		Hours_H: 1, 200
HSPF_BASE: 8.2 (replace on failure), 7 (early retirement) 
HSPF_EE: 10.6 (replace on failure), 8.2 (early retirement)		Electric Resistance to MSHP: High efficiency case is ENERGY STAR qualified air-source hat pump. 
Central HP: 15 SEER, 9 HSPF central heat pump installed
Minisplit HP: 15 SEER, 10 HSPF, ductless minisplit installed

								6/30/20		Parameter update		Align with ERS: 
HSPF_e: 
'Use site-pecific preexisting equipment HSPF value if known. 

If installment year of preexisting system is known use:
- 6.8 HSPF if preexisting ASHP system was installed before 2006
- 7.7 HSPF if preexisting ASHP system was installed between 2006 -2014
- 8.2 HSPF if preexisting ASHP system was installed after 2015

If neither the HSPF nor installment year of preexisting system is known:
- 7.7 HSPF

If preexisting heating system is electric heat:
- 3.14 HSPF		N/A		See ERS workbook for justification


		Reference				EFLH,H: Estimated via calculation
HSPF_b:  Federal minimum efficiency as of Jan 1, 2015
HSPF_e: Federal minimum efficiency 1992		6/5/20		Parameter update		Align with ERS for HSPF_e references		N/A		See ERS workbook for justification
		EFLH,H: dependent on DOE-2.2 simulations of prototypical buildings		EFLH_HEAT: Cadmus (2014) "Focus on Energy Evaluated Deemed Savings Changes" 
HSPF_BASE = Conservative value between packaged and split HSPF		HSPF_EE: Average HSPF of heat pumps units rebated in full calendar year preceding year in which TRM was published
Hours: Navigant Consulting (2018). RES 1 Baseline Load Shape Study (cooling hours). 		Electric Resistance to MSHP: RI_Pas_2020PLAN Electric H&C Savings Workbook 08-20-2019

		Lost Opportunity Gross Seasonal peak Demand Savings (winter)

		Retrofit Gross Annual Energy Savings (Heating), Electric		Algorithm		WKW= 0		6/30/20		Algorithm update		Align with ERS: 
WKW = 0 if installed unit is a non-ccASHP

WKW = CAPH,5F,i * (1 - 1/COPH,5F,i) *(12/3.412) * CFH if installed unit is ccASHP
where,
CAPH,5F,i = Heating capacity of installed ccASHP at 5F (kBtu/h)
COPH,5F,i = Coefficient of performance of installed ccASHP at 5F
12 = Conversion factor from kBtu/h to kW
3.412 = Conversion factor from COP to HSPF
CFH = Winter coincidence factor (Heating) = 0.5 in CT PSD		N/A		See ERS workbook for justification


		Nomenclature				N/A		6/30/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A

		Assumed Values				N/A		6/30/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A

		Reference				N/A		6/30/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A

		Retrofit Fossil Fuel Energy Savings

		Retrofit Gross Annual Energy Savings (Heating), Electric		Algorithm		Not provided		6/30/20		Algorithm update		Align with ERS: 
Fossil fuel savings:
AMMBTUH = CAPH,i * EFLHH * (1/1000) * (1/AFUE)
where,
AMMBTUH = Annual MMBTU savings
AFUE = Annual fuel utilization efficiency of replaced fossil fuel heating system (%)
* Fossil fuel savings are based on pilot assumptions of the program where HP units will replace fossil fuel heat sources12 = Conversion factor from kBtu/h to kW
3.412 = Conversion factor from COP to HSPF
CFH = Winter coincidence factor (Heating) = 0.5 in CT PSD		N/A		See ERS workbook for justification;
 CT currently doesn't allow fuel switching, but ERS provided natural gas savings in their workbook in anticipation of potential policy change. The same savings calculation be used for multifamily.

		Nomenclature				N/A		6/30/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A

		Assumed Values				N/A		6/30/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A

		Reference				N/A		6/30/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A



		Measure Life				18 (Lost opportunity), 5 (Remaining useful life)		6/5/20		Parameter update		EUL: 15		EUL: DEER 2014 ID: HV-ResHP		EUL: DEER version is outdated. Update the heat pump EUL to DEER 2014 value. This EUL better aligns with other TRMs.		15		15		15 (blended measure life between RUL (6 years) and new equipment measure life (18)) - seems to be specified for (Heat Pump, SEER 18, Replacing Existing EUL Heat Pump)		Minisplit HP: 18
Central HP: 14

		Measure Life Resource				DEER 2008 (Remaining useful life) 		6/5/20		Parameter update		Change reference to DEER 2014		EUL: DEER 2014 ID: HV-ResHP		EUL: DEER version is outdated. Update the heat pump EUL to DEER 2014 value. This EUL better aligns with other TRMs.		DEER 2014		PA Consulting Group (2009) "State of Wisconsin Public Service Commission of Wisoncin Focus on Energy Evaluation Business Programs" 		MA PAs (2018). 2019-2021 Electric HVAC Calculations Workbook. 		GDS Associates, Inc. (2007). Measure Life Report: Residential and Commercial/Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures. 







http://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/96f0fec0b45a3c6485257688006a701a/72c23decff52920a85257f1100671bdd/$FILE/TRM%20Version%207%20-%20April%202019.pdfhttps://www.focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/2019_TRM_Final_Update_0.pdfhttps://etrm.anbetrack.com/http://rieermc.ri.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/ngrid-ri-2020-trm.pdf

062821 DU ECM

		Measure ID (PSD Section)				4.2.4

		Measure Name				Electronically Commutated Motor HVAC Fan				Overall Assessment

		Primary Sector				Residential 				Result of Fast Fill Assessment		Result of Research Assessment		Most Recent CT Evaluation		Evaluated Parameters from Most Recent CT Evaluation		Notes

		Description				Installation of an electronically commutated motor (“ECM”) or brushless permanent magnet motor (“BPM”) when installed as part of a new high-efficiency HVAC system or as a new ECM replacement on an existing HVAC system. This measure has been discontinued due to increased federal standards, savings no longer applicable.				Language update		"same as Fast Fill Assessment"		[R1614/R1613] CT HVAC and Water Heater Process and Impact Evaluation / CT Heat Pump Water Heater Impact Evaluation - 2017		Deemed savings from evaluation		This measure has been discontinued as lost opportunity. We recommend this measure only be used as a retrofit measure. 





																		http://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/96f0fec0b45a3c6485257688006a701a/72c23decff52920a85257f1100671bdd/$FILE/TRM%20Version%207%20-%20April%202019.pdf		https://www.focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/2019_TRM_Final_Update_0.pdf 		https://etrm.anbetrack.com/#/workarea/home?token=6d6c45766e692f527044		http://rieermc.ri.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/ngrid-ri-2020-trm.pdf

						CT's 2020 PSD - existing		TRC Date Stamp		TRC Recommended Action		TRC Proposed Values		TRC Primary Source Document		TRC Rationale/Justification		NY TRM		WI TRM		MA TRM		RI TRM

						16th Edition, March 2020												Version 7, Jan 2020		Version 2019		Version 2019-2021 Plan TRM		Version 2020

		Applies to MF, SF Res, or Commercial				SF Res, MF		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		MF, SF Res		No separate ECM motor savings		No separate ECM motor savings		SF Res

		PSD Section 				4.2.4		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a

		Measure Name				Electronically Commutated Motor HVAC Fan		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		Electronically Commutated (EC) Motor - HVAC Blower Fan		n/a		n/a		Furnace ECM

		Pages				p.161		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		p.152		n/a		n/a		p.104

		Retrofit/Lost Opportunity				Lost Opportunity		6/12/20		Language update		Retrofit		N/A		Increased federal standards make this available to claim savings for only remaining useful life but not lost opportunity		Retrofit		n/a		n/a		Retrofit

		Baseline Reference				n/a		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		Deemed Savings		Deemed Savings		n/a		n/a		n/a

		Baseline  Assumptions				n/a		6/23/20		Further Secondary Research		Aligning with ERS: Standard motor in an existing furnace		Proposed Further Secondary Research		See ERS workbook for justification		Deemed Savings		n/a		n/a		Standard efficiency steady state motor (not PSC)

		Savings				Notes: This measure has been discontinued due to increased federal standards, savings no long applicable.
1) Fossil Fuel Savings
2) Natural Gas Peak Day Savings		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		Increased federal standards make savings unclaimable for lost opportunity but may be claimed for the remaining useful life of old equipment. 		1) Electric Energy Savings
2) Summer Peak Coincident Demand Savings		n/a		n/a		1) kWh Savings
2) kW Savings

		Net Energy Savings (Electric)

		Formula						6/12/20		06/28/21: No change for ECM Pump serving individual dwelling unit. For Central ECM Pump serving multiple dwelling units, use the VFD calculation.		06/28/21: No change for ECM Pump serving individual dwelling unit. For Central ECM Pump serving multiple dwelling units, use the VFD calculation.		N/A		for ECM pumps serving individual units: Values in the ballpark of NY TRM
Added 06/28/21: for ECM Pumps serving multiple dwelling units: both ECM pumps and VFDs modulate speed of motor; the VFD calculation has more granularity and custom-inputs for horsepower of motor controlled				n/a		n/a

		Nomenclature				N/A
		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		n/a		n/a		n/a

		Assumed Values				N/A
		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		n/a		n/a		n/a

		Reference (include year)				West Hill Energy and Computing (2018) CT HVAC and Water Heating Process and Impact Evaluation Report		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		Reference up-to-date		Cadmus Group, Focus on Energy Evaluated Deemed Savings Changes, November 2014		n/a		n/a		Energy & Resource Solutions (2011). BFM Impact Evaluation Report

		Net Demand Savings, Electric

		Formula						6/12/20		06/28/21: No change for ECM Pump serving individual dwelling unit. For Central ECM Pump serving multiple dwelling units, use the VFD calculation.		06/28/21: No change for ECM Pump serving individual dwelling unit. For Central ECM Pump serving multiple dwelling units, use the VFD calculation.		N/A		for ECM pumps serving individual units: Values in the ballpark of NY TRM
Added 06/28/21: for ECM Pumps serving multiple dwelling units: both ECM pumps and VFDs modulate speed of motor; the VFD calculation has more granularity and custom-inputs for horsepower of motor controlled				n/a		n/a

		Nomenclature				N/A		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		delta kW: Peak coincident demand electric savings
CF: Coincidence Factor		n/a		n/a

		Assumed Values				N/A		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		delta kW: 0.117 (Central AC), 0 (No Central AC)
CF: 0.68		n/a		n/a

		Reference (include year)				West Hill Energy and Computing (2018) CT HVAC and Water Heating Process and Impact Evaluation Report		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		Reference up-to-date		Cadmus Group, Focus on Energy Evaluated Deemed Savings Changes, November 2014		n/a		n/a		Energy & Resource Solutions (2011). BFM Impact Evaluation Report



		Measure Life				5 (Remaining Useful Life) - From Furnace Measure		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		Only EUL provided (15)		n/a		n/a		Only EUL provided (18)

		Measure Life Resource				CPUC (2008) 2008 DEER		6/12/20		Parameter Update		DEER 2014		DEER 2014 (EUL ID: Motors-fan)		Update Reference to current DEER.		N/a		n/a		n/a		N/a















http://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/96f0fec0b45a3c6485257688006a701a/72c23decff52920a85257f1100671bdd/$FILE/TRM%20Version%207%20-%20April%202019.pdfhttps://www.focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/2019_TRM_Final_Update_0.pdfhttps://etrm.anbetrack.com/http://rieermc.ri.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/ngrid-ri-2020-trm.pdf

Duct Sealing

		Measure ID (PSD Section)				4.2.5		Result of Fast Fill Assessment		Result of Research Assessment		Most Recent CT Evaluation		Notes

		Measure Name				Duct Sealing		Parameter update		"same as Fast Fill Assessment"		[R151] - CT HES Air Sealing, Duct Sealing, and Insulation Practices - 2015
[R91] - Review of Impact Evaluation Best Practices- 2016 
[R1603] - HES Impact Evaluation- 2018		The REM deemed savings values were obtained from a study conducted in 2010. Recommend  re-run the REM/rate model to ensure that the deemed values reflect changes to the model. Update the symbols in nomenclature and savings in this measure to be consistent. Recommend include interactivity of duct sealing with concurrent installation of other measures. 

		Primary Sector				Retrofit

		Description				Duct sealing to improve efficiency of air distribution from HVAC systems. Savings are verified by measuring outside duct leakage at 25 Pascal (“Pa”) using standard duct blaster testing procedures and blower door; other advanced sealing techniques can be used.

																										http://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/96f0fec0b45a3c6485257688006a701a/72c23decff52920a85257f1100671bdd/$FILE/TRM%20Version%207%20-%20April%202019.pdf		https://www.focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/2019_TRM_Final_Update_0.pdf		https://etrm.anbetrack.com/#/workarea/home?token=6d6c45766e692f527044		http://rieermc.ri.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/ngrid-ri-2020-trm.pdf

		Resource				CT 2020 PSD 		TRC Date Stamp		Recommended TRC Action		TRC Proposed Values		TRC Primary Source Document		TRC Rationale/Justification		ERS Date Stamp		ERS Proposed Values		ERS Primary Source Document		ERS Rationale/Justification		NY TRM		WI TRM		MA TRM		RI TRM

		Version				16th Edition, March 2020																				Version 7, Jan 2020		Version 2019		Version 2019-2021 Plan TRM		Version 2020

		Applies to MF, SF Res, or Commercial				Residential 																				Residential p 135-139		Residential		Commercial - Multifamily		Residential

		PSD Section 				4.2.5

		Measure Name				Duct Sealing																				 DUCT SEALING AND INSULATION		Air Sealing		Air Sealing		Duct Sealing

		Pages				155

		Baseline (Retrofit, Lost Opportunities, or Retirement?) 				Retrofit		6/12/20				No change.				This is a retrofit measure and is consistent with other TRMs.										Retrofit		Retrofit		Retrofit		Retrofit

		Baseline Reference				REM/Rate™ version 12.99 is a residential energy analysis, code compliance, and rating software
developed by Architectural Energy Corporation. This software calculates heating, cooling, hot water,
lighting, and appliance energy loads, consumption and costs for new and existing single and multi-family
homes. Duct blaster energy savings analysis using REM was performed by C&LM Planning team,
Eversource & United Illuminating, Aug. 2010.

Residential Central A/C Regional Evaluation, ADM Associates, Inc., Final Report, Nov. 2009.		6/12/20		Parameter update		Parameter update				Modeling is 10 years old at this point. Standards have likely changed and it is worth updating the assumptions built into the model.

Aligning with ERS:
Suggests an update of REM/Rate modeling every 3 years.										1.	BG&E: Development of Residential Load Profile for Central Air Conditioners and Heat Pumps 
2.	Home Energy Saver & Score: Engineering Documentation, Thermal Distribution Efficiency
Available from: http://hes-documentation.lbl.gov/calculation-methodology/calculation-of-energy-consumption/heating-and-cooling-calculation/thermal-distribution-efficiency/thermal-distribution-efficiency 
3.	ECCCNYS 2016, per IECC 2015; R403.3.1: Insulation (Prescriptive) & R403.3.4: Duct Leakage (Prescriptive)
Available from: https://codes.iccsafe.org/public/document/IECC2015NY-1/chapter-4-re-residential-energy-efficiency 
4.	NYCECC 2016; R403.3.1: Insulation (Prescriptive) & R403.3.4: Duct Leakage (Prescriptive)
Available from: https://www1.nyc.gov/assets/buildings/apps/pdf_viewer/viewer.html?file=2016ECC_CHR4.pdf&section=energy_code_2016				1: Navigant Consulting (2018). Demand Impact Model Update. 2018_Navigant_Baseline_Loadshape_Comprehensive_Report
2: GDS Associates, Inc. (2007). Measure Life Report: Residential and Commercial/Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures. GDS_2007_Measure_Life_Report_Residential_and_CI_Lighting_and_HVAC_Measures
3: Navigant Consulting (2018). Multi-Family Program Impact and Net-to-Gross Evaluation. 2018_Navigant_Multifamily_Program_Impact_Evaluation
4: Navigant Consulting (2018). Demand Impact Model Update. 2018_Navigant_Baseline_Loadshape_Comprehensive_Report
5: Navigant Consulting (2018). Multi-Family Program Impact and Net-to-Gross Evaluation. 2018_Navigant_Multifamily_Program_Impact_Evaluation
6: NMR Group, Inc., Tetra Tech (2011). Massachusetts Special and Cross-Sector Studies Area, Residential and Low-Income Non-Energy Impacts (NEI) Evaluation Tetra_Tech_and_NMR_2011_MA_Res_and_LI_NEI_Evaluation		Electric kW Source: RLW Analytics (2002). Market Research for the Rhode Island, Massachusetts, and Connecticut Residential
HVAC Market. Prepared for National Grid, Northeast Utilities, NSTAR, Fitchburg Gas and Electric Light Company and United
Illuminating;

		Baseline  Assumptions				Duct sealing to improve efficiency of air distribution from HVAC systems. Savings are verified by measuring
outside duct leakage at 25 Pascal (“Pa”) using standard duct blaster testing procedures and blower door;
other advanced sealing techniques can be used.		6/12/20		No Change		No change.				Consistent with other TRMs										The baseline condition is a ducted HVAC system with insufficient sealing and insulation that has undergone duct-blaster testing. Look up baseline uninsulated distribution system efficiency from Appendix H based on building type, location and duct total leakage.		The baseline condition is no air sealing.		The baseline efficiency case is the existing building before the air sealing measure is implemented.  The baseline building is characterized by the existing air changes per hour (ACHPRE) for multi-family facilities, which is measured prior to the implementation of the air sealing measure.  This will typically be a default value of a baseline/pre-retrofit ACH =0.5.		The baseline efficiency case is assumes a 15% leakage.

		Savings				Retrofit Gross Energy Savings, Electric; Retrofit Gross Energy Savings, Natural Gas; Retrofit Gross Peak Day Savings, Electric; Retrofit Gross Peak Day Savings, Natural Gas		6/12/20		No Change		No change.				Consistent with other TRMs										Annual electric, fuel, and peak demand savings		Annual electric, fuel, and peak demand savings		Annual electric, fuel, and peak demand savings		Annual electric and peak demand savings

		Retrofit Gross Energy Savings, Electric

		Formula						6/12/20		Parameter update		Parameter update				See Baseline Reference section for justificaiton.												kWhSAVED = kWhSAVED COOL + kWhSAVED HEAT                                                                                    For systems with cooling installed:
kWhSAVED COOL = [{((CFM50PRE – CFM50POST)) / NCOOL) * 60 * 24 * CDD * 0.018} / (1,000 * CoolEFF)] * LM
For systems with electric heat:
kWhSAVED HEAT = [((CFM50PRE – CFM50POST) / NHEAT) * 60 * 24 * HDD * 0.018] / (3,412 * HeatEFF)		kWh = (Vol x ACH x 0.018 x HDD x 24/nheating) / 3,413		Gross kWh = Qty × deltakWh

		Nomenclature						6/12/20		No Change		No change.		CT PSD		Nomenclature is clear and in line with other measures and other TRMs.										where:
ΔkWh	= Annual electric energy savings
ΔkW	= Peak coincident demand electric savings
Δtherms	= Annual gas energy savings
tons	= Output cooling capacity in tons (at AHRI standard rating conditions)
kBTU/hout	= Output heating capacity in kBTU/h (at AHRI standard high-temperature rating conditions)
kWin	= Input heating capacity in kW
kBTU/hin	= Input heating capacity in kBTU/h (at AHRI standard high-temperature rating conditions)
lduct,uncond	= Length of ductwork in each unconditioned space
l¬duct	= Total length of ductwork
TRF	= Thermal Regain Factor
SEER	= Seasonal energy efficiency ratio in BTU/watt-hour. Total cooling output of an air conditioner during its normal annual usage period for cooling in BTU, divided by the total electric energy input during the same period in watt-hours 
IEER	= Integrated energy efficiency ratio in BTU/watt-hour. A weighted calculation of mechanical cooling efficiencies at full load and part load AHRI standard rating conditions
EER	= Energy efficiency ratio under peak conditions in BTU/watt-hour. Measurement of the cooling capacity for a unit in BTU/h divided by the connected electric power of the unit in watts (at AHRI standard rating conditions)
HSPF	= Heating seasonal performance factor, total heating output (supply heat) in BTU (including electric strip heat) during the heating season divided by the total electric energy heat pump consumed in watt-hours 
COP	= Coefficient of performance, ratio of output energy/input energy (at AHRI standard high-temperature rating conditions)
EFLH	= Equivalent full-load hours
baseline	= Baseline condition or measure
ee	= Energy efficient condition or measure
Effdist	= Distribution system efficiency
CF	= Coincidence factor
12	= (kBTU/h)/ton of air conditioning capacity
3.412	= Conversion factor, one watt-hour equals 3.412 BTU 
100	= Conversion factor, one therm equals 100 kBTU		Where:
CFM50PRE = Blower door test result before air sealing is performed
CFM50POST = Blower door test result after air sealing is performed
NCOOL = Conversion factor for CFM from 50 Pascal to natural conditions (= 18.5
assuming normal shielding)
60 = Constant to convert minutes to hours
24 = Hours per day
CDD = Cooling degree days (= 565; see table below)
0.018 = Specific heat capacity of air in Btu/cubic feet – °F
1,000 = Kilowatt conversion factor
CoolEFF = Cooling system efficiency, Btu/W - hr (= 10 SEER if manufactured before
2006; = 13 SEER if manufactured in 2006 or later)
LM = Latent multiplier to convert the calculated sensible cooling savings to a
value representing sensible and latent cooling loads (= 6.6 as an average
in Chicago and Minneapolis)2
NHEAT = Conversion factor for CFM from 50 Pascal to natural conditions,
assuming normal shielding (= 18.5 if one story; = 16.5 if 1.5 stories;
= 15.0 if two stories; = 14.1 if 2.5 stories; = 13.3 if three stories)3
HDD = Heating degree days (= 7,616; see table below)                                                        3,412 = Conversion factor from kWh to Btu
HeatEFF = Heating system efficiency (fraction of heat output per unit of energy
input expressed as a decimal)
100,000 = Conversion factor from Btu to therms
For systems with electric heat, HeatEFF = HSPF/3.412
• Heat pumps manufactured before 2006, HeatEFF = 6.8/3.412 = 1.99
• Heat pumps manufactured in 2006 or later, HeatEFF = 7.7/3.412 = 2.26
• Electric resistance, HeatEFF = 1.0
Installed AFUE for systems with natural gas heat:
• HeatEFF = 0.92 for condensing systems; see Assumptions
• HeatEFF = 0.80 for non-condensing systems; see Assumptions		Where:
Vol  = [ft3]   This is the air volume of the treated space, calculated from the dimensions of the  space, which could include the number of floors, the floor area per floor, and the floor-toceiling height, or the dwelling floor area and number of dwellings.  The treated space can be the entire building including the common areas, or just the individual dwelling units. (Auditor Input)
ΔACH = [ºF-day]   Infiltration reduction in Air Changes per Hour, natural infiltration basis. This will typically be a default value, but the source of the assumption should be transparent and traceable, or it could come from a blower door test. (Stipulated Value or Blower Door Test)
HDD60 = Heating degree-days, base 60 from TMY3 weather data.  See table below.  ηheating = [AFUE, COP, thermal efficiency(%)]   Efficiency of the heating system, as determined on 
site (Auditor Input)  
24  = Conversion factor: 24 hours per day 
0.018  = [Btu/ft3- ºF]   Air heat capacity: The specific heat of air (0.24 Btu/ºF.lb) times the density of air (0.075 lb/ft3)
1,000,000 = Conversion factor: 1,000,000 Btu per MMBtu
3413  = Conversion factor: 3413 Btu/kWh 
kW/kWh = Average kW reduction per kWh reduction: 0.00073 kW/kWh		Where:
Qty = Total number of units.
Delta kWh = Deemed average annual kWh reduction per unit:    212
Delta kW = Deemed average kW reduction per unit:       0.30                                                  

		Assumed Values				Given in formula		6/12/20		No Change		No change.		CT PSD		We calculated annual energy savings using assumed values for CFM pre and post. We then compared the annual savings from the equation in the PSD to the annual savings from the equations in the NY TRM and MA TRM. They were of the same magnitude, and therefore, the deemed values are accurate and in line with other TRMs. No change.												Same as in Nomenclature		Same as in Nomenclature		Same as in Nomenclature

		Reference (include year)				REM/Rate™ version 12.99 is a residential energy analysis, code compliance, and rating software
developed by Architectural Energy Corporation. This software calculates heating, cooling, hot water,
lighting, and appliance energy loads, consumption and costs for new and existing single and multi-family
homes. Duct blaster energy savings analysis using REM was performed by C&LM Planning team,
Eversource & United Illuminating, Aug. 2010.		6/12/20		Parameter update		Parameter update				See Baseline Reference section for justificaiton.										1.	BG&E: Development of Residential Load Profile for Central Air Conditioners and Heat Pumps 
2.	Home Energy Saver & Score: Engineering Documentation, Thermal Distribution Efficiency
Available from: http://hes-documentation.lbl.gov/calculation-methodology/calculation-of-energy-consumption/heating-and-cooling-calculation/thermal-distribution-efficiency/thermal-distribution-efficiency 
3.	ECCCNYS 2016, per IECC 2015; R403.3.1: Insulation (Prescriptive) & R403.3.4: Duct Leakage (Prescriptive)
Available from: https://codes.iccsafe.org/public/document/IECC2015NY-1/chapter-4-re-residential-energy-efficiency 
4.	NYCECC 2016; R403.3.1: Insulation (Prescriptive) & R403.3.4: Duct Leakage (Prescriptive)
Available from: https://www1.nyc.gov/assets/buildings/apps/pdf_viewer/viewer.html?file=2016ECC_CHR4.pdf&section=energy_code_2016				1: Navigant Consulting (2018). Demand Impact Model Update. 2018_Navigant_Baseline_Loadshape_Comprehensive_Report
2: GDS Associates, Inc. (2007). Measure Life Report: Residential and Commercial/Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures. GDS_2007_Measure_Life_Report_Residential_and_CI_Lighting_and_HVAC_Measures
3: Navigant Consulting (2018). Multi-Family Program Impact and Net-to-Gross Evaluation. 2018_Navigant_Multifamily_Program_Impact_Evaluation
4: Navigant Consulting (2018). Demand Impact Model Update. 2018_Navigant_Baseline_Loadshape_Comprehensive_Report
5: Navigant Consulting (2018). Multi-Family Program Impact and Net-to-Gross Evaluation. 2018_Navigant_Multifamily_Program_Impact_Evaluation
6: NMR Group, Inc., Tetra Tech (2011). Massachusetts Special and Cross-Sector Studies Area, Residential and Low-Income Non-Energy Impacts (NEI) Evaluation Tetra_Tech_and_NMR_2011_MA_Res_and_LI_NEI_Evaluation		Electric kWh Source: RLW Analytics (2002). Market Research for the Rhode Island, Massachusetts, and Connecticut Residential HVAC Market. Prepared for National Grid, Northeast Utilities, NSTAR, Fitchburg Gas and Electric Light Company and United Illuminating;

		Retrofit Gross Energy Savings, Natural Gas

		Formula						6/12/20		Parameter update		Parameter update				See Baseline Reference section for justificaiton.												ThermSAVED = [((CFM50PRE – CFM50POST) / NHEAT) * 60 * 24 * HDD * 0.018] / (100,000 * HeatEFF)		MMBtu = (Vol x ACH x 0.018 x HDD x 24/nheating) / 1,000,000		Gross kW = Qty × deltakW

		Nomenclature				Same as above		6/12/20		No Change		No change.		CT PSD		Nomenclature is clear and in line with other measures and other TRMs.										Same as Above		Same as above.		Where:
Vol  = [ft3]   This is the air volume of the treated space, calculated from the dimensions of the  space, which could include the number of floors, the floor area per floor, and the floor-toceiling height, or the dwelling floor area and number of dwellings.  The treated space can be the entire building including the common areas, or just the individual dwelling units. (Auditor Input)
ΔACH = [ºF-day]   Infiltration reduction in Air Changes per Hour, natural infiltration basis. This will typically be a default value, but the source of the assumption should be transparent and traceable, or it could come from a blower door test. (Stipulated Value or Blower Door Test)
HDD60 = Heating degree-days, base 60 from TMY3 weather data.  See table below.  ηheating = [AFUE, COP, thermal efficiency(%)]   Efficiency of the heating system, as determined on 
site (Auditor Input)  
24  = Conversion factor: 24 hours per day 
0.018  = [Btu/ft3- ºF]   Air heat capacity: The specific heat of air (0.24 Btu/ºF.lb) times the density of air (0.075 lb/ft3)
1,000,000 = Conversion factor: 1,000,000 Btu per MMBtu
3413  = Conversion factor: 3413 Btu/kWh 
kW/kWh = Average kW reduction per kWh reduction: 0.00073 kW/kWh		Where:
Qty = Total number of units.
Delta kWh = Deemed average annual kWh reduction per unit:    212
Delta kW = Deemed average kW reduction per unit:       0.30                                                  

		Assumed Values				Given in formula		6/12/20		No Change		No change.		CT PSD		We calculated annual energy savings using assumed values for CFM pre and post. We then compared the annual savings from the equation in the PSD to the annual savings from the equations in the NY TRM and MA TRM. They were of the same magnitude, and therefore, the deemed values are accurate and in line with other TRMs. No change.										Same as Above		Given in nomenclature		Given in nomenclature		Given in nomenclature

		Reference (include year)				REM/Rate™ version 12.99 is a residential energy analysis, code compliance, and rating software
developed by Architectural Energy Corporation. This software calculates heating, cooling, hot water,
lighting, and appliance energy loads, consumption and costs for new and existing single and multi-family
homes. Duct blaster energy savings analysis using REM was performed by C&LM Planning team,
Eversource & United Illuminating, Aug. 2010.		6/12/20		Parameter update		Parameter update				See Baseline Reference section for justification.										1.	BG&E: Development of Residential Load Profile for Central Air Conditioners and Heat Pumps 
2.	Home Energy Saver & Score: Engineering Documentation, Thermal Distribution Efficiency
Available from: http://hes-documentation.lbl.gov/calculation-methodology/calculation-of-energy-consumption/heating-and-cooling-calculation/thermal-distribution-efficiency/thermal-distribution-efficiency 
3.	ECCCNYS 2016, per IECC 2015; R403.3.1: Insulation (Prescriptive) & R403.3.4: Duct Leakage (Prescriptive)
Available from: https://codes.iccsafe.org/public/document/IECC2015NY-1/chapter-4-re-residential-energy-efficiency 
4.	NYCECC 2016; R403.3.1: Insulation (Prescriptive) & R403.3.4: Duct Leakage (Prescriptive)
Available from: https://www1.nyc.gov/assets/buildings/apps/pdf_viewer/viewer.html?file=2016ECC_CHR4.pdf&section=energy_code_2016				1: Navigant Consulting (2018). Demand Impact Model Update. 2018_Navigant_Baseline_Loadshape_Comprehensive_Report
2: GDS Associates, Inc. (2007). Measure Life Report: Residential and Commercial/Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures. GDS_2007_Measure_Life_Report_Residential_and_CI_Lighting_and_HVAC_Measures
3: Navigant Consulting (2018). Multi-Family Program Impact and Net-to-Gross Evaluation. 2018_Navigant_Multifamily_Program_Impact_Evaluation
4: Navigant Consulting (2018). Demand Impact Model Update. 2018_Navigant_Baseline_Loadshape_Comprehensive_Report
5: Navigant Consulting (2018). Multi-Family Program Impact and Net-to-Gross Evaluation. 2018_Navigant_Multifamily_Program_Impact_Evaluation
6: NMR Group, Inc., Tetra Tech (2011). Massachusetts Special and Cross-Sector Studies Area, Residential and Low-Income Non-Energy Impacts (NEI) Evaluation Tetra_Tech_and_NMR_2011_MA_Res_and_LI_NEI_Evaluation		Electric kW Source: RLW Analytics (2002). Market Research for the Rhode Island, Massachusetts, and Connecticut Residential
HVAC Market. Prepared for National Grid, Northeast Utilities, NSTAR, Fitchburg Gas and Electric Light Company and United
Illuminating;

		Retrofit Gross Peak Day Savings, Electric

		Formula						6/12/20		Parameter update		Parameter update				See Baseline Reference section for justification.												For systems with central air conditioning:                                                                                        kWSAVED = (kWhSAVED COOL / EFLHCOOL) * CF		kW = kWh x kW/kWh  		N/A

		Nomenclature				Same as above		6/12/20		No Change		No change.		CT PSD		Nomenclature is clear and in line with other measures and other TRMs.										Same as above		Where:
EFLHCOOL = Equivalent full-load cooling hours (= 410; see table below)
CF = Coincidence factor (= 0.66)		Where:
Vol  = [ft3]   This is the air volume of the treated space, calculated from the dimensions of the  space, which could include the number of floors, the floor area per floor, and the floor-toceiling height, or the dwelling floor area and number of dwellings.  The treated space can be the entire building including the common areas, or just the individual dwelling units. (Auditor Input)
ΔACH = [ºF-day]   Infiltration reduction in Air Changes per Hour, natural infiltration basis. This will typically be a default value, but the source of the assumption should be transparent and traceable, or it could come from a blower door test. (Stipulated Value or Blower Door Test)
HDD60 = Heating degree-days, base 60 from TMY3 weather data.  See table below.  ηheating = [AFUE, COP, thermal efficiency(%)]   Efficiency of the heating system, as determined on 
site (Auditor Input)  
24  = Conversion factor: 24 hours per day 
0.018  = [Btu/ft3- ºF]   Air heat capacity: The specific heat of air (0.24 Btu/ºF.lb) times the density of air (0.075 lb/ft3)
1,000,000 = Conversion factor: 1,000,000 Btu per MMBtu
3413  = Conversion factor: 3413 Btu/kWh 
kW/kWh = Average kW reduction per kWh reduction: 0.00073 kW/kWh		N/A

		Assumed Values				Given in formula		6/12/20		No Change		No change.		CT PSD		We calculated annual energy savings using assumed values for CFM pre and post. We then compared the annual savings from the equation in the PSD to the annual savings from the equations in the NY TRM and MA TRM. They were of the same magnitude, and therefore, the deemed values are accurate and in line with other TRMs. No change.										same as above		Given in Nomenclature		Given in Nomenclature		N/A

		Reference (include year)				REM/Rate™ version 12.99 is a residential energy analysis, code compliance, and rating software
developed by Architectural Energy Corporation. This software calculates heating, cooling, hot water,
lighting, and appliance energy loads, consumption and costs for new and existing single and multi-family
homes. Duct blaster energy savings analysis using REM was performed by C&LM Planning team,
Eversource & United Illuminating, Aug. 2010.		6/12/20		Parameter update		Parameter update				See Baseline Reference section for justificaiton.										1.	BG&E: Development of Residential Load Profile for Central Air Conditioners and Heat Pumps 
2.	Home Energy Saver & Score: Engineering Documentation, Thermal Distribution Efficiency
Available from: http://hes-documentation.lbl.gov/calculation-methodology/calculation-of-energy-consumption/heating-and-cooling-calculation/thermal-distribution-efficiency/thermal-distribution-efficiency 
3.	ECCCNYS 2016, per IECC 2015; R403.3.1: Insulation (Prescriptive) & R403.3.4: Duct Leakage (Prescriptive)
Available from: https://codes.iccsafe.org/public/document/IECC2015NY-1/chapter-4-re-residential-energy-efficiency 
4.	NYCECC 2016; R403.3.1: Insulation (Prescriptive) & R403.3.4: Duct Leakage (Prescriptive)
Available from: https://www1.nyc.gov/assets/buildings/apps/pdf_viewer/viewer.html?file=2016ECC_CHR4.pdf&section=energy_code_2016				1: Navigant Consulting (2018). Demand Impact Model Update. 2018_Navigant_Baseline_Loadshape_Comprehensive_Report
2: GDS Associates, Inc. (2007). Measure Life Report: Residential and Commercial/Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures. GDS_2007_Measure_Life_Report_Residential_and_CI_Lighting_and_HVAC_Measures
3: Navigant Consulting (2018). Multi-Family Program Impact and Net-to-Gross Evaluation. 2018_Navigant_Multifamily_Program_Impact_Evaluation
4: Navigant Consulting (2018). Demand Impact Model Update. 2018_Navigant_Baseline_Loadshape_Comprehensive_Report
5: Navigant Consulting (2018). Multi-Family Program Impact and Net-to-Gross Evaluation. 2018_Navigant_Multifamily_Program_Impact_Evaluation
6: NMR Group, Inc., Tetra Tech (2011). Massachusetts Special and Cross-Sector Studies Area, Residential and Low-Income Non-Energy Impacts (NEI) Evaluation Tetra_Tech_and_NMR_2011_MA_Res_and_LI_NEI_Evaluation		N/A

		Retrofit Gross Peak Day Savings, Natural Gas

		Formula				For homes with natural gas heating system: PD = ACCF X PDF		6/12/20		No Change		No Change.		CT PSD		Peak natural gas demand is very rare. CT includes it, but there is little information or analysis to go off of.										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

		Nomenclature				Same as above		6/12/20		No Change		No Change.		CT PSD												N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

		Assumed Values				PDF = 0.00977		6/12/20		No Change		No Change.		CT PSD		The current justification for all Residential Space Heating Efficiency Upgrades is: "Since energy savings correlate directly to outside air
temperatures, the demand savings for residential space heating measures is estimated based on
as a percentage (0.977%) of annual savings. The 0.977% factor is based on Bradley Airport peak
degree day 30-year average (58.5°F) divided by the 30-year average heating degree days (5,990). Peak Day Savings (residential heating) = 0.00977 Annual Heating Savings"

This is used throughout the PSD, so no change is recommended. 										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

		Reference (include year)				Residential Central A/C Regional Evaluation, ADM Associates, Inc., Final Report, Nov. 2009.		6/12/20		No Change		No Change.		CT PSD		Justification used for entire PSD.										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A



		Measure Life				18 years		6/12/20		No Change		No Change.		California Public Utilities Commission, 2008 Database for Energy-Efficient Resources, Version 2008.2.05, Dec. 16, 2008, EUL/RUL (Effective/Remaining Useful Life) Values, MS Excel Spreadsheet.		In line with other TRMs. DEER is a widely used and reputable source.										18 years		20 years		15 years		20 years

		Measure Life Resource				California Public Utilities Commission, 2008 Database for Energy-Efficient Resources, Version 2008.2.05, Dec. 16, 2008, EUL/RUL (Effective/Remaining Useful Life) Values, MS Excel Spreadsheet.		6/12/20		No Change		No Change.		California Public Utilities Commission, 2008 Database for Energy-Efficient Resources, Version 2008.2.05, Dec. 16, 2008, EUL/RUL (Effective/Remaining Useful Life) Values, MS Excel Spreadsheet.		In line with other TRMs. DEER is a widely used and reputable source.										DEER 2014
EUL ID: HV-DuctSeal		GDS Associates, Inc. (2007). Measure Life Report: Residential and Commercial/Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures. GDS_2007_Measure_Life_Report_Residential_and_CI_Lighting_and_HVAC_Measures		GDS Associates, Inc. (2007). Measure Life Report: Residential and Commercial/Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures. GDS_2007_Measure_Life_Report_Residential_and_CI_Lighting_and_HVAC_Measures		Measure life Source: GDS Associates, Inc. (2007). Measure Life Report: Residential and Commercial/Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures. Prepared for The New England State Program Working Group.













http://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/96f0fec0b45a3c6485257688006a701a/72c23decff52920a85257f1100671bdd/$FILE/TRM%20Version%207%20-%20April%202019.pdfhttps://www.focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/2019_TRM_Final_Update_0.pdfhttps://etrm.anbetrack.com/http://rieermc.ri.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/ngrid-ri-2020-trm.pdf

DU Ductless HP

		Measure ID (PSD Section)				4.2.6

		Measure Name				Heat Pump - Ductless						Overall Assessment

		Primary Sector				Residential, Retrofit and Lost Opportunity						Result of Fast Fill Assessment		Result of Research Assessment		Most Recent CT Evaluation		Evaluated Parameters from Most Recent CT Evaluation		Notes

		Description				Installation of energy-efficient Ductless Heat Pump (“DHP”).						New methodology recommended		"same as Fast Fill Assessment"		[R1617] Connecticut DHP Baseline Study, 2019		Several updated parameters come from R1617		In addition to R1617,  the [R1705 R1609] MF Baseline and Weatherization Opportunity Study (2018) included specific Multifamily Ductless Heat Pump characterizations and is additionally referenced for default efficiency ratings of baseline equipment 

																		http://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/96f0fec0b45a3c6485257688006a701a/72c23decff52920a85257f1100671bdd/$FILE/TRM%20Version%207%20-%20April%202019.pdf		https://www.focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/2019_TRM_Final_Update_0.pdf		https://etrm.anbetrack.com/#/workarea/trm/MADPU/RES-HVAC-FG/2019-2021%20Plan%20TRM/version/1?measureName=HVAC%20-%20Furnace,%20Gas		http://rieermc.ri.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/ngrid-ri-2020-trm.pdf

						CT's 2020 PSD		TRC Date Stamp		TRC Recommended Action		TRC Proposed Values		TRC Primary Source Document		TRC Rationale/Justification		NY TRM		WI TRM		MA TRM		RI TRM

						16th Edition, March 1, 2020												Version 7, Jan 2020		Version 2019		Version 2019-2021 Plan TRM		Version 2020

		Applies to MF, SF Res, or Commercial				MF, SF Res		6/12/20		New methodology recommended		Include MF Common Area		N/A		Recommend developing a new measure in the C&I section or expanding the language in this measure to permit the application of DHPs in common area spaces in Multifamily buildings and other commercial buildings. This inclusion should be coupled with a language update to measure 2.2.2, Unitary A/C and Heat Pump, replicating the language in the 4.2.2 Heat Pump measure: "Note: The savings here do not apply to a Ductless Heat Pump; see Measure [new Ductless Heat Pump measure number] for Ductless Heat Pump methodology." Per manufacturer convention, Unitary A/V and Heat Pumps are ducted systems.		Res		Residential, single-family		Residential: Explicitly excludes high rise, as "Vendor-calculated using tech data and inputs specific to the high rise building or housing units"		Residential

		PSD Section 				4.2.6		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

		Measure Name				Heat Pump - Ductless		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		Heat Pump - Air Source (ccASHP)		Ductless Mini-Split Heat Pump		RES-HVAC-DMHP
HVAC - Ductless Mini-Split Heat Pump (DMSHP)
(TRM includes measures on Fuel Switching; oil/propane to DMSHP)		MiniSplit HP
(TRM includes measures on Fuel Switching; oil/propane to DMSHP)

		Pages				pg 160-164		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		N/A (Recent filing Record of Revision)		pg 887		eTRM		pg 109

		Baseline (Retrofit, Lost Opportunities, or Retirement?) 				Retrofit and Lost Opportunity		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		Appropriate for savings covered in measure to include both Retrofit and Lost Opportunity paths		Lost Opportunity		Retrofit (Tier 1 and Tier 2 HP for Replacing: Electric Resistance and CAC, Electric Resistance and Room AC,  Electric Resistance and No AC, Electric Furnace and CAC)		Replace on Burnout, Retrofit, Time of Sale (Lost Opportunity)		Retrofit

		Baseline Reference				Retrofit: Ductless Mini-split Heat Pump Impact Evaluation, Dec 30, 2016 Cadmus
Lost Opportunity: IECC 2015		6/12/20		Updated reference		R1705 R1609 MF Baseline and Weatherization Opportunity Study		R1705 R1609 MF Baseline and Weatherization Opportunity Study
https://www.energizect.com/sites/default/files/R1705-1609%20MF%20Baseline%20Weatherization%20Study_Final%20Report_10.10.19.pdf		Update Multifamily specific baseline information to R1705 R1609 CT study specifically investigating Multifamily buildings		ECCCNYS 2016, NYCECC 2016, 10 CFR 430.32, ACCA Manuals S and J		Market data, Penn TRM, 		Not displacing electric heat: Navigant Consulting (2018). Ductless Mini-Split Heat Pump Survey. Navigant_2018_DMSHP_Survey
Displacing electric heat: The Cadmus Group, Inc. (2016). Ductless Mini Split Heat Pump Impact Evaluation Cadmus_2016_DMSHP_Impact_Evaluation		Unsourced

		Baseline  Assumptions				Existing home with electric resistance heating = Retrofit savings Existing home with fossil fuel heating or NC = Lost Opportunity		6/30/20		New methodology recommended		Consider expanding measure to incorporate fuel savings to more accurately capture implementation of this measure.

Consistent with ERS recommendation for expansion of baseline technologies.		R1617 Connecticut DHP Baseline Study
https://www.energizect.com/sites/default/files/R1617_CT%20Residential%20DHP%20Market%20Characterization%20Study_Final%20Report_6.20.19.pdf		Beyond exclusive Multifamily impacts, impact evaluation R1617 CT DHP Baseline Study offers three options for altering the measure to more realistically model DHP applications and savings:
"It is clear from the baseline result that the assumed measure baseline in this formula unrealistically oversimplifies the vast majority of baseline conditions observed in this study and is unlikely to produce an accurate estimate of savings. A key threshold issue in how to evolve the PSD to better reflect the true impacts of this measure lies in whether the EEB will allow ratepayer funds to support fuel switching moving forward for utility claimed purposes or as part of a larger effort to displace fossil fuels"
1. Apply blended baseline weighing the baseline conditions observed in the study and provides average overall electric and fossil fuel impacts per unit
2. Include baselines based on easily identifiable characteristics of each project
3. Develop measure to include custom baseline that is determined on a case by case basis"		Technology type from application; technology efficiency from international code adopted for NYS/NYC		DHP system primary heating or cooling for home or secondary heating or cooling for single room. Measure characteristics assume an all-electric heated cooled home.		(except high-rise) 2.2-ton, SEER 15.0, HSPF 8.2 DMSHP system. For displacement of electric heat, the eqv HSPF for electric resistance heat is assumed to be 3.4. 		Baseline efficiency case is a non-energy efficient rated DMSHP with SEER 15 and HSPF 8.2

		Savings				1. Retrofit Gross Energy Savings, Electric
2. Retrofit Gross Peak Demand Savings, Electric (winter and summer)
3. Lost Opportunity Gross Energy Savings, Electric
4. Lost Opportunity Gross Seasonal Peak Demand Savings, Electric		6/30/20		New methodology recommended		Include Fossil Fuel Energy Savings		NY TRM
Or
R1617 CT DHP Baseline Study deemed Therm Impacts, Table 5-1 (includes MF Non-Electric Heat impacts)		In addition to custom paths available for this measure, recommendation to expand this measure to permit baseline heating system to come from application would enable savings claims from removing fossil fuel heating systems

Expanding to include Fossil Fuel based heating systems is consistent with ERS recommendations.		1. Annual Electric Energy Savings
2. Summer Peak Coincident Demand Savings
3. Annual Fossil Fuel Energy Savings, in the event of fuel switching		1. kWh savings (retrofit)
2. kW savings (retrofit)		1. kWh- based on cooling and heating savings, Lost Opportunity
2. kW, Lost Opportunity		1. Deemed kWh for retrofit
2. Deemed kW for retrofit

		Retrofit Gross Energy Savings, Electric

		Formula				Heating:


Cooling:		6/30/20		Algorithm update		Aligning with ERS:
CAPH = 0.9 * CAPC for non cold-climate DHP units
CAPH = 1.0 * CAPC for cold-climate DHP units
where, CAPC  = Cooling Capacity of efficient DHP unit (kBtu/h)		Aligning with ERS: See ERS Workbook		Aligning with ERS: See ERS Workbook for Justification		Only Lost Opportunity				High Rise treated as custom retrofit		kWh = 390

		Nomenclature				HSPF_E = existing system HSPF
HSPF_I = installed system HSPF
SEER_E = existing system SEER
SEER_I = installed system SEER
EFLH = Effective Full Load Hour		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		Nomenclature is clear and supports algorithm		N/A		CAPEE = Capacity of efficient equipment
HOUHEATING-EE = Hours of use for efficient equipment heating
DLFBASE = Duct leakage factor of baseline equipment that accounts for the percentage of energy lost to duct leakage and conduction for ducted systems
1,000 = Kilowatt conversion factor
HOUCOOLING-EE = Hours of use for efficient equipment cooling 
		N/A		N/A

		Assumed Values				EFLH_H = 442
EFLH_C = 218		6/12/20		Parameter update		For MF Common Area application:
EFLH_h = 273
EFLH_c = 1.306

		Appendix Five		Recommendation to align EFLH for common area spaces with that included in Appendix Five, similarly to other Multifamily common area heat pump measures.

Recommendation to include Multifamily DHPs in unit and in common area spaces in the sample selected for monitoring equivalent full load hours as part of planned Study R1982, as recommended in R1617 CT DHP Baseline Study. 		N/A		CAPEE = 15,600 BTU/h
HouHeatingEE = 1,940
DLFbase: CAC = 1.15, Electric Furnace = 1.15, Electric Resistance (baseboard, space heaters) = 1.0, Room AC = 1.0
HSPFBase: Electric Baseboard = 3.412, Electric Furnace = 3.242
HSPFEE = 9
HOUCoolingEE = 369
SEERBase: CAC = 13.0, Room AC = 11.3 
SEEREE = 18
Deemed: replacing electric resistance and CAC = 5,699 kWh, replacing electric resistance and room AC = 5,699 kWh, replacing electric Furnace and CAC = 7,565kWh, replacing electric resistance and no AC = 93,420 kWh		All from application 		Baseline = SEER 15, HSPF 8.2
Energy Efficient = SEER 15, HSPF 10

		Assumed Values				EFLH_H = 442
EFLH_C = 218		6/30/20		Parameter update		For MF In Unit application:
Align with ERS:
EFLH_h = 535
ELFH_c = 218 (no change)		Heating hours from Navigant Consulting (2018), Quick Hit Study: Ductless Mini-Split Heat Pump Survey (RES 29), March 30, 2018		Aligning with ERS: See ERS Workbook for Justification

		Assumed Values				HSPF_E = 3.413
SEER_E = 10.1
HSPF_I = input
SEER_I = input
		6/12/20		Parameter update		For all MF application:
Efficiency (MF): 12.8 SEER
Additionally allow from application if known, aligning with ERS.		R1705 R1609 MF Baseline and Weatherization Opportunity Study
https://www.energizect.com/sites/default/files/R1705-1609%20MF%20Baseline%20Weatherization%20Study_Final%20Report_10.10.19.pdf		Update SEER from 2016 Massachusetts study to 2019 R1705 R1609 CT Multifamily study		Duplicate row - See above		Duplicate row - See above		Duplicate row - See above		Duplicate row - See above

		Reference (include year)				Efficiencies and hours: Ductless Mini-Split Heat Pump Study, Final Report, Cadmus, Dec. 30, 2016, (Tables ES-2 p.4 and ES-4 p. 6).		6/12/20		Updated reference		R1705 R1609 MF Baseline and Weatherization Opportunity Study		R1705 R1609 MF Baseline and Weatherization Opportunity Study
https://www.energizect.com/sites/default/files/R1705-1609%20MF%20Baseline%20Weatherization%20Study_Final%20Report_10.10.19.pdf		Update SEER source from 2016 Massachusetts study to 2019 R1705 R1609 CT Multifamily study		N/A		SEER, HSPF, Duct leakage factor: Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission. Technical Reference Manual. June 2016. Section 2.2.3, p. 51. http://www.puc.pa.gov/pcdocs/1350348.docx
Hours of use calculated by comparing TMY average weather data from four Wisconsin cities (Green Bay, La Crosse, Madison, Milwaukee) to aggregate meter data collected by Cadmus from 70 cold-climate DHPs in Vermont, and evaluated against Vermont run-time variance to determine hours of use at various external temperatures. The four specific Wisconsin cities were chosen per other Wisconsin TRM workpapers to best represent the whole state.
Hours cooling: Cadmus. Focus on Energy Evaluated Deemed Savings Changes. November 14, 2014. https://focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/FoE_Deemed_WriteUp%20CY14%20Final.pdf		N/A		RI_PAs_2020PLAN Electric H&C Savings Workbook 08-20-2019

		Retrofit Gross Seasonal Peak Demand Savings, Electric (winter and summer)

		Formula				Heating:


Cooling:		6/12/20		Language change		Update SEER to EER		IECC 2015		SEER (seasonal energy efficiency ratio) may be used as an efficiency rating placeholder. However, for cooling peak demand savings, EER (energy efficiency ratio) is more appropriate.		Only Lost Opportunity				High Rise treated as custom retrofit		Deemed kW = 0.17

		Formula				Duplicate row, see above		6/30/20		Algorithm update		Aligning with ERS: Inclusion of factor distinguishing cold-climate DHP units and non cold-climate DHP units		Aligning with ERS		Aligning with ERS: See ERS Workbook for Justification

		Nomenclature				HSPF_E = existing system HSPF
HSPF_I = installed system HSPF
SEER_E = existing system SEER
SEER_I = installed system SEER		6/12/20		Language change		Update SEER to EER		IECC 2015		SEER (seasonal energy efficiency ratio) may be used as an efficiency rating placeholder. However, for cooling peak demand savings, EER (energy efficiency ratio) is more appropriate.		N/A		EER = Efficiency Ratio
CF = Coincidence Factor		N/A		N/A

		Assumed Values				HSPF_I = input
SEER_I = input
WCF = 0.74
SCF = 0.447		6/12/20		No change		No Change		N/A		CF: In unit multifamily applications are expected to have similar coincidence factors and load profiles to single family applications		N/A		EERBase: CAC = 11.0, Room AC = 9.8
EEREE = 12.5
CF = 0.68		All from application 		Baseline = SEER 15, HSPF 8.2
Energy Efficient = SEER 15, HSPF 10
CF summer peak = 0 (SEER baseline = SEER ee)
CF winter peak = 0.62

		Assumed Values				HSPF_E = 3.413
SEER_E = 10.1		6/12/20		Parameter update		Efficiency (MF): EER = 11.1		R1705 R1609 MF Baseline and Weatherization Opportunity Study
https://www.energizect.com/sites/default/files/R1705-1609%20MF%20Baseline%20Weatherization%20Study_Final%20Report_10.10.19.pdf		Include EER for Multifamily homes as 11.1; derived from the equation relating EER and SEER as outlined in R1705 R1609 MF Baseline Study page 41, footnote 38, and applying a seasonal efficiency of 12.8 SEER as determined by the study		Duplicate row - See above		Duplicate row - See above		Duplicate row - See above		Duplicate row - See above

		Reference (include year)				Efficiencies: Ductless Mini-Split Heat Pump Study, Final Report, Cadmus, Dec. 30, 2016, (Table ES-2 p. 4).
WCF: Navigant, RES1 Demand Impact Model Update, Aug. 2018.
SCF: Ductless heat pump summer coincidence factor estimated as an average of room A/C and central A/C summer coincidence.		6/12/20		Updated reference		R1705 R1609 MF Baseline and Weatherization Opportunity Study		R1705 R1609 MF Baseline and Weatherization Opportunity Study
https://www.energizect.com/sites/default/files/R1705-1609%20MF%20Baseline%20Weatherization%20Study_Final%20Report_10.10.19.pdf		Update baseline source to R1705 R1609 MF Baseline and Weatherization Opportunity Study.		N/A		EER: Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission. Technical Reference Manual. June 2016. Section 2.2.3, p. 51. http://www.puc.pa.gov/pcdocs/1350348.docx
CF: Cadmus. Focus on Energy Evaluated Deemed Savings Changes. November 14, 2014. https://focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/FoE_Deemed_WriteUp%20CY14%20Final.pdf		N/A		 RI_PAs_2020PLAN Electric H&C Savings Workbook 08-20-2019

		Retrofit Gross Energy Savings, Fossil Fuel

		Formula				None		6/30/20		New methodology recommended		Aligning with ERS's recommended fossil fuel savings		Aligning with ERS's recommendations		The consideration of inclusion of application from baseline to incorperate fossil fuel savings is outlined above. If fuel switching is considered for upcoming PSDs, incorperate as outlined by ERS.
Aligning with ERS: See ERS Workbook for Justification

		Lost Opportunity Gross Energy Savings, Electric

		Formula				Heating:


Cooling		6/12/20		Algorithm update		Aligning with ERS:
CAPH = 0.9 * CAPC for non cold-climate DHP units
CAPH = 1.0 * CAPC for cold-climate DHP units
where, CAPC  = Cooling Capacity of efficient DHP unit (kBtu/h)		Aligning with ERS: See ERS Workbook		Aligning with ERS: See ERS Workbook for Justification				Only retrofit				Not included

		Nomenclature				HSPF_ B= baseline system HSPF
HSPF_I = installed system HSPF
SEER_B = baseline system SEER
SEER_I = installed system SEER		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		Nomenclature is clear and supports algorithm		BCL = Building Cooling Load at design conditions (BTU/h)
BEFLHcooling = Cooling equivalent full-load hours based on building design load
BEFLHheating = Heating equivalent full-load hours based on building design load
BHL = Building Heating Load at design conditions (BTU/h)
cooling = Used to identify operation of equipment in cooling mode
COP = Coefficient of performance for heating, ratio of output energy/input energy
COPseason = Seasonally adjusted average coefficient of performance
ee = Energy efficient condition or measure
EER = Energy efficiency ratio under peak conditions
EERseason = Seasonally adjusted average energy efficiency
FCEC = Central electric cooling flag; used to account for the presence or absence of a central electric cooling system
FEH = Electric heating flag; used to account for the presence or absence of an electric heating system in the baseline case
FEH,new = Electric heat flag; used to account for when a new heat pump with supplemental resistance heating is installed
FFFH = Fossil fuel heating flag; used to account for the presence or absence of a fossil fuel-fired heating system in the baseline case
Fload,cooling = Adjustment factor to account for the portion of the seasonal29 cooling load met by the heat pump
Fload,heating = Adjustment factor to account for the portion of the seasonal30 heating load met by the heat pump
heating = Used to identify operation of equipment in heating mode
heating,supplemental,ee = Used to identify operation of supplemental electric resistance heat
kWh = Electric energy consumption
SEER = Seasonal average energy efficiency ratio over the cooling season, BTU/watt-hour, used for average U.S. location/region		N/A		Unit = Installation of DMSHP system
Tons = Capacity of DMSHP equipment
HoursC = Equivalent Full Load Hours (EFLH) for cooling
HoursH = EFLH for heating		N/A

		Assumed Values				HSPF_B = 8.2
SEER_B = 14.0
HSPF_I = From application
SEER_I = From application
EFLH_H = 442
EFLH_C = 218		6/12/20		Parameter update		For MF Common Area application:
EFLH_h = 273
EFLH_c = 1,306		Appendix Five		Recommendation to align EFLH for common area spaces with that included in Appendix Five, similarly to other Multifamily common area heat pump measures.

Recommendation to include Multifamily DHPs in unit and in common area spaces in the sample selected for monitoring equivalent full load hours as part of planned Study R1982, as recommended in R1617 CT DHP Baseline Study. 		All variables from application
'Flag' variables = 1 if technology used, 0 if unused
BCL, BHL = from application
BEFLHcooling, BEFLHheating = EFLH * 1.25		N/A		SEERbase = 15
SEERee = 19.5
HSPFbase = (no integrated controls) 8.2, (displacing electric heat) 3.4
HSPFee = 10.6
HoursC = 218
kWh  = (no integrated controls) 478.5, (displacing electric heat) 5,979.8		N/A

		Reference (include year)				Efficiencies: The minimum heating efficiency standard set by the US government effective Jan. 1, 2015 for DHPs is 8.2 HSPF and cooling efficiency is 14.0 SEER. (10 CFR 430.32 (c)(1))
EFLH: Ductless Mini-Split Heat Pump Study, Final Report, Cadmus, Dec. 30, 2016, (Table ES-3 p. 5).		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		Efficiency: No change. Lost Opportunity baseline from Federal code is appropriate for Multifamily buildings.		Baseline efficiencies: ECCCNYS 2016, NYCECC 2016, 10 CFR 430.32, ACCA Manuals S and J
Compliance efficiency: NEEP Cold Climate Air Source Heat Pump Specification V 3.0
HP Sizing: Detailed descriptions of these scenarios and their parameters are found in the white paper Savings Calculations for Residential Air Source Heat Pumps: The Basis for Modifying EFLH and Seasonal Efficiency Factors for “Whole House” and “Displacement” Applications, Tables 2 and 3, and the associated narrative.
Building America House Simulation Protocols, Robert Hendron and Cheryn Engebrecht, National Renewable Energy Laboratory, October 2010
Fairey, P., D. Parker, B Wilcox, M Lombardi. Climate Impacts on Heating Seasonal Performance Factor (HSPF) and Seasonal Energy Efficiency Ratio (SEER) for Air Source Heat Pumps, ASHRAE Transactions, 110(2): 178-88.
Henderson, H.I., 2019. White Paper Savings Calculations for Residential Air Source Heat Pumps: The Basis for Modifying EFLH and Seasonal Efficiency Factors for “Whole House” and “Displacement” Applications. Prepared for the New York State Energy Research and Development Authority (NYSERDA) and the New York State Department of Public Service.
M. M. Straub, Using Available Information for Efficient Evaluation of Demand-Side Management Programs, Electricity Journal, September 2011		N/A		Average capacity (tons) of heat pump units rebated in the full calendar year preceding the year in which this eTRM is published.
Average SEER of heat pump units rebated in the full calendar year preceding the year in which this eTRM is published.
Average HSPF of heat pump units rebated in the full calendar year preceding the year in which this eTRM is published.
Cooling hours from Cadmus Group (2016), Ductless Mini-Split Heat Pump Impact Evaluation, December 30, 2016. Cadmus_2016_DMSHP_Impact_Evaluation
Heating hours from Navigant Consulting (2018), Quick Hit Study: Ductless Mini-Split Heat Pump Survey (RES 29), March 30, 2018. Assumes higher heating hours for displacement of electric heat based on top 25% EFLH (heating) reported in Cadmus Group (2016), Ductless Mini-Split Heat Pump Impact Evaluation, December 30, 2016. Navigant_2018_DMSHP_Survey		N/A

		Lost Opportunity Gross Peak Day Savings, Electric (winter and summer)

		Formula				Heating:


Cooling		6/12/20		Language change		Update SEER to EER		IECC 2015		SEER (seasonal energy efficiency ratio) may be used as an efficiency rating placeholder. However, for cooling peak demand savings, EER (energy efficiency ratio) is more appropriate.				Only retrofit				Not included

		Formula				Duplicate row, see above		6/30/20		Algorithm update		Aligning with ERS: Inclusion of factor distinguishing cold-climate DHP units and non cold-climate DHP units		Aligning with ERS		Aligning with ERS: See ERS Workbook for Justification

		Nomenclature				HSPF_ B= baseline system HSPF
HSPF_I = installed system HSPF
SEER_B = baseline system SEER
SEER_I = installed system SEER		6/12/20		Language change		Update SEER to EER		IECC 2015		SEER (seasonal energy efficiency ratio) may be used as an efficiency rating placeholder. However, for cooling peak demand savings, EER (energy efficiency ratio) is more appropriate.		BCL = Building Cooling Load at design conditions (BTU/h)
CF = Coincidence Factor
FCEC = Central electric cooling flag; used to account for the presence or absence of a central electric cooling system
EER = Energy efficiency ratio under peak conditions		N/A				N/A

		Assumed Values				HSPF_B = 8.2
SEER_B = 14.0
WCF = 0.74
SCF = 0.447		6/12/20		No change		No Change		N/A		CF: In unit multifamily applications are expected to have similar coincidence factors and load profiles to single family applications		CF = 0.69		N/A		Annual Max Demand Factor =  0.001660 (cool), 0.000438 (heat)
kW = (no integrated controls) 0.171, (displacing electric heat) 2.58		N/A

		Reference (include year)				Efficiencies: "The minimum heating efficiency standard set by the US government effective Jan. 1, 2015 for DHPs is 8.2 HSPF and cooling efficiency is 14.0 SEER." (10 CFR 430.32 (c)(1))
WCF: Navigant, RES1 Demand Impact Model Update, Aug. 2018.
SCF: Ductless heat pump summer coincidence factor estimated as an average of room A/C and central A/C summer coincidence.		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		Efficiency: No change. Lost Opportunity baseline from Federal code is appropriate for Multifamily buildings.		CF: Based on BG&E ‘Development of Residential Load Profile for Central Air Conditioners and Heat Pumps’ research, the Maryland Peak Definition coincidence factor is 0.69. This study is not publicly available but is referenced by the Mid-Atlantic TRM Version 7.0 published May 2017 and by M. M. Straub, Using Available Information for Efficient Evaluation of Demand-Side Management Programs, Electricity Journal, September 2011 and supported by research conducted by Cadmus.
		N/A		Navigant Consulting (2018). Demand Impact Model Update. 2018_Navigant_Baseline_Loadshape_Comprehensive_Report		N/A



		Measure Life				18 years		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		The same EUL is used by other TRMs		15 years		18 years		18 years		18 years

		Measure Life Resource				GDS Associates Inc. Measure Life Report, Residential and Commercial Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures, Jun. 2007.		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		The same source is used by other TRMs		DEER		GDS Associates. Measure Life Report, Residential and Commercial/Industrial HVAC Measures. June 2007. Available from: http://www.iar.unicamp.br/lab/luz/ld/Arquitetural/interiores/ilumina%E7%E3o%20industrial/measure_life_GDS.pdf
Table A-2, “Residential Heating and Cooling,” gives 18 years as a median measure life found
from multiple heat pump sources.		GDS Associates, Inc. (2007). Measure Life Report: Residential and Commercial/Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures. GDS_2007_Measure_Life_Report_Residential_and_CI_Lighting_and_HVAC_Measures		GDS Associates, Inc. (2007). Measure Life Report: Residential and Commercial/Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures. Prepared for The New England State Program Working Group.







https://www.focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/2019_TRM_Final_Update_0.pdfhttp://rieermc.ri.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/ngrid-ri-2020-trm.pdfhttp://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/96f0fec0b45a3c6485257688006a701a/72c23decff52920a85257f1100671bdd/$FILE/TRM%20Version%207%20-%20April%202019.pdfhttps://etrm.anbetrack.com/

DU PTHP

		Measure ID		PSD4.2.7

		Measure Name		Package Terminal Heat Pump

		Primary Sector		Residential								Result of Fast Fill Assessment		Result of Research Assessment		Most Recent CT Evaluation		Evaluated Parameters from Most Recent CT Evaluation		Notes

		Description		Installation of a new energy-efficient packaged terminal heat pump.								Parameter update		"same as Fast Fill Assessment"		None		N/A		Suggest updating EUL to align with other TRMs.



																						Note: PTHP measure not found in Massachusetts or Rhode Island TRM, or Minnesota or Illinois

																		http://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/96f0fec0b45a3c6485257688006a701a/72c23decff52920a85257f1100671bdd/$FILE/TRM%20Version%207%20-%20April%202019.pdf		https://www.focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/2019_TRM_Final_Update_0.pdf 		https://neep.org/sites/default/files/resources/Mid_Atlantic_TRM_V9_Final_clean_wUpdateSummary%20-%20CT%20FORMAT.pdf		http://rieermc.ri.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/ngrid-ri-2020-trm.pdf

						CT's 2020 PSD - existing		TRC Date Stamp		TRC Recommended Action		TRC Proposed Values		TRC Primary Source Document		TRC Rationale/Justification		NY TRM		WI TRM		Mid-Atlantic TRM		Maine TRM (inactive measure)

						16th Edition, March 2020												Version 7, Jan 2020		Version 2019		Version 9 (October 2019)		Commercial/Industrial and Multifamily (Version 2018.2)

		Applies to MF, SF Res, or Commercial				SF Res, MF		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		MF, SF Res		SF Res		SF Res		None

		PSD Section 				4.2.7		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a

		Measure Name				Package Terminal Heat Pump		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		Air Conditioner and Heat Pump - Packaged Terminal		Packaged Terminal Heat Pumps		Packaged Terminal Air Conditioners (PTAC) and Heat Pumps (PTHP)		Prescriptive HVAC: Packaged Terminal Air Conditioners and Heat Pumps (Inactive) 

		Pages				p.173		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		p.348		p.275		p.98		p.46

		Retrofit/Lost Opportunity				Retrofit and Lost Opportunity		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		Rationale is clear for both pathways		Lost Opportunity		Lost Opportunity		Retrofit		Retrofit

		Baseline Reference				Technical Support Document: Energy Efficiency Program for Commercial and Industrial Equipment: Efficiency Standards for Commercial Heating, Air Conditioning and Water Heating Equipment," table 1, Chapter 2, p.4.		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		Values from reference consistent with other TRMs		International Energy Conservation Code (adopted by Energy Conservation Construction Code of New York State and New York City Energy Conservation Code)		2015 IECC Table 503.2.3(3) 		IECC 2012, IECC 2015		Code of Federal Regulations

		Baseline  Assumptions				Efficiencies based on equations with cooling capacity argument		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		Consistent with other TRMs		Code Minimum		Packaged terminal air conditioner with electric resistance heat and a cooling EER meeting minimum guidelines given in table (different for New Construction and Retrofit - see table in algorithm box below).		Existing equipment (for early replacement) and minimum efficiency standards of IECC 2012/2015 for new construction		The baseline equipment must meet the minimum cooling and heating efficiency requirements based on the current federal energy conservation standards (effective September 30, 2012).

		Savings				1) Retrofit Gross Energy Savings, Electric
2) Retrofit Gross Seasonal Peak Demand Savings, Electric (winter & summer)
3) Lost Opportunity Gross Energy Savings, Electric
4) Lost Opportunity Gross Seasonal Peak Demand Savings, Electric (winter & summer)
		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		Consistent with other TRMs		1) Annual Electric Energy Savings
2) Summer peak Coincident Demand Savings		1) Annual kWh Savings
2) Summer Coincident Peak Savings
3) Lifecycle Energy-Savings		1) Annual kWh Savings
2) Summer Coincident Peak kW Savings
		1) Annual Energy Savings
2) Demand Savings 

		Retrofit Gross Energy Savings, Electric

		Formula						6/29/20		Algorithm update		Align with ERS: 
AKWH = AKWHH + AKWHC
where:
AKWHH = HR * EFLHH * CAPC * (1/COPE - 1/COPi) * (1/3412)
AKWHC = EFLHC * CAPC * (1/EERE - 1/EERi) * (1/1000)		N/A		See ERS workbook for justification		Not addressed		Not addressed				Not addressed

		Nomenclature				HR: Percent heating when Heat Pump is not in electric resistance back up 
EFLH_H: Equivalent full load Heating Hours
CAP_C: Cooling Capacity
COP_E: Coefficient of Performance, Existing
COP_B: Coefficient of Performance, Baseline
SA: Seasonal efficiency Adjustment for heating
EER_B: Energy Efficiency Ratio, Baseline
EER_E: Energy efficiency ratio, Existing
S_kWh: Average Cooling kWh Savings per Unit Size		6/29/20		Algorithm update		Align with ERS: 
EFLH_C: Cooling Equivalent Full-load hours		N/A		Add parameter for algorithm change		n/a		n/a
				n/a

								6/29/20		Algorithm update		Align with ERS: 
Remove S_kWh		N/A		Remove parameter for algorithm change

		Assumed Values				HR: 60%
EFLH_H: 1,349
SA: 80%
S_kWh: 362 kWh/Ton		6/29/20		Algorithm update		Align with ERS: 
EFLH_C: 626 hours for buildings built prior to 1979
669 hours for buildings built between 1979 and 2006
812 hours for buildings built after 2007		N/A		See ERS workbook for justification		n/a		n/a
		Baseline EER/COP calculated through formulas from Federal Standards		n/a

								6/29/20		Algorithm update		Align with ERS: 
EFLH_H: 922 hours for uninsulated, pre-war buildings
656 hours for buildings built prior to 1979
510 hours for buildings built between 1979 and 2006
291 hours for buildings built after 2007		N/A		See ERS workbook for justification

		Reference (include year)				HR: Hartford, Conn. BIN Analysis
EFLH_H: Based on Heating Degree Day ("HDD") data and ASHRAE adjustment factor
SA:  BIN Analysis
S_kWh: "Residential Central A/C Regional Evaluation, ADM Associates Inc.," Tables 4-7 and 4-8, pp. 4-9		6/29/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		n/a		n/a
		Code of Federal Regulations, Energy Efficiency Program for Certain Commercial and
Industrial Equipment, title 10, sec. 431.96 (2016).		n/a

		Retrofit Gross Seasonal Peak Demand Savings, Electric (winter and summer)

		Formula						6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		Note to ERS: Consider updating 		Not Addressed		Not Addressed		Not addressed		Not addressed 

		Nomenclature				SKW: Summer Demand Savings
WKW: Winter Demand Savings
S_kW: Average Peak kW Savings per Unit Size		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		Nomenclature is clear and support algorithm		n/a		n/a
		n/a		n/a

		Assumed Values				S_kW: 0.45		6/29/20		Algorithm update		Remove parameter		N/A		Align with ERS: parameter to be removed		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a

		Reference (include year)				S_kW: "Residential Central A/C Regional Evaluation, ADM Associates Inc.," Tables 4-7 and 4-8, pp. 4-9		6/29/20		Algorithm update		Remove parameter		N/A		Align with ERS: parameter to be removed		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a

		Lost Opportunity Gross Energy Savings, Electric

		Formula						6/29/20		Algorithm update		Align with ERS: 
For Lost Opportunity:
EERB = 14 - (0.3 * CAPC/1000)

AKWH = AKWHH + AKWHC
where:
AKWHH = HR * EFLHH * CAPC * (1/COPB - 1/COPi) * (1/3412)
AKWHC = EFLHC * CAPC * (1/EERB - 1/EERi) * (1/1000)		N/A		See ERS workbook for justification

		Nomenclature				See Retrofit Savings		6/12/20		No change		N/A		N/A		N/A		kBtu/h_cooling: Output cooling capacity in kBtu/h (at AHRI standard rating conditions)
EER: energy efficiency ratio (AHRI standard rating conditions)
EFLH_cooling: Cooling equivalent full-load hours
kBtu/h_heating: output heating capacity in kBTU/h (at AHRI standard high-temperature rating conditions)
3.412: conversion factor, one wat--hour equals 3.412 BTU
COP: Coefficient of performance (at AHRI standard high-temperature rating conditions)
EFLH_heating: heating equivalent full-load hours		CAP_Cool: Nominal cooling capacity in Btu/h
EFLH_cool: equivalent full-load hours during cooling mode
EER_Base: Energy efficiency ratio of baseline unit
EER_EE: Energy efficiency ratio of energy-efficient unit
3,412: Btu per kWh conversion factor
COP_BASE: Coefficient of performance of baseline equipment
COP_EE: Coefficient of performance of energy-efficient equipment

		Assumed Values				See Retrofit Savings		6/12/20		No change		N/A		N/A		N/A		EFLH: If unknown, given by building type and location in appendix		EFLH_cool: 410 (multifamily)
EFLH_heat: 711 (multifamily)
COP_BASE: 1.0				EFLH_c: 605
EFLH_h: 2,200

		Reference (include year)				See Retrofit Savings		6/12/20		No change		N/A		N/A		N/A		EFLH:DOE 2.2 Simulation		EFLH_cool: PA Consulting Group Inc. “State of Wisconsin Public Service Commission of Wisconsin Focus on
Energy Evaluation Business Programs: Deemed Savings Manual V1.0.” Updated March 22, 2010.
www.focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/bpdeemedsavingsmanuav10_evaluationreport.pdf 
EFLH_heat: AHRI 2008;  Adjustments to Cadmus metering studies				EFLH_c:KEMA, NEEP C&I Unitary HVAC Loadshape Project, June 2011, Table 0-3 and 0-4. Values are for the NE-North region. 
EFLH_H: 6 EMT assumes 2,200 heating full load hours for heat pumps smaller than 5.4 tons (65,000 BTUh) and 1,600 heating full load hours for heat pumps larger than or
equal to 5.4 tons. 

		Lost Opportunity Gross Seasonal Peak Demand Savings, Electric (winter and summer)

		Formula						6/29/20		Algorithm update		Align with ERS: 

SKWC = CAPC * (1/EERB - 1/EERi) * (1/1000) * SCF
where,
SCF = Summer coincidence factor

EERB = 14 - (0.3 * CAPC/1000)		N/A		See ERS workbook for justification

		Nomenclature				See Retrofit Savings		6/29/20		Algorithm update		Align with ERS: 
SCF: Summer coincidence Factor		N/A		See ERS workbook for justification		CF: Coincidence Factor		CF: Coincidence Factor

		Assumed Values				See Retrofit Savings		6/29/20		Algorithm update		Align with ERS: 
SCF: 58.8%		N/A		See ERS workbook for justification		CF: 0.8		CF: 0.8		See above		n/a

		Reference (include year)				See Retrofit Savings		6/12/20		No change		N/A		N/A		N/A		CF: No source specified		PA Consulting Group Inc. “State of Wisconsin Public Service Commission of Wisconsin Focus on
Energy Evaluation Business Programs: Deemed Savings Manual V1.0.” Updated March 22, 2010.
www.focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/bpdeemedsavingsmanuav10_evaluationreport.pdf		C&I Unitary HVAC Load Shape Project Final Report, KEMA, 2011. Final values are presented in Metoyer, Jarred, “Report Revision Memo,” KEMA, August 2011.		n/a



		Measure Life				5 (Retirement), 18 (EUL)		6/12/20		Parameter update		EUL: 15		DEER 2014 EULID: HVAC-PTHP		Update to DEER 2014; this EUL is consistent with the other TRMs		15 (EUL)		15		15		15

		Measure Life Resource				DEER 2008 (Retirement), GDS Associates (2007) Measure Life Report Table 1 (EUL)		6/12/20		Parameter update		DEER 2014 EULID: HVAC-PTHP		DEER 2014		Update reference		DEER 2014		DEER 2014		Measure Life Report, Residential and Commercial/Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures, GDS Associates, June 2007, http://www.ctsavesenergy.org/files/Measure%20Life%20Report%202007.pdf.		GDS Associates, Inc., Residential and Commercial/Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures Prepared for The New England State Program Working Group (SPWG), June 2007 and the 2005 Measure Life Study Report prepared for The Massachusetts Joint Utilities, by ERS.















https://etrm.anbetrack.com/http://rieermc.ri.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/ngrid-ri-2020-trm.pdfhttp://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/96f0fec0b45a3c6485257688006a701a/72c23decff52920a85257f1100671bdd/$FILE/TRM%20Version%207%20-%20April%202019.pdfhttps://www.focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/2019_TRM_Final_Update_0.pdf

4.2.9 Duct Insulation

		Measure ID		PSD4.2.9

		Measure ID		PSD4.2.9

		Measure Name		Duct Insulation

		Primary Sector		C&I Retrofit				Result of Fast Fill Assessment		Result of Research Assessment		Most Recent CT Evaluation		Evaluated Parameters from Most Recent CT Evaluation		Notes

		Description		Installation of insulation on ducting located in unconditioned spaces in commercial buildings.				Potential algorithm updates		Parameter update		None		N/A



		Resource				CT's 2020 PSD - existing		TRC Date Stamp		TRC Recommended Action		TRC Proposed Values		TRC Primary Source Document		TRC Rationale/Justification		NY TRM		WI TRM		MA TRM		RI TRM

		Version				16th Edition, March 1, 2020		6/19/20		Editorial Update		Consider combining with duct sealing measure.		N/A		CT breaks this measure into separate "Duct Sealing" and "Duct Insulation" measures. Other TRMs have one Duct Sealing/Insulation measure.		Version 7, Jan 2020		Version 2019		Version 2019-2021 Plan TRM		Version 2020

		Applies to MF, SF Res, or Commercial				Residential 		6/19/20		No Change		No change		N/A		N/A		Residential 		Residential		Residential		Residential

		PSD Section 				3.2.4		6/19/20		No Change		No change		N/A		N/A

		Measure Name				Duct Insulation		6/19/20		No Change		No change		N/A		See comment above.		 DUCT SEALING AND INSULATION		Air Sealing		HVAC - Duct Insulation		Duct Sealing

		Pages				94-97		6/19/20		No Change		No change		N/A		N/A		p 135-139

		Baseline (Retrofit, Lost Opportunities, or Retirement?) 				Lost Opportunity		6/19/20		No Change		No change		N/A		Consistent with other TRMs .		Retrofit		Retrofit		Retrofit		Retrofit

		Baseline Reference				[1] Evaluation of the Weatherization Residential Assistance Partnership (WRAP) and Helps Programs, conducted by KEMA, Sep. 2010, Table ES-9, pp. 1-11.
[2] North American Insulation Manufacturers Association (“NAIMA”), 3E Plus software tool, Version 4.1, Rel. 2012.		6/19/20		No Change		No Change.		N/A		This source is 10 years old and likely out of date.

However, there are no other available sources. Given the available information, these are the best sources we have to derive savings.

Recommend new studies, however, realize that may not be feasible.		1.	BG&E: Development of Residential Load Profile for Central Air Conditioners and Heat Pumps 
2.	Home Energy Saver & Score: Engineering Documentation, Thermal Distribution Efficiency
Available from: http://hes-documentation.lbl.gov/calculation-methodology/calculation-of-energy-consumption/heating-and-cooling-calculation/thermal-distribution-efficiency/thermal-distribution-efficiency 
3.	ECCCNYS 2016, per IECC 2015; R403.3.1: Insulation (Prescriptive) & R403.3.4: Duct Leakage (Prescriptive)
Available from: https://codes.iccsafe.org/public/document/IECC2015NY-1/chapter-4-re-residential-energy-efficiency 
4.	NYCECC 2016; R403.3.1: Insulation (Prescriptive) & R403.3.4: Duct Leakage (Prescriptive)
Available from: https://www1.nyc.gov/assets/buildings/apps/pdf_viewer/viewer.html?file=2016ECC_CHR4.pdf&section=energy_code_2016				1: Navigant Consulting (2018). Home Energy Services (HES) Impact Evaluation. 2018_Navigant_HES_Impact_Evaluation
2: Navigant Consulting (2018). Demand Impact Model Update. 2018_Navigant_Baseline_Loadshape_Comprehensive_Report
3: National Grid Staff Estimate (2010) MA SBS-DI Duct Sealing and Insulation Scenario and Deemed Savings. NGrid_MA_SBS-DI_Duct_Sealing_and_Insulation_Scenario_and_Deemed_Savings_6-22-10
4: GDS Associates, Inc. (2007). Measure Life Report: Residential and Commercial/Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures. GDS_2007_Measure_Life_Report_Residential_and_CI_Lighting_and_HVAC_Measures
5: Navigant Consulting (2018). Multi-Family Program Impact and Net-to-Gross Evaluation. 2018_Navigant_Multifamily_Program_Impact_Evaluation
6: Navigant Consulting (2018). Demand Impact Model Update. 2018_Navigant_Baseline_Loadshape_Comprehensive_Report
7: Navigant Consulting (2018). Multi-Family Program Impact and Net-to-Gross Evaluation. 2018_Navigant_Multifamily_Program_Impact_Evaluation

		Baseline  Assumptions				un-insulated heating or cooling ducts in unconditioned space (i.e., attic or unconditioned basement)		6/19/20		No Change		No Change		N/A		Consistent with other TRMs and fits the savings algorithms.		The baseline condition is a ducted HVAC system with insufficient sealing and insulation that has undergone duct-blaster testing. Look up baseline uninsulated distribution system efficiency from Appendix H based on building type, location and duct total leakage.		The baseline condition is no air sealing.		The baseline efficiency case is existing, un-insulated ductwork in unconditioned spaces (e.g. attic or basement) . 		The baseline efficiency case is assumes a 15% leakage.

		Savings				Lost Opportunity Electric Savings, Lost Opportunity Fossil Fuel savings, Electric Peak Day Savings (Winter and Summer), Peak Day Savings Natural Gas		6/19/20		No Change		No change		N/A		Consistent with other TRMs .		Electric Savings and Peak Electric Savings		Electric Savings and Peak Electric Savings		Deemed Electric Savings and Fuel Savings		Electric Savings and Peak Electric Savings

		Lost Opportunity Gross Energy Savings, Electric

		Formula						6/19/20		No Change		No change		N/A		CT decides to use a deemed savings approach here. Other TRMs use an algorithm with "from application" values and calculate savings based on other variables like the size and efficiency of the equipment.

CT seems to prefer deemed savings using modeling software. We compared the savings from the CT PSD to the savings from other TRMs. The savings came out to similar levels, so the CT algorithm is reasonable. Also, the savings scale per square foot, so can be applied to multifamily				kWhSAVED = kWhSAVED COOL + kWhSAVED HEAT                                                                                    For systems with cooling installed:
kWhSAVED COOL = [{((CFM50PRE – CFM50POST)) / NCOOL) * 60 * 24 * CDD * 0.018} / (1,000 * CoolEFF)] * LM
For systems with electric heat:
kWhSAVED HEAT = [((CFM50PRE – CFM50POST) / NHEAT) * 60 * 24 * HDD * 0.018] / (3,412 * HeatEFF)		Duct Insulation, Elec (Attached Low Rise) delta kWh = 726		Gross kWh = Qty × deltakWh

		Nomenclature						6/19/20		No Change		No change		N/A		Nomenclature is clear and supports algorithm		where:
ΔkWh	= Annual electric energy savings
ΔkW	= Peak coincident demand electric savings
Δtherms	= Annual gas energy savings
tons	= Output cooling capacity in tons (at AHRI standard rating conditions)
kBTU/hout	= Output heating capacity in kBTU/h (at AHRI standard high-temperature rating conditions)
kWin	= Input heating capacity in kW
kBTU/hin	= Input heating capacity in kBTU/h (at AHRI standard high-temperature rating conditions)
lduct,uncond	= Length of ductwork in each unconditioned space
l¬duct	= Total length of ductwork
TRF	= Thermal Regain Factor
SEER	= Seasonal energy efficiency ratio in BTU/watt-hour. Total cooling output of an air conditioner during its normal annual usage period for cooling in BTU, divided by the total electric energy input during the same period in watt-hours 
IEER	= Integrated energy efficiency ratio in BTU/watt-hour. A weighted calculation of mechanical cooling efficiencies at full load and part load AHRI standard rating conditions
EER	= Energy efficiency ratio under peak conditions in BTU/watt-hour. Measurement of the cooling capacity for a unit in BTU/h divided by the connected electric power of the unit in watts (at AHRI standard rating conditions)
HSPF	= Heating seasonal performance factor, total heating output (supply heat) in BTU (including electric strip heat) during the heating season divided by the total electric energy heat pump consumed in watt-hours 
COP	= Coefficient of performance, ratio of output energy/input energy (at AHRI standard high-temperature rating conditions)
EFLH	= Equivalent full-load hours
baseline	= Baseline condition or measure
ee	= Energy efficient condition or measure
Effdist	= Distribution system efficiency
CF	= Coincidence factor
12	= (kBTU/h)/ton of air conditioning capacity
3.412	= Conversion factor, one watt-hour equals 3.412 BTU 
100	= Conversion factor, one therm equals 100 kBTU		Where:
CFM50PRE = Blower door test result before air sealing is performed
CFM50POST = Blower door test result after air sealing is performed
NCOOL = Conversion factor for CFM from 50 Pascal to natural conditions (= 18.5
assuming normal shielding)
60 = Constant to convert minutes to hours
24 = Hours per day
CDD = Cooling degree days (= 565; see table below)
0.018 = Specific heat capacity of air in Btu/cubic feet – °F
1,000 = Kilowatt conversion factor
CoolEFF = Cooling system efficiency, Btu/W - hr (= 10 SEER if manufactured before
2006; = 13 SEER if manufactured in 2006 or later)
LM = Latent multiplier to convert the calculated sensible cooling savings to a
value representing sensible and latent cooling loads (= 6.6 as an average
in Chicago and Minneapolis)2
NHEAT = Conversion factor for CFM from 50 Pascal to natural conditions,
assuming normal shielding (= 18.5 if one story; = 16.5 if 1.5 stories;
= 15.0 if two stories; = 14.1 if 2.5 stories; = 13.3 if three stories)3
HDD = Heating degree days (= 7,616; see table below)                                                        3,412 = Conversion factor from kWh to Btu
HeatEFF = Heating system efficiency (fraction of heat output per unit of energy
input expressed as a decimal)
100,000 = Conversion factor from Btu to therms
For systems with electric heat, HeatEFF = HSPF/3.412
• Heat pumps manufactured before 2006, HeatEFF = 6.8/3.412 = 1.99
• Heat pumps manufactured in 2006 or later, HeatEFF = 7.7/3.412 = 2.26
• Electric resistance, HeatEFF = 1.0
Installed AFUE for systems with natural gas heat:
• HeatEFF = 0.92 for condensing systems; see Assumptions
• HeatEFF = 0.80 for non-condensing systems; see Assumptions		N/A		Where:
Qty = Total number of units.
Delta kWh = Deemed average annual kWh reduction per unit:    212
Delta kW = Deemed average kW reduction per unit:       0.30                                                  

		Assumed Values						6/19/20		No Change		No change				Recommend updating values. Models are 10 years old at this point and standards have changed.

However, we calculated the savings using these deemed values and compared the savings from the PSD to the savings from other TRMs. The savings came out to similar levels, so the CT algorithm is reasonable. Also, the savings scale per square foot, so can be applied to multifamily				Given in Nomenclature.				Given in Nomenclature.

		Reference (include year)				[1] Evaluation of the Weatherization Residential Assistance Partnership (WRAP) and Helps Programs, conducted by KEMA, Sep. 2010, Table ES-9, pp. 1-11.
[2] North American Insulation Manufacturers Association (“NAIMA”), 3E Plus software tool, Version 4.1, Rel. 2012.		6/19/20		No Change		No Change.				This source is 10 years old and likely out of date.

However, there are no other available sources. Given the available information, these are the best sources we have to derive savings.

Recommend new studies, however, realize that may not be feasible.								Electric kWh Source: RLW Analytics (2002). Market Research for the Rhode Island, Massachusetts, and Connecticut Residential HVAC Market. Prepared for National Grid, Northeast Utilities, NSTAR, Fitchburg Gas and Electric Light Company and United Illuminating;

		Lost Opportunity Gross Seasonal Peak Demand Savings, Electric (winter and summer)

		Formula						6/19/20		No Change		No change		N/A		CT decides to use a deemed savings approach here. Other TRMs use an algorithm with "from application" values and calculate savings based on other variables like the size and efficiency of the equipment.

CT seems to prefer deemed savings using modeling software. We compared the savings from the CT PSD to the savings from other TRMs. The savings came out on the same order of magnitude and therefore, this algorithm is fine.				ThermSAVED = [((CFM50PRE – CFM50POST) / NHEAT) * 60 * 24 * HDD * 0.018] / (100,000 * HeatEFF)		delta kWh = 726		Gross kW = Qty × deltakW

		Nomenclature				Same as above		6/19/20		No Change		No change		N/A		Nomenclature is clear and supports algorithm		Same as Above		Same as above.		Navigant Consulting (2018). Home Energy Services (HES) Impact Evaluation. 2018_Navigant_HES_Impact_Evaluation		Where:
Qty = Total number of units.
Delta kWh = Deemed average annual kWh reduction per unit:    212
Delta kW = Deemed average kW reduction per unit:       0.30                                                  

		Assumed Values						6/19/20		No Change		No change				Recommend updating values. Models are 10 years old at this point and standards have changed.

However, we calculated the savings using these deemed values and compared the savings from the PSD to the savings from other TRMs. The savings were on the same order of magnitude. Therefore, these deemed values are reasonable		Same as Above		Same as Above				Same as Above

		Reference (include year)				[1] Evaluation of the Weatherization Residential Assistance Partnership (WRAP) and Helps Programs, conducted by KEMA, Sep. 2010, Table ES-9, pp. 1-11.
[2] North American Insulation Manufacturers Association (“NAIMA”), 3E Plus software tool, Version 4.1, Rel. 2012.		6/19/20		No Change		No Change.				This source is 10 years old and likely out of date.

However, there are no other available sources. Given the available information, these are the best sources we have to derive savings.

Recommend new studies, however, realize that may not be feasible.		1.	BG&E: Development of Residential Load Profile for Central Air Conditioners and Heat Pumps 
2.	Home Energy Saver & Score: Engineering Documentation, Thermal Distribution Efficiency
Available from: http://hes-documentation.lbl.gov/calculation-methodology/calculation-of-energy-consumption/heating-and-cooling-calculation/thermal-distribution-efficiency/thermal-distribution-efficiency 
3.	ECCCNYS 2016, per IECC 2015; R403.3.1: Insulation (Prescriptive) & R403.3.4: Duct Leakage (Prescriptive)
Available from: https://codes.iccsafe.org/public/document/IECC2015NY-1/chapter-4-re-residential-energy-efficiency 
4.	NYCECC 2016; R403.3.1: Insulation (Prescriptive) & R403.3.4: Duct Leakage (Prescriptive)
Available from: https://www1.nyc.gov/assets/buildings/apps/pdf_viewer/viewer.html?file=2016ECC_CHR4.pdf&section=energy_code_2016				MMBtu =0.13*units		Electric kW Source: RLW Analytics (2002). Market Research for the Rhode Island, Massachusetts, and Connecticut Residential
HVAC Market. Prepared for National Grid, Northeast Utilities, NSTAR, Fitchburg Gas and Electric Light Company and United
Illuminating;

																						Units = Number of square feet of ductwork treated 

		Formula				N/A		6/19/20		No Change		No change		N/A		N/A				For systems with central air conditioning:                                                                                        kWSAVED = (kWhSAVED COOL / EFLHCOOL) * CF

		Nomenclature				N/A		6/19/20		No Change		No change		N/A		N/A		Same as above		Where:
EFLHCOOL = Equivalent full-load cooling hours (= 410; see table below)
CF = Coincidence factor (= 0.66)		Same as Above

		Assumed Values				N/A		6/19/20		No Change		No change		N/A		N/A		same as above		same as above		1: Navigant Consulting (2018). Demand Impact Model Update. 2018_Navigant_Baseline_Loadshape_Comprehensive_Report
2: GDS Associates, Inc. (2007). Measure Life Report: Residential and Commercial/Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures. GDS_2007_Measure_Life_Report_Residential_and_CI_Lighting_and_HVAC_Measures
3: Navigant Consulting (2018). Multi-Family Program Impact and Net-to-Gross Evaluation. 2018_Navigant_Multifamily_Program_Impact_Evaluation
4: Navigant Consulting (2018). Demand Impact Model Update. 2018_Navigant_Baseline_Loadshape_Comprehensive_Report
5: Navigant Consulting (2018). Multi-Family Program Impact and Net-to-Gross Evaluation. 2018_Navigant_Multifamily_Program_Impact_Evaluation
6: NMR Group, Inc., Tetra Tech (2011). Massachusetts Special and Cross-Sector Studies Area, Residential and Low-Income Non-Energy Impacts (NEI) Evaluation Tetra_Tech_and_NMR_2011_MA_Res_and_LI_NEI_Evaluation		same as above

		Reference (include year)				N/A		6/19/20		No Change		No change		N/A		N/A		same as above		same as above				same as above

		Lost Opportunity Gross Seasonal Peak Demand Savings, Electric (winter and summer)																				kW = 0.55

		Formula						6/19/20		No Change		No change.				This algorithm is consistent across the PSD.		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

		Nomenclature				Same as above.		6/19/20		No Change		No change.				Consistent across the measure and all values are provided.		N/A		N/A		Deemed value given in formula		N/A

		Assumed Values				Same as above.		6/19/20		No Change		No change.				Assumed values are confirmed in the new sources		N/A		N/A		Navigant Consulting (2018). Demand Impact Model Update. 2018_Navigant_Baseline_Loadshape_Comprehensive_Report		N/A

		Reference (include year)				Residential Space Heating Efficiency Upgrades: Since energy savings correlate directly to outside air
temperatures, the demand savings for residential space heating measures is estimated based on
as a percentage (0.977%) of annual savings. The 0.977% factor is based on Bradley Airport peak
degree day 30-year average (58.5°F) divided by the 30-year average heating degree days (5,990).		6/19/20		No Change		No change.				This is the source for natural gas peak demand across the PSD.		N/A		N/A				N/A

																						20 years

		Measure Life				20 years		6/19/20		No Change		No change.				This is the value for duct sealing. 

Other TRMs provide other values, but they're looking at air sealing, weatherization, or other categories.		18 years		20 years		GDS Associates, Inc. (2007). Measure Life Report: Residential and Commercial/Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures. GDS_2007_Measure_Life_Report_Residential_and_CI_Lighting_and_HVAC_Measures		20 years

		Measure Life Resource				GDS Associates Inc., Measure Life Report, Residential and Commercial Industrial Lighting and
HVAC Measures, Jun. 2007,		6/19/20		No Change		No change.				Reliable source used by other TRMs and throughout the PSD.		DEER 2014
EUL ID: HV-DuctSeal		GDS Associates, Inc. (2007). Measure Life Report: Residential and Commercial/Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures. GDS_2007_Measure_Life_Report_Residential_and_CI_Lighting_and_HVAC_Measures				Measure life Source: GDS Associates, Inc. (2007). Measure Life Report: Residential and Commercial/Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures. Prepared for The New England State Program Working Group.

















https://api-plus.anbetrack.com/etrm-gateway/etrm/api/v1/etrm/documents/5ee4884a6996f2db1d7df6ec/view?authToken=960d2edab044963eb047776fe27b73b4844cadc4596732c08941c2d14557390469eb70a69d1ec366ce4aeb9c8e6ae88e9d42b484f83ffc4e2725f1bdc4d625933872bbf2cb1bca

DU Furnace

		Measure ID (PSD Section)				4.2.11

		Measure Name				Furnace				Overall Assessment

		Primary Sector				Residential 				Result of Fast Fill Assessment		Result of Research Assessment		Most Recent CT Evaluation		Evaluated Parameters from Most Recent CT Evaluation		Notes

		Description				Installation of a warm air or forced-air energy-efficienct furnace				Algorithm update		"same as Fast Fill Assessment"		R1614-R1613 CT Upstream HVAC & Water Heating 
R1705 R1609 Multifamily Baseline and Weatherization Opportunity Study (2018)		Average heating factor from R1614, capacity from 1705		R1614-R1613 CT Upstream HVAC & Water Heating is used to produce and average heating factor. Multifamily is not specifically referenced in this evaluation, so the capacity is separated from the average heating factor to allow flexibility for multifamily. Add language change for ECM. 





																		http://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/96f0fec0b45a3c6485257688006a701a/72c23decff52920a85257f1100671bdd/$FILE/TRM%20Version%207%20-%20April%202019.pdf		https://www.focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/2019_TRM_Final_Update_0.pdf 		https://etrm.anbetrack.com/#/workarea/home?token=6d6c45766e692f527044		http://rieermc.ri.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/ngrid-ri-2020-trm.pdf

						CT's 2020 PSD - existing		TRC Date Stamp		TRC Recommended Action		TRC Proposed Values		TRC Primary Source Document		TRC Rationale/Justification		NY TRM		WI TRM		MA TRM		RI TRM

						16th Edition, March 2020												Version 7, Jan 2020		Version 2019		Version 2019-2021 Plan TRM		Version 2020

		Applies to MF, SF Res, or Commercial				SF Res, MF		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		MF, SF Res		SF Res		SF Res		None

		PSD Section 				4.2.11		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a

		Measure Name				Furnace		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		Boiler and Furnace (p.124) , Tune-Up Furnace (p.165), Boiler and Furnace - Combination ("Combi") Boiler and Furnace (p.129)		Gas Furnaces (p.890), Joint Furnace & Central AC with ECM 		HVAC - Furnace, Gas		Furnace (forced hot air) >= 97% AFUE (p.837), Furnace (forced hot air) 95% AFUE w/ECM

		Pages				p.196		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		p.124, 165, 129		p.890		n/a		p.837

		Retrofit/Lost Opportunity				Retrofit and Lost Opportunity		6/12/20		Language change		Modify language on ECM Measure: Clarify that savings in 4.2.4 (ECM) are only applicable for early retirement, when a permanent-split capacitor (PSC) motor is replaced with a furnace with an ECM motor, either on its own or as part of a furnace replacement for the remaining useful life of the furnace.		N/A		As written in 4.2.4, the current federal furnace standards make ECM motors required to pass minimum efficiency. No savings for an ECM motor could therefore be claimed as a lost opportunity measure. However, savings can be claimed for a furnace without an ECM motor as a retrofit measure for the remaining useful life of the old furnace. 		Lost Opportunity		Lost Opportunity		Retrofit		Retrofit

		Baseline Reference				West Hill Energy and Computing (2018) CT HVAC and Water Heating Process and Impact Evaluation Report		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		Values from reference consistent with other TRMs		Code of Federal Regulations		Cadmus (2014) Focus on Energy Calendar Year 2013 Baseline Market Study		No reference		No reference

		Baseline  Assumptions				Assumes existing for remaining useful life, and a defined baseline for the effective useful life		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		Consistent with other TRMs		Code Minimum		Wisconsin Market baseline		85% AFUE for replace on failure; 78% AFUEfurnace for early retirement		85% AFUE furnace

		Savings				1) Lost Opportunity Fossil Fuel Savings
2) Retrofit Fossil Fuel Savings
3) Peak Day Natural Gas Savings		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		Consistent with other TRMs		1) Annual Gas Energy Savings (therms)		1) Annual Therms Saved
2) Annual kWh Saved (excluding non-ECM)
3) Summer Coincident Peak Savings (excluding non-ECM)
4) Lifecycle Energy-Savings (excluding non-ECM)		1) MMBtu savings
2) kWh savings
3) kW Savings 		1) Gas Heat MMBtu Savings

		Lost Opportunity Gross Energy Savings, Fossil fuel

		Formula						6/12/20		Algorithm update		Add multifamily-specific equation: 
ABTU_H = EFLH_H*CAP_H * (1/.85 - 1/AFUE_I)		R1614-R1613 West Hill Energy and Computing (2018) CT HVAC and Water Heating Process and Impact Evaluation Report		Rationale for different equation for multifamily: The EFLH (995) is expected to stay the same for multifamily units and single family homes. However, the average heating factor (77,500,000), which also includes the furnace capacity may differ between single and multifamily. The study does not specify whether the sample included both single and multifamily units. Therefore, we propose to separate the capacity as input in the equation, and apply a default capacity that is an average capacity if information is not available.						n/a		n/a

		Nomenclature				
77,500,000: Average heating Factor Based on Home's Heat Load (Btu/year)
AFUE_I: AFUE, installed
		6/12/20		Algorithm update		Remove 77,500,000		N/A		Unneeded after new nomenclature Is added		kBTU/h_in/unit: Fuel Input Rating
Eff_ee: Efficiency of energy efficient condition or measure
Eff_baseline: Efficiency of baseline condition or measure
EFLH_heating: Heating equivalent full-load hours
**tune up furnace adds a Energy savings factor multiplier of 0.05		CAP: Rated input heating capacity
hours_heating: hours of heating operation
AFUE_EE: Efficient AFUE
AFUE_Base: Baseline AFUE
		n/a		n/a

								6/12/20		No change		AFUE_I: no change		N/A		Nomenclature is clear

								6/12/20		Algorithm update		Add EFLH_H: Heating equivalent full load hours		N/A		Add nomenclature for new equation

								6/12/20		Algorithm update		Add CAP_H: Input Heating Capacity		N/A		Add nomenclature for new equation

		Assumed Values				Average Heating Factor: 77,500,000
AFUE_B = .85		6/12/20		No change		AFUE_B: no change		R1614-R1613 West Hill Energy and Computing (2018) CT HVAC and Water Heating Process and Impact Evaluation Report		Consistent with MA and RI TRMs; Conservative savings estimate compared to federal minimum efficiency (ranges from .78-.83 dependent on product class)		Eff_baseline: code minimum
EFLH_heating: given by prototype, vintage, location		CAP: 72 Mbtu/hour
hours_heating: 1,158 hours
AFUE_EE: 95%, 96%, 97%, or 98%
AFUE_Base: 80% for Tier 2, 92.8% for Tier 1		n/a		n/a

		Assumed Values						6/12/20		Algorithm update		EFLH_H: 995 hours		R1614-R1613 West Hill Energy and Computing (2018) CT HVAC and Water Heating Process and Impact Evaluation Report		Separation of EFLH from 77,500,000 Btu/year value

		Assumed Values						6/12/20		Algorithm update		CAP_H: Input or 41,098 Btu/hr		R1705 R1609 Multifamily Baseline and Weatherization Opportunity Study (2018)		Separation of capacity from 77,500,000 Btu/year value. Currently the average capacity is 77.7 kBtu/h which is much larger than the average heating capacity of about 41 kBtu/hr reported in the CT Multifamily Baseline and Weatherization Opportunity Study

		Reference (include year)				Average Heating Factor: West Hill Energy and Computing (2018) CT HVAC and Water Heating Process and Impact Evaluation Report
AFUE_B: (see Average heating factor)
		6/12/20		Algorithm update		CAP_H: Energy & Resource Solutions. "R1705 R1609 Multifamily Baseline and Weatherization Opportunity Study," October 10, 2019. 		N/A		Reference for default heating capacity		Eff_baseline: relevant code minimum  (ie. Energy conservation Code of NY State, NY City Energy Conservation code)
EFLH_heating: DOE-2.2 simulations		CAP: Focus on Energy (2012) SPECTRUM Focus Prescriptive Database
hours_heating: Focus on Energy (2014) Deemed Savings Report
AFUE_EE: Measure dependent
AFUE_Base: Cadmus (2014) Focus on Energy Calendar Year 2013 Baseline Market Study		n/a		n/a

		Retrofit Gross Energy Savings (Retirement Portion), Fossil fuel

		Formula						6/12/20		Algorithm update		ABTU_H = EFLH_H*CAP_H * (1/AFUE_E- 1/AFUE_B)		R1614-R1613 West Hill Energy and Computing (2018) CT HVAC and Water Heating Process and Impact Evaluation Report		Same rationale as Lost Opportunity equation.		Not Addressed		Not Addressed				Deemed (9.20 MMBtu savings per unit)

		Nomenclature				Total is sum of two equations above (lost opportunity + retrofit)
77,500,000: Average heating Factor Based on Home's Heat Load (Btu/year)
AFUE_E: AFUE of Existing furnace
AFUE_B: AFUE of Baseline furnace		6/12/20		No change		No change AFUE_E
No change AFUE_B		N/A		Nomenclature is clear and support algorithm		n/a		n/a
		Deemed savings (see above table)

								6/12/20		Algorithm update		Remove 77,500,000		N/A		Unneeded after new nomenclature Is added

								6/12/20		Algorithm update		EFLH_H: Heating equivalent full load hours		N/A		Add nomenclature for new equation

								6/12/20		Algorithm update		CAP_C: Input Heating Capacity		N/A		Add nomenclature for new equation

		Assumed Values				AFUE_B: 0.85
AFUE_E: If unknown, 0.78 for natural gas/propane, 0.76 for oil		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		Consistent with MA TRM		n/a		n/a

		Reference (include year)				Average Heating Factor: West Hill Energy and Computing (2018) CT HVAC and Water Heating Process and Impact Evaluation Report
AFUE_B: (see Average heating factor)
AFUE_E: Cadmus (2015) High Efficiency Heating Equipment Impact Evaluation Final Report		6/12/20		Algorithm update		CAP_H: Energy & Resource Solutions. "R1705 R1609 Multifamily Baseline and Weatherization Opportunity Study," October 10, 2019. 		N/A		Reference for default heating capacity		n/a		n/a		MA_Pas_2019_2021_Gas_HVAC_WH_Calculations workbook online		Cadmus (2015) High Efficiency Heating Equipment Impact Evaluation

		Peak Day Savings, Natural Gas

		Formula						6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		Formula is clear; not addressed by other TRMs		Not addressed		Not addressed		n/a		n/a

		Nomenclature				PDF = Peak Day Factor		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		Nomenclature is clear and support algorithm		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a

		Assumed Values				PDFH = 0.00977		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		In unit MF CF expected to be similar to SF residential CF: Consistent with other Residential Space Heating Efficiency Upgrades		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a

		Reference (include year)				Appendix One; Bradley Airport peak degree day 30 year average divided by 30 year HDD		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		Consistent with other Residential Space Heating Efficiency Upgrades		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a



		Measure Life				5 (Remaining Useful Life), 20 (Effective Useful Life)		6/23/20		Parameter update		Aligning with ERS: 6.67		N/A		See ERS workbook for justification: Current value does not have a reference. Update to 1/3 EUL.		22 (EUL)		20 (EUL)		15 (EUL)		17 (Measure Life)

		Measure Life Resource				CPUC (2008) 2008 DEER		6/12/20		Parameter update		Aligning with ERS: Calculation		N/A		See ERS workbook for justification. 		DOE (2016) Technical support Document: energy Efficiency Program for Consumer Products and Commercial and Industrial Equipment: Residential Furnaces		CEC and CPUC (2014) DEER		Adjusted lifetime calculation in MA PAS (2018). 2019-2021 Gas HVAC and Water Heating Calculations Workbook		EPA (2009) Life Cycle Cost Estimate for an ENERGY STAR Qualified Gas Residential Furnace















https://etrm.anbetrack.com/http://rieermc.ri.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/ngrid-ri-2020-trm.pdfhttp://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/96f0fec0b45a3c6485257688006a701a/72c23decff52920a85257f1100671bdd/$FILE/TRM%20Version%207%20-%20April%202019.pdfhttps://www.focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/2019_TRM_Final_Update_0.pdf

DU ECM Circ

		Measure ID (PSD Section)				4.2.13

		Measure Name				ECM Circulating Pump				Overall Assessment

		Primary Sector				Residential 				Result of Fast Fill Assessment		Result of Research Assessment		Most Recent CT Evaluation		Evaluated Parameters from Most Recent CT Evaluation		Notes

		Description				Retrofit installation of an Electronically Commutated Motor (“ECM”) circulating pump to replace an existing circulating pump on a residential hydronic heating system. 				Parameter update		"same as Fast Fill Assessment"		West Hill Energy and Computing, EMI Consulting & Lexicon Energy Consulting (2018) R1614/R1613 CT HVAC and Water Heater Process and Impact Evaluation		Demand reduction for ECM Circulating Pump		Multifamily specific updates to algorithm (allow motor inputs due to differences in distribution system for single and multifamily)





																		http://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/96f0fec0b45a3c6485257688006a701a/72c23decff52920a85257f1100671bdd/$FILE/TRM%20Version%207%20-%20April%202019.pdf		https://www.focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/2019_TRM_Final_Update_0.pdf 		https://etrm.anbetrack.com/#/workarea/home?token=6d6c45766e692f527044		http://rieermc.ri.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/ngrid-ri-2020-trm.pdf

						CT's 2020 PSD - existing		TRC Date Stamp		TRC Recommended Action		TRC Proposed Values		TRC Primary Source Document		TRC Rationale/Justification		NY TRM		WI TRM		MA TRM		RI TRM

						16th Edition, March 2020												Version 7, Jan 2020		Version 2019		Version 2019-2021 Plan TRM		Version 2020

		Applies to MF, SF Res, or Commercial				MF, SF Res		6/19/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		MF, SF Res		No separate ECM motor savings		No separate ECM motor savings		SF Res

		PSD Section 				4.2.13		6/19/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a

		Measure Name				ECM Circulating Pump		6/19/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		Electronically Commutated (EC) Motor - Hydronic Circulator Pump		Variable Speed ECM Pump, Domestic Hot Water Recirculation, Heating Water Circulation, and Cooling Water Circulation		HVAC - ECM Circulator Pump		ECM Pumps

		Pages				p.203		6/19/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		p.155		p.357		n/a		p.120

		Retrofit/Lost Opportunity				Retrofit		6/19/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		Retrofit		Retrofit		Retrofit		Retrofit

		Baseline Reference				West Hill Energy and Computing, EMI Consulting & Lexicon Energy Consulting (2018) R1614/R1613 CT HVAC and Water Heater Process and Impact Evaluation		6/19/20		Algorithm update		Add for Multifamily: Code of Federal Regulations		https://ecfr.io/Title-10/pt10.3.431#se10.3.431_1446		We're proposing various changes for multifamily. See Cell H19 for details.
If changing to an equation, efficiency values may need to be taken from the Code of Federal Regulations		US DOE, Energy Savings Potential and Opportunities for High-Efficiency Electric Motors in Residential and Commercial Equipment, Table 2.1		n/a		The Cadmus Group (2012). Impact Evaluation of the 2011-2012 ECM Circulator Pump Pilot Program. Savings Values shown in MA PAs (2015). ECM Circulator Pump Savings Calculations Workbook. MA_PAs_2015_ECM_Circulator_Pumps_Savings_Doc		The Cadmus Group (2012). Impact Evaluation of the 2011-2012 ECM Circulation Pump Pilot Program.

		Baseline  Assumptions				Market baseline through surveys		6/19/20		Algorithm update		Add for Multifamily: Existing motor efficiency or efficiency from federal code minimum		N/A		If changing to an equation, efficiency values may need to be taken from the Code of Federal Regulations if current efficiency is unknown		Average full load efficiency rating range for a PSC motor		constant volume PSC pump for domestic heating or cooling circulation without variable speed capabilities		Installation of a standard circulator pump		Standard efficiency steady-state motor without variable speed capabilities 

		Savings				1) Deemed Retrofit Gross Annual Savings, Electric
2) Deemed Retrofit Gross Seaonal Peak Demand Savings, Electric		6/19/20		No change		No change		N/A		Consistent with other TRMs		1) Annual electric Energy Savings
2) Summer Peak Coincident Demand Savings		1) kWh Saved
2) Summer Coincident Peak Savings
3) Lifecycle Savings		1) Deemed Annual Energy Savings
2) Deemed Peak Demand Savings		1) Deemed kWh Savings
2) Deemed kW Savings

		Retrofit Gross Annual Savings (Electric)

		Formula				68kWh per year		6/19/20		Algorithm update		Change to formula for multifamily. 		West Hill Energy and Computing, EMI Consulting & Lexicon Energy Consulting (2018) R1614/R1613 CT HVAC and Water Heater Process and Impact Evaluation		The horsepower necessary is dependent on the size of a the distribution system, which will be larger for a multifamily building than single family. The evaluation study the deemed value is based on suggests mostly single family buildings in the sample. The 0.25 factor in the equation is based off of the Connecticut evaluation R1614/R1613 table 4-17 (p.58) showing that the Efficient kW is 25% of the Baseline kW. The percentage reduction in kW can be applied to the annual kWh usage to calculate the reduction in kWh usage. Formula used is similar to formula used in NY TRM.						kWh = 142 kWh		kWh: 142 kWh

		Nomenclature				None		6/19/20		Algorithm update		Add hp_motor: Existing motor horsepower
		N/A		Add nomenclature if equation is used		units: Number of measures installed under program
hp: efficient circulator motor horsepower
Eff: efficiency
LF: Load factor
.746 (kw/hp): conversion factor (kW/hp)
hrs: Annual hours of operation		Watts_BASE: Power consumption of constant speed PSC pump 
Watts_EE: Power consumption of variable speed ECM pump
1,000: Kilowatt conversion factor
HOU: average annual pump run hours
R: Ratio of ECM watts to baseline watts based on measured data of comparable efficient and nonefficient pumps
HDD: Heating degree days
CDD: Cooling degree days
delta T: Design temperature difference

								6/19/20		Algorithm update		Add Eff: Existing motor efficiency or federal code minimum (CFR Section 431.446)		N/A		Add nomenclature if equation is used

								6/19/20		Algorithm update		Add 0.25 : kW reduction factor from installation of ECM circulating pump		West Hill Energy and Computing, EMI Consulting & Lexicon Energy Consulting (2018) R1614/R1613 CT HVAC and Water Heater Process and Impact Evaluation		Based off of Table 4-17 of R1614/R1613

								6/19/20		Algorithm update		Add 0.9 : Load factor		N/A		Consistent with NY TRM

								6/19/20		Algorithm update		Add hrs: Operating hours
		N/A		Add nomenclature if equation is used

								6/19/20		Algorithm update		Add 0.746 kW/hp: Conversion of horsepower to kW		N/A		N/A

		Assumed Values				None		6/19/20		Parameter update		Add hrs for Multifamily: 5,376
		Table A5.1 in Appendix of CT PSD		Gives full operating hours of heating		Eff_baseline: 0.6
Eff_ee: 0.8
LF: 0.9
hrs: 3,504 (heating), 2,208 (cooling)

		Reference (include year)				West Hill Energy and Computing, EMI Consulting & Lexicon Energy Consulting (2018) R1614/R1613 CT HVAC and Water Heater Process and Impact Evaluation		6/19/20		No change		No change		N/A		R1614/R1613 evaluation is still used in formula		Eff_baseline: US DOE, Energy Savings Potential and Opportunities for High-Efficiency Electric Motors in Residential and Commercial Equipment, Table 2.1
Eff_ee: ACHR News, Comparing Motor Technologies, December 2009 
hrs: Assessment of New Energy Efficient Circulator Pump Technology, pg 4-3. Assumed circulator pump is utilized
40% of the year (0.40*8,760 = 3,504). Cooling assumes 3 months (92 days) of 24 hour operation		R: Cadmus. Impact Evaluation of the 2011–2012 ECM Circulator Pump Pilot Program. Table 2.
Pump Spot Measurements. October 18, 2012
HOU_heating: DHW Recirculation System Control Strategies. Final Report 99-1. p. 3-30. January 1999. Hours of
use for pumps with an aquastat control in multifamily applications.
HDD: Illinois Statewide Technical Reference Manual for Energy Efficiency, Version 2.0. p. 235. June 7,
2013.
delta T: Used to match other measures: example: Natural Gas Furnace with ECM, 95%+ AFUE (Existing),
1981. 
HOU_cooling: DHW Recirculation System Control Strategies. Final Report 99-1. p. 3-30. January 1999. Hours of
use for pumps with an aquastat control in multifamily applications.
CDD: Illinois Statewide Technical Reference Manual for Energy Efficiency, Version 2.0. p. 235. June 7,
2013.		The Cadmus Group (2012). Impact Evaluation of the 2011-2012 ECM Circulator Pump Pilot Program. Savings Values shown in MA PAs (2015). ECM Circulator Pump Savings Calculations Workbook. MA_PAs_2015_ECM_Circulator_Pumps_Savings_Doc		The Cadmus Group (2012). Impact Evaluation of the 2011-2012 ECM Circulation Pump Pilot Program.

		Retrofit Peak Demand Savings, Electric (Heating)

		Formula				Seaonal Winter Peak Savings: 0.024 kW		6/19/20		Algorithm update		Change to formula for Multifamily		NY TRM
West Hill Energy and Computing, EMI Consulting & Lexicon Energy Consulting (2018) R1614/R1613 CT HVAC and Water Heater Process and Impact Evaluation		The annual electric savings equation without the hours gives the winter peak demand hours.						kW = 0.08 kW 		kw: 0.08 kW

		Nomenclature				None		6/19/20		No change		Add according to Energy Savings above. 		N/A		N/A		CF: coincidence factor		CF: coincidence factor

		Assumed Values				None		6/19/20		No change		Add according to Energy Savings above. 		N/A		N/A		CF:0.8 (cooling), NA (heating)		CF: .299 (chilled water pumps)

		Reference (include year)				West Hill Energy and Computing, EMI Consulting & Lexicon Energy Consulting (2018) R1614/R1613 CT HVAC and Water Heater Process and Impact Evaluation		6/19/20		No change		Add according to Energy Savings above. 		N/A		Reference up-to-date		CF: No source specified 		CF: Illinois Statewide Technical Reference Manual for Energy Efficiency, Version 2.0. p. 235. June 7,
2013.		The Cadmus Group (2012). Impact Evaluation of the 2011-2012 ECM Circulator Pump Pilot Program. Savings Values shown in MA PAs (2015). ECM Circulator Pump Savings Calculations Workbook. MA_PAs_2015_ECM_Circulator_Pumps_Savings_Doc		RI_PAs_2020PLAN Electric H&C Savings Workbook 08-20-2019



		Measure Life				15		6/19/20		No change		No change		N/A		Consistent with other TRMs		15		15		15		15

		Measure Life Resource				Rhode Island TRM, Nation Grid, 2012, p.M-76		6/19/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		DEER 2014		. U.S. Department of Energy. Pump Life Cycle Costs: A Guide to LCC Analysis for Pumping Systems. p. 4. January 2001.		Assumed to be consistent with C&I Electric Motors & Drives – Energy & Resources Solutions (2005). Measure Life Study. Prepared for The Massachusetts Joint Utilities; Table 1-1.		The Cadmus Group (2012). Impact Evaluation of the 2011-2012 ECM Circulation Pump Pilot Program















http://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/96f0fec0b45a3c6485257688006a701a/72c23decff52920a85257f1100671bdd/$FILE/TRM%20Version%207%20-%20April%202019.pdfhttps://www.focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/2019_TRM_Final_Update_0.pdfhttps://etrm.anbetrack.com/http://rieermc.ri.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/ngrid-ri-2020-trm.pdfhttps://etrm.anbetrack.com/etrm/api/v1/etrm/documents/5bb6088ac1c0ab7b64b2db4c/view?authToken=faf3bcb1ed39eea5b6dc20236bfc4f92b47c0d2faf833a1055893c5b514a866709d3519a0de7ea777b9950https://etrm.anbetrack.com/etrm/api/v1/etrm/documents/5bb6088ac1c0ab7b64b2db4c/view?authToken=faf3bcb1ed39eea5b6dc20236bfc4f92b47c0d2faf833a1055893c5b514a866709d3519a0de7ea777b9950https://etrm.anbetrack.com/etrm/api/v1/etrm/documents/5bb6088ac1c0ab7b64b2db4c/view?authToken=faf3bcb1ed39eea5b6dc20236bfc4f92b47c0d2faf833a1055893c5b514a866709d3519a0de7ea777b9950https://ecfr.io/Title-10/pt10.3.431

DU Wi-Fi Thermostat

		Measure ID		PSD4.2.14

		Measure Name		WI-FI Thermostat

		Primary Sector		Residential								Result of Fast Fill Assessment		Result of Research Assessment		Most Recent CT Evaluation		Evaluated Parameters from Most Recent CT Evaluation		Notes

		Description		This measure is the replacement of an existing residential thermostat with a Wi-Fi enabled thermostat. 								Algorithm update		"same as Fast Fill Assessment"		None		Used R1705 R1609 Multifamily Baseline and Weatherization Opportunity Study to get default heating and cooling capacities for multifamily dwelling units		Multifamily specific heating and cooling capacities highlighted in yellow. There was one missing primary reference, flagged in red text. 





																http://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/96f0fec0b45a3c6485257688006a701a/72c23decff52920a85257f1100671bdd/$FILE/TRM%20Version%207%20-%20April%202019.pdf		https://www.focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/2019_TRM_Final_Update_0.pdf 		https://etrm.anbetrack.com/#/workarea/home?token=6d6c45766e692f527044		http://rieermc.ri.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/ngrid-ri-2020-trm.pdf

						CT's 2020 PSD - existing		TRC Date Stamp		TRC Recommended Action		TRC Proposed Values		TRC Primary Source Document		TRC Rationale/Justification		NY TRM		WI TRM		MA TRM		RI TRM

						16th Edition, March 2020												Version 7, Jan 2020		Version 2019		Version 2019-2021 Plan TRM		Version 2020

		Applies to MF, SF Res, or Commercial				MF, SF Res		6/19/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		MF, SF Res		MF, SF Res		MF, SF Res		MF, SF Res

		PSD Section 				4.2.14 		6/19/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a

		Measure Name				Wi-Fi Thermostat		6/29/20		New measure recommended		Align with ERS - Learning Thermostat 		N/A		See ERS workbook for justification		Thermostat - Wi-fi (Communicating) 		Communicating Thermostats - also have "Smart Thermostats," "Smart thermostat, isntalled with home heating measure," "Smart and Communicating Thermostats, Pack Based"		Communicating Thermostat 		Wi-Fi enabled Thermostat (p.847) and Wi-Fi Enabled Thermostat with Cooling  

		Pages				p.205		6/19/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		p.200		n/a		p.864		p.849

		Retrofit/Lost Opportunity				Retrofit		6/19/20		No change		No change		N/A		Consistent with other TRMS		Retrofit		Retrofit		Retrofit		Retrofit

		Baseline Reference				Deemed savings based on Cadmus Group (2012) "Wi-Fi Programmable Thermostat Pilot Program Evaluation"		6/19/20		No change		No change		N/A		Reference up-to-date		Deemed savings based on Cadmus (2012) "Wi-Fi Programmable Thermostat Pilot Program Evaluation"				Deemed savings based on Navigant (2018) "Wi-Fi thermostat Impact Evaluation - Secondary Research Study Memo"		Deemed savings based on Wi-Fi Thermostat Impact Evaluation Secondary Literature Study

		Baseline  Assumptions				Manual Thermostat		6/19/20		Language change		Align with ERS - Existing Manual or Programmable thermostat 		N/A		See ERS workbook for justification		HVAC system using natural gas and electricity to provide space heating and cooling controlled by a non-Wi-Fi communicating programmable thermostat		Manual or standard programmable thermostat installed in a home with an existing natural gas furnace, natural gas boiler, or air-source heat pump		HVAC system with either a manual or a programmable thermostat		HVAC system using natural gas to provide space heating with a programmable thermostat

		Savings				1) Annual Gross Electricity Savings
2) Annual Fossil Fuel Savings
3) Gross Peak Day Savings, Natural Gas		6/19/20		No change		No change		N/A		Consistent with other TRMS		1) Annual Electric savings per installed thermostat
2) Peak demand savings per installed thermostat 
3) Annual gas savings per installed thermostat		1) Annual Therms saved
2) Annual kWh saved
3) Lifecycle Energy Savings		1) kWh savings
2) kW Savings 
3) MMBtu Savings		1) kWh Savings
2) kW Savings
3) MMBtu Savings

		Annual Gross Electricity Savings

		Formula						6/30/20		Algorithm update		Align with ERS: Single-line calculation
AKWH = (Capacity_c x (12 / Eff_cooling) x EFLH_cooling x ESF_cooling x F_CEC) + (Capacity_h_out x (1 / HSPF) x EFLH_heating x ESF_heating x F_EH)		N/A		See ERS workbook for justification

		Nomenclature				AKWH_c: Annual Gross Electric Energy Savings - Cooling
AKWH_H: Annual Gross Electric Energy Savings - Heating
AKWH_H-ER: Annual Gross Electric Energy Savings - Heating (electric resistance)
AKWH_H-HP: Annual Gross Electric Energy Savings - Heating (heat pump)
AKWH-H-GHP: Annual Gross Electric Energy Savings - Heating (ground source heat pump)		6/30/20		Algorithm update		Align with ERS: 
Capacity_c - cooling capacity, ton/unit		N/A		Add parameter for update to algorithm				CONS_KWh,Cool,Calc: Annual cooling kWh consumed by smart thermostat participants before smart thermostat installation as determined by Cadmus billing analysis
CONS_KWh,Cool,BA: Annual cooling kWh consumed by communicating thermostat participants before communicating thermostat installation
P_MF,AC: Scale factor for multifamily homes with natural gas furnaces and central air conditioners
EFS_KWh,Cooling: kWh energy savings fraction for cooling for communicating thermostats 
EFLH_Cool: Equivalent full-load cooiling hours
CAP_Cool: Cooling system capacity
AC%: Fraction of participants with an air conditioner
SEER: Seasonal energy efficiency rating
CONS_kWh,Heat,BA = Annual heating kWH consumed by smart thermostat participants before smart thermostat installation
CONS_kWh,Heat,Calc: Annual heating kWh consumed by communicating thermostat participants before communicating thermostat installation
ESF_KWh,Heating: KWh energy savings fraction for heating for communicating thermostats
EFLH_Heat,KWh: Equivalent full-load heating hours
CAP_ASHP,Heat: ASHP Heating capacity
HSPF: heating seasonal performance factor
3.412: conversion from btu to watts
		1st column is kWh, 2nd is kW, and 3rd is MMBtu

										Algorithm update		Align with ERS: 
Capacity_h_out - heating capacity, output Btu/hr		N/A		Add parameter for update to algorithm

								6/30/20		Algorithm update		Align with ERS: 
Eff_cooling - cooling system efficiency, SEER		N/A		Add parameter for update to algorithm

								6/30/20		Algorithm update		Align with ERS: 
HSPF - Heat pump seasonal performance factor		N/A		Add parameter for update to algorithm

								6/30/20		Algorithm update		Align with ERS: 
EFLH_cooling - cooling equivalent full load hours		N/A		Add parameter for update to algorithm

								6/30/20		Algorithm update		Align with ERS: 
EFLH_heating - heating equivalent full load hours		N/A		Add parameter for update to algorithm

								6/30/20		Algorithm update		Align with ERS: 
ESF_cooling - energy savings factor for cooling		N/A		Add parameter for update to algorithm

								6/30/20		Algorithm update		Align with ERS: 
ESF_heating - energy savings factor for heating		N/A		Add parameter for update to algorithm

								6/30/20		Algorithm update		Align with ERS: 
F_CEC: central electric cooling flag		N/A		Add parameter for update to algorithm

								6/30/20		Algorithm update		Align with ERS: 
F_EH - central electric heating flag		N/A		Add parameter for update to algorithm

		Assumed Values				All deemed - see above.		6/30/20		Algorithm update		Add for multifamily - Capacity_c: By site, or default 1.3 tons		R1705 R1609 Multifamily Baseline and Weatherization Opportunity Study		Differs for multifamily (compared to what ERS recommends for single family): 
Takes into account average multifamily dwelling unit cooling capacity from R1705 R1609
Cooling capacity = 15,177 Btu/hr = 1.3 tons 				CONS_kWh,Cool,BA = 1,584 (furnace, boiler and ASHP)
P_MF,AC = 100% (boiler), 112.6% (multifamily with nautral gas furnace)
CONS_kWh,Cool,Calc = 729 (furnace, boiler), 867 (ASHP)
ESF_KWh,Cooling = 12.4%
EFLH_COOL = 410 (furnace, boilers and ASHP)
CAP_Cool: 25.6 Mbtu/hour
AC%: 84% (furnace and boiler), 100% (ASHP)
SEER: 12.1
CONS_kWh,Heat,BA: 808 (furnace), 962 (ASHP), 0 (boiler)
CONS_kWh,Heat,Calc = 0 (furnace and boiler), 2,902 (ASHP)
ESF_kWh,heating: 8.6% (furnace), 0 (boiler), 7.3% (AsHP)
EFLH_Heat,Kwh = 1,890 (ASHP), 0 (boiler, furnacea0
HSPF = 7.1

								6/30/20		Algorithm update		Add for multifamily - Capacity_h_out: By site, or default 41,098 Btu/hr		R1705 R1609 Multifamily Baseline and Weatherization Opportunity Study		Differs for multifamily (compared to what ERS recommends for single family): 
Takes into account average multifamily dwelling unit heating capacity and average furnace AFUE from R1705 R1609
Heating capacity (output) = 41,098 Btu/hr

								6/30/20		Algorithm update		Align with ERS: 
Eff_cooling: By site, or 14.0 SEER based on 10 CFR 430.32 (c)(1)		10 CFR 430.32 (c)(1)		See ERS workbook for justification

								6/30/20		Algorithm update		Align with ERS: 
HSPF: By site, or 8.2 HSPF based on 10 CFR 430.32 (c)(1) for heat pumps, or 3.4 HSPF for electric resistance systems		10 CFR 430.32 (c)(1)		See ERS workbook for justification

								6/30/20		Algorithm update		Align with ERS: 
EFLH_cooling: 804 hr/yr, based on annual savings and seasonal demand savings factor results from R8 Central AC Impact and Process Evaluation		R8 Central AC Impact and Process Evaluation		See ERS workbook for justification

								6/30/20		Algorithm update		Align with ERS: 
EFLH_heating: 842 hr/yr, based on average of boiler and furnace heating EFLH from R1614-1613 Residential HVAC Impact Evaluation		R8 Central AC Impact and Process Evaluation		See ERS workbook for justification

								6/30/20		Algorithm update		Align with ERS: 
ESF_heating: Interim value of 0.08 based on ENERGY STAR® Program Requirements Product Specification for Connected Thermostat Products, Eligibility Criteria Version 1.0, January 2017, pg. 10. Recommend CT-specific program evaluation to determine an updated ESF		N/A		See ERS workbook for justification

								6/30/20		Algorithm update		Align with ERS: ESF_cooling: Interim value of 0.1 based on ENERGY STAR® Program Requirements Product Specification for Connected Thermostat Products, Eligibility Criteria Version 1.0, January 2017, pg. 10. Recommend CT-specific program evaluation to determine an updated ESF		N/A		See ERS workbook for justification

								6/30/20		Algorithm update		Align with ERS: 
F_CEC: 1.0 for central cooling; 0 for no central cooling; 0.277 for unknown based on 2015 RECS data for New England		N/A		See ERS workbook for justification

								6/30/20		Algorithm update		Align with ERS: 
F_EH: 1.0 for electric heat; 0 for no electric heat; 0.06 for unknown based on 2015 RECS data for New England		N/A		See ERS workbook for justification

		Reference (include year)				Cadmus Group (2012) "Wi-Fi Programmable Thermostat Pilot Program Evaluation"		6/19/20		Algorithm update		Add for multifamily - Capacity_c: Energy & Resource Solutions. "R1705 R1609 Multifamily Baseline and Weatherization Opportunity Study," October 10, 2019. 		R1705 R1609 Multifamily Baseline and Weatherization Opportunity Study		Add reference used to derive multi-family multiplier				CONS_kWh,(cool/heat),BA: Cadmus (2016) Focus on Energy Evaluation Report
CAP, AC%,SEER: SPECTRUM Focus Prescriptive Database (2013)
EFLH_Cool: Cadmus (2014) Focus on Evaluated Energy Deemed Savings Changes
EFLH_Heat: Minnesota Department of Commerce (2016) Minnesota TRM
ESF: extrapolated from 2016 Minnesota TRM 				kWh and kW: Cadmus (2011) Wi-fi Programmable Thermostat Billing Analysis
Gas: Cadmus (2018) Wi-Fi Thermostat Impact Evaluation Secondary Literature Study

		Annual Fossil Fuel Savings

		Formula						6/30/20		Algorithm update		Align with ERS: Single-line calculation
ACCF_H = (Capacity_h_in x 1/102900 x EFLH_heating x ESF_heating x F_GH)

AGO_H = (Capacity_h_in x 1/138690 x EFLH_heating x ESF_heating x F_OH)

AGP_H = (Capacity_h_in x 1/91330 x EFLH_heating x ESF_heating x F_PH)		N/A		See ERS workbook for justification		See above. 						See above.

		Nomenclature				ACCF_H: Annual Gross Natural Gas Energy Savings - Heating (ccf/yr)
AGO_H: Annual Gross Oil Energy Savings - Heating (Gal/yr)
AGP_H: Annual Gross Propane Energy Savings - Heating ( Gal/yr)		6/30/20		Algorithm update		Align with ERS: 
Capacity_h_in - heating capacity, input Btu/hr		N/A		Add parameter for update to algorithm				CONS_Therma,BA: Annual therms consumed by smart thermostat participants before smart thermostat installation, as determined by Cadmus billing analysis
CONS_Therms,Calc: Annual therms consumed by communicating thermostat participants before communicating thermostat installation
ESF_therm: heating energy savings fraction for communicating thermostats
P_MF,area: Scale factor for multifamily home size
HOURS_Heating: Annual home heating hours
CAP_gas: Natural gas heating system capacity
AFUE: AFUE of system
100: Conversion from therms to MBtu

								6/30/20		Algorithm update		Align with ERS: 
F_GH - central gas heating flag		N/A		Add parameter for update to algorithm

								6/30/20		Algorithm update		Align with ERS: 
F_OH - central oil heating flag		N/A		Add parameter for update to algorithm

								6/30/20		Algorithm update		Align with ERS: 
F_PH - central propane heating flag		N/A		Add parameter for update to algorithm

		Assumed Values				All deemed. 		6/30/20		Algorithm update		Add for multifamily - Capacity_h_in: By site, or default 46,702 Btu/hr 		R1705 R1609 Multifamily Baseline and Weatherization Opportunity Study		Differs for multifamily (compared to what ERS recommends for single family): 
Takes into account average multifamily dwelling unit heating capacity from R1705 R1609
Heating capacity (input) = 41,098 Btu/hr / (Average AFUE Furnace  = 0.88) = 46,702 Btu/hr 				CONS_Therms,BA: 653 (furnace), 1050 (boiler), 0 (ASHP)
CONS_Therms,Calc: 1,375 (boiler), 896 (furnace), 0 (ASHP)
ESF_Therm: 2.8% (furnace), 3% (boiler), 0% (ASHP)
P_MF,Area: 52.9% (multifamily)
Hours_Heating: 70.7 Mbtu/hour (furnace), 0 (ASHP)
CAP_gas: 70.7 MBtu/hour (furnace), 110 MBtu/hour (boiler)
AFUE: 91.4% (furnace), 80% (boiler)

								6/30/20		Algorithm update		Align with ERS: 
F_GH - 1.0 for gas heat; 0 for no gas heat; 0.34 for unknown based on 2015 RECS data for New England		N/A		See ERS workbook for justification

								6/30/20		Algorithm update		Align with ERS: 
F_OH -1.0 for oil heat; 0 for no oil heat; 0.42 for unknown based on 2015 RECS data for New England		N/A		See ERS workbook for justification

								6/30/20		Algorithm update		Align with ERS: 
F_PH -1.0 for propane heat; 0 for no propane heat; 0.08 for unknown based on 2015 RECS data for New England		N/A		See ERS workbook for justification

		Reference (include year)				Cadmus Group (2012) "Wi-Fi Programmable Thermostat Pilot Program Evaluation"		6/19/20		Algorithm update		R1705 R1609 Multifamily Baseline and Weatherization Opportunity Study		R1705 R1609 Multifamily Baseline and Weatherization Opportunity Study		Add reference used to derive multi-family multiplier and weighting non-programmable and programmable thermostat savings				CONS_Therms,BA: Cadmus (2016) Focus on Evaluation Report
P_MF,Area:SPECTRUM Focus Presriptive Database (2013)
Hours_Heating: Cadmus (2014) Focus on Evaluated Energy Deemed Savings Changes
CAP_gas: SPECTRUM Focus Presriptive Database (2013) & Illinois TRM
AFUE: SPECTRUM Focus Presriptive Database (2013)		Navigant (2018) "Wi-Fi thermostat Impact Evaluation - Secondary Research Study Memo"

		Gross Peak Day Savings, Natural Gas

		Formula						6/30/20		Algorithm update		Align with ERS: 
PD_H = 0.00977 x ACCF_H		N/A		See ERS workbook for justification		not provided		not provided		not provided		not provided

		Nomenclature				PD_H: Natural Gas Peak Day Savings - Heating
ACCf_H: Annual Natural Gas Savings - Heating (ccf) (ccf to Btuh conversions given)
PDF_H: Natural Gas Peak Day Factor - Heating		6/19/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a

		Assumed Values				PDF_H: 0.00977		6/19/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a

		Reference (include year)						6/19/20		Parameter update		PDF_H: Bradley Airport peak degree day 30-year average divided by the 30-year average heating degree days. Note: this is the nomenclature from the Furnace measure; nomenclature & reference not included in this measure		From DU Furnace measure in CT PSD		Missing reference		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a



		Measure Life				15		6/19/20		No change		No change		N/A		Consistent with other TRMs		11		10		15		15

		Measure Life Resource				EPA (2010) Life Cycle Cost Estimate for Programmable Thermostats. Accessed on Oct 12, 2011		6/19/20		No change		No change		N/A		Consistent with other TRMs		DEER 2014		GDS Associates (2007) Measure Life Report, Residential and Commercial/Industrial Lighting and HVAC measures		EPA (2010) Life cycle Cost Estimate for ENERGY STAR programmable thermostat. (Assumed to be same as programmable thermostat EUL)		EPA (2010) Life cycle Cost Estimate for ENERGY STAR programmable thermostat. (Assumed to be same as programmable thermostat EUL)















http://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/96f0fec0b45a3c6485257688006a701a/72c23decff52920a85257f1100671bdd/$FILE/TRM%20Version%207%20-%20April%202019.pdfhttps://www.focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/2019_TRM_Final_Update_0.pdfhttps://etrm.anbetrack.com/http://rieermc.ri.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/ngrid-ri-2020-trm.pdf

DU Clean, Tune, Test

		Measure ID (PSD Section)				4.2.15

		Measure Name				Clean, Tune and Test						Overall Assessment

		Primary Sector				Residential Retrofit						Result of Fast Fill Assessment		Result of Research Assessment		Most Recent CT Evaluation		Evaluated Parameters from Most Recent CT Evaluation		Notes

		Description				Clean test and tune performed on boilers or furnaces by cleaning and adjusting burner, and cleaning heat exchanger						Parameter update		"same as Fast Fill Assessment"		None		N/A		There are no specific studies measuring savings from this measure specific to Multifamily. 
[R1614 R1613] CT HVAC and Water Heater Process Impact Evaluation and CT Heat Pump Water Heater Impact Evaluation (2018) is included as a citation to corroborate Energy Savings Factor.
[R1705 R1609] CT's Multifamily Baseline and Weatherization Opportunity Study provides multifamily unit square footage and space heating equipment efficiencies. These are incorporated as recommended parameter updates to more accurately capture the savings for Multifamily buildings

																		http://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/96f0fec0b45a3c6485257688006a701a/72c23decff52920a85257f1100671bdd/$FILE/TRM%20Version%207%20-%20April%202019.pdf		https://www.focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/2019_TRM_Final_Update_0.pdf 		https://etrm.anbetrack.com/#/workarea/home?token=6d6c45766e692f527044		http://rieermc.ri.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/ngrid-ri-2020-trm.pdf

						CT's 2020 PSD		TRC Date Stamp		TRC Recommended Action		TRC Proposed Values		TRC Primary Source Document		TRC Rationale/Justification		NY TRM		WI TRM		MA TRM		RI TRM

						16th Edition, March 1, 2020												Version 7, Jan 2020		Version 2019		Version 2019-2021 Plan TRM		Version 2020

		Applies to MF, SF Res, or Commercial				SF Res, MF		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		Appropriate for savings covered in measure.		Residential measure: Low Rise MF; C&I Measure: High rise MF		MF, commercial (small business)		None		None

		PSD Section 				4.2.15		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		n/a		n/a		None		None

		Measure Name				Clean, Tune and Test		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		Tune-Up - Boiler (C&I), Tune-Up Boiler (res), Tune-Up Furnace (res)		Boiler Tune-Up		None		None

		Pages				pg 200 - 201		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		Pgs 163-164, 165-167, 393-395		Pg 63		n/a		n/a

		Retrofit/Lost Opportunity				Retrofit		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		Consistent with other TRMs		Retrofit		Retrofit		n/a		n/a

		Baseline Reference				From application		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		Consistent with other TRMs		existing conditions		existing conditions		n/a		n/a

		Baseline  Assumptions				Boiler or furnace running inefficiently		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		Consistent with other TRMs		from application		Deemed capacity, oversize factor, and temperatures		n/a		n/a

		Savings				1. Gross Energy Savings, fossil fuel
2. Peak Day Savings, Natural Gas		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		Measure implications only impact Fuel Savings		1. Fuel savings for Low Rise (In Res section), based on energy savings factor
2. Fuel savings for High Rise (in C&I section), based on efficiency change as recorded from application		1. Fuel savings, based on HDD and indoor and outdoor temperature		n/a		n/a

		Gross Energy Savings, Fossil Fuel

		Formula						6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		Development of general statewide savings is valid. Other TRMs take a different approach, which may be considered for changes moving forward: Impacts would be measure wide, not specific to MF.		Low rise MF:



High Rise MF:				n/a		n/a

		Nomenclature				A = heated area served by boiler or furnace
ABTU = annual BTU savings
HF = average heating factor based on home's heat load
ESF = Energy savings factor		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		Nomenclature is clear and supports algorithm						n/a		n/a

		Assumed Values				ESF = 0.02
Default ABTU = 2.32 MMBtu		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		Assumed values are consistent with other TRMs		ESF (Low-rise MF) = Boiler: 0.03, Furnace: 0.05

LF = 1.3
E_c_baseline = from application
E_c_ee = from application		Given in nomenclature		n/a		n/a

		Assumed Values				A (area) = 2000		6/12/20		Parameter update		MF in-unit area = 876 ft2		A: R1705 R1609 Multifamily Baseline and Weatherization Opportunity Study, Table 4-1. Per-Unit Occupancy and Square Footage Data by Segments of Interest
https://www.energizect.com/sites/default/files/R1705-1609%20MF%20Baseline%20Weatherization%20Study_Final%20Report_10.10.19.pdf		A: The current default area of 2,000 ft2 is not representative of multifamily homes. Include a default of 876 ft2 per apartment unit, the average square footage per Multifamily housing units from CT's MF Baseline Study		Duplicate row - See above		Duplicate row - See above		Duplicate row - See above		Duplicate row - See above

		Assumed Values				AFUE = From application, default 0.8		6/12/20		Parameter update		MF Boiler AFUE = 0.92
MF Furnace AFUE = 0.88		AFUE: R1705 R1609 Multifamily Baseline and Weatherization Opportunity Study
https://www.energizect.com/sites/default/files/R1705-1609%20MF%20Baseline%20Weatherization%20Study_Final%20Report_10.10.19.pdf		AFUE: Retain language requesting AFUE from application. Update Multifamily AFUE defaults to 0.92 AFUE for boilers and 0.88 AFUE for furnaces, as outlined in R1705/F1609 Multifamily Baseline and Weatherization Study, Table 4-27 Space-Heating Efficiencies by System Type and Service (Source: Field Inventories among 78 tenant units, weighted)		Duplicate row - See above		Duplicate row - See above		Duplicate row - See above		Duplicate row - See above

		Assumed Values				HF (heating factor) = 46,4000 BTU/ft2		6/12/20		Parameter update		MF Heating Factor =  20,300 MMBtu/ft2		HF: Projection based on current HF Source (Cadmus Group) and square footage for apartment units (R1705 R1609 MF Baseline and Weatherization Opportunity Study, Table 4-1)		HF: Based on an household size of 2,000 ft2, the current Heating Factor is not representative of multifamily homes. Additionally, the source referenced only investigated single family homes. Include a deemed heating factor of 22,500MMBtu/ft2. This factor was scaled based on the current Cadmus group source for heating factor and area and the R1705 R1609 Multifamily Baseline and Weatherization Opportunity Study, capturing multifamily unit square footage: 876 * 46,400 / 2,000.		Duplicate row - See above		Duplicate row - See above		Duplicate row - See above		Duplicate row - See above

		Reference (include year)				A = Cadmus Group, “High Efficiency Heating Equipment Impact Evaluation Final Report”, Mar. 2015. Massachusetts.: This evaluation reported an average size of 2,000 sq. ft. for homes with boilers in Massachusetts.

AFUE =  Cadmus Group, as above. Table 4, and should be used except in situations where either actual nameplate ratings or actual efficiency test data are available.

HF = Cadmus Group, as above.  This evaluation reported increased heating loads for homes with boilers in Massachusetts, and the previous default assumption of 38,700 Btu/ft2 has correspondingly been increased by 20%.
https://neep.org/sites/default/files/resources/High-Efficiency-Heating-Equipment-Impact-Evaluation-Final-Report.pdf		6/12/20		No change		HF: No change recommended at this time. Consider adopting 85.2 MMBtu/yr.		CT Upstream HVAC & Water Heating R1614/1613 2018
https://www.energizect.com/sites/default/files/R1614-1613_ResHVAC_Report_Final_8.29.18.pdf		HF: Consider updating Heating Factor source for all building types to CT report F1614/1613, bringing the measure into consistency with the Residential boiler measure that adopted the 2018 study.		ESF = Energy savings on the order of 2% - 5% were realized from a boiler tune-up program in the Pacific Northwest. Building Tune-Up and Operations Program Evaluation. Washington State University Energy Program, pg. 5. https://library.cee1.org/system/files/library/1808/990.pdf

LF = PA Consulting, KEMA, Focus on Energy Evaluation, Business Programs: Deemed Savings Manual V1.0, March 22, 2010. This factor implies that boilers are 30% oversized on average.
https://focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/bpdeemedsavingsmanuav10_evaluationreport.pdf		SF, HDD, T_indoor, T_outdoor = PA Consulting Group Inc. “State of Wisconsin Public Service Commission of Wisconsin Focus on Energy Evaluation Business Programs: Deemed Savings Manual V1.0.” Updated March 22, 2010.
https://focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/bpdeemedsavingsmanuav10_evaluationreport.pdf
AFUE = Cadmus. 2016 Potential Study for Focus on Energy. Data maintained by Cadmus and Wisconsin PSC. Based on 18 boilers at office, restaurant, and retail sites and 23 boilers at multifamily sites.		n/a		n/a

		Reference (include year)				ESF = ESF 2% value was used compared to 5% used in the New York Standard Approach for Estimating Energy Savings from Energy Efficiency Programs – Residential, Multi-Family, and Commercial/Industrial Measures, Version 3, Issue Date – Jun. 1, 2015, p. 98.
Underlying source: https://library.cee1.org/system/files/library/1808/990.pdf		6/12/20		Updated reference		ESF: Cite ESF CT Evaluation[R1614/R1613], and include supporting citation from Energy Trust of Oregon paper		[R1614/R1613] CT HVAC and Water Heater Process Impact Evaluation and CT Heat Pump Water Heater Impact Evaluation
https://www.energizect.com/sites/default/files/R1614-1613_ResHVAC_Report_Final_8.29.18.pdf
AND
Building Tune-Up and Operations Program Evaluation
Prepared for Energy Trust of Oregon. Prepared by Dethman & Associates and Washington State University Energy Program
https://library.cee1.org/system/files/library/1808/990.pdf		ESF: The CT Evaluation [R1614/R1613] found that residential boilers were performing 2% lower than their rated efficiency, based on site visit metering. 
The PSD currently cites the New York TRM as the source for the Energy Savings Factor. The NY TRM cites an Energy Trust of Oregon paper; Building Tune-Up and Operations Program Evaluation. The paper suggests a savings between 2-5% for boiler tune-ups.
Recommendation to list both the CT Evaluation and the Energy Trust of Oregon paper as citations for savings and to include the language "Bother references support 2% savings for this measure" in the PSD. The inclusion of both citations will corroborate the derated efficiency findings in CT homes in addition to the potential efficiency increase as supported by the Energy Trust of Oregon paper.		Duplicate row - See above		Duplicate row - See above		Duplicate row - See above		Duplicate row - See above

		Peak Day Savings, Natural Gas

		Formula						6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		Formula is clear; not addressed by other TRMs		Not Addressed		Not Addressed		n/a		n/a

		Nomenclature				PDF = Peak Day Factor		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		Nomenclature is clear and support algorithm		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a

		Assumed Values				PDFH = 0.00977		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		In unit MF CF expected to be similar to SF residential CF: Consistent with other Residential Space Heating Efficiency Upgrades		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a

		Reference (include year)				Appendix One; Bradley Airport peak degree day 30 year average divided by 30 year HDD		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		Consistent with other Residential Space Heating Efficiency Upgrades		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a



		Measure Life				2 years		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		EUL lies between NY (5 years, DEER) and WI (1 year) EULs. Change can be applied.		5 years (boiler and furnace, res and C&I)		1 year		n/a		n/a

		Measure Life Resource				NYSERDA (New York State Energy Research and Development Authority), $mart Equipment Choices Database.		6/12/20		No change		No change		N/A		Cannot be verified		DEER 2014		PA Consulting Group Inc. "Public Service Commission of Wisconsin Focus on Energy Evaluation: Business Programs Measure Life Study. Final Report." August 25, 2009
https://focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/bpmeasurelifestudyfinal_evaluationreport.pdf		n/a		n/a















https://etrm.anbetrack.com/http://rieermc.ri.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/ngrid-ri-2020-trm.pdfhttp://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/96f0fec0b45a3c6485257688006a701a/72c23decff52920a85257f1100671bdd/$FILE/TRM%20Version%207%20-%20April%202019.pdfhttps://www.focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/2019_TRM_Final_Update_0.pdfhttps://www.energizect.com/sites/default/files/R1614-1613_ResHVAC_Report_Final_8.29.18.pdf

DU Appliances

		Measure ID (PSD Section)				4.3.1

		Measure Name				Residential Appliances						Overall Assessment

		Primary Sector				Residential Retrofit and Lost Opportunity						Result of Fast Fill Assessment		Result of Research Assessment		Most Recent CT Evaluation		Evaluated Parameters from Most Recent CT Evaluation		Notes

		Description				Installation of qualified appliances						Parameter update		"same as Fast Fill Assessment"		R1705/R1609 Multifamily Baseline Weatherization Study		R1705/R1609 provided Clothes Washer, Clothes Dryer, Dishwasher, Power Strip, Refrigerator, Room Air Conditioner annual electric and peak demand savings.
Multifamily specific inputs for some appliances are updated by R1705/R1609. Not all appliances listed in this measure were investigated in the report

																		Multifamily specific inputs for some appliances are updated by R1705/R1609. Not all appliances listed in this measure were investigated in the report		https://www.focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/2019_TRM_Final_Update_0.pdf		https://etrm.anbetrack.com/#/workarea/trm/MADPU/COM-HVAC-HPS/2019-2021%20Plan%20TRM/version/1?measureName=HVAC%20-%20Heat%20Pump%20System		http://rieermc.ri.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/ngrid-ri-2020-trm.pdf

						CT's 2020 PSD - existing		TRC Date Stamp		TRC Recommended Action		TRC Proposed Values		TRC Primary Source Document		TRC Rationale/Justification		NY TRM		WI TRM		MA TRM		RI TRM

						16th Edition, March 1, 2020												Version 7, Jan 2020		Version 2019		Version 2019-2021 Plan TRM		Version 2020

		Applies to MF, SF Res, or Commercial				MF, SF Res		6/19/20		No change		No change		N/A		Consistent with Other TRMs		SF Res, MF		SF Res, MF		SF Res, MF		SF Res, MF

		PSD Section 				4.3.1		6/19/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

		Measure Name				Residential Appliances		6/19/20		No change		No change		N/A		Other TRMs include distinct measures per appliance. Many of these measures include savings equations within the methodology of the measure along with deemed savings when from application values cannot be determined. It is recommended that this approach be investigated and applied if desired.		Air Purifier, pg 6
Clothes Dryer, pg 9
Clothes Washer, pg 13
Dehumidifier, pg 19
Dishwasher, pg 23
Refrigerator and Freezer, pg 28
Refrigerator and Freezer Recycling, pg 44
Air Conditioner - Room (RAC) {Under HVAC section}, pg 120		Room Air Cleaner, ENERGY STAR, pg 973
Freezer, Energy Star, pg 984
Refrigerator and Freezer Recycling, pg 987
Room AC, ENERGY STAR {HVAC}, pg 844		Room Air Cleaner (RES-PL-RAC)
Clothes Dryer (RES-A-CD)
Clothes Washer - Early retirement (RES-A-ERCW)
Dehumidifier (RES-PL-DH)
Refrigerator Replacement - Multi-family (IE-A-RR-MF)
Refrigerator/Freezer Recycling (RES-A-RFKR)
Room Air Conditioner (RES-PL-ROOMAC)		Room air cleaner, pg 317
EnergyStar Dryer, pg 298
CWasher, pg 9
Dehumidifier, pg 300
Refrigerators, pg 1
Freezer Recycling, pg 304
Refrigerator Recycle, pg 306 & Refrigerator Recycling (Primary), pg 308
Room AC, pg 316

		Pages				Pg 202-204		6/19/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		Included with each measure, above		Included with each measure, above		eTRM		Included with each measure, above

		Baseline (Retrofit, Lost Opportunities, or Retirement?) 				Lost Opportunity (deemed savings). For retrofit, direction is to follow the savings calculator for ENERGY STAR-qualified appliances on the ENERGY STAR website. 		6/30/20		Language change		Aligning with ERS: Remove retrofit		N/A		Aligning with ERS: Remove retrofit		Lost Opportunity		Retrofit		Lost Opportunity or Retrofit		Retrofit

		Baseline Reference				There are currently no MF specific appliances. The ENERGY STAR calculator is referenced for other appliances.		6/19/20		Updated reference		Add reference: R1705/R1609 (column G) for MF specific appliance savings potentials		R1705/R1609 Multifamily Baseline Weatherization Study
https://www.energizect.com/sites/default/files/R1705-1609%20MF%20Baseline%20Weatherization%20Study_Final%20Report_10.10.19.pdf		Select in-unit multifamily appliances savings potentials are included in Table 5-7 Detailed Per-Unit and Statewide Technical Savings Potential by Measure.		Measure Dependent: 10 CFR 430/431, ECCCNYS, NYCECCC		Room Air Cleaner, ENERGY STAR. Retail Products Platform and IL TRM
Freezer, Energy Star
Refrigerator and Freezer Recycling, Evaluation report CY 2017
Room AC, Calculated by taking a market share weighted average of the unit energy consumption of all product subtypes listed in the ENERGY STAR specification. It is assumed that the room air conditioner is in operation for 543 hours per year, an average of the hours for the four Wisconsin cities listed in the Analysis workbook. This value was used to replace the national value of 750 hours per year used for the various types of AC in the workbook.		Varies by measure: CFR/IECC		Market: sources vary by measure

		Baseline  Assumptions				Includes savings for: Air Cleaner/Purifier, Clothes Washer Tier I and II, Clothes Dryer (ENERGY STAR), Clothes Dryer (Heat Pump), Dehumidifier, Dishwasher, Refrigerator Tier I and II, Room AC, Freezer, Refrigerator Recycling, Freezer Recycling.
Lost Opportunity instructs ENERGY STAR defaults were applied to develop deemed savings. Retrofit path instructs from application variables should be applied as known.		6/19/20		No change		No change		N/A		Consistent with Other TRMs		Air Purifier, code to ENERGY STAR
Clothes Dryer, code to ENERGY STAR
Clothes Washer, code to ESTAR and CEE Tiers 1, 2, and Advanced
Dehumidifier, code to ENERGY STAR
Dishwasher, code to ENERGY STAR
Refrigerator and Freezer, code to ENERGY STAR
Refrigerator and Freezer Recycling, primary or secondary, Con Ed report
Air Conditioner - Room (RAC) {Under HVAC section}, code to anything more efficient than code		Room Air Cleaner, existing to ENERGY STAR V1.2
Freezer, CFR to Energy Star V5
Refrigerator and Freezer Recycling, average inefficient unit
Room AC, non-ENERGY STAR market average to ENERGY STAR		Room Air Cleaner, code to ENERGY STAR
Clothes Dryer, code to ENERGY STAR
Clothes Washer - Early retirement, code to ENERGY STAR
Dehumidifier, Code to ENERGY STAR
Refrigerator Replacement - Income Eligible Multi-Family
Refrigerator/Freezer Recycling
Room Air Conditioner, code to ENERGY STAR		All except Room AC: Existing/market to ENERGY STAR
Room AC: CRF (EER = 10.8)

		Savings				ENERGY STAR calculator		6/30/20		Language change		Aligning with ERS: Remove retrofit.		N/A		Aligning with ERS: Remove retrofit. The ENERGY STAR Appliances Calculator is no longer available for download from the ENERGY STAR website. An alternate approach to capturing retrofit savings is required for this measure. Recommendation to investigate the development of savings equations specific to each appliance to include within this measure or in separate measures. TRC has a copy of the ENERGY STAR calculator which can be distributed.
DOE Appliance Energy Calculator may also be referenced for validation of savings: https://www.energy.gov/energysaver/save-electricity-and-fuel/appliances-and-electronics/estimating-appliance-and-home		Dependent upon measure		Dependent upon measure		Dependent upon measure		Deemed

		Retrofit Gross Energy Savings, Electric

		Formula				Retrofit path instructs use of the ENERGY STAR Appliances Calculator to develop savings.
Lost Opportunity path includes deemed values based on ENERGY STAR calculators and other sources. For Clothes washers, when hot water and dryer fuels are both unknown, fuel mix is estimated for electric, gas, oil, and propane		6/30/20		No change		No change		N/A		The ENERGY STAR Appliances Calculator is no longer available for download from the ENERGY STAR website. An alternate approach to capturing retrofit savings will be required for this measure. Recommendation to investigate the development of savings equations specific to each appliance to include within this measure or in separate measures. TRC has a copy of the ENERGY STAR calculator which can be distributed.
DOE Appliance Energy Calculator may also be referenced for validation of savings: https://www.energy.gov/energysaver/save-electricity-and-fuel/appliances-and-electronics/estimating-appliance-and-home		Most include algorithms, summarized in Assumed Values section below		Room Air Cleaner, UEC baseline to UEC compliance
Freezer, UEC baseline to UEC compliance
Refrigerator and Freezer Recycling, Deemed based on evaluation of CY 2017
Room AC, UEC baseline to UEC compliance		Clothes Dryer:



Clothes Washer:  ΔkWh  = [(Capacity x 1/IMEFbase x Ncycles) * (%CWkwhbase + %DHWkwhbase + %Dryerkwhbase)] - [(Capacity x 1/IMEFeff x Ncycles) x (%CWkwheff + %DHWkwheff + %Dryerkwheff)]
Refrigerator Replacement - IE MF, ((kWhpre - kWhES) x RUL/EUL) +((kWhstd+kWhused/2 - kWhES)xEUL-RUL/EUL))xFocc		Deemed Savings

		Nomenclature				N/A		6/30/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		N/A		Room Air Cleaner, UEC = Unit energy consumption (kWh)
Freezer, UEC = Unit energy consumption (kWh)
Refrigerator and Freezer Recycling, Deemed based on evaluation of CY 2017
Room AC, UEC = Unit energy consumption (kWh)		Dependent upon measure		Dependent upon measure

		Assumed Values						6/19/20		Parameter update		Add default savings lines for Multifamily applications of the following appliances;
Clothes Washer savings: 27 kWh
Clothes Dyer, electric, savings: 30 kWh
Dishwasher savings: 32 kWh
Power Strip Upgrade - entertainment: 51 kWh
Power Strip Upgrade - IT: 26 kWh
Refrigerator savings: 73 kWh
Room Air Conditioner savings: 13 kWh		R1705/R1609 Multifamily Baseline Weatherization Study
https://www.energizect.com/sites/default/files/R1705-1609%20MF%20Baseline%20Weatherization%20Study_Final%20Report_10.10.19.pdf		Select in-unit multifamily appliances savings potentials are included in Table 5-7 Detailed Per-Unit and Statewide Technical Savings Potential by Measure.		Air Purifier: Equation based on standby losses, Clean Air Delivery Rate (a measure of the amount of contaminant-free air delivered), and efficiency of the equipment
Clothes Dryer: Equation based on the baseline and ee's Combined Energy Factors, considers number of dryer cycles per year
Clothes Washer: ENERGY STAR savings calculator and CEE Super Efficient Home Appliance Initiative including savings associated with washer, less hot water required, and less dryer time, for kWh, kW, and therm savings. RECS distribution if fuel unknown
Dehumidifier: Equation based on pints/day, hrs of use and efficiency
Dishwasher: Equation based on consumption of baseline and energy efficient and savings associated with less hot water required, kWh, kW, and therm savings
Refrigerator and Freezer: Equation based on consumption of baseline and EE equipment, and associated interactivity effects with HVAC, includes occupancy factor
Refrigerator and Freezer Recycling: Savings based on Cadmus memo to COn Ed. Freezer savings based on ERS paper
Air Conditioner - Room (RAC) {Under HVAC section}: Equation based savings based on BTU/h  and CEER of baseline and EE equipment		Room air cleaner: UECBase = 530.98 kwh; UECee = 317.1 kWh
Freezer




Refrigerator and Freezer Recycling





Room AC, UECbase = 442.11, UECee = 401.79		Room Air Cleaner, 391 kWh
Clothes Dryer, lbs/load = 8.45, baseline CEF = 3.11, loads/yr = 283, EStar CEF = 3.93, thus kWh = 160
Clothes Washer - Early retirement, equation based on IMEF, number of cycles, capacity, dryer and washer efficiencies, and reduction in energy to heat water. Considers gas/electric/oil/propane fuel sources for both washer and dryer
Dehumidifier, Equation based on pints/day, hrs of use and efficiency, kWh = 167.6
Refrigerator Replacement - Income Eligible Multi-Family, Based on RUL/EUL ratio, kWh consumption of actual existing, of code compliant, of Energy Star and of average kWh of used equipment, and Occupant adjustment factor. Average of used = 475 kWh. Focc (occupancy factor) has occupants from 0-5 and claims default number of occupants is 2.3 for an Focc of 1.11 
Refrigerator/Freezer Recycling, Refrigerator = 1019 kWh, Freezer = 718 kWh
Room Air Conditioner, 36 kWh		Room Air Cleaner, 391 kWh
Energy Star Dryer, 160 kWh
Clothes Washer, 47.52 kWh
Dehumidifier, 167.6 kWh
Refrigerator, 104 kWh
Freezer Recycling, 724 kWh
Refrigerator Recycle, 1,004 kWh
Room AC, 36 kWh

		Reference (include year)				Air Cleaner/purified: EPA Next Gen Product Analysis_10.9.14.xlsx. Last Accessed on Jul. 1, 2015.
Clothes Washer: The savings were prorated based on the new clothes washers loads and dishwasher cycles as recommended by the R1706 Residential Appliance Saturation Survey and R1616/R1708 Residential Lighting Impact Saturation Studies, Draft Report, Jun. 28, 2019 submitted by NMR Group, Inc.
Clothes Dryer: VT TRM (2017)
Dehumidifier: Savings Calculator for ENERGY STAR Appliances, Available at: https://www.energystar.gov/sites/default/files/asset/document/appliance_calculator.xlsx, Last Accessed Jun. 21, 2017.
Dishwasher: Savings Calculator of ENERGY STAR Window A/C, Available at: https://www.energystar.gov/ia/business/bulk_purchasing/bpsavings_calc/CalculatorRoomAC.xls Accessed Jun. 8, 2018. and NMR Group report
Refrigerator: VT TRM (2017)
Room AC: Savings Calculator of ENERGY STAR Window A/C, Available at: https://www.energystar.gov/ia/business/bulk_purchasing/bpsavings_calc/CalculatorRoomAC.xls Accessed Jun. 8, 2018.
Freezer: CT Utility data and ENERGY STAR Appliances Savings Calculator
Recycling (Refrigerator and Freezer): NY TRM V7		6/19/20		Updated reference		Add reference: R1705/R1609 (column G) for MF specific appliance savings potentials, listed above		R1705/R1609 Multifamily Baseline Weatherization Study
https://www.energizect.com/sites/default/files/R1705-1609%20MF%20Baseline%20Weatherization%20Study_Final%20Report_10.10.19.pdf		Select in-unit multifamily appliances savings potentials are included in Table 5-7 Detailed Per-Unit and Statewide Technical Savings Potential by Measure.		Dependent upon measure (Energy star, CEE, utility impact evaluations, etc)		Room Air Cleaner, ENERGY STAR. Retail Products Platform: Product Analysis for Room Air Cleaners. Effective May 11, 2016. https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B9Fd3ckbKJp5OEpWSHg1eksyZ1U
Freezer, ENERGY STAR. Retail Products Platform: Product Analysis for Clothes Dryers. Effective May 11, 2016. https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B9Fd3ckbKJp5OEpWSHg1eksyZ1U
Refrigerator and Freezer Recycling, Cadmus. Focus on Energy Calendar Year 2017 Evaluation Report: Volume II. May 22, 2018. https://focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/WI%20FOE%20CY%202017%20Volume%20II%20FINAL.pdf
Room AC, ENERGY STAR. Retail Products Platform: Product Analysis for Room Air Conditioners. Effective May 11, 2016. https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B9Fd3ckbKJp5OEpWSHg1eksyZ1U.		Room Air Cleaner, ENERGY STAR Calculator
Clothes Dryer, DOE (2015). 10 CFR Part 431, DOE (2013). 10 CFR Part 4329 and 430
Clothes Washer - Early retirement, DOE 2013, DOE 2012, Navigant Consulting, Energy Star Standards 2.5.2018, EPA Savings Calculator
Dehumidifier
Refrigerator Replacement - Income Eligible Multi-Family, avg kWh of used equipment: Association of Home Appliance Manufacturers (2014 Revised Feb. 2015), Technical Support Document: Early Replacement Program, (Value estimated based on Figure 9 on page 23), Focc: The Cadmus Group (2012). Massachusetts 2011 Residential Retrofit Multifamily Program Impact Analysis.
Refrigerator/Freezer Recycling,  NMR Group, Inc. 2018 Appliance Recycling Report
Room Air Conditioner, ENERGY STAR appliance Calculator		Room Air Cleaner; Environmental Protection Agency (2018). Savings Calculator for Energy Star Qualified Appliances.  http://www.energystar.gov/sites/default/files/asset/document/appliance_calculator.xlsx
EnergyStar Dryer; MA TRM
Clothes Washer; MA TRM
Dehumidifier; Energy star dehumidifier savings estimate 2015-9-22
Refrigerator; No source
Freezer Recycling; NMR Group, Inc. 2019 Appliance Impact Factor Update
Refrigerator Recycle; NMR Group 2019 Appliance Recycling Impact Factor Update
Room AC; EPA 2018 savings calculator

		Retrofit Gross Seasonal Peak Demand Savings, Electric (winter and summer)

		Formula				Covered in the table above		6/30/20		No change		No change		N/A		The ENERGY STAR Appliances Calculator is no longer available for download from the ENERGY STAR website. An alternate approach to capturing retrofit savings is required for this measure. Recommendation to investigate the development of savings equations specific to each appliance to include within this measure or in separate measures. TRC has a copy of the ENERGY STAR calculator which can be distributed.
DOE Appliance Energy Calculator may also be referenced for validation of savings: https://www.energy.gov/energysaver/save-electricity-and-fuel/appliances-and-electronics/estimating-appliance-and-home		Dependent upon measure		Room Air Cleaner, kWhSAVED / Hours * CF
Freezer, Energy Star; kWSAVED = (kWhSAVED / 8,760) * TAF * LSAF 
Refrigerator and Freezer Recycling, kWsaved =  [(kWh savings/unit) / HOURS] * P *Part_Use
Room AC, kWhSAVED / Hours * CF		Dependent upon measure		Dependent upon measure

		Nomenclature				N/A		6/30/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		Dependent upon measure		Freezer, Energy Star,; TAF = temperature adjustment factor, LSAF = Load Shape adjustment factor
Refrigerator and Freezer Recycling, k P = Peak intensity factor; this captures the increase in compressor cycling time in summer peak conditions relative to avg annual conditions. Part-use = part-use factor determined by evaluation team		Dependent upon measure		Dependent upon measure

		Assumed Values				See above		6/19/20		Parameter update		Add default savings lines for Multifamily applications of the following appliances;
Clothes Washer savings: 0.003 kW
Clothes Dyer, electric, savings: 0.004 kW
Dishwasher savings: 0.003 kW
Power Strip Upgrade - entertainment: 0 kW
Power Strip Upgrade - IT: 0 kW
Refrigerator savings: 0.010 kW
Room Air Conditioner savings: 0.011 kW		R1705/R1609 Multifamily Baseline Weatherization Study
https://www.energizect.com/sites/default/files/R1705-1609%20MF%20Baseline%20Weatherization%20Study_Final%20Report_10.10.19.pdf		Select in-unit multifamily appliances savings potentials are included in Table 5-7 Detailed Per-Unit and Statewide Technical Savings Potential by Measure.		See descriptions in Energy savings section above		Room Air Cleaner, Hours = 5,844; CF = 0.667
Freezer, Energy Star, TAF = 1.23, LSAF = 1.15
Refrigerator and Freezer Recycling,  P = 1.01 for refrigerators; 1.08 for freezers. Part_Use = 0.86 for refrigerators; 0.76 for freezers 
Room AC, Hours = 543, CF = 0.3		Room Air Cleaner, 0.04 kW  (CF = 1)
Clothes Dryer, 0.04 kW (CF summer = 0.49, CF winter = 0.52)
Clothes Washer - Early retirement
Dehumidifier, 0.04, CF summer = 0.82, CF winter = 0.17
Refrigerator Replacement - Income Eligible Multi-Family, kW/kWh = 0.00018 thus delta-kW = 0.06. CF summer = 0.79, CF winter = 0.65
Refrigerator/Freezer Recycling, Refrigerator = 0.18, Freezer = 0.13, both CF summer = 0.79, both CF winter = 0.65
Room Air Conditioner, 0.06, , CF summer = 0.33, CF winter = 0		Room air cleaners; CF sp = 0.82, CF wp = 0.17
EnergyStar Dryer; CF sp = 0.45, CF wp = 0.58
Clothes Washer; CF sp = 0.89, CF wp = 1
Dehumidifier; delta kW = 0.04, CF sp = 0.82, CF wp = 0.17
Refrigerator; delta kW = 0.01, CF sp = 1.0, CF wp = 0.92
Freezer Recycling; delta kW = 0.10, CF sp = 0.91, CF wp = 0.68
Refrigerator Recycle; delta kW = 0.18, CF sp = 0.79, CF wp = 0.65
Room AC; delta kW = 0.06, CF sp = 0.33, CF wp = 0

		Reference (include year)				See above		6/19/20		Updated reference		Add reference: R1705/R1609 (column G) for MF specific appliance savings potentials, listed above		R1705/R1609 Multifamily Baseline Weatherization Study
https://www.energizect.com/sites/default/files/R1705-1609%20MF%20Baseline%20Weatherization%20Study_Final%20Report_10.10.19.pdf		Select in-unit multifamily appliances savings potentials are included in Table 5-7 Detailed Per-Unit and Statewide Technical Savings Potential by Measure.		Dependent upon measure (Energy star, CEE, utility impact evaluations, etc)		Room Air Cleaner, IL TRM
Freezer, Energy Star, Mid-Atlantic TRM, and "Measurement and verification of residential refrigerator energy use, final report 2003-2004 metering study"
Refrigerator and Freezer Recycling, Cadmus. Focus on Energy Calendar Year 2017 Evaluation Report: Volume II. May 22, 2018. https://focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/WI%20FOE%20CY%202017%20Volume%20II%20FINAL.pdf
Room AC, RLW Analytics. Final Report Coincidence Factor Study Residential Room Air Conditioners. June 23,2008. http://www.puc.state.nh.us/electric/Monitoring%20and%20Evaluation%20Reports/
National%20Grid/124_SPWG%20Room%20%20AC%20Evaluation%20FINALReport%20June%202
3%20ver7.pdf		Room Air Cleaner, ENERGY STAR Calculator
Clothes Dryer, Navigant Demand Impact Model
Clothes Washer - Early retirement, DOE 2013, DOE 2012, Navigant Consulting, Energy Star Standards 2.5.2018, EPA Savings Calculator
Dehumidifier, Navigant Consulting Demand Model
Refrigerator Replacement - Income Eligible Multi-Family,  Navigant Consulting (2018). Demand Impact Model Update
Refrigerator/Freezer Recycling
Room Air Conditioner, Navigant Demand Impact Model		Navigant Consulting (2018) Baseline Loadshape Study



		Measure Life				Air Cleaner/purifier: 9 EUL
Clothes Washer/dryer: 4 RUL, 11 EUL
Dehumidifier: 4 RUL, 12 EUL
Dishwasher:  4 RUL, 10 EUL
Refrigerator: 5 RUL, 12 EUL
Room AC: 4 RUL, 13 EUL
Freezer: 4 RUL, 11 EUL
Recycling Refrigerator: 5 RUL
Recycling Freezer: 4 RUL		6/19/20		No change		No change		N/A		Aligns with other TRMs and is appropriate for this measure		Air Purifier, 9 EUL
Clothes Dryer, 14 EUL
Clothes Washer, 11 EUL
Dehumidifier, 12 EUL
Dishwasher, 11 EUL
Refrigerator and Freezer, 14 EUL
Refrigerator Recycling, 5 EUL
Freezer Recycling, 4 EUL
Air Conditioner - Room (RAC) {Under HVAC section}, 12 EUL		Room Air Cleaner, 9 EUL
Freezer, Energy Star, 11 EUL
Refrigerator and Freezer Recycling, 10 EUL
Room AC, 9 EUL		Room Air Cleaner, 9 EUL
Clothes Dryer, 12 EUL
Clothes Washer - Early retirement, 4 RUL, 12 EUL
Dehumidifier, 12 EUL
Refrigerator Replacement - Income Eligible Multi-Family, 6 RUL, 12 EUL
Refrigerator/Freezer Recycling, 8 EUL
Room Air Conditioner, 8 EUL		Room Air Cleaner, 9 years
EnergyStar Dryer, 12 years
Clothes Washer, 11 years
Dehumidifier, 12 years
Refrigerator, 12 years
Freezer Recycling, 8 years
Refrigerator Recycle, 8 years
Room AC, 8 years

		Measure Life Resource				Air Cleaner/purifier: EPA Next Gen Product Analysis_10.9.14.xlsx. Last Accessed on Jul. 1, 2015.
Clothes Washer/dryer: RUL = DEER 2008, EUL = Appliance Magazine. U.S. Appliance Industry: Market Share, Life Expectancy & Replacement Market, and Saturation Levels. Jan. 2010. p. 10.
Dehumidifier: RUL = DEER 2008, EUL = GDS Associates Inc. Measure Life Report, Residential and Commercial Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures, Jun. 2007., Table 1
Dishwasher:  RUL = DEER 2008, EUL = Appliance Magazine. U.S. Appliance Industry: Market Share, Life Expectancy & Replacement Market, and Saturation Levels. Jan. 2010. p. 10.
Refrigerator:RUL = DEER 2008, EUL = Appliance Magazine. U.S. Appliance Industry: Market Share, Life Expectancy & Replacement Market, and Saturation Levels. Jan. 2010. p. 10.
Room AC: RUL = DEER 2008, EUL = Conservative estimate, based on 13-year median age for room air conditioners found in NMR, R1706 Residential Appliance Saturation Survey & R1616/R1708 Residential Lighting Impact Saturation Studies, DRAFT Report, Jun. 28, 2019.
Freezer: RUL = DEER 2008, EUL = Appliance Magazine. U.S. Appliance Industry: Market Share, Life Expectancy & Replacement Market, and Saturation Levels. Jan. 2010. p. 10.
Recycling Refrigerator: NY TRM
Recycling Freezer: NY TRM		6/19/20		No change		No change		N/A		Aligns with other TRMs and is appropriate for this measure		Air Purifier, ENERGY STAR
Clothes Dryer, ENERGY STAR
Clothes Washer, DEER 2014
Dehumidifier, ENERGY STAR
Dishwasher, DEER 2014
Refrigerator and Freezer, DEER 2014
Refrigerator and Freezer Recycling, DEER 2014
Air Conditioner - Room (RAC) {Under HVAC section}, GDS  Measure Life Report: Residential and Commercial/Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures		Room Air Cleaner, ENERGY STAR, ENERGY STAR. Retail Products Platform: Product Analysis for Room Air Cleaners. Effective May 11, 2016. https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B9Fd3ckbKJp5OEpWSHg1eksyZ1U
Freezer,  For EUL, ENERGY STAR assumes 11 years based on Appliance Magazine, U.S. Appliance Industry: Market Value, Life Expectancy & Replacement Picture for 2005-2012, 2011. 
Refrigerator and Freezer Recycling, Southern California Edison. SCE’s 2010-2012 Energy Efficiency Proposed Program Plan Workpapers (Amended). July 2, 2009. https://www.sce.com/wps/wcm/connect/d6b04314-457c4338-8b0c-213d9a1ed779/A0807021EE_PP_PPP_Workpapers.pdf?MOD=AJPERES&ContentCache=NONE
Room AC, Lifetime based on Appliance Magazine - Market Research. “The U.S. Appliance Industry: Market Value, Life Expectancy & Replacement Picture 2013.” December 2013.		Room Air Cleaner, ENERGY STAR Calculator
Clothes Dryer, NMR Group Products Net-to-Gross Report (2018)
Clothes Washer - Early retirement, EPA
Dehumidifier, EPA
Refrigerator Replacement - Income Eligible Multi-Family
Refrigerator/Freezer Recycling, NMR Group Massachusetts Appliance Turn-In Program Evaluation Integrated Report Findings - Final
Room Air Conditioner, ESTAR calculator		Room Air Cleaner; Environmental Protection Agency (2018). Savings Calculator for Energy Star Qualified Appliances.
EnergyStar Dryer; SEDI HE Dryer Screening Ver.2 Using DOE2005.xls
Clothes Washer; MA TRM
Dehumidifier; EPA 2014 Savings Calculator
Refrigerator; no source
Freezer Recycling; NMR Group, Inc. (2011). Massachusetts Appliance Turn-In Program Evaluation Integrated Report Findings – FINAL. Prepared for National Grid, NSTAR Electric, Cape Light Compact, and Western Massachusetts Electric Company.
Refrigerator Recycle; NMR Group, Inc. (2011). Massachusetts Appliance Turn-In Program Evaluation Integrated Report Findings – FINAL
Room AC; EPA 2018 Savings Calculator











https://www.focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/2019_TRM_Final_Update_0.pdfhttp://rieermc.ri.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/ngrid-ri-2020-trm.pdfhttps://etrm.anbetrack.com/

062821 Infiltr Reduc-BlowerDoor

		Measure ID (PSD Section)						Result of Fast Fill Assessment		Result of Research Assessment		Most Recent CT Evaluation		Notes

		Measure Name						Algorithm update		"same as Fast Fill Assessment"		None		Proposed change to the BF calculation to estimate fraction of leakage from exterior in multifamily units

		Primary Sector

		Description

						CT's 2020 PSD - existing		TRC Date Stamp		TRC Primary Source Document		TRC Proposed Values		TRC Primary Source Document		TRC Rationale/Justification										https://neep.org/sites/default/files/resources/Mid_Atlantic_TRM_V9_Final_clean_wUpdateSummary%20-%20CT%20FORMAT.pdf				http://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/96f0fec0b45a3c6485257688006a701a/72c23decff52920a85257f1100671bdd/$FILE/TRM%20Version%207%20-%20April%202019.pdf		https://s3.amazonaws.com/ilsag/IL-TRM_Effective_0-10-120_v8.0_Vol_2_C_and_I_10-17-19_Final.pdf		https://www.efficiencymaine.com/docs/EMT-TRM_Commercial_Industrial_Multifamily_v2020_3.pdf		https://puc.vermont.gov/sites/psbnew/files/doc_library/Vermont%20TRM%20Savings%20Verification%202018%20Version_FINAL.pdf		https://www.focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/2019_TRM_Final_Update_0.pdf				https://etrm.anbetrack.com/#/workarea/home?token=6d6c45766e692f527044		http://rieermc.ri.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/ngrid-ri-2020-trm.pdf

		TRM Comparison				16th Edition, March 1, 2020												ERS Date Stamp		ERS Proposed Values		ERS Primary Source Document		ERS Rationale/Justification

		Resource				CT 2020 PSD 																				MidAtlantic TRM				NY TRM		IL TRM		ME TRM		VT TRM		WI TRM		MN TRM		MA TRM		RI TRM

		Version				19th Edition, March 2020																				Version 9, October 2019				Version 7, Jan 2020								Version 2019				Version 2019-2021 Plan TRM		Version 2020

		Measure Name				Infiltration Reduction - Blower Door																				Air Sealing				Air Sealing								Air Sealing				Air Sealing

		Section (i.e., MF, Res, Commercial), pages				Residential																				Residential				Residential								Residential 				Multifamily

		MF Initiative Measures 

		Baseline (Retrofit or Lost Opportunity)				Retrofit																				Retrofit				Retrofit								Retrofit				Retrofit

		Baseline Assumptions				This methodology is used to estimate infiltration savings only when savings are a result of sealing surfaces that provide direct separation between conditioned and non-conditioned spaces. For multifamily units (defined as more than 4 units) that share common boundaries or connecting hallways, either a guarded blower door test should be performed by pressurizing all adjacent units to isolate the leakage to the outside, or the leakage of the entire structure should be measured using a single test. If an unguarded test of a unit is performed (i.e., individual units or sections of a building are tested) that result should be corrected using the adjustment equation below. This equation adjusts for inter-unit leakage through shared surfaces. For all blower door testing, savings may be subject to a final analysis which may include a billing analysis, calibration, engineering models, or other applicable methods.		6/5/20		No Change		Add to the existing language the following statement: If a guarded blower test is conducted, projects should use the following for that procedure: the Informative Appendix in Air Barrier Association of America: Standard Method for Building Enclosure Airtightness Compliance Testing dated August 25, 2016, page 36-37. [Link given in next column]		Air  Barrier Association of America (ABBA), Informative Appendix in Air Barrier Association of America: Standard Method for Building Enclosure Airtightness Compliance Testing dated August 25, 2016, page 36-37 (Section X1.4.5) http://www.airbarrier.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/D-115-016-rev-0-ABAA-Standard-Method-for-Building-Enclosure-Airtightness-Compliance-Testing-1.pdf		While most projects will use an unguarded test (i.e., account for leakage from adjacent units with the BF factor), some projects may choose to conduct a guarded test. In a guarded test, the pressure of the test dwelling unit is normalized with adjacent areas (for example, other blower doors are used to bring neighboring units to the same pressure), so the only leakage measured is from the exterior. While there is no industry standard protocol, the ABBA Informative Appendix provides the best published method available for a guarded test										This measure characterization provides a method of claiming both heating and
cooling (where appropriate) savings from the improvement of a residential building’s
air-barrier, which together with its insulation defines the thermal boundary of the
conditioned space.
The measure assumes that a trained auditor, contractor or utility staff member is
on location, and will measure and record the existing and post air-leakage rate using a
blower door in accordance with industry best practices565. Where possible, the
efficiency of the heating and cooling system used in the home should be recorded, but
default estimates are provided if this is not available. 				This measure covers methods of sealing air leakage paths to reduce the natural air infiltration rate of a building through the installation of products and repairs to the building envelope, including, but not limited to, caulking, gasketing, and weather stripping. Sealing the thermal envelope reduces passive convective heat transfer between conditioned and unconditioned spaces or outside air, thereby reducing heating and cooling loads and improving occupant comfort. This measure is only applicable as a retrofit in existing buildings, excluding gut rehab/major renovation projects. These projects entail whole-building envelope alterations that trigger more stringent code provisions, limiting potential incremental savings.

The exterior envelope, as well as interior walls/partitions between conditioned and unconditioned spaces should be inspected and all gaps sealed. At a minimum, the following items shall be inspected, and sealing measures may be implemented based upon inspection results and/or program eligibility requirements:

•	Caulk and weather strip doors and windows that leak air
•	Repair or replace doors leading from conditioned to unconditioned space
•	Seal air leaks between unconditioned (including unconditioned basement and attics) and conditioned spaces, to include, but not limited to, plumbing, ducting, electrical wiring, wall top plates, chimneys, flues, and dropped soffits.
•	Use foam sealant on larger gaps around windows, baseboards, and other places where air leakage, either infiltration or exfiltration may occur. 

An alternative method is provided below for estimation of savings for projects that conduct blower door testing before and after implementation of air sealing treatments. A blower door test is performed to measure the leakage rate by depressurizing the building to a standard pressure difference of 50 Pascals or 0.2 inches of water. The flowrate differential indicates the leakage rate, or infiltration and exfiltration rate, of the building shell.								Air sealing is the sealing of cracks, gaps, or other penetrations that allow unwanted outside air to enter
or exit conditioned spaces. Air sealing reduces the load on heating and cooling equipment and can
increase comfort. Typical areas to seal are attics, basements, crawlspaces, and around doors and
windows. Blower door tests may be required to estimate the CFM of leaks before and after air sealing is
performed. Savings are determined either by pre- and post-blower door testing or pre- and post-billing
analysis.				Air sealing will decrease the infiltration of outside air through cracks and leaks in the building.

		Baseline References				1] REM/Rate™ is a residential energy analysis, code compliance and rating software developed by
Architectural Energy Corporation. This software calculates heating, cooling, hot water, lighting, and
appliance energy loads, consumption and costs for new and existing single and multi-family homes.
Blower Door energy savings analysis using REM/Rate™ was performed by C&LM Planning team,
Eversource, Aug. 2008.
[2] Nexant Market Research, Inc., “Market Assessment for ENERGY STAR Room Air Conditioners in
Connecticut,” Cambridge, MA, 2007, pp. 17-18.
[3] RLW Analytics, “Final Report: Coincidence Factor Study: Residential Room Air Conditioners,” Middletown,
CT, 2008, pp. iv, 22.
[4] ADM Associates, Inc., “Residential Central A/C Regional Evaluation,” Sacramento, CA, 2009, pp. 4-4.
[5] Technical Report: Multifamily Envelope Leakage Model. O. Faakye & D. Griffiths. Consortium for
Advanced Residential Buildings, Feb. 2014.
[6] Estimating		6/5/20		Parameter update		Update modeling		N/A		Modeling is 10 years old at this point. Standards have likely changed and it is worth updating the assumptions built into the model.

Aligning with ERS:
Update REM/Rate modeling every 3 years.

		Algorithms in Measure				Retrofit Gross Energy Savings, Electric; 
Retrofit Gross Energy Savings, Fossil Fuel
Retrofit Gross Seasonal Peak Demand Savings, Electric (winter and summer)
Retrofit Gross Energy Penalty, Natural Gas		6/24/20		Algorithm update		Aligning with ERS:
Account for interactivity between the envelope and other HVAC-related measures.		Aligning with ERS: 
Recommend in clude interactvity per R91 - Review of Impact Evaluation Best Practices [2016] - recommendation "Account for interactivity between HVAC and envelope measures" pg 73. 
Per R1603 HES Impact Evaluation [2018] - duct sealing savings overlaps with the air sealing savings. According to this evaluation study, all participants who installed duct sealing also installed air sealing. 		See ERS workbook for justification. 

		Retrofit Gross Energy Savings, Electric

		Formula						6/5/20		No Change		No Change
				Algorithm aligns with other TRMs, and best captures energy savings.
										ΔkWh = ΔkWhcool + ΔkWhheat												kWhSAVED = kWhSAVED COOL + kWhSAVED HEAT				kWh = MMBtu * 293.1

		Nomenclature						6/24/20		Parameter update		Aligning with ERS:
Use either SKW /SKWC consistently throughout the entire measure
Use either WKW, WKWH consistently throughout the entire measure				See ERS workbook for justification. 										ΔkWhcool = [(((CFM50Exist – CFM50New) / N-cool) *60 * CDH *
DUA * 0.018) / 1,000 / ηCool] * LM                                                                                                                                                                    ΔkWhheat = ((((CFM50Exist – CFM50New) / N-heat) * 60 * 24 * HDD
* 0.018) / 1,000,000 / ηHeat) * 293.1				ΔCFM50		= Change in infiltration rate (cubic foot per minute) before and after air leakage sealing as determined by blower door testing at a negative pressure differential of 50 Pa
Fn	= Zone correction for blower door infiltration rate to natural air changes
Fh	= Height correction for blower door infiltration rate to natural air changes
ΔkWh/CFM	= Annual electric energy savings per cubic foot per minute of reduced air leakage at 50 Pa								kWhSAVED COOL = [{((CFM50PRE – CFM50POST)) / NCOOL) * 60 * 24 * CDD * 0.018} / (1,000 * CoolEFF)] * LM                                                                                                                                                  kWhSAVED HEAT = [((CFM50PRE – CFM50POST) / NHEAT) * 60 * 24 * HDD * 0.018] / (3,412 * HeatEFF)

		Assumed Values				BF = 0.7818  - 0.0002xD + 0.0012xF

D = Shared Surface Area (ft2) between conditioned spaces.

F = Envelope Perimeter (ft) is used to describe the sum of all the lengths of the edges of the unit,
common and exterior surfaces.		6/5/20		Algorithm update		Revised 6/28/21: Instead of using a building factor, all projects should use the Steven Winter and Associates (SWA) excel-based calculator in the Eversource 2020 Multifamily Fill-out Form workbook. The SWA calculator determines the allowable cfm reduction that can be claimed based on a calculator that was calibrated based on guarded blower door test values. 		Revised 6/28/21: Steven Winter and Associates "Air Sealing (Blower Door)" tab in Eversource's workbook, "2020 MF Project Fill out form"		Revised 6/28/21: The "BF" term estimates the fraction of dwelling unit leakage that comes from the exterior (to remove the leakage from interior spaces in multifamily units - such as adjacent units). The 2020 PSD calculation for the BF includes several terms that are difficult to measure, including dwelling unit envelope perimeter. The Steven Winter and Associates (SWA) calculator accomplishes the same goal of adjusting leakage from only the exterior. The SWA calculator was calibrated with guarded blower door data (which neutralizes the pressure with adjacent spaces to measure only the leakage from the exterior) and uses inputs that are more easily obtained, such as dwelling unit square footage. 																						Where:
CFM50PRE = Blower door test result before air sealing is performed
CFM50POST = Blower door test result after air sealing is performed
NCOOL = Conversion factor for CFM from 50 Pascal to natural conditions (= 18.5
assuming normal shielding)
60 = Constant to convert minutes to hours
24 = Hours per day
CDD = Cooling degree days (= 565; see table below)
0.018 = Specific heat capacity of air in Btu/cubic feet – °F
1,000 = Kilowatt conversion factor
CoolEFF = Cooling system efficiency, Btu/W - hr (= 10 SEER if manufactured before
2006; = 13 SEER if manufactured in 2006 or later)
LM = Latent multiplier to convert the calculated sensible cooling savings to a
value representing sensible and latent cooling loads (= 6.6 as an average
in Chicago and Minneapolis)2
NHEAT = Conversion factor for CFM from 50 Pascal to natural conditions,
assuming normal shielding (= 18.5 if one story; = 16.5 if 1.5 stories;
= 15.0 if two stories; = 14.1 if 2.5 stories; = 13.3 if three stories)3
HDD = Heating degree days (= 7,616; see table below)                                                                           3,412 = Conversion factor from kWh to Btu
HeatEFF = Heating system efficiency (fraction of heat output per unit of energy
input expressed as a decimal)
100,000 = Conversion factor from Btu to therms
For systems with electric heat, HeatEFF = HSPF/3.412
• Heat pumps manufactured before 2006, HeatEFF = 6.8/3.412 = 1.99
• Heat pumps manufactured in 2006 or later, HeatEFF = 7.7/3.412 = 2.26
• Electric resistance, HeatEFF = 1.0
Installed AFUE for systems with natural gas heat:
• HeatEFF = 0.92 for condensing systems; see Assumptions
• HeatEFF = 0.80 for non-condensing systems; see Assumptions				Where:
Vol  = [ft3]   This is the air volume of the treated space, calculated from the dimensions of the  space, which could include the number of floors, the floor area per floor, and the floor-toceiling height, or the dwelling floor area and number of dwellings.  The treated space can be the entire building including the common areas, or just the individual dwelling units. (Auditor Input)
ΔACH = [ºF-day]   Infiltration reduction in Air Changes per Hour, natural infiltration basis. This will typically be a default value, but the source of the assumption should be transparent and traceable, or it could come from a blower door test. (Stipulated Value or Blower Door Test)
HDD60 = Heating degree-days, base 60 from TMY3 weather data.  See table below. 
ηheating = [AFUE, COP, thermal efficiency(%)]   Efficiency of the heating system, as determined on site (Auditor Input)  
24  = Conversion factor: 24 hours per day 
0.018  = [Btu/ft3- ºF]   Air heat capacity: The specific heat of air (0.24 Btu/ºF.lb) times the density of air (0.075 lb/ft3)
1,000,000 = Conversion factor: 1,000,000 Btu per MMBtu
293.1  = Conversion factor: 293.1 kWh/MMBtu
kW/kWh = Average kW reduction per kWh reduction: 0.00073 kW/kWh

		Reference (include year)				REM/Rate™ is a residential energy analysis, code compliance and rating software developed by
Architectural Energy Corporation. This software calculates heating, cooling, hot water, lighting, and
appliance energy loads, consumption and costs for new and existing single and multi-family homes.
Blower Door energy savings analysis using REM/Rate™ was performed by C&LM Planning team,
Eversource, Aug. 2008.		6/5/20		Parameter update		Update modeling		N/A		See rationale for Baseline References.

		Retrofit Gross Energy Savings, Fossil Fuel

		Formula						6/5/20		No Change		No Change
				Algorithm aligns with other TRMs, and best captures energy savings.
										ΔMMBTU = (((CFM50Exist – CFM50New) / N-heat) *60 * 24 * HDD *
0.018) / 1,000,000 / ηHeat																MMBtu = (Vol x ΔACH x 0.018 x HDD60 x 24) / (1,000,000 * ηheating)

		Nomenclature				Same as above		6/24/20		Parameter update		Aligning with ERS:
Use either SKW /SKWC consistently throughout the entire measure
Use either WKW, WKWH consistently throughout the entire measure				See ERS workbook for justification. 										Same as above				ΔCFM50		= Change in infiltration rate (cubic foot per minute) before and after air leakage sealing as determined by blower door testing at a negative pressure differential of 50 Pa
Fn	= Zone correction for blower door infiltration rate to natural air changes
Fh	= Height correction for blower door infiltration rate to natural air changes                             Δtherms/CFM	= Annual gas energy savings per cubic foot per minute of reduced air leakage at 50 P

		Assumed Values				Given in Nomenclature		6/5/20		Parameter update		Revised 6/28/21: Instead of using a building factor to account for leakage from conditioned spaces, all multifamily projects should use the Steven Winter and Associates excel-based calculator, which calculates the allowable cfm reduction that can be claimed based on a calculator that was calibrated based on guarded blower door test values. 		Revised 6/28/21: Steven Winter and Associates "Air Sealing (Blower Door)" tab in Eversource's workbook, "2020 MF Project Fill out form"		Revised 6/28/21: The "BF" term estimates the fraction of dwelling unit leakage that comes from the exterior (to remove the leakage from interior spaces in multifamily units - such as adjacent units). The 2020 PSD calculation for the BF includes several terms that are difficult to measure, including dwelling unit envelope perimeter. The Steven Winter and Associates (SWA) calculator accomplishes the same goal of adjusting leakage from only the exterior. The SWA calculator was calibrated with guarded blower door data (which neutralizes the pressure with adjacent spaces to measure only the leakage from the exterior) and uses inputs that are more easily obtained, such as dwelling unit square footage. 										Same as above				Same as above												Where:
Vol  = [ft3]   This is the air volume of the treated space, calculated from the dimensions of the  space, which could include the number of floors, the floor area per floor, and the floor-to ceiling height, or the dwelling floor area and number of dwellings.  The treated space can be the entire building including the common areas, or just the individual dwelling units. (Auditor Input)
ΔACH = [ºF-day]   Infiltration reduction in Air Changes per Hour, natural infiltration basis. This will typically be a default value, but the source of the assumption should be transparent and traceable, or it could come from a blower door test. (Stipulated Value or Blower Door Test)
HDD60 = Heating degree-days, base 60 from TMY3 weather data.  See table below. 
ηheating = [AFUE, COP, thermal efficiency(%)]   Efficiency of the heating system, as determined on site (Auditor Input)  
24  = Conversion factor: 24 hours per day 
0.018  = [Btu/ft3- ºF]   Air heat capacity: The specific heat of air (0.24 Btu/ºF.lb) times the density of air (0.075 lb/ft3)
1,000,000 = Conversion factor: 1,000,000 Btu per MMBtu
293.1  = Conversion factor: 293.1 kWh/MMBtu
kW/kWh = Average kW reduction per kWh reduction: 0.00073 kW/kWh

		Reference (include year)				REM/Rate™ is a residential energy analysis, code compliance and rating software developed by
Architectural Energy Corporation. This software calculates heating, cooling, hot water, lighting, and
appliance energy loads, consumption and costs for new and existing single and multi-family homes.
Blower Door energy savings analysis using REM/Rate™ was performed by C&LM Planning team,
Eversource, Aug. 2008.		6/5/20		Parameter update		Update modeling		N/A		See rationale for Baseline References.

		Retrofit Gross Seasonal Peak Demand Savings, Electric (winter and summer)

		Formula						6/5/20		No Change		No Change
				Algorithm aligns with other TRMs, and best captures energy savings.
										ΔkWcool = ΔkWh / FLHcool * CF																kW = kWh x kW/kWh 

		Nomenclature				Same as above		6/24/20		Parameter update		Aligning with ERS:
Use either SKW /SKWC consistently throughout the entire measure
Use either WKW, WKWH consistently throughout the entire measure				See ERS workbook for justification. 										FLHcool = Full Load Cooling Hours
= Dependent on location as below:
Location FLHcool
Wilmington, DE 524 
Baltimore, MD 542 
Washington, DC 681                                                                                                                                                   CFSSP = Summer System Peak Coincidence Factor for Central A/C (hour
ending 5pm on hottest summer weekday)
= 0.69 578
CFPJM = PJM Summer Peak Coincidence Factor for Central A/C (June to
August weekdays between 2 pm and 6 pm) valued at peak
weather
= 0.66 579				ΔCFM50		= Change in infiltration rate (cubic foot per minute) before and after air leakage sealing as determined by blower door testing at a negative pressure differential of 50 Pa
Fn	= Zone correction for blower door infiltration rate to natural air changes
Fh	= Height correction for blower door infiltration rate to natural air changes                             ΔkW/CFM	= Annual kW savings per cubic foot per minute of reduced air leakage at 50 P												Where:
Vol  = [ft3]   This is the air volume of the treated space, calculated from the dimensions of the  space, which could include the number of floors, the floor area per floor, and the floor-to ceiling height, or the dwelling floor area and number of dwellings.  The treated space can be the entire building including the common areas, or just the individual dwelling units. (Auditor Input)
ΔACH = [ºF-day]   Infiltration reduction in Air Changes per Hour, natural infiltration basis. This will typically be a default value, but the source of the assumption should be transparent and traceable, or it could come from a blower door test. (Stipulated Value or Blower Door Test)
HDD60 = Heating degree-days, base 60 from TMY3 weather data.  See table below. 
ηheating = [AFUE, COP, thermal efficiency(%)]   Efficiency of the heating system, as determined on site (Auditor Input)  
24  = Conversion factor: 24 hours per day 
0.018  = [Btu/ft3- ºF]   Air heat capacity: The specific heat of air (0.24 Btu/ºF.lb) times the density of air (0.075 lb/ft3)
1,000,000 = Conversion factor: 1,000,000 Btu per MMBtu
293.1  = Conversion factor: 293.1 kWh/MMBtu
kW/kWh = Average kW reduction per kWh reduction: 0.00073 kW/kWh

		Assumed Values						6/5/20		Parameter update		Revised 6/28/21: Instead of using a building factor, all projects should use the Steven Winter and Associates excel-based calculator, which calculates the allowable cfm reduction that can be claimed based on a calculator that was calibrated based on guarded blower door test values. 		Revised 6/28/21: Steven Winter and Associates "Air Sealing (Blower Door)" tab in Eversource's workbook, "2020 MF Project Fill out form"		Revised 6/28/21: The "BF" term estimates the fraction of dwelling unit leakage that comes from the exterior (to remove the leakage from interior spaces in multifamily units - such as adjacent units). The 2020 PSD calculation for the BF includes several terms that are difficult to measure, including dwelling unit envelope perimeter. The Steven Winter and Associates (SWA) calculator accomplishes the same goal of adjusting leakage from only the exterior. The SWA calculator was calibrated with guarded blower door data (which neutralizes the pressure with adjacent spaces to measure only the leakage from the exterior) and uses inputs that are more easily obtained, such as dwelling unit square footage. 

		Reference (include year)				REM/Rate™ is a residential energy analysis, code compliance and rating software developed by
Architectural Energy Corporation. This software calculates heating, cooling, hot water, lighting, and
appliance energy loads, consumption and costs for new and existing single and multi-family homes.
Blower Door energy savings analysis using REM/Rate™ was performed by C&LM Planning team,
Eversource, Aug. 2008.		6/5/20		Parameter update		Update modeling		N/A		See rationale for Baseline References.

		Retrofit Gross Energy Penalty, Natural Gas

		Formula						6/12/20		No Change		No Change.		CT PSD		Peak natural gas demand is very rare. CT includes it, but there is little information or analysis to go off of.

		Nomenclature				Same as above		6/12/20		No Change		No Change.		CT PSD

		Assumed Values				PDF = 0.00977		6/12/20		No Change		No Change.		CT PSD		The current justification for all Residential Space Heating Efficiency Upgrades is: "Since energy savings correlate directly to outside air
temperatures, the demand savings for residential space heating measures is estimated based on
as a percentage (0.977%) of annual savings. The 0.977% factor is based on Bradley Airport peak
degree day 30-year average (58.5°F) divided by the 30-year average heating degree days (5,990). Peak Day Savings (residential heating) = 0.00977 Annual Heating Savings"

This is used throughout the PSD, so no change is recommended. 

		Reference (include year)				Since energy savings correlate directly to outside air
temperatures, the demand savings for residential space heating measures is estimated based on
as a percentage (0.977%) of annual savings. The 0.977% factor is based on Bradley Airport peak
degree day 30-year average (58.5°F) divided by the 30-year average heating degree days (5,990). Peak Day Savings (residential heating) = 0.00977 Annual Heating Savings.		6/13/20		No Change		No Change.		CT PSD		Justification used for entire PSD.



		Measure Life				Blower Door: 20 years		6/5/20		No Change		No Change.		GDS Associates Inc. Measure Life Report, Residential and Commercial Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures, Jun. 2007. Table 1		Other TRMs use 15, however, this applies only to Air Sealing. 20 reflects a weatherization project (includes combination of duct
sealing, air sealing, and
insulation) which more accurately represents the measure in the CT PSD.										15 years				15 years								20 years				15 years

		Measure Life Resource				GDS Associates Inc. Measure Life Report, Residential and Commercial Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures, Jun. 2007. Table 1		6/6/20		No Change		No Change.		GDS Associates Inc. Measure Life Report, Residential and Commercial Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures, Jun. 2007. Table 2		Same rationale as above.										Measure Life Report, Residential and Commercial/Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures,
GDS Associates, June 2007.
http://www.energizect.com/sites/default/files/Measure%20Life%20Report%202007.		Measure Life Report, Residential and Commercial/Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures,
GDS Associates, June 2007.
http://www.energizect.com/sites/default/files/Measure%20Life%20Report%202007.		Measure Life Report, Residential and Commercial/Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures,
GDS Associates, June 2007.
http://www.energizect.com/sites/default/files/Measure%20Life%20Report%202007.								Measure Life Report, Residential and Commercial/Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures,
GDS Associates, June 2007.
http://www.energizect.com/sites/default/files/Measure%20Life%20Report%202007.				Measure Life Report, Residential and Commercial/Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures,
GDS Associates, June 2007.

















http://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/96f0fec0b45a3c6485257688006a701a/72c23decff52920a85257f1100671bdd/$FILE/TRM%20Version%207%20-%20April%202019.pdfhttps://s3.amazonaws.com/ilsag/IL-TRM_Effective_0-10-120_v8.0_Vol_2_C_and_I_10-17-19_Final.pdfhttps://neep.org/sites/default/files/resources/Mid_Atlantic_TRM_V9_Final_clean_wUpdateSummary%20-%20CT%20FORMAT.pdfhttps://www.efficiencymaine.com/docs/EMT-TRM_Commercial_Industrial_Multifamily_v2020_3.pdfhttps://www.focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/2019_TRM_Final_Update_0.pdfhttps://puc.vermont.gov/sites/psbnew/files/doc_library/Vermont%20TRM%20Savings%20Verification%202018%20Version_FINAL.pdfhttps://etrm.anbetrack.com/http://rieermc.ri.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/ngrid-ri-2020-trm.pdf

Windows-Sliding Glass Door Rep.

		Measure ID		PSD4.4.3

		Measure Name		Window or Sliding Glass Door Replacement

		Primary Sector		Residential				Result of Fast Fill Assessment		Result of Research Assessment		Most Recent CT Evaluation		Evaluated Parameters from Most Recent CT Evaluation		Notes

		Description		Installation of an ENERGY STAR, or better, window/sliding glass door to replace an existing single pane or double pane window/sliding glass door that is between the conditioned space and the outdoors. 				Parameter update		Same as Fast Fill Assessment		R1705-1609 MF Baseline Weatherization Study [2018] 		Provided savings parameters		PSD savings are calculated using simple savings algorithms that use values from a RESFEN 5.0 simulation. Run the model in RESFEN 6.0 to ensure deemed values reflect the changes to the model. Update the table numbers in the nomenclature. 

																		https://neep.org/sites/default/files/resources/Mid_Atlantic_TRM_V9_Final_clean_wUpdateSummary%20-%20CT%20FORMAT.pdf

		Resource				CT 2020 PSD 		TRC Date Stamp		TRC Recommended Action		TRC Proposed Values		TRC Primary Source Document		TRC Rationale/Justification		MidAtlantic TRM		NY TRM

		Version				16th Edition, March, 1 2020												Version 9, October 2019		Version 7, Jan 2020

		Applies to MF, SF Res, or Commercial				Residential												This measure describes the purchase of Energy Star Windows (u-0.32; SHGC-0.40
minimum requirement for North Central region) at natural time of replacement or new
construction outside of the Energy Star Homes program. This does not relate to a
window retrofit program. Measure characterization assumes electric heat- either
resistance or heat pump. 		ENERGY STAR® windows with reduced thermal conductance and solar heat gain coefficient are an assembled unit consisting of a frame/sash component holding one or more pieces of glazing functioning to admit light and/or air into an enclosure and designed for a vertical installation in an external wall of a residential building.

		PSD Section 				4.4.3												Residential

		Measure Name				Window or Sliding Glass Door Replacement												Efficient Windows - Energy Star, Time of Sale		Window

		Pages				216-221

		Baseline (Retrofit, Lost Opportunities, or Retirement?) 				Retrofit		6/12/20		No Change		no change.		N/A		Aligns with other TRMs and accurately reflects potential savings opportunities.		Time of Sale		Retrofit

		Baseline Reference				Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, RESFEN 5.0 computer software, May 12, 2005. http://windows.lbl.gov/software.

ENERGY STAR Program Requirements for Residential Windows, Doors, and Skylights – Partner
Commitments, Jan. 1, 2016.

The measure’s savings are calculated using the installed area of the replacement window and usage factors develop using RESFEN (Ref [1]) to model different window/sliding glass door types and heating fuels. The results of this analysis are shown in Tables 4-LLL and 4-MMM, which provide the annual usage based on existing conditions (window type).		6/12/20		Update Reference		no change.		https://www.energystar.gov/sites/default/files/Windows_Doors_and_Skylights_Program_Requirements%20v6.pdf		Most recent ENERGY STAR criteria.		Based on REMRate modeling of New Jersey baseline existing home moved to Baltimore
climate with electric furnace or air source heat pump HSPF 2.0, SEER 10 AC. Ducts installed in
un-conditioned basement. Duct leakage set at RESNET/HERS qualitative default.		ENERGY STAR® Product Specification Residential Windows, Doors, and Skylights, Eligibility Criteria, V6.0, January 2014

		Baseline  Assumptions				Installation of an ENERGY STAR, or better, window/sliding glass door to replace an existing single pane or double pane window/sliding glass door that is between the conditioned space and the outdoors.		6/12/20		No Change		no change.		N/A		Aligns with other TRMs and accurately reflects potential savings opportunities.		The baseline condition is a standard double pane window with vinyl sash, (u0.49 SHGC-0.58).		A variety of existing window combinations are shown in the unit savings tables in Appendix F, including single pane clear glass, double pane clear and a minimally code compliant window.  Energy savings are estimated based on the characteristics of the existing window.  Single pane clear glass is the default for the old vintage, while double pane clear glass is the default for the average vintage.  The minimally code compliant window is assumed to be the base case for new construction or window replacement projects.

		Savings				Retrofit Gross Energy Savings, Electric; Retrofit Gross Energy Savings, Natural Gas; Retrofit Gross Peak Day Savings, Electric; Retrofit Gross Peak Day Savings, Natural Gas		6/12/20		No Change		no change.		N/A		Aligns with other TRMs and accurately reflects potential savings opportunities.		Annual Electric Savings, Summer Peak Demand Savings		Annual Electric Savings, Annual Gas Savings, Summer Peak Coincident Savings

		Retrofit Gross Energy Savings, Electric

		Formula						6/12/20		No Change		no change.		N/A		There are two approaches to calculating savings: Modeling software and an algorithm. This approach uses RESFEN modeling software. RESFEN is used across state TRMs and therefore does not need to change.		Heating kWh Savings (Electric Resistance) = 356 kWh per 100 square feet window
area
Heating kWh Savings (Heat Pump COP 2.0) = 194 kWh per 100 square feet window
area
Cooling kWh Savings (SEER 10) = 205 kWh per 100 square feet window
area		Annual Electric Energy Savings

∆kWh=units ×  〖ft〗^2/100  ×  ∆kWh/〖100 ft〗^2   ×  〖SEER〗_baseline/〖SEER〗_part   × [¯Eff_(dist,baseline)/¯Eff_(dist,part) ]_cooling

		Nomenclature						6/29/20		Parameter update		Aligning with ERS:
Replace Table 4-SSS with Table 4-LLL in  the values column in the nomenclature table 4-KKK for this parameter.				Aligning with ERS:
Typo error. Table 4-SSS related to 4.4.5 Install Storm Window measure		N/A		where:
kWh	= Annual electricity energy savings
kW 	= Peak coincident demand electric savings
therms	= Annual gas energy savings
units	= Number of measures installed under the program
ft2	= Glazing area (in ft2)
EER	= Energy efficiency ratio under peak conditions
SEER	= Seasonal average energy efficiency ratio over the cooling season, BTU/watt-hour, (used for average U.S. location/region)
AFUE	= Annual fuel utilization efficiency
CF	= Coincidence factor
part	= Participant
dist	= Distribution
Eff 	= Energy efficiency (0 -100%)
¯Eff	= Average energy efficiency (0 -100%)

								6/29/20		Parameter update		Aligning with ERS:
Replace Table 4-SS with Table 4-LLL in  the values column in the nomenclature table 4-KKK for this parameter.				Aligning with ERS:
Typo error. Table 4-SSS related to 4.4.5 Install Storm Window measure

								6/29/20		Parameter update		Aligning with ERS:
Replace Table 4-TT with Table 4-MMM in  the values column in the nomenclature table 4-KKK for this parameter.				Aligning with ERS:
Typo error. Table 4-TTT related to 4.4.5 Install Storm Window measure

								6/29/20		Parameter update		Aligning with ERS:
Replace Table 4-TTT with Table 4-MMM in  the values column in the nomenclature table 4-KKK for this parameter.				Aligning with ERS:
Typo error. Table 4-TTT related to 4.4.5 Install Storm Window measure

								6/29/20		Parameter update		Aligning with ERS:
Replace Table 4-TTT with Table 4-MMM in  the values column in the nomenclature table 4-KKK for this parameter.				Aligning with ERS:
Typo error. Table 4-TTT related to 4.4.5 Install Storm Window measure

		Assumed Values						6/12/20		Update Reference		no change.		https://www.energizect.com/sites/default/files/R1705-1609%20MF%20Baseline%20Weatherization%20Study_Final%20Report_10.10.19.pdf		Most recent window study. Includes new codes and standards and most up-to-date u-values. Unknown when the last calculation was done for the modeling software. Consider updating with most up-to-date window standards and specifications given in this study.		Given in formula		SEERbaseline	13	SEER used in the simulations 
(Eff) ̅_(dist,baseline)	0.956	Distribution system seasonal efficiency used in simulations
〖Eff〗_(dist,pk,baseline)	0.956	Distribution system efficiency under peak conditions used in simulation

								6/29/20		Parameter update		Aligning with ERS:
Update the annual electric energy usage deemed values by running the model in RESFEN 6.				See ERS workbook for justification

		Reference (include year)				The usage values were developed for different fuel types and windows/sliding glass doors using RESFEN
from Ref [1]. The values from that analysis are shown in the tables.

Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, RESFEN 5.0 computer software, May 12, 2005. http://windows.lbl.gov/software.

Heat pump energy savings are one-half of electric resistance savings based on a 2.0 COP. Since heat
pumps use backup resistance heat during winter peak, winter demand savings for heat pumps equals
one-half those of resistance heat demand savings.		6/12/20		Update Reference		no change.		https://www.energizect.com/sites/default/files/R1705-1609%20MF%20Baseline%20Weatherization%20Study_Final%20Report_10.10.19.pdf		Most recent window study. Includes new codes and standards and most up-to-date u-values. Unknown when the last calculation was done for the modeling software. Consider updating with most up-to-date window standards and specifications given in this study.		 Based on REMRate modeling of New Jersey baseline existing home moved to Baltimore
climate with electric furnace or air source heat pump HSPF 2.0, SEER 10 AC. Ducts installed in
un-conditioned basement. Duct leakage set at RESNET/HERS qualitative default.		10 CFR 430.32 (c)(1)(i) – Assumes a 3-ton split AC.
  10 CFR 430.32 (e)(2)(i)(A) – Assumes an 80 kBTU/h output gas furnace.

		Retrofit Gross Energy Savings, Natural Gas

		Formula						6/12/20		No Change		no change.		N/A		There are two approaches to calculating savings: Modeling software and an algorithm. This approach uses RESFEN modeling software. RESFEN is used across state TRMs and therefore does not need to change.		N/A		Annual Gas Energy Savings

∆therms=units ×  〖ft〗^2/100  ×  ∆therms/〖100 ft〗^2   ×  〖AFUE〗_baseline/〖AFUE〗_part   × [¯Eff_(dist,baseline)/¯Eff_(dist,part) ]_heating

		Nomenclature				Same as above		6/12/20		No Change		no change.		N/A		Aligns with other TRMs and accurately reflects potential savings opportunities.		N/A		where:
kWh	= Annual electricity energy savings
kW 	= Peak coincident demand electric savings
therms	= Annual gas energy savings
units	= Number of measures installed under the program
ft2	= Glazing area (in ft2)
EER	= Energy efficiency ratio under peak conditions
SEER	= Seasonal average energy efficiency ratio over the cooling season, BTU/watt-hour, (used for average U.S. location/region)
AFUE	= Annual fuel utilization efficiency
CF	= Coincidence factor
part	= Participant
dist	= Distribution
Eff 	= Energy efficiency (0 -100%)
¯Eff	= Average energy efficiency (0 -100%)

		Assumed Values						6/12/20		Update Reference		no change.		https://www.energizect.com/sites/default/files/R1705-1609%20MF%20Baseline%20Weatherization%20Study_Final%20Report_10.10.19.pdf		Most recent window study. Includes new codes and standards and most up-to-date u-values. Unknown when the last calculation was done for the modeling software. Consider updating with most up-to-date window standards and specifications given in this study.		N/A		AFUEbaseline	0.80	AFUE used in the simulations  
(Eff) ̅_(dist,baseline)	0.956	Distribution system seasonal efficiency used in simulations
〖Eff〗_(dist,pk,baseline)	0.956	Distribution system efficiency under peak conditions used in simulation

								6/29/20		Parameter update		Aligning with ERS:
Update the annual electric energy usage deemed values by running the model in RESFEN 6.				See ERS workbook for justification

		Reference (include year)				The usage values were developed for different fuel types and windows/sliding glass doors using RESFEN
from Ref [1]. The values from that analysis are shown in the tables.

Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, RESFEN 5.0 computer software, May 12, 2005. http://windows.lbl.gov/software.		6/12/20		Update Reference		no change.		https://www.energizect.com/sites/default/files/R1705-1609%20MF%20Baseline%20Weatherization%20Study_Final%20Report_10.10.19.pdf		Most recent window study. Includes new codes and standards and most up-to-date u-values. Unknown when the last calculation was done for the modeling software. Consider updating with most up-to-date window standards and specifications given in this study.		N/A		10 CFR 430.32 (c)(1)(i) – Assumes a 3-ton split AC.
  10 CFR 430.32 (e)(2)(i)(A) – Assumes an 80 kBTU/h output gas furnace.

		Retrofit Gross Peak Day Savings, Electric

		Formula						6/12/20		No Change		no change.		N/A		There are two approaches to calculating savings: Modeling software and an algorithm. This approach uses RESFEN modeling software. RESFEN is used across state TRMs and therefore does not need to change.		ΔkWcooling = ΔkWREM * CF		Summer Peak Coincident Demand Savings

∆kW=units ×  〖ft〗^2/100  ×  ∆kW/〖100 ft〗^2   ×  〖EER〗_baseline/〖EER〗_part   × [〖Eff〗_(dist,pk,baseline)/〖Eff〗_(dist,pk,part) ]_cooling  ×CF

		Nomenclature				Given in formula		6/12/20		No Change		no change.		N/A		Aligns with other TRMs and accurately reflects potential savings opportunities.		Given above		where:
kWh	= Annual electricity energy savings
kW 	= Peak coincident demand electric savings
therms	= Annual gas energy savings
units	= Number of measures installed under the program
ft2	= Glazing area (in ft2)
EER	= Energy efficiency ratio under peak conditions
SEER	= Seasonal average energy efficiency ratio over the cooling season, BTU/watt-hour, (used for average U.S. location/region)
AFUE	= Annual fuel utilization efficiency
CF	= Coincidence factor
part	= Participant
dist	= Distribution
Eff 	= Energy efficiency (0 -100%)
¯Eff	= Average energy efficiency (0 -100%)

		Assumed Values				Given in formula		6/12/20		Update Reference		no change.		https://www.energizect.com/sites/default/files/R1705-1609%20MF%20Baseline%20Weatherization%20Study_Final%20Report_10.10.19.pdf		Most recent window study. Includes new codes and standards and most up-to-date u-values. Unknown when the last calculation was done for the modeling software. Consider updating with most up-to-date window standards and specifications given in this study.		Where:
ΔkWREM = Delta kW calculated in REMRate model
= 0.12 kW per 100 square feet window area
CFSSP = Summer System Peak Coincidence Factor for Central A/C (hour
ending 5pm on hottest summer weekday)
= 0.69 603
CFPJM = PJM Summer Peak Coincidence Factor for Central A/C (June to
August weekdays between 2 pm and 6 pm) valued at peak
weather
= 0.66 		EERbaseline	11.1	EER used in the simulations
(Eff) ̅_(dist,baseline)	0.956	Distribution system seasonal efficiency used in simulations
〖Eff〗_(dist,pk,baseline)	0.956	Distribution system efficiency under peak conditions used in simulation
CF = 0.69

								6/29/20		Parameter update		Aligning with ERS:
Update the annual electric energy usage deemed values by running the model in RESFEN 6.				See ERS workbook for justification

		Reference (include year)				The usage values were developed for different fuel types and windows/sliding glass doors using RESFEN
from Ref [1]. The values from that analysis are shown in the tables.

Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, RESFEN 5.0 computer software, May 12, 2005. http://windows.lbl.gov/software.		6/12/20		Update Reference		no change.		https://www.energizect.com/sites/default/files/R1705-1609%20MF%20Baseline%20Weatherization%20Study_Final%20Report_10.10.19.pdf		Most recent window study. Includes new codes and standards and most up-to-date u-values. Unknown when the last calculation was done for the modeling software. Consider updating with most up-to-date window standards and specifications given in this study.		Based on BG&E “Development of Residential Load Profiler for Central Air Conditioners and
Heat Pumps” research, the Maryland Peak Definition coincidence factor is 0.69.
604 Based on BG&E “Development of Residential Load Profiler for Central Air Conditioners and
Heat Pumps” research, the PJM Peak Definition coincidence factor is 0.66.
605 $33 per 15 square-foot window. Energy Star for Windows, Doors and Skylights Version 6.0
Criteria Revision, Review of Cost Effectiveness Analysis, July 2013, p. 6. Accessed April 25,
2017 at https://www.energystar.gov/sites/default/files/ESWDSReviewOfCost_EffectivenessAnalysis.pdf.		10 CFR 430.32 (c)(1)(i) – Assumes a 3-ton split AC.
  10 CFR 430.32 (e)(2)(i)(A) – Assumes an 80 kBTU/h output gas furnace.

		Retrofit Gross Peak Day Savings, Natural Gas

		Formula				PD = ACCF x PDF		6/12/20		No Change		no change.		CT PSD		Peak natural gas demand is very rare. CT includes it, but there is little information or analysis to go off of.		N/A		N/A

		Nomenclature				Same as above		6/12/20		No Change		no change.		CT PSD				N/A		N/A

		Assumed Values				PDF = 0.00977		6/12/20		No Change		no change.		CT PSD		The current justification for all Residential Space Heating Efficiency Upgrades is: "Since energy savings correlate directly to outside air
temperatures, the demand savings for residential space heating measures is estimated based on
as a percentage (0.977%) of annual savings. The 0.977% factor is based on Bradley Airport peak
degree day 30-year average (58.5°F) divided by the 30-year average heating degree days (5,990). Peak Day Savings (residential heating) = 0.00977 Annual Heating Savings"

This is used throughout the PSD, so no change is recommended. 		N/A		N/A

		Reference (include year)				Since energy savings correlate directly to outside air
temperatures, the demand savings for residential space heating measures is estimated based on
as a percentage (0.977%) of annual savings. The 0.977% factor is based on Bradley Airport peak
degree day 30-year average (58.5°F) divided by the 30-year average heating degree days (5,990). Peak Day Savings (residential heating) = 0.00977 Annual Heating Savings.		6/13/20		No Change		no change.		CT PSD		Justification used for entire PSD.		N/A		N/A



		Measure Life				25 years		6/12/20		No Change		no change.		N/A		Aligns with other TRMs and accurately reflects measure life.		25 years		20 years

		Measure Life Resource				GDS Associates Inc. Measure Life Report, Residential and Commercial Industrial Lighting and HVAC
Measures, Jun. 2007.		6/12/20		No Change		no change.		N/A		Aligns with other TRMs and accurately reflects measure life.		Measure Life Report, Residential and Commercial/Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures,
GDS Associates, June 2007.		DEER 2014
EUL ID: BS-Win





https://neep.org/sites/default/files/resources/Mid_Atlantic_TRM_V9_Final_clean_wUpdateSummary%20-%20CT%20FORMAT.pdfhttps://www.energystar.gov/sites/default/files/Windows_Doors_and_Skylights_Program_Requirements%20v6.pdf

Thermal Enclosure

		Measure ID		PSD4.4.4

		Measure Name		Thermal Enclosure

		Primary Sector		Residential				Result of Fast Fill Assessment		Result of Research Assessment		Most Recent CT Evaluation		Evaluated Parameters from Most Recent CT Evaluation		Notes

		Description		New homes that meet or exceed the RESNET Grade 1 High Performance insulation standard. In addition, homes must have at least R-40 ceiling insulation and R-21 above grade wall insulation and must have a mechanical ventilation system.				Parameter update		Proposed Further Secondary Research		R1602 Residential New Construction Process Evaluation		Process evaluation does not provide values, but recommends that the multifamily values be developed based on simulations		All of the recommendations in this workbook are for future research. It was outside the scope of x1941 to conduct simulations, but this tab does provide MF modeling inputs. Another study should conduct simulations for multifamily and update savings accordingly

																		http://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/96f0fec0b45a3c6485257688006a701a/72c23decff52920a85257f1100671bdd/$FILE/TRM%20Version%207%20-%20April%202019.pdf		https://www.focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/2019_TRM_Final_Update_0.pdf		https://etrm.anbetrack.com/#/workarea/home?token=6d6c45766e692f527044		http://rieermc.ri.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/ngrid-ri-2020-trm.pdf

		Resource				CT's 2020 PSD		TRC Date Stamp		TRC Recommended Action		TRC Proposed Values		TRC Primary Source Document		TRC Rationale/Justification		NY TRM		WI TRM		MA TRM		RI TRM

		Version				16th Edition, March 1, 2020												Version 7, Jan 2020		Version 2019		Version 2019-2021 Plan TRM		Version 2020

		Applies to MF, SF Res, or Commercial				Residential												Residential		Multifamily		Residential		Residential

		PSD Section 				4.4.4

		Measure Name				Thermal Enclosure												Insulation - Opaque Shell		Wall Insulation		Building Shell - Insulation		INSULATION ELEC WITH AC

		Pages				222-225

		Baseline (Retrofit, Lost Opportunities, or Retirement?) 				Lost Opportunity - New Construction												Retrofit - New Construction		Retrofit - New Construction		Retrofit		Retrofit

		Baseline Reference				[1] NMR Group Inc., Connecticut 2011 Baseline Study of Single- Family Residential New Construction, Oct. 1,
2012.		6/12/20		Parameter Update		Update modeling software to reflect multifamily building baseline insulation standards.		https://www.energizect.com/sites/default/files/R1602-RNC%20Baseline%20Report-FINAL%2020180503_Revised.pdf		This measure applies only to Residential homes as it is written. This is because the baseline insulation standards used in the modeling software reflect single-family buildings: ( NMR Group Inc., Connecticut 2011 Baseline Study of Single- Family Residential New Construction, Oct. 1, 2012). For this measure to apply to multifamily buildings, the models must be updated with multifamily values reflecting the most recent insulation standards. These standards are given in the primary source document.

In addition to this, the baseline insulation standards used in the modeling are from a 2012 study. The linked source in the "TRC Primary Source Document" has both multifamily and single family insulation standards, and is from 2017. Therefore this reflects the most recent standards.		The baseline condition is a building envelope with insufficient insulation (i.e., not compliant with all applicable construction code requirements). Energy savings over a variety of baseline wall and ceiling insulation levels are listed in Appendix E. The baseline R-value must be captured and included in the program application. Interpolation of the data in Appendix E is permitted.  		For existing buildings, the baseline condition is minimal wall insulation such that the existing R-value is
at or less than R-5.
For new construction buildings, the baseline condition is R-20 wall insulation. 		The baseline efficiency case is the existing conditions of the participating household. 

For high rise the baseline efficiency case is characterized by the total R-value of the existing attic, basement or sidewall (Rexist). This is calculated as the R-value of the existing insulation, estimated by the program contractor, plus the R-value of the ceiling, floor, or wall (for all projects: RCEILING = 3.36; RFLOOR = 6.16; RWALL = 6.65).		The baseline efficiency case is any existing home shell measures.

		Baseline  Assumptions				New homes that meet or exceed the RESNET Grade 1 High Performance insulation standard. In addition, homes must have at least R-40 ceiling insulation and R-21 above grade wall insulation and must have a mechanical ventilation system.		6/12/20		Parameter Update		Must reflect multifamily baseline as well.		https://www.energizect.com/sites/default/files/R1602-RNC%20Baseline%20Report-FINAL%2020180503_Revised.pdf		This measure only applies to single-family buildings as it is written.		1.	BG&E: Development of Residential Load Profile for Central Air Conditioners and Heat Pumps
2.	ECCCNYS 2016, per IECC 2015; Section R402 Building Thermal Envelope 
Available from: https://codes.iccsafe.org/public/document/IECC2015NY-1/chapter-4-re-residential-energy-efficiency 
3.	NYCECC 2016; Section R402 Building Thermal Envelope
Available from: https://www1.nyc.gov/assets/buildings/apps/pdf_viewer/viewer.html?file=2016ECC_CHR4.pdf&section=energy_code_2016 		GDS Associates. Measure Life Report, Residential and Commercial/Industrial Lighting and HVAC
Measures. Table 1, Ventilation. June 2007. http://www.iar.unicamp.br/lab/luz/ld/
Arquitetural/interiores/ilumina%E7%E3o%20industrial/measure_life_GDS.pdf
2. California Energy Commission and California Public Utilities Commission. “Database for Energy
Efficient Resources.” Revised Measure Cost Summary. June 2, 2008.
http://www.deeresources.com/index.php/deer-versions/deer2008-for-09-11-planningreporting
1 South Pinckney• Suite 340 • Madison WI 53703
phone: 608.230.7000
fax: 608. 230.7035
focusinfo@focusonenergy.com
Wisconsin Focus on Energy Technical Reference Manual 789
3. International Energy Conservation Code. Chapter 4 – Residential Energy Efficiency, Tables
402.1.1 and 402.1.3. 2009.
4. Illinois Energy Efficiency Statewide Advisory Group. Illinois Statewide Technical Reference
Manual. Section 5.6.4 Wall and Ceiling/Attic Insulation. Section 5.6.1 Air Sealing. June 1, 2015.
http://ilsagfiles.org/SAG_files/Technical_Reference_Manual/Version_4/2-13-
15_Final/Updated/Illinois_Statewide_TRM_Effective_060115_Final_02-24-15_Clean.pdf
5. Cadmus. 2016 Potential Study for Focus on Energy.
Data maintained by Cadmus and Wisconsin PSC. Residential site visits from the summer of 2016
reveal that the average AFUE of multifamily natural gas heat is 84%. Twenty-three sites had an
average central natural gas heating AFUE of 83.6% while 15 sites had an in-unit natural gas
heating AFUE of 85.6%, and sites had a 58.7%/41.3% split of central/in-unit heating.
6. Appliance Standards Awareness Project. “Central Air Conditioners and Heat Pumps.” Accessed
January 2018. http://www.appliance-standards.org/product/central-air-conditioners-and-heatpumps
7. International Energy Conservation Code. Table 503.2.3(1). 2009.
8. ASHRAE Estimation of Degree-Days: Fundamentals. Chapter 14.
Calculated from TMY3 weather files of the seven Wisconsin locations using statewide weighted
values calculated from 2010 U.S. Census data for Wisconsin; 2010 US Census data for Wisconsin
(statewide weighted values).
9. Cadmus. “Focus on Energy Evaluated Deemed Savings Changes.” November 14, 2014.
https://focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/FoE_Deemed_WriteUp%20CY14%20Final.pdf		1: Navigant Consulting (2018). Demand Impact Model Update. 2018_Navigant_Baseline_Loadshape_Comprehensive_Report
2: The Cadmus Group (2012). Massachusetts 2011 Residential Retrofit Multifamily Program Impact Analysis. CADMUS_2012_Multifamily_Impacts_Analysis_Report
3: The Cadmus Group (2012). Massachusetts 2011 Residential Retrofit Multifamily Program Impact Analysis. CADMUS_2012_Multifamily_Impacts_Analysis_Report
4: Assumptions from National Grid program vendor.
5: GDS Associates, Inc. (2007). Measure Life Report: Residential and Commercial/Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures. GDS_2007_Measure_Life_Report_Residential_and_CI_Lighting_and_HVAC_Measures
6: Single Family and Attached Low Rise: Navigant Consulting (2018). Home Energy Services (HES) Impact Evaluation. 2018_Navigant_HES_Impact_Evaluation
7: Navigant Consulting (2018). Multi-Family Program Impact and Net-to-Gross Evaluation. 2018_Navigant_Multifamily_Program_Impact_Evaluation
8: Navigant Consulting (2018). Demand Impact Model Update. 2018_Navigant_Baseline_Loadshape_Comprehensive_Report
9: Single Family: The Cadmus Group (2012).  Massachusetts 2011 Residential Retrofit and Low Income Net-to-Gross Evaluation. CADMUS_2012_HES Net-to-Gross Impact Evaluation
10: Attached Low Rise: Navigant Consulting (2018). Low Rise Measure Review. 2018_Navigant_Low_Rise_Measure_Review
11: High Rise: Navigant Consulting (2018). Multi-Family Program Impact and Net-to-Gross Evaluation. 2018_Navigant_Multifamily_Program_Impact_Evaluation		Electric kW Source: Calculated by RISE Engineering according to algorithms found in The Cadmus Group (2012). Massachusetts 2011 Residential Retrofit Multifamily Program Impact Analysis. Prepared for Massachusetts Program Administrators.

		Savings				Retrofit Gross Energy Savings, Electric; Retrofit Gross Energy Savings, Natural Gas; Retrofit Gross Peak Day Savings, Electric; Retrofit Gross Peak Day Savings, Natural Gas		6/29/20		Update Reference		Aligning with ERS:
Recent baseline study from 2017 should be referenced		N/A		See ERS workbook for justification.		Electric Savings, Gas Savings, Peak Electric Savings		Electric Heating and Cooling savings, Gas Savings, Electric Peak Savings		Electric Heating and Cooling savings, Gas Savings, Electric Peak Savings		Electric Heating and Cooling savings,  Electric Peak Savings

		Retrofit Gross Energy Savings, Electric

		Formula						6/12/20		No Change		no change.		N/A		Aligns with other TRMs and accurately reflects potential savings opportunities.				kWhSAVED = kWhSAVED_HEAT + kWhSAVED_COOL
kWhSAVED_HEAT = [(1 / RBASE – 1 / REE) * Area * (1 – FramingF)] * 24 * HDD / (1,000 * HSPF)
kWhSAVED_COOL = [(1 / RBASE - 1 / REE) * Area * (1 - FramingF)] * 24 * CDD / (1,000 * SEER)		High Rise: kWh = MMBtu * 293.1                                                                                              If Facility has central cooling then also calculate air conditioning savings:
kWhcool = ((1/Rexist - 1/Rnew) * CDH * DUA * Area) / (1000 Btu/kBtu * ηcool)		Gross kWh = SQFT × deltakWh/SQFT × (1/R_pre - 1/R_post

		Nomenclature						6/29/20		Editorial update		Aligning with ERS:
Use either WKW, WKWH consistently throughout the entire measure		N/A		See ERS workbook for justification		where:
ΔkWh		= Annual electricity energy savings
ΔkW		= Peak coincident demand electric savings
Δtherms		= Annual gas energy savings
ft2 		= Square footage of conditioned floor area affected by installation of opaque shell insulation
ΔkWh/1,000ft2	= Annual electric energy savings per thousand square feet of conditioned area
ΔkW/1,000ft2 	= Peak coincident demand electric savings per thousand square feet of conditioned area
Δtherms/1,000ft2	= Annual gas energy savings per thousand square feet of conditioned area
CF		= Coincidence factor
1,000		= Conversion factor, ft2 equals 1,000 ft2		Where:
RBASE = Existing condition insulation R-value (= R-5 for existing buildings, = R-20
for new construction)
REE = Efficient condition insulation R-value (= R-20 for existing buildings, =
R-25 for new construction)
Area = Wall area to be insulated in square feet
FramingF = Adjustment to account for area of framing (= 25%)
HDD = Heating degree days (= 7,616; see table below)
AFUE = Natural gas heating system efficiency (= 84%)
HSPF = Electric heating system efficiency (= 3.412 for electric resistance heat)
CDD = Cooling degree days (= 565; see table below)
SEER = Cooling system efficiency (= 13)		Rexist = Existing effective R-value (R-ExistingInsulation + R-Assembly),ft2-°F/Btuh 
Rnew  = New total effective R-value (R-ProposedMeasure + R-ExistingInsulation+ R-Assembly), ft2-°F/Btuh 
DUA = Discretionary Use Adjustment to account for the fact that people do not always operate their air conditioning system when the outside temperature is greater than 75°F = 0.752
Area  = Square footage of insulated area 
 ηcool = Efficiency of air conditioning equipment (SEER) 
CDH  = Cooling Degree Hours; dependent on location, see table below 293.1 = Conversion constant (1 MMBtu = 293.1 kWh)		Where:
SQFT = Square feet of insulation installed
deltakWh/SQFT = Average annual kWh reduction per SQFT of insulation
R_pre = R-Value of the existing insulation
R_post =R-Value of the new installed insulation
Gross kWh = Stories × SQFT × (CFM/SQFT_pre - CFM/SQFT_post) × deltakWh/CFM
kW/kWh = Average annual kW reduction per kWh reduction
Hours: 4644. Hours Source: NOAA Weather data: An average BASE 60 Annual Heating

								6/29/20		Editorial update		Aligning with ERS:
Use either SKW /SKWC consistently throughout the entire measure		N/A		See ERS workbook for justification

		Assumed Values				Electric Resistance REMH 0.910 kWh/ ft2
Heat Pump Heating REMH 0.530 kWh/ ft2
Ground Source Heat Pump Heating REMH 0.295 kWh/ ft2
Air Handler Heating (fan ) REMF 0.018 kWh/ ft2
Cooling REMC 0.008 kWh/ ft2		6/12/20		Parameter Update		Update modeling software to reflect multifamily building baseline insulation standards.		https://www.energizect.com/sites/default/files/R1602-RNC%20Baseline%20Report-FINAL%2020180503_Revised.pdf		This measure applies only to Residential homes as it is written. This is because the baseline insulation standards used in the modeling software reflect single-family buildings: ( NMR Group Inc., Connecticut 2011 Baseline Study of Single- Family Residential New Construction, Oct. 1, 2012). For this measure to apply to multifamily buildings, the models must be updated with multifamily values reflecting the most recent insulation standards. These standards are given in the primary source document.				Given in nomnenclature		See Gas savings equation for MMBtu value		N/A

		Reference (include year)				[1] NMR Group Inc., Connecticut 2011 Baseline Study of Single- Family Residential New Construction, Oct. 1,
2012.		6/12/20		Parameter Update		Update modeling software to reflect multifamily building baseline insulation standards.		https://www.energizect.com/sites/default/files/R1602-RNC%20Baseline%20Report-FINAL%2020180503_Revised.pdf		This measure applies only to Residential homes as it is written. This is because the baseline insulation standards used in the modeling software reflect single-family buildings: ( NMR Group Inc., Connecticut 2011 Baseline Study of Single- Family Residential New Construction, Oct. 1, 2012). For this measure to apply to multifamily buildings, the models must be updated with multifamily values reflecting the most recent insulation standards. These standards are given in the primary source document.		1.	BG&E: Development of Residential Load Profile for Central Air Conditioners and Heat Pumps
2.	ECCCNYS 2016, per IECC 2015; Section R402 Building Thermal Envelope 
Available from: https://codes.iccsafe.org/public/document/IECC2015NY-1/chapter-4-re-residential-energy-efficiency 
3.	NYCECC 2016; Section R402 Building Thermal Envelope
Available from: https://www1.nyc.gov/assets/buildings/apps/pdf_viewer/viewer.html?file=2016ECC_CHR4.pdf&section=energy_code_2016 		GDS Associates. Measure Life Report, Residential and Commercial/Industrial Lighting and HVAC
Measures. Table 1, Ventilation. June 2007. http://www.iar.unicamp.br/lab/luz/ld/
Arquitetural/interiores/ilumina%E7%E3o%20industrial/measure_life_GDS.pdf
2. California Energy Commission and California Public Utilities Commission. “Database for Energy
Efficient Resources.” Revised Measure Cost Summary. June 2, 2008.
http://www.deeresources.com/index.php/deer-versions/deer2008-for-09-11-planningreporting
1 South Pinckney• Suite 340 • Madison WI 53703
phone: 608.230.7000
fax: 608. 230.7035
focusinfo@focusonenergy.com
Wisconsin Focus on Energy Technical Reference Manual 789
3. International Energy Conservation Code. Chapter 4 – Residential Energy Efficiency, Tables
402.1.1 and 402.1.3. 2009.
4. Illinois Energy Efficiency Statewide Advisory Group. Illinois Statewide Technical Reference
Manual. Section 5.6.4 Wall and Ceiling/Attic Insulation. Section 5.6.1 Air Sealing. June 1, 2015.
http://ilsagfiles.org/SAG_files/Technical_Reference_Manual/Version_4/2-13-
15_Final/Updated/Illinois_Statewide_TRM_Effective_060115_Final_02-24-15_Clean.pdf
5. Cadmus. 2016 Potential Study for Focus on Energy.
Data maintained by Cadmus and Wisconsin PSC. Residential site visits from the summer of 2016
reveal that the average AFUE of multifamily natural gas heat is 84%. Twenty-three sites had an
average central natural gas heating AFUE of 83.6% while 15 sites had an in-unit natural gas
heating AFUE of 85.6%, and sites had a 58.7%/41.3% split of central/in-unit heating.
6. Appliance Standards Awareness Project. “Central Air Conditioners and Heat Pumps.” Accessed
January 2018. http://www.appliance-standards.org/product/central-air-conditioners-and-heatpumps
7. International Energy Conservation Code. Table 503.2.3(1). 2009.
8. ASHRAE Estimation of Degree-Days: Fundamentals. Chapter 14.
Calculated from TMY3 weather files of the seven Wisconsin locations using statewide weighted
values calculated from 2010 U.S. Census data for Wisconsin; 2010 US Census data for Wisconsin
(statewide weighted values).
9. Cadmus. “Focus on Energy Evaluated Deemed Savings Changes.” November 14, 2014.
https://focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/FoE_Deemed_WriteUp%20CY14%20Final.pdf		1: Navigant Consulting (2018). Demand Impact Model Update. 2018_Navigant_Baseline_Loadshape_Comprehensive_Report		Electric kWh Source: Calculated by RISE Engineering according to algorithms found in The Cadmus Group (2012).
Massachusetts 2011 Residential Retrofit Multifamily Program Impact Analysis. Prepared for Massachusetts Program
Administrators.

		Retrofit Gross Energy Savings, Natural Gas

		Formula						6/12/20		No Change		no change.		N/A		Aligns with other TRMs and accurately reflects potential savings opportunities.				ThermsSAVED = [(1 / RBASE - 1 / REE) * Area * (1 - FramingF)] * 24 * HDD / (100,000 * AFUE)		MMBtu = ((1/Rexist - 1/Rnew)*HDD *  24 * Area) / (1000000 * ηheat)		Gross kW = Gross kWh × kW/kWh

		Nomenclature				Same as above		6/12/20		No Change		no change.		N/A		Aligns with other TRMs and accurately reflects potential savings opportunities.		Same as above.		Where:
RBASE = Existing condition insulation R-value (= R-5 for existing buildings, = R-20
for new construction)
REE = Efficient condition insulation R-value (= R-20 for existing buildings, =
R-25 for new construction)
Area = Wall area to be insulated in square feet
FramingF = Adjustment to account for area of framing (= 25%)
HDD = Heating degree days (= 7,616; see table below)
AFUE = Natural gas heating system efficiency (= 84%)
HSPF = Electric heating system efficiency (= 3.412 for electric resistance heat)
CDD = Cooling degree days (= 565; see table below)
SEER = Cooling system efficiency (= 13)		Rexist = Existing effective R-value (R-ExistingInsulation + R-Assembly),ft2-°F/Btuh 
Rnew  = New total effective R-value (R-ProposedMeasure + R-ExistingInsulation+ R-Assembly), ft2-°F/Btuh 
Area  = Square footage of insulated area 
 ηheat = Efficiency of the heating system (AFUE or COP) 
293.1 = Conversion constant (1MMBtu = 293.1 kWh) 
24      = Conversion for hours per day 
HDD  = Heating Degree Days; dependent on location, see table below 
1,000,000 = Conversion from Btu to MMBtu 		Where:
SQFT = Square feet of insulation installed
deltakWh/SQFT = Average annual kWh reduction per SQFT of insulation
R_pre = R-Value of the existing insulation
R_post =R-Value of the new installed insulation
Gross kWh = Stories × SQFT × (CFM/SQFT_pre - CFM/SQFT_post) × deltakWh/CFM
kW/kWh = Average annual kW reduction per kWh reduction
Hours: 4644. Hours Source: NOAA Weather data: An average BASE 60 Annual Heating Degree Day value for weather stations
in Rhode Island and southeastern Massachusetts based on NOAA 30-year data.

		Assumed Values						6/12/20		Parameter Update		Update modeling software to reflect multifamily building baseline insulation standards.		https://www.energizect.com/sites/default/files/R1602-RNC%20Baseline%20Report-FINAL%2020180503_Revised.pdf		This measure applies only to Residential homes as it is written. This is because the baseline insulation standards used in the modeling software reflect single-family buildings: ( NMR Group Inc., Connecticut 2011 Baseline Study of Single- Family Residential New Construction, Oct. 1, 2012). For this measure to apply to multifamily buildings, the models must be updated with multifamily values reflecting the most recent insulation standards. These standards are given in the primary source document.		Same as above.		Given in nomnenclature		Given in nomnenclature		Given in nomnenclature

		Reference (include year)				[1] NMR Group Inc., Connecticut 2011 Baseline Study of Single- Family Residential New Construction, Oct. 1, 2012		6/12/20		Parameter Update		Update modeling software to reflect multifamily building baseline insulation standards.		https://www.energizect.com/sites/default/files/R1602-RNC%20Baseline%20Report-FINAL%2020180503_Revised.pdf		This measure applies only to Residential homes as it is written. This is because the baseline insulation standards used in the modeling software reflect single-family buildings: ( NMR Group Inc., Connecticut 2011 Baseline Study of Single- Family Residential New Construction, Oct. 1, 2012). For this measure to apply to multifamily buildings, the models must be updated with multifamily values reflecting the most recent insulation standards. These standards are given in the primary source document.		1.	BG&E: Development of Residential Load Profile for Central Air Conditioners and Heat Pumps
2.	ECCCNYS 2016, per IECC 2015; Section R402 Building Thermal Envelope 
Available from: https://codes.iccsafe.org/public/document/IECC2015NY-1/chapter-4-re-residential-energy-efficiency 
3.	NYCECC 2016; Section R402 Building Thermal Envelope
Available from: https://www1.nyc.gov/assets/buildings/apps/pdf_viewer/viewer.html?file=2016ECC_CHR4.pdf&section=energy_code_2016 		GDS Associates. Measure Life Report, Residential and Commercial/Industrial Lighting and HVAC
Measures. Table 1, Ventilation. June 2007. http://www.iar.unicamp.br/lab/luz/ld/
Arquitetural/interiores/ilumina%E7%E3o%20industrial/measure_life_GDS.pdf
2. California Energy Commission and California Public Utilities Commission. “Database for Energy
Efficient Resources.” Revised Measure Cost Summary. June 2, 2008.
http://www.deeresources.com/index.php/deer-versions/deer2008-for-09-11-planningreporting
1 South Pinckney• Suite 340 • Madison WI 53703
phone: 608.230.7000
fax: 608. 230.7035
focusinfo@focusonenergy.com
Wisconsin Focus on Energy Technical Reference Manual 789
3. International Energy Conservation Code. Chapter 4 – Residential Energy Efficiency, Tables
402.1.1 and 402.1.3. 2009.
4. Illinois Energy Efficiency Statewide Advisory Group. Illinois Statewide Technical Reference
Manual. Section 5.6.4 Wall and Ceiling/Attic Insulation. Section 5.6.1 Air Sealing. June 1, 2015.
http://ilsagfiles.org/SAG_files/Technical_Reference_Manual/Version_4/2-13-
15_Final/Updated/Illinois_Statewide_TRM_Effective_060115_Final_02-24-15_Clean.pdf
5. Cadmus. 2016 Potential Study for Focus on Energy.
Data maintained by Cadmus and Wisconsin PSC. Residential site visits from the summer of 2016
reveal that the average AFUE of multifamily natural gas heat is 84%. Twenty-three sites had an
average central natural gas heating AFUE of 83.6% while 15 sites had an in-unit natural gas
heating AFUE of 85.6%, and sites had a 58.7%/41.3% split of central/in-unit heating.
6. Appliance Standards Awareness Project. “Central Air Conditioners and Heat Pumps.” Accessed
January 2018. http://www.appliance-standards.org/product/central-air-conditioners-and-heatpumps
7. International Energy Conservation Code. Table 503.2.3(1). 2009.
8. ASHRAE Estimation of Degree-Days: Fundamentals. Chapter 14.
Calculated from TMY3 weather files of the seven Wisconsin locations using statewide weighted
values calculated from 2010 U.S. Census data for Wisconsin; 2010 US Census data for Wisconsin
(statewide weighted values).
9. Cadmus. “Focus on Energy Evaluated Deemed Savings Changes.” November 14, 2014.
https://focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/FoE_Deemed_WriteUp%20CY14%20Final.pdf		1: Navigant Consulting (2018). Demand Impact Model Update. 2018_Navigant_Baseline_Loadshape_Comprehensive_Report		Electric kW Source: Calculated by RISE Engineering according to algorithms found in The Cadmus Group (2012). Massachusetts 2011 Residential Retrofit Multifamily Program Impact Analysis. Prepared for Massachusetts Program Administrators.

		Retrofit Gross Peak Day Savings, Electric

		Formula						6/12/20		No Change		no change.		N/A		Aligns with other TRMs and accurately reflects potential savings opportunities.				kWSAVED = (kWhSAVED_COOL / EFLHCOOL) * CF		High Rise:  
kW = kWh * kW/kWhheat                                                                                                            If Facility has central cooling then also calculate air conditioning savings:

kW = kWh * kW/kWhcool		N/A

		Nomenclature				Same as above		6/12/20		No Change		no change.		N/A		Aligns with other TRMs and accurately reflects potential savings opportunities.		Same as above.		Where:
EFLHCOOL = Equivalent full-load cooling hours (= 410)
CF = Coincidence factor (= 0.68)		
Insulation (Electric):  kW/kWh=0.00073

Insulation (Gas, Oil, Other FF):  kW/kWh=0.00076

Insulation, Central AC in Electrically-Heated Unit:   kW/kWh=0.00059		N/A

		Assumed Values				See Nomenclature…REMskw = 0.00004,  REMwkw = 0.00039		6/12/20		Parameter Update		Update modeling software to reflect multifamily building baseline insulation standards.		https://www.energizect.com/sites/default/files/R1602-RNC%20Baseline%20Report-FINAL%2020180503_Revised.pdf		This measure applies only to Residential homes as it is written. This is because the baseline insulation standards used in the modeling software reflect single-family buildings: ( NMR Group Inc., Connecticut 2011 Baseline Study of Single- Family Residential New Construction, Oct. 1, 2012). For this measure to apply to multifamily buildings, the models must be updated with multifamily values reflecting the most recent insulation standards. These standards are given in the primary source document.		Same as above.		Given in nomnenclature		Given in nomnenclature		N/A

		Reference (include year)				[1] NMR Group Inc., Connecticut 2011 Baseline Study of Single- Family Residential New Construction, Oct. 1, 2012		6/12/20		Parameter Update		Update modeling software to reflect multifamily building baseline insulation standards.		https://www.energizect.com/sites/default/files/R1602-RNC%20Baseline%20Report-FINAL%2020180503_Revised.pdf		This measure applies only to Residential homes as it is written. This is because the baseline insulation standards used in the modeling software reflect single-family buildings: ( NMR Group Inc., Connecticut 2011 Baseline Study of Single- Family Residential New Construction, Oct. 1, 2012). For this measure to apply to multifamily buildings, the models must be updated with multifamily values reflecting the most recent insulation standards. These standards are given in the primary source document.		1.	BG&E: Development of Residential Load Profile for Central Air Conditioners and Heat Pumps
2.	ECCCNYS 2016, per IECC 2015; Section R402 Building Thermal Envelope 
Available from: https://codes.iccsafe.org/public/document/IECC2015NY-1/chapter-4-re-residential-energy-efficiency 
3.	NYCECC 2016; Section R402 Building Thermal Envelope
Available from: https://www1.nyc.gov/assets/buildings/apps/pdf_viewer/viewer.html?file=2016ECC_CHR4.pdf&section=energy_code_2016 		IL TRM				N/A

		Retrofit Gross Peak Day Savings, Natural Gas

		Formula						6/12/20		No Change		no change.		CT PSD		Peak natural gas demand is very rare. CT includes it, but there is little information or analysis to go off of.		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

		Nomenclature				Same as above		6/12/20		No Change		no change.		CT PSD				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

		Assumed Values				See Nomenclature…PDH = 0.00977		6/12/20		No Change		no change.		CT PSD		The current justification for all Residential Space Heating Efficiency Upgrades is: "Since energy savings correlate directly to outside air
temperatures, the demand savings for residential space heating measures is estimated based on
as a percentage (0.977%) of annual savings. The 0.977% factor is based on Bradley Airport peak
degree day 30-year average (58.5°F) divided by the 30-year average heating degree days (5,990). Peak Day Savings (residential heating) = 0.00977 Annual Heating Savings"

This is used throughout the PSD, so no change is recommended. 		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

		Reference (include year)				[1] NMR Group Inc., Connecticut 2011 Baseline Study of Single- Family Residential New Construction, Oct. 1,		6/13/20		No Change		no change.		CT PSD		Justification used for entire PSD.		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A



		Measure Life				20 years (No value for specifically Thermal Enclosure, but based on the measure description, this measure falls under Appendix Four: Building Envelope Insulation)		6/12/20		Parameter Update		25 years		GDS Associates, Inc., Measure Life Report: Residential and Commercial/Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures, June 2007, Table 1 – Residential Measures		Aligns with other TRMs. Also, CT does not have a thermal enclose measure life; the measure life falls under "Building Envelope Insulation". The GDS primary source is used by all other TRMs and many other measures in the PSD.		25 years		25 years		25 years		25 years

		Measure Life Resource				California Public Utilities Commission, 2008 Database for Energy-Efficient Resources, Version 2008.2.05, Dec. 16, 2008, EUL/RUL (Effective/Remaining Useful Life) Values, MS Excel Spreadsheet.		6/12/20		Update Reference		GDS Associates, Inc., Measure Life Report: Residential and Commercial/Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures, June 2007, Table 1 – Residential Measures		Same as proposed value.		Aligns with other TRMs. Also, CT does not have a thermal enclose measure life; the measure life falls under "Building Envelope Insulation". The GDS primary source is used by all other TRMs and many other measures in the PSD.		GDS Associates, Inc., Measure Life Report: Residential and Commercial/Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures, June 2007, Table 1 – Residential Measures		GDS Associates. Measure Life Report, Residential and Commercial/Industrial Lighting and HVAC
Measures. Table 1, Ventilation. June 2007. http://www.iar.unicamp.br/lab/luz/ld/
Arquitetural/interiores/ilumina%E7%E3o%20industrial/measure_life_GDS.pdf		GDS Associates, Inc. (2007). Measure Life Report: Residential and Commercial/Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures. GDS_2007_Measure_Life_Report_Residential_and_CI_Lighting_and_HVAC_Measures		 GDS Associates, Inc. (2007). Measure Life Report: Residential and Commercial/Industrial Lighting and
HVAC Measures. Prepared for The New England State Program Working Group.

















http://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/96f0fec0b45a3c6485257688006a701a/72c23decff52920a85257f1100671bdd/$FILE/TRM%20Version%207%20-%20April%202019.pdfhttps://www.energizect.com/sites/default/files/R1602-RNC%20Baseline%20Report-FINAL%2020180503_Revised.pdfhttps://www.energizect.com/sites/default/files/R1602-RNC%20Baseline%20Report-FINAL%2020180503_Revised.pdfhttps://www.focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/2019_TRM_Final_Update_0.pdfhttps://etrm.anbetrack.com/http://rieermc.ri.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/ngrid-ri-2020-trm.pdfhttps://www.energizect.com/sites/default/files/R1602-RNC%20Baseline%20Report-FINAL%2020180503_Revised.pdfhttps://www.energizect.com/sites/default/files/R1602-RNC%20Baseline%20Report-FINAL%2020180503_Revised.pdfhttps://www.energizect.com/sites/default/files/R1602-RNC%20Baseline%20Report-FINAL%2020180503_Revised.pdfhttps://www.energizect.com/sites/default/files/R1602-RNC%20Baseline%20Report-FINAL%2020180503_Revised.pdfhttps://www.energizect.com/sites/default/files/R1602-RNC%20Baseline%20Report-FINAL%2020180503_Revised.pdf

Insulate Attic Openings

		Measure ID		PSD4.4.6

		Measure Name		Insulate Attic Openings

		Primary Sector		Residential				Result of Fast Fill Assessment		Result of Research Assessment		Most Recent CT Evaluation		Evaluated Parameters from Most Recent CT Evaluation		Notes

		Description		Thermal barrier applied to attic hatch, attic stairs, or whole house fan. 				Language update		Same as Fast Fill Assessment		R91 - Review of Impact Evaluation Best Practices 		HDD, Heating Efficiency, R-Value		This measure isn't applicable to MF. See details below

																		https://neep.org/sites/default/files/resources/Mid_Atlantic_TRM_V9_Final_clean_wUpdateSummary%20-%20CT%20FORMAT.pdf		https://www.focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/2019_TRM_Final_Update_0.pdf		https://etrm.anbetrack.com/#/workarea/home?token=6d6c45766e692f527044

		Resource				CT's 2020 PSD		TRC Date Stamp		TRC Recommended Action		TRC Proposed Values		TRC Primary Source Document		TRC Rationale/Justification		MidAtlantic TRM		WI TRM		MA TRM

		Version				16th Edition, March 1, 2020												Version 9, October 2019		Version 2019		Version 2019-2021 Plan TRM

		Measure Name				Insulate Attic Openings		6/30/20		No Change		no change.				Consistent with other TRMs.		Attic/Ceiling/Roof Insulation		Attic Insulation, Multifamily 		Building Shell - Insulation - IE Multi-Family

		Applies to MF, SF Res, or Commercial				Residential, p. 231-235.
		6/30/20		Language change		Add clarification, "This measure is not applicable to multifamily."
				Neither measure is common in multifamily, and the savings assumptions are not accurate for multifamily. For insulate attic openings, the savings calculation includes some savings from reduced infiltration, which is reduced in multifamily since some infiltration comes from adjacent (conditioned) spaces. Whole house fans do not provide the same savings in multifamily, since some infiltrating air comes from adjacent (conditioned) spaces, so will not have the same cooling effect. For example, California compliance software (CBECC-Res) does not provide cooling savings in MF units for whole house fans.		Residential, p 260-265		p 779-783

		Measure Description				Thermal barrier applied to attic hatch, attic stairs, or whole house fan.		6/30/20		No Change		no change.				Consistent with other TRMs.		Note: This measure is not for attic hatches insulation, instead it is for attic insulation. 
This measure characterization is for the installation of new insulation in the
attic/roof/ceiling of a residential building. The measure assumes that an auditor,
contractor or utility staff member is on location, and will measure and record the
existing and new insulation depth and type (to calculate R-values), the surface area of
insulation added, and where possible the efficiency of the heating and cooling system
used in the home. 

		Note: This measure is not for attic hatches insulation, instead it is for attic insulation.
This measure is installing additional attic insulation in an existing or new construction multifamily residence, assumed to be heated with either natural gas or electricity and may be electrically cooled. For existing buildings, an additional requirement of this measure is that the existing space have less than or equal to R-11 insulation or R-12 to R-19 excluding assembly section, and be insulated to a minimum of R-38. This specific measure detail was determined through additional analysis and calculations in reference to the Illinois TRM attic insulation methodologies.3 A framing factor was not included in the calculation, as attic insulation is typically deep enough to completely cover the framing, making the framing impacts negligible. Attics with an existing R-value greater than R-19 and attics with an efficient condition of significantly greater than R-38 will be treated as custom measures.
For retrofits or new construction, heating systems other than electric resistance or a natural gas furnace or boiler will be treated as custom measures. 


		Shell insulation installed through the Home Energy Services (MassSAVE) program.


		Baseline (Retrofit, Lost Opportunities, or Retirement?) 				Retrofit		6/30/20		No Change		no change.				This is a retrofit measure. Consistent with other TRMs.		Retrofit		Retrofit/New Construction

		Baseline  Assumptions				Baseline assumptions:
• Rexisting = 0.61 + 0.47 + 0.61 = 1.69 for hatch and stairs; and
• Rexisting = 0.61 + 0.10 + 0.61 = 1.32 for fan.
Where:
• 3/8” particle board		6/30/20		Parameter Update		Aligning with ERS:
Baseline assumptions included no insulation. Description of measure should specify that this is for uninsulated attic hatch, attic stairs, or whole house fan 				See ERS workbook for justification.		The existing insulation R-value should include the total attic floor / roof
assembly. An R-value of 5 should be assumed for the roof assembly plus the R-value of
any existing insulation585. Therefore, if there is no insulation currently present, the Rvalue of 5 should be used.		For existing buildings, there are two tiers of baseline condition for this measure incentive: Tier 1 is an
attic insulated to R-11 or less and Tier 2 is an attic insulated to between R-12 and R-19.
For new construction, the baseline is an attic insulated to R-38. 		The baseline efficiency case is the existing conditions of the participating household. 

For high tise the baseline efficiency case is characterized by the total R-value of the existing attic, basement or sidewall (Rexisit). This is calculated as the R-value of the existing insulation, estimated by the program contractor, plus the R-value of the ceiling, floor, or wall (for all projects: RCEILING = 3.36; RFLOOR = 6.16; RWALL = 6.65).

		Baseline Reference				
ASHRAE 1997 Handbook – Fundamentals, p. 25.16, was used calculate relative infiltration of these measures to the infiltration savings from		6/30/20		Update Reference		Aligning with ERS:
Infiltration Reduction Testing (Blower Door Test) is measure 4.4.2 and not measure 4.4.4.				See ERS workbook for justification.		The new insulation should meet any qualification criteria required for
participation in the program. The new insulation R-value should include the total attic
floor /roof assembly and include the effective R-value of any existing insulation that is
left in situ.		For existing buildings, the efficient condition is an attic insulated to R-38 or greater. For new construction, the efficient condition is an attic insulated to R-49 to match ENERGY STAR residential insulation recommendations.		Assumptions from National Grid program vendor.

		Savings				1)Annual Electric Savings                                                                                 2)Retrofit Gross Energy Savings, Fossil Fuel                                             3)Retrofit Gross Seasonal Peak Demand Savings, Electric (winter and summer)                                                                                                                       4)Retrofit Gross Peak Day Savings, Natural Gas		6/30/20		No Change		no change.				Consistent with other TRMs.		1) Savings from reduction in Air Conditioning Load                                                 2)Savings for homes with electric heat (Heat Pump or resistance)                   3) Summer Coincident Peak kW Savings Algorithm                                                  4)Annual Fossil Fuel Savings Algorithm				Heating savings (gas and electric), Cooling savings if facility has central air, peak savings

		Annual Electric Savings

		Formula				AKWHH = AKWHconductive + AKWHinflitration                                                                                                                                         kWh = Btu/3,412/kWh                                     		6/30/20		No Change		no change.				Consistent with other TRMs.				kWhSAVED = kWhSAVED_HEAT + kWhSAVED_COOL
kWhSAVED_HEAT = [(1 / RBASE – 1 / REE) * HDD * 24 * Area] / (1,000 * HSPF)
kWhSAVED_COOL = [(1 / RBASE – 1 / REE) * CDD * 24 * Area] / (1,000 * SEER)		MMBtu = ((1/Rexist - 1/Rnew)*HDD *  24 * Area) / (1000000 * ηheat)

		Nomenclature						6/30/20		Parameter Update		Aligning with ERS:
Provide HDD/HDH for Hartford (to cover non-coastal regions) and Bridgeport (to cover coastal regions), if available.				See ERS workbook for justification.						Where: 
Rexist = Existing effective R-value (R-ExistingInsulation + R-Assembly),ft2-°F/Btuh 
Rnew  = New total effective R-value (R-ProposedMeasure + R-ExistingInsulation+ R-Assembly), ft2-°F/Btuh 
Area  = Square footage of insulated area 
 ηheat = Efficiency of the heating system (AFUE or COP) 
293.1 = Conversion constant (1MMBtu = 293.1 kWh) 
24      = Conversion for hours per day 
HDD  = Heating Degree Days; dependent on location, see table below 
1,000,000 = Conversion from Btu to MMBtu 
kW/kWhheat = Average annual kW reduction per kWh reduction: 0.00073 kW/kWh

								6/30/20		Parameter Update		Aligning with ERS:
Use site-specific heating system efficiency if available. If unknown, use default of 80% for boilers, 78% for natural gas and propane furnaces, and 76% for oil furnaces.				See ERS workbook for justification.

								6/30/20		Parameter Update		Aligning with ERS:
Dh , Dw = attic opening dimensions is not described in in nomenclature.				See ERS workbook for justification.

								6/30/20		Editorial Update		Change Table 4-JJJJ to Table 4-CCCC				Improperly named

								6/30/20		Editorial Update		Change Table 4-EEEE to Table 4-XXX				Improperly named

								6/30/20		Editorial Update		Change Table 4-FFFF to Table 4-YYY				Improperly named

								6/30/20		Editorial Update		Change Table 4-HHHH to Table 4-AAAA				Improperly named

		Assumed Values						6/30/20		Paraneter Update		Aligning with ERS:
Re-run REM/rate model and update values				See ERS workbook for justification.

		Reference (include year)				[1]
KEMA, Evaluation of the Weatherization Residential Assistance Partnership and Helps Programs (WRAP/Helps), Sep. 10, 2010. Table ES-8, pp. 1-10.
[2]
Degree day data from the National Climatic Data Center, Divisional Data, CT state, Jan. 1979 to Dec. 2008, 30-day average. Available at: http://www7.ncdc.noaa.gov/CDO/CDODivisionalSelect.jsp.
[3]
ASHRAE degree-day correction. 1989 ASHRAE Handbook – Fundamentals, 28.2, Fig 1.		6/30/20		No Change		no change.				Consistent with other TRMs.		586 Derived by summing the delta between the average outdoor temperature and the base set
point of 75 degrees (above which cooling is assumed to be used), each hour of the year. Hourly
temperature data obtained from TMY3 data (http://rredc.nrel.gov/solar/)
587 To account for the fact that people do not always operate their air conditioning system
when the outside temperature is greater than 75°F. Based on Energy Center of Wisconsin, May
2008 metering study; “Central Air Conditioning in Wisconsin, A Compilation of Recent Field
Research”, p31.
588 These default system efficiencies are based on the applicable minimum Federal Standards.
In 2006 the Federal Standard for Central AC was adjusted. While one would expect the average
system efficiency to be higher than this minimum, the likely degradation of efficiencies over
time mean that using the minimum standard is appropriate.
589 From Illinois TRM, 9 as demonstrated in two years of metering evaluation by Opinion
Dynamics. Adjusts savings derived through engineering algorithms to actual savings measured in
field.		1. GDS Associates. Measure Life Report, Residential and Commercial/Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures. Table 1, Ventilation. June 2007. http://www.iar.unicamp.br/ lab/luz/ld/Arquitetural/interiores/ilumina%E7%E3o%20industrial/measure_life_GDS.pdf 2. California Energy Commission and California Public Utilities Commission. “Database for Energy Efficient Resources.” Revised Measure Cost Summary. June 2, 2008. http://www.deeresources.com/index.php/deer-versions/deer2008-for-09-11-planningreporting 3. Illinois Energy Efficiency Statewide Advisory Group. Illinois Statewide Technical Reference Manual. Section 5.6.4 Wall and Ceiling/Attic Insulation. June 1, 2015. http://ilsagfiles.org/SAG_files/Technical_Reference_Manual/Version_4/2-13- 15_Final/Updated/Illinois_Statewide_TRM_Effective_060115_Final_02-24-15_Clean.pdf 4. Appliance Standards Awareness Project. “Central Air Conditioners and Heat Pumps.” Accessed January 2018. http://www.appliance-standards.org/product/central-air-conditioners-and-heatpumps 5. International Energy Conservation Code. Table 503.2.3(1). 2009. 6. Cadmus. 2016 Potential Study for Focus on Energy. Data maintained by Cadmus and Wisconsin PSC. Residential site visits from the summer of 2016 revealed that the average AFUE of multifamily natural gas heat is 84%. Twenty-three sites had an average central natural gas heating AFUE of 83.6% while 15 sites had an in-unit natural gas heating AFUE of 85.6%, and sites had a 58.7%/41.3% split of central/in-unit heating. 7. ASHRAE Estimation of Degree-Days: Fundamentals, Chapter 14. Calculated from TMY3 weather files of the seven Wisconsin locations using statewide weighted values calculated from 2010 U.S. Census data for Wisconsin. 1 South Pinckney		1: Navigant Consulting (2018). Demand Impact Model Update. 2018_Navigant_Baseline_Loadshape_Comprehensive_Report
2: The Cadmus Group (2012). Massachusetts 2011 Residential Retrofit Multifamily Program Impact Analysis. CADMUS_2012_Multifamily_Impacts_Analysis_Report
3: The Cadmus Group (2012). Massachusetts 2011 Residential Retrofit Multifamily Program Impact Analysis. CADMUS_2012_Multifamily_Impacts_Analysis_Report
4: Assumptions from National Grid program vendor.
5: GDS Associates, Inc. (2007). Measure Life Report: Residential and Commercial/Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures. GDS_2007_Measure_Life_Report_Residential_and_CI_Lighting_and_HVAC_Measures
6: The Cadmus Group (2015). Massachusetts Low-Income Multifamily Initiative Impact Evaluation. CADMUS_2015_Low_Income_Multifamily_Impact_Evaluation
7: Navigant Consulting (2018). Demand Impact Model Update. 2018_Navigant_Baseline_Loadshape_Comprehensive_Report

		Retrofit Gross Energy Savings, Electric

		Formula						6/30/20		No Change		no change.				Consistent with other TRMs.				ThermsSAVED = [(1 / RBASE – 1 / REE) * HDD * 24 * Area] / (100,000 * AFUE)		Heating: kWh = MMBtu * 293.1                                                                                      Cooling savings if facility has central cooling: kWhcool = ((1/Rexist - 1/Rnew) * CDH * DUA * Area) / (1000 Btu/kBtu * ηcool)

		Nomenclature				Same as above		6/30/20		Parameter Update		See nomenclature section above.				See nomenclature section above.				Same as above		Where: 
Rexist = Existing effective R-value (R-ExistingInsulation + R-Assembly),ft2-°F/Btuh 
Rnew  = New total effective R-value (R-ProposedMeasure + R-ExistingInsulation+ R-Assembly), ft2-°F/Btuh 
DUA = Discretionary Use Adjustment to account for the fact that people do not always operate their air conditioning system when the outside temperature is greater than 75°F = 0.752
Area  = Square footage of insulated area 
 ηcool = Efficiency of air conditioning equipment (SEER or EER) 
CDH  = Cooling Degree Hours; dependent on location, see table below 
1,000,000 = Conversion from Btu to MMBtu                                                                    293.1 = Conversion constant (1MMBtu = 293.1 kWh) 

		Assumed Values						6/30/20				Aligning with ERS:
ABTUConductive - Attic Hatch = 276,202 Btu/yr				See ERS workbook for justification.				1. GDS Associates. Measure Life Report, Residential and Commercial/Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures. Table 1, Ventilation. June 2007. http://www.iar.unicamp.br/ lab/luz/ld/Arquitetural/interiores/ilumina%E7%E3o%20industrial/measure_life_GDS.pdf 2. California Energy Commission and California Public Utilities Commission. “Database for Energy Efficient Resources.” Revised Measure Cost Summary. June 2, 2008. http://www.deeresources.com/index.php/deer-versions/deer2008-for-09-11-planningreporting 3. Illinois Energy Efficiency Statewide Advisory Group. Illinois Statewide Technical Reference Manual. Section 5.6.4 Wall and Ceiling/Attic Insulation. June 1, 2015. http://ilsagfiles.org/SAG_files/Technical_Reference_Manual/Version_4/2-13- 15_Final/Updated/Illinois_Statewide_TRM_Effective_060115_Final_02-24-15_Clean.pdf 4. Appliance Standards Awareness Project. “Central Air Conditioners and Heat Pumps.” Accessed January 2018. http://www.appliance-standards.org/product/central-air-conditioners-and-heatpumps 5. International Energy Conservation Code. Table 503.2.3(1). 2009. 6. Cadmus. 2016 Potential Study for Focus on Energy. Data maintained by Cadmus and Wisconsin PSC. Residential site visits from the summer of 2016 revealed that the average AFUE of multifamily natural gas heat is 84%. Twenty-three sites had an average central natural gas heating AFUE of 83.6% while 15 sites had an in-unit natural gas heating AFUE of 85.6%, and sites had a 58.7%/41.3% split of central/in-unit heating. 7. ASHRAE Estimation of Degree-Days: Fundamentals, Chapter 14. Calculated from TMY3 weather files of the seven Wisconsin locations using statewide weighted values calculated from 2010 U.S. Census data for Wisconsin. 1 South Pinckney		1: Navigant Consulting (2018). Demand Impact Model Update. 2018_Navigant_Baseline_Loadshape_Comprehensive_Report
2: The Cadmus Group (2012). Massachusetts 2011 Residential Retrofit Multifamily Program Impact Analysis. CADMUS_2012_Multifamily_Impacts_Analysis_Report
3: The Cadmus Group (2012). Massachusetts 2011 Residential Retrofit Multifamily Program Impact Analysis. CADMUS_2012_Multifamily_Impacts_Analysis_Report
4: Assumptions from National Grid program vendor.
5: GDS Associates, Inc. (2007). Measure Life Report: Residential and Commercial/Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures. GDS_2007_Measure_Life_Report_Residential_and_CI_Lighting_and_HVAC_Measures
6: The Cadmus Group (2015). Massachusetts Low-Income Multifamily Initiative Impact Evaluation. CADMUS_2015_Low_Income_Multifamily_Impact_Evaluation
7: Navigant Consulting (2018). Demand Impact Model Update. 2018_Navigant_Baseline_Loadshape_Comprehensive_Report



		Reference (include year)				[1]
KEMA, Evaluation of the Weatherization Residential Assistance Partnership and Helps Programs (WRAP/Helps), Sep. 10, 2010. Table ES-8, pp. 1-10.
[2]
Degree day data from the National Climatic Data Center, Divisional Data, CT state, Jan. 1979 to Dec. 2008, 30-day average. Available at: http://www7.ncdc.noaa.gov/CDO/CDODivisionalSelect.jsp.
[3]
ASHRAE degree-day correction. 1989 ASHRAE Handbook – Fundamentals, 28.2, Fig 1.		6/30/20		No Change		no change.				Consistent with other TRMs.

		Retrofit Gross Energy Savings, Natural Gas

		Formula						6/30/20		No Change		no change.				Consistent with other TRMs.				kWSAVED = (kWhSAVED_COOL / EFLHCOOL) * CF		kW = kWh * kW/kWhheat                                                                                                            kW = kWh * kW/kWhcool

		Nomenclature				Same as above		6/30/20		Parameter Update		See nomenclature section above.				See nomenclature section above.				Where:                                                                                                                                                                     EFLHCOOL = Equivalent full-load cooling hours (= 410)                                                                   CF = Coincidence factor (= 0.68)		kW/kWhheat = Average annual kW reduction per kWh reduction: 0.00073 kW/kWh                                                                                                                                  kW/kWhcool = Average annual kW reduction per kWh reduction: 0.00073 kW/kWh

		Assumed Values						6/30/20		No Change		no change.				Consistent with other TRMs.

		Reference (include year)				ASF: NMR Group (2017) Central Air conditioning Impact and Process Evaluation
EER_b: baseline is minimum standard for new installations
EER_e: EER for existing unit is estimated base don average installed efficiency for an approximately 15 yr old unit. SEER from ASHRAE 90.1-1999 Table 6.2.1-A. EER is approximately 80% of SEER. 		6/30/20		No Change		no change.				Consistent with other TRMs.						1: Navigant Consulting (2018). Demand Impact Model Update. 2018_Navigant_Baseline_Loadshape_Comprehensive_Report
2: The Cadmus Group (2012). Massachusetts 2011 Residential Retrofit Multifamily Program Impact Analysis. CADMUS_2012_Multifamily_Impacts_Analysis_Report
3: The Cadmus Group (2012). Massachusetts 2011 Residential Retrofit Multifamily Program Impact Analysis. CADMUS_2012_Multifamily_Impacts_Analysis_Report
4: Assumptions from National Grid program vendor.
5: GDS Associates, Inc. (2007). Measure Life Report: Residential and Commercial/Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures. GDS_2007_Measure_Life_Report_Residential_and_CI_Lighting_and_HVAC_Measures
6: The Cadmus Group (2015). Massachusetts Low-Income Multifamily Initiative Impact Evaluation. CADMUS_2015_Low_Income_Multifamily_Impact_Evaluation
7: Navigant Consulting (2018). Demand Impact Model Update. 2018_Navigant_Baseline_Loadshape_Comprehensive_Report

		Retrofit Gross Peak Day Savings, Electric

		Formula				N/A		6/30/20		Parameter update		Aligning with ERS:
WKW = Annual electric energy savings for heating X PFw/1000				Aligning with ERS:
Algorithm not included in the measure

		Nomenclature				Same as above		6/30/20		Parameter Update		See nomenclature section above.				See nomenclature section above.

		Assumed Values						6/30/20		No Change		no change.				Consistent with other TRMs.

		Reference (include year)				ASF: NMR Group (2017) Central Air conditioning Impact and Process Evaluation
EER_b: baseline is minimum standard for new installations
EER_e: EER for existing unit is estimated base don average installed efficiency for an approximately 15 yr old unit. SEER from ASHRAE 90.1-1999 Table 6.2.1-A. EER is approximately 80% of SEER. 		6/30/20		No Change		no change.				Consistent with other TRMs.

		Retrofit Gross Peak Day Savings, Natural Gas

		Formula						6/30/20		No Change		no change.		CT PSD		Peak natural gas demand is very rare. CT includes it, but there is little information or analysis to go off of.

		Nomenclature				Same as above		6/30/20		No Change		no change.		CT PSD

		Assumed Values						6/30/20		No Change		no change.		CT PSD		The current justification for all Residential Space Heating Efficiency Upgrades is: "Since energy savings correlate directly to outside air
temperatures, the demand savings for residential space heating measures is estimated based on
as a percentage (0.977%) of annual savings. The 0.977% factor is based on Bradley Airport peak
degree day 30-year average (58.5°F) divided by the 30-year average heating degree days (5,990). Peak Day Savings (residential heating) = 0.00977 Annual Heating Savings"

This is used throughout the PSD, so no change is recommended. 

		Reference (include year)				ASF: NMR Group (2017) Central Air conditioning Impact and Process Evaluation
EER_b: baseline is minimum standard for new installations
EER_e: EER for existing unit is estimated base don average installed efficiency for an approximately 15 yr old unit. SEER from ASHRAE 90.1-1999 Table 6.2.1-A. EER is approximately 80% of SEER. 		6/30/20		No Change		no change.		CT PSD		Justification used for entire PSD.



		Measure Life				Lost Opportunity: 25  Retirement RUL: N/A		6/30/20		No Change				Consistent with other TRMs				25 years		25 years		25 years

		Measure Life Resource				Measure Life Report, Residential and Commercial/Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures,
GDS Associates, June 2007.		6/30/20		No Change				Source used widely throughout the PSD				Measure Life Report, Residential and Commercial/Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures,
GDS Associates, June 2007.
http://www.energizect.com/sites/default/files/Measure%20Life%20Report%202007.		GDS Associates. Measure Life Report, Residential and Commercial/Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures. Table 1, Ventilation. June 2007. http://www.iar.unicamp.br/ lab/luz/ld/Arquitetural/interiores/ilumina%E7%E3o%20industrial/measure_life_GDS.pdf		GDS Associates, Inc. (2007). Measure Life Report: Residential and Commercial/Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures. GDS_2007_Measure_Life_Report_Residential_and_CI_Lighting_and_HVAC_Measures







https://neep.org/sites/default/files/resources/Mid_Atlantic_TRM_V9_Final_clean_wUpdateSummary%20-%20CT%20FORMAT.pdfhttps://www.focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/2019_TRM_Final_Update_0.pdfhttps://etrm.anbetrack.com/

Infiltration Reduc-Prescriptive

		Measure ID (PSD Section)				0		Result of Fast Fill Assessment		Result of Research Assessment		Most Recent CT Evaluation		Notes

		Measure Name				Retrofit		Algorithm update		"same as Fast Fill Assessment"		[R151] - CT HES Air Sealing, Duct Sealing, and Insulation Practices - 2015
[R91] - Review of Impact Evaluation Best Practices- 2016 
[R1603] - HES Impact Evaluation- 2018		Recommend include interactivity.

		Primary Sector				Residential 

		Description				Installation of a warm air or forced-air energy-efficienct furnace





						CT's 2020 PSD - existing		TRC Date Stamp		TRC Primary Source Document		TRC Proposed Values		TRC Primary Source Document		TRC Rationale/Justification										https://neep.org/sites/default/files/resources/Mid_Atlantic_TRM_V9_Final_clean_wUpdateSummary%20-%20CT%20FORMAT.pdf				http://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/96f0fec0b45a3c6485257688006a701a/72c23decff52920a85257f1100671bdd/$FILE/TRM%20Version%207%20-%20April%202019.pdf		https://s3.amazonaws.com/ilsag/IL-TRM_Effective_0-10-120_v8.0_Vol_2_C_and_I_10-17-19_Final.pdf		https://www.efficiencymaine.com/docs/EMT-TRM_Commercial_Industrial_Multifamily_v2020_3.pdf		https://puc.vermont.gov/sites/psbnew/files/doc_library/Vermont%20TRM%20Savings%20Verification%202018%20Version_FINAL.pdf		https://www.focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/2019_TRM_Final_Update_0.pdf				https://etrm.anbetrack.com/#/workarea/home?token=6d6c45766e692f527044

		TRM Comparison				16th Edition, March 1, 2020												ERS Date Stamp		ERS Proposed Values		ERS Primary Source Document		ERS Rationale/Justification

		Resource				CT 2020 PSD 																				MidAtlantic TRM				NY TRM		IL TRM		ME TRM		VT TRM		WI TRM		MN TRM		MA TRM

		Version				19th Edition, March 2020																				Version 9, October 2019				Version 7, Jan 2020								Version 2019				Version 2019-2021 Plan TRM

		Measure Name				Infiltration Reduction (Prescriptive)																				Air Sealing				Air Sealing								Air Sealing				Building Shell - Air Sealing - IE Multi-Family

		Section (i.e., MF, Res, Commercial), pages				Residential pg 236																				Residential				Residential								Residential 				IE Multifamily

		MF Initiative Measures 

		Baseline (Retrofit or Lost Opportunity)				Retrofit																				Retrofit				Retrofit								Retrofit				Retrofit

		Baseline Assumptions				Prescriptive infiltration reduction measures not validated by Blower Door testing, including: electric outlet covers, door sweeps, door kits, caulking and sealing, polyethylene tape, weather-strip doors/windows, and window repairs.		6/5/20		No Change		baseline assupmtions: no change				baseline assumptions: no updates recommended										This measure characterization provides a method of claiming both heating and
cooling (where appropriate) savings from the improvement of a residential building’s
air-barrier, which together with its insulation defines the thermal boundary of the
conditioned space.
The measure assumes that a trained auditor, contractor or utility staff member is
on location, and will measure and record the existing and post air-leakage rate using a
blower door in accordance with industry best practices565. Where possible, the
efficiency of the heating and cooling system used in the home should be recorded, but
default estimates are provided if this is not available. 				This measure covers methods of sealing air leakage paths to reduce the natural air infiltration rate of a building through the installation of products and repairs to the building envelope, including, but not limited to, caulking, gasketing, and weather stripping. Sealing the thermal envelope reduces passive convective heat transfer between conditioned and unconditioned spaces or outside air, thereby reducing heating and cooling loads and improving occupant comfort. This measure is only applicable as a retrofit in existing buildings, excluding gut rehab/major renovation projects. These projects entail whole-building envelope alterations that trigger more stringent code provisions, limiting potential incremental savings.

The exterior envelope, as well as interior walls/partitions between conditioned and unconditioned spaces should be inspected and all gaps sealed. At a minimum, the following items shall be inspected, and sealing measures may be implemented based upon inspection results and/or program eligibility requirements:

•	Caulk and weather strip doors and windows that leak air
•	Repair or replace doors leading from conditioned to unconditioned space
•	Seal air leaks between unconditioned (including unconditioned basement and attics) and conditioned spaces, to include, but not limited to, plumbing, ducting, electrical wiring, wall top plates, chimneys, flues, and dropped soffits.
•	Use foam sealant on larger gaps around windows, baseboards, and other places where air leakage, either infiltration or exfiltration may occur. 

An alternative method is provided below for estimation of savings for projects that conduct blower door testing before and after implementation of air sealing treatments. A blower door test is performed to measure the leakage rate by depressurizing the building to a standard pressure difference of 50 Pascals or 0.2 inches of water. The flowrate differential indicates the leakage rate, or infiltration and exfiltration rate, of the building shell.								Air sealing is the sealing of cracks, gaps, or other penetrations that allow unwanted outside air to enter
or exit conditioned spaces. Air sealing reduces the load on heating and cooling equipment and can
increase comfort. Typical areas to seal are attics, basements, crawlspaces, and around doors and
windows. Blower door tests may be required to estimate the CFM of leaks before and after air sealing is
performed. Savings are determined either by pre- and post-blower door testing or pre- and post-billing
analysis.				Air sealing will decrease the infiltration of outside air through cracks and leaks in the building.

		Baseline References				KEMA, Evaluation of the Weatherization Residential Assistance Partnership and Helps Programs (WRAP/Helps), Sep. 10, 2010.		6/5/20		No Change		baseline references: no change				baseline references: no updates recommended																										The program delivery agency uses vendor calculated energy savings for all allowed measures. These savings values are calculated with custom building simulation model software where the user inputs a set of technical data about the house and the software calculates building heating and cooling loads and other key parameters. The building model is based on thermal transfer, building gains, and a variable-based heating/cooling degree day/hour climate model. This provides an initial estimate of energy use that may be compared with actual billing data to adjust as needed for existing conditions. Then, specific recommendations for improvements are added and savings are calculated using measure-specific heat transfer algorithms.

Rather than using a fixed degree day approach, the building model estimates both heating degree days and cooling degree hours based on the actual characteristics and location of the house to determine the heating and cooling balance point temperatures. Savings from shell measures use standard U-value, area, and degree day algorithms, (see attached for details).  Infiltration savings use site-specific seasonal factors to convert measured leakage to seasonal energy impacts. HVAC savings are estimated based on changes in system and/or distribution efficiency improvements, using ASHRAE 152 and BPI recommendations as their basis. Interactivity between architectural and mechanical measures is always included, to avoid overestimating savings due to “adding” individual measure results.

		Algorithms in Measure				Retrofit Gross Energy Savings, Electric; 
Retrofit Gross Energy Savings, Fossil Fuel
Retrofit Gross Seasonal Peak Demand Savings, Electric (winter and summer)
Retrofit Gross Energy Penalty, Natural Gas		6/24/20		Algorithm update		Aligning with ERS:
Account for interactivity between the envelope and other HVAC-related measures.		Aligning with ERS: 
Recommend in clude interactvity per R91 - Review of Impact Evaluation Best Practices [2016] - recommendation "Account for interactivity between HVAC and envelope measures" pg 73. 
Per R1603 HES Impact Evaluation [2018] - duct sealing savings overlaps with the air sealing savings. According to this evaluation study, all participants who installed duct sealing also installed air sealing. 		See ERS workbook for justification. 

		Retrofit Gross Energy Savings, Electric

		Formula						6/5/20		No Change		No change.		See reference workbook.		We calculated annual energy savings using assumed values for electric outlet covers, door sweeps, door kits, linear feet of caulking and sealing, polyethylene tape, weather-strip doors/windows, and window repairs in a typical weatherization project. We then compared the annual savings from the equation in the PSD to the annual savings from the equations in the NY TRM and MA TRM. They were of the same magnitude, and therefore, the deemed values are accurate and in line with other TRMs. No change.										ΔkWh = ΔkWhcool + ΔkWhheat												kWhSAVED = kWhSAVED COOL + kWhSAVED HEAT				kWh = MMBtu * 293.1

		Nomenclature						6/5/20		Parameter update		Aligning with ERS: Use site-specific heating system efficiency if available. If unknown, use default of 80% for boilers, 78% for natural gas and propane furnaces, and 76% for oil furnaces.				See ERS workbook for justification. 										ΔkWhcool = [(((CFM50Exist – CFM50New) / N-cool) *60 * CDH *
DUA * 0.018) / 1,000 / ηCool] * LM                                                                                                                                                                    ΔkWhheat = ((((CFM50Exist – CFM50New) / N-heat) * 60 * 24 * HDD
* 0.018) / 1,000,000 / ηHeat) * 293.1				ft2	= Square feet
ΔkWh/1,000ft2	= Annual electric energy savings per thousand square feet								kWhSAVED COOL = [{((CFM50PRE – CFM50POST)) / NCOOL) * 60 * 24 * CDD * 0.018} / (1,000 * CoolEFF)] * LM                                                                                                                                                  kWhSAVED HEAT = [((CFM50PRE – CFM50POST) / NHEAT) * 60 * 24 * HDD * 0.018] / (3,412 * HeatEFF)

		Assumed Values				Given in Nomenclature.		6/24/20		Parameter update		Aligning with ERS:
Use site-specific heating system efficiency if available. If unknown, use default of 80% for boilers, 78% for natural gas and propane furnaces, and 76% for oil furnaces.				See ERS workbook for justification. 																						Where:
CFM50PRE = Blower door test result before air sealing is performed
CFM50POST = Blower door test result after air sealing is performed
NCOOL = Conversion factor for CFM from 50 Pascal to natural conditions (= 18.5
assuming normal shielding)
60 = Constant to convert minutes to hours
24 = Hours per day
CDD = Cooling degree days (= 565; see table below)
0.018 = Specific heat capacity of air in Btu/cubic feet – °F
1,000 = Kilowatt conversion factor
CoolEFF = Cooling system efficiency, Btu/W - hr (= 10 SEER if manufactured before
2006; = 13 SEER if manufactured in 2006 or later)
LM = Latent multiplier to convert the calculated sensible cooling savings to a
value representing sensible and latent cooling loads (= 6.6 as an average
in Chicago and Minneapolis)2
NHEAT = Conversion factor for CFM from 50 Pascal to natural conditions,
assuming normal shielding (= 18.5 if one story; = 16.5 if 1.5 stories;
= 15.0 if two stories; = 14.1 if 2.5 stories; = 13.3 if three stories)3
HDD = Heating degree days (= 7,616; see table below)                                                                           3,412 = Conversion factor from kWh to Btu
HeatEFF = Heating system efficiency (fraction of heat output per unit of energy
input expressed as a decimal)
100,000 = Conversion factor from Btu to therms
For systems with electric heat, HeatEFF = HSPF/3.412
• Heat pumps manufactured before 2006, HeatEFF = 6.8/3.412 = 1.99
• Heat pumps manufactured in 2006 or later, HeatEFF = 7.7/3.412 = 2.26
• Electric resistance, HeatEFF = 1.0
Installed AFUE for systems with natural gas heat:
• HeatEFF = 0.92 for condensing systems; see Assumptions
• HeatEFF = 0.80 for non-condensing systems; see Assumptions				Where:
Vol  = [ft3]   This is the air volume of the treated space, calculated from the dimensions of the  space, which could include the number of floors, the floor area per floor, and the floor-toceiling height, or the dwelling floor area and number of dwellings.  The treated space can be the entire building including the common areas, or just the individual dwelling units. (Auditor Input)
ΔACH = [ºF-day]   Infiltration reduction in Air Changes per Hour, natural infiltration basis. This will typically be a default value, but the source of the assumption should be transparent and traceable, or it could come from a blower door test. (Stipulated Value or Blower Door Test)
HDD60 = Heating degree-days, base 60 from TMY3 weather data.  See table below. 
ηheating = [AFUE, COP, thermal efficiency(%)]   Efficiency of the heating system, as determined on site (Auditor Input)  
24  = Conversion factor: 24 hours per day 
0.018  = [Btu/ft3- ºF]   Air heat capacity: The specific heat of air (0.24 Btu/ºF.lb) times the density of air (0.075 lb/ft3)
1,000,000 = Conversion factor: 1,000,000 Btu per MMBtu
293.1  = Conversion factor: 293.1 kWh/MMBtu
kW/kWh = Average kW reduction per kWh reduction: 0.00073 kW/kWh

		Reference (include year)				KEMA, Evaluation of the Weatherization Residential Assistance Partnership and Helps Programs (WRAP/Helps), Sep. 10, 2010.		6/5/20		No Change		No change.				baseline references: no updates recommended

		Retrofit Gross Energy Savings, Fossil Fuel

		Formula						6/5/20		No Change		No change.		See reference workbook.		We calculated annual energy savings using assumed values for electric outlet covers, door sweeps, door kits, linear feet of caulking and sealing, polyethylene tape, weather-strip doors/windows, and window repairs in a typical weatherization project. We then compared the annual savings from the equation in the PSD to the annual savings from the equations in the NY TRM and MA TRM. They were of the same magnitude, and therefore, the deemed values are accurate and in line with other TRMs. No change.										ΔMMBTU = (((CFM50Exist – CFM50New) / N-heat) *60 * 24 * HDD *
0.018) / 1,000,000 / ηHeat																
MMBtu = (Vol x ΔACH x 0.018 x HDD60 x 24) / (1,000,000 * ηheating)

		Nomenclature						6/24/20		Parameter update		Aligning with ERS: Use site-specific heating system efficiency if available. If unknown, use default of 80% for boilers, 78% for natural gas and propane furnaces, and 76% for oil furnaces.				See ERS workbook for justification. 										Same as above				Δtherms/1,000ft2	= Annual gas energy savings per thousand square feet                                              1,000	= Conversion factor from ft2 to 1,000 ft2

		Assumed Values				Given in Nomenclature.		6/24/20		Parameter update		Aligning with ERS:
Use site-specific heating system efficiency if available. If unknown, use default of 80% for boilers, 78% for natural gas and propane furnaces, and 76% for oil furnaces.				See ERS workbook for justification. 										Same as above																Where:
Vol  = [ft3]   This is the air volume of the treated space, calculated from the dimensions of the  space, which could include the number of floors, the floor area per floor, and the floor-toceiling height, or the dwelling floor area and number of dwellings.  The treated space can be the entire building including the common areas, or just the individual dwelling units. (Auditor Input)
ΔACH = [ºF-day]   Infiltration reduction in Air Changes per Hour, natural infiltration basis. This will typically be a default value, but the source of the assumption should be transparent and traceable, or it could come from a blower door test. (Stipulated Value or Blower Door Test)
HDD60 = Heating degree-days, base 60 from TMY3 weather data.  See table below. 
ηheating = [AFUE, COP, thermal efficiency(%)]   Efficiency of the heating system, as determined on site (Auditor Input)  
24  = Conversion factor: 24 hours per day 
0.018  = [Btu/ft3- ºF]   Air heat capacity: The specific heat of air (0.24 Btu/ºF.lb) times the density of air (0.075 lb/ft3)
1,000,000 = Conversion factor: 1,000,000 Btu per MMBtu
293.1  = Conversion factor: 293.1 kWh/MMBtu
kW/kWh = Average kW reduction per kWh reduction: 0.00073 kW/kWh

		Reference (include year)				KEMA, Evaluation of the Weatherization Residential Assistance Partnership and Helps Programs (WRAP/Helps), Sep. 10, 2010.		6/5/20		No Change		No change.				baseline references: no updates recommended

		Retrofit Gross Seasonal Peak Demand Savings, Electric (winter and summer)

		Formula						6/5/20		No Change		No change.		See reference workbook.		We calculated annual energy savings using assumed values for electric outlet covers, door sweeps, door kits, linear feet of caulking and sealing, polyethylene tape, weather-strip doors/windows, and window repairs in a typical weatherization project. We then compared the annual savings from the equation in the PSD to the annual savings from the equations in the NY TRM and MA TRM. They were of the same magnitude, and therefore, the deemed values are accurate and in line with other TRMs. No change.										ΔkWcool = ΔkWh / FLHcool * CF																kW = kWh x kW/kWh  

		Nomenclature				Same as above		6/24/20		Parameter update		Aligning with ERS: Use site-specific heating system efficiency if available. If unknown, use default of 80% for boilers, 78% for natural gas and propane furnaces, and 76% for oil furnaces.				See ERS workbook for justification. 										FLHcool = Full Load Cooling Hours
= Dependent on location as below:
Location FLHcool
Wilmington, DE 524 
Baltimore, MD 542 
Washington, DC 681                                                                                                                                                   CFSSP = Summer System Peak Coincidence Factor for Central A/C (hour
ending 5pm on hottest summer weekday)
= 0.69 578
CFPJM = PJM Summer Peak Coincidence Factor for Central A/C (June to
August weekdays between 2 pm and 6 pm) valued at peak
weather
= 0.66 579				Same as above												Same as above.

		Assumed Values				Given in Nomenclature 		6/24/20		Parameter update		Aligning with ERS:
Use site-specific heating system efficiency if available. If unknown, use default of 80% for boilers, 78% for natural gas and propane furnaces, and 76% for oil furnaces.				See ERS workbook for justification. 

		Reference (include year)				KEMA, Evaluation of the Weatherization Residential Assistance Partnership and Helps Programs (WRAP/Helps), Sep. 10, 2010.		6/5/20		No Change		No change.				baseline references: no updates recommended

		Retrofit Gross Energy Penalty, Natural Gas

		Formula						6/12/20		No Change		No Change.		CT PSD		Peak natural gas demand is very rare. CT includes it, but there is little information or analysis to go off of.

		Nomenclature				Same as above		6/12/20		No Change		No Change.		CT PSD

		Assumed Values				PDF = 0.00977		6/12/20		No Change		No Change.		CT PSD		The current justification for all Residential Space Heating Efficiency Upgrades is: "Since energy savings correlate directly to outside air
temperatures, the demand savings for residential space heating measures is estimated based on
as a percentage (0.977%) of annual savings. The 0.977% factor is based on Bradley Airport peak
degree day 30-year average (58.5°F) divided by the 30-year average heating degree days (5,990). Peak Day Savings (residential heating) = 0.00977 Annual Heating Savings"

This is used throughout the PSD, so no change is recommended. 

		Reference (include year)				Since energy savings correlate directly to outside air
temperatures, the demand savings for residential space heating measures is estimated based on
as a percentage (0.977%) of annual savings. The 0.977% factor is based on Bradley Airport peak
degree day 30-year average (58.5°F) divided by the 30-year average heating degree days (5,990). Peak Day Savings (residential heating) = 0.00977 Annual Heating Savings.		6/13/20		No Change		No Change.		CT PSD		Justification used for entire PSD.



		Measure Life				Air Sealing and Weatherization
(Non-Blower Door): 20 years		6/5/20		No Change		No Change.		GDS Associates Inc. Measure Life Report, Residential and Commercial Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures, Jun. 2007. Table 1		Other TRMs use 15, however, this applies only to Air Sealing. 20 reflects a weatherization project (includes combination of duct
sealing, air sealing, and
insulation) which more accurately represents the measure in the CT PSD.										15 years				15 years								20 years				15 years

		Measure Life Resource				GDS Associates Inc. Measure Life Report, Residential and Commercial Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures, Jun. 2007. Table 1		6/6/20		No Change		No Change.		GDS Associates Inc. Measure Life Report, Residential and Commercial Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures, Jun. 2007. Table 2		Same rationale as above.										Measure Life Report, Residential and Commercial/Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures,
GDS Associates, June 2007.
http://www.energizect.com/sites/default/files/Measure%20Life%20Report%202007.		Measure Life Report, Residential and Commercial/Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures,
GDS Associates, June 2007.
http://www.energizect.com/sites/default/files/Measure%20Life%20Report%202007.		Measure Life Report, Residential and Commercial/Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures,
GDS Associates, June 2007.
http://www.energizect.com/sites/default/files/Measure%20Life%20Report%202007.								Measure Life Report, Residential and Commercial/Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures,
GDS Associates, June 2007.
http://www.energizect.com/sites/default/files/Measure%20Life%20Report%202007.				Measure Life Report, Residential and Commercial/Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures,
GDS Associates, June 2007.
http://www.energizect.com/sites/default/files/Measure%20Life%20Report%202007.

















http://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/96f0fec0b45a3c6485257688006a701a/72c23decff52920a85257f1100671bdd/$FILE/TRM%20Version%207%20-%20April%202019.pdfhttps://s3.amazonaws.com/ilsag/IL-TRM_Effective_0-10-120_v8.0_Vol_2_C_and_I_10-17-19_Final.pdfhttps://neep.org/sites/default/files/resources/Mid_Atlantic_TRM_V9_Final_clean_wUpdateSummary%20-%20CT%20FORMAT.pdfhttps://www.efficiencymaine.com/docs/EMT-TRM_Commercial_Industrial_Multifamily_v2020_3.pdfhttps://www.focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/2019_TRM_Final_Update_0.pdfhttps://puc.vermont.gov/sites/psbnew/files/doc_library/Vermont%20TRM%20Savings%20Verification%202018%20Version_FINAL.pdfhttps://etrm.anbetrack.com/

Wall Insulation

		Measure ID (PSD Section)				4.4.8				Result of Fast Fill Assessment		Result of Research Assessment		Most Recent CT Evaluation		Notes

		Measure Name				Wall Insulation				Algorithm update		Proposed Further Secondary Research		

[R91] - Review of Impact Evaluation Best Practices- 2016 		Recommend combining insulation measures to simplify future updates. Recommend including HDD calculations for addition CT locations. Additional research recommended to update R values.

		Primary Sector				Residential 												https://neep.org/sites/default/files/resources/Mid_Atlantic_TRM_V9_Final_clean_wUpdateSummary%20-%20CT%20FORMAT.pdf				http://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/96f0fec0b45a3c6485257688006a701a/72c23decff52920a85257f1100671bdd/$FILE/TRM%20Version%207%20-%20April%202019.pdf		https://s3.amazonaws.com/ilsag/IL-TRM_Effective_0-10-120_v8.0_Vol_2_C_and_I_10-17-19_Final.pdf		https://www.efficiencymaine.com/docs/EMT-TRM_Commercial_Industrial_Multifamily_v2020_3.pdf		https://puc.vermont.gov/sites/psbnew/files/doc_library/Vermont%20TRM%20Savings%20Verification%202018%20Version_FINAL.pdf

		Description				Installation of insulation in walls that separates conditioned space and unconditioned space, including: unconditioned basements, attics, and crawl spaces.







						CT's 2020 PSD - existing		TRC Date Stamp		TRC Primary Source Document		TRC Proposed Values		TRC Primary Source Document		TRC Rationale/Justification

		TRM Comparison				16th Edition, March 1, 2020

		Resource				CT 2020 PSD 												MA TRM				NY TRM		IL TRM		ME TRM		WI TRM

		Version				16th Edition, March 1, 2020												Version 2019-2021 Plan TRM				Version 7, Jan 2020						Version 2019

		Measure Name				Wall Insulation		6/24/20		Algorithm Update		Aligning with ERS:
Consider combining these three measures (wall, ceiling, floor insulation)				Aligning with ERS:
Combining measures would help align with other TRMs and would likely improve user experience because these three meaures are often implemented together.		Building Shell - Insulation - IE Multi-Family				Opaque Shell						Wall Insulation

		Section (i.e., MF, Res, Commercial), pages				Residential												Multi-Family				Residential						Retrofit/New Construction

		MF Initiative Measures 																Retrofit				Retrofit

		Baseline (Retrofit or Lost Opportunity)				Retrofit

		Baseline Assumptions				Installation of insulation in walls that separates conditioned space and unconditioned space, including: unconditioned basements, attics, and crawl spaces.		6/5/20		No Change		baseline assumption: no change				baseline assumptions: no updates recommended		Shell insulation installed through the Home Energy Services (MassSAVE) program.				This measure covers the installation of wall and ceiling insulation to reduce the thermal conductance of the building envelope. Energy and demand saving are realized through reductions in the building’s heating and cooling loads. Existing (baseline) and installed (qualifying) shell R-values must be captured in order to estimate energy savings. This measure is only applicable as a retrofit in existing single and multi-family buildings. This measure is only applicable as a retrofit in existing buildings, excluding gut rehab/major renovation projects. These projects entail whole-building envelope alterations that trigger more stringent code provisions, limiting potential incremental savings.						This measure is installing insulation to above-grade exterior walls in an existing or new construction
multifamily residence. This measure includes any increase in R-value due to installed insulation,
including but is not limited to fiberglass batts, spray foam, loose fill cellulose, metalized polymers, or
other material that meets local and state building codes. Sill boxes are considered part of the exterior
wall. A combination of insulation materials may be used, provided they meet the required efficient
condition (for example, 2x4 construction will likely not meet R-20 with just cavity insulation and will
likely require continuous insulation also).
Buildings with existing exterior wall insulation greater than R-5, exterior walls with an efficient condition
of significantly greater than R-20, and application in buildings with heating systems other than electric
resistance or a natural gas furnace or boiler will still be treated as custom.
For new construction projects, buildings with heating systems other than electric resistance or natural
gas furnace or boiler will still be treated as custom. 

		Baseline References				[1] ASHRAE degree-day correction. 1989 ASHRAE Handbook – Fundamentals, 28.2, Fig 1.
[2] Degree Day data from the National Climatic Data Center, Divisional Data, CT state, Jan. 1979 to Dec
2008, 30-year average. Available at: http://www7.ncdc.noaa.gov/CDO/CDODivisionalSelect.jsp.
[3] Residential Central A/C Regional Evaluation, ADM Associates, Inc., Nov. 2009, a) Table B-4 (Hartford)
and p. B-9 and b) Figures 4-1&2 (Hartford) and pp. 4-15.
[4] KEMA, Evaluation of the Weatherization Residential Assistance Partnership and Helps Programs
(WRAP/Helps), Sep. 10, 2010. Table ES-8, pp. 1-10.
[5] Nexant Market Research, Inc., “Market Assessment for ENERGY STAR Room Air Conditioners in
Connecticut,” Cambridge, MA, 2007, pp. 17, 18.
[6] RLW Analytics, “Final Report: Coincidence Factor Study: Residential Room Air Conditioners,”
Middletown, CT, 2008, pp. iv and 22.
[7] ADM Associates, Inc., “Residential Central A/C Regional Evaluation,” Sacramento, CA, 2009, p. 4-4.		6/5/20		No Change		baseline reference: no change				baseline reference: no updates recommended						The baseline condition is a building envelope with insufficient insulation (i.e., not compliant with all applicable construction code requirements). Energy savings over a variety of baseline wall and ceiling insulation levels are listed in Appendix E. The baseline R-value must be captured and included in the program application. Interpolation of the data in Appendix E is permitted.  						For existing buildings, the baseline condition is minimal wall insulation such that the existing R-value is
at or less than R-5.
For new construction buildings, the baseline condition is R-20 wall insulation. 

		Algorithms in Measure				Retrofit Gross Energy Savings, Electric
Retrofit Gross Energy Savings, Fossil Fuel
Retrofit Gross Seasonal Peak Demand Savings, Electric (winter and summer)		6/24/20		Algorithm Update		Aligning with ERS:
Account for interactivity between the envelope and other HVAC-related measures.				See ERS workbook for justification.

		Retrofit Gross Energy Savings, Electric

		Formula						6/5/20		Parameter Update		Baseline R-Value: See Wall Insulation Values tab





		Baseline R-Values: IECC 2003, 2012, and the NY TRM.





		Baseline R-value: It is likely that there are cases where the applicant does not know the existing R-value; especially in older buildings.



		 kWh = MMBtu * 293.1                                                                                                                                                  If Facility has central cooling then also calculate air conditioning savings:
kWhcool = ((1/Rexist - 1/Rnew) * CDH * DUA * Area) / (1000 Btu/kBtu * ηcool)                         										kWhSAVED = kWhSAVED_HEAT + kWhSAVED_COOL                                                                  kWhSAVED_HEAT = [(1 / RBASE – 1 / REE) * Area * (1 – FramingF)] * 24 * HDD / (1,000 * HSPF)
kWhSAVED_COOL = [(1 / RBASE - 1 / REE) * Area * (1 - FramingF)] * 24 * CDD / (1,000 * SEER)

								6/5/20		Parameter Update		SEER baseline: provide source		SEER: IECC 2015 (Current CT code).		SEER: There is currently no source.

								6/5/20		Parameter Update		Heating System Efficiency: 0.78 AFUE or 0.8 Et				Aligning with ER:
No references were provided for the estimated efficiency. The proposed efficiency values are based on an evaluation study conducted by Cadmus in 2015 in MA titled '“High Efficiency Heating Equipment Impact Evaluation Final Report', which is also used for measures 4.2.10 and 4.2.11 in the CT PSD. In addition to being based on evaluations, these values will also help align the existing heating system efficiency values with other TRMs. 

								6/5/20		Parameter Update		HDD: 5,998		HDD: NOAA National Centers for Environmental Information – NCEI 1981-2010 Climate Normals 
 https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/cdo-web/datatools/normals		HDD: Better, more current source.

		Nomenclature						6/5/20		Parameter Update		ASHRAE Adjustment Factor is from 1989 ASHRAE Handbook and out of date. No change but recommend new source/study.

Winter Peak Factor is from a study done in 2010 and is likely out of date.  No change but recommend new source/study.

		ASHRAE Handbooks.		Looked through the most recent AHSRAE Handbooks and were unable to find a degree-day factor.		Where: 
Rexist = Existing effective R-value (R-Existing Insulation + R-Assembly),ft2-°F/Btuh 
Rnew  = New total effective R-value (R-Proposed Measure + R-Existing Insulation+ R-Assembly), ft2-°F/Btuh 
Area  = Square footage of insulated area 
 ηheat = Efficiency of the heating system (AFUE or COP) 
293.1 = Conversion constant (1MMBtu = 293.1 kWh) 
24      = Conversion for hours per day 
HDD  = Heating Degree Days; dependent on location, see table below 
1,000,000 = Conversion from Btu to MMBtu 
kW/kWhheat = Average annual kW reduction per kWh reduction: 0.00073 kW/kWh                  ηcool = Efficiency of air conditioning equipment (SEER or EER)                                                              CDH  = Cooling Degree Hours; dependent on location, see table below 				where:
ΔkWh		= Annual electricity energy savings
ΔkW		= Peak coincident demand electric savings
Δtherms		= Annual gas energy savings
ft2 		= Square footage of conditioned floor area affected by installation of opaque shell insulation
ΔkWh/1,000ft2	= Annual electric energy savings per thousand square feet of conditioned area
ΔkW/1,000ft2 	= Peak coincident demand electric savings per thousand square feet of conditioned area
Δtherms/1,000ft2	= Annual gas energy savings per thousand square feet of conditioned area
CF		= Coincidence factor
1,000		= Conversion factor, ft2 equals 1,000 ft2						Where:
RBASE = Existing condition insulation R-value (= R-5 for existing buildings, = R-20
for new construction)
REE = Efficient condition insulation R-value (= R-20 for existing buildings, =
R-25 for new construction)
Area = Wall area to be insulated in square feet
FramingF = Adjustment to account for area of framing (= 25%)
HDD = Heating degree days (= 7,616; see table below)
AFUE = Natural gas heating system efficiency (= 84%)


								6/24/20		Parameter Update		Aligning with ERS:
Include COP of heat pump in nomenclature				Aligning with ERS:
Add COP to nomenclature for consistency.

		Assumed Values				Given in Nomenclature		6/24/20		Parameter Update		Aligning with ERS: COP = 2.4


				See ERS workbook for justification.

								6/24/20		Parameter Update		Aligning with ERS:
For ΔTBIN Consider using Bridgeport (coastal) and Hartford (non-coastal) bin data, as reference weather information rather than just using Hartford region bin data for the entire state				See ERS workbook for justification.

								6/24/20		Parameter Update		Aligning with ERS:
For Δtsummer Consider using Bridgeport (coastal) and Hartford (non-coastal) peak outside temperature data, as reference weather information rather than just using Hartford region bin data for the entire state.				See ERS workbook for justification.

		Reference (include year)				[1] ASHRAE degree-day correction. 1989 ASHRAE Handbook – Fundamentals, 28.2, Fig 1.
[2] Degree Day data from the National Climatic Data Center, Divisional Data, CT state, Jan. 1979 to Dec
2008, 30-year average. Available at: http://www7.ncdc.noaa.gov/CDO/CDODivisionalSelect.jsp.
[3] Residential Central A/C Regional Evaluation, ADM Associates, Inc., Nov. 2009, a) Table B-4 (Hartford)
and p. B-9 and b) Figures 4-1&2 (Hartford) and pp. 4-15.
[4] KEMA, Evaluation of the Weatherization Residential Assistance Partnership and Helps Programs
(WRAP/Helps), Sep. 10, 2010. Table ES-8, pp. 1-10.
[5] Nexant Market Research, Inc., “Market Assessment for ENERGY STAR Room Air Conditioners in
Connecticut,” Cambridge, MA, 2007, pp. 17, 18.
[6] RLW Analytics, “Final Report: Coincidence Factor Study: Residential Room Air Conditioners,”
Middletown, CT, 2008, pp. iv and 22.
[7] ADM Associates, Inc., “Residential Central A/C Regional Evaluation,” Sacramento, CA, 2009, p. 4-4.

		Retrofit Gross Energy Savings, Fossil Fuel

		Formula						6/5/20		Parameter Update		Baseline R-Value: See Wall Insulation Values tab





		Baseline R-Values: IECC 2003, 2012, and the NY TRM.





		Baseline R-value: It is likely that there are cases where the applicant does not know the existing R-value; especially in older buildings.



		MMBtu = ((1/Rexist - 1/Rnew)*HDD *  24 * Area) / (1000000 * ηheat)										ThermsSAVED = [(1 / RBASE - 1 / REE) * Area * (1 - FramingF)] * 24 * HDD / (100,000 * AFUE)

								6/5/20		Parameter Update		SEER baseline: provide source		SEER: IECC 2015 (Current CT code).		SEER: There is currently no source.

								6/5/20		Parameter Update		Heating System Efficiency: 0.78 AFUE or 0.8 Et				Aligning with ER:
No references were provided for the estimated efficiency. The proposed efficiency values are based on an evaluation study conducted by Cadmus in 2015 in MA titled '“High Efficiency Heating Equipment Impact Evaluation Final Report', which is also used for measures 4.2.10 and 4.2.11 in the CT PSD. In addition to being based on evaluations, these values will also help align the existing heating system efficiency values with other TRMs. 

		Assumed Value				HDD		7/21/20		Parameter Update		Aligning with ERS		Aligning with ERS		Aligning with ERS

		Nomenclature				Same as above		6/5/20		Parameter Update		ASHRAE Adjustment Factor is from 1989 ASHRAE Handbook and out of date. No change but recommend new source/study.

Winter Peak Factor is from a study done in 2010 and is likely out of date.  No change but recommend new source/study.

Aligning with ERS:
Include COP of heat pump in nomenclature		ASHRAE Handbook.		Looked through the most recent AHSRAE Handbooks and were unable to find a degree-day factor.		here: 
Rexist = Existing effective R-value (R-Existing Insulation + R-Assembly),ft2-°F/Btuh 
Rnew  = New total effective R-value (R-Proposed Measure + R-Existing Insulation+ R-Assembly), ft2-°F/Btuh 
Area  = Square footage of insulated area 
 ηheat = Efficiency of the heating system (AFUE or COP) 
293.1 = Conversion constant (1MMBtu = 293.1 kWh) 
24      = Conversion for hours per day 
HDD  = Heating Degree Days; dependent on location, see table below 
1,000,000 = Conversion from Btu to MMBtu 				Same as above.						Same as above.

								6/24/20		Parameter Update		Aligning with ERS:
Include COP of heat pump in nomenclature				Aligning with ERS:
Add COP to nomenclature for consistency.

		Assumed Values				Given in Nomenclature		6/24/20		Parameter Update		Aligning with ERS: COP = 2.4


				See ERS workbook for justification.

								6/24/20		Parameter Update		Aligning with ERS:
For ΔTBIN Consider using Bridgeport (coastal) and Hartford (non-coastal) bin data, as reference weather information rather than just using Hartford region bin data for the entire state				See ERS workbook for justification.

								6/24/20		Parameter Update		Aligning with ERS:
For Δtsummer Consider using Bridgeport (coastal) and Hartford (non-coastal) peak outside temperature data, as reference weather information rather than just using Hartford region bin data for the entire state.				See ERS workbook for justification.

		Reference (include year)				[1] ASHRAE degree-day correction. 1989 ASHRAE Handbook – Fundamentals, 28.2, Fig 1.
[2] Degree Day data from the National Climatic Data Center, Divisional Data, CT state, Jan. 1979 to Dec
2008, 30-year average. Available at: http://www7.ncdc.noaa.gov/CDO/CDODivisionalSelect.jsp.
[3] Residential Central A/C Regional Evaluation, ADM Associates, Inc., Nov. 2009, a) Table B-4 (Hartford)
and p. B-9 and b) Figures 4-1&2 (Hartford) and pp. 4-15.
[4] KEMA, Evaluation of the Weatherization Residential Assistance Partnership and Helps Programs
(WRAP/Helps), Sep. 10, 2010. Table ES-8, pp. 1-10.
[5] Nexant Market Research, Inc., “Market Assessment for ENERGY STAR Room Air Conditioners in
Connecticut,” Cambridge, MA, 2007, pp. 17, 18.
[6] RLW Analytics, “Final Report: Coincidence Factor Study: Residential Room Air Conditioners,”
Middletown, CT, 2008, pp. iv and 22.
[7] ADM Associates, Inc., “Residential Central A/C Regional Evaluation,” Sacramento, CA, 2009, p. 4-4.

		Retrofit Gross Seasonal Peak Demand Savings, Electric (winter and summer)

		Formula						6/5/20		Parameter Update		Baseline R-Value: See Wall Insulation Values tab





		Baseline R-Values: IECC 2003, 2012, and the NY TRM.





		Baseline R-value: It is likely that there are cases where the applicant does not know the existing R-value; especially in older buildings.



		kW = kWh * kW/kWhheat										kWSAVED = (kWhSAVED_COOL / EFLHCOOL) * CF

								6/5/20		Parameter Update		SEER baseline: provide source		SEER: IECC 2015 (Current CT code).		SEER: There is currently no source.

								6/5/20		Parameter Update		Heating System Efficiency: 0.78 AFUE or 0.8 Et				Aligning with ER:
No references were provided for the estimated efficiency. The proposed efficiency values are based on an evaluation study conducted by Cadmus in 2015 in MA titled '“High Efficiency Heating Equipment Impact Evaluation Final Report', which is also used for measures 4.2.10 and 4.2.11 in the CT PSD. In addition to being based on evaluations, these values will also help align the existing heating system efficiency values with other TRMs. 

								6/5/20		Parameter Update		HDD: 5,998 or align with ERS recommendation. (No multifamily specific value needed.)		HDD: NOAA National Centers for Environmental Information – NCEI 1981-2010 Climate Normals 
 https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/cdo-web/datatools/normals		HDD: Better, more current source.

		Nomenclature				Same as above		6/5/20		Parameter Update		ASHRAE Adjustment Factor is from 1989 ASHRAE Handbook and out of date. No change but recommend new source/study.

Winter Peak Factor is from a study done in 2010 and is likely out of date.  No change but recommend new source/study.
		ASHRAE Handbook.		Looked through the most recent AHSRAE Handbooks and were unable to find a degree-day factor.		CF=0.35				Same as above.						Where:
EFLHCOOL = Equivalent full-load cooling hours (= 410)
CF = Coincidence factor (= 0.68)

								6/24/20		Parameter Update		Aligning with ERS:
Include COP of heat pump in nomenclature				Aligning with ERS:
Add COP to nomenclature for consistency.

		Assumed Values				CF=0.59 Reference: ADM Associates, Inc., Residential Central A/C Regional Evaluation: Final Report, Nov. 2009, Table 4-17, CT weighted average.		6/24/20		Algorithm Update		Aligning with ERS: COP = 2.4


				See ERS workbook for justification.						CF=0.69

								6/24/20		Algorithm Update		Aligning with ERS:
For ΔTBIN Consider using Bridgeport (coastal) and Hartford (non-coastal) bin data, as reference weather information rather than just using Hartford region bin data for the entire state				See ERS workbook for justification.

								6/24/20		Algorithm Update		Aligning with ERS:
For Δtsummer Consider using Bridgeport (coastal) and Hartford (non-coastal) peak outside temperature data, as reference weather information rather than just using Hartford region bin data for the entire state.				See ERS workbook for justification.

		Reference (include year)				[1] ASHRAE degree-day correction. 1989 ASHRAE Handbook – Fundamentals, 28.2, Fig 1.
[2] Degree Day data from the National Climatic Data Center, Divisional Data, CT state, Jan. 1979 to Dec
2008, 30-year average. Available at: http://www7.ncdc.noaa.gov/CDO/CDODivisionalSelect.jsp.
[3] Residential Central A/C Regional Evaluation, ADM Associates, Inc., Nov. 2009, a) Table B-4 (Hartford)
and p. B-9 and b) Figures 4-1&2 (Hartford) and pp. 4-15.
[4] KEMA, Evaluation of the Weatherization Residential Assistance Partnership and Helps Programs
(WRAP/Helps), Sep. 10, 2010. Table ES-8, pp. 1-10.
[5] Nexant Market Research, Inc., “Market Assessment for ENERGY STAR Room Air Conditioners in
Connecticut,” Cambridge, MA, 2007, pp. 17, 18.
[6] RLW Analytics, “Final Report: Coincidence Factor Study: Residential Room Air Conditioners,”
Middletown, CT, 2008, pp. iv and 22.
[7] ADM Associates, Inc., “Residential Central A/C Regional Evaluation,” Sacramento, CA, 2009, p. 4-4.



		Measure Life				25 years		6/5/20		No Change		No change.				No updates recommended; consistent with other TRMs.		25 years										25 years

		Measure Life Resource				GDS Associates Inc. Measure Life Report, Residential and Commercial Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures, Jun. 2007.		6/5/20		No Change		No change.				No updates recommended; consistent with other TRMs.		GDS Associates, Inc. (2007). Measure Life Report: Residential and Commercial/Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures. GDS_2007_Measure_Life_Report_Residential_and_CI_Lighting_and_HVAC_Measures										GDS Associates. Measure Life Report, Residential and Commercial/Industrial Lighting and HVAC
Measures. Table 1, Ventilation. June 2007. http://www.iar.unicamp.br/lab/luz/ld/
Arquitetural/interiores/ilumina%E7%E3o%20industrial/measure_life_GDS.pdf

















http://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/96f0fec0b45a3c6485257688006a701a/72c23decff52920a85257f1100671bdd/$FILE/TRM%20Version%207%20-%20April%202019.pdfhttps://s3.amazonaws.com/ilsag/IL-TRM_Effective_0-10-120_v8.0_Vol_2_C_and_I_10-17-19_Final.pdfhttps://neep.org/sites/default/files/resources/Mid_Atlantic_TRM_V9_Final_clean_wUpdateSummary%20-%20CT%20FORMAT.pdfhttps://www.efficiencymaine.com/docs/EMT-TRM_Commercial_Industrial_Multifamily_v2020_3.pdfhttps://puc.vermont.gov/sites/psbnew/files/doc_library/Vermont%20TRM%20Savings%20Verification%202018%20Version_FINAL.pdf

Wall Insulation Values





Ceiling Insulation

		Measure ID (PSD Section)				4.4.9

		Measure Name				Ceiling Insulation

		Primary Sector				Residential 

		Description				Installation of batt or loose fill insulation located between conditioned area and ambient (attic or outside) space.





		TRM Comparison						TRC Date Stamp		Recommended TRC Action		TRC Proposed Values		TRC Primary Source Document		TRC Rationale/Justification		ERS Date Stamp		ERS Proposed Values		ERS Primary Source Document		ERS Rationale/Justification

		Resource				CT 2020 PSD 																				MA TRM				NY TRM		WI TRM

		Version				16th Edition, March 1, 2020																				Version 2019-2021 Plan TRM				Version 7, Jan 2020		Version 2019

		Measure Name				Ceiling Insulation		6/24/20		Algorithm Update		Aligning with ERS:
Consider combining these three measures (wall, ceiling, floor insulation)				Aligning with ERS:
Combining measures would help align with other TRMs and would likely improve user experience because these three meaures are often implemented together.										Building Shell - Insulation - IE Multi-Family				Opaque Shell		Wall Insulation

		Section (i.e., MF, Res, Commercial), pages				Residential																				Multi-Family				Residential		Retrofit/New Construction

		MF Initiative Measures 																								Retrofit				Retrofit

		Baseline (Retrofit or Lost Opportunity)				Retrofit

		Baseline Assumptions				Installation of batt or loose fill insulation located between conditioned area and ambient (attic or outside) space.		6/5/20		No Change		baseline reference: no change				baseline reference: no updates recommended										Shell insulation installed through the Home Energy Services (MassSAVE) program.				This measure covers the installation of wall and ceiling insulation to reduce the thermal conductance of the building envelope. Energy and demand saving are realized through reductions in the building’s heating and cooling loads. Existing (baseline) and installed (qualifying) shell R-values must be captured in order to estimate energy savings. This measure is only applicable as a retrofit in existing single and multi-family buildings. This measure is only applicable as a retrofit in existing buildings, excluding gut rehab/major renovation projects. These projects entail whole-building envelope alterations that trigger more stringent code provisions, limiting potential incremental savings.		This measure is installing insulation to above-grade exterior walls in an existing or new construction
multifamily residence. This measure includes any increase in R-value due to installed insulation,
including but is not limited to fiberglass batts, spray foam, loose fill cellulose, metalized polymers, or
other material that meets local and state building codes. Sill boxes are considered part of the exterior
wall. A combination of insulation materials may be used, provided they meet the required efficient
condition (for example, 2x4 construction will likely not meet R-20 with just cavity insulation and will
likely require continuous insulation also).
Buildings with existing exterior wall insulation greater than R-5, exterior walls with an efficient condition
of significantly greater than R-20, and application in buildings with heating systems other than electric
resistance or a natural gas furnace or boiler will still be treated as custom.
For new construction projects, buildings with heating systems other than electric resistance or natural
gas furnace or boiler will still be treated as custom. 

		Baseline References				[1] ASHRAE degree-day correction. 1989 ASHRAE Handbook – Fundamentals, 28.2, Fig 1.
[2] Degree Day data from the National Climatic Data Center, Divisional Data, CT state, Jan. 1979 to Dec.
2008, 30-year average.
[3] Residential Central A/C Regional Evaluation, ADM Associates, Inc., Nov. 2009, a) Table B-4
(Hartford), p. B-9 and b) Figures 4-1 and 2 (Hartford), and pp. 4-15.
[4] KEMA, Evaluation of the Weatherization Residential Assistance Partnership and Helps Programs
(WRAP/Helps), Sep. 10, 2010. Table ES-8, pp. 1-10.
[5] Nexant Market Research, Inc., “Market Assessment for ENERGY STAR Room Air Conditioners in
Connecticut,” Cambridge, MA, 2007, pp. 17-18.
[6] RLW Analytics, “Final Report: Coincidence Factor Study: Residential Room Air Conditioners,”
Middletown, CT, 2008, pp. iv and 22.
[7] ADM Associates, Inc., “Residential Central/Regional Evaluation,” Sacramento, CA, 2009, p. 4-4.		6/5/20		No Change		baseline assumption: no change				baseline assumptions: no updates recommended														The baseline condition is a building envelope with insufficient insulation (i.e., not compliant with all applicable construction code requirements). Energy savings over a variety of baseline wall and ceiling insulation levels are listed in Appendix E. The baseline R-value must be captured and included in the program application. Interpolation of the data in Appendix E is permitted.  		For existing buildings, the baseline condition is minimal wall insulation such that the existing R-value is
at or less than R-5.
For new construction buildings, the baseline condition is R-20 wall insulation. 

		Algorithms in Measure				Retrofit Gross Energy Savings, Electric
Retrofit Gross Energy Savings, Fossil Fuel
Retrofit Gross Seasonal Peak Demand Savings, Electric (winter and summer)		6/24/20		Algorithm update		Aligning with ERS:
Account for interactivity between the envelope and other HVAC-related measures.		See ERS workbook for justification.

		Retrofit Gross Energy Savings, Electric

		Formula						6/5/20		Parameter Update		

SEER baseline: provide source


		

SEER: IECC 2015 (Current CT code).


		
SEER: There is currently no source.



										 kWh = MMBtu * 293.1                                                                                                                                                  If Facility has central cooling then also calculate air conditioning savings:
kWhcool = ((1/Rexist - 1/Rnew) * CDH * DUA * Area) / (1000 Btu/kBtu * ηcool)                         						kWhSAVED = kWhSAVED_HEAT + kWhSAVED_COOL                                                                  kWhSAVED_HEAT = [(1 / RBASE – 1 / REE) * Area * (1 – FramingF)] * 24 * HDD / (1,000 * HSPF)
kWhSAVED_COOL = [(1 / RBASE - 1 / REE) * Area * (1 - FramingF)] * 24 * CDD / (1,000 * SEER)

								6/5/20		Parameter Update		Heating System Efficiency: 0.78 AFUE or 0.8 Et				Aligning with ERS:
No references were provided for the estimated efficiency. The proposed efficiency values are based on an evaluation study conducted by Cadmus in 2015 in MA titled '“High Efficiency Heating Equipment Impact Evaluation Final Report', which is also used for measures 4.2.10 and 4.2.11 in the CT PSD. In addition to being based on evaluations, these values will also help align the existing heating system efficiency values with other TRMs. 

		Assumed Value				HDD		7/21/20		Parameter Update		Aligning with ERS		Aligning with ERS		Aligning with ERS

		Nomenclature						6/5/20		Parameter Update		ASHRAE Adjustment Factor is from 1989 ASHRAE Handbook and out of date. No change but recommend new source/study.

Winter Peak Factor is from a study done in 2010 and is likely out of date.  No change but recommend new source/study.		ASHRAE Handbook.		Looked through the most recent AHSRAE Handbooks and were unable to find a degree-day factor.										Where: 
Rexist = Existing effective R-value (R-Existing Insulation + R-Assembly),ft2-°F/Btuh 
Rnew  = New total effective R-value (R-Proposed Measure + R-Existing Insulation+ R-Assembly), ft2-°F/Btuh 
Area  = Square footage of insulated area 
 ηheat = Efficiency of the heating system (AFUE or COP) 
293.1 = Conversion constant (1MMBtu = 293.1 kWh) 
24      = Conversion for hours per day 
HDD  = Heating Degree Days; dependent on location, see table below 
1,000,000 = Conversion from Btu to MMBtu 
kW/kWhheat = Average annual kW reduction per kWh reduction: 0.00073 kW/kWh                  ηcool = Efficiency of air conditioning equipment (SEER or EER)                                                              CDH  = Cooling Degree Hours; dependent on location, see table below 				where:
ΔkWh		= Annual electricity energy savings
ΔkW		= Peak coincident demand electric savings
Δtherms		= Annual gas energy savings
ft2 		= Square footage of conditioned floor area affected by installation of opaque shell insulation
ΔkWh/1,000ft2	= Annual electric energy savings per thousand square feet of conditioned area
ΔkW/1,000ft2 	= Peak coincident demand electric savings per thousand square feet of conditioned area
Δtherms/1,000ft2	= Annual gas energy savings per thousand square feet of conditioned area
CF		= Coincidence factor
1,000		= Conversion factor, ft2 equals 1,000 ft2		Where:
RBASE = Existing condition insulation R-value (= R-5 for existing buildings, = R-20
for new construction)
REE = Efficient condition insulation R-value (= R-20 for existing buildings, =
R-25 for new construction)
Area = Wall area to be insulated in square feet
FramingF = Adjustment to account for area of framing (= 25%)
HDD = Heating degree days (= 7,616; see table below)
AFUE = Natural gas heating system efficiency (= 84%)


								6/24/20		Parameter Update		Aligning with ERS:
Include COP of heat pump in nomenclature				Aligning with ERS:
Add COP to nomenclature for consistency.

								6/24/20		Editorial update		Aligning with ERS:
AKWH is listd twice. Consider removing one.				See ERS workbook for justification.

								6/24/20		Parameter update		Aligning with ERS:
ABTUH = Annual heating savings in BTU/yr to Nomenclature table				See ERS workbook for justification.		See ERS workbook for justification.		See ERS workbook for justification.		See ERS workbook for justification.		See ERS workbook for justification.

		Assumed Values						6/24/20		Parameter Update		Baseline R-Value: See Ceiling Insulation Values tab.		Baseline R-Values: IECC 2003, 2012, and the NY TRM.		Baseline R-value: It is likely that there are cases where the applicant does not know the existing R-value; especially in older buildings.

								6/24/20		Parameter Update		Aligning with ERS: COP = 2.4


				See ERS workbook for justification.

								6/24/20		Parameter Update		Aligning with ERS:
For ΔTBIN Consider using Bridgeport (coastal) and Hartford (non-coastal) bin data, as reference weather information rather than just using Hartford region bin data for the entire state				See ERS workbook for justification.

								6/24/20		Parameter Update		Aligning with ERS:
For Δtsummer Consider using Bridgeport (coastal) and Hartford (non-coastal) peak outside temperature data, as reference weather information rather than just using Hartford region bin data for the entire state.				See ERS workbook for justification.

		Reference (include year)				[1] ASHRAE degree-day correction. 1989 ASHRAE Handbook – Fundamentals, 28.2, Fig 1.
[2] Degree Day data from the National Climatic Data Center, Divisional Data, CT state, Jan. 1979 to Dec.
2008, 30-year average.
[3] Residential Central A/C Regional Evaluation, ADM Associates, Inc., Nov. 2009, a) Table B-4
(Hartford), p. B-9 and b) Figures 4-1 and 2 (Hartford), and pp. 4-15.
[4] KEMA, Evaluation of the Weatherization Residential Assistance Partnership and Helps Programs
(WRAP/Helps), Sep. 10, 2010. Table ES-8, pp. 1-10.
[5] Nexant Market Research, Inc., “Market Assessment for ENERGY STAR Room Air Conditioners in
Connecticut,” Cambridge, MA, 2007, pp. 17-18.
[6] RLW Analytics, “Final Report: Coincidence Factor Study: Residential Room Air Conditioners,”
Middletown, CT, 2008, pp. iv and 22.
[7] ADM Associates, Inc., “Residential Central/Regional Evaluation,” Sacramento, CA, 2009, p. 4-4.

		Retrofit Gross Energy Savings, Fossil Fuel

		Formula						6/5/20		No Change		No change.				No updates recommended; consistent with other TRMs.										MMBtu = ((1/Rexist - 1/Rnew)*HDD *  24 * Area) / (1000000 * ηheat)						ThermsSAVED = [(1 / RBASE - 1 / REE) * Area * (1 - FramingF)] * 24 * HDD / (100,000 * AFUE)

		Nomenclature				Same as above.		6/5/20		Parameter Update		See changes in Electric Savings Nomenclature section.				See justification in Electric Savings Nomenclature section.										here: 
Rexist = Existing effective R-value (R-Existing Insulation + R-Assembly),ft2-°F/Btuh 
Rnew  = New total effective R-value (R-Proposed Measure + R-Existing Insulation+ R-Assembly), ft2-°F/Btuh 
Area  = Square footage of insulated area 
 ηheat = Efficiency of the heating system (AFUE or COP) 
293.1 = Conversion constant (1MMBtu = 293.1 kWh) 
24      = Conversion for hours per day 
HDD  = Heating Degree Days; dependent on location, see table below 
1,000,000 = Conversion from Btu to MMBtu 				Same as above.		Same as above.

		Assumed Values				Same as above.		6/5/20		Parameter Update		See changes in Electric Savings Assumed Values section.				See justification in Electric Savings Assumed Values section.

		Reference (include year)				[1] ASHRAE degree-day correction. 1989 ASHRAE Handbook – Fundamentals, 28.2, Fig 1.
[2] Degree Day data from the National Climatic Data Center, Divisional Data, CT state, Jan. 1979 to Dec.
2008, 30-year average.
[3] Residential Central A/C Regional Evaluation, ADM Associates, Inc., Nov. 2009, a) Table B-4
(Hartford), p. B-9 and b) Figures 4-1 and 2 (Hartford), and pp. 4-15.
[4] KEMA, Evaluation of the Weatherization Residential Assistance Partnership and Helps Programs
(WRAP/Helps), Sep. 10, 2010. Table ES-8, pp. 1-10.
[5] Nexant Market Research, Inc., “Market Assessment for ENERGY STAR Room Air Conditioners in
Connecticut,” Cambridge, MA, 2007, pp. 17-18.
[6] RLW Analytics, “Final Report: Coincidence Factor Study: Residential Room Air Conditioners,”
Middletown, CT, 2008, pp. iv and 22.
[7] ADM Associates, Inc., “Residential Central/Regional Evaluation,” Sacramento, CA, 2009, p. 4-4.

		Retrofit Gross Seasonal Peak Demand Savings, Electric (winter and summer)

		Formula						6/24/20		Parameter Update		Baseline R-Value: See Ceiling Insulation Values tab.		Baseline R-Values: IECC 2003, 2012, and the NY TRM.		Baseline R-value: It is likely that there are cases where the applicant does not know the existing R-value; especially in older buildings.										kW = kWh * kW/kWhheat						kWSAVED = (kWhSAVED_COOL / EFLHCOOL) * CF

		Nomenclature				Same as above		6/5/20		Parameter Update		See changes in Electric Savings Nomenclature section.				See justification in Electric Savings Nomenclature section.										CF=0.35				Same as above.		Where:
EFLHCOOL = Equivalent full-load cooling hours (= 410)
CF = Coincidence factor (= 0.68)

		Assumed Values				CF=0.59 Reference: ADM Associates, Inc., Residential Central A/C Regional Evaluation: Final Report, Nov. 2009, Table 4-17, CT weighted average.		6/5/20		Parameter Update		See changes in Electric Savings Assumed Values section.				See justification in Electric Savings Assumed Values section.														CF=0.69

		Reference (include year)				[1] ASHRAE degree-day correction. 1989 ASHRAE Handbook – Fundamentals, 28.2, Fig 1.
[2] Degree Day data from the National Climatic Data Center, Divisional Data, CT state, Jan. 1979 to Dec.
2008, 30-year average.
[3] Residential Central A/C Regional Evaluation, ADM Associates, Inc., Nov. 2009, a) Table B-4
(Hartford), p. B-9 and b) Figures 4-1 and 2 (Hartford), and pp. 4-15.
[4] KEMA, Evaluation of the Weatherization Residential Assistance Partnership and Helps Programs
(WRAP/Helps), Sep. 10, 2010. Table ES-8, pp. 1-10.
[5] Nexant Market Research, Inc., “Market Assessment for ENERGY STAR Room Air Conditioners in
Connecticut,” Cambridge, MA, 2007, pp. 17-18.
[6] RLW Analytics, “Final Report: Coincidence Factor Study: Residential Room Air Conditioners,”
Middletown, CT, 2008, pp. iv and 22.
[7] ADM Associates, Inc., “Residential Central/Regional Evaluation,” Sacramento, CA, 2009, p. 4-4.



		Measure Life				25 years		6/5/20		No Change		No change.				No updates recommended; consistent with other TRMs.										25 years						25 years

		Measure Life Resource				GDS Associates Inc. Measure Life Report, Residential and Commercial Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures, Jun. 2007.																				GDS Associates, Inc. (2007). Measure Life Report: Residential and Commercial/Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures. GDS_2007_Measure_Life_Report_Residential_and_CI_Lighting_and_HVAC_Measures						GDS Associates. Measure Life Report, Residential and Commercial/Industrial Lighting and HVAC
Measures. Table 1, Ventilation. June 2007. http://www.iar.unicamp.br/lab/luz/ld/
Arquitetural/interiores/ilumina%E7%E3o%20industrial/measure_life_GDS.pdf



















Ceiling Insulation Values





Floor Insulation

		Measure ID (PSD Section)				4.4.10

		Measure Name				Floor Insulation

		Primary Sector				Residential 

		Description				Installation of insulation in a floor that separates conditioned space and unconditioned space, including unconditioned basements, unconditioned garages, and crawl spaces.







		TRM Comparison						TRC Date Stamp		Recommended TRC Action		TRC Proposed Values		TRC Primary Source Document		TRC Rationale/Justification		ERS Date Stamp		ERS Proposed Values		ERS Primary Source Document		ERS Rationale/Justification

		Resource				CT 2020 PSD 																						MA TRM		NY TRM		WI TRM

		Version				19th Edition, March 2020																						Version 2019-2021 Plan TRM		Version 7, Jan 2020		Version 2019

		Measure Name				Floor Insulation		6/24/20		Algorithm Update		Aligning with ERS:
Consider combining these three measures (wall, ceiling, floor insulation)				Aligning with ERS:
Combining measures would help align with other TRMs and would likely improve user experience because these three meaures are often implemented together.												Building Shell - Insulation - IE Multi-Family		Opaque Shell		Attic Insulation

		Section (i.e., MF, Res, Commercial), pages				Residential																						Multi-Family		Residential		Retrofit/New Construction

		MF Initiative Measures 																										Retrofit		Retrofit

		Baseline (Retrofit or Lost Opportunity)				Retrofit

		Baseline Assumptions				Installation of insulation in a floor that separates conditioned space and unconditioned space, including unconditioned basements, unconditioned garages, and crawl spaces.		6/5/20		No Change		baseline assumptions: no change				baseline assumptions: no updates recommended												Shell insulation installed through the Home Energy Services (MassSAVE) program.		This measure covers the installation of wall and ceiling insulation to reduce the thermal conductance of the building envelope. Energy and demand saving are realized through reductions in the building’s heating and cooling loads. Existing (baseline) and installed (qualifying) shell R-values must be captured in order to estimate energy savings. This measure is only applicable as a retrofit in existing single and multi-family buildings. This measure is only applicable as a retrofit in existing buildings, excluding gut rehab/major renovation projects. These projects entail whole-building envelope alterations that trigger more stringent code provisions, limiting potential incremental savings.		This measure is installing additional attic insulation in an existing or new construction multifamily
residence, assumed to be heated with either natural gas or electricity and may be electrically cooled.
For existing buildings, an additional requirement of this measure is that the existing space have less than
or equal to R-11 insulation or R-12 to R-19 excluding assembly section, and be insulated to a minimum of
R-38. This specific measure detail was determined through additional analysis and calculations in
reference to the Illinois TRM attic insulation methodologies.3 A framing factor was not included in the
calculation, as attic insulation is typically deep enough to completely cover the framing, making the
framing impacts negligible. Attics with an existing R-value greater than R-19 and attics with an efficient
condition of significantly greater than R-38 will be treated as custom measures. 

		Baseline References				[1] ASHRAE degree-day correction. 1989 ASHRAE Handbook – Fundamentals, 28.2, Fig 1.
[2] Degree day data from the National Climatic Data Center, Divisional Data, CT state, Jan. 1979 to Dec.
2008, 30-year average. Available at: http://www7.ncdc.noaa.gov/CDO/CDODivisionalSelect.jsp.
[3] Evaluation of WRAP and Helps Programs, KEMA, 2010, Table ES-8, pp. 1-10.		6/5/20		No change		No change				Verified references.														The baseline condition is a building envelope with insufficient insulation (i.e., not compliant with all applicable construction code requirements). Energy savings over a variety of baseline wall and ceiling insulation levels are listed in Appendix E. The baseline R-value must be captured and included in the program application. Interpolation of the data in Appendix E is permitted.  		For existing buildings, there are two tiers of baseline condition for this measure incentive: Tier 1 is an
attic insulated to R-11 or less and Tier 2 is an attic insulated to between R-12 and R-19.
For new construction, the baseline is an attic insulated to R-38. 

		Algorithms in Measure				Retrofit Gross Energy Savings, Electric
Retrofit Gross Energy Savings, Fossil Fuel
Retrofit Gross Seasonal Peak Demand Savings, Electric (winter and summer)		6/25/20		Algorithm update		Aligning with ERS:
Recommend in clude interactvity per R91 - Review of Impact Evaluation Best Practices [2016] - recommendation "Account for interactivity between HVAC and envelope measures" pg 73. 
Per R1603 HES Impact Evaluation [2018] - duct sealing savings overlaps with the air sealing savings. According to this evaluation study, all participants who installed duct sealing also installed air sealing. 				Aligning with ERS:
Account for interactivity between the envelope and other HVAC-related measures.

		Retrofit Gross Energy Savings, Electric

		Formula						6/5/20		Parameter Update		Baseline R-Value: See Floor Insulation Values		Baseline R-Values: IECC 2003, 2012, and the NY TRM.		Baseline R-value: It is likely that there are cases where the applicant does not know the existing R-value; especially in older buildings.												 kWh = MMBtu * 293.1                                                                                                                                                  If Facility has central cooling then also calculate air conditioning savings:
kWhcool = ((1/Rexist - 1/Rnew) * CDH * DUA * Area) / (1000 Btu/kBtu * ηcool)                         				kWhSAVED = kWhSAVED_HEAT + kWhSAVED_COOL
kWhSAVED_HEAT = [(1 / RBASE – 1 / REE) * HDD * 24 * Area] / (1,000 * HSPF)
kWhSAVED_COOL = [(1 / RBASE – 1 / REE) * CDD * 24 * Area] / (1,000 * SEER)

								6/25/20		Algorithm update		Heating System Efficiency: 0.78 AFUE or 0.8 Et		Heating System Efficiency: IECC 2015 (Current CT code).		Heating System Efficiency: There is currently no source. Update to code.

								6/25/20		Algorithm update		HDD: 5,998		HDD: NOAA National Centers for Environmental Information – NCEI 1981-2010 Climate Normals 
 https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/cdo-web/datatools/normals		HDD: Better, more current source.

		Nomenclature						6/5/20		Parameter Update		ASHRAE Adjustment Factor is from 1989 ASHRAE Handbook and out of date. No change but recommend new source/study.

Winter Peak Factor is from a study done in 2010 and is likely out of date.  No change but recommend new source/study.		ASHRAE Handbook.		Looked through the most recent AHSRAE Handbooks and were unable to find a degree-day factor.												Where: 
Rexist = Existing effective R-value (R-Existing Insulation + R-Assembly),ft2-°F/Btuh 
Rnew  = New total effective R-value (R-Proposed Measure + R-Existing Insulation+ R-Assembly), ft2-°F/Btuh 
Area  = Square footage of insulated area 
 ηheat = Efficiency of the heating system (AFUE or COP) 
293.1 = Conversion constant (1MMBtu = 293.1 kWh) 
24      = Conversion for hours per day 
HDD  = Heating Degree Days; dependent on location, see table below 
1,000,000 = Conversion from Btu to MMBtu 
kW/kWhheat = Average annual kW reduction per kWh reduction: 0.00073 kW/kWh                  ηcool = Efficiency of air conditioning equipment (SEER or EER)                                                              CDH  = Cooling Degree Hours; dependent on location, see table below 		where:
ΔkWh		= Annual electricity energy savings
ΔkW		= Peak coincident demand electric savings
Δtherms		= Annual gas energy savings
ft2 		= Square footage of conditioned floor area affected by installation of opaque shell insulation
ΔkWh/1,000ft2	= Annual electric energy savings per thousand square feet of conditioned area
ΔkW/1,000ft2 	= Peak coincident demand electric savings per thousand square feet of conditioned area
Δtherms/1,000ft2	= Annual gas energy savings per thousand square feet of conditioned area
CF		= Coincidence factor
1,000		= Conversion factor, ft2 equals 1,000 ft2		Where:
RBASE = Existing R-value of attic (= R-11 or R-19 for existing buildings, = R-38 for
new construction)
REE = Proposed R-value of attic after retrofit (= R-38 for existing buildings,
= R-49 for new construction)
HDD = Heating degree days (= 7,616; see table below)
24 = Hours per day
Area = Attic area to be insulated (in square feet)
100,000 = Conversion from Btu to therms
AFUE = Natural gas heating system efficiency (= 84%)6
1,000 = Kilowatt conversion factor
HSPF = Electric heating system efficiency (= 3.412 for electric resistance heat,
the number of Btus in a watt-hour)
CDD = Cooling degree days (= 565; see table below)
SEER = Cooling system efficiency (= 13FramingF = Adjustment to account for area of framing (= 25%)
HDD = Heating degree days (= 7,616; see table below)
AFUE = Natural gas heating system efficiency (= 84%)


								6/25/20		Editorial update		Aligning with ERS:
AKWH is listed twice. Remove one.				Repeat variable in Nomenclature.

								6/25/20		Editorial update		Aligning with ERS:
Include COP of heat pump in nomenclature.				Add to nomenclature for consistency.

								6/25/20		Editorial Update		Aligning with ERS:
A - Total Gross Area of Floor Insulation				Typo.

		Assumed Values						6/5/20		Parameter Update		Baseline R-Value: See Floor Insulation Values		Baseline R-Values: IECC 2003, 2012, and the NY TRM.		See justification in Formula

		Reference (include year)				[1] ASHRAE degree-day correction. 1989 ASHRAE Handbook – Fundamentals, 28.2, Fig 1.
[2] Degree day data from the National Climatic Data Center, Divisional Data, CT state, Jan. 1979 to Dec.
2008, 30-year average. Available at: http://www7.ncdc.noaa.gov/CDO/CDODivisionalSelect.jsp.
[3] Evaluation of WRAP and Helps Programs, KEMA, 2010, Table ES-8, pp. 1-10.		6/5/20		No change		No change				Verified references.

		Retrofit Gross Energy Savings, Fossil Fuel

		Formula						6/5/20		No change		No change.				No updates recommended; consistent with other TRMs.												MMBtu = ((1/Rexist - 1/Rnew)*HDD *  24 * Area) / (1000000 * ηheat)				ThermsSAVED = [(1 / RBASE – 1 / REE) * HDD * 24 * Area] / (100,000 * AFUE)

		Nomenclature				Reminder: System efficiency is 75%.		6/5/20		Parameter Update		See changes in Electric Savings Nomenclature section.				See justification in Electric Savings Nomenclature section.												here: 
Rexist = Existing effective R-value (R-Existing Insulation + R-Assembly),ft2-°F/Btuh 
Rnew  = New total effective R-value (R-Proposed Measure + R-Existing Insulation+ R-Assembly), ft2-°F/Btuh 
Area  = Square footage of insulated area 
 ηheat = Efficiency of the heating system (AFUE or COP) 
293.1 = Conversion constant (1MMBtu = 293.1 kWh) 
24      = Conversion for hours per day 
HDD  = Heating Degree Days; dependent on location, see table below 
1,000,000 = Conversion from Btu to MMBtu 		Same as above.		Same as above.

		Assumed Values				Caluculated in electric savings equation.		6/5/20		Parameter Update		See changes in Electric Savings Assumed Values section.				See justification in Electric Savings Assumed Values section.

		Reference (include year)				[1] ASHRAE degree-day correction. 1989 ASHRAE Handbook – Fundamentals, 28.2, Fig 1.
[2] Degree day data from the National Climatic Data Center, Divisional Data, CT state, Jan. 1979 to Dec.
2008, 30-year average. Available at: http://www7.ncdc.noaa.gov/CDO/CDODivisionalSelect.jsp.
[3] Evaluation of WRAP and Helps Programs, KEMA, 2010, Table ES-8, pp. 1-10.		6/5/20		No change		No change				Verified references.

		Retrofit Gross Seasonal Peak Demand Savings, Electric (winter and summer)

		Formula						6/5/20		No change		No change.				No updates recommended; consistent with other TRMs.												kW = kWh * kW/kWhheat				kWSAVED = (kWhSAVED_COOL / EFLHCOOL) * CF

		Nomenclature				Same as above.		6/5/20		Parameter Update		See changes in Electric Savings Nomenclature section.				See justification in Electric Savings Nomenclature section.												CF=0.35		Same as above.		Where:
EFLHCOOL = Equivalent full-load cooling hours (= 410)
CF = Coincidence factor (= 0.68)

		Assumed Values				WPF = 0.57		6/25/20		Editorial Update		Aligning with ERS:
Reference [3] in list of references should be quoted for WPF value.				Aligning with ERS;
There is no reference [4] in the document. This must be a typo.														CF=0.69		CF Source: Cadmus. “Focus on Energy Evaluated Deemed Savings Changes.” November 14, 2014.
https://focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/FoE_Deemed_WriteUp%20CY14%20Final.pdf 

		Reference (include year)				[1] ASHRAE degree-day correction. 1989 ASHRAE Handbook – Fundamentals, 28.2, Fig 1.
[2] Degree day data from the National Climatic Data Center, Divisional Data, CT state, Jan. 1979 to Dec.
2008, 30-year average. Available at: http://www7.ncdc.noaa.gov/CDO/CDODivisionalSelect.jsp.
[3] Evaluation of WRAP and Helps Programs, KEMA, 2010, Table ES-8, pp. 1-10.		6/5/20		No Change		No change				Verified references.



		Measure Life				25		6/5/20		No Change		No change.				No updates recommended; consistent with other TRMs.												25 years				25 years

		Measure Life Resource				GDS Associates Inc. Measure Life Report, Residential and Commercial Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures, Jun. 2007.		6/5/20		No Change		No change				Verified references.												GDS Associates, Inc. (2007). Measure Life Report: Residential and Commercial/Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures. GDS_2007_Measure_Life_Report_Residential_and_CI_Lighting_and_HVAC_Measures				GDS Associates. Measure Life Report, Residential and Commercial/Industrial Lighting and HVAC
Measures. Table 1, Ventilation. June 2007. http://www.iar.unicamp.br/lab/luz/ld/
Arquitetural/interiores/ilumina%E7%E3o%20industrial/measure_life_GDS.pdf



















Floor Insulation Values





Showerheads

		Measure ID (PSD Section)				4.5.1

		Measure Name				Showerheads				Overall Assessment

		Primary Sector				Residential 				Result of Fast Fill Assessment		Result of Research Assessment		Most Recent CT Evaluation		Evaluated Parameters from Most Recent CT Evaluation		Notes

		Description				Installation of low-flow showerheads meeting the EPA WaterSense® specification (2.0 gpm) (Ref [1]) to replace Federal Standard (2.5 gpm) or higher flow showerheads. 				Parameter update		"same as Fast Fill Assessment"		R1705 R1609 Multifamily Baseline and Weatherization Opportunity Study		Multifamily parameters (number of showerheads, number of occupants per unit)		Update algorithm RE_g to be consistent with nomenclature (RE_f)





																		http://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/96f0fec0b45a3c6485257688006a701a/72c23decff52920a85257f1100671bdd/$FILE/TRM%20Version%207%20-%20April%202019.pdf		https://www.focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/2019_TRM_Final_Update_0.pdf		https://etrm.anbetrack.com/#/workarea/trm/MADPU/RES-WH-S/2019-2021%20Plan%20TRM/version/1?measureName=Hot%20Water%20-%20Low-Flow%20Showerhead		http://rieermc.ri.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/ngrid-ri-2020-trm.pdf

						CT's 2020 PSD - existing		TRC Date Stamp		TRC Recommended Action		TRC Proposed Values		TRC Primary Source Document		TRC Rationale/Justification		NY TRM		WI TRM		MA TRM		RI TRM

						19th Edition, March 2020												Version 7, Jan 2020		Version 2019		Version 2019-2021 Plan TRM		Version 2020

		Applies to MF, SF Res, or Commercial				MF, SF Res		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		Low-Flow - showerhead		Kitchen/Bathroom Aerators and Showerheads		Hot Water - Low-flow showerhead		Showerheads

		PSD Section 				4.5.1		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		Single and Multi-Family Residential Measures (p. 117)		Residential (p.807)				Residential (24)

		Measure Name				Showerheads		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A

		Pages				p. 264		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A				Showerhead at 1.25 or 1.5 gpm		Existing showerhead with high flow rate is replaced with a new low flow showerhead.		Installation of a low flow showerhead with a flow of 1.5 gpm or less. 

		Baseline (Retrofit, Lost Opportunities, or Retirement?) 				Retrofit		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		Aligns with other TRMs		Retrofit Direct Install - Lost Opportunity?		Retrofit?		Retrofit		Retrofit? 

		Baseline Reference				Federal Standard (2.5 gpm)		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		Aligns with other TRMs		New York City plumbing code and New York State construction code (2.0 gpm)		Showerhead at 2.5 gpm		Deemed savings based on 		Baseline efficiency is showerhead with flow of 2.5gpm. For home audit applications, the baseline is existing showerhead. 

		Baseline  Assumptions				Federal Standard		6/5/20		No change		baseline reference: no change		N/A		baseline reference: no updates recommended		New York City plumbing code and New York State construction code				Deemed savings based on Navigant (2018) HES Impact Evaluation and Cadmus (2012) Massachusetts Multifamily Program Impact Analysis		Deemed savings based on Cadmus (2012) Massachusetts 2011 Residential Retrofit Multifamily Program Impact Analysis and Cadmus (2012) Demand Impact Model

		Savings				1) Gross Electric Energy Savings
2) Gross Fossil Fuel Energy Savings
3) Retrofit Gross Peak Day Savings, Natural Gas
4) Annual water savings		6/5/20		No change		baseline assumption: no change		N/A		baseline assumptions: no updates recommended		1) Annual Electric Energy Savings 
2) Annual Gas Energy Savings
3) Annual Gallon Water Savings		1) Annual electricity savings
2) Annual gas savings (therms)
3) Annual gallons of water saved
4) Summer Coincident Peak savings
5) Lifecycle Energy Savings
		1) kWh Savings per unit
2) kW Savings per unit
3) MMBtu Savings per unit		1) kWh Savings
2) kW Savings

		Retrofit Gross Energy Savings, Electric

		Formula						6/23/20		Algorithm update		align with ERS: adopt MidAtlantic TRM algorithm which involves removing square roots. Water savings algorithm also differ; see water savings section below		MidAtlantic TRM Version 9		See ERS workbook for justification; Removing square root to align with Midatlantic TRM

TRC Comment: In KEMA (2010) the square root is used an assumption that one shower may be used more often the other. However in water savings equation, the average number of shower events in a unit is being divided by the number of fixtures. Since the water savings already reflect an average across showerheads, square root seems redundant. Other TRMs also do not use the square root value. 

Discussion with ERS showed concern simply taking out square root would affect other parameters. ERS suggests adopting Midatlantic TRM formula. In proposed values, incorporated Midatlantic algorithm but with multifamily parameters where applicable.						Attached Low Rise (Electric): 187kWh
Highrise (Electric): 129 kWh		129 kWh per Unit installed 

						N/A, since using different algorithm		6/23/20		Algorithm update		MMBtu = 0.519 Mmbtu/showerhead x n		Calculated with suggested change from water savings measure		See above

						N/A, since using different algorithm		6/23/20		Algorithm update		AKWH = 155.2 kWh/showerhead x n		Calculated with suggested change from water savings measure		See above

		Nomenclature				T_shower: Temperature of Water from Shower
T_supply: Temperature of water into house
d_W: density of water 
SH_W: specific heat of water 
S_W: Annual water savings per showerhead
n_i: number of low flow showerheads installed
RE_e: Recovery efficiency of electric water heater		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		Nomenclature is clear		units: Number of measures installed under program
H2O Savings: Water savings
T: Temperature
T_main: Average inlet water temperature (F) by location
UEF: Uniform Energy Factor
8.33: Energy required (BTU's), to heat one gallon of water by one degree Fahrenheit
3,412: conversion factor, one kW equals 3,412 BTU/h
100,000: Conversion factor, (BTU/therm), one therm equals 100,000 BTU's
		Gallons_saved: First-year water savings in gallons
8.33: Density of water, lbs/gallon
C: Specific heat of water
T_point of use: Temperature of water at point of use 
T_entering: Temperature of water entering water heater 
EF_electric: Energy factor of electric water heater
3,412: Conversion from Btu to KWh 

		Assumed Values				T_shower: 105F
T_supply: 55F
d_W: 8.31 lb/Gal
SH_W: 1 Btu/lb-F
RE_e: 0.98		6/5/20		No change		T_dhw: no change
d_W: no change
SH_W: no change
RE_e: No change
T_supply: no change		N/A		T_dhw: Reasonable assumption
d_W: definition
S_W: definition
RE_e: The NY and WI TRM did not use recovery efficiencies. Reviewed other TRMs to see usage of recovery efficiencies. Pennsylvania and Illinois TRM both use recovery efficiencies (and was referenced by the New Jersey TRM) and were found by reviewing the AHRI database so this doesn't seem to be specific to the CT PSD. Another option is to consider getting the UEF/EF of the current water heater like in the NY TRM. However, this may make the measure complicated if the UEF is not readily known. The WI TRM had multifamily EF assumptions for water heater. However, the value could not be found in the report and it is noted in the TRM that the "Data maintained by Cadmus and Wisconsin PSC". 		T_shower: 105F 
T_main: Given by location
UEF: Given by product class, size, input rating and draw pattern		T_point of use: 101F 
T_entering: 52.3F
EF_electric: 92% (for multifamily)


		Reference (include year)				T_shower: N/A
T_supply: N/A
d_W: N/A
SH_W: N/A
RE_e: Illinois TRM (2013)		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		T_shower: conservative assumption based on 2014 NYS plumbing code, EPA MFHR program and ASSE 1070-2014
T_main: assumed to be 6F higher than annual average outdoor temperatures obtained by NCEI 1981-2010 climate normals
UEF: Code of Federal Regulations 10 CFR 430.43(d)		T_point of use: Cadmus (2013) Showerhead and Faucet Aerator Meter Study
T_entering: U.S. DOE "Domestic Hot Water Scheduler" https://www.energy.gov/eere/buildings/downloads/dhw-event-schedule-generator
EF_electric: Cadmus (2016) Potential Study for Focus on Energy. 				Cadmus (2012) Massachusetts 2011 Residential Retrofit Multifamily Program Impact Analysis

		Retrofit Gross Energy Savings, Fossil Fuel

		Formula						6/23/20		Algorithm update		ACCF = 6.47 x n		N/A		See above for rationale; calculated from updated parameters. Midatlantic algorithm below						Attached Low Rise (Gas): 0.92MMBtu
Attached Low Rise (Oil): 0.98 MMBtu
Attached Low Rise (Other): 0.92 MMBtu
High rise (Gas): 1.14 MMBtu
High Rise (Oil): 1.14 MMBtu
High Rise (Other): 1.14 MMBtu		0

								6/23/20		Algorithm update		AOG = 4.80 gal/showerhead x n		N/A		See above for rationale; calculated from updated parameters

								6/23/20		Algorithm update		AOP = 7.29 gal/showerhead x n		N/A		See above for rationale; calculated from updated parameters

								6/26/20		Parameter update		RE_f: Make RE_G		N/A		RE_f: There is a discrepancy between the nomenclature and what is being used in the equation.

		Nomenclature				RE_f: (Is this typo for RE_g? which is recovery efficiency of fossil fuel water heater)
		6/26/20		Parameter update		No change		N/A		Nomenclature is clear		See above. 		EF_Gas: energy factor of natural gas water heater

		Assumed Values				RE_f: 0.67 (for multifamily)
MMBTU Savings: 0.504		6/5/20		No change		RE_f: no change		N/A		RE_g: See discussion on electric water heater				EF_Gas: 75% (multifamily)

		Reference (include year)				RE_f: Illinois TRM (2013)
		6/23/20		No change		No change		N/A		May consider updating reference to newest Illinois TRM				EF_Gas: Cadmus (2016) Potential Study for Focus on Energy		Navigant (2018) HES Impact Evaluation and Cadmus (2012)massachusetts Multifamily Program Impact Analysis

		Natural Gas Peak Day Savings

		Formula						6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		equation: peak day natural gas savings is specific to CT TRM and not included in other TRMs. 		Coindicence Factor: NA				No algorithm explicitly given		No algorithm explicitly given

		Nomenclature				PD_WH: Peak day savings, water heating
ACCF: Annual natural gas savings
PDF_WH: Peak day factor, water heating		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A						CF_WP: Coincidence factor (winter peak)		CF_WP: Coincidence factor winter peak

		Assumed Values				PDF_WH: 0.00321		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A						CF_WP: 0.81 (electric) 		CF_WP: 1.00

		Reference (include year)				PDF_WH: NREL Tool For Generating Realistic Residential hot Water Event Schedules (2010)		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A								Cadmus (2012) Demand Impact model

		Annual Water Savings

		Formula						6/5/20		Algorithm update		equation: omit r_g from equation; adopt water savings portion of MidAtlantic TRM		 Aquacraft Water Engineering & Management (2011)
MidAtlantic TRM Version 8		equation: r_g is being used to as a ratio to adjust usage for cooler climate. But study being referenced develops the r_g from the difference in water usage between Northern and Southern California. This doesn't make sense as adjustment for Connecticut since the climate is very different. In general, Connecticut assumes lower water savings than the other TRMs in the comparison. Savings per showerhead is half of Massachusetts deemed value and NY for same baseline/efficiency condition. Savings is a little less than Wisconsin TRM (~1648 Gallons, which assumes 1 showerhead per dwelling unit for multifamily)						2,165 gallons per unit for multifamily

								6/23/20		Parameter update		S_W: 1,248.3 gallons/showerhead-yr		Calculated from omitting r_g and multifamily specific parameters		S_W: Note: This is still low savings per showerhead compared to other TRMs. Differs from ERS for multifamily specific consideration. Multifamily savings per showerhead is slightly higher than single family savings per showerhead (1,239 gallons/showerhead-yr)

		Nomenclature				S_W: Annual water savings per showerhead 
n_e: Average no. of shower events per day per household
d_e: Median duration per event
r_g: Ratio to adjust usage for cooler climate
gpm: gallons per minute
n_a: average number of showerheads		6/5/20		Algorithm update		r_g: omitted		N/A		See above.		GPM: gallons per minute
Throttle_fac: throttle factor - used in LBNL study to adjust for average percent of full capacity that the shower valve is opened when in use
		PH: persons per house
SPD: Showers per person per day
FH: Fixtures per house
SLU: Shower length of use
IR: Installation rate
DF: drain factor 

								6/26/20		Algorithm update		align with ERS - # people		MidAtlantic TRM Version 8		Add from MidAtlantic algorithm

								6/26/20		Algorithm update		align with ERS - shower_person		MidAtlantic TRM Version 8		Add from MidAtlantic algorithm

		Assumed Values				n_e: 1.97
d_e: 8.3 minutes
r_g: 0.9344
gpm: 2.5 (federal standard), 2.0 (water sense)
n_a: 2.3		6/23/20		Parameter update		align with ERS - gpm_watersense: inputted with 2.0 maximum		N/A		See ERS workbook for justification		GPM_baseline: 2.0 
Throttle_fac: 0.9
minutes/use: 8.2
uses/day: 2		PH: 1.93 (multifamily)
SPD: 0.6
FH: 1
SLU: 7.8 minutes
IR: 1.0 (prescriptive shower heads), 0.65 (pack-based showerheads)
DF: NA

								6/23/20		Parameter update		align with ERS - d_e: 7.8		See ERS supporting document		See ERS workbook for justification

								6/23/20		Parameter update		For multifamily, n_a: 1.3		R1705 R1609 Multifamily Baseline and Weatherization Opportunity Study		Differs from ERS (less showerheads) for multifamily consideration; Use CT MF Baseline study average number of showerheads

								6/26/20		Parameter update		For multifamily, # people: 1.9		R1706 RASS		See ERS workbook for justification; Differs slightly from ERS for multifamily consideration. For multifamily there is an average of 1.9 occupants from the RASS study. From ERS justification, n_e = occupants * 0.6/occupant = 1.14 for multifamily.

								6/26/20		Parameter update		Align with ERS: shower_person: 0.6		MidAtlantic TRM Version 8		Add from MidAtlantic algorithm

		Reference (include year)				n_e: Aquacraft Waterengineering & Management (2011)
d_e: Aquacraft Water Engineering & Management (2011)
r_g: Aquacraft Water Engineering & Management (2011)
gpm: EPA WaterSense Specification for Showerheads (2010)
n_a: Aquacraft Waterengineering & Management (2011) California Single Family Water Use Efficiency Study		6/23/20		Parameter update		Add reference from ERS supporting document		N/A		See ERS workbook for justification		GPM_baseline: 2017 NYS Uniform Code Supplement, 2014 NYC Plumbing Code
Throttle_fac: LBNL (2006) Potential Water and Energy Savings from Showerheads
		PH: US EIA RECS 2009
SPD: Cadmus (2013) Showerhead and Faucet Aerator meter Study
FH: Cadmus (2013) Showerhead and Faucet Aerator Meter Study
SLU: Cadmus (2013) Showerhead and Faucet Aerator Meter Study
IR: Cadmus (2012) Colorado Energy Savings Kits Program Evaluation, Cadmus (2011) Colorado Showerhead Program Evaluation 		Staff calculations based on Cadmus (2012) HES Impact Evaluation

								6/23/20		Parameter update		n_a: Energy & Resource Solutions. "R1705 R1609 Multifamily Baseline and Weatherization Opportunity Study," October 10, 2019. 		R1705 R1609 Multifamily Baseline and Weatherization Opportunity Study (2019)		Add references for multifamily consideration

								6/23/20		Parameter update		# people: NMR Group, Inc. "R1706 Residential Appliance Saturation Survey & R1616/R1708 Residential Lighting Impact Saturation Studies," October 1, 2019. 		R1706 RASS (2019)		Add references for multifamily consideration



		Measure Life				EUL: 10 		6/5/20		No change		EUL: no change		N/A		EUL: The EUL is consistent with NY/WI TRMs and NY references DEER, which CT usually references.		10		10		7		7

		Measure Life Resource				EUL: GDS Associates (2007) Measure Life Report, Residential and Commercial Industrial Lighting and HVAC Measures		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		DEER 2014		GDS Associates (2009) Natural Gas Energy Efficiency Potential in Massachusetts		MA Common Assumptions		Massachusetts Common Assumption



https://etrm.anbetrack.com/http://rieermc.ri.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/ngrid-ri-2020-trm.pdfhttps://www.focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/2019_TRM_Final_Update_0.pdfhttp://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/96f0fec0b45a3c6485257688006a701a/72c23decff52920a85257f1100671bdd/$FILE/TRM%20Version%207%20-%20April%202019.pdf

Faucet Aerators

		Measure ID (PSD Section)				4.5.2

		Measure Name				Faucet Aerators 				Overall Assessment

		Primary Sector				Residential 				Result of Fast Fill Assessment		Result of Research Assessment		Most Recent CT Evaluation		Evaluated Parameters from Most Recent CT Evaluation		Notes

		Description				Installation of aerators meeting the EPA WaterSense specification (Ref [1]) to replace Federal Standard (2.2 gpm) or higher flow lavatory faucet aerators.				Parameter update		"same as Fast Fill Assessment"		R1705 R1609 Multifamily Baseline and Weatherization Opportunity Study		Multifamily parameters (number of bathroom sinks, number of occupants per unit)		N/A





																		http://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/96f0fec0b45a3c6485257688006a701a/72c23decff52920a85257f1100671bdd/$FILE/TRM%20Version%207%20-%20April%202019.pdf		https://www.focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/2019_TRM_Final_Update_0.pdf		https://etrm.anbetrack.com/#/workarea/trm/MADPU/RES-WH-FA/2019-2021%20Plan%20TRM/version/1?measureName=Hot%20Water%20-%20Faucet%20Aerator		http://rieermc.ri.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/ngrid-ri-2020-trm.pdf

						CT 2020 PSD 		TRC Date Stamp		TRC Recommended Action		TRC Proposed Values		TRC Primary Source Document		TRC Rationale/Justification		NY TRM		WI TRM		MA TRM		RI TRM

						16th Edition, March 2020												Version 7, Jan 2020		Version 2019		Version 2019-2021 Plan TRM		Version 2020

		Applies to MF, SF Res, or Commercial				MF, SF Res		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		Low-Flow Faucet Aerator 		Kitchen/Bathroom Aerators and Showerheads 		Hot Water - Faucet Aerator		Aerator, Electric (182); Aerator, Oil (192); Aerator, Others (194)

		PSD Section 				4.5.2		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		Residential (p.112)		Residential (p. 807)		Residential		Residential

		Measure Name				Faucet Aerators 		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A								Replace 2.2 GPM or greater faucet with 1.5 gpm or less aerator.

		Pages				p.269		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A

		Baseline (Retrofit, Lost Opportunities, or Retirement?) 				Retrofit		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		Aligns with other TRMs		"Retrofit Direct Install", Lost opportunity? 		"Prescriptive" - Retrofit		Retrofit		"Prescriptive" - Retrofit

		Baseline Reference				Federal Standard (2.2 gpm)		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		Aligns with other TRMs		2.2 gpm for non-lavatory faucets, 1.5 gpm for lavatory faucets		2.2 GPM bathroo or kitchen aerator		Deemed Savings		2.2 GPM (Deemed Savings)

		Baseline  Assumptions				Federal Standard		6/5/20		No change		baseline reference: no change		N/A		baseline reference: no updates recommended		2017 NYS Uniform Code Supplement, NYC Plumbing Code 		Alliance Water Efficiency (2011) National Efficiency Standards and Specifications for Residential and Commercial Water-Using Fixtures and Appliances		Navigant (2018) HES Impact Evaluation
Navigant (2018) Multi-Family Program Ipmact Evaluation 		NA

		Savings				1) MMBtu Savings
2) kWh Savings
3) Fossil Fuel Savings
4) Gal Water Savings
5) Peak Day Savings Natural Gas		6/5/20		No change		baseline assumption: no change		N/A		baseline assumptions: no updates recommended		1) kWh Savings
2) Therms Savings
3) Gallon water savings		1) Annual kWh Saved
2) Annual Therms Saved
3) Annual Gallons Saved
4) Summer Coincident Peak Savings		1) kWh Savings
2) kW Savings
3) MMBtu Savings		1) kWh Savings
2) kW Savings
3) MMBtu Savings

		Annual Gross Electric Energy Savings

		Formula						6/5/20		Algorithm update		Align with ERS - Remove square roots from algorithms to align with MidAtlantic TRM. 

For multifamily: MMBtu = .187 Mmbtu/faucet x n
		KEMA. Evaluation of the Weatherization Residential Assistance Parternship (WRAP) Final Report (2010) (Reference[2])
MidAtlantic TRM Version 9		See ERS workbook for justification; Removing square root to align with Midatlantic TRM.

TRC Comment: In KEMA (2010) the square root is used an assumption that one aerator may be used more often the other. However in water savings equation, the number of faucet events in a unit is being divided by the number of fixtures. Since the water savings already reflect an average across faucet aerators, square root seems redundant. Other TRMs also do not use the square root value. 						Attached Low Rise (Electric) 43.0 kWh
High Rise (Electric): 97.0 kWh		Electric: 36.60 kWh

								6/23/20		Algorithm update		
For multifamily: AKWH = 55.93 kWh/faucet x n		KEMA. Evaluation of the Weatherization Residential Assistance Parternship (WRAP) Final Report (2010) (Reference[2])		See above

		Nomenclature				T_faucet: temperature of water from faucet
T_supply: temperature of water into house
d_W: density of water
SH_W: specific heat of water
S_w: Annual water savings per faucet
RE_e: Recovery efficiency of electric water heater
n: number of low-flow faucet aerators installed		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		Nomenclature is clear		units: number of measures installed under the program
H2O savings: water savings
T_faucet: typical water temperature leavings the faucet
T_main: Average inlet water temperature leaving the faucet
UEF: uniform energy factor		T_point of use: Temperature of water at point of use 
T_entering: Temperature of water entering water heater
C: Specific heat of water
EF_electric: energy factor of electric water heater
Gallons_saved: First-year water savings in gallon
8.33: Density of water (lbs/gallon)
3,412: Conversion from Btu to kWh

		Assumed Values				T_faucet: 80F
T_supply: 55F
d_W: 8.31 lb/Gal
SH_W: 1 Btu(lb-F)
S_w: Calculated Below
RE_e: 0.98		6/5/20		No change		T_dhw: no change
d_W: no change
SH_W: no change
RE_e: No change
T_supply: no change		N/A		T_dhw: Reasonable assumption
d_W: definition
S_W: definition
RE_e: The NY and WI TRM did not use recovery efficiencies. Reviewed other TRMs to see usage of recovery efficiencies. Pennsylvania and Illinois TRM both use recovery efficiencies (and was referenced by the New Jersey TRM) and were found by reviewing the AHRI database so this doesn't seem to be specific to the CT PSD. Another option is to consider getting the UEF/EF of the current water heater like in the NY TRM. However, this may make the measure complicated if the UEF is not readily known. The WI TRM had multifamily EF assumptions for water heater. However, the value could not be found in the report and it is noted in the TRM that the "Data maintained by Cadmus and Wisconsin PSC". 		H2O Savings: calculated
T_faucet: 80
T_main:values given depending on city
UEF: values calculated based on existing tank volume and equation from Code of Federal Regulations
8.33: Energy required (BTU's) to heat one gallon water by one degree Fahrenheit
3,412: Conversion factor, one kW equals 3,412 BTU/h		T_point of use: 93F (kitchen), 86F (bathroom)
T_entering: 52.3F
C: 1 Btu/lb-F
EF_elctric: 92% (MF)


		References (Include Year)				T_faucet: not given
T_supply: not given
RE_e: 2013 Illinois TRM		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		T_faucet:N/A
T_main:NCEI 1981-2010 climate normals
UEF: 10 CFR 430.32(d)		T_point of use: Cadmus (2013) Showerhead and Faucet Aerator Meter Study
T_entering: US DOE "Domestic Hot Water Scheduler" 
EF_electric: Cadmus (2016) Potential Study for Focus on Energy		Navigant (2018) HES Impact Evaluation
Navigant (2018) Multi-Family Program Impact Evaluation 		Electric: DNV GL RI EnergyWise Single Family Evaluation, July 2016

		Annual Fossil Fuel Savings

		Formula						6/23/20		Algorithm update		For multifamily: ACCF = 2.33 * n		N/A		Multiplier updated with multifamily specific values. See above for taking out square root. 						Attached Low Rise (Gas/other): 0.21 MMBtu
Attached Low Rise (Oil): 0.22 MMBtu
High Rise (Gas/Oil/Other): 0.86 MMBtu		Oil: 0.22 MMBtu
Other/Propane: 0.22 MMBtu

								6/23/20		Algorithm update		For multifamily:  AOG = 1.73 *n		N/A		Multiplier updated with multifamily specific values. See above for taking out square root. 

								6/23/20		Algorithm update		For multifamily:  AOP = 2.63 * n		N/A		Multiplier updated with multifamily specific values. See above for taking out square root. 

		Nomenclature				RE_G: Recovery efficiency of fossil fuel water heater		6/26/20		No change		No change		N/A		Nomenclature is clear		100,000: Conversion factor, (BTU/therm), one therm equals 100,000 BTUs
See kWh for other variables		EF_gas: Energy factor of natural gas water heater

		Assumed Values				RE_G: 0.67 (MF)
MMBtu Savings: 0.205		6/5/20		No change		RE_f: no change		N/A		RE_g: See discussion on electric water heater				EF_gas: 75% (MF)

								6/23/20		Parameter update		For multifamily - MMBtu Savings: .219 MMBtu		N/A		Calculation above.

		References (Include Year)				RE_G: 2013 Illinois TRM		6/5/20		No change		RE_f: no change		N/A		Consider updating to a newer version of Illinois TRM				EF_gas: Casmus (2016) Potential Study for Focus on Energy		Navigant (2018) HES Impact Evaluation
Navigant (2018) Multi-Family Program Impact Evaluation 		Navigant (2018) Res 34 Home Energy Services Impact Evaluation

		Natural Gas Peak Day Savings

		Formula						6/5/20		No change		equation: no change		N/A		equation: peak day natural gas savings is specific to CT TRM and not included in other TRMs. 

		Nomenclature				PD_WH: Peak day savings, water heating
ACCF: Annual natural gas savings
PDF_WH: Peak day factor, water heating		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A

		Assumed Values				PDF_WH: .00321		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A

		References (Include Year)				PDF_WH: NREL Tool For Generating Realistic Residential hot Water Event Schedules (2010)		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A

		Annual Water Savings

		Formula						6/5/20		Algorithm update		equation: omit r_g from equation		Aquacraft Water Engineering & Management (2011)		equation: r_g is being used to as a ratio to adjust usage for cooler climate. But study being referenced develops the r_g from the difference in water usage between Northern and Southern California. This doesn't make sense as adjustment for Connecticut since the climate is very different. In general, Connecticut assumes lower water savings than the other TRMs in the comparison. Savings per showerhead is half of Massachusetts deemed value and NY for same baseline/efficiency condition. Savings is a little less than Wisconsin TRM (~1648 Gallons, which assumes 1 showerhead per dwelling unit for multifamily)						332 gallons per unit (Residential water savings)

		Nomenclature				n_e: Median number of faucet events per day per household
d_e: average duration per event
r_g: ratio to adjust usage for cooler climate
DF: drain factor
gpm: gallons per minute
n_a: estimated average total number of faucets (all types) per household
		6/5/20		Parameter update		Add for multifamily - S_w: 902 gallons/faucet-yr		Calculated from omitting r_g and new average number of showerheads.		S_W: This value is between the water savings per year from the New York and Wisconsin TRMs. Different from ERS recommendation (806.61) suggesting higher multifamily savings		GPM_baseline: GPM for baseline measure
GPM_ee: GPM for energy efficient measure
Throttle_fac: Average percent of full capacity that the faucet valve is opened when in use 
minutes/use: Estimate duration of use
uses/day:  Estimated number of of uses per day		GPM_existing: Baseline flow rate
GPM_new: Efficient flow rate
PH: Persons per house
FH: Fixtures per house
IR: Installation Rate
365: Conversion from days to years
DF: Drain factor
FLU: Fixture length of use in minutes per person per day

								6/26/20		Algorithm update		align with ERS - # people		MidAtlantic TRM Version 8		Add from MidAtlantic algorithm

		Assumed Values				n_e: 42.9
d_e: .6167 minutes
r_g: .9344
DF: .795
n_a: 5.1 
		6/5/20		Algorithm update		r_g: omitted		N/A		See above.		GPM_baseline: 1.5 (non-lavatory faucets), 1.0 (lavatory faucets)
GPM_ee: 2.2 (non-lavatory faucets), 1.5 (lavatory faucets)
throttle_fac: 0.75
minutes/use: 0.5
uses/day: 17		GPM_existing: 2.2 gpm (kitchen & bathroom)
GPm_new: 0.5, 1.0 or 1.5 gpm (kitchen & bathroom)
PH: 1.93 (multifamily units)
FH: 1.0 (kitchen aerators), 1.43 (bathroom aerators)
IR: 1.0 (prescriptive aerators), 0.54 (pack-based aerators)
DF: 0.75 (kitchen aerators), 0.9 (bathroom aerators)
FLU: 1.6 (bathroom aerators), 4.5 (kitchen aerators)

								6/26/20		Parameter update		Align methodology with ERS and add for multifamily - # people: 1.9		R1706 RASS		See ERS workbook for justification; Differs slightly from ERS for multifamily consideration. For multifamily there is an average of 1.9 occupants from the RASS study. From ERS justification, n_e = occupants * 0.6/occupant = 1.14 for multifamily.

								6/23/20		Parameter update		Add for multifamily -n_a: 1.4		R1705 R1609 Multifamily Baseline and Weatherization Opportunity Study		Differs from ERS for multifamily consideration (slightly lower); Use CT MF Baseline study average number of bathroom sinks

								6/23/20		Parameter update		Aligning with ERS with multifamily consideration - n_e: 10.1		R1706 RASS		See ERS workbook for justification. Apply a multifamily multiplier by the ratio of number of occupants based on the Rass Study. 10.1 = 13.8 (ERS proposed n_e) * 1.9 (multifamily occupants)/2.6 (single family occupants)

		References (Include Year)				n_e: Aquacraft Water Engineering & Management (2011)
d_e: Aquacraft Water Engineering & Management (2011)
r_g: Aquacraft Water Engineering & Management (2011)
DF: 2013 Illinois TRM
n_a: Aquacraft Water Engineering & Management 2011		6/23/20		Parameter update		n_a: Energy & Resource Solutions. "R1705 R1609 Multifamily Baseline and Weatherization Opportunity Study," October 10, 2019. 		R1705 R1609 Multifamily Baseline and Weatherization Opportunity Study (2019)		Add references for multifamily consideration		GPM_baseline: NYS Uniform Code supplement, NYS Plumbing Code
GPM_ee: compliance efficiencies 
throttle_fac: N/A 
minutes/use: 2016 Water Research Foundation: Residential end Uses of Water
uses/day: 2016 Water Research Foundation: Residential end Uses of Water		GPM_existing: Alliance Water Efficiency (2011) National Efficiency Standards and Specifications for Residential and Commercial Water-Using Fixtures and Appliances
GPM_new: N/A
PH: US EIA (2009) RECS
FH: Cadmus (2013) Showerhead and Faucet Aerator Meter Study
IR: Cadmus (2015) Ameren Missouri Efficient Products Impact and Process Evaluation; Cadmus (2012) Colorado Energy Savings Kits Program Evaluation
DF: N/A		NMR Group (2011) Massachusetts Special and Cross-Sector Studies Area, Residential and Low-Income Non-Energy Impacts (NEI) Evaluation

								6/23/20		Parameter update		# people: NMR Group, Inc. "R1706 Residential Appliance Saturation Survey & R1616/R1708 Residential Lighting Impact Saturation Studies," October 1, 2019. 		R1706 RASS (2019)		Add references for multifamily consideration



		Measure Life				5 (EUL)		6/5/20		Parameter update		EUL: 10		EUL ID: WtrHt-WH-Aertr DEER 2014		EUL: Update to latest DEER version		10		10		7		7

		Measure Life Resource				2008 DEER		6/5/20		Parameter update		EUL: DEER 2014		EUL: DEER 2014		EUL: Update to latest DEER version		DEER  2014		GDS Associations (2009) natural Gas Energy Efficiency Potential in Massachusetts - In sources here it says, "Baselines for building envelope were set using Summit Blue's professional judgment with regard to the likely mix of program participants. In these cases, the baseline is set to be consistent with older
homes, generally less efficient than the average home. The actual baseline efficiency levels depend heavily on the program delivery and ultimate participant characteristics. "		NA		Massachusetts Common Assumption



http://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/96f0fec0b45a3c6485257688006a701a/72c23decff52920a85257f1100671bdd/$FILE/TRM%20Version%207%20-%20April%202019.pdfhttps://www.focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/2019_TRM_Final_Update_0.pdfhttp://rieermc.ri.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/ngrid-ri-2020-trm.pdfhttps://etrm.anbetrack.com/

DU FF Water Heater

		Measure ID (PSD Section)				4.5.3

		Measure Name				Fossil Fuel Water Heaters						Overall Assessment

		Measure ID				PSD4.5.3

		Measure Name				Fossil Fuel Water Heaters

		Primary Sector				Residential 						Result of Fast Fill Assessment		Result of Research Assessment		Most Recent CT Evaluation		Evaluated Parameters from Most Recent CT Evaluation		Notes										https://etrm.anbetrack.com/#/workarea/trm/MADPU/RES-WH-IWH/2019-2021%20Plan%20TRM/version/1?measureName=Hot%20Water%20-%20Indirect%20Water%20Heater

		Description				Installation of a high-efficiency natural gas or propane tankless and storage water heaters.						Parameter update		"same as Fast Fill Assessment"		None		gallons per year (GPY)		CT studies referenced include: 
R1614-R1613 CT Upstream HVAC & Water Heating
R1706 Residential Appliance Saturation Survey

R1614-R1613 CT Upstream HVAC & Water Heating is used as a reference in this measure. Study did not include FF Water Heater evaluation but water usage is referenced. Study also did not include multifamily specific parameters. The Residential Appliance Saturation Survey is used to get multifamily multiplier based on number of occupants. 

Suggest including the water heater capacity limit for clarification either for multifamily dwelling units only (to differentiate between using MF or Commercial measure) or for also single family.										https://etrm.anbetrack.com/#/workarea/trm/MADPU/RES-WH-ODTWH/2019-2021%20Plan%20TRM/version/1?measureName=Hot%20Water%20-%20On%20Demand%2FTankless%20Water%20Heater

																		http://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/96f0fec0b45a3c6485257688006a701a/72c23decff52920a85257f1100671bdd/$FILE/TRM%20Version%207%20-%20April%202019.pdf		https://www.focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/2019_TRM_Final_Update_0.pdf		https://etrm.anbetrack.com/#/workarea/trm/MADPU/RES-WH-CWH/2019-2021%20Plan%20TRM/version/1?measureName=Hot%20Water%20-%20Condensing%20Water%20Heater		http://rieermc.ri.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/ngrid-ri-2020-trm.pdf

						CT's 2020 PSD - existing		TRC Date Stamp		TRC Recommended Action		TRC Proposed Values		TRC Primary Source Document		TRC Rationale/Justification		NY TRM		WI TRM		MA TRM		RI TRM

						16th Edition, March 2020												Version 7, Jan 2020		Version 2019		Version 2019-2021 Plan TRM		Version 2020

		Applies to MF, SF Res, or Commercial				MF, SF Res		6/19/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		Storage Tank and Instantaneous Domestic Water Heater (p. 97)		Natural Gas Storage Water Heater, 0.67 EF; Condensing Water Heater, NG, 90%+; Tankless Water Heater, NG, EF >=0.9; Water Heater, >= 0.82 EF, Tankless, Residential Natural Gas		Condensing Water Heater, Indirect Water Heater, On Demand/Tankless Water Heater, Stand Alone Water Heater		Indirect Water Heater (p.843), Energy Star Cond Water Heater 0.80 UEF, Energy Star Storage Water Heater .64 UEF (med draw), Energy Star Storage Water Heater .68 UEF (high draw), Energy Star On Demand Water Heater 0.87 UEF (p.857 - 865)

		Measure Name				Fossil Fuel Water Heaters		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A

		Pages				Fossil Fuel Water Heaters (p.274)		6/19/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A

		Baseline (Retrofit, Lost Opportunities, or Retirement?) 				Lost Opportunity		6/19/20		Language change		In measure description, add: "This measure is only applicable to water heaters with a capacity of less than 75,000 Btu/h for multifamily dwelling units."		N/A		For water heaters that are larger than 75,000 Btu/h the efficiency ratings are not necessarily in UEF. In linked NOPR below, it states, "Only commercial water heaters meeting the definition of 'residential duty commercial water heater' are subject to the uniform efficiency descriptor test method, while all other commercial water heaters are not." (p.27) Adding a limitation to the capacity ensures the water heaters are rated with UEF. 75,000 Btu/h is the cut-off for consumer water heaters.  

Considered delineation of measures by whether the water heater is an individual unit water heater or serving multiple dwelling units but capacity may be more straightforward. 		Lost Opportunity		Lost Opportunity		Retrofit/Lost Opportunity (Condensing)		Lost Opportunity?

		Baseline Reference				Take average of energy factor of 50 gallon storage gas water heater and tankless water heater to get .71 EF		6/30/20		Parameter update		Align with ERS: 50 gallon storage or tankless heater with EF of 0.60 based on R1706 evaluation report. 		N/A		See ERS workbook for justification. Note to ERS: in the "Recommended Values" column, it says EF of 0.67 for the Description of Measure but 0.60 in the parameter section		Minimally code compliant water heater equivalent to existing water heater and with tank volume, input capacity and draw pattern equivalent to the efficient water heater		Residential, natural gas-fueled storage water heater with an EF of 0.60		Standalone tank water heater UEF 0.6 (Condensing); Existing (Indirect Water Heater); Standalone tank water heater UEF 0.63 and 0.58 UEF for early-retirement (On Demand/Tankless); Standalone tank water heater UEF 0.6 and UEF 0.55 for early retirement (standalone)		Standalone tank water heater with an energy factor of 0.61

		Baseline  Assumptions				Code of Federal Regulations, 10 CFR 430.32 (d)		6/5/20		No change		baseline reference: no change		N/A		baseline reference: no updates recommended				DOE (2015) Federal Standard for residential water heaters		Standalone - weighted average baseline UEF of medium and high draw units based in 2016-2017 rebates		Not shown

		Savings				1) Fossil Fuel energy Savings
2) peak Day Savings, Natural Gas		6/5/20		No change		baseline assumption: no change		N/A		baseline assumptions: no updates recommended		1) Annual Electric Energy Savings (Electric Equipment Only)
2) Summer Peak Coincident Demand Savings (Electric Equipment Only)
3) Annual Gas Energy Savings		1) Therm Saved 
2) Lifecycle Energy Savings		1) Deemed kWh Savings
2) Deemed kW Savings
3) Deemed MMBtu Savings		1) Deemed kWh Savings
2) Deemed kW Savings
3) Deemed MMBtu Savings

		Annual Gross Fossil Fuel Savings

		Formula						6/30/20		Algorithm update		align with ERS with multifamily adjusted ADHW:  

ABTU_W =7,004,370 Btu x (1/0.6 - 1/UEF_ee)		N/A		Code of Federal Regulations provides UEF rather than EF for 50 gallon size. 
The ADHW is lower than ERS since the ADHW calculation includes GPY, which is decreased by the ratio of occupants in a multifamily dwelling unit and occupants in a single family home. Calculation in GPY parameter below.				Storage:



Condensing:










Tankless:		Standalone Water Heater (Gas): 3.0 Mmbtu
On Demand (Gas): 7.3 MMBtu
On Demand (Other): 5.4 MMBtu
Indirect,, Attached Low Rise (Oil): 4.7 MMBtu
Indirect, Attached Low Rise (Gas): 4.0 MMBtu
Indirect, Attached Low Rise (Other): 4.0 MMBtu
Condensing (Gas): 7.0 MMBtu		Indirect: 8 MMBtu
Condensing (0.8 UEF): 7 MMBtu
Storage (.64 UEF): 3 MMBtu
Storage (.68 UEF): 3 MMBtu
On Demand (0.87 UEF): 7.3 MMBtu

		Nomenclature				ADHW: Annual Domestic Hot Water Load
GPY: Annual Domestic Hot Water Usage in gallons
T_dhw: Domestic hot water set point
T_aiw: Average annual Incoming Water Temperature
ABTU_W: annual BTU savings - Water heating
EF_B: energy Factor - baseline
EF_I: Energy factor - installed
ACCF_W: Annual Natural Gas Savings - Water heating
APG_W: Annual Propane Savings - Water Heating		6/19/20		Algorithm update		EF be changed to UEF
		Code of Federal Regulations, 10 CFR 430.32 (d)		Code of Federal Regulations provides UEF rather than EF for 50 gallon size. 		GPD: gallons per day
units: number of measures installed under the program
365: days in one year
8.33: Energy required (BTU) to heat one gallon of water by one degree Fahrenheit
T_main: Average temperature difference between water heater set point temperature and the supply water temperature in water main (F)
100,000: Conversion factor (BTU/therm), one therm equals 100,000 BTU
UEF: uniform energy factor		GPD: Average daily hot water consumption
C_P: Specific heat of water (1 Btu/lb-F)
T_tank: Water heater thermostat setpoint temperature
T_inlet: Inlet water temperature
EF_Base: Energy factor of the baseline water heater
EF_EE: Energy factor of the efficient water heater
delta T_w: average difference between the cold water inlet temperatures and the hot water delivery temperature
TE: Thermal efficiency
T_amb: ambient temperature
RE: recovery efficiency
P_on: Rated input power

		Assumed Values				GPY: 19,839
T_dhw: 125F
T_aiw: 57F
EF_B: 0.71
ADHW: 11,197,132 Btu		6/19/20		Parameter update		Align with ERS: 
T_dhw: 130F		 The R1614-1613 evaluation report		75 degree temperature differential from 55F according to the R1614-R1613 evaluation report		GPD: 17.2 x # of people,  or 46
UEF_baseline: given by Federal Minimum 		GPD: 42.8 gallons (storage), 34.14 (condensing), 42.75 (tankless)
delta T_w: 72.7F
EF_EE: 0.67 (storage), 0.9 (tankless)
TE: 0.9 (Condensing)
UA: 3.319 Btu/hr-F (condensing)
Tamb = 65 F
T_tank: 125F (condensing)
T_inlet: 52.3F (condensing)
RE: 0.9
P_on: 76,000 Btu/hr

		Assumed Values						6/19/20		Parameter update		GPY: 11,252 (for multifamily)		R1706 Residential Appliance Saturation Survey		GPY: The R1614-R1613 includes a sample with 55% 1-2 occupants and 45% with 3 or more occupants. This evaluation is more representative of single family homes given these demographics. In the R1614 study, an average of 2.6 occupants were found in single family while 1.9 occupants were found in multifamily units.

We determined a multifamily multiplier = 0.73 = 1.9 occupants/2.6 occupants since hot water usage is related the the number of occupants. 

11,252 GPY = 15,415 GPY * 0.73

		Assumed Values						6/19/20		Parameter update		Align with ERS: 
T_aiw: 55F		 The R1614-1613 evaluation report		Table ES-7 recommends temperature differential of 75°F. Temeprature of 55F makes sense as long as this is used consistently across hot water measures. 

		Assumed Values						6/19/20		Parameter update		ADHW: 7,004,370 Btu (Multifamily)		Calculation		ADHW will be affected if GPY and T_aiw change as suggested above. 

		Reference				GPY, ADHW, T_dhw, T_aiw: NREL (2010) Tool for Generating Realistic Residential hot Water Event Schedules
EF: Code of Federal Regulations		6/5/20		Updated reference		GPY: add NMR Group, Inc. "R1706 Residential Appliance Saturation Survey & R1616/R1708 Residential Lighting Impact Saturation Studies," October 1, 2019. 		R1706 Residential Appliance Saturation Survey		Used to calculate multiplier		GPD: Water Research Foundation (2016) Residential End Uses of Water
UEF_baseline:10 CFR 430.43(d) and 10 CFM 431.110(b)		GPD: Florida Solar Energy Center (2015) Estimating Daily Domestic Hot-Water Use in North American Homes; U.S. Census (2010) Demographic Profile for Wisconsin
Delta T_w: Public Service Commission of Wisconsin (2011) Request for Proposals
T_tank: Wisconsin State Legislature. Chapter 704.
T_inlet: U.S. DOE DHW Scheduler
T_amb: PG&E (2008) Applied Technology Services Performance Testing and Analysis Units
P_on: PG&E (2008) Applied Technology Services Performance Testing and Analysis Units
RE: assumed to be TE
		Navigant Consulting (2018) Water heating, Boiler and Furnace Cost Study
Navigant Consulting (2018) Home Energy Services (HES) Impact Evaluation		Water Heater UEF screening_2019-21_revised 2018.09.06

		Natural Gas Peak Day Savings

		Formula						6/5/20		No change		equation: no change		N/A		equation: peak day natural gas savings is specific to CT TRM and not included in other TRMs. 		not given		not given		not given		not given

		Nomenclature				PD_W: Peak day water heater savings

PDF_W: Peak day Factor Water Heating		6/5/20		No change		no change		N/A		N/A		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a

		Assumed Values				PDF_W: .00321		6/5/20		No change		no change		N/A		N/A		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a

		Reference (include year)				NA		6/5/20		No change		no change		N/A		N/A		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a



		Measure Life				11 (High Efficiency Storage Gas Water Heater)		6/5/20		No change		EUL: no change		EUL: DEER 2014		EUL: There has been no measure life change to DEER 2014		15 (Gas Storage Water Heater)
13 (Electric Storage Water Heater)
20 (Instantaneous Water Heater)		20 (Tankless), 13 (Condensing, Storage)		13 (Storage), 19-20 (Gas - Propane: On demand/tankless), 20 (Indirect), 15 (Condensing)		20 (Indirect), 15 (Condensing), 10 (Storage), 19 (On Demand)

		Measure Life Resource				CPUC DEER 2008 (spreadsheet referenced but not available anymore)		6/5/20		Updated reference		Change reference to DEER 2014		EUL: DEER 2014		Update to most recent DEER		PA Consulting Group (2009) Focus on Energy Evaluation of Business Programs
DEER 2014		Storage: PA Consulting Group (2009) State of Wisconsin Public Service Commission of Wisconsin Focus on Energy Evaluation Business Programs 
Condensing: Average of ENERGY STAR, DEER, Illinois TRM
Tankless:DEER 2014		DOE (2008) Energy Star Residential Water Heaters: final Criteria Analysis
Cadmus Group (2013) 2012 Residential heating, Water Heating, and Cooling Equipment Evaluation
GDS Associates (2009) Natural Gas Energy Efficiency Potential in Massachusetts		Water Heater UEF screening_2019-21_revised 2018.09.06





http://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/96f0fec0b45a3c6485257688006a701a/72c23decff52920a85257f1100671bdd/$FILE/TRM%20Version%207%20-%20April%202019.pdfhttps://www.focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/2019_TRM_Final_Update_0.pdfhttp://rieermc.ri.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/ngrid-ri-2020-trm.pdfhttps://etrm.anbetrack.com/https://etrm.anbetrack.com/https://etrm.anbetrack.com/

DU HPWH

		Measure ID (PSD Section)				4.5.4

		Measure Name				Heat Pump Water Heater						Overall Assessment

		Primary Sector				Residential 						Result of Fast Fill Assessment		Result of Research Assessment		Most Recent CT Evaluation		Evaluated Parameters from Most Recent CT Evaluation		Notes

		Description				Installation of a heat pump water heater (“HPWH”).						Parameter update		"same as Fast Fill Assessment"		R1614-R1613 CT Upstream HVAC & Water Heating		Deemed Savings from Evaluation		R1614-R1613 CT Upstream HVAC & Water Heating is used to produce deemed savings in this measure. Multifamily is not specifically referenced in this evaluation, but individual HPWH savings for unit is expected to be similar to single family.

Since CT doesn't permit fuel switching savings, suggest algorithm change in red text.



																		http://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/96f0fec0b45a3c6485257688006a701a/72c23decff52920a85257f1100671bdd/$FILE/TRM%20Version%207%20-%20April%202019.pdf		https://www.focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/2019_TRM_Final_Update_0.pdf		https://etrm.anbetrack.com/#/workarea/trm/MADPU/RES-WH-HPWH/2019-2021%20Plan%20TRM/version/1?measureName=Hot%20Water%20-%20Heat%20Pump%20Water%20Heater		http://rieermc.ri.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/ngrid-ri-2020-trm.pdf

						CT's 2020 PSD - existing		TRC Date Stamp		TRC Recommended Action		TRC Proposed Values		TRC Primary Source Document		TRC Rationale/Justification		NY TRM		WI TRM		MA TRM		RI TRM

						16th Edition, March 2020												Version 7, Jan 2020		Version 2019		Version 2019-2021 Plan TRM		Version 2020

		Applies to MF, SF Res, or Commercial				MF, SF Res		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		Heat Pump Water Heater (p.84)		Heat Pump Water Heater (p. 853)		Heat Pump Water Heater		HPWH <55 gallon (electric) (p.108) and HPWH > 55 gallon, UEF 2.70 (electric) (p.110)

		PSD Section 				4.5.4		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		Residential		Residential - single family		Residential		Residential

		Measure Name				Heat Pump Water Heater		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A						Installation of heat pump water heater (HPWH) instead of an electric resistance water heater

		Pages				Heat Pump Water Heater (p.277)		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A

		Baseline (Retrofit, Lost Opportunities, or Retirement?) 				Retrofit & Lost Opportunity options		6/19/20		No change		No change		N/A		Both pathways are reasonable		Lost Opportunity		Lost Opportunity		Lost Opportunity		Lost Opportunity

		Baseline Reference				Electric Resistance or Other		6/5/20		No change		No change		N/A		Evaluation study provides rationale for baseline		Minimally code compliant electric storage water heater with storage tank capacity and draw pattern equivalent to the efficient water heater		Heat pump with energy factor of 0.945		New, standard efficiency electric resistance hot water heater		New standard efficiency electric resistance hot water heater

		Baseline  Assumptions				West Hill Energy and Computing (2018) R1614/R1613 CT HVAC and Water Heater Process and Impact Evaluation		6/5/20		No change		baseline reference: no change		N/A		baseline reference: no updates recommended		10 CFR 430.32(d)		Federal standard for electric storage water heaters

		Savings				1) Deemed Annual kWh Savings
2) Deemed Annual Oil Savings
3) Deemed Annual Propane Savings
4) Deemed Peak Demand Savings (Electric)		6/5/20		No change		baseline assumption: no change		N/A		baseline assumptions: no updates recommended		1) annual Electric Energy Savings
2) Summer Peak Coincident Demand Savings
3) Annual Gas Energy Savings		1) Annual Energy Savings
2) Annual Therm Savings
3) Summer Coincident Peak Savings
4) Lifecycle Energy Savings 		1) Deemed kWh savings
2) Deemed kW savings 
3) Deemed heating penalties		1) Deemed Average annual kWh reduction per unit
2) Deemed average kW reduction per unit
3) Deemed Gas Heat MMBtu Loss 

		Annual Electric Energy Savings

		Algorithm						6/19/20		No change		N/A		N/A		Connecticut does not currently consider fuel switching, so consider identifying that fuel switching is currently not allowed, but these values are provided in case policy changes. Also, the evaluation study notes electric savings penalty for having a non-electric baseline that should be included if fossil fuel savings are to be claimed. Note to ERS: Did not see >55 gallon savings in evaluation. Potentially look into derivation, and why savings for >55 gallons is less than savings for 55 gallons or less. 

		Nomenclature				See above		6/19/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		GPD: gallons per day
delta T_main: average temperature difference between water heater set point temperature and the supply water temperature in water main (F)
365: days in one year
8.33: Energy required (BTU) to heat one gallon of water by one degree Fahrenheit
3,412: Conversion factor, one kWh equals 3,412 BTU
UEF: Uniform energy factor 
F_derate: Efficiency derating factor used to account for the degradation of heat pump
performance present in systems installed in unconditioned spaces
F_elecHeat: Electric heating factor, used to exclude electric heating penalty if no electric
heating is present
F_loc: Installation location factor, used to exclude interactive HVAC impacts for
systems installed in unconditioned spaces
F_cool: Cooling factor, used to account for the percentage of heat extracted from ambient
air by the heat pump water heater that reduces space cooling load 
F_heat:  Heating factor, used to account for the percentage of heat extracted from ambient
air by the heat pump water heater that increases space heating load
SEER: Seasonal average energy efficiency ratio over the cooling season
HSPF: Heating seasonal performance factor
3.412: Conversion factor, one watt-hour equals 3.412 BTU		EF_Base: Baseline energy factor 
EF_EE: Efficiency energy factor
GPD: gallons per day
365: number of days per  year
8.33: specific weight of water (lb/gallon)
delta T: average difference between cold water inlet temperatures and the hot water delivery temperature
C_p,water: specific heat of water
3,412: Btu to KWh conversion
COP_cool: coefficient of performance of cooling system
LM: latent multiplier

		Assumed Values						6/19/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		GPD: 17.2 x # of people; 46 if unknown
delta T_main: T_set - T_main
T_set: 140
T_main: givven in Cold Water Inlet Temperature table
SEER: 13
HPSF: 8.2 (HP), 3.412 (electric resistance)
F_derate: 1 (conditioned), see table for unconditioned
F_ElecHeat: 1 (electric heat), 0 otherwisex
F_Loc: 1 (conditioned space), 0 otherwise
F_Cool: see table		EF_BASE: .945
EF_EE: 2.0
GPD: 42.75
delta T: 72.7F
COP_cool: 3.52
LM: 1.33

		Reference				West Hill Energy and Computing (2018) R1614/R1613 CT HVAC and Water Heater Process and Impact Evaluation		6/19/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		GPD: Water Research Foundation (2016) Residential End Uses of Water
T_set: Per OSHA recommendations for prevention of Legionalla bacterial growth
T_main: NCEI 1981-2010 climate normals; Burch, Jay and Christensen, Craig, "Towards Development of an Algorithm for Mains Water Temperature"
F_derate: Bonneville Power Administration (2011) Residential HPWH Evaluation; NEEA (2013) HPWH Field Study Report, NW Council Heating/Cooling zone maps
F_cool/heat: Bonneville Power Administration (2011) Residential HPWH Evaluation; NW Council Heating/Cooling zone maps; NCEI 1981-2010 climate normals		EF_Base: Federal standards for residential water heaters
EF_EE: Energy Star "Water Heater Key Product Criteria" 2017
GPD: Florida Solar Energy Center (2015) Estimating Daily Domestic hot-Water use in North American Homes; U.S. Census (2010) Demographic Profile for Wisconsin
delta T: U.S. DOE: Domestic Hot Water Scheduler; Wisconsin State Legislature Chapter 704
COP_cool: Cadmus (2014) Focus on energy Evaluated Deemed Savings Changes
LM: M.A. Andrade and C.W. Bullard (1999) Controlling Indoor Humidity Using Variable-Speed Compressors and Blowers		Navigant Consulting (2018) Water Heating, Boiler and Furnace Cost Study (RES 19) Add-On Task 7: Residential Water Heater Analysis Memo. 2018_Navigant_Water_Heater_Analysis_Memo		Electric kWh Source: Water Heater UEF screening_2019-21_revised 2018.09.06

		Peak Demand Savings

		Algorithm						6/19/20		No change		No change		N/A		Deemed values up-to-date

		Nomenclature				n/a		6/19/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		(delta kW/unit): deemed summer peak coincident demand savings per measure		CF: coincidence factor

		Assumed Values				n/a		6/19/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		(delta kW/unit): 0.17		Hours: 2,533
CF: 0.12

		Reference (include year)				n/a		6/19/20		No change		No change		N/A		N/A		(delta kW/unit): DOE (2007) Field Testing of Pre-Production Protype HPWH		Hours: Illinois TRM Version 5.0 Volume 3		 Navigant Consulting (2018). Water Heating, Boiler, and Furnace Cost Study (RES 19) Add-On Task 7: Residential Water Heater Analysis Memo.		Electric kWh Source: Water Heater UEF screening_2019-21_revised 2018.09.06



		Measure Life				13		6/5/20		No change		EUL: no change		N/A		EUL: Consistent with other TRM values.		10		13		13		13

		Measure Life Resource				Heat Pump Water Heaters and American Homes: A good Fit? LBNL (2010)		6/5/20		No change		no change		N/A		consistent with other TRMs		DEER 2014		U.S. DOE (2010) Energy Conservation Program: Energy Conservation Standards for Residential Water Heaters		 Navigant Consulting (2018). Water Heating, Boiler, and Furnace Cost Study (RES 19) Add-On Task 7: Residential Water Heater Analysis Memo.		Electric kWh Source: Water Heater UEF screening_2019-21_revised 2018.09.06



http://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/96f0fec0b45a3c6485257688006a701a/72c23decff52920a85257f1100671bdd/$FILE/TRM%20Version%207%20-%20April%202019.pdfhttps://www.focusonenergy.com/sites/default/files/2019_TRM_Final_Update_0.pdfhttp://rieermc.ri.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/ngrid-ri-2020-trm.pdfhttps://etrm.anbetrack.com/

Blower Door - BF estimate

		Comparison of Consortium for Advanced Residential Buildings (CARB 2015) equation for estimating fraction of blower door result from the exterior, with Connecticut Program Savings Document (PSD 2020) calculation 

		Background: CARB (2014) developed an equation to estimate the "BF" term, which represents the percent of dwelling unit leakage from the outdoors. It was based on guarded* blower door tests in 17 MF buildings. 

		CARB's equation included 5 unit-specific terms (besides a climate zone term and a constant). CT simplified the CARB calc into 2 unit-specific terms, so estimated assumptions for the other terms. 

		This spreadsheet compares results for an example unit (25 x 35 ft) to see how well the simpified CT equation works.

		Summary of Results

		In general, the CT simplification is off by up to 20%, and recommended changes improve results by ~6%, so we plan to recommend the CT PSD add back in the terms for ductwork location and door area for improved accuracy.  

		The CARB model leads to what seems like too high a fraction from the exterior for old buildings (sometimes > 100%), and it seems like the fraction from the exterior shouldn't vary too much by age. So we plan to assume age = 10 years in our constant, since resulting values align with CARB results 

		Also, unpublished data using guarded blower door tests from Anthony Cox (see figure below) indicate the BF factor should be 67-83%, and the revised equation better aligns with that data

		Caveat: The CARB (2015) study was primarily done on garden-stye units (each unit has its own exterior entry). But there is no similar data for units on enclosed corridors. 

		We recommend using the CARB equation for all multifamily units, although it may overestimate leakage from the exterior (and therefore heating and cooling savings) for units on enclosed corridors.

		*guarded test = blower door test in which the test unit is pressurized (typically to 50 Pa) and the surrounding interior spaces are pressurized to the same pressure, so the only leakage is from the exterior

				original calc from CARB 2015																		simplified calc in 2020 CT PSD												Recommended new equation for PSD

		Scenario				constant		constant for CZ 4a		ducts in unconditioned space: 0.27; in conditioned space: 0.05		door area term (ft2) 		shared surface area  term (ft2)		envelope perimeter term (ft)		age term		Result: assumed fraction from exterior		constant* 		shared surface area  term (ft2)		envelope perimeter term (ft)		Result: assumed fraction from exterior		Difference: CT minus CARB		Difference of CT vs CARB result		constant* 		ducts in unconditioned space: 0.27; in conditioned space: 0.05		door area term (ft2) 		shared surface area  term (ft2)		envelope perimeter term (ft)		Result: assumed fraction from exterior		Difference: CT minus CARB		Difference of CT vs CARB result		Improvement

		Coefficients				0.8651		-0.25		0.27		-0.0044		-0.0002		0.0012		0.0054				0.7818		-0.0002		0.0012								0.67		0.27		-0.088		-0.0002		0.0012

		middle unit, ducts in uncond. space, 1 door, 50 yrs old		multiplier		1		1		1		20		2515		276		50				1		2515		276						underpredicts but CARB seems high		1		1		1		2515		276						still underpredicts but closer

				term		0.8651		-0.25		0.27		-0.088		-0.503		0.3312		0.27		0.90		0.7818		-0.503		0.3312		0.61		-0.29				0.6691		0.27		-0.088		-0.503		0.3312		0.68		0.22				8%

		 top unit (2 walls, floor shared), ducts in uncond. space, 1 door, 50 yrs old		multiplier		1		1		1		20		1415		276		50				1		1415		276						underpredicts but CARB result too high (>100%)		1		1		1		1415		276						still underpredicts but closer

				term		0.8651		-0.25		0.27		-0.088		-0.283		0.3312		0.27		1.12		0.7818		-0.283		0.3312		0.83		-0.29				0.6691		0.27		-0.088		-0.283		0.3312		0.90						6%

		middle unit, ducts in cond. space, 1 door, 50 yrs old		multiplier		1		1		1		20		2515		276		50				1		2515		276						underpredicts savings 		1		1		1		2515		276						same

				term		0.8651		-0.25		0.05		-0.088		-0.503		0.3312		0.27		0.68		0.7818		-0.503		0.3312		0.61		-0.07				0.6691		0.27		-0.088		-0.503		0.3312		0.68						10%

		top unit, ducts in cond. space, 1 door, 50 yrs old		multiplier		1		1		1		20		1415		276		50				1		1415		276						underpredicts savings 		1		1		1		1415		276						same

				term		0.8651		-0.25		0.05		-0.088		-0.283		0.3312		0.27		0.90		0.7818		-0.283		0.3312		0.83		-0.07				0.6691		0.27		-0.088		-0.283		0.3312		0.90						8%

		middle unit, ducts in cond. space, 2 doors, 50 years old		multiplier		1		1		1		40		2515		276		50				1		2515		276						close		1		1		2		2515		276						same

				term		0.8651		-0.25		0.05		-0.176		-0.503		0.3312		0.27		0.59		0.7818		-0.503		0.3312		0.61		0.02				0.6691		0.27		-0.176		-0.503		0.3312		0.59						3%

		top unit, ducts in cond. space, 2 doors, 50 years old		multiplier		1		1		1		40		1415		276		50				1		1415		276						close		1		1		2		1415		276						same

				term		0.8651		-0.25		0.05		-0.176		-0.283		0.3312		0.27		0.81		0.7818		-0.283		0.3312		0.83		0.02				0.6691		0.27		-0.176		-0.283		0.3312		0.81						2%

		middle unit, ducts in cond. space, 2 doors, 20 yrs old		multiplier		1		1		1		40		2515		276		20				1		2515		276						overpredicts savings		1		1		2		2515		276						still overpredicts but closer

				term		0.8651		-0.25		0.05		-0.176		-0.503		0.3312		0.108		0.43		0.7818		-0.503		0.3312		0.61		0.18				0.6691		0.27		-0.176		-0.503		0.3312		0.59						4%

		top unit, ducts in cond. space, 2 doors, 20 yrs old		multiplier		1		1		1		40		1415		276		20				1		1415		276						overpredicts savings		1		1		2		1415		276						still overpredicts but closer

				term		0.8651		-0.25		0.05		-0.176		-0.283		0.3312		0.108		0.65		0.7818		-0.283		0.3312		0.83		0.18				0.6691		0.27		-0.176		-0.283		0.3312		0.81						3%

		middle unit, ducts in uncond. space, 1 door, 20 yrs old		multiplier		1		1		1		20		2515		276		20				1		2515		276						underpredicts savings		1		1		1		2515		276						close

				term		0.8651		-0.25		0.27		-0.088		-0.503		0.3312		0.108		0.73		0.7818		-0.503		0.3312		0.61		-0.12				0.6691		0.27		-0.088		-0.503		0.3312		0.68						9%

		 top unit (2 walls, floor shared), ducts in uncond. space, 1 door, 20 yrs old		multiplier		1		1		1		20		1415		276		20				1		1415		276						underpredicts, but CARB's seems high		1		1		1		1415		276						close

				term		0.8651		-0.25		0.27		-0.088		-0.283		0.3312		0.108		0.95		0.7818		-0.283		0.3312		0.83		-0.12				0.6691		0.27		-0.088		-0.283		0.3312		0.90						7%

																																																average		6%

				Original equation for BF from CARB study																		Simplified equation for BF from 2020 PSD														Unpublished data from Anthony Cox, Community Housing Partner, showing percent of leakage from interior spaces in 14 garden-style buildings (i.e., each unit has its own entrance from the outdoors - there isn't a common corridor).

																																				Results are based on a comparison of a whole building test (entire multifamily building is pressurized - captures exterior leakage only) and compartmentalization tests for a sample of dwelling units (capture exterior and interior leakage)

																																				Since ~13-27% of leakage is from interior, this indicates 63-87% of dwelling unit leakage is from the exterior. 

																																				These are only garden-style buildings. Results from a soon-to-be published study from Center for Energy and Environment of newly constructed buildings indicates percent of exterior leakage is lower in dwelling units on common corridors than for garden-style buildings.

																																				Because there is no known data for fraction of leakage in units on enclosed corridors, TRC recommends using the garden-style results, even though they probably overestimate leakage from the outdoors (and therefore overestimate heating and cooling savings).



						from CARB study:
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kWh/1,000 ft


2 


Building Type Albany Binghamton Buffalo Massena NYC Poughkeepsie Syracuse 


Office - Low-rise 


(1 to 3 Stories) 


273 176 248 181 555 292 262 


Office - Mid-rise 


(4 to 11 Stories) 


258 166 235 171 525 276 248 


Office - High-rise 


(12+ Stories) 


269 174 245 178 548 288 259 


Religious Building 305 196 277 202 620 326 292 


Restaurant 308 199 280 204 627 330 296 


Retail - Department 


Store 


374 241 340 248 761 400 359 


Retail - Strip Mall 225 145 205 149 458 241 216 


Convenience Store 361 233 328 239 734 386 346 


Elementary School 196 126 178 130 398 209 188 


High School 189 122 172 125 385 202 182 


College/ University 245 158 223 163 499 262 236 


Healthcare Clinic 214 138 195 142 436 229 206 


Lodging 


(Hotel/Motel) 


346 223 315 229 704 370 332 


Manufacturing 289 186 262 191 587 309 277 


Special Assembly 


Auditorium 


256 165 232 169 520 273 245 


Other 274 177 249 182 558 293 263 
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Therms/1,000 ft


2 


Building Type Albany Binghamton Buffalo Massena NYC Poughkeepsie Syracuse 


Office - Low-rise 


(1 to 3 Stories) 


29 31 29 22 20 19 29 


Office - Mid-rise 


(4 to 11 Stories) 


19 21 19 14 13 12 19 


Office - High-rise 


(12+ Stories) 


26 28 25 20 18 17 26 


Religious Building 


189 204 187 144 131 123 189 


Restaurant 


136 147 135 104 95 89 137 


Retail - Department 


Store 


47 51 47 36 33 30 47 


Retail - Strip Mall 


30 33 30 23 21 20 30 


Convenience Store 


23 25 23 18 16 15 24 


Elementary School 


82 88 81 62 57 53 82 


High School 


79 86 79 61 55 52 80 


College/ University 


158 170 156 120 109 102 158 


Healthcare Clinic 


56 60 55 43 39 36 56 


Lodging 


(Hotel/Motel) 


26 28 25 20 18 17 26 


Manufacturing 


21 23 21 16 15 14 21 


Special Assembly 


Auditorium 


221 239 219 169 154 144 222 


Other 


76 82 75 58 53 49 76 
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Sheet1

		Summary of HES and HES-IE MF Impact Analysis																																				red if different from claimed																								Verified installation through documentation. Reasonableness check for lighting supported ex ante claim. Lifecycle retrospective and prospective savings differ because 2020 PSD assumes 4 yrs EUL and 2019 PSD assumes 5 yrs 

		(See Analysis Notes and Color Key below)																																				Prospective
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Comment:
    columns modified with paste special. Formulas have a "*.75", while values are hardcoded multiplied by .75																Retrospective

																		Ex Ante (Claimed)																				Ex Post (Verified)																Ex Post (Verified)

		Project Number		Program		Program Year
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Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Year of the install date for UI		Measure		Measure Name if unclear		Eversource database measure category

tc={0B756507-C663-423C-A880-FE25803981CC}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    will be added soon, to match the ex ante database categorizations for sample extrapolations		Heating Fuel (electricity, oil, gas, propane)		Cooling (Yes/ No/ Don't know		kWh		Lifecycle kWh		Summer Demand (kW)		Winter Demand (kW) 		Gas (ccf)		Gas Lifetime Savings (ccf)		total_oil_annual_savings (gal)		total_oil_life_time_savings (gal)		total_peak_day_ccf_savings		Measure verified as installed?		kWh		Lifecycle kWh		Summer Demand (kW)		Winter Demand (kW)		Gas		Gas Lifetime Savings		total_oil_annual_savings		total_oil_life_time_savings		kWh		Lifecycle kWh		Summer Demand (kW)		Winter Demand (kW) 		Gas		Gas Lifetime Savings		total_oil_annual_savings		total_oil_life_time_savings		Verificaton method		Main finding from data collected from facility manager or onsite		Comments

		CT18-1197655		HES-IE		2018		Air Sealing		Air sealing		Air Sealing						154		3085		0.2												0		Y		154		3085		0.2												154		3085		0.2		0.0										file review		in-unit measure		Invoice documented measure installed. Did not have enough information to re-do calculation, so awarded ex ante savings.

		CT18-1197655		HES-IE		2018		Dwelling Unit Light Bulbs		lighting - Dwelling unit 		In-Unit Lighting						7876		47257		1.4		2.1				0						0		Y		5,907		23,628		1.1		1.5										5,907		35,442		1.05		1.54										file review		in-unit measure		Verified installation through documentation. Reasonableness check for lighting supported ex ante claim. Lifecycle retrospective and prospective savings differ because 2020 PSD assumes 4 yrs EUL and 2018 PSD assumes 6 yrs. 

		CT18-1197655		HES-IE		2018		Dwelling Unit Light Bulbs		lighting - Dwelling unit 		In-Unit Lighting						59198		355187		10.4		15.3				0						0		Y		44,399		177,594		7.8		11.5										44,399		266,391		7.8		11.5										file review		in-unit measure		Verified installation through documentation. Reasonableness check for lighting supported ex ante claim. Lifecycle retrospective and prospective savings differ because 2020 PSD assumes 4 yrs EUL and 2018 PSD assumes 6 yrs . Reduced prospective savings by 25% for EISA.

		CT18-1197655		HES-IE		2018		Common and Exterior Lighting		lighting - Exterior 		Common Area/Exterior Lighting						16813		218569		0.06		2.41				0						0		Y		16813		218569		0.06		2.4										16813		218569		0.06		2.4										file review		No data collected		Invoice shows quantity. Recalculated savings since it was only 1 fixture type and energy savings matched claimed. 

		CT18-1197655		HES-IE		2018		Install Wifi Thermostat		Wifi thermostat		HVAC								- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		953		14,295		0		Y		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0						477
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Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    updated 6/23		7,148

tc={3F31650C-507D-4892-AE33-0E470E300EF3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    updated 6/23														953		14,295		file review		in-unit measure		Confirmed installation. Reduced savings by 50% per the 2020 PSD calculation (but not in 2018 PSD) to account for less savings in multifamily buildings due to less conditioned floor space. 

		CT18-1197655		HES-IE		2018		Install Wifi Thermostat		Wifi thermostat		HVAC						1,040		15,600		- 0		- 0				- 0						0		Y		520

tc={39D2B145-9B7D-4149-80AA-C57B3C6B8E93}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    updated 6/23		7,800

tc={D7B122C3-F5F5-45A8-ABD0-7ABF99EE8CB6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    updated 6/23		- 0		- 0										520		7,800		- 0		- 0										file review		in-unit measure		Confirmed installation. Reduced savings by 50% per the 2020 PSD calculation (but not in 2018 PSD) to account for less savings in multifamily buildings due to less conditioned floor space. 

		CT18-1197655		HES-IE		2018		HVAC ECM Fan Motor		ECM Fan Motor		HVAC						7,700		138,600		2.40		1.80				- 0						0		Yes		7,320		131,760		1.30		2.36										7,700		138,600		2.40		1.80										file review		Not collected for this measure		The 2018 PSD used a different formula that generated slightly more savings. For demand, Coincident Factors have shifted for this measure since 2018

		CT18-1197655		HES-IE		2018		Other - Custom Measure * (Individual Central AC)		Custom - Central AC		HVAC						7898		80562		9.83		0				0						0		Y		7898		142164		9.81		0										7898		142164		9.81		0										file review		in-unit measure		For Central A/C installation in 20 units. Couldn't find tonnage in documentation, but these savings assume 1.09 ton units, which is reasonable. Lifecycle savings should use EUL = 18 yrs

		CT19-1263080		HES-IE		2019		Lighting - LED Bulb		lighting - Dwelling unit 		In-Unit Lighting		Oil		None		43854		219271		7.5		11.0				0						0		Y		32,891		131,562		5.6		8.3										32,891		197,343		5.6		8.3										As built, invoices		Property manager interview confirmed common areas and exterior lighting		Verified installation through invoices and as-builts. Reasonableness check for lighting supported ex ante claim. Lifecycle retrospective and prospective savings differ because 2020 PSD assumes 4 yrs EUL and 2018 PSD assumes 6 yrs . Reduced prospective savings by 25% for EISA.

		CT19-1263080		HES-IE		2019		Blower door Air sealing		Air sealing		Air Sealing		Oil		None														2069		41371		0		Y														2,069		41,371														2069				As built		Property manager Interview confirmed air sealing in the basement		Used inputs from Fill out form and LOA Generator. Calculated exactly same value as ex ante claim

		CT19-1263080		HES-IE		2019		DHW Savings		Low flow fixtures		DHW		Oil		None														701		3504		0		Y														679		5051														65		520		As built, invoice		Photo provided by property manager showed DHW installed		Post-inspection report showed "no discrepancies" compared to claimed for this measure. Retrospective savings difference because PSD includes square root factor.

		CT19-1263080		HES-IE		2019		Lighting Fixture - LED		lighting - Exterior 		Common Area/Exterior Lighting		Oil		None		5125		66620		0.02		0.72				0						0		Y		5,125		66,620		0.02		0.7										5,125		66,620		0.02		0.72										As built, invoices		Property manager interview confirmed common areas and exterior lighting		Property manager interview confirmed installation. Quantity confirmed through documentation. Reasonableness check for lighting confirmed ex ante claim.

		CT19-1263080		HES-IE		2019		Insulation Basement ceiling		Insulation Basement ceiling		Insulation		Oil		None														5402		135040		0		Yes														5,402		135,040														5,402		135,040		As built		Property manager interview confirmed basement insulation is installed.		Installation confirmed via faciltiy manager interview. Used inputs from As-built_2019-06-28. Ex post calculated almost identical savings as ex ante calculation, so awarded ex ante savings

		CT19-1263080		HES-IE		2019		HVAC Boiler replacement		boiler		HVAC		Oil		None				- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		2,315		34,718		0		Y														0		0														0		0		As built, post inspection		Photo showed boiler installed		This project claimed savings from boiler in two separate row. There is no documentation of two separate sets of boilers (i.e., no evidence of a second measure). Ex post savings were awarded for the other boiler measure for this project, which showed 14 total boilers at this project.

		CT19-1263080		HES-IE		2019		HVAC ECM Circulator Pump		ECM Pump		HVAC		Oil		None		10,659		138,567		- 0		0.97				- 0						0		Y		10,659		159,885		- 0		0.97										10,659		159,885		- 0		0.97										As built, post inspection		No data collected		Invoices and post inspection confirmed ECM pumps were installed. Could not document number installed from files to redo calc so assumed ex ante savings

		CT19-1263080		HES-IE		2019		HVAC Boiler replacement		boiler		HVAC		Oil		None				- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		3,582		53,727		0		Y														3,034		45,514														3,034		45,514		As built, post inspection		Photo showed boiler installed		Post inspection report confirmed installation. Incorrect oversize factor claimed, which led to higher ex ante savings than ex post

		CT19-1263080		HES-IE		2019		Windows replacement		Window replacement		Windows		Oil		None				- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		3,182		79,554		0		Yes														3,182		79,550														3,182		79,550		As built, post inspection		Property manager interveiw confirmed window installation		Post inspection report showed windows installed in some buildings or in process of being installed in others. Number of windows and area from LOA Generator. Documentation showed number installed were a little higher than claimed. Awarded ex ante savings, because the additional windows may not have been incentivized by program

		CT17-1022992		HES		2017		Lighting - LED Bulb		lighting - Dwelling unit 		In-Unit Lighting		electricity		None		127917		1023338		3.59		5.27												Yes		95937.75
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Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    updated on 6/22		1023338		3.59		5.27										95937.75		1023338		3.59		5.27										file review		in-unit measure		documented in LoA generator and invoices. Reduced prospective savings by 25% for EISA.

		CT17-1022992		HES		2017		Air Sealing		Air Sealing		Air Sealing		electricity		None						11.1				1137		22736								Yes						11.1
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Comment:
    updated 6/22				1137
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Comment:
    updated 6/22		22736
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Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    updated 6/22														1137		22736								in-unit measure		Documented with as builts

		CT17-1022992		HES		2017		Lighting - LED Bulb - Common Area		lighting - Common area		Common Area/Exterior Lighting		electricity		None		40442		330444		14.57		10.51												Y		36925		480025		2.7		13.6										36925		480025		14.57		10.51										site visit		Onsite visit showed LEDs installed at exterior		Invoice documented measure installed. Reasonableness check for lighting confirmed ex ante savings; however, project calculator included 3,517 kWh of interactive effects (cooling savings), so removed those. Prospective demand savings adjusted to reflect multifamily (not grocery store) coincidence factors

		CT17-1022992		HES		2017		Lighting Fixture - LED		lighting - Dwelling unit 		In-Unit Lighting		electricity		None		21065		210650		1.25		1.88												No		0		0		0		0										0		0		0		0												in-unit measure		No documentation these were installed - not on invoices. Reduced prospective savings by 25% for EISA.

		CT17-1022992		HES		2017		Lighting - LED Bulb		lighting - Dwelling unit 		In-Unit Lighting		electricity		None		21065		210650		1.25		1.88												No		0		0		0		0										0		0		0		0												in-unit measure		No documentation these were installed - not on invoices. Reduced prospective savings by 25% for EISA.

		CT17-1051375		HES		2017		Lighting - LED Bulb		lighting - Dwelling unit 		In-Unit Lighting		Gas 		None		55730		445841		5.28		7.96												Y		41,798		334,381		3.96		5.97										41,798				3.96		5.97										file review 		in-unit measure		reasonableness check for lighting supported ex ante claim. Reduced prospective savings by 25% for EISA.

		CT17-1056332		HES		2017		Lighting Fixture - LED		lighting - mostly common area 		Common Area/Exterior Lighting		Gas 		Yes		77688		1009947		10.86		7.69												Y		77688		1009947		2.0		10.0										77688		1009947		10.86		7.69										file review - invoices		photos from facility manager verified installed common area and exterior fixtures (lenses on for most fixture types)		The common area and in-unit lighting invoices and calculators were combined and couldn't be separated.  Some proof provided both common area and in-unit lighting was installed so ex ante savings awarded. For demand, adjusted prospective coincidence factor (CF) to 2020 PSD multifamily CF, because project used grocery store CF since no multifamily CF available in 2017 PSD

		CT17-1056332		HES		2017		Lighting Fixture - LED		lighting - mostly common area 		Common Area/Exterior Lighting		Gas 		Yes		13512		170995		0.66		1.86												Y		13512		170995		0.1		2.4										13512		170995		0.66		1.86										file review - invoices		photos from facility manager verified installed common area and exterior fixtures (lenses on for most fixture types)		Same note as for other Heritage Commons common area lighting measure

		CT17-1056332		HES		2017		Lighting Fixture - LED		lighting - Dwelling unit 		In-Unit Lighting		Gas 		Yes		8,013		64,102		0.97		1.47												Y		6,010		48,077		0.73		1.10										6,010				0.73		1.10										file review - invoices		in-unit measure		The common area and in-unit lighting invoices and calculators were combined and couldn't be separated.  Some proof provided both common area and in-unit lighting was installed so ex ante savings awarded. Reduced prospective savings by 25% for EISA.

		CT17-1056332		HES		2017		Lighting Fixture - LED		lighting - Dwelling unit 		In-Unit Lighting		Gas 		Yes		7,495		97,441		3.16		2.23												Y		5,621		73,081		2.37		1.67										5,621				2.37		1.67										file review - invoices		in-unit measure		The common area and in-unit lighting invoices and calculators were combined and couldn't be separated.  Some proof provided both common area and in-unit lighting was installed so ex ante savings awarded. Reduced prospective savings by 25% for EISA.

		CT17-1056332		HES		2017		HVAC Boiler replacement		boiler		HVAC		Gas 		Yes								21.33		3,494		52,407						21.33		Y								0		3,494		52,407												0		3,494		52,407						file review 		No data collected		Facility manager confirmed installed through interview so awarded ex ante savings, although the post inspection report and invoices did not confirm installation of this measure. Removed winter demand savings since this is gas measure

		CT17-1056332		HES		2017		HVAC Heat Pump - Water Source		Heat Pump		HVAC		electricity		Yes		66067		991005		35		41.8												Yes		66067
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    updated 6/22										66067		991005		35		41.84										file review 		No data collected		Post inspection report confirmed installation

		CT17-1056332		HES		2017		HVAC Variable Frequency Drive		VFD		HVAC		Gas 		Yes		34372		446836		35		41.84												No		34372
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    updated 6/22										34372		446836		0		3.63										file review 		No data collected		Post inspection report confirmed installation. Ex ante savings claimed incorrect demand savings; this appears to be a clerical error where heat pump demand savings were applied to both heat pumps and VFDs

		CT17-1056332		HES		2017		Other - Custom Measure * Rooftop Unit		Air sealing		Custom		Gas 		Yes		1949		29232		1.2														Y		1949		29232		1.2												1949		29232		1.2		0.0										file review 		in-unit measure		from LOA, Reference to Air Sealing, but no reference to rooftop unit - this measure appears to have been mislabeled in database. Air sealing confirmed in post inspection report. Awarded ex ante savings

		CT17-1061429		HES		2017		Lighting - LED Bulb		lighting - Dwelling unit 		In-Unit Lighting		Gas 		Yes		557,574		4,462,031		71.79		105.19												Y		418,181		3,346,523		53.84		78.89										418,181				53.84		78.89										invoices		in-unit measure		verified from invoice. Reduced prospective savings by 25% for EISA.

		CT17-1061429		HES		2017		Lighting - LED Bulb		lighting - Dwelling unit 		In-Unit Lighting		Gas 		Yes		301,990		2,415,922		40.58		59.46												Y		226,493		1,811,942		30.44		44.60										226,493				30.44		44.60										invoices		in-unit measure		verified from invoice. Reduced prospective savings by 25% for EISA.

		CT17-1061429		HES		2017		Air Sealing - Heating		Air sealing		Air Sealing		Gas 		Yes								68.24		6985		139697						68.24		Y								0		6985		139697														6985		139697								in-unit measure		Verified installed from invoice. Project documentation combined blower door inputs for this measure with next, so combined ex post calculation for this measure and next and calculated same energy savings as claimed. Also removed demand savings, since this is gas measure and cooling (and demand) savings captured in another row.

		CT17-1061429		HES		2017		Air Sealing - Duct Sealing		Duct sealing		Duct Sealing		Gas 		Yes								79.32		8119		162383						79.32		Y								0		8119		162383												0		8119		162383								in-unit measure		verified from invoice. Removed winter demand, because this was gas heating

		CT17-1061429		HES		2017		Air Sealing - Nat Gas Heating		Air sealing		Air Sealing		Gas 		Yes								35.38		3621		72420						35.38		Y								0		3621		72421														3621		72421								in-unit measure		See comments for other air sealing gas measure for The Mansions. 

		CT17-1061429		HES		2017		Duct Sealng - Nat Gas Heating		Duct sealing		Duct Sealing		Gas 		Yes								41.13		4209		84180						41.13		Y								0		4,209		84180												0		4209		84180								in-unit measure		verified from invoice. Removed winter demand, because this was gas heating

		CT17-1061429		HES		2017		Air Sealing -  Eletric Cooling		Air sealing		Air Sealing		Gas 		Yes		5811		116228		7.6														Y		5376		107511		8.2												5376		107511		8.2												invoices		in-unit measure		Inputs are the same, and ex post energy savings are similar. No sure why there is a slight disrepancy

		CT17-1061429		HES		2017		Duct Sealing - Electric Cooling		Duct sealing		Duct Sealing		Gas 		Yes		2150		43004		0														Y		2150		43004		0.0												2150		43004		0.0														in-unit measure		verified from invoice

		CT17-1110146		HES		2017		Lighting - LED Bulb		lighting - Common Area 		Common Area/Exterior Lighting		Gas 		Yes		116726		933804		15.11		22.15												Y		116726		933804		2.8		28.8		-426								116726		933804		15.11		22.15		-426								Invoice 		Onsite visit showed LEDs installed at exterior		Reviewed LOA. Reasonableness check for lighting confirmed ex ante claim. For demand, adjusted prospective coincidence factor (CF) to 2020 PSD multifamily CF, because project used grocery store CF since no multifamily CF available in 2017 PSD. Gas heat and primarily interior fixtures so added interactive effects (negative gas savings)

		CT17-1110146		HES		2017		Air Sealing		Air sealing		Air Sealing		Gas 		Yes		13281		265622		16.5														Y		13281		265622		16.5												13281		265622		16.5														in-unit measure		Evidence shown through invoice, but no blower door inputs available for re-doing calculation. Ex ante savings awarded

		CT17-1126652		HES		2017		Lighting Fixture - LED		lighting - Common Area 		Common Area/Exterior Lighting		Propane		Yes		35477		423843		11.02		9.99												Y		35477		423843		2.1		13.0										35477		423843		11.02		9.99										File review - post inspection		photos from facility manager verified installed common area and exterior fixtures (lenses on for most fixture types)		Confirmed installation from facility manager photos. Savings for this measure and next measure could not be separated. Added savings together and found similar savings compared to ex ante savings. Ex ante savings awarded. For demand, adjusted prospective coincidence factor (CF) to 2020 PSD multifamily CF, because project used grocery store CF since no multifamily CF available in 2017 PSD

		CT17-1126652		HES		2017		Oil Heating Savings		Wifi thermostat		HVAC		Propane		Yes														9244		138662				Y														0		0														0		0		File review - post inspection		Post inpection and LOA		Wifi thermostats were installed, but since heating fuel is propane, the project should have claimed propane savings, not oil. Also, multifamily savings should be reduced by half, per the 2020 PSD. The retrospective savings are higher, since per thermostat savings was higher, and there was no reduction to half the savings for multifamily in 2017 PSD

		CT17-1126652		HES		2017		Other - Custom Measure *		Wifi thermostat		Custom		Propane		Yes		10,088		151,320																Y		6,208
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    updated 6/22		- 0		- 0										12,416		186,240		- 0		- 0										File review - post inspection		in-unit measure		Post inspection report showed 194 wifi thermostats installed. 2020 PSD assumes half the savings as single-family homes for multifamily so reduced savings by half compared to retrospective PSD which did not have that adjustment

		CT17-1126652		HES		2017		Lighting - LED Bulb		lighting - Common Area 		Common Area/Exterior Lighting		Propane		Yes		17115		102692		1.1		1.61												Y		17115		102692		0.2		2.1										17115		102692		1.1		1.61										File review - post inspection		photos showed LEDs were installed		See comment in row above, since combined with other lighting measure for this project.

		CT17-1126678		HES		2017		Lighting - LED Bulb		Lighting - Common Area/Exterior (mostly common area)		Common Area/Exterior Lighting		electricity		None		242672		2468129		33.49		27.85												Y		242672		2468129		6.3		36.2										242672		2468129		33.49		27.85										photos from FM		photos showed LEDs were installed 		Discrepancy found in post inspection report, but used updated quantity on fill out form to verify savings. For demand, adjusted prospective coincidence factor (CF) to 2020 PSD multifamily CF, because project used grocery store CF since no multifamily CF available in 2017 PSD

		CT17-1126678		HES		2017		Gas Heating Savings		lighting - interactive effects from common area 		HVAC		electricity		None										10774		161606								No																																		NA		NA - interactive effects		Interactive effects (lighting only project) - gas heating savings claimed but the summary tab of the LOA Generator shows that there's no gas in the building. Also, interactive savings should be negative

		CT17-1126678		HES		2017		Electric Heating Savings		lighting - interactive effects from common area 		HVAC		electricity		None		13260		198900																No																																		NA		NA - interactive effects		Interactive effects (lighting only project)

		CT17-1126682		HES		2017		Electric Heating Savings		Wifi thermostat		HVAC		Gas 		Yes - Central AC (Electric)		17,420		261,300																Y		8,710
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    updated 6/23														4,355		2,178		- 0		- 0										File review				File shows 3 different numbers of thermostats installed. Invoice states 348 wifi thermostats were installed but inspection report claimed 334 installed thermostats were installed, which provides 21,000 kWh in savings. LOA generator claims 17,420 kwh electric savings (matches summary tab). Assumed value in LOA (which is the lowest calculated) of 17,420 kWh to be conservative, multiplied by 50% per the 2020 PSD calculation (but not in 2017 PSD) to account for less savings in multifamily buildings due to less conditioned floor space. 

		CT17-1126682		HES		2017		Gas Heating Savings		Wifi thermostat		HVAC		Gas 		Yes - Central AC										9,715		145,055								Y										4,858
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    updated 6/23														9,715		145,055						File review				Savings calculated much higher then reported. Invoice states 348 wifi thermostats were installed but inspection report claimed 334 installed thermostats were installed and 1 unistalled thermostat in shop. LOA claims 14,154 CCF gas savings (does not match  9,715 gas savings on summary tab). Awarding lower savings to be conservative, since we don't have enough documentation for the higher savings claim. Also multiplied by 50% per the 2020 PSD calculation (but not in 2017 PSD) to account for less savings in multifamily buildings due to less conditioned floor space. 

		CT18-1134773		HES		2018		Lighting - LED Bulb		lighting - Dwelling unit 		In-Unit Lighting		Gas 		None		34068		272547		4.93		7.22												Y		28,390		113,560		4.11		6.02										28,390		170,340		4.11		6.02										File review		in-unit measure		Verified quantity from invoice, reasonableness check for lighting supported ex ante savings. Multiplied energy and demand savings by 1/0.9 because 2018 and 2019 calculators for HES projects included a 0.9 reduction that didn't align with PSD. Lifecycle savings different for retrospective and prospective because 2018 PSD used 6 yrs EUL while 2020 PSD used 4 yrs.Reduced prospective savings by 25% for EISA.

		CT18-1134773		HES		2018		Lighting Fixture - LED		Lighting - Common and Exterior 		Common Area/Exterior Lighting		Gas 		None		21286		276717		2.41		1.7												Y		21286		276717		0.5		2.2		-78								21286		276717		0.5		2.2		-78								On-site visit		Onsite visit showed LEDs installed at exterior		Onsite visit verified exterior lighting installed. Reasonableness check for lighting confirmed ex ante savings. For demand, adjusted prospective and retrospective coincidence factor (CF) to 2020 PSD multifamily CF, because project used grocery store CF instead of multifamily CF. Gas heat and primarily interior fixtures so added interactive effects (negative gas savings)
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		CT18-1155840		HES		2018		COMMON & EXTERIOR LIGHTING		lighting - Common and Exterior 		Common Area/Exterior Lighting		Electricty Resistence (baseboard) 		Yes - Window AC 
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    Does window AC count? If not change to None.		21706		281363		2.49		1.98												Y		21706		281363		0.5		2.6										21706		281363		0.5		2.6										On-site visit		Onsite visit showed LEDs installed at exterior		Used invoice and MF fill out form for quantities.  Reasonableness check for lighting confirmed ex ante savings. For demand, adjusted prospective and retrospective coincidence factor (CF) to 2020 PSD multifamily CF, because project used grocery store CF instead of multifamily CF 

		CT18-1155840		HES		2018		Lighting - LED Bulb		lighting - Dwelling unit 		In-Unit Lighting		Electricty Resistence (baseboard) 		Yes - Window AC 
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    Does window AC count? If not change to None.		8,385		50,308		1.23		1.80												Y		1,989		7,956		0.3		0.4										1,989		11,934		0.27		0.40										File review		in-unit measure		Used MF fill out form for quantity as there is no LOA for in-unit quantities and invoice only shows quantitiy for common area/exterior bulbs. Estimated savings in Simple Ltg tab, because we cannot find a calculator in project files showing how many bulbs they assumed for there savings.  Lifecycle savings different for retrospective and prospective because 2018 PSD used 6 yrs EUL while 2020 PSD used 4 yrs.Reduced prospective savings by 25% for EISA.

		CT18-1155840		HES		2018		Blower door Air sealing		Air sealing		Air Sealing		Electricty Resistence (baseboard) 		Yes - Window AC 		13328		266566		0.0		0												Y		13328		266560		0.3		17.2										13328		266560		0.3		17.2										File review		in-unit measure		File has blower door input calculations, but not calculator.  Could not identify 1 input (remaining unit average CFM) so awarded ex ante savings. Project did not claim demand savings, even though electric resistance heat and room A/C

		CT18-1155840		HES		2018		DHW Measures		Low flow fixtures		DHW		Electricty Resistence (baseboard) 		Yes - Window AC 		11674		58372																Y		14421		114010														1559		13345														File review		in-unit measure		Used MF fill out form as Invoice and LOA and post inspection not available. Retrospective savings difference because PSD includes square root factor. 

		CT18-1159088		HES		2018		Blower door Air sealing-cooling		Air sealing		Air Sealing		Gas 		Yes		346		6917		0.5														Y		346		6917		0.5												346		6917		0.5												File review		in-unit measure		Confirmed installation through LOA. Could not replicate full calculation because could not find 1 input (remaining unit average CFM), so assumed ex ante savings. 

		CT18-1159088		HES		2018		Duct Sealing		Duct sealing		Duct Sealing		Gas 		Yes		116		2317		0.18														Y		116		2317		0.18												116		2317		0.2												File review		in-unit measure		measure’s savings is below 75 percentile

		CT18-1159088		HES		2018		Lighting - LED Bulb		lighting - Dwelling unit 		In-Unit Lighting		Gas 		Yes		4,518		27,106		0.77		1.13												Y		3,765		15,060		0.64		0.94										3,765		22,590		0.64		0.94										File review		in-unit measure		Verified quantity from invoice, reasonableness check for lighting supported ex ante savings. Multiplied energy and demand savings by 1/0.9 because 2018 and 2019 calculators for HES projects included a 0.9 reduction that didn't align with PSD. Lifecycle savings different for retrospective and prospective because 2018 PSD used 6 yrs EUL while 2020 PSD used 4 yrs. Reduced prospective savings by 25% for EISA.

		CT18-1169387		HES		2018		Blower door Air sealing		Air sealing		Air Sealing		Electricity		None		45658		913153				21.89												Y		45899		917984				20.4										45899		917984				20.4										File review		in-unit measure		Energy savings for ex post are very similar to ex ante. Demand savings reduced because ex ante did not multiply by BF (assumed as 0.925)

		CT18-1169387		HES		2018		DHW Measures		Low flow fixtures		DHW		Electricity		None		46404		232021																Y		45178		350826														3079		24974														File review		in-unit measure		Retrospective savings difference because PSD includes square root factor.

		CT18-1169387		HES		2018		Lighting - LED Bulb		lighting - Dwelling unit 		In-Unit Lighting		Electricity		none		33175		199053		5.99		8.78												Y		27,646		110,583		4.99		7.32										27,646		165,875		4.99		7.32										File review		in-unit measure		Verified quantity from documentation, reasonableness check for lighting supported ex ante savings. Multiplied energy and demand savings by 1/0.9 because 2018 and 2019 calculators for HES projects included a 0.9 reduction that didn't align with PSD. Lifecycle savings different for retrospective and prospective because 2018 PSD used 6 yrs EUL while 2020 PSD used 4 yrs.Reduced prospective savings by 25% for EISA.

		CT18-1181182		HES		2018		Lighting - LED Bulb		lighting - Dwelling unit 		In-Unit Lighting		Electricity		Yes - Window AC 		22,853		137,119		3.58		5.24												Y		19,044		76,177		2.98		4.37										19,044		114,265		2.98		4.37										photos from FM		in-unit measure		Verified quantity from invoice, reasonableness check for lighting supported ex ante savings. Multiplied energy and demand savings by 1/0.9 because 2018 and 2019 calculators for HES projects included a 0.9 reduction that didn't align with PSD. Lifecycle savings different for retrospective and prospective because 2018 PSD used 6 yrs EUL while 2020 PSD used 4 yrs. Reduced prospective savings by 25% for EISA.

		CT18-1181182		HES		2018		Lighting Fixture - LED		lighting - Common and Exterior 		Common Area/Exterior Lighting		Electricity		Yes - Window AC 		22628		285513		3.61		3.83												Y		22628		285513		0.7		5.0										22628		285513		0.7		5.0										photos from FM		photos from facility manager verified installed common area and exterior fixtures		Confirmed quantity with invoices and onsite photos. Reasonableness check for lighting confirmed ex ante savings. For demand, adjusted prospective and retrospective coincidence factor (CF) to 2020 PSD multifamily CF, because project used grocery store CF instead of multifamily CF 

		CT18-1181182		HES		2018		Blower door Air sealing		Air Sealing		Air Sealing		Electricity		Yes - Window AC 		12123		242453				5.81												Y		12377		247534				5.5										12377		247534				5.5										photos from FM		photos from facility manager showed air sealing measures were installed and are still there		Confirmed installation through interview and from facility manager photos. Energy savings for ex post are very similar to ex ante. Demand savings reduced because ex ante did not multiply by BF (assumed as 0.925)

		CT18-1181182		HES		2018		DHW Measures		Low flow fixtures		DHW		Electricity		Yes - Window AC 		15490		77450																Y		15154		120778														1792		14709														photos from FM		photos from facility manager verified installed aerator and showerhead fixtures		Invoices confirmed quantities. Retrospective savings difference because PSD includes square root factor.

		CT18-1182552		HES		2018		HEAT PUMPS		HVAC Heat Pump		HVAC		Electricity		Yes		53619		493667				15.0												Y		53,619		493,667				15.0										53619		493667				14.95										Invoice, survey Q's 		in-unit measure		Confirmed inputs were entered correctly. We reviewed LOA calculation and confirmed they used PSD 2018 calculation correctly.  Awarded Ex Ante savings. 

		CT18-1182552		HES		2018		Blower door Air sealing		Air Sealing		Air Sealing		Electricity		Yes		4299		85794		0.3		3.9												Y		4299		85,980		0.3		3.9										4299		85980		0.3		3.9										Invoice, Pic		Photos provided by property owner verified floor caulking and pipe sealing		This measure combined with other air sealing measure for Velvet Mill. No data from Fill out Form, LOA, As Built for TRC to confirm calculation. Awarded ex ante savings based on invoice quantity showing 186 units air sealing and photo from property manager.

		CT18-1182552		HES		2018		DHW Measures		Low flow fixtures		DHW		Electricity		Yes		2138		10690																Y		1862.4		18624														523		5,231														Photo, Invoice		Photos provided by property owner verified installation 		Retrospective savings difference because PSD includes square root factor.

		CT18-1182552		HES		2018		Blower door Air sealing		Air sealing		Air Sealing		Electricity		Yes		22414		448275		1.5		20.5												Y		22414		448,275		1.5		20.5										22414		448275		1.5		20.5										Invoice, Pic		Photos provided by property owner verified floor caulking and pipe sealing		This measure combined with other air sealing measure for Velvet Mill. No data from Fill out Form, LOA, As Built for TRC to confirm calculation. Awarded ex ante savings based on invoice quantity showing 186 units air sealing and photo from property manager.

		CT18-1182552		HES		2018		DHW Measures		Low flow fixtures		DHW		Electricity		Yes		10004		50021																Y		5928.58		29643														630		3,150														Photo, Invoice		Photos of example units provided by property owner verified installation 		Retrospective savings difference because PSD includes square root factor. Ex ante must have also claimed higher number of installations than shown in documentation

		CT18-1182552		HES		2018		HVAC Heat Pump		HVAC Heat Pump		HVAC		Electricity		Yes		51129		448845		11.97		12.0												Y		51129
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		CT18-1182552		HES		2018		Lighting - LED Bulb		lighting - Dwelling unit 		In-Unit Lighting		Electricity		Yes		17,063		102,377		3.01		4.41												Y		14219.1666666667		56,877		2.51		3.68										14,219		85,315		2.51		3.68										No photos, Used invoices		in-unit measure		Verified quantity from invoices. Simple Ltg tab sums I77-I79 because Velvet and Clock tower have the same physical address.  Invoices clearly say Clock Tower dwelling unit lighting, but savings claimed was to low. Analysis we sumed total kWh for I77-I79. Multiplied energy and demand savings by 1/0.9 because 2018 and 2019 calculators for HES projects included a 0.9 reduction that didn't align with PSD. Lifecycle savings different for retrospective and prospective because 2018 PSD used 6 yrs EUL while 2020 PSD used 4 yrs. Reduced prospective savings by 25% for EISA.

		CT18-1182552		HES		2018		Lighting - LED Bulb		lighting - Dwelling unit 		In-Unit Lighting		Electricity		Yes		10,037		60,225		1.71		2.51												Y		8364.1666666667		33,457		1.43		2.09										8,364		50,185		1.42		2.09										No photos, Used invoices		in-unit measure		See note for measure above for other Velvet Mill dwelling unit lighting measure. Reduced prospective savings by 25% for EISA.

		CT18-1182559		HES		2018		Lighting - LED Bulb		lighting - Dwelling unit 		In-Unit Lighting		Electricity		Yes		42,243		253,458		7.10		10.41												Y		35202.5		140,810		5.92		8.68										35,203		211,215		5.92		8.68										No photos, Used invoices		in-unit measure		See note above for dwelling unit measure  for Velvet Mill. Reduced prospective savings by 25% for EISA.

		CT18-1182559		HES		2018		HEAT PUMP		HVAC Heat Pump		HVAC		Electricity		Yes		44683		411389		12.46														Y		44683		411,389		12																												Invoice, survey Q's 		in-unit measure		Confirmed inputs were entered correctly for 25 heat pumps. We reviewed LOA calculation and confirmed they used PSD 2018 calculation, which is same as 2020 for PSD.  Awarded Ex Ante savings.

		CT18-1182559		HES		2018		Air Sealing		Air sealing		Air Sealing		Electricity		Yes		16766		335319		1.1		15.3												Y		16766		448,275		1.1		15.3										16766		448275		1.1		15.3										Invoice, photo		Photos provided by property owner verified floor caulking and pipe sealing		Awarded ex ante savings based on invoice quantity of units air sealed and photos from property manager showing air sealing. 

		CT18-1182559		HES		2018		DHW Measures		Low flow fixtures		DHW		Electricity		Yes		7846		39231																Y		2125		10627														377		1,886														Photo, Invoice		Photos of example units provided by property owner verified installation 		Retrospective savings difference because PSD includes square root factor. Ex ante must have also claimed higher number of installations than shown in documentation

		CT18-1182559		HES		2018		HVAC Heat Pump		HVAC Heat Pump		HVAC		Electricity		Yes		14664		110207				2.0												Yes		14664
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    updated 6/22				0										14,664		110,207														Invoice, survey Q's 		in-unit measure		Documentation for an additional 10 heat pumps compared to previous row of 25 heat pumps

		CT18-1190135		HES		2018		Lighting - LED Bulb		lighting - Dwelling unit 		In-Unit Lighting		Oil		None		53433		320601		0.27		12.11												Yes		40074.75
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		320601		0.27		12.11										40,075		320,601		0		12										file review		in unit measures only		LoA Generator and invoices verified installation. Reduced prospective savings by 25% for EISA.

		CT18-1190135		HES		2018		Blower door Air sealing		Air sealing		Air Sealing		Oil		None														1904		38071				Y														1904		38071														1904
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		CT18-1190135		HES		2018		DHW Measures		Low flow fixtures		DHW		Oil		None														850		5498				No														850
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    added on 6/22		5498														850		5498		file review		in unit measures only		LoA and invoices confirm measure was installed. Awarded ex ante savings

		CT19-1246841		HES		2019		Lighting Fixture - LED		lighting - Common and Exterior - mostly exterior		Common Area/Exterior Lighting		Electricity		None		6807		88488		0.03		1.05												Y		6807		88488		0.03		1.05										6807		88488		0.0		1.1										on-site inspection		Onsite visit showed LEDs installed at exterior		Onsite visit confirmed exterior lighting installed. Ex post savings estimate matched ex ante. 

		CT19-1249021		HES		2019		Lighting - LED Bulb		lighting - Dwelling unit 		In-Unit Lighting		Gas 		No 		22571		112856		3.88		5.69												Y		18,809		75,237		3.23		4.74										18,809		94,046		3.23		4.74										Invoice 		in-unit measure		Verified quantity from documentation (columns S-V in calculator), reasonableness check for lighting supported ex ante savings. Multiplied energy and demand savings by 1/0.9 because 2018 and 2019 calculators for HES projects included a 0.9 reduction that didn't align with PSD. Lifecycle savings different for retrospective and prospective because 2019 PSD used 5 yrs EUL while 2020 PSD used 4 yrs. Reduced prospective savings by 25% for EISA.

		CT19-1249021		HES		2019		Lighting - LED Bulb		lighting - Dwelling unit 		In-Unit Lighting		Gas 		No 		2267		11336		0.42		0.61												Y		1,889		7,557		0.35		0.51										1,889		9,446		0.35		0.51										Invoice		in-unit measure		See note above for dwelling unit measure  for Eagal Pointe. Reduced prospective savings by 25% for EISA.

		CT19-1249021		HES		2019		Blower door Air sealing		Air sealing		Air Sealing		Gas 		No 								5.8		590		11799						5.76		Y								0		5,232		104,649												0.0		5232		104649						Invoice, LOA		Photo showed caulking around floor		Photo of sampled unit shows caulking. LOA shows 5232 ccf, which agrees with ex post calculation. Not sure where the database claim came from.

		CT19-1249021		HES		2019		DHW Measures Showerhead		Low flow fixtures		DHW		Gas 		No 								0.4		125		626						0.4		Y								0		289		1,445														28		142						Invoice		Photo showed aerator and showerhead		The combined savings for this measure and the next (both low-flow fixtures) are almost identical between prospective and ex ante savings. Retrospective savings are lower since ex ante did not apply square root factor

		CT19-1249021		HES		2019		Aeroseal Duct Sealing		Duct sealing		Duct Sealing		Gas 		No 								44.86		4591		91825						44.86		No								0		0		0																								Not collected for this measure		There was no documentation found for this measure.

		CT19-1249021		HES		2019		DHW Measures Aerator		Low flow fixtures		DHW		Gas 		No 								3.8		1202		6008						3.8		Y								0		996		9,964														77.9		779.3						Photos  		Photo showed aerator and showerhead		The combined savings for this measure and above (both low-flow fixtures) are almost identical between prospective and ex ante savings. Retrospective savings are lower since ex ante did not apply square root factor

		CT19-1249021		HES		2019		HVAC Variable Frequency Drive		VFD		HVAC		Gas 		No 		8442		109745				0.77												Y		9,593		143,896		- 0		0.9										9593		143896		- 0		0.9										Post inspection		Not collected for this measure		Post inspection documented measure installed. Calculated higher savings than ex ante, but not enough info in ex ante calculator to determine difference

		CT19-1249021		HES		2019		Central Boiler		boiler		HVAC		Gas 		No 								183.59		13,804		207,056						183.59		Y								0		13,270		199,057														13,270		199,057						Post inspection		Not collected for this measure		Ex post calculation is slightly different from ex ante values. Ex ante calculation (in LOA GEN files) appear to use input capacity, while PSD uses output capacity. We calculated as output capacity as input*Efficiency. Boiler make and model available in project file. Application shows oil/window AC, but all other documents have gas not oil, so used Gas savings (as assumed in ex ante calculation). Removed peak demand (kW) savings, since boiler produces no kW savings

		CT19-1249021		HES		2019		HVAC DHW Heater Indirect		DHW Heater - Indirect		HVAC/DHW		Gas 		No 								13.22		4133		61990						13.22		No																																				Not collected for this measure		No documentation another measure was installed. 

		CT19-1249022		HES		2019		ECM Pump		ECM Pump		HVAC		Gas 		No 		- 0
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    added values to ex ante column so realization rate wouldn't be "div0"		- 0		- 0		- 0												Y		816		12,240		- 0		0.29										816		12,240		- 0		0.29										Post inspection report		Not collected for this measure		No measure listed in database, awarded savings because post inspection verifies installation through program

		CT19-1262027		HES		2019		Lighting - LED Bulb		lighting - Dwelling unit 		In-Unit Lighting		NA
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    No heating selection on application or LOA. Verified 12/24/2020		Yes		184,837		924,185		32.44		47.53												Y		154,031		616,123		27.03		39.61										154,031		770,154		27.03		39.61										Invoice, As built		in-unit measure		Verified quantity from invoices, calculations matched as-builts. Reasonableness check for lighting supported ex ante savings. Multiplied energy and demand savings by 1/0.9 because 2018 and 2019 calculators for HES projects included a 0.9 reduction that didn't align with PSD. Lifecycle savings different for retrospective and prospective because 2019 PSD used 5 yrs EUL while 2020 PSD used 4 yrs. Reduced prospective savings by 25% for EISA.

		CT19-1262027		HES		2019		Blower door Air sealing		Air sealing		Air Sealing		NA				8640		172794		13.1														Y		8,640		172,794		13.1												8640		172794		13.1												Invoice		in-unit measure		Used values from LOA and Fill out form. Ex post energy savings matched ex ante

		CT19-1262027		HES		2019		Duct Sealing		Duct sealing		Duct Sealing		NA		Central A/C		6048		120958		0.51														Y		6,048		120,958		0.5												6,048		120,958		0.5												Invoice		in-unit measure		Verified calculation is the same from 2017, 2018, 2019, and 2020 PSD.  LOA calculation followed PSD calculation, awarded Ex Ante savings.

		CT19-1263390		HES		2019		Lighting Fixture - LED
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    LOA bulbs only, no fixture data
		lighting - Common and Exterior 		Common Area/Exterior Lighting		Gas 		Yes		229864		2906200		39.3		35.9												Y		229864		2,906,200		7.4		46.6		-839								229864		2906200		7.4		46.6		-839								Post inspection, LOA		claimed as in-unit measure		Post inspections verified common area lighting installed. For demand, adjusted prospective and retrospective coincidence factor (CF) to 2020 PSD multifamily CF, because project used grocery store CF instead of multifamily CF. Gas heat and primarily interior fixtures so added interactive effects (negative gas savings)

		CT19-1263390		HES		2019		Lighting - LED Bulb		lighting - Dwelling unit 		In-Unit Lighting		Gas 		Yes		67,101		335,504		12.89		18.88												Y		55,918		223,670		10.74		15.73										55,918		279,588		10.74		15.73												in-unit measure		Verified quantities from LOA_2019-12-02; S-V values from AFP Lighting Addend #2 LOA Gen_2019-12-02; Seems like two separate measures(sum of rows 102 and 103), so split savings similar as ex ante. Reasonableness check for lighting supported ex ante savings. Multiplied energy and demand savings by 1/0.9 because 2018 and 2019 calculators for HES projects included a 0.9 reduction that didn't align with PSD. Lifecycle savings different for retrospective and prospective because 2019 PSD used 5 yrs EUL while 2020 PSD used 4 yrs. Reduced prospective savings by 25% for EISA.

		CT19-1263390		HES		2019		Lighting - LED Bulb		lighting - Dwelling unit 		In-Unit Lighting		Gas 		Yes		58,793		293,966		11.05		16.20												Y		48,994		195,977		9.21		13.50										48,994		244,971		9.21		13.50												in-unit measure		See comments for other dwelling unit lighting measure for Northland-Bigelow. Reduced prospective savings by 25% for EISA.

		CT19-1263390		HES		2019		Blower door Air sealing		Air sealing		Air Sealing		Gas 		Yes								59.4		6078		121558						59.38		Y								0		6,078		121,560												0.0		6078		121560						As built, LOA		in-unit measure		Savings off As built LOA 2020-09-20. Split these savings with other gas savings measure from air sealing to match ex ante structure of how savings claimed. Total ex post gas savings matched total ex ante savings.  Removed winter demand, since units have gas heat.

		CT19-1263390		HES		2019		Blower door Air sealing		Air sealing		Air Sealing		Gas 		Yes		3330		66606		4.7														Y		6,046		120,910		9.2												6046		120910		9.2												As built, LOA		in-unit measure		Savings off As built LOA 2020-09-20. Not sure why project underclaimed savings

		CT19-1263390		HES		2019		Other - Custom Measure *  DHW Savings		Low flow fixtures		DHW		Gas 		Yes								5.5		1700		8502						5.45		Y								0		1398		9318														104		788						LOA 		in-unit measure		LOA Addendum #1 dated 2019-09-10, database included showerhead and aerator sum.   Retrospective savings difference because PSD includes square root factor.

		CT19-1263390		HES		2019		Blower door Air sealing		Air sealing		Air Sealing		Gas 		Yes								57.2		5850		117000						57.15		Y								0		5,850		116,998												0.0		5850		116998								in-unit measure		See comment for other gas savings for Northland-Bigelow air sealing. These savings were combined with that row.

		CT19-1263390		HES		2019		DHW Measures		Low flow fixtures		DHW		Gas 		Yes								4.2		1304		6518						4.18		Y								0		1007		5615														76		516						As built  		in-unit measure		Used quantity of aerators and showerheads from "As built 2020-09-20" file. This showed higher quantity of fixtures than what they claimed. Retrospective savings difference because PSD includes square root factor.

		CT19-1263390		HES		2019		HVAC Boiler replacement		boiler		HVAC		Gas 		Yes								11.63		874		13,114						11.63		Y								0		874		13,114														874		13,114						LOA, Invoice 		No data collected on site		Invoice verified installation LOA confirms calculation dated 2019-09-10. Award Ex Ante energy savings. But removed demand (kW) savings

		CT19-1263390		HES		2019		Other - Custom Measure * (Central Water Heater)		Custom - DHW		DHW		Gas 		Yes								2.55		796		11943						2.55		Y								- 0		796		11,943												- 0		796		11,943						Spec sheet, invoice, LOA 		No data collected on site		Invoice verified installation. LOA confirms calculation dated 2019-09-10. Award Ex Ante savings for energy, but removed demand savings since this is natural gas equipment.

		CT19-1285489		HES-IE		2019		Refrigerator replacement		Refrigerator replacement		Appliances		Gas 		none		100,752		1,024,080		18.48		10.39				- 0						0		Yes		73,557
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    Year of the install date for UI																																		735,575		13		8										- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0										File review		in unit measure		Verified quantity and type using LoA and invoices. LoA included savings from all entries on refrigerator calculator, even the data for the replacement fridges in the savings calculations

		CT19-1285489		HES-IE		2019		Lighting Fixture - LED		lighting - Common and Exterior 		Common Area/Exterior Lighting						349332		454120		9.15		6.84				0						0		Y		349332		454120		1.7		8.9				0						349332		454120		1.7		8.9										on-site inspection		photos showed LEDs were installed		Not on invoices, but onsite visit showed LEDs were installed, so awarded ex ante savings. For demand, adjusted prospective and retrospective coincidence factor (CF) to 2020 PSD multifamily CF, because project used grocery store CF instead of multifamily CF 

		CT19-1285489		HES-IE		2019		Lighting Fixture - LED		lighting - Mostly exterior		Common Area/Exterior Lighting						3684		48285		0.02		0.52				0						0		Y		3684		48285		0.02		0.52				0						3684		48285		0.02		0.52										on-site inspection		photos showed LEDs were installed		Not on invoices, but onsite visit showed LEDs were installed, so awarded ex ante savings. 

		CT18-1191630		HES-IE		2018		Dwelling Unit Light Bulbs		lighting - Dwelling unit 		In-Unit Lighting		Oil		None		4732		28389		0.6		0.9				0						0		Y		3,549		14,196		0.5		0.7										3,549		21,294		0.5		0.7										File review		in-unit measure		Verified installation through invoices . Reasonableness check for lighting supported ex ante claim. Lifecycle retrospective and prospective savings differ because 2020 PSD assumes 4 yrs EUL and 2018 PSD assumes 6 yrs. Reduced prospective savings by 25% for EISA.

		CT18-1191630		HES-IE		2018		Air Sealing		Air Sealing		Air Sealing		Oil		None														151		3013		0		Y														151		3020														151		3020		File review		in-unit measure		Combined calculation for this row with other air sealing measure for this project. Used most recent LOA used. Ex post calculated exact same savings as ex ante.

		CT18-1191630		HES-IE		2018		Domestic Hot Water (DHW) Measures		Low flow fixtures		DHW		Oil		None														73		365		0		Y														72		601														12		90		File review		in-unit measure		Used number of fixtures in LOA. Prospective savings nearly identical. Retrospective savings difference because PSD includes square root factor.

		CT18-1191630		HES-IE		2019		Blower door Air sealing		Air Sealing		Air Sealing		Oil		None														967		19333		0		Y														966		19326														966		19326		File review		in-unit measure		See comment for other air sealing measure for this project.

		CT18-1191630		HES-IE		2019		Other - Custom Measure *		Custom - unknown measure		Custom		Oil		None		0		0		0		0				0		193		966		0		Y														193		966														193		966		File review		unknown		Unclear what this measures was. Savings less then median value for oil savings, so passed through ex ante savings 

		CT18-1191630		HES-IE		2019		Lighting - LED Bulb		lighting - Dwelling unit 		In-Unit Lighting		Oil		None		15664		78320		2.2		3.2				0						0		Y		11,748		46,992		1.6		2.4										11,748		70,488		1.6		2.4										File review		in-unit measure		Verified installation through invoices . Reasonableness check for lighting supported ex ante claim. Lifecycle retrospective and prospective savings differ because 2020 PSD assumes 4 yrs EUL and 2018 PSD assumes 6 yrs. Reduced prospective savings by 25% for EISA.

		CT18-1191630		HES-IE		2018		HVAC Heat Pump		HVAC Heat Pump Common Area		HVAC		Oil		Yes (Common area only)		1204		18065		0.62		1.4				0						0		Y		1204		18065		0.62		0										1204		18065		1		0										on-site inspection		On-site inspection showed heat pump installed		Verified on-site 1 fujitsu heatpump installed for multifamily common area. Post inspection also verified equipment installation. We reviewed LOA calculation and confirmed they used PSD 2018 calculation, which is same as 2020 for PSD. No winter demand savings in 2018 or 2020 PSDs for common area heat pump, so removed winter kW.

		CT18-1191630		HES-IE		2019		Other - Custom Measure *  (Common Area HVAC)		Custom Common Area HVAC		HVAC		Oil		None		2214		33213		1.39		0				0						0		Y
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    Savings less then 50% , project automatically passed through.		2214		33213		1.39		0		0		0		0				2214		33213		1.39		0		0		0										Savings less then 50% , project automatically passed through. 

		CT18-1154929		HES-IE		2018		Insulation		Insulation Basement ceiling (Residential)		Insulation		Gas 		Yes - Window AC 				0		0		0		7784		194600						76.05		Y										7,784		194,600		- 0		- 0										7,784		194,600		- 0		- 0		photos from FM		Photo showed attic insulation (loose fill) was installed. Thickness appeared even from photo.		Installation confirmed through interview and from facility manager photos. It was not clear how much insulation was claimed for residential vs. common areas, so entered all savings into residential calculator. Calculated almost identical savings as ex ante, so awarded ex ante savings.

		CT18-1154929		HES-IE		2018		Insulation		Insulation Basement ceiling (Common)		Insulation		Gas 		Yes - Window AC 				0		0		0		1279		31967						12.49		Y										1,279		31,967		- 0		- 0										1,279		31,967		- 0		- 0		photos from FM		Photo showed attic insulation (loose fill) was installed. Thickness appeared even from photo.		See comment in row above, since combined with other insulation measure for this project.

		CT17-1096271		HES-IE		2017		Insulation Basement ceiling		Insulation Basement ceiling (Residential)		Insulation		Gas 		Yes - Window AC 				0		0		0		6802		170040						66.45		Y										6,802		170,040		- 0		- 0										6,802		170,040		- 0		- 0		photos from FM		Photo showed basement insulation installed		Confirmed through interview and from facility manager photos. Ex post calculation (combined for this measure and next for this project) calculated almost identical savings as ex ante, so awarded ex ante savings

		CT17-1096271		HES-IE		2017		Insulation Basement ceiling		Insulation Basement ceiling (Common)		Insulation		Gas 		Yes - Window AC 				0		0		0		6802		170040						66.45		Y										6,802		170,040		- 0		- 0										6,802		170,040		- 0		- 0		photos from FM		Photo showed basement insulation installed		See comment in row above, since combined with other insulation measure for this project.

		CT19-1273952		HES-IE		2019		Blower door Air sealing		Air sealing		Air Sealing		Electricity		Yes		23147		462945		1.6		22.2				0						0		Y		24188		483758		1.6		20.5										24188		483758		1.6		20.5										File Review		Facility manager interview confirmed installation		Ex post savings calculated slightly higher energy savings than claimed. Demand savings reduced because ex ante did not multiply by BF (assumed as 0.925)

		CT19-1273952		HES-IE		2019		Lighting - LED Bulb		lighting - Dwelling unit 		In-Unit Lighting		Electricity		Yes		25,038		125,192		2.5		4.2				- 0						0		Y		18,779		75,114		1.9		3.1										18,779		112,671		1.9		3.1										File Review		Facility manager interview confirmed installation		Verified installation through documentation. Reasonableness check for lighting supported ex ante claim. Lifecycle retrospective and prospective savings differ because 2020 PSD assumes 4 yrs EUL and 2018 PSD assumes 6 yrs. Reduced prospective savings by 25% for EISA.

		CT19-1273952		HES-IE		2019		DHW Measure		Low flow fixtures		DHW		Electricity		Yes		6191		30955														0		Y		6191		30955														6191		30955														File Review		Facility manager interview confirmed installation		Could not find number of fixtures in documentation but facility manager confirmed installation. Awarded ex ante savings. Adjusted lifecycle savings to reflect 10 year measure life (not 5 in ex ante calculation)

		CT19-1273952		HES-IE		2019		Refrigerator replacement		Refrigerator replacement		Appliances		Electricity		Yes		28,976		291,545		5.31		2.99				- 0						0		Y		28,976		291,545		5.31		2.99				- 0						28,976		291,545		5.31		2.99										File Review		Facility manager interview confirmed installation		Facility manager interview confirm installed,  however could not calculate savings as information regarding old fridges kwh could not be found. Awarding ex ante savings. 

		CT18-1182252		HES-IE		2018		Dwelling Unit Light Bulbs		lighting - Dwelling unit 		In-Unit Lighting		Gas 		None		5488		32931		0.8		1.1				0						0		Y		4,116		16,464		0.6		0.8										4,116		24,696		0.6		0.8										File Review		in unit measure		Verified installation through invoices . Reasonableness check for lighting supported ex ante claim. Lifecycle retrospective and prospective savings differ because 2020 PSD assumes 4 yrs EUL and 2018 PSD assumes 6 yrs. Reduced prospective savings by 25% for EISA.

		CT18-1182252		HES-IE		2019		Lighting Fixture - LED		lighting - Common Area/Exterior (mostly common area)		Common Area/Exterior Lighting		Gas 		None		24486		317089		2.91		2.44				0						0		Y		24486		317089		0.5		3.2		-89								24486		317089		0.5		3.2		-89								photos from FM		photos from facility manager verified installed common area and exterior fixtures (lenses on for most fixture types)		Confirmed quantity with invoices, confirmed fixture type with photos from facility manager and cutsheets. For demand, adjusted prospective and retrospective coincidence factor (CF) to 2020 PSD multifamily CF, because project used grocery store CF instead of multifamily CF. Gas heat and primarily interior fixtures so added interactive effects (negative gas savings)

		CT18-1182252		HES-IE		2019		Refrigerator replacement		Refrigerator replacement		Appliances		Gas 		None		10,764		110,202		1.97		1.11				- 0						0		Y		10,764		110,202		1.97		1.11										10,764		110,202		1.97		1.11										pass through		in unit measure		Savings below median for total sampled electricity savings, so passed through ex ante savings 

		CT19-1249152		HES-IE		2019		Blower door Air sealing		Air sealing		Air Sealing		Gas 		None										1317		26338						12.87		Y										1317		26338														1317		26338						File review		in unit measure		There's documentation this was installed, but there are 3 different savings values. Files show different results for air sealing - one leads to value lower than database savings, the other higher than database savings. Not enough information to repeat calculation. Given this uncertainty we are awarding the database (ex ante) savings

		CT19-1249152		HES-IE		2019		Other - Custom Measure * Water Savings		Low flow fixtures		Custom		Gas 		None										752		3760						2.41		Y										678		5398														77		634						File review		in unit measure		Used fill out form/MFPFOF. Retrospective savings lower because of sqrt factor

		CT19-1249152		HES-IE		2019		Lighting Fixture - LED		lighting - mostly common area
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    common area lighting, exterior lighting, mostly common area lighting, or mostly exterior lighting		Common Area/Exterior Lighting		Gas 		None		42967		558570		5.54		4.31				0						0		Y		42967		558570		1.0		5.6										42967		558570		1.0		5.6										File review		No data collected		Used fill out form/MFPFOF. Reasonableness check for lighting supported ex ante savings. For demand, adjusted prospective and retrospective coincidence factor (CF) to 2020 PSD multifamily CF, because project used grocery store CF instead of multifamily CF
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    Thank you, this is a helpful comment

		CT19-1249152		HES-IE		2019		Refrigerator replacement		Refrigerator replacement		Appliances		Gas 		None		12,801		133,730		2.35		1.32				- 0						0		Y		9,863		98,626		1.81		1.02										9,863		98,626		1.81		1.02										File review		in-unit measure		Ex post calculations matched results from "AFP Refrig Addendum Revised Brookside Apartments LOA Generator". Invoice showed only one model of refrigerator installed. Original LOA generator listed several different refrigerators, which generated higher savings, which was used for ex ante claim. 

		CT18-1164396		HES-IE		2018		Air Sealing		Air sealing		Air Sealing		Electricty Resistence (baseboard) 		None		3427		68537		0		0				0						0		Y		3426		68519		0		1.5										3426		68519		0.0		1.5										File review		in-unit measure		Used input values from As built LOA 1-24-2018. Calculated same energy savings as ex ante. Awarded winter demand savings, since this is electric resistance heat.

		CT18-1164396		HES-IE		2018		Domestic Hot Water (DHW) Measures		Low flow fixtures		DHW		Electricty Resistence (baseboard) 		None		2004		10018														0		Y		1969		22259														648		7510														File review		in-unit measure		Used number of fixtures in Invoice and As built LOA 1-24-2018. Prospective savings very similar. Retrospective savings difference because PSD includes square root factor.

		CT18-1164396		HES-IE		2018		Dwelling Unit Light Bulbs		lighting - Dwelling unit 		In-Unit Lighting		Electricty Resistence (baseboard) 		None		2931		17583		0.4		0.6				0						0		Y		2,198		8,793		0.3		0.5										2,198		13,190		0.3		0.4										File review		in-unit measure		Verified installation through documentation. Reasonableness check for lighting supported ex ante claim. Lifecycle retrospective and prospective savings differ because 2020 PSD assumes 4 yrs EUL and 2018 PSD assumes 6 yrs. Reduced prospective savings by 25% for EISA.

		CT19-1237734		HES-IE		2019		HVAC Variable Frequency Drive		VFD		HVAC		Gas 		None		22402		291222		0		2.04				0						0		Y		22402		291222		0		2.0										22402		291222		- 0		2.0										File review		No data collected		Documentation confirmed measure installed. Not enough info to repeat calculation. Awarded ex ante savings

		CT18-1132389		HES-IE		2018		Air Sealing		Air sealing		Air Sealing		Electricity		No		7481		149630		0		3.3				0						0		Y		7481		149630		0		3.3										7481		149630		0.0		3.3										File review, facility manager interview		interview confirmed measure was installed and is still there		Confirmed through interview with facility manager. Ex post savings calculated same savings as claimed

		CT18-1132389		HES-IE		2018		Lighting - LED Bulb		lighting - Dwelling unit 		In-Unit Lighting		Electricity		No		9057		72455		1.2		1.8				0						0		Y		3,213		12,852		0.4		0.6										3,213		19,278		0.4		0.6										File review, facility manager interview		Some photos were provided by facility manager; interview confirmed measure was installed and is still there		Discrepancy found in post inspection reports compared with Summary Incentive on LOA. They originally claimed there would be more bulbs and fixtures installed than there were actually installed. Reduced prospective savings by 25% for EISA.

		CT18-1132389		HES-IE		2018		Lighting Fixture - LED (Comm, Exterior)		Lighting Fixture - LED (Comm, Exterior)
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    copied over from column E		Common Area/Exterior Lighting		Electricity		No		80431		1045597		10.59		9.77				0						0		Y		80431		1045597		10.59		9.77																										File review, facility manager interview		Some photos were provided by facility manager; interview confirmed measure was installed and is still there		reasonableness check for lighting supported ex ante claim

		CT18-1132389		HES-IE		2018		Lighting Fixture - LED Dwelling unit lights		lighting - Dwelling unit 		In-Unit Lighting		Electricity		No		4368		34947		0.4		0.6				0						0		N		0		0		0.0		0.0										0		0		0		0										File review, facility manager interview		Some photos were provided by facility manager; interview confirmed measure was installed and is still there		Savings included in row above for AHEPA dwelling unit lighting measure. Reduced prospective savings by 25% for EISA.

		CT18-1132389		HES-IE		2018		Insulation Attic Hatch		Insulation Attic Hatch		Insulation		Electricity		No		4508		109151				2.49				0						0		Y		4,508		109,151		- 0		2.49										4508		109151		- 0		2.49										File review, facility manager interview		interview confirmed measure was installed and is still there		Confirmed through interview with facility manager. TRC calculated slightly higher savings than ex ante, but assuming ex ante savings since some inputs (including area installed) could not be confirmed

		CT18-1182334		HES-IE		2018		ECM Circulator Pumps		ECM Pump		HVAC		Not enough info 		Not enough info 		2,771		36,027		- 0		0.25				- 0						0		Y		2,771		41,565		- 0		0.25		- 0		- 0		- 0				2771		41565		- 0		0.25										File review		Not collected for this measure		Evidence shown through post inspection report although no quantity listed, ex ante savings awarded

		CT18-1182334		HES-IE		2018		Central Boiler		boiler		HVAC		Not enough info 		Not enough info 				- 0		- 0		- 0		3,605		54,070						0		Y		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		3,605		54,070		- 0												3,605		54,070						File review		Not collected for this measure		Evidence shown through post inspection report. No equipment information available to check calculation. Ex ante savings awarded

		CT17-1056331		HES-IE		2017		HVAC ECM Circulator Pump		ECM Pump		HVAC		Not enough info 		Not enough info 		91,200		1,368,000		- 0		17.92				- 0						0		Y		21,420		321,300		- 0		7.56										89775		1346625				17.64												No data collected		2017 PSD awarded 4 times the savings per ECM pump which explains almost all of the discrepancy. Invoice showed 315 pumps installed 

		CT17-1056331		HES-IE		2017		Lighting - LED Bulb		lighting - Dwelling unit 		In-Unit Lighting		Not enough info 		Not enough info 		15212		121700		2.0		2.9				0						0		Y		11,409
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    updated 6/22		91,275		1.5		2.2										11,409		91,272		1.5		2.2												in-unit measure		Verified installation through documentation. Reasonableness check for lighting supported ex ante claim. Lifecycle savings differed because prospective (2020 PSD) uses 4 yrs EUL and retrospective (2017 PSD) uses 8 yrs. Reduced prospective savings by 25% for EISA.

		CT17-1056331		HES-IE		2017		Lighting Fixture - LED		lighting - not enough info		Lighting		gas		none		67159		873063		0.68		9.67				0						0		Y		67159		873063		0.68		9.67										67159		873063		1		10										file review		common area		LoA Generator, post inspection, and invoice verify type and quantity installed

		CT19-1222242		HES-IE		2019		Lighting - LED Bulb		lighting - Dwelling unit 		In-Unit Lighting		Gas 		None		75087		450520		10.3		15.1				0						0		Y		56,315		225,261		7.7		11.3										56,315		281,576		7.7		7.7										File review		in-unit measure		Cannot find quantities in project folders, but as built show it was installed. Awarded ex ante savings. Lifecycle retrospective and prospective savings differ because 2020 PSD assumes 4 yrs EUL and 2019 PSD assumes 5 yrs. Reduced prospective savings by 25% for EISA.

		CT19-1222242		HES-IE		2019		Lighting Fixture - LED		lighting - common area		Common Area/Exterior Lighting		Gas 		None		65926		827718		6.18		13.79				0						0		Y		65926		827718		6.18		13.79										65926		827718		6.2		13.8										File review		No data collected		As built document it was installed, but quantities not documented, so awarding  ex ante savings. 

		CT19-1222242		HES-IE		2019		HVAC ECM Circulator Pump		ECM Pump		HVAC		Gas 		None		39,971		519,625		- 0		3.65				- 0						0		Y		39,971
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    changed to ex ante on 6/14		599,565		- 0		3.65										39971		599565		- 0		3.65										File review		No data collected		Quantities taken from invoices. In the project file LOA generator, the ECM pumps are in a VFD tab which TRC confirmed was reasonable 
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    changed to ex ante value 6/14

		CT19-1222242		HES-IE		2019		Refrigerator replacement		Refrigerator replacement		Appliances		Gas 		None		30,029		306,816		5.51		3.10				- 0						0		Y		29,356		293,555		5.38		3.03										29356		293555		5.38		3.03										File review		in-unit measure		Ex post calculations (based on details from files) match those from LOA, which is slightly lower than program database savings. Not sure why there was a small discrepancy between LOA generator calculation and database claim

		CT18-1170459		HES-IE		2018		Dwelling Unit Light Bulbs		lighting - Dwelling unit 		In-Unit Lighting		Gas 		yes - central		25207		151243		3.5		5.5				0						0		Y		18,905		75,621		2.6		4.1										18,905		113,432		2.6		2.6										file review		in unit measure		Verified installation through invoices. Reasonableness check for lighting supported ex ante claim. Lifecycle retrospective and prospective savings differ because 2020 PSD assumes 4 yrs EUL and 2018 PSD assumes 6 yrs. Reduced prospective savings by 25% for EISA.

		CT18-1170459		HES-IE		2018		Lighting Fixture - LED		lighting - common area/Exterior (even split)		Common Area/Exterior Lighting		Gas 		yes - central		0		0		0		0												Y		53467		695068		0.91		3.56										53467		695068		0.9		3.6										photos from FM		photos from facility manager verified installed common area and exterior fixtures (lenses on for most fixture types)		Measure was installed through program but not claimed, calculated the Ex Post savings. Verified using LOA generator (which shows 54,968 kWh savings - very similar to ex post calculation), photos from FM, and invoices

		CT18-1170459		HES-IE		2019		Refrigerator replacement		Refrigerator replacement		Appliances		Gas 		yes - central		25,004		257,838		4.59		2.58				- 0						0		Yes		5,452
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    added 6/22/21		54,520		1.0		0.6										5452		54520		1.00		0.56										file review		in unit measure		Verified quantity and type using LoA and invoices. LoA included savings from all entries on refrigerator calculator, even the data for the replacement fridges in the savings calculations

		CT17-1122378		HES-IE		2017		Air Sealing		Air Sealing		Air Sealing		Gas 		yes - central										848		16950						0		Y										848		16,960														848		16960						file review		Facility manager interview		Ex post calculation combined with other natural gas air sealings measure. Ex post calculation matched ex ante claim

		CT17-1122378		HES-IE		2017		Other - Custom Measure *		Not found		Custom		Gas 		yes - central				0		0		0		232		1161						0		No																																				Facility manager did not identify any custom measure installed		No evidence found that another measure installed in facility manager interview and files. There were no savings listed on LOAs or invoices for other  measures. Facility manager didn't identify any other measures beyond those documented.

		CT17-1122378		HES-IE		2017		Lighting - LED Bulb		lighting - Dwelling unit 		In-Unit Lighting		Gas 		yes - central		16022		128173		2.0		2.9				0						0		Y		12,016		48,065		1.5		2.2										12,016		96,130		1.5		2.2										file review		Facility manager interview		Verified installation through documentation. Reasonableness check for lighting supported ex ante claim. Lifecycle retrospective and prospective savings differ because 2020 PSD assumes 4 yrs EUL and 2017 PSD assumes 8 yrs. Reduced prospective savings by 25% for EISA.

		CT17-1122378		HES-IE		2017		Other - Custom Measure *		Low flow fixtures		Custom		Gas 		yes - central		7778		38888		0		0				0						0		Y		7,778
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Comment:
    updated 6/22		- 0		- 0										7778		38888														file review		Facility manager did not identify any custom measure installed		As builts show low flow fixtures installed

		CT17-1122378		HES-IE		2017		Air Sealing		Air Sealing		Air Sealing		Gas 		yes - central		27964		559282		0		13.4				0						0		Y		27964
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    updated 6/22										27964		559282		0.0		13.4										File review		Facility manager interview		Project has mix of units with gas heating (155 units, sealed here) and electric heating (60 units, credited in another measure)

		CT17-1122378		HES-IE		2018		Lighting - LED Bulb		lighting - Dwelling unit 		In-Unit Lighting		Gas 		yes - central		6083		48662		0.86		1.27				0						0		Y		2,987
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    updated 6/22										3734		29873		0.58		0.85										file review		Facility manager did not identify additional lighting installed		As built shows additional light bulbs installed  compared to other "Lighting -LED bulb" measure for this project, although lower than claimed. Lifecycle retrospective and prospective savings differ because 2020 PSD assumes 4 yrs EUL and 2017 PSD assumes 8 yrs. Reduced prospective savings by 25% for EISA.

		CT17-1122378		HES-IE		2018		Air Sealing		Air Sealing		Air Sealing		Gas 		yes - central										2356		47130						0		Y										2356		47130														2356		47130						File review		Facility manager interview		Ex post calculation combined with other natural gas air sealings measure. Ex post calculation matched ex ante claim

		CT17-1122378		HES-IE		2018		Other - Custom Measure *		Not found		Custom		Gas 		yes - central				0		0		0		1120		5599						0		No																																				Facility manager did not identify any custom measure installed		No evidence found that another measure installed in facility manager interview and files. There were no savings listed on LOAs or invoices for other  measures. Facility manager didn't identify any other measures beyond those documented.

		CT17-1122378		HES-IE		2018		Variable Frequency Drive (VFD)		VFD		HVAC		Gas 		yes - central		19877		258396		0		1.81				0						0		Y		1599		23983		0.0		0.1				0						1599		23983		- 0		0.1												Facility manager photos confirmed measure installed		Photos showed 2 installed, as did invoices. Ex post calculation found 1,599 kWh. The LOA generator showed 1,699 kWh. Awarding 1,699 kWh. Not sure where the project's ex ante value came from.

		CT17-1122378		HES-IE		2018		Common Area - Air Source Heat Pump		HVAC Heat Pump Common Area		Common Area HVAC		Gas 		yes - central		4030		60455		1.78						0						0		Y		4030		60455		1.78						0																						File review		photos from facility manager document installed		Photos from facility manager confirm installed, and calculator applied 2017 PSD correctly, which was same as 2020 PSD. Awarded ex ante savings

		CT17-1122378		HES-IE		2018		Common and Exterior Lighting		lighting - mostly common area		Common Area/Exterior Lighting		Gas 		yes - central		21255		268949		4.25		3.65				0						0		Y		21255		268949		0.8		4.7										21255		268949		0.8		4.7										File review		photos from facility manager document installed		Photos from facility manager document installed. For demand, adjusted prospective and retrospective coincidence factor (CF) to 2020 PSD multifamily CF, because project used grocery store CF instead of multifamily CF

		CT17-1122378		HES-IE		2019		HVAC ECM Circulator Pump		ECM Pump		HVAC		Gas 		yes - central		1,599		20,785		- 0		0.15				- 0						0		Y		1,599
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    updated 6/14		23,985		- 0		0.15										1,599		23,985		- 0		0.15										File review		Facility manager interview confirmed installation 		Quantities taken from invoices. In the project file LOA generator, the ECM pumps are in a VFD tab which TRC confirmed was reasonable 
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		CT17-1122378		HES-IE		2019		HVAC Boiler replacement		boiler		HVAC		Gas 		yes - central				- 0		- 0		- 0		9,911		148,660						0		Y										8,639		129,591														8,639		129,591						File review		Photo confirmed installation		Slightly different savings because ex antes used incorrect oversize factor used

		CT17-1122378		HES-IE		2019		HVAC Hot Water Heater		DHW Boiler		HVAC/DHW		Gas 		yes - central				0		0		0		3358		50373						0		Y										1763		26445																						File review		photos		Incorrect oversize factor used

		CT17-1046527		HES-IE		2017		Lighting - LED Bulb		lighting - Dwelling unit 		In-Unit Lighting		electric resistance and boiler (LOA Generator)		None		8974		89739		0.8		1.3				0						0		Y		6,731		26,922		0.6		0.9										6,731		53,844		0.6		0.9										File review		in unit measure		Used Final Billing Form (invoices folder) to verify quantity. Reasonableness check for lighting supported ex ante claim. Lifecycle retrospective and prospective savings differ because 2020 PSD assumes 4 yrs EUL and 2017 PSD assumes 8 yrs. Reduced prospective savings by 25% for EISA.

		CT17-1046527		HES-IE		2017		Lighting Fixture - LED		lighting - Common Area/Exterior (mostly common area)		Common Area/Exterior Lighting		electric resistance and boiler (LOA Generator)		None		6480		83589		0.69		0.68				0						0		Y		6026		78338		0.1		0.9										6026		78338		0.1		0.9										photos from FM		photos from facility manager verified installed common area and exterior fixtures (lenses on for most fixture types)		Confirmed quantity with invoices, confirmed fixture type with photos from facility manager and cutsheets. They claimed 454 kWh interactive effects from reduced cooling, but no air conditioning at project, so savings reduced by 454 kWh. For demand, adjusted prospective and retrospective coincidence factor (CF) to 2020 PSD multifamily CF, because project used grocery store CF instead of multifamily CF

		CT18-1146677		HES-IE		2018		Insulation		insulation basement ceiling		Insulation		Gas 		Yes - Window AC 										- 0		- 0		2036		50907		0		Y										6,617		165,434		0		0										6,617		165,434		0		0		Photo, Invoice		Facility manager photos confirmed measure installed		The LOA Generator has oil as the fuel type, but facility manager said the homes use natural gas. The fuel change has caused discrepencies from the reported savings.

		CT18-1146677		HES-IE		2019		Lighting - LED Bulb		lighting - Dwelling unit 		In-Unit Lighting		Gas 		Yes - Window AC 		13,395		66,975		2.1		3.1				- 0						0		Y		10,046		40,185		1.6		2.3										10,046		60,278		1.6		2.3										Photo, Invoice		Facility manager photos confirmed measure installed		Photos and invoices confirmed installation. Reasonableness check for lighting supported ex ante claim. Lifecycle retrospective and prospective savings differ because 2020 PSD assumes 4 yrs EUL and 2018 PSD assumes 6 yrs. Reduced prospective savings by 25% for EISA.

		CT18-1146677		HES-IE		2019		Blower door Air sealing		Air sealing		Air Sealing		Gas 		Yes - Window AC 										0		0		1552		31031		0		Y										300		5992		0		0										300		5992		0		0		Photo, Invoice		Facility manager photos confirmed measure installed		The LOA Generator has oil as the fuel type, but facility manager said the homes use natural gas. The fuel change has caused discrepencies from the reported savings.

		CT18-1146677		HES-IE		2019		Windows replacement		Window replacement		Windows		Gas 		Yes - Window AC 				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		519		12,975		0		Y										1,948		48,711														1,948		48,711						Photo, Invoice		Facility manager photos confirmed measure installed		The LOA Generator has oil as the fuel type, but facility manager said the homes use natural gas. The fuel change has caused discrepencies from the reported savings.

		CT18-1146677		HES-IE		2019		Lighting Fixture - LED (Comm Exterior)		lighting - mostly common area		Common Area/Exterior Lighting		Gas 		Yes - Window AC 		1193		15506		0.39		0.28				0						0		Y		1193		15506		0.1		0.4										1193		15506		0.1		0.4										Photo, Invoice		Facility manager photos confirmed measure installed		Confirmed installation from facility manager photos. Reasonableness check for lighting supported ex ante claims. For demand, adjusted prospective and retrospective coincidence factor (CF) to 2020 PSD multifamily CF, because project used grocery store CF instead of multifamily CF

		CT18-1181524		HES-IE		2018		Air Sealing		Air sealing		Air Sealing		Electric resistance		No		6889		137771		0		3.3										0		Y		6896		137917		0.0		3.1										6896		137917		0.0		3.1										File review		in-unit measure		Ex post savings calculation almost identical to ex ante. Demand savings adjusted because ex ante did not multiply by BF (0.925)

		CT18-1181524		HES-IE		2018		Dwelling Unit Light Bulbs		lighting - Dwelling unit 		In-Unit Lighting				No		2761		16568		0.4		0.5				0						0		Y		2,071		8,283		0.3		0.4				0						2,071		12,425		0.3		0.4												in-unit measure		Verified installation through documentation. Reasonableness check for lighting supported ex ante claim. Lifecycle retrospective and prospective savings differ because 2020 PSD assumes 4 yrs EUL and 2018 PSD assumes 6 yrs. Reduced prospective savings by 25% for EISA.

		CT18-1181524		HES-IE		2018		Domestic Hot Water (DHW) Measures		Low flow fixtures		DHW				No		1640		8202		0		0				0						0		Y		1640		8202		0		0				0																								in-unit measure		Verified installation through invoices.

		CT18-1181524		HES-IE		2018		Air Sealing		Air sealing		Air Sealing		Electric resistance		No		9136		182718		0		4.4										0		Y		9136		182718		0.0		4.1										9136		182718		0.0		4.1										File review		in-unit measure		Ex post savings calculation almost identical to ex ante. 

		CT18-1181524		HES-IE		2018		Domestic Hot Water (DHW) Measures		Low flow fixtures		DHW				No		13339		66697		0		0				0						0		Y		13339		66697		0		0				0																								in-unit measure		Verified installation through invoices.

		CT18-1181524		HES-IE		2018		Dwelling Unit Light Bulbs		lighting - Dwelling unit 		In-Unit Lighting				No		21458		128745		2.9		4.2				0						0		Y		16,094		64,374		2.2		3.2				0						16,094		96,561		2.2		3.2												in-unit measure		Verified installation through documentation. Reasonableness check for lighting supported ex ante claim. Lifecycle retrospective and prospective savings differ because 2020 PSD assumes 4 yrs EUL and 2018 PSD assumes 6 yrs. Reduced prospective savings by 25% for EISA.

		CT19-1283670		HES-IE		2019		Blower door Air sealing		Air sealing		Air Sealing		electricity		Yes		1802		36044		0		0.9										0		Y		1807		36148		0		0.8										1807		36148		0.0		0.8										File Review		in-unit measure		Ex post calculation for energy savings based on LOA generates same values as ex ante. Demand savings adjusted because ex ante did not multiply by BF (0.925)

		CT19-1283670		HES-IE		2019		DHW Measures		Unclear		DHW		electricity		Yes		2187		10936		0		0				0						0		Y		2187		10936		0		0																										File Review		No data collected		Savings bellow 75 percentile, savings passed through

		CT19-1283670		HES-IE		2019		Lighting - LED Bulb		lighting - Dwelling unit 		In-Unit Lighting		electricity		Yes		1,452		7,260		0.1		0.2				- 0						0		Y		1,089		4,356		0.1		0.2										1,089		5,445		0.1		0.2												in-unit measure		Invoice showed bulbs installed but quantity could not be confirmed, awarded ex ante savings. Lifecycle retrospective and prospective savings differ because 2020 PSD assumes 4 yrs EUL and 2019 PSD assumes 5 yrs. Reduced prospective savings by 25% for EISA.

		CT19-1283670		HES-IE		2019		Insulation		insulation attic		Insulation		electricity		no		5222		130540		0		2.98				0						0		Y		5,222		130,540		- 0		2.98										5,222		130,540		- 0		2.98												No data collected		Post-inspection report confirmed the measure was installed, awarded ex ante savings

		CT19-1283670		HES-IE		2019		Windows replacement		Window replacement		Windows						4,106		102,656		- 0		2.34				- 0						0		Y		4,106		102,650		- 0		2.34										4,106		102,650		- 0		2.34										File Review		in-unit measure		Post-inspection report confirmed the measure was installed, not enough information in file to repeat calculation

		CT17-1040139		HES-IE		2017		Refrigerator replacement		Refrigerator replacement		Appliances		Gas 		None		16,034		168,303		2.90		1.60				- 0						0		Y		16,034		168,303		2.90		1.60										16,034		168,303		2.90		1.60										File review		in unit measure		Invoices from PC Richardson for installed new fridges, however could not calculate savings as information regarding old fridges kwh could not be found. Awarding ex ante savings. 

		CT17-1040139		HES-IE		2018		Central Boiler		boiler		HVAC		Gas 		None				- 0		- 0		- 0		12,796		191,947						0		Y										12,796		191,947														12,796		191,947						on-site inspection		Onsite visit showed Boiler installed		Onsite visit showed boiler installed and confirmed nameplate of equipment

		CT17-1040139		HES-IE		2017		ECM Circulator Pumps		ECM Pump		HVAC		Gas 		None		6,293		83,712		- 0		0.70				- 0						0		Y		1,904		28,560		- 0		0.67										7,980		119,700				1.57										on-site inspection		Onsite visit verified ECM pumps installed		Savings discrepancy is primarily because the 2017 PSD used higher savings per measure. Not sure why project underclaimed savings compared to 2017 values

		CT19-1283721		HES-IE		2019		HVAC Boiler replacement		boiler		HVAC		Gas 						- 0		- 0		- 0		2,481		37,215						17.32		Y										1,589		23,830														1,589		23,830						Invoices		No data collected		Ex ante calculation used a different efficiency and quantity than what the invoices showed

		CT19-1283721		HES-IE		2019		HVAC ECM Circulator Pump		ECM Pump		HVAC		Gas 				2,180		28,345		- 0		0.20				- 0						0		Y		136		2,040		- 0		0.05										136		2,040		- 0		0.05										Invoices		No data collected		The project used an incorrect formula for calculating savings

		CT18-1176126		HES-IE		2018		Air Sealing		Air Sealing		Air Sealing		Electricty Resistence (baseboard) 		None		23213		464263		0		11.13										0		Y		23213		464263		0		10.3										23213		464263		0.0		10.3										File review		in-unit measure		Ex post calculation for energy savings generates same values as ex ante. Demand savings adjusted because ex ante did not multiply by BF (0.925)

		CT18-1176126		HES-IE		2018		Domestic Hot Water (DHW) Measures		Low flow fixtures		DHW		Electricty Resistence (baseboard) 		None		31575		157877														0		Y		30732		238242														2538		20574														File review		in-unit measure		Prospective savings very similar. Retrospective savings difference because PSD includes square root factor.

		CT18-1176126		HES-IE		2018		Dwelling Unit Light Bulbs		lighting - Dwelling unit 		In-Unit Lighting		Electricty Resistence (baseboard) 		None		15712		94274		2.2		3.2				0						0		Y		11,784		47,136		1.7		2.4										11,784		70,704		1.7		2.4										File review		in-unit measure		Verified installation through documentation. Reasonableness check for lighting supported ex ante claim. Lifecycle retrospective and prospective savings differ because 2020 PSD assumes 4 yrs EUL and 2018 PSD assumes 6 yrs. Reduced prospective savings by 25% for EISA.

		CT18-1176126		HES-IE		2018		Common and Exterior Lighting		lighting - mostly common area		Common Area/Exterior Lighting		Electricty Resistence (baseboard) 		None		61369		786484		11.93		9.55				0						0		Y		61369		797797		2.2		12.4										61369		797797		2.2		12.4										on-site inspection		Onsite visit showed LEDs installed at exterior. Not permitted indoors for common area lighting verification		Onsite visit confirmed exterior lighting installed. Reasonableness check for lighting supported ex ante claim. For demand, adjusted prospective and retrospective coincidence factor (CF) to 2020 PSD multifamily CF, because project used grocery store CF instead of multifamily CF

		CT18-1176126		HES-IE		2019		Refrigerator replacement		Refrigerator replacement		Appliances		Electricty Resistence (baseboard) 		None		23,993		247,023		4.40		2.47				- 0						0		No		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0										- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0										File review		in-unit measure		No documentation of this measure - no invoices, nothing in As Built, Fill out form or LOA

		CT17-1051512		HES-IE		2017		Lighting Fixture - LED  Dwelling Units		lighting - Dwelling unit 		In-Unit Lighting						1650		26398		0.1		0.2				0						0		Y		1,238		6,188		0.1		0.2										1,238		9,900		0.1		0.2										File review		No data collected		Verified installation through documentation. Reasonableness check for lighting supported ex ante claim. Lifecycle retrospective and prospective savings differ because 2020 PSD assumes 5 yrs EUL for fixtures and 2017 PSD assumes 8 yrs. Reduced prospective savings by 25% for EISA.

		CT17-1051512		HES-IE		2017		Other - Custom Measure *  Common and Exterior lighting		lighting - Common and Exterior 		Common Area/Exterior Lighting						67085		810434		5.66		6.44				0						0		Y		67085		810,434		1.1		8.4										67085		810434		1.1		8.4										File review		No data collected		Documentation confirmed installed. Reasonableness check for lighting supported ex ante claim. For demand, adjusted prospective and retrospective coincidence factor (CF) to 2020 PSD multifamily CF, because project used grocery store CF instead of multifamily CF

		CT17-1051512		HES-IE		2017		Air Sealing		Air Sealing		Air Sealing		Gas 		None										3002		60300						29.32		Y										3,002		60,030														3002		60030						File review		No data collected		Ex post calculation matched ex ante.

		CT17-1051512		HES-IE		2017		Other - Custom Measure *   Water Savings		Low flow fixtures		DHW		Gas 		None		17797		88434		5.66		6.44				0						0		Y		13,086		103,454		0		0										1,663		13,599		0		0										File review		No data collected		Only DHW measure found in project file was low-flow fixtures: 49 showerheads and 98 aerators in As-builts, connected to electric resistance water heating boiler. Removed demand savings, since low-flow fixtures provide no demand savings. 

		CT17-1051512		HES-IE		2017		Lighting - LED Bulb		lighting - Dwelling unit 		In-Unit Lighting		Gas 		None		1710		13679		0.2		0.2				0						0		Y		1,283		5,130		0.1		0.2										1,283		10,260		0.1		0.2										File review		No data collected		Invoices and as-builts document installation. Reasonableness check for lighting supported ex ante claim. Reduced prospective savings by 25% for EISA.

		CT17-1023821		HES-IE		2017		Lighting - LED Bulb		lighting - Dwelling unit 		In-Unit Lighting						10606		95386		1.1		1.7				0						0		Yes		7,955		31,818		0.8		1.2										7,955		63,636		0.8		1.2										File review		in-unit measure		Verified installation through documentation. Reasonableness check for lighting supported ex ante claim. Lifecycle retrospective and prospective savings differ because 2020 PSD assumes 4 yrs EUL and 2017 PSD assumes 8 yrs. Reduced prospective savings by 25% for EISA.

		CT17-1023821		HES-IE		2018		Common and Exterior Lighting		lighting - mostly common area		Common Area/Exterior Lighting						16077		206519		1.79		1.9				0						0		No																																		File review		file review		all common area and exterior lighting savings from LoA Generator is accounted for in measure below titled "Lighting Fixture - LED Common"

		CT17-1023821		HES-IE		2019		Lighting Fixture - LED Dwelling		lighting - Dwelling unit 		In-Unit Lighting						3403		44235		0.5		0.8				0						0		Yes		2552.25
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Comment:
    updated 6/22		44235		0.53		0.78												- 0														File review		file review		Verified installation through documentation. Reasonableness check for lighting supported ex ante claim. Lifecycle retrospective and prospective savings differ because 2020 PSD assumes 4 yrs EUL and 2017 PSD assumes 8 yrs. Reduced prospective savings by 25% for EISA.

		CT17-1023821		HES-IE		2019		Lighting Fixture - LED Common		lighting - Common Area 		Common Area/Exterior Lighting						27317		334890		3.33		2.35				0						0		Yes		27317
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Comment:
    added 6/22		334890		3.33		2.35										27317		334890		3.33		2.35										File review		file review		Verified installation through documentation. Reasonableness check for lighting supported ex ante claim. Lifecycle retrospective and prospective savings differ because 2020 PSD assumes 4 yrs EUL and 2017 PSD assumes 8 yrs. Reduced prospective savings by 25% for EISA.

		CT17-1023821		HES-IE		2019		Refrigerator replacement		Refrigerator replacement		Appliances						10,954		111,550		2.01		1.13				- 0						0		Yes		13,765
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Comment:
    added 6/22		137,650		2.52		1.42										13,765		137,650		2.52		1.42										File review		file review		verified installation through invoices. Invoices show only one model, LoA shows multiple models (used model from invoice for ex post calcs)

		CT19-1232691		HES-IE		2019		Blower door Air sealing		Air Sealing		Air Sealing		Oil		Don't know												0		247		4944		0		Y														247		4944														247		4944		File review		in-unit measure		Ex post calculation matched ex ante.

		CT19-1232691		HES-IE		2019		DHW Savings		Low flow fixtures		DHW		Oil		Don't know				0										100		651		0		Y														127		997														44		312		File review		in-unit measure		quantity confirmed via invoice, recalculated savings since ex ante calculated used different formula than PSD

		CT19-1232691		HES-IE		2019		Lighting - LED Bulb		lighting - Dwelling unit 		In-Unit Lighting		Oil		Don't know		6170		30852		0.9		1.3				0						0		Y		4,628		18,510		0.7		1.0										4,628		23,138		0.7		1.0										File review		in-unit measure		Verified installation through documentation. Reasonableness check for lighting supported ex ante claim. Lifecycle retrospective and prospective savings differ because 2020 PSD assumes 4 yrs EUL and 2019 PSD assumes 5 yrs. Reduced prospective savings by 25% for EISA.

		CT19-1232691		HES-IE		2019		Refrigerator replacement		Refrigerator replacement		Appliances		Oil		Don't know		8,213		83,464		1.51		0.85				- 0						0		Y		8,213		83,464		1.51		0.85										8,213		83,464		1.51		0.85										File review		in-unit measure		Savings below median for total sampled electricity savings, so passed through savings 

		CT19-1232691		HES-IE		2019		Lighting Fixture - LED		lighting - mostly common area		Common Area/Exterior Lighting		Oil		Don't know		9585		112434		0.99		0.89				0						0		Y		9585		112434		0.2		1.2						-5.6				9585		112434		0.2		1.2										File review		photos from facility manager		Photos from facility manager confirmed installed. Reasonableness check for lighting supported ex ante claim. For demand, adjusted prospective and retrospective coincidence factor (CF) to 2020 PSD multifamily CF, because project used grocery store CF instead of multifamily CF

		CT19-1238385		HES-IE		2019		Lighting - LED Bulb		lighting - Dwelling unit 		In-Unit Lighting		Electricity		No		13629		68145		1.8		2.6				0						0		Y		10,222		40,887		1.3		2.0										10,222		51,109		1.3		2.0										Photo, Invoice		Some photos were provided by facility manager; interview confirmed measure was installed and is still there		Verified installation through documentation. Reasonableness check for lighting supported ex ante claim. Lifecycle retrospective and prospective savings differ because 2020 PSD assumes 4 yrs EUL and 2019 PSD assumes 5 yrs. Reduced prospective savings by 25% for EISA.

		CT19-1238385		HES-IE		2019		Blower door Air sealing		Air sealing		Air Sealing		Electricity		No		21317		426343		0		10.22				0						0		Y		21317		426343.008		0		9.5										21317		426343		0.0		9.5										Photo, Invoice		Some photos were provided by facility manager; interview confirmed measure was installed and is still there		Photos from facility manager and invoices confirm measure installed. Ex post calculation for energy savings matched ex ante exactly. Demand savings adjusted because ex ante did not multiply by BF (0.925)

		CT19-1238385		HES-IE		2019		DHW Measures Savings		Low flow fixtures		DHW		Electricity		No		1057		5285														0		Y		1086		10864														400		3995														Photo, Invoice		Some photos were provided by facility manager; interview confirmed measure was installed and is still there		Invoices confirmed quantities. Retrospective savings difference because PSD includes square root factor.

		CT19-1238385		HES-IE		2019		Lighting Fixture - LED		lighting - Common and Exterior 		Common Area/Exterior Lighting		Electricity		Yes		10459		135069		2.61		2.53				0						0		Y		10459		135069		0.5		3.3										10459		135069		0.5		3.3										Photo, Invoice		Some photos were provided by facility manager; interview confirmed measure was installed and is still there		Photos from facility manager and invoices confirm measure installed. Reasonableness check for lighting supported ex ante claim. For demand, adjusted prospective and retrospective coincidence factor (CF) to 2020 PSD multifamily CF, because project used grocery store CF instead of multifamily CF

		CT19-1238385		HES-IE		2019		Refrigerator replacement		Refrigerator replacement		Appliances		Electricity		No		11,722		120,394		2.15		1.21				- 0						0		Y		11,722		120,394		2.15		1.21										11,722		120,394		2.15		1.21										Photo, Invoice		Some photos were provided by facility manager; interview confirmed measure was installed and is still there		Photos and invoices confirmed refrigerators replaced and still there. Could not calculate savings as information regarding old fridges kwh could not be found. Awarding ex ante savings. 

		CT17-1084750		HES-IE		2017		Lighting Fixture - LED		lighting - Common Area 		Common Area/Exterior Lighting		Oil		Yes		59998		767981		8.81		7.73				0						0		Y		59998		767,981		1.7		10.0										59998		767981		1.7		10.0										As Built		No data collected		Documented with invoices, as built, and post inspection report.  Reasonableness check for lighting supported ex ante claim. For demand, adjusted prospective and retrospective coincidence factor (CF) to 2020 PSD multifamily CF, because project used grocery store CF instead of multifamily CF

		CT17-1084750		HES-IE		2019		Refrigerator replacement		Refrigerator replacement		Appliances		Oil		Yes		13,896		141,657		2.55		1.43				- 0						0		No		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0										- 0																File review		in-unit measure		No documentation of this measure - no invoices, nothing in As Built, Fill out form or LOA

		CT17-1084750		HES-IE		2019		Lighting - LED Bulb		lighting - Dwelling unit 		In-Unit Lighting		Oil		Yes		4,718		23,591		0.7		1.0				- 0						0		Y		3,539		14,154		0.5		0.7										3,539		28,308		0.5		0.7										LOA		in-unit measure		Verified installation through documentation (LOA Aug 31). Reasonableness check for lighting supported ex ante claim. Lifecycle retrospective and prospective savings differ because 2020 PSD assumes 4 yrs EUL and 2017 PSD assumes 8 yrs. Reduced prospective savings by 25% for EISA.

		CT17-1084750		HES-IE		2019		Blower door Air sealing		Air sealing		Air Sealing		Oil		Yes				0		0		0				0		182		3642		0		No														0		0														0		0		File review		in-unit measure		No documentation of this measure - no invoices, nothing in As Built, Fill out form or LOA

		CT17-1084750		HES-IE		2019		DHW Measures		Not found		DHW		Oil		Yes				0		0		0				0		30		151		0		No														0																				File review		in-unit measure		No documentation of this measure - no invoices, nothing in As Built, Fill out form or LOA

		CT17-1084750		HES-IE		2019		Blower door Air sealing		Air sealing		Air Sealing		Oil		Yes		36		726		0.04		0				0						0		No		0		0		0												0		0		0.0												File review		in-unit measure		No documentation of this measure - no invoices, nothing in As Built, Fill out form or LOA

		CT17-1084750		HES-IE		2019		Insulation		insulation		Insulation		Oil		Yes		52		1300		0.17		0				0						0		Yes		52
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Comment:
    added on 6/22		1300		0.17		0																										File review		file review		LoA and invoices confirm measure was installed. Invoice says" Approx. 16,000 sf" were insulated with R-30 fiberglass. 

		CT17-1084750		HES-IE		2019		Insulation		insulation		Insulation		Oil		Yes				0		0		0				0		371		9271		0		Yes														328
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Comment:
    added on 6/22		8198																		File review		file review		LoA and invoices confirm measure was installed. Invoice says" Approx. 16,000 sf" were insulated with R-30 fiberglass. 

		CT19-1246764		HES-IE		2019		Blower door Air sealing		Air sealing		Air Sealing		Gas 		No										0		0		2060		41202		0		Y										2770		55409		0		0										2770		55409		0		0		File review		Facility manager interview confirmed installation		The LOA Generator has oil as the fuel type, but facility manager said the homes use natural gas. The fuel change has discrepencies from the reported savings.
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Comment:
    good comment for this measure, thank you. However, you had this same comment for all measures at this project. For some it applied, but for others (e.g., lighting) it didn't so I changed your comment
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    will be added soon, to match the ex ante database categorizations for sample extrapolations																								
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    Savings less then 50% , project automatically passed through.		
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Comment:
    common area lighting, exterior lighting, mostly common area lighting, or mostly exterior lighting		CT19-1246764		HES-IE		2019		Other - Custom Measure *  Water Measures		Low flow fixtures		DHW		Gas 		No				0		0		0				0		108		1325		0		Y										52		402		0		0																		File review		Facility manager interview confirmed installation		The LOA Generator has oil as the fuel type, but facility manager said the homes use natural gas. The fuel change has discrepencies from the reported savings.

		CT19-1246764		HES-IE		2019		Lighting - LED Bulb		lighting - Dwelling unit 		In-Unit Lighting		Gas 		No		96142		480708		12.6		18.5				0						0		Y		72,107		288,426		9.5		13.9										72,107		360,533		9.5		13.9										File review		Facility manager interview confirmed installation		Verified installation through documentation. Reasonableness check for lighting supported ex ante claim. Lifecycle retrospective and prospective savings differ because 2020 PSD assumes 4 yrs EUL and 2019 PSD assumes 5 yrs. Reduced prospective savings by 25% for EISA.

		CT19-1246764		HES-IE		2019		Lighting Fixture - LED		lighting - Common and Exterior 		Common Area/Exterior Lighting		Gas 		No		25755		331673		1.16		4				0						0		Y		25755		331673		1.16		4										25755		331673		1.2		4.0										File review		Facility manager interview confirmed installation		Facility manager interview confirmed installation. Reasonableness check for lighting supported ex ante claim

		CT19-1246764		HES-IE		2019		Refrigerator replacement		Refrigerator replacement		Appliances		Gas 		No		37,044		375,632		6.79		3.82				- 0						0		Y		25,246		252,463		4.63		2.60										25,246		252,463		4.63		2.60										File review		Facility manager interview confirmed installation		Ex post savings (based on details from files) calculated lower savings. Ex ante savings calculator (LOA generator) had correct calculation for retrofit component, but there should be no savings beyond ESTAR because product specification shows the units barely met ESTAR requirements

		CT17-1107701		HES-IE		2017		HVAC Boiler replacement		boiler		HVAC		Electricity						- 0		- 0		- 0		2,507		37,608						8.02		Y										1,306		19,583														1,306		19,583						File review		facility manager video conference verified installation and equipment plate information		Program calculated this incorrectly - inputs identical, outputs are different. Not sure where the ex ante savings calculation error is

		CT17-1107701		HES-IE		2017		Other - Custom Measure *		Window replacement		Custom		Electricity				58,224		1,455,600		- 0		33.19				- 0						0		Y		58,224		1,455,600		10.01		75.76
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Comment:
    changed 2/27										52,532		1,313,296		10.01		75.76												in-unit measure		This row was combined with other windows measure for this project. 2020 PSD (prospective) allows higher savings claim than 2017 (retrospective), because 2020 PSD has additional savings for triple pane window, which was installed in this project, so prospective savings higher than ex ante. Total number of windows verified on invoice is slightly less than claimed, so retrospective ex post calculated less savings than ex ante. Summer demand awarded for ex post because project had central A/C. Winter demand calculated as higher than ex ante - they appeared to have used a different calculation

		CT17-1107701		HES-IE		2017		Windows		Window replacement		Windows		Electricity				3,132		78,300		- 0		1.79				- 0						0		Y		3,132
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    changed 2/27		78,300
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    changed 2/27		- 0		1.79
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Comment:
    changed 2/27										- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0										File review		in-unit measure		Total number of windows verified on invoice is higher than claimed, but only awarded ex ante savings since invoice was from vendor to customer (not from contractor to utility). This row was combined with other windows measure for this project

		CT17-1107701		HES-IE		2018		Refrigerators		Refrigerator replacement		Appliances		Electricity				60,166		608,761		11.03		6.20				- 0						0		Y		60,166		608,761		11.03		6.20										60,166		608,761		11.03		6.20										File review		in-unit measure		Invoices confirm installed,  however could not calculate savings as information regarding old fridges kwh could not be found. Awarding ex ante savings. 

		CT17-1107701		HES-IE		2018		Dwelling Unit Light Bulbs		lighting - Dwelling unit 		In-Unit Lighting		Electricity				19418		116506		4.1		6.0				0						0		Y		14,564		58,254		3.1		4.5										14,564		116,508		3.1		4.5										File review		in-unit measure		Verified installation through documentation. Reasonableness check for lighting supported ex ante claim. Lifecycle retrospective and prospective savings differ because 2020 PSD assumes 4 yrs EUL and 2017 PSD assumes 8 yrs. Reduced prospective savings by 25% for EISA.

		CT17-1107701		HES-IE		2018		Dwelling Unit Lighting Fixtures		lighting - Dwelling unit 		In-Unit Lighting		Electricity				19531		253901		1.9		2.8				0						0		Y		14,648		73,241		1.4		2.1										14,648		117,186		1.4		2.1										File review		in-unit measure		Verified installation through documentation. Reasonableness check for lighting supported ex ante claim. Lifecycle retrospective and prospective savings differ because 2020 PSD assumes 5 yrs EUL for fixtures and 2017 PSD assumes 8 yrs. Reduced prospective savings by 25% for EISA.

		CT17-1107701		HES-IE		2018		Common and Exterior Lighting		lighting - mostly common area		Common Area/Exterior Lighting		Electricity				19851		254561		3.71		2.62				0						0		Y		19,851		254,561		0.7		3.4										19851		254561		0.7		3.4										File review		No data collected		Documentation confirmed installed. Reasonableness check for lighting supported ex ante claim. For demand, adjusted prospective and retrospective coincidence factor (CF) to 2020 PSD multifamily CF, because project used grocery store CF instead of multifamily CF

		CT17-1107701		HES-IE		2019		Refrigerator replacement		Refrigerator replacement		Appliances		Electricity				15,521		158,621		2.85		1.60				- 0						0		Y		15,521		158,621		2.85		1.60										15,521		158,621		2.85		1.60										File review		in-unit measure

		CT19-1236945		HES-IE		2019		Lighting - LED Bulb		lighting - Common Area/Exterior (mostly common area)		Common Area/Exterior Lighting		Gas 		yes - central		1471		8824		0.23		0.33				0						0		Y		1471		8824		0.23		0.33										1471		8824		0.2		0.3										photos from FM		photos from facility manager verified installed common area and exterior fixtures (lenses on for most fixture types)		Confirmed quantity with invoices (final billing form), confirmed fixture type with photos from facility manager and cutsheets

		CT19-1236945		HES-IE		2019		Refrigerator replacement		Refrigerator replacement		Appliances		Gas 		yes - central		2,813		28,767		0.52		0.29				- 0						0		Y		2,813		28,767		0.52		0.29										2,813		28,767		0.52		0.29										pass through		in unit measure		Savings below median for total sampled electricity savings, so passed through savings 

		CT19-1236945		HES-IE		2019		Lighting Fixture - LED		lighting - common area/Exterior (even split)		Common Area/Exterior Lighting		Gas 		yes - central		0		0		0		0												Y		10306		133975		0.30		1.08										10306		133975		0.3		1.1										photos from FM		photos from facility manager verified installed common area and exterior fixtures (lenses on for most fixture types)		Measure was installed through program but not claimed. Calculated the Ex Post savings, verified using LOA generator, photos from FM, invoices.

		CT17-1125619		HES-IE		2017		Common Exterior Lighting		lighting - Common Area 		Common Area/Exterior Lighting		Gas 		None		31872		414331		0.12		4.57				0						0		Y		31872		414331		0.12		4.57										31872		414331		0.1		4.6										on-site inspection		on-site inspection confirmed LEDs installed		Onsite confirmed installation, reasonableness check for lighting supported ex ante claim

		CT17-1125619		HES-IE		2017		HVAC ECM Circulator Pump		ECM Pump		HVAC		Gas 		None		32,775		491,625		- 0		6.44				- 0						0		Y		7,888		118,320		- 0		2.78										33,060		495,900				6.50										on-site inspection		Onsite visit showed number of ECM pumps installed		Savings discrepancy is primarily because the 2017 PSD used higher savings per measure. Project slightly underclaimed savings compared to 2017 values

		CT18-1154286		HES-IE		2018		Dwelling Unit Light Bulbs		lighting - Dwelling unit 		In-Unit Lighting		Electricty Resistence (baseboard) 		None		19082		114494		3.1		4.6				0						0		Y		14,312		57,246		2.3		3.4										14,312		85,869		2.3		3.4										File review		in-unit measure		Verified installation through documentation. Reasonableness check for lighting supported ex ante claim. Lifecycle retrospective and prospective savings differ because 2020 PSD assumes 4 yrs EUL and 2018 PSD assumes 6 yrs. Reduced prospective savings by 25% for EISA.

		CT18-1154286		HES-IE		2018		Air Sealing		Air sealing		Air Sealing		Electricty Resistence (baseboard) 		None		8306		166125		0		1.22				0						0		Y		8306		166125		0		3.7										8306		166125		0.0		3.7										File review		in-unit measure		Ex post savings for energy match ex ante exactly. Not sure why ex ante underclaimed demand savings.

		CT18-1154286		HES-IE		2018		Domestic Hot Water (DHW) Measures		Low flow fixtures		DHW		Electricty Resistence (baseboard) 		None		10144		50722														0		Y		9925		79111														2434		17919														File review		in-unit measure		Prospective savings very similar. Retrospective savings difference because PSD includes square root factor.

		CT17-1095878		HES-IE		2017		Air Sealing Electric		Air sealing		Air Sealing		Electric
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    this project has different fuels for some units: some have electric heat, some have oil  heat		No		2497		12486		0		0				0						0		Y		1874		37481		0		1										1874		37481		0.0		0.8										File Review		in-unit measure		Invoices matched LOA inputs. Their LOA generator showed 1772 kWh (as a hard-entered value), which is closer to what ex post calculated.  Not sure how they calculated their ex ante in the program database

		CT17-1095878		HES-IE		2017		DHW		Low flow fixtures		DHW		Electric		No		2497		12486														0		Y		2385		16583														789		5797														File Review		in-unit measure		Invoices confirmed quantities. Retrospective savings difference because PSD includes square root factor.

		CT17-1095878		HES-IE		2017		Lighting - LED Bulb		lighting - Dwelling unit 		In-Unit Lighting		Electric		No		1497		11979		0.2		0.2				0						0		Y		1,123		4,491		0.1		0.2										1,123		8,982		0.1		0.2										File Review		in-unit measure		Verified installation through documentation. Reasonableness check for lighting supported ex ante claim. Lifecycle retrospective and prospective savings differ because 2020 PSD assumes 4 yrs EUL and 2017 PSD assumes 8 yrs. Reduced prospective savings by 25% for EISA.

		CT17-1095878		HES-IE		2017		Lighting Fixture - LED Dwelling Unit		lighting - Dwelling unit 		In-Unit Lighting		Electric		No		380		3041		0.04		0.1				0						0		Y		285		1,425		0.03		0.0										285		2,280		0.0		0.0										File Review		in-unit measure		Verified installation through documentation. Reasonableness check for lighting supported ex ante claim. Lifecycle retrospective and prospective savings differ because 2020 PSD assumes 5 yrs EUL for fixtures and 2017 PSD assumes 8 yrs. Reduced prospective savings by 25% for EISA.

		CT17-1095878		HES-IE		2017		Lighting Fixture - LED - Common & Exterior		lighting - Common and Exterior 		Common Area/Exterior Lighting		Electric		No		5476		70402		0.94		0.84				0						0		Y		5476		70402		0.50		1.78										5476		70402		0.5		1.8										File Review		No data collected		Documentation confirmed installed. Reasonableness check for lighting supported ex ante claim. For demand, adjusted prospective and retrospective coincidence factor (CF) to 2020 PSD multifamily CF, because project used grocery store CF instead of multifamily CF

		CT17-1095878		HES-IE		2017		Insulation Electric Savings		Insulation Basement ceiling		Insulation		Electric		No		5827		145663				3.32				0						0		Y		5,827		145,663		- 0		3.32										5,827		145,663		- 0		3.32										File Review		No data collected		Invoices matched inputs in LOA. Awarded ex ante savings

		CT17-1095878		HES-IE		2017		Insulation Oil Savings		insulation Attic/Sidewall 		Insulation		Oil		No														294		7347		0		Y														294		7,347														294		7,347		File Review		No data collected		Invoices matched inputs in LOA. Awarded ex ante savings

		CT17-1095878		HES-IE		2017		Windows Electric		Window replacement		Windows		Electric		No		8,930		223,257		- 0		5.09				- 0						0		Y		7,205		180,124		- 0		3.65										13,818		345,450		- 0		7.81										File Review		in-unit measure		 Invoices matched inputs for LOA, they must have used a different formula than the PSD to calculate their savings. 2020 PSD (prospective) awarded higher savings for triple pane windows (installed here) while 2017 PSD did not, so prospective higher than retrospective.

		CT17-1095878		HES-IE		2017		Windows Oil		Window replacement		Windows		Oil		No				- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		284		7,100		0		Y														300		7,504														504		12,600		File Review		in-unit measure		Invoices matched inputs for LOA, they must have used a different formula than we did to calculate their savings

		CT17-1095878		HES-IE		2017		Heat Pump Water Heaters		Heat Pump - DHW		DHW		Oil		No		14439		144391		1.26		1.7				0						0		Y		14439		144391		1.26		1.66										14439		144391		1.26		1.66										File Review		in-unit measure		Confirmed measure was installed. Reviewed calculator, which followed the 2017 calculator correctly. 
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    if time, check to see if it would be different for 2020 PSD

		CT17-1096269		HES-IE		2017		Insulation Basement ceiling		Insulation Basement ceiling		Insulation		Gas 		Yes - Window AC 				0		0		0		5907		147667						57.71		Y										5,907		147,667		- 0		- 0										5,907		147,667		- 0		- 0		Photo, Invoice		Facility manager photos confirmed measure installed		Confirmed through interview and from facility manager photos. Ex post calculation (combined for this measure and next for this project) calculated almost identical savings as ex ante, so awarded ex ante savings

		CT17-1096269		HES-IE		2017		Insulation Basement ceiling		Insulation Basement ceiling		Insulation		Gas 		Yes - Window AC 				0		0		0		5907		147667						57.71		Y										5,907		147,667		- 0		- 0										5,907		147,667		- 0		- 0		Photo, Invoice		Facility manager photos confirmed measure installed		See comment in row above, since combined with other insulation measure for this project.

		CT17-1022926		HES-IE		2017		Air Sealing		Air sealing		Air Sealing		electricity		Yes		5759		115175		0		2.21				0						0		Y		5795		115909		0		2.6										5795		115909		0.0		2.6										File Review 		in unit measure		Ex post calculation for energy savings almost identical to ex ante.  Demand savings adjusted because ex ante did not multiply by BF (0.925)

		CT17-1022926		HES-IE		2017		Lighting - LED Bulb		lighting - Common Area 		Common Area/Exterior Lighting		electricity		Yes		2991		29907		0.27		0.41				0						0		Y		2991		29907		0.3		0.4										2991		29907		0.3		0.4										File Review 		No data collected		Post-inspection report confirmed installed. Reasonableness check for lighting supported ex ante claim. 

		CT17-1022926		HES-IE		2017		Other - Custom Measure *		Low flow fixtures		Custom		electricity		Yes				0		0		0		219		1097						0		No										219
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    updated 6/21														219		1097						File Review		Unknown measure		"As built" shows low flow fixtures installed

		CT19-1272856		HES-IE		2019		Lighting - LED Bulb		lighting - Dwelling unit 		In-Unit Lighting		Oil		No		31462		307310		9.2		13.5				0						0		Y		23,597		94,386		6.9		10.1										23,597		117,983		6.9		10.1										File review		in unit measure		Verified installation through documentation. Reasonableness check for lighting supported ex ante claim. Lifecycle retrospective and prospective savings differ because 2020 PSD assumes 4 yrs EUL and 2019 PSD assumes 5 yrs. Reduced prospective savings by 25% for EISA.

		CT19-1272856		HES-IE		2019		Lighting Fixture - LED		lighting - Mostly exterior
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    common area lighting, exterior lighting, mostly common area lighting, or mostly exterior lighting		Common Area/Exterior Lighting		Oil		No		53292		677871		0.19		7.65				0						0		Y		53292		677,871		0.2		7.7										53292		677871		0.2		7.7										Site visit		photos from TRC verified installed exterior fixtures (lenses on for most fixture types)		Documentation confirmed installed. Reasonableness check for lighting supported ex ante claim. 

		CT18-1173790		HES-IE		2018		Air Sealing		Air sealing		Air Sealing		Electricity		Yes - Window AC 		2855		57100		0		1.0				0						0		Y		2873		57463		0		1.3										2873		57463		0.0		1.3												Facility manager interview confirmed installation		Confirmed through invoives and interview with facility manager

		CT18-1173790		HES-IE		2018		Domestic Hot Water (DHW) Measures		
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    columns modified with paste special. Formulas have a "*.75", while values are hardcoded multiplied by .75		DHW		Electricity		Yes - Window AC 		7349		36746		0		0				0						0		Y		1236		10175		0		0																												Facility manager interview confirmed installation		invoices confirmed quantities, our calculation uses a square root of the total quantity whereas theirs does not. Discrepency is due to changes in older PSD calculations compared to 2020 PSD.

		CT18-1173790		HES-IE		2018		Dwelling Unit Light Bulbs		lighting - Dwelling unit 		In-Unit Lighting		Electricity		Yes - Window AC 		4,606		27,639		0.6		0.9				- 0						0		Y		3,455		13,818		0.5		0.7										3,455		20,727		0.5		0.7												Facility manager interview confirmed installation		Verified installation through documentation. Reasonableness check for lighting supported ex ante claim. Lifecycle retrospective and prospective savings differ because 2020 PSD assumes 4 yrs EUL and 2018 PSD assumes 6 yrs. Reduced prospective savings by 25% for EISA.

		CT18-1173790		HES-IE		2018		Common and Exterior Lighting		lighting - Common and Exterior 		Common Area/Exterior Lighting		Electricity		Yes - Window AC 		10627		138157		1.84		1.44				0						0		Y		10627		138157		0.3		1.9										10627		138157		0.3		1.9												photos from TRC verified installed exterior fixtures (lenses on for most fixture types)		Documentation confirmed installed. Reasonableness check for lighting supported ex ante claim. For demand, adjusted prospective and retrospective coincidence factor (CF) to 2020 PSD multifamily CF, because project used grocery store CF instead of multifamily CF

		CT18-1173790		HES-IE		2018		Insulation		Insulation Attic and Basement ceiling		Insulation		Electricity		Yes - Window AC 		17199		429966		0		9.8				0						0		Y		17,199		429,966		- 0		9.80										17,199		429,966		- 0		9.80												Facility manager interview		Installation confirmed through interview with facility manager. This row includes both attic and basement insulation. Ex post calculated almost exactly same savings as ex ante, so awarded ex ante savings.

		CT18-1173790		HES-IE		2018		Windows		Window replacement		Windows		Electricity		Yes - Window AC 		55,949		1,398,734		- 0		31.89				- 0						0		Y		27,662		691,548		- 0		14.00										27,662		691,548		- 0		14.00												Facility manager interview		Quantity off by 3 additional windows, ex ante savings are significantly higher. Not enough information in file to determine discrepancy in savings

		CT17-1048666		HES-IE		2018		Common and Exterior Lighting		lighting - Exterior 
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    updated 6/22		Common Area/Exterior Lighting		Oil heating/electric resistance DHW fuel		None		7959		103471		0.03		1.14				0						0		Y		7959		103471		0.03		1.14										7959		103471		0.0		1.1										on-site inspection		Onsite visit showed LEDs installed at exterior		Onsite confirmed installation, reasonableness check for lighting supported ex ante claim

		CT17-1048666		HES-IE		2018		Dwelling Unit Light Bulbs		lighting - Dwelling unit 		In-Unit Lighting		Oil heating/electric resistance DHW fuel		None		10472		83778		1.5		2.2				0						0		Y		7,854		31,416		1.1		1.7										7,854		62,832		1.1		1.7										File review		in-unit measure		Verified installation through documentation. Reasonableness check for lighting supported ex ante claim. Lifecycle retrospective and prospective savings differ because 2020 PSD assumes 4 yrs EUL and 2017 PSD assumes 8 yrs. Reduced prospective savings by 25% for EISA.

		CT17-1048666		HES-IE		2018		Air Sealing		Air sealing		Air Sealing		Oil heating/electric resistance DHW fuel		None				0		0		0				0		353		7069		0		Y														382		7648														382		7648		File review		in-unit measure		Documentation confirmed measure installed. Ex post and ex ante savings are very similar

		CT17-1048666		HES-IE		2018		Domestic Hot Water (DHW) Measures		Low flow fixtures		DHW		Oil heating/electric resistance DHW fuel		None		3583		17914														0		Y		4304		35487														959		7996														File review		in-unit measure		Documentation quantified number of fixtures installed.

		CT18-1194377		HES-IE		2018		Dwelling Unit Light Bulbs		lighting - Dwelling unit 		In-Unit Lighting		Gas 		Yes - Central		12833		76998		2.2		3.3												Y		9,625		38,499		1.7		2.5										9,625		57,748		1.7		2.5										File review		in-unit measure		Verified installation through invoices. Reasonableness check for lighting supported ex ante claim. Lifecycle retrospective and prospective savings differ because 2020 PSD assumes 4 yrs EUL and 2018 PSD assumes 6 yrs. Reduced prospective savings by 25% for EISA.

		CT18-1194377		HES-IE		2018		Air Sealing Gas		Air Sealing		Air Sealing		Gas 		Yes - Central										1184		23688						11.57		Y										1184		23688														1184		23688								in-unit measure		Invoices confirmed air sealing measures were installed. Ex post calculation matched ex ante exactly.

		CT18-1194377		HES-IE		2018		Common and Exterior Lighting		lighting - Common and Exterior 		Common Area/Exterior Lighting		Gas 		Yes - Central		377		4895		0.14		0.13												Y		377		4895		0.1		0.1										377		4895		0		0										File review		No data collected
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    Maura, if the project didn't claim the savings, the EX ANTE values should be 0. And then we put our values in the ex post columns. Also, if all we have are invoices but no info from faciltiy manager these were intsalled, and ex ante claims were 0, let's not add these savings. We don't have enough info to overturn the ex ante claims

		CT18-1194377		HES-IE		2018		Refrigerators		Refrigerator replacement		Appliances		Gas 		Yes - Central		11,943		123,039		2.19		1.23												Y		11,943		123,039		2.19		1.23										11,943		123,039		2.19		1.23										File review		in-unit measure		Invoices confirmed number of fridges installed, could not calculate savings as information regarding old fridges kwh could not be found. Awarding ex ante savings.

		CT18-1194377		HES-IE		2018		DHW gas savings		Low flow fixtures		DHW		Gas 		Yes - Central										378		25580								Y										353		2995														56		474						File review		in-unit measure		Invoices showed quantities were incorrect. They had a total of 57 showerheads and 8 aerators in theirs calcs but invoices showed 38 showerheads and 46 aerators. Retrospective calculation uses a square root of the total quantity whereas theirs does not. 

		CT17-1118579		HES-IE		2017		Air Sealing		Air Sealing		Air Sealing		Electricity		No		7476		149513				3												Y		7476		149513		0		3.1										7467		149337		0.0		3.3										File review		in-unit measure		Invoices were correct, no discrepancies found

		CT17-1118579		HES-IE		2017		Domestic Hot Water (DHW) Measures		Low flow fixtures		DHW		Electricity		No		4893		24463																Y		3533		30858														867		7450														File review		in-unit measure		Quantities were not correct on LOA, invoice confirmed measure was installed

		CT17-1118579		HES-IE		2017		Dwelling Unit Light Bulbs		lighting - Dwelling unit 		In-Unit Lighting		Electricity		No		1137		9098		0.1		0.2												Y		853		3,412		0.1		0.1										853		6,824		0.1		0.1										File review		in-unit measure		Verified installation through invoices. Reasonableness check for lighting supported ex ante claim. Lifecycle retrospective and prospective savings differ because 2020 PSD assumes 4 yrs EUL and 2017 PSD assumes 8 yrs. Reduced prospective savings by 25% for EISA.

		CT17-1118579		HES-IE		2017		Common and Exterior Lighting		lighting - Common and Exterior 		Common Area/Exterior Lighting		Electricity		No		3354		43605		0.8		0.6												Y		3049		39640		0.2		0.7										3049		39640		0.8		0.6										File review		No data collected		Invoices confirmed number of fixtures installed. Reduced energy savings by 305 kWh, because project claimed interactive effects (cooling savings) but project does not have air conditioning. For demand, adjusted prospective coincidence factor (CF) to 2020 PSD multifamily CF, because project used grocery store CF since no multifamily CF available in 2017 PSD

		CT17-1054067		HES-IE		2017		Air Sealing		Air Sealing		Air Sealing		Gas 		No		4763		95263				2.0												Y		4465		89309		0.0		2.0										4465		89309		0.0		2.0										File review		in-unit measure		Invoices matched LOA, ex post savings are very similar to ex ante

		CT17-1054067		HES-IE		2017		Domestic Hot Water (DHW) Measures		Low flow fixtures		DHW		Gas 		No										141		706								Y										119		1016														33		276						File review		in-unit measure		Invoices confirmed quantities were incorrect. They had a total of 16 showerheads and 16 aerators in theirs calcs but invoices showed 13 showerheads and 15 aerators. Our retrospective calculation also uses a square root of the total quantity whereas theirs does not.

		CT17-1054067		HES-IE		2017		Dwelling Unit Light Bulbs		lighting - Dwelling unit 		In-Unit Lighting		Gas 		No		4060		32482		0.5		0.7												Y		3,045		12,181		0.3		0.5										3,045		24,361		0.3		0.5										File review		in-unit measure		Verified installation through invoices (and matched LOA). Reasonableness check for lighting supported ex ante claim. Lifecycle retrospective and prospective savings differ because 2020 PSD assumes 4 yrs EUL and 2017 PSD assumes 8 yrs. Reduced prospective savings by 25% for EISA.

		CT17-1155485		HES-IE				Insulation		Insulation Basement ceiling		Insulation		Gas 		Yes - Window AC 										8354		208841		82				81.6152236723		Y										8,354		208,841				- 0										8,354		208,841						Photo, Invoice		Facility manager photos confirmed measure installed		Confirmed through interview and from facility manager photos. Ex post calculated slightly higher savings than ex ante, so awarded ex ante savings to be conservative

		QAjs		HES		2018		Total				N/A		Gas		None		8364		63691		1.2		1.5		907								7.637		Y		7,118		62,527		0.8		1.9		833		15,546						7,118		69,196		0.8		1.9		847		15,546						File review/on-site inspection		Onsite visit confirmed LEDs installed at exterior, other measures were in-unit		Total electric savings calcualted by TRC is 8271.78 which is 1% less then the original ex ante savings (8364).  LOA states in-unit savings as  4,446 TRC calcualted 4,488 and LOA states 1,720 but TRC calulated 3,784. the in-unit and common area savings trc calculate more accuractly reprsesent orignal ante savings.   TRC calculated gas savings to be 648.56 (for blower door and water measures)  29% lower then original ante savings. THis may be due to LOA stating estimated gas savings for blower door as 742.9. Will be using this number for blowerdoor for a total of 853.8 in gas savings which is only 5% off original ante savings total.

		QAjs		HES		2018		In-unit lighting		lighting - Dwelling unit 		In-Unit Lighting		Gas		None		4446		26679		0.85		1.25												Y		3,335		13,338.0		0.6		0.9										3,335		20,007		0.64		0.94										File review		in-unit measure		Invoice confirmed installed, verified quantity from documentation. No calculator found so estimated savings using average residential hours of use.  Lifecycle savings different for retrospective and prospective because 2019 PSD used 5 yrs EUL while 2020 PSD used 4 yrs. Reduced prospective savings by 25% for EISA.

		QAjs		HES		2018		Common and Exterior Lighting		lighting - common area		Common Area/Exterior Lighting		Gas		None		1720		22364		0.32		0.26												Y		3784		49189		0.16		0.9		-14								3784		49189		0		1										File Review		Onsite visit confirmed LEDs installed at exterior		Invoice confirmed common area and exterior lighting installed. No calculator available so estimated savings. Added negative gas savings for interactive effects.

		QAjs		HES		2018		Blower door		Air sealing		Air Sealing		Gas		None										743		14860								Y										736		14714														736		14714						File review		in-unit measure		Used inputs from direct install template as well as MF fill out form. Results in lower values than calculation in LOA for blowerdoor savings (743). 

		QAjs		HES		2018		Lowflow fixtures 		Low flow fixtures		DHW		Gas		None										111		1105								Y										111		832														111		832						FIle review		in-unit measure		Cannot find quantities of lowflow fixtures installed but Fountain Arm LOA and direct install template claims 110.88  Annual CCF savings. Awarding ex ante savings

		Q54j		HES		2017		Total				N/A		Gas 		Yes		13832		207480														0		Y		14456		216,840														14456		216840														File review 		in unit measures only		 Verified number of thermostats as 278. Slight discrepancy in savings total vs. measure savings.

		Q54j		HES		2018		Install Wifi Thermostat		Wifi thermostat		HVAC		Gas 		Yes		14456		216,840														0		Y		7,228
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Comment:
    updated 6/23														7,228		108,420		- 0		- 0										File review 		in unit measures only		Took savings from LOA. Installation confirmed with Invoice although number wasn't available for verification. Reduced savings by 50% per the 2020 PSD calculation (but not in 2018 PSD) to account for less savings in multifamily buildings due to less conditioned floor space. 

		Qd8p		HES		2019		Total		lighting - Common Area/Exterior (mostly common area)		Common Area/Exterior Lighting		Gas 		yes - central		67920		439306		8.3		8.0										0		Y		67920		439306		1.6		10.4		-248								67920		439306		1.6		10.4		-248								photos from FM		photos from facility manager verified installed common area and exterior fixtures (lenses on for most fixture types)		Confirmed quantity with invoices, confirmed fixture type with photos from FM and cutsheets. Used savings from calculator in project files.  For demand, adjusted prospective coincidence factor (CF) to 2020 PSD multifamily CF, because project used grocery store CF since no multifamily CF available in 2017 PSD. Gas heat and primarily interior fixtures so added interactive effects (negative gas savings)

		Qx8M		HES-IE		2019		Total		Total		N/A		Gas 		Yes - Window AC 		2420		12101		0.3		0.5		1804.2								19.887		Yes		1,876		8,476		0.4		0.6		1,735																										photos confirmed boiler, other measures were in-unit		Award Ex Ante savings. 

		Qx8M		HES-IE		2019		Air Sealing		Air sealing		Air Sealing		Gas 		Yes - Window AC 										428		8560								Y		61		1216						423		8468						61		1216						423		8468						HESIE		in-unit measure		Invoice documented installed. Awarded a small amount of kWh savings from cooling savings that hadn't been claimed in ex ante

		Qx8M		HES-IE		2019		Domestic Hot Water (DHW) Measures		Low flow fixtures		DHW		Gas 		Yes - Window AC 										213		1785								Y										212		1,773														43		364						Invoice, HESIE		in-unit measure		Quantities from Invoice and HES_HESIE_2018, post inspection confirmed installation

		Qx8M		HES-IE		2019		Lighting - LED Bulb		lighting - Dwelling unit 		In-Unit Lighting		Gas 		Yes - Window AC 		4692		28151		0.8		1.2												Y		1,815		7,260		0.4		0.6										1,815		9,075		0.4		0.6										Photos verify installation		photo sent for example unit		Photo from a unit confirmed installed. There are different numbers claimed in the documentation, we used the database claim since that was lower (to be conservative). Lifecycle retrospective and prospective savings differ because 2020 PSD assumes 4 yrs EUL and 2019 PSD assumes 5 yrs. Reduced prospective savings by 25% for EISA.

		Qx8M		HES-IE		2019		Central Boiler		boiler		HVAC		Gas 		Yes - Window AC 										1,099
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    updated 3/20																								Photos verify installation of boilers		Photo from facility manager verified installation of boiler, but didn't provide nameplate information		Post inspection and photos verify installation, but did not provide close-up for equipment plate.  Awarded ex ante savings in project total

		QygC		HES-IE		2019		Total				N/A		Gas 		None		365067		4464668		6.1		58.9		6809								60.815				356245		4394226		5		57		6639		123873						356245		4394226		5		57		6639		123873						File review/on-site inspection		Onsite visit showed LEDs installed at exterior, other measures were in-unit		Ex post savings based on bottoms-up calculation of installed measures is almost identical to ex ante

		QygC		HES-IE		2019		Blowerdoor air sealing		Air sealing		Air Sealing		Gas 		None										5493		109870								Y										5909		118189														5909		5909						File review		in-unit measure		360 units air sealed and average blower door reduction of 305 reported.  Ex post savings almost identical to ex ante

		QygC		HES-IE		2019		Lowflow fixtures 		Low flow fixtures		DHW		Gas 		None										1762		14310								Y										729		5684														80		648						File review		in-unit measure		Documentation indicate quantity of aerators and showerheads installed. Their ex ante calculator deviated from PSD, and used higher multipliers than the proposed values for the 2021 PSD (for prospective realization rate) 

		QygC		HES-IE		2019		Common and Exterior Lighting		Common and Exterior Lighting
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    updated 6/14		Common Area/Exterior Lighting		Gas 		None		329916		4288911		1.8		52.5												Y		329,916		4,288,911		1.8		52.5										329,916		4,288,911		2		53										on-site inspection		Onsite visit showed LEDs installed at exterior		Invoices confirmed common area fixtures installed. Reasonableness check for lighting supportd ex ante claim. Review of their lighting calculator also shows they correctly calculated demand savings (used Multifamily common area coincidence factors for common areas, and parking lot CF for exterior.) 

		QygC		HES-IE		2019		In-unit lighting		lighting - Dwelling unit 		In-Unit Lighting		Gas 		None		35105		175523		4.4		6.4												Y		26,329		105,315		3.3		4.8										26,329		131,644		3.3		4.8										File review		in-unit measure		Verified installation through invoices. Reasonableness check for lighting supported ex ante claim, and LOA calculation matches their ex ante claim. Lifecycle retrospective and prospective savings differ because 2020 PSD assumes 4 yrs EUL and 2019 PSD assumes 5 yrs. Reduced prospective savings by 25% for EISA.

		QySK		HES-IE		2019		Total				N/A		Gas 		No		3154
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    changed to ex ante value 6/14		15770		0.5		0.7		4840								44.744		Y		2,366		9,462		0.3		0.5		3,104		66,101						2,366		11,828		0.3		0.5		2,812		63,694						Invoice, HESIE		Photo showed attic insulation (loose fill) was installed. Thickness appeared even from photo. Facility manager provided photo		Main adjustment was reduction in gas savings due to incorrect calculation for low-flow fixtures, and insulation

		QySK		HES-IE		2019				lighting - Dwelling unit 		In-Unit Lighting		Gas		No		3154		15770		0.5		0.7												Y		2,366		9,462		0.3		0.5										2,366		11,828		0.3		0.5										Invoice, HESIE		in-unit measure		Verified installation through invoices. Reasonableness check for lighting supported ex ante claim. Lifecycle retrospective and prospective savings differ because 2020 PSD assumes 4 yrs EUL and 2019 PSD assumes 5 yrs. Reduced prospective savings by 25% for EISA.

		QySK		HES-IE		2019				Air sealing		Air Sealing		Gas		No										1063		21257								Y										1,137		22,740														1,137		22,740						Invoice, HESIE		in-unit measure		Invoice confirmed installed. Ex post calculation confirmed ex ante savings for this measure

		QySK		HES-IE		2019				Insulation		Insulation		Gas		No										3419		85475								Y										1,620		40,491														1,620		40,491						Invoice, HESIE		No data collected		Invoice confirmed insulation installed. Their calculator (in HES HES-IE 2018 workbook) used same inputs, but must use a different calculation. 

		QySK		HES-IE		2019				Low flow fixtures		DHW		Gas		No										2352		58806								Y										348		2,870														56		463						Invoice, HESIE		in-unit measure		Invoice showed 87 fixtures installed as claimed. The ex ante calculator used incorrect algorithm

		QyS4		HES-IE		2019		Total				N/A		Gas 		No		1540		7699		0.218		0.321		1251								10.481		Y		1,155		4,620		0.16		0.24		1,241		21,773						1,155		5,775		0.2		0.2		1,033		20,110						File review		Facility manager did not complete interview, completed survey		Gas provided by SCG.Total gas savings seems low. One LOA show rejecting DHW measures, but confirmed installation via photos and proposed LOA has calculations.  Facility manager provided photos of DHW and boiler

		QyS4		HES-IE		2019		Air Sealing		Air sealing		Air Sealing		Gas 		No										921		18418								Y										986		19,719														986		19719						File review		in-unit measure		Post inspection photos confirmed count and photos show proper air sealing. Verified calculation from MF_HED_HESIE_2018

		QyS4		HES-IE		2019		Domestic Hot Water (DHW) Measures		Low flow fixtures		DHW		Gas 		No										238		1940								Y										255		2054														47		391						File review		Photos from facility manager showed DHW installed		Post inspection confirms count and pictures verify aerators and showerheads installed.

		QyS4		HES-IE		2019		Lighting - LED Bulb		lighting - Dwelling unit 		In-Unit Lighting		Gas 		No		5398		32387		0.7		1.1												Y		1,155		4,620		0.2		0.2										1,155		5,775		0.2		0.2										File review		in-unit measure		Invoices confirm bulbs installed ($267), but fewer than in calculator (quoted $710). Calculator (2666 Fairfield Ave_MF_HES_HESIE_2018) showed 5,398 kWh, which was supported by reasonableness calculation. But assumed lower value of ex ante savings total since invoice shows fewer installed. Lifecycle retrospective and prospective savings differ because 2020 PSD assumes 4 yrs EUL and 2019 PSD assumes 5 yrs. Reduced prospective savings by 25% for EISA.

		QyKb		HES-IE		2019		Total				N/A		Gas 		No		1437		7184		0.2		0.3		482								3.585		Y		1,078		4,310		0.1		0.2		441		6,969						1,078		5,388		0.1		0.2		324		6,050						File review		in-unit measure		Verified HES/HES-IE QA, Invoice verified quantity. Reasonableness check for lighting supported ex ante claim
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Comment:
    deleted from cell since I don't think it's best explanation of savings awarded: Photo from facility manager was of light socket. Tracker indicated other in unit air sealing measures were need.

		QyKb		HES-IE		2019		Lighting - LED Bulb		lighting - Dwelling unit 		In-Unit Lighting		Gas 		No		1437		7184		0.2		0.3												Y		1,078		4,310		0.1		0.2										1,078		5,388		0.1		0.2										File review		in-unit measure		Verified installation through invoice. Reasonableness check for lighting supported ex ante claim. Lifecycle retrospective and prospective savings differ because 2020 PSD assumes 4 yrs EUL and 2019 PSD assumes 5 yrs. Reduced prospective savings by 25% for EISA.

		QyKb		HES-IE		2019				Air sealing		Air Sealing		Gas 		No										290		5805								Y										287		5,749														287		5,749						File review		in-unit measure		Verified installation through invoice. Ex ante calculator assumed BF = 1.0, which is for single family homes, so slight downward adjustment

		QyKb		HES-IE		2019				Low flow fixtures		DHW		Gas 		No										161		1313								Y										153		1,220														37		301						File review		in-unit measure		Verified installation through invoices. They used incorrect calculation for this measure

		RJhB		HES-IE		2019		Total				N/A		Gas 		No		17125		222625		0.4		2.4										0		Y		17,125		222,625		0.4		2.4										17,126		222,635		0.3		2.1										File review		Data not collected		See comment for common area and exterior lighting. This was the only measure installed at this site.

		RJhB		HES-IE		2019		Lighting - LED Bulb		lighting - Common and Exterior 		Common Area/Exterior Lighting		Gas 		No		17126		222635		0.4		2.4												Y		17126		222,635		0.3
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    used the project's calculator to make the correction from common area to exterior, which corrected the demand		2.1										17,126		222,635		0.3		2.1										File review		Data not collected		These were labeled as light bulbs, but file review found they were common area and exterior fixtures. Reasonableness check for lighting (17,116 kWh/yr) is almost exactly the same as ex ante claim. The demand calculations for the exterior fixtures incorrectly pulled in common area coincidence factors. Corrected these and demand dropped slightly.

		QcVV		HES-IE		2019		Total				N/A		Gas 		None		419843		5207459		19.6		94.9		3508								26.92		Y		407,866		5,128,232		17		93		5,415		71,697						407,866		5,147,568		17		93		2,551		49,095						File review/on-site inspection		N/A		Ex ante savings at measure level are almost identical to total project savings. Ex post is higher than ex ante for gas, because of different calculations used by ex ante for low-flow fixtures

		QcVV		HES-IE		2019		Blowerdoor air sealing		Air sealing		Air Sealing		Gas 		None										2399										Y										2388		47761														2388		47761						File review		in-unit measure		Ex post calculation is very close to ex ante calculator based on average of 112 CFM reduction

		QcVV		HES-IE		2019		Lowflow fixtures 		Low flow fixtures		DHW		Gas 		None										2310										Y										3027		23936														163		1333						File review		in-unit measure		Retrospective savings difference because PSD includes square root factor. Not sure what the ex ante calculation is based on

		QcVV		HES-IE		2019		In-unit lighting		lighting - Dwelling unit 		In-Unit Lighting		Gas 		None		25782		206254		2.4		6.5												Y		19,337		77,346		1.8		4.9										19,337		96,683		1.8		4.9										File review		in-unit measure		Reasonableness check for lighting confirmed calculator savings.  Projet claimed 8 yr EUL; Lifecycle retrospective and prospective savings differ because 2020 PSD assumes 4 yrs EUL and 2019 PSD assumes 5 yrs. Reduced prospective savings by 25% for EISA.

		QcVV		HES-IE		2019		Common and Exterior Lighting		lighting - mostly common area		Common Area/Exterior Lighting		Gas 		None		388530		5050886		15		88												Y		388530
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    they used 4368 as HOU for all fixtures - indoors and outdoors, even though no occupancy sensors																																				
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    I agree with your assessment and decision here.		
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    deleted from cell since I don't think it's best explanation of savings awarded: Photo from facility manager was of light socket. Tracker indicated other in unit air sealing measures were need.		
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    No heating selection on application or LOA. Verified 12/24/2020		
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    LOA bulbs only, no fixture data
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    added values to ex ante column so realization rate wouldn't be "div0"																						5050886		15		88										388530		5050886		15		88										on-site inspection		Onsite visit showed LEDs installed at exterior		Reasonableness check for lighting (based on quantity of fixtures in MF fill out form: 805) confirmed ex ante claim. 
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    see my comments above for other UI projects. This should be a measure-level comment. please note where you got these values for this measure. was there a calculator provided by project showing measure level savings?  if so, state that

		PQNc		HES-IE		2019		Total				N/A		Gas 		Yes		500313		5772511		13.8		79.2		26008								250.07		Y		450,712		5,493,969		12		71		27,946		504,817						450,712		687,582		12		71		23,670		471,061						File review		in-unit measure		Ex ante database showed 2016 for program year, but was included in ex ante savings and invoices are from 2019.  Ex ante savings at measure level total lower than ex ante savings in database

		PQNc		HES-IE		2019		Lighting - LED Bulb		lighting - Common and Exterior 		Common Area/Exterior Lighting		Gas 		Yes		404133		5253732		1.4		61.0												Y		404133		5,253,729		1		61										404,133		404,133		1		61										File review		in-unit measure		Reasonableness check for lighting supported ex ante claim. They have multiple calculators in file, but this one matches LOA agreement. The others show lower savings.

		PQNc		HES-IE		2019				Air sealing		Air Sealing		Gas 		Yes						0.0				23490										Y		3370		67,407		4				23472		469,441						3,370		67,407		4		- 0		23,472		469,441						File review		in-unit measure		Invoices document weatherization services, including air sealing, low flow fixtures, and lighting in all 402 units. Ex post savings calculator match ex ante savings almost exactly, except project didn't include kWh savings even though units have room A/C

		PQNc		HES-IE		2019				Low flow fixtures		DHW		Gas 		Yes																				Y										4474		35376														198		1621						File review		in-unit measure		Invoices document weatherization services, including air sealing, low flow fixtures, and lighting in all 402 units. No calculator in file for low flow fixtures for comparison, but invoices document number installed

		PQNc		HES-IE		2019		Lighting - LED Bulb		lighting - Dwelling unit 		In-Unit Lighting		Gas 		No		57611		345667		9.4		13.8												Y		43,208		172,833		7.1		10.4										43,208		216,042		7.1		10.4										File review		in-unit measure		Verified installation through documentation. Reasonableness check for lighting supported ex ante claim. Lifecycle retrospective and prospective savings differ because 2020 PSD assumes 4 yrs EUL and 2019 PSD assumes 5 yrs, and project assumed 6 years. Reduced prospective savings by 25% for EISA.

		QN2A		HES-IE		2018		Total				N/A		Gas 		None										38813								359.913		Y										23507		505250														21,581		490,001						File review		in-unit measure		LOA indicated 5 measures installed (including 2 insulation measures), but invoices document savings for 3 measures (no insulation measures). Ex ante savings at measure level in LOA would exceed ex ante database claim. Retrospective savings lower than prospective becaue of low-flow fixture calculation

		QN2A		HES-IE		2018				Low flow fixtures		DHW		Gas 		None										2443		21633								Y										2060		16351														135		1,102						File review		in-unit measure		Invoice confirmed number installed. Retrospective savings lower because it includes sqrt function

		QN2A		HES-IE		2018				Air sealing		Air Sealing		Gas 		None										9543		190860								Y										9451		189026														9,451		189,026						File review		in-unit measure		Invoice confirms air sealing conducted, including total cfm reduction shown in calculator. Ex post savings calculation matches ex ante

		QN2A		HES-IE		2018				Insulation		Insulation		Gas 		None										21981		549521								No										0		0														0		0						File review		in-unit measure		This only shows up in the proposed measures. No documentation insulation was installed - not on invoices

		QN2A		HES-IE		2018				Insulation Attic Hatch		Insulation		Gas 		None										44.58		1115								No										0		0														0		0						File review		in-unit measure		This only shows up in the proposed measures. No documentation attic hatch insulation was installed - not on invoices

		QN2A		HES-IE		2018				Window replacement		Windows		Gas 		None										11995		299873								Y										11995		299873														11,995		299,873						File review		in-unit measure		Invoice confirms windows installed. Not enough information to repeat calculation, so assuming ex ante claims

		QN2i		HES-IE		2018		Total				N/A		Gas 		No		68182		886366		0.23		10.39		20437								237.558		Y		68,182		886,366		0.2		10.4		0								68,182		886,366		0.2		10.4		0								File review		Data not collected		Invoice verified quantity. Gas savings removed because the only measure installed was exterior lighting

		QN2i		HES-IE		2018				lighting - Exterior 		Common Area/Exterior Lighting		Gas 		No		68182		886366		0.23		10.39		0										Y		68182		886,366		0.2		10.4		0								68182		68182		0.2		10.4		0								File review		Data not collected		Reasonableness check for lighting supported ex ante claim. Reviewed lighting calculator and they applied correct coincidence factors
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Comment:
    our demand is coming in significantly higher.  Can you please send me the project file? I can't find it.

		QOv5		HES-IE		2018		Total				N/A		electricity		No		482675		7052388		38.483		98.923		106.8								0.343		Y		93264		1063283		4		23		0								72710		959018		4		23		0								File Review 		in-unit measure		Their supporting calculators show much lower savings than the total claimed in the database. The original scope included HVAC heat pumps, DHW heat pumps, and pipe insulation, but no documentation these were installed.  Post-inspection report and photos in files document air sealing and dwelling unit lighting, but no pipe insulation or heat pumps. For dwelling unit lighting and lowflow fixtures, TRC calculated lower savings than ex ante calculators, in part because final scope (as shown in invoices) was reduced compared to ex ante calculators.

		QOv5		HES-IE		2018				lighting - Dwelling unit 		In-Unit Lighting		electricity		No		60350.1		362100.8		7.6		11.1												Y		33540		134161		4.2		6.2										33540		201241		4.2		6.2										File Review 		in-unit measure		Scope was reduced compared to HES/ HES-IE calculator values.The quantity of bulbs installed in the invoice shows 804 but the MF verification and HES / HES-IE Multifamily QA show 1085 Bulbs were installed. No documentation showing which bulbs were removed from final scope, so scaled calculator savings by 804/1085. Reduced prospective savings by 25% for EISA.

		QOv5		HES-IE		2018				Air sealing		Air Sealing		electricity		No		45857		684434																Y		36964		739273		0		16										36964		739273		0.0		16.4										File Review 		in-unit measure		Savings listed in HES-IE Multifamily QA sheet, Looks like the invoice is different form the QA sheet. Claimed savings in QA sheet: 45,857 kWh greater than found via invoice. 

		QOv5		HES-IE		2018				Low flow fixtures		DHW		electricity		No		34069		302741																Y		22760		189849														2206		18504														File Review 		in-unit measure		Savings reduced from QA sheet because number of fixtures in invoice is lower. Also, ex ante calculation used wrong formula

		QOv5		HES-IE		2018				Pipe insulation		Insulation		electricity		No		10490		157356																No		0		0														0		0														File Review 		no data collected		Ex ante values from LOA, but not shown in invoices

		Px18		HES-IE		2017		Total				N/A		Oil		Yes		27685		336785		2.1		4.7										0		Y		20,679		194,762		2.5		3.3										29,142		348,305		2.5		4.6										File Review 		Mostly in-unit measures		Ex ante savings at measure level were higher than database total.  Prospective reduction to kWh savings mostly because ECM Pump has changed in 2020 compared to 2017 PSD. They also claimed more refrigerator savings at measure level calculation compared to number installed in invoice

		Px18		HES-IE		2017				Air sealing		Air Sealing		Oil		Yes		219		3444		0		0												Y		91		1818		0.1												91		1818		0		0										File Review 		in-unit measure		Invoice documented installed. Calculator incorrectly used oil savings calculation for heating savings, but didn't claim cooling savings even though room A/Cs. Cooling savings was less than what they had claimed, so ex post lower than ex ante.
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Comment:
    Is there any documentation this measure was installed? If so, use the savings they include from their calculators
Reply:
    HESIE file provide oil savings and kWh savings.  Added savings.
Reply:
    I removed kWh savings since there's no cooling and gas heat. Thank you for identifying this is SCG heat so we don't give them gas savings

		Px18		HES-IE		2017				lighting - Dwelling unit 		In-Unit Lighting		Oil		Yes		6649		53196		0.9		1.3												Y		6,649
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Comment:
    do'nt change these values. They already accounted for EISA												

tc={ED200705-B72A-4860-82E7-870D870E89D4}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    added on 6/22		

tc={822C638B-4AA0-417D-A646-CE887450840C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    added on 6/22																												

tc={10FF837F-DDD2-4408-87C1-71DA598E93CC}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    updated 6/23		

tc={36606642-AF0F-41B1-A6B9-715E157274E4}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    updated 6/23						

tc={FCAE19AA-BB23-4F4C-BC94-3C2CD524C130}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    our demand is coming in significantly higher.  Can you please send me the project file? I can't find it.		

tc={C0E8FBCC-3481-4FC5-A910-3C62F0019AD1}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    added on 6/22		

tc={62A2FDE8-3348-4A0D-843C-80F1EACE3266}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    changed 2/27		
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Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    changed 2/27																																		

tc={1DCFEAFF-C71B-4286-91CF-21E80AC8CA56}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Is there any documentation this measure was installed? If so, use the savings they include from their calculators
Reply:
    HESIE file provide oil savings and kWh savings.  Added savings.
Reply:
    I removed kWh savings since there's no cooling and gas heat. Thank you for identifying this is SCG heat so we don't give them gas savings		
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Comment:
    changed 2/27		
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Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    this project has different fuels for some units: some have electric heat, some have oil  heat																														

tc={B989957A-5B60-4A05-8DA7-F4F5E1C31210}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    changed 2/27		26,598		0.9		1.3										6,649		53,196		0.9		1.3										File Review 		in-unit measure		Invoice verified installation. Reasonableness check for lighting confirms savings in ex ante calculator.  Lifecycle retrospective and prospective savings differ because 2020 PSD assumes 4 yrs EUL and 2017 PSD assumes 8 yrs. Project had already reduced savings by 25% so no EISA adjustment made. 

		Px18		HES-IE		2017				Refrigerator replacement		Appliances		Oil		Yes		11,046		132,552		2.0		0.9												Y		6,720		67,200		1.2		0.7										6,720		67,200		1.2		0.7										File Review 		in-unit measure		Documentation shows different numbers of fridges installed. HESI QA document has 3 different annual kWh, and also says 39 units replaced (would result in 17,000 kWh), but invoice shows 15 units replaced (would result in 6,720 kWh). Assumed value in invoice

tc={191616D0-F63C-460E-9C97-3E8EE3BE049F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Use the number backed up by invoices to make your calculations

		Px18		HES-IE		2017				lighting - Common and Exterior 		Common Area/Exterior Lighting		Oil		Yes		4,567		59,366		0.3		0.4												Y		4,567		59,366		0.3		0.4										4,567		59,366		0.3		0.4										File Review 		No data collected		Invoice confirmed installation. Reasonableness check for lighting supported ex ante savings claim

		Px18		HES-IE		2017				ECM Pump		HVAC		Oil		Yes		10,796		140,344		- 0		2.3												Y		2,652		39,780		- 0		0.9										11,115		166,725		- 0		2.2										File Review 		No data collected		Invoices confirmed installation. Difference between retrospective and prospective savings is because 2017 PSD assumed much higher savings per pump than 2020 PSD

																total kWh		9,459,085

								75 percentile										31,519								5,907				2,042		39,637								- 0

								median										12,833								2,331				610		9,271

								average										38161								4581				1422		27620

								For HIMs and any measure with savings greater than 75 percentile, check installed and check calculation. For any measure with savings below median energy savings for fuel, pass through ex ante savings. For any measure with savings between median and 75 percentile check measure was installed, but not calculation.

								CT PSD 2020: https://www.energizect.com/sites/default/files/2020%20PSD_Final_3.1.20%20Filing.pdf

								Total 										7,913,354		83,096,223		879		2,144		283,109		3,301,427		39,804		745,732						1

																																						1

														 																								3.3051470588

		 																																				4.1550456389





		Key:

		red if ex post is different from claimed

		blue if ex post is different from cliamed only b/c Annual kWh was different



		Notes: 

		[list project multiple times for multiple measures]

		for Eversource, pull by measure 

		for UI, pull by project. we'll use sampling workbook, since that rolls up savings to project level.

																																																																						file review only (0)

																																																																						photos only (1)

																																																																						interview only (2)

																																																																						on sites only (3)

																																																																						file revie and photos (0.1)

																																																																						file review and interivew (0.2)

																																																																						file review and on sites (0.3)

																																																																						file review, photos, interview (0.1.2)

																																																																						photos and interviews (2.3)

																																																																						not able to confirm







